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This report presents results of an experimental aerodynamic investi­
gation of the Boeing 747/Space Shuttle Carrier aircraft conducted in the
 
Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel during September 1974. The objective of
 
these tests was to determine performance, stability, and control charac­
teristics of various carrier aircraft configurations. Aerodynamic char­
acteristics of the carrier mated with the Orbiter, carrier alone, and
 
Orbiter alone were investigated. Carrier support system tare and inter­
ference effects were determined.
 
Six-component force and moment data were recorded for the carrier
 
and Orbiter. Buffet onset characteristics of the carrier vertical tall
 
and horizontal tail were recorded. Angles of attack from -3'through 260
 
and angles of sideslip between +120 and -12' were investigated at Mach
 




This report for CA5 consists of three volumes: Volume 1 - data 
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FIG. 2 747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE FLAPS UP, TAIL ON (S = -2) A 5-8 
FIG. 3 747 ALONE + TIP FINS FLAPS UP, TAIL ON (S = -2) A 9-12 
FIG. 4 747 ALONE + TIP FINS FLAPS UP, TAIL ON (S= +1) A 13-16 
FIG. 5 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES 
(S +1) 
FLAPS UP, TAIL ON 
A 17-20 
FIG. 6 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES FLAPS UP, TAIL ON 
(S -2) A 21-24 
FIG. 7 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES + ORB SUPPORTS 
STRUTS (LO) A 25-28 
FIG. 8 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES + ORB SUPPORTS 
STRUTS (HI) A 29-32 
FIG. 9 747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE FLAPS 20, TAIL ON (S= +1) A 33-36 
FIG. 10 747 ALONE + TIP FINS FLAPS 20, TAIL ON (S +1) A 37-40 
FIG. 11 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ELEV = 10 DEG TOTAL A 41-44 
FIG. 12 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ELEV = 10 DEG 747 B 45-48 
FIG. 13 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ELEV = 10 DEG ORB A 49-52 





FIG. 14 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
BASELINE (S = +1) TOTAL A 53-56 
FIG'. 15 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
BASELINE (S = +1) 747 B 57-60 
FIG. 16 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
BASELINE (S = +1) ORB A 61-64 
FIG. 17 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
(S = -2) TOTAL A 65-68 
FIG. 18 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
(S = -2) 747 B 69-72 
FIG. 19 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS 
(S = -2) 
SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ORB A 73-76 
FIG. 20 747 + ORB (10 DEG), TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S= +1) TOTAL A 77-80 
FIG. 21 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S= +1) 747 B 81-84 
FIG. 22 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S = +1) ORB A 85-88 
FIG. 23 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS, NO SPOILERS, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S= +1) 1 TOTAL A 89-92 
FIG. 24 747 + ORB (10 DEG), TIP FINS, NO SPOILERS, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S= +1) 747 B 93-96 





FIG. 25 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, NO SPOILERS, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S = +1) ORB A 97-100 
FIG. 26 747 + ORB (10 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH (S=+l) TOTAL A 101-104 
FIG. 27 747 + ORB (10 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH (S=+l) 747 B 105-108 
FIG. 28 747 + ORB (10 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH (S=+l) ORB A 109-112 
FIG. 29 747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, 
20 LAUNCH (S=+l) 
BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 
TOTAL A 113-116 
FIG. 30 747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, 
20 LAUNCH (S=+l) 
BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 
747 B 117-120 
FIG. 31 747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, 
20 LAUNCH (S=+l) 
BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 
ORB A 121-124 
FIG. 32 747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH TOTAL A 125-128 
FIG 33 747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 747 B 129-132 
FIG. 34 747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH ORB A 133-136 
FIG. 35 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH (S=+l) TOTAL A 137-140 
FIG. 36 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH (S=+1) 747 B 141-144 
FIG. 37 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH (S=+l) ORB A 145-148 






FIG. 38 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, BASELINE (S=I) TOTAL A 149-152 
FIG. 39 747 + ORB-(8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, BASELINE (S=I) 747 B 153-156 
FIG. 40 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, BASELINE (S=I) ORB A 157-160 
FIG. 41 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH (S=-2) TOTAL A 161-164 
FIG.' 42 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, (S=-2) 747 B 165-168 
FIG. 43 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, (S=-2) ORB A 169-172 
FIG. 44 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ELEV = 10 DEG TOTAL A 173-176 
FIG. 45 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ELEV = 10 DEG 747 B 177-180 
FIG. 46 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ELEV = 10 DEG ORB A 181-184 
FIG. 47 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ORB-
ELEVON = 5 DEG TOTAL A 185-188 
FIG. 48 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ORB 
ELEVON = 5DEG 747 B 189-192 





FIG. 49 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ORB 
ELEVON = 5 DEG ORB A 193-196 
FIG. 50 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, NO 
SPEED BRAKES TOTAL A 197-200 
FIG. 51 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, NO 
SPEED BRAKES 747 B 201-204 
FIG. 52 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, NO 
SPEED BRAKES ORB A 205-208 
FIG. 53 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP (S=-2) TAIL CONE OFF TOTAL A 209-212 
FIG. 54 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP (S=-2) TAIL CONE OFF 747 B 213-216 
FIG. 55 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP (S=-2) TAIL CONE OFF ORB A 217-220 
FIG. 56 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPO BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH (S=+I) TOTAL A 221-224 
FIG. 57 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH (S=+I) 747 B 225-228 
FIG. 58 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH (S=+I) ORB A 229-232 
FIG. 59 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, TAIL CONE OFF, DE = 10 TOTAL A 233-236 






FIG. 60 747 + ORB (8DEG)+ TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, TAIL CONE OFF, DE 10 747 B 237-240 
FIG. 61 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, TAIL CONE OFF, DE = 10 
-
ORB A 241-244 
FIG. 62 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, LAUNCH (S=+1) TOTAL A 245-248 
FIG. 63 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, LAUNCH (S=+1) 747 8 249-252 
FIG. 64 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, LAUNCH (S=+1) ORB A 253-256 
FIG. 65 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HORIZ OFF TOTAL A 257-260 
FIG. 66 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HORIZ OFF 747 B 261-264 
FIG. 67 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HORIZ OFF ORB A 265-268 
FIG. 68 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD -SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HOR OFF, TAIL CONE OFF TOTAL A 269-272 
F.IG. 69 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH,, 
HOR OFF, TAIL CONE OFF 747 B 273-276 
FIG. 70 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HOR OFF, TAIL CONE OFF ORB A 277-280 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
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FIG. 71 747 + ORB (4 DEG), HORIZ OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY TOTAL A 281-284 
FIG. 72 747 + ORB (4 DEG), HORIZ OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY 747 B 285-288 
FIG. 73 747 + ORB (4 DEG), HORIZ OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY ORB A 289-292 
FIG. 74 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) TOTAL A 293-296 
FIG. 75 747 + ORB (4DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 747 B 297-300 
FIG. 76 747 + ORB (4DEG), 
(S = -3.2) 
BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
ORB A 301-304 
FIG; 77 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) TOTAL A 305-308 
FIG. 78 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 747 B 309-312 
FIG. 79 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) ORB A 313-316 
FIG. 80 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = +1) TOTAL A 317-320 
FIG. 81 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = +1) 747 B 321-324 
FIG. 82 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = +1) ORB A 
. 
325-328 





FIG. 83 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
BASELINE, (S = -2) TOTAL A 329-332 
FIG. 84 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
BASELINE, (S= -2) 747 B 333-336 
FIG. 85 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
BASELINE, (S = -2) ORB A 337-340 
FIG. 86 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = -10 DEG TOTAL A 341-344 
FIG. 87 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = -10 DEG 747 B 345-348 
FIG. 88 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = -10 DEG ORB A 349-352 
FIG. 89 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = +10 DEG TOTAL A 353-356 
FIG. 90 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = +10 DEG 747 B 357-360 
FIG. 91 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = +10 DEG ORB A 361-364 
FIG. 92 747 + ORB (4DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -2) TOTAL A 365-368 
FIG. 93 747 + ORB (4DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -2) 747 B 369-372 





FIG. 94 747 + ORB (4 DEG), 
(S = -2) 
BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
ORB A 373-376 
FIG. 95 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY,
TAIL CONE OFF TOTAL A 377-380 
FIG. 96 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
TAIL CONE OFF 747 B 381-384 
FIG. 97 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
TAIL CONE OFF ORB A 385-388 
FIG. 98 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE OFF F 389-a96 
FIG. 99 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE ON F 397-400 
FIG. 100 747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE, FLAPS UP, TAIL ON 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 401-403 
FIG. 101 747 ALONE + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, TAIL ON, ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 404-406 
FIG. 102 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK + ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS 
UP, RUDDER = 15/15 C 407-409 
,FIG. 103 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK + ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS 
UP, ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 410-412 
FIG. 104 747 ALONE, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, FLAPS 20, ALPHAI 
(S = -1.9) 
= 6 DEG 
C 413-415 
'-FIG. 105 747 ALONE, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, FLAPS 20, ALPHAI 
(S= +1) 
= 6 DEG 
C 416-418 






FIG. 106 747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE, FLAPS 20 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG (S= +1) C 419-421 
FIG. 107 747 ALONE + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20, ALPHAI 
(S = +1) 
= 6 DEG. 
C 422-424 
FIG. 108 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, BASELINE, ALPHAI = 6 TOTAL C 425-427 
FIG. 109 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, BASELINE, ALPHAI = 6 747 D 428-430 
FIG. 110 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, BASELINE, ALPHAI = 6 ORB C 431-433 
FIG. 111 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 TOTAL C 434-436 
FIG. 112 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 747 D 437-439 
FIG. 113 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 ORB C 440-442 
FIG. 114 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 8 DEG TOTAL C 443-445 
FIG. 115 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 8 DEG 747 D 446-448 
FIG. 116 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 8 DEG ORB C 449-451 






FIG. 117 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 452-454 
FIG. 118 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 455-457 
FIG. 119 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 458-460 
FIG. 120 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 461-463 
FIG. 121 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 464-466 
FIG. 122 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 467-469 
FIG. 123 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 470-472 
FIG. 124 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 473-475 
FIG. 125 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 476-478 
FIG. 126 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 20 
LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 479-481 
FIG. 127 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 20 
LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 482-484 





FIG. 128 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 20 
LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 485-487 
FIG. 129 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 2 DEG TOTAL C 488-490 
FIG. .130 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAr = 2 DEG 747 D 491-493 
FIG. 131 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 




747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 







FIG. 134 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 503-505 
FIG. 135 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPI = 6, RUD = 10/10 TOTAL C 506-508 
FIG. 136 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPI = 6, RUD = 10/10 747 D 509-511 
FIG. 137 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPI = 6, RUD = 10/10 ORB C 512-514 
FIG. 138 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 515-517 





FIG. 139 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 518-520 
FIG. 140 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 521-523 
FIG. 141 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS -
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAL = 6, TC OFF TOTAL C 524-526 
FIG. 142 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAT = 6, TC OFF 747 D 527-529 
FIG. 143 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF ORB C 530-532 
FIG. 144 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPUP 
LNCH, ALP = 6, TC OFF, R = 10/10 TOTAL C 533-535 
FIG. 145 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPUP 
LNCH, ALP = 6, TC OFF, R = 10/10 747 D 536-538 
FIG. 146 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPUP 
LNCH, ALP = 6, TC OFF, R = 10/10 ORB C 539-541 
FIG. 147 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 542-544 
FIG. 148 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 545-547 
FIG. 149 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 548-550 






FIG. 150 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAP 
UP LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF TOTAL C 551-553 
FIG. 151 747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAP 
UP LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF 747 D 554-556 
FIG. 152 747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAP 
UP LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF ORB C 557-559 
FIG. 153 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SP, FLAPS UP 
LNCH, ALPI = 6, ORB ELEV = 5 TOTAL C 560-562 
FIG. 154 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SP, FLAPS UP 
LNCH, ALPI = 6, ORB ELEV = 5 747 D 563-565 
FIG. 155 747 + ORB (8DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SP, FLAPS UP 
LNCH, ALPI = 6, ORB ELEV = 5 ORB C 566-568 
FIG. 156 747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 2, DE = 0/0 (S= -1) TOTAL C 569-571 
FIG. 157 747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 2, DE = 0/0 (S= -1) 747 D 572-574 
FIG. 158 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 2, DE = 0/0 (S= -1) ORB C 575-577 
FIG. 159 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = 0/0 (S= -1) TOTAL C 578-580 
FIG. 160 747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = 0/0 (S= -1) 747 D 581-583 












FIG. 162 747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = 0/0 CS = +1) TOTAL C 587-589 
FIG. 163 
FIG. 164 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = 0/0 (S= +1) 
747 + ORB (8DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 







FIG. 165 747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI = 2 (S= 2) TOTAL C 596-598 
FIG. 166 747 + ORB (4DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI = 2 (S= -2) 747 D 599-601 
FIG. 167 747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI = 2 (S= -2) ORB C 502-604 
FIG. 168 747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI= 6 (S = -2) TOTAL C 605-607 
FIG. 169 747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI = 6 (S= -2) 747 D 608-610 
FIG. 170 747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -2) ORB C 611-613 
FIG. 171 747 + ORB (4DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY,
ALPHAI = 8 (S= -2) TOTAL C 614-616 






FIG. 172 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -2) 747 0 617-619 
FIG. 173 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S= -2) ORB C 620-622 
FIG. 174 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = -3.2) TOTAL C 623-625 
FIG. 175 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S=-3.2) 747 D 626-628 
FIG. 176 
FIG. 177 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S=-3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 







FIG. 178 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) 747 D 635-637 
FIG. 179 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) ORB C 638-640 
FIG. 180 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) TOTAL C 641-643 
FIG. 181 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) 747 D 644-646 
FIG. 182 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) 
ORB C 647-649 






FIG. 183 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = -3.2) TOTAL C 650-652 
FIG. 184 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = -3.2) 747 D 653-655 
FIG. 185 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = -3.2) ORB C 656-658 
FIG. 186 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3,2) TOTAL C 659-661 
FIG. 187 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) 747 D 662-664 
FIG. 188 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3,2) ORB C 665-667 
FIG. 189 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) TOTAL C 668-670 
FIG. 190 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) 747 D 671-673 
FIG. 191 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) ORB C 674-676 
FIG. 192 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S= -2) TOTAL C 677-679 
FIG. 193 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -2) 747 D 680-682 






FIG. 194 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -2) ORB C 683-685 
FIG. 195 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 TOTAL C 686-688 
FIG. 196 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 747 D 689-691 
FIG. 197 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 ORB C 692-694 
FIG. 198 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 2, RUDDER = 10/10 TOTAL C 695-697 




747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 2, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 







FIG. 202 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 8, RUDDER = 10/10 747 D 707-709 
FIG. 203 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 8, RUDDER = 10/10 ORB C 710-712 
FIG. 204 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 TOTAL C 713-715 





FIG. 205 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 747 D 716-718 
FIG, 206 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 ORB C 719-721 
FIG. 207 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, TAIL CONE OFF TOTAL C 722-724 
FIG. 208 747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 




747 + ORB (4DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, TAIL CONE OFF 





FIG. 211 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE OFF, ALPHAI = 15 DEG C 734-736 
FIG. 212 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE ON, ALPHAI = 8 DEG C 737-739 
FIG. 213 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE ON, ALPHAI = 15 DES C 740-742 
FIG. 214 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF STD IN-FLIGHT SPEED BRAKES, 
FLAPS UP A 743-750 
FIG. 215 747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF STD IN-FLIGHT SPEED 
BRAKES, FLAPS UP A 751-766 
FIG. 216 BASIC 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF FULL 45 DEG 
SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 A 767-778 
FIG. 217 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF FULL 45 DEG SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 A 779-782 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
FIG. 218 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF STD BRAKES OR FULL 45 
SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 A 783-794 
FIG. 219 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UPFERRY 
CONFIGURATION A 795-810 
FIG. 220 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
CONFIGURATION A 811-822 
FIG. 221 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH 
CONFIGURATION A 823-838 
FIG. 222 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP 
FERRY CONFIG. A 839-854 
FIG. 223 747 + ORB (8DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH CONFIG. A 855-870 
FIG. 224 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP A 871-890 
FIG. 225 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY A 891-906 
FIG. 226 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 A 907-922 
FIG. 227 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH A 923-934 
.FIG. 228 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS UP A 935-950 
FIG. 229 747 ALONE, STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP A 951-970 
FIG. 230 747 + ORB (8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH A 971-990 
FIG. 231 747 + ORB (4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY A 1991-1010 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
FIG. 232 747 + ORB (10 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH A 1011-1022 
FIG. 233 747 ALONE, ELEVATOR EFFECT FLAPS UP A 1023-1026 
FIG. 234 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF 5 DEG SIDESLIP, FLAPS UP E 1027-1040 
FIG. 235 747 ALONE, RUDDER EFFECT (BETA = 0), FLAPS UP E 1041-1047 
FIG. 236 747 + ORB (8 DEG), ELEVATOR EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH A 1048-1063 
FIG. 237 747 + ORB (8 DEG), ELEVATOR EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
TAIL CONE OFF A 1064-1079 
FIG. 238 747 + ORB (4 DEG), ELEVATOR EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY A 1080-1095 
FIG. 239 747 ALONE, ELEVATOR EFFECT, FLAPS 20 A 1096-1099 
FIG. 240 747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVON, FLAPS UP A 1100-1107 
FIG. 241 747 + ORB (8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
TAIL CONE OFF A 1108-1123 
FIG. 242 BASIC 747 + ORB (4DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY A 1124-1139 
FIG. 243 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF FLAPS ON LAUNCH CONFIG. A 1140-1151 
FIG. 244 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP -C 1152-1166 
FIG. 245 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY C 1167-1181 
FIG. 246 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 C 1182-1190 
FIG. 247 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS FLAPS 20 LAUNCH C 1191-1199 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
FIG. 248 747 ALONE, RUDDER EFFECT WITH ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 1200-1205 
FIG. 249 747 + ORB (4 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 1206-1217 
FIG. 250 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY C 1218-1232 
FIG. 251 747 + ORB (8 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 1233-1244 
FIG. 252 747 + ORB (8 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, TAIL CONE OFF, 
FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 C 1245-1256 
FIG. 253 747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF ORB ELEVONS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH C 1257-1262 
FIG. 254 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP FERRY C 1263-1274 
FIG. 255 747 -+ ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH C 1275-1286 
FIG. 256 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH C 1287-1298 
FIG. 257 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH C 1299-1307 
FIG. 258 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UP-FERRY C 1308-1319 
FIG. 259 747 + ORB (10 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 1320-1328 
FIG. 260 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF FULL 45 DEG SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 C 1329-1337 




A: CL vs. ALPHAW; CL vs. CD; CL, ALPHAW vs. CLM 
B: DCL vs. ALPHAW; DCL vs. DCD; DCL, ALPHAW vs. DCLM 
C: CY, CLN, CSL vs. BETA 
D: DCY, DCLN, DCSL vs. BETA 
E: CL vs. ALPHAW; CL vs. CD; CL, ALPHAW vs,. CLM;
 
CY, CLN, CSL vs. ALPHAW
 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pl - P.)/q 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
p pressure; N/m2, psf 
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV* 2 , N/m2 , psf 
Q(Ps) 
RU/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
c ALPHA angle of attack, degrees 
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees 
PSI angle of yaw, degrees 
PHI angle of roll, degrees 
.P mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft 3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
Ab base area; m
2 
, ft2 
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft 
c.g. center of gravity 
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean 
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2 
MRP moment reference point 
XMP moment reference point on X axis 
XMRP moment reference point on Y axis 




s static conditions 































normal-force coefficient; normal force
 
qS 
axial-force coefficient: axial force
 qS
 









forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
 















forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 













rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
rjb 
lift-to-drig ratio; C/C D
 





























carrier fuselage station, in.
 














carrier longitudinal station, in.
 
Orbiter longitudinal station, in.
 
carrier lateral station, in.
 
Orbiter lateral station, in.
 
carrier vertical station, in.
 
Orbiter vertical station, in.
 
carrier fuselage angle of attack, deg.
 
Orbiter angle of attack,
 
aO = iORB - 2' + aw + AiORB' deg.
 
carrier wing angle of attack,

Ww = ac + 20, deg. 
carrier sideslip angle, deg.
 
































































































Orbiter elevator deflection angle, ORBELV, deg.
 
nominal value of ALPHAW, ALPHAI
 
ALPHAI = ALPHAW - sting balance correction
 
main balance strut tare lift force coefficient, CL-T
 
main balance strut tare drag force coefficient, CD-T
 




main balance strut tare side force coefficient, CY-T
 
yawing moment coefficient, CLN-T
 

















































































carrier left inboard aileron deflection angle, deg.
 
carrier right inboard aileron deflection angle, deg.
 
carrier left outboard aileron deflection angle, deg.
 
carrier right outboard aileron deflection angle, deg.
 
Orbiter aileron deflection angle, deg.
 
carrier inboard elevator deflection, deg.
 
carrier outboard elevator deflection, deg.
 
Orbiter elevon deflection angle, deg.
 
Orbiter body flap deflection angle, deg.
 
carrier lower rudder panel deflection angle, deg.
 
carrier upper rudder panel deflection angle, deg.
 
Orbiter rudder deflection angle, deg.
 
Orbiter speedbrake deflection angle, deg.
 






The test articles were 0.030-scale representations of the Boeing 747
 
carrier and Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicles. The carrier and Orbiter were
 
tested both alone and mated. Carrier alone testing included a strut tare
 
and interference investigation which utilized a dummy support strut. The
 
BTWT external balance measured total force and moment data for the mated
 
vehicle and carrier forces and moments for carrier alone testing. Orbiter
 
forces and moments were measured by a six-component internal balance (660)
 
mounted in the Orbiter.
 
The carrier model (no. AX 1319 1-1) represented the NASA 905 carrier
 
aircraft which is a Boeing 747-100 aircraft with 200 ft. 2 vertical tip
 
fins on the horizontal tail. Configuration designations used were:
 
K25  
 N58 T W
K1 = B2 7 .8 26.8 57 19 44.1
 
60 J50  
F F20 F20 L 70 F2 0  8.1 8.2 J11.10.2 13.8.1 9.8.3 
B27.8 fuselage
 
F0 all flaps retracted at 00 deflection
 
20F8. 1 inboard flaps deflected 200
 
FO2 outboard flaps deflected 200
 
HlSlA basic horizontal tail 
H15.6 horizontal tail with 200 ft. 2 vertical tip fins 
IS image strut for support strut tare and interference studies j60
 











L9.8.3 inboard leading edge Kruegers deflected 700
 
M25  inboard nacelle struts
 
M26.8 outboard nacelle struts
 
N57  inboard nacelle
 




TI9 flap track fairing
 




The Orbiter model (no. 45-0) represented the space shuttle Orbiter
 




ORB = AT3g B26 M16 R5 V8 W116 E44
 
AT38  Orbiter/carrier forward support strut
 






N24  MPS nozzles
 






CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
TC5 tail done fairing 
V8 vertical tail 
WII16 wing 
E44 slotted elevon 
C9 canopy 





The Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (BTWT) is a continuous flow, closed
 
circuit, single return, atmospheric facility with the following character­
istics:
 
Test Section Flow Parameters Test Section Dimensions
 
Freestream Condition Range Description Value 
Mach number 0 thru 1.15 Cross-section (minus 
Dynamic pressure, psia 0 thru 6.3 corner fillets), ft. 8 x 12 
Static pressure, psia 15 to 5.4 Length, ft 14.5 
Stagnation pressure atmospheric Area, ft2 88 
Maximum unit Reynolds 
number, per foot 4 x 106 
Maximum total 
temperature, 'F 160 
The test section can be operated with either solid or slotted walls.
 
The slotted wall configuration consists of 16 slots which can vary wall
 
porosity from 3.5% to 11%.
 
Test data acquisition, recording, computations, and display are done
 






Aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the external balance were
 






Symbol Description 	 Scale Scale
 
S 747 wing area, ft.2 4.95 5500
 
b 747 wing span, in. 70.44 2348
 








Y 747 lateral moment reference point, 0.0
MRP in. Yc
 





Aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the internal balance were
 
reduced to coefficient form in body and stability axis systems utilizing
 
both the carrier reference dimensions (described above) to create one set
 
of data, and Orbiter reference dimensions to create a second set of data.
 




Symbol Description Scale Scale
 
S Orbiter wing area, ft.2 2.42 2690
 
b. 	 Orbiter wing span, in. 28.10 936.68
 

















YMRP Orbiter lateral moment reference 
point, in. Yo 
0.0 0.0 
ZMRP Orbiter vertical moment reference 
point, in. Zo 
II.25 375.0 
Support strut tare and interference corrections were applied to
 
carrier data. These corrections (datasets RGMCOl-RGMClB), were obtained
 












TEST : BTWT 1431 CCA5) DATE t 4/25/75 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER (oer foot) (pounds/sq.ft) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
0.15 .98 x 106 32.8 106 
0.30 1.75 x 106 126.0 130
 
0.50 2.75 x IO 312.1 145
 
0.60 3.125 x 106 418.2 147.5
 
0.70 3.575 x 106 523.3 148.5
 
Main Bal - BTWT External Bal
 







 NF 10,000 lb 

SF 5,000 lb 1335 lb
 
AF 1,000 lb 140 lb
 
PM 100,000 in-lb 4266 in-lb
 
RM 25,000 in-lb 2014 in-lb 
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TABLE II. - Continued.
 
TEST: 2Brwr 1431 CA-S DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 7--7S 
MACH NUMBERSSCOGD. PARAMETERS/VALUES 

DENTIFIER 3 7 U0 RLV 5.,z Sr,4 & - 7
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TABLE II. - Continued. 
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TABLE II. - Continued.
 
TEST :orWp"I,31 CA-S DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE 7- Z-7-
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES MACH NUMBERS 





/ 0o / <3C) 9 7 81- 30 3oa 07 
_ o75 ___,-_ 
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a m /
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77 kjF20 q - 9,7 : 5 5e- al 3zoe,1+aR+Tcs44s,I 
79 kl&Of9,/A+oPF+Tc5+AT,I C _ - - o/3 4-- +5 4g 9277 ' 53 3231 32 4-Im 
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0_ 0 03/Z 45 4-5 -24 32. 1 
z
 
_oneb+Tcs4A5, +g 20 7,39 340 3 338 781 .IzFo U,t 0 4- (0 0/3 0 -- 7 '3 c1I 
3_ A +L 0 0/3 4 4s ac 7.BS j 454-- 33 32 !341 
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94- a -__1 0t1o/ a 45 2' 7.8S iC 3 54-S'39 354- 14 
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SCHEDULES ____________________ 
TABLE II. - Continued.
 
TEST '7vr /7- / -31 I DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY JDATE 7-i-7r 
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DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length, in. 2702 81.06
 




















MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT F6 
















At Inb'd equiv chord
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 








Area Moment (Normnl to hinge line)
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TABLE llla. - Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL 
F2 0 
MODEL COMPONENT F8.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Flap inboard 
deflected 200 
DATA 
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0. 1319-4 thru - 10 & -38 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 










TABLE lIla. - Continued.
 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
F20 
MODEL COMPONENT 8.2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Flap, Outbd deflected 200 
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0 1319-20 thru -25 & -42 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 
WBL 15.450 
Span (equivalent) to WBL 24.660 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 




At Inb'd equrv chord
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 








Area Moment (Normnl to hinge line)
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TABLE lIla. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: Horizontal Tail - HI5.1A 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept Horizontal Tail With 
Planform Radius Fillet at L.E. - Body Intersection. 
MODEL SCALE= 0.03 
DRAWING NUMBER: 65-66630, 69-49180, 1007-477 
DIMENSIONS: Full Scale Model Scale 




























.25 MAC Location-in. 




TABLE lIla. - Continued.
 
MODEL COMPONENT: Horizontal Tail H15.6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Horizontal tail with vertical fins 
on each tip at body B.L. 12.82 
MODEL SCALE- 0.03 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: Full Scale Model Scale 
Exposed Data (one side) 
Area - ft2 





Sweep Back Angle-deg. 




TABLE llla. - Continued..
 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
60
 
MODEL COMPONENT J11,10.2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Middle L.E. Slat deflected 600 
Model Scale: 0.03
 
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0.1319-26. & -44 
DIMENSIONS ' FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area
 
From WBL 15.389 to MAC Strut
 










At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 



















GENERAL DESCRIPTION Oguthoard L.E. Slat deflected 500 
Model Scale: 0.03
 
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0 1319-26 & -44 




Span (equivalent),in 360,5 10.814 
Inb'd equivalent chard 
Outb'd equivalent chord, in 24.1 .722 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 






Area Moment (Normnl to hinge line)
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Drawing NUMBER: 5.0. 1319-26 -44
 
DIMENSIONS: Full Scale Model Scale
 
304.8 9.144
Span from WBL 7.322 

to Nacelle Strut, in
 
315.3 9.46




TABLE lIla. - Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: M25 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard 747, JgD Nacelle 
strut 
Model Scale: 0.03 
DRAWING NUMBER 
DIMENSIONS: 
Wing B.L. of nacelle E, in. 









TABLE lIla. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: M_26.8
 
















GENERAL DESCRIPTION Inboard Fan Cowl and Primary
 














GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard fan cowl and primary
 








TABLE lIla. - Continued.
 
MODEL COMPONENT: SPOILERS - Si-12
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Multi-panel flight spoilers. Four outboard and
 
two inboard spoilers per side. Subscript denotes spoiler panel S1 is the
 
most outboard L.H. panel and S12 is most outboard R.H. panel..
 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL: 1065
 
DRAWING NO.: 65-71450, S. 0. 1065-51, -59, -81, -173
 
DIMENSIONS: (one panel) FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Outboard SI4 and S9-12 (Ft2) 21.48 0.0193
 
Span (equivalent), in. 6.25 0.1875
 
Chord, in. 3.44 0.1032
 
Inboard S5-6 and S7-8 (Ft2) 35.31 0.0318
 
Span (equivalent), in. 7.50 0.225
 








GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Flap track fairings,
 




DRAWING NUMBER 5.0. 1007-403
 
DIMENSIONS t 	 Full Scale Model Scale 
7.06
235.3




WBL of Track no. 	2, in. 

3, in. 652. 
 19.56




WBL of Track no. 4, in.
 
Distance from wing trailing 50. 1.5
 




TABLE lIla. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: V9.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept Vertical Tail 
Model Scale: 0.03 
DRAWING NUMBER: 65-6.9716; 1007-26, -610; 937-319 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo)- Ft2 830 .7470 
Planform 
Span (Theo) - In. 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 






Root (Theo) WP-in. 
Tip (Theo) WP-in. 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W. P. of .25 MAC 









Leading Wedge Angle-Deg. 
Trailing Wedge Angle-Deg. 




TABLE lia. - Concluded. 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING - W44.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept 747 Wing 
MODEL SCALE: 0.03 
DWG. NO.: 65-89585 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL 
Area (Theo.) Ft2 5500 4.95 
Planform 2348 70.44 
Span (Theo. In.) 6.96 6.96 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 7 7 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees _ 
Swept Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge _ 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 
MAC 327.8 9.834 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1339.91 40.197 
W. P. of .'25 MAC 190.75 5.7225 
B. L. of .25 MAC 
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
b. Orbiter Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT3 8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- Orbiter forward attachment struts.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO: Boeing 1319-43 
HEIGHT OF ACTUATOR RED TIP ABOVEDIMENSIONS: 
STRUT UPPER JUNCTION, IN.
 
SYMBOL FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
AT38  15.5 0.465 
AT38°1. 91.67 2.75 
AT38 ,2 75-00 - 2.25 
AT38'2A 75.0 2.25 





MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT3 9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter aft attachment, pitch adjustable from 
0 to 10 deg. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: Boeing 50 1319-37. 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Pivot location: 
In., XC 400.0 12.0 
In., ZC 160.7 4e821 
Equivalent Span: 
(At 0 deg iorb) 





MODEL COMPONENT • BODY - BpA
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION • Configuration 14OA/B orbiter fucplage.
 
NOTE: B26 is identical to B2;, except underside of fuselage ha been
 
refaired to accept W1m, 
MODEL SCALE: O.030 





DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OML F,.,d Sta. Xo=235,) In. 1293.3 38.799 
Length (IML: Fwd Sta. Xo=238) In. 1290.3 38.709 
Max Width (@Xo = 1528. 3) In. 264.00 7.920 
Max Depth (@ X0 = 1464) In. 250.00 7.500 
Fineness Ratio 0,264 0.Q264 -­
-
Ft 2 Area 









MODEL COMPONENT OMS POD - Mpt 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 1400 orbiter OMS pod - short 
pod.
 
MODFT. SnAT,. n n3f 
DRAWING NUMBER. VL7O-O81,O1, -008410 
DIMENSIONS . FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OMS Fwd Sta. Xo-1310.5) In. 28.507-7 
Max Width (@ .X0 = 1511), In. 1 .. .2A 
Max Depth (@X = 1511). In. 74.70 2_211 
Fineness Ratio 2.484 2.484 
Area - Ft 2 








TABLE IlIb. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: MP3 NOZZLES - N2 4 
GEI4ERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B Orbiter MPS Nozzles 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DIWGt SS-A00147, Relpase 12 
DRAUING NUMBMIR: VLT0-OO5O30A. -O00140A 
DIMINSIONS: FULL SCsLE MODEL SCALE 
Length - In.
 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 157.0 4.71 













Exit hs 1 007 
Throat
 




X 14L5. 00 43.35 
Z h l 3 0 1 3 . 29 
Lower Nozzles 
X 1468.170 44.045 
y + 53.000 ± 1.59 
Z 342.640 10.279 




Pitch 16 16 





Yaw r- .5 
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TABLE Mlb. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS NOZZLES - N28 
GEHEFAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B Orbiter OMS-Nozzles 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030
 
DRAUING NUJMBER: VL70-OO1OA (Locatinn) SS-AOOIOl Relns 5 (Cnntnr) 




Gimbal Point to Exit Plane
 















Gimbal Point (Station) - In. 
Left Nozzle
 

































TABLE lllb. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - R5 









 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Ft2
Area - 100.15 0.090 
Span (equivalent), In. 201.00 6.030 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 91.585 2.748 
Outb'd equivalent chord . In. 50.833 1.525 




At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .0.00 0.400
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 34-83 -483
 








Area Moment (ton bwnb ) Ft. 3 610.92 0.165 






MODEL COMPONENT : TAIL CONE - TO5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
. Fairing mounted on orbiter 
ferry misions.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER Booing Drawing 1319-71. 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE 
Length , in. 4115 -8 
Max Width, in. f303.33 

Max Height, in. 265-00 

Fineness Ratio 
- Ft 2 Area 




















MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbiter vertical tail (iden mcal 
to configuration l4OA/B vertical tail), 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: VCh2O. )j)D1LD -pool] I),B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC LE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) - Ft 2 
Planform 413. 243 0.372 
Span (Theo) - In. 315.72 9.472 
Aspect Ratio 1.675 1.675 
Rate of Taper 0.507 0__.07__ 
Taper Ratio 0.404 0.404 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 45.00 45.00 
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
 
0.25 Element Line 41.13 41.13 
Chords:
 
Root (Theo) NP 268.50 8.055 
Tip (Theo) kP 108.47 3.254 
MAC 199.81 5.294___ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1463.35 43.901 
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 19.066 
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.00 0.00 
Airfoil Sec Lion
 
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 10.00 10.00 
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. r49 14.92 
Leading Edge Radius 2.00 0.060
 
Ft2
Void Area- 13.17 0. 
2










NOTE: Identical to Wi ll.excent airfoil thicknpss. 












AreaTneo.) Ft ORIGINAL PAGE TS 
Dlanform 
Span (Theo In. OF POOR 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 
Inc;dence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 











Root (Theo) B.P.0.O. 





Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 


















Tip 1.00 b 
MAC 

Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 

B.L. of .25 MAC 

QUALrZ 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA) 
XXXX-64 
Root b = 
Tip b 
Data for (1) of (2) Sides 
Leading Edge Cuff 2 
Planform Area Ft_ 
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 




































































MODEL COIPONENT: SLOTTED ETLVON (6 -INCH GAP) - Ebb 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration IOA/B Orbiter elevon. 




DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000200 -006089, -006092
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Ft2
Area - 210.0 0.189 
Span (equivalent) . In. 349.2 10.-476 
Inb'd equivalent chord In. 118.004 3.540 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55.192 1.656 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb"d equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.4004 0,4004 
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00 
Tailing Edge -i0.056 - 10,056 
Hingeline 0.00 o.bo (Product of area and 7) 
Area. Moment (2.18725 O043 






MODEL COMPONENT CANOPY - C9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION • Configuration 3A. Canopy uspd with fuselage 
B26-
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DWG: SS-AO0147, Release 12
 
DRAWING NUMBER. VL7O-000143A 
DIMENSIONS - FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo = 434.643 to 578),In. 143.357 4.301 
Max Width (@Xo = 513.127) In. 152.L2 4.-572 











MODEL COMPONENT BODY FLAP - Fg 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration IOAfB orbiter body flap 
Hingeline located at Xo = 1528.3, Zo = 284.3
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DWG SS-AOO147. Release 12
 
DRAWING NUMBER. VL70-OOOl4OA, -000145 
DIMENSIONS • FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo=1520 to X&=1613) In. 93.0 2.79 
Max Width (In.) 






Area - Ft 2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 












RGMXXX 	 Main balance data which have been corrected for main
 
balance mounting system tares and contain wall cor­
rections.
 
AGMXXX 	 Orbiter (internal) balance "basic" data which contains
 




BGMXXX 	 Main balance data (corrected for main balance mounting
 











Positive directions of force coefficients, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 














Figure A. - Axis systems. 
REFERENCE DIM',NSIONS (FS)
 
ORBITER 747 CARRIER 
Ft 2WING AREA , 2690 5500 
MAC (C) - INCHES 474.81 327.78 
SPAN (b)-,- INCHES 936.68 2348.o 
MOMENT REFEENCE CENTER 67.5% LB 25.0 % ! 
F.S. - INCHES 1109.0 1339.9 (;o 96 51)
WP. - INCITES 375.0 190.8 BT;L 400 ( Zo 267 5) 
BSTA 1607 ( Xo 1317) 
X0 1109
 




a.Orbiter/747 Flight Test Configuration Reference Dimensions
 
Figure B. - Model sketches.
 
Aft attach strut, 
Orbiter R5 V8 W1 6 826 AT39 Orbiter tail cone 
C9 E41 F8 Mi, Tc5 








Boeing 747 Cargier ,F
 
W44 . 1 B27 .8 26.8 N58 T19 H1 5 .6 
b. Orbiter/Carrier Model Nomenclature
 
















a. Orbiter/Carrier Mated Configuration Side View iORB =8
 
Orbiter without Tall Cone Fairing
 
Figure C. - Model photographs.
 
,
b.Orbiter/Carrier Mated Configuration Side View iORB = 10 
Orbiter with Tail Cone Fairing
 
Figure C. - Continued.
 
c. Orbiter/Carrier Rear View
 
Figure C. - Continued.
 
d. Orbiter Alone Installation 






e. Carrier Alone InStallation
 
Figure C. - Continued.
 
f. Carrier Inverted with Image Strut for Determination
 
of Wind Tunnel Strut Tare and Interference Effects
 















DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 








- 5500 0000 SO.FT, 
- 327.8000 IN. 



























SCALE ­ .0300 
RUN NO. 194/ 0 RN/L * .95 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -M00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
150 -2 000 .02710 -.15090 .03510 -.02770 -.0050 00190 00060 
.150 -,.000 .02420 -.06710 .02980 -.01570 -.00230 .00140 00040 
150 .000 .02390 .02430 .02700 -.01260 -.00210 .00160 .00020 
.250 2.000 02640 .10950 .02540 - 00720 -.00080 .00140 00020 
.10 2.000 02700 .18800 .02530 00150 -.00050 00130 .00020 
150 3.000 .02740 .26490 .02620 o0lio -.00130 .00120 - 00020 
150 4 000 02670 .3420 .02780 .01840 -.0021O .00130 - 00040 
150 6.000 .024+60 .41950 .03020 02620 -.00260 .00130 - 00040 
.150 6 no .02370 .49530 .03360 03910 -.00260 .00140 -.00040 





















I50 10.000 .02920 .77940 .07160 .08780 -.00690 .00200 .00050 
.150 21.000 03280 .84120 .09260 .09900 - 00610 .00170 00090 
.150 12 000 .03110 89760 .11420 10420 -.00480 00190 00040 
GRADIENT .00007 .08143 -.00056 .00748 .00030 -.00007 -.00025 
RUN NO 193/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 



















.299 .000 .02840 .02170 .02650 -.02080 -.00580 .00130 .00020 
.299 1.000 .02610 10310 .02700 -,02220 -.00460 .0090 .03010 
.299 2.000 .03100 .18400 .02660 -.00140 -.00540 .00200 .00000 
.299 3 000 .03280 .26390 .02720 .00790 -.005O0 .00080 -.00010 
299 4.000 .02840 .34340 0260 .01540 -.00560 .00080 - 00010 
.299 5.000 .02360 42350 .03110 02130 -.00640 00220 - 00020 
.299 6 Oo .02500 .50420 .03500 .02920 - 050 .00120 - 00050 
.299 7.000 .02520 58310 .04030 .04120 -.00560 00110 - 0OOBO 
.299 8.000 .02500 .55420 04700 05520 -.00610 .00240 -.00060 
.299 9.000 .02520 .71830 .05740 .06840 -.00790 .00210 .00020 
.299 10.000 .02470 .77840 .07330 .08290 -.00870 .00280 .00040 
.299 21.000 .02620 .83700 .09430 .09750 -.00880 00250 00020 
299 12.000 .02800 .89630 .11980 .10660 -.00970 .00270 .00030 
GRADIENT .00001 .08221 -.00078 .00901 .00020 -.00009 - 00005 
PAGE a
DATE 0 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 






000 RU-U - 000SREF - 5500.0000 S FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 SI-2 000 
- 00BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 53-4 - .GO0 5-6 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 192/ 0 RN/L - 2.78 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CL CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -2.000 .02970 -. 15850 .03790 -.05620 -.00910 .00160 .00010
 
.500 -1.000 .02220 -.06510 .03080 -.04990 -.00800 .00160 .00000
 
.500 .000 .02210 .02620 .02720 -.04060 -.00800 .00160 -.00010
 
.500 1.000 .02120 .11250 .02570 -.03050 -.00790 .00160 -.00010
 
.500 2.000 .02350 .19780 .02560 -.01870 -.00780 .00170 -.00010
 
.500 3 000 .03150 .28140 .02620 -.00770 -.00740 .00150 -.00010
 
.500 4.000 .02610 .36480 .02760 .00220 -.00690 .00120 -.00010
 
500 5.000 .01030 .44940 .03050 .01150 -.00640 .00090 -.00020
 
500 8.000 .o120 .53410 .03480 .02150 -.00510 .00090 -.00050
 
.500 7.000 .03210 .61380 .04180 .03500 -.00620 .00100 -.00050
 
.500 8.000 .03000 .68490 .05320 .05100 -.00700 .0040 -.00010
 
.500 9.000 .03060 .4920 .07090 .06450 -.00820 .00190 .00020
 
.500 10.000 .02910 .81150 .09230 .07310 -.00920 .00220 .00010
 
.500 11.000 .02870 .S290 .116 0 .07720 -.00980 00260 -.00040
 
.500 12.000 .03000 .92500 .14370 .07750 -.01000 .00310 - 00060
 
GRADIENT -.00035 .08638 -.00084 .01006 .00031 -.00008 -.00003
 
RUN NO. 191/ 0 RN/L - 3,11 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CL CY CLN CEL 
.900 -2.000 .03600 -.16560 .03760 -.06490 -.00980 .00200 .00020 
.500 -1.000 .03490 -.07010 .03040 -.05SO -.00880 .00180 .00000 
.600 .000 .03150 .02530 .02620 -.04840 -.00830 .00170 .00000 
.600 1 000 .02810 .11540 .02430 -.03750 -.00860 .00190 .00000 
600 2.000 .02480 .20530 .02400 -.02710 -.00850 .00190 00000
 
.600 3.000 .02610 .29410 .02480 -.01630 -.00600 .00170 .00000
 
.600 4,000 .03100 .38240 .02680 -.00560 -.00690 .00120 -.00010
 
.600 5 000 .03240 .47O50 03030 .00500 -.00580 .00080 -.00030
 
600 6 000 .03440 .55620 .03580 .01789 -.00550 .00060 -.00080
 
.500 7.000 .03940 63620 .04580 .03270 -.00560 .00060 -.00080
 
.600 8.000 .04010 .10750 .05210 .04830 -.00650 .00110 -.00020
 
.800 9,000 .03510 .77180 .08400 .05360 -,00880 .00180 .00020
 
600 10.000 .03560 .83260 .20BO .05420 -.00900 .00230 .00030
 
.500 21.000 .03750 .88490 .13290 .05030 -.00820 .00220 .00020
 
.600 12.000 .03800 .92240 .165m0 .04550 -.00710 .0021Q .00040
 
GRADIENT -.00078 .09061 -.00088 .01025 .00046 -.00014 -.00005
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 3 
ETWT-143ICA5 KI FO V9.1 1ROM039) 1 21 JAN 75 2 





5500 0000 SQ.FT. 
327.8000 IN 





- 1339,9100 IN. XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 













































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 4 
BTWT-1431CAS KI FO HI5 IA V9 I (RGM04O) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - -a 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-O = 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S1-2 - 000 93-4 000 
$5-6 .000 
RUN NO 202/ 0 RN/L * .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
110 -2.000 .03340 -.21790 .03900 .10600 -.00810 .000,0 .00040 
.150 -1.000 03130 -.08120 .03350 .05360 -.00370 00060 00020 
ISO 000 .02940 .00940 .02950 .02760 - 00240 00030 00010 
.150 1.000 .03190 .08340 .02780 .00730 -.00220 .00010 - 00020 
150 2 000 03220 .16450 .02790 - 02820 -.00280 -.00020 - 00050 
I50 3.000 .03350 .25700 .02900 - 04530 - 00240 - 00040 -.00050 
150 4.000 .03550 .34790 .03110 -.06950 - 00190 -.00020 -.00080 
150 5 000 .03470 .43350 .03440 - 08920 -.00250 00010 - 00070 
.150 6.000 .03120 .51650 .03890 - 10590 - 00410 .00030 - 00090 
.150 7.000 .03190 .59950 .04480 -.12420 -.00450 .00010 - 00080 
.150 8.000 .03570 .67810 .05190 -.14160 -.00380 .00010 -.00030 
.150 9.000 .03530 .74790 .06220 -.15080 -.00410 00050 00000 
.150 10.000 .03280 81090 .07800 -.15070 - 00500 .00070 00010 
.150 II 000 .03310 .87080 .09980 -.14780 -.00450 00050 .00010 
.150 12 000 .03300 .93200 .12510 - 14890 - 00320 .00060 -.00030 
GRADIENT .00051 .08963 -.00061 -.02650 .00040 -.00011 -.00016 
RUN NO 201/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.06 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2 000 .03970 -.18860 .04000 .08820 - 00630 00210 -.00040 
.300 -2.000 .03970 - 08920 .03330 .05620 - 00640 .00220 -.00050 
.300 .000 .03730 .00770 .02980 .02850 -.00590 00190 -.00050 
.300 1.000 .03820 .10090 .02850 .00210 -.00510 .00160 -.00060 
.300 2 000 04070 .19270 .02850 -.02350 -.00440 .00130 - 00050 
.300 3.000 .04020 .28250 .02940 -.04970 - 00440 .00120 -.00040 
300 4.000 .03790 .37050 .03120 -.07600 -.00490 00130 - 00050 
.300 5.000 .03550 .45900 .03430 -.10180 -.00530 00140 -.00080 
.300 6.000 .03530 .54830 .03920 - 12440 -.00470 00140 - 00100 
300 7.000 .03120 .63560 .04560 -.14320 -.00370 00120 -.00130 
.300 0.000 ,0250 .7150 .05400 -. 15770 -.00380 .00130 -.00100 
.300 9.000 .02890 78620 .06550 - 16580 -.00570 00210 - 00020 
.300 10.000 .03640 .84900 .08220 -.16610 -.00760 00300 .00020 
.300 11.000 .03880 90990 .10430 - 16270 -.00780 00320 - 00010 
.300 12.000 .03840 96970 .13090 -.16130 -.00710 00300 - 00050 
GRADIENT -.00033 .09224 -100061 -.02552 .00023 -.00014 -.00003 
w 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 5 
8TWT-1431CAS KI FO H15.IA V9 I IRN040) 21 JAN 75 } 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SPEF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUOD-L - .000 
BRCF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-18 - 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 sI-2 - .000 S3-4 * .000 
S5-6 - .000 
RUN NO OO/ 0 RN/L - 2.81 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -2.000 
 .03790 -. 19530 .04000 .07280 - 00820 .00170 -.00010
 
.600 -1 000 .03690 -.09170 .03280 .04020 -.00720 .00180 -.00010
 
500 000 03790 
 .01020 .02880 .01150 -.00710 .00180 - 00040
 
500 1.000 .03860 .10780 .02710 -.01410 -.00690 00180 - 00040
 
500 2.000 03990 .20340 .02700 -.03980 -.00650 .00160 -.00030 
.500 3.000 04190 .29870 .02800 -.06700 -.00680 .00160 - 00040 
.500 4,000 .04120 .392600302  -.09300 -.00680 .00150 -.00040 
.500 5.000 .04110 .48550 .03390 -.11620 -. 00620 .00140 -.00050 
.500 6 000 04130 .57750 .03940 -.13720 - 00580 .00130 -.00080 
.500 7.000 .04210 .66520 .04730 -.15180 -.00590 00140 -.00090 
.500 8.000 .04220 .74220 .05000 -.15720 -. 00680 .00160 -.00040 
.500 9.000 .04010 .80930 07860 -.15750 -. 00750 .00200 -. 00010 
.500 10.000 03700 .87350 .10110 -.15840 -. 00790 .00230 -. 00040 
.500 11.000 .03570 .93550 .128610 -. 15980 -,00800 .00250 -.00090 
.500 12.000 .03910 .99040 .15390 -.16480 -.00820 .00290 -. 00120 
GRADIENT .00068 .09700 -.00069 - 02679 .00021 -.00005 - 00005
 
RUN NO 199/ 0 RN/L - 3.16 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY 	 CLN CSL
 
p 	 .800 -2.000 .03550 -.20380 .03970 .07150 -,00900 .00200 .00000 
.03170 .03670 -100840 .00200 -.00050 
500 000 .03930 .00890 .0730 .00710 -.00810 .00190 -.00080 
.600 I 000 .03590 .10990 .02550 -.01990 -.00800 .00190 -.00060 
.600 2.000 .03410 .20900 .02540 -.04650 -.00770 .00190 -.00050 
.500 3.000 .03750 .30000 .O 6O -.07250 -.00720 .00180 -.00050 
.800 4.000 .03970 .40570 .02920 -.09680 -.00660 .00160 ".00050 
S00 5.000 04130 .50130 03350 - 11950 - 00590 00130 -.00070 
.500 6.000 .03990 .5941D .04030 -.13900 -.00550 .00120 -.00110 
.600 7.000 .03790 .68330 .05100 -.14810 -.00500 00110 -.00120 
.600 -1.000 .03490 - 09630 

8 000 .03810 .75960 06830 -.15050 -.00510 .00130 - 00080
 
.600 9 000 .03B50 .82330 .09130 - 15200 -.00650 .00180 - 00040
 
500 10.000 03970 .88620 .11640 -.16180 -.00760 .00220 -.00030
 




.14130 -.17380 -.00770 .00240 -.00080
 
B00 12.000 .04660 .98110 .16590 -.19180 -.00770 .00250 - 00080
 
-.00009 -.00005
GRADIENT .00068 .10050 -.00069 -.02702 .00040 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 	 PAGE 6
 





BETA 	 - 000 STAB - -2.000 
- .000 RUD-L - 000 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 	 RUD-U 
BREF - 23L.000 IN 2MRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC 	 ELV-1B - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SI- - .000 $3-4 .000SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 - .000 
RUN NO, 198/ 0 RN/L - 3.48 GRADIENT INTERVAL m -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 .03620 -.21580 .03980 .06620 - 00930 .00180 .00000
 
.700 -1.000 03860 -.10300 .03050 .03320 -.00910 00190 -.00060
 
.700 .000 .03720 .00820 .02520 .00360 - 00890 .00200 -.00060
 
.700 1.000 .03330 .11470 .02280 -.02380 -.OOB50 .00210 - 00040
 
700 2.000 .03120 .22080 .02240 -.05060 -.00780 .00210 - 00020
 
700 3.000 .03330 .32660 .02370 -.07720 -.00710 .00190 - 00030
 
.700 4.000 .03680 .42860 .0210 -.10100 -.00660 .00160 -.00050
 
.700 5.000 .03890 52740 
 .03300 -.11900 -.00580 .00140 -.00070 
.700 6.000 .03690 62130 .04330 -.13050 - 00480 .00120 -.00080 
700 7.000 .03420 .70410 .0610 -.13790 - 00460 .00130 -.00060 
700 8.000 .03330 .77330 .08470 -.14840 -.00550 .00180 00010 
700 9.000 .03620 .83220 .10830 -.16560 -.00830 .00190 .00050 
.700 10.000 .04220 .88480 .13150 -.18640 -.00660 .00190 .00010 
.700 11.000 .04980 .92940 .15420 -.19970 - 00630 00180 00030 
.700 32 000 .05470 .96520 .17750 -.21750 -.00560 00160 .00080 
GRADIENT -.00021 .10621 -.00083 - 02663 .00051 - 00005 - 00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 7 
BTIT-431CAS KI FO HI5.IA V9.I (RGM041) 21 JAN 75 











1339.9100 IN. XC 













BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE ,D300 si-2 - .000 53-4 - .000 
B-B .000 
RUN NO 207/ 0 RN/L - .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
50 -22.000 5,80270 .54320 .02630 -.18750 .18220 -.03330 .03300 
.150 -10.000 5.80420 .53770 02730 -.16820 .14760 -.02780 .02840 
.150 -8 000 5.80760 52920 .03020 -.14910 .10790 -.02000 02190 
.150 -6.000 5.81010 .52550 03330 -.12940 .07170 - 01290 .01530 
150 -4.000 5,81050 .52800 .03550 -. 11370 .04220 -.00750 00940 
150 -3.000 5 81050 53090 .03600 -.11200 0298O -.00560 00680 
.150 -2.000 5.81050 .53350 03620 -.11660 .01760 - 00350 .00420 
.150 -1.000 5.81100 .53440 .03630 - 12450 .00440 -.00120 .00160 
.150 .000 5.8110O .63440 .03640 -.13100 -.00990 .00140 -.00120 
.150 1.000 5.810O 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 

.53520 .03S30 -.13300 -.02460 .00390 -.00390
 
.150 2.000 5.81050 
 .53590 .03610 -.13260 -.03820 .00600 -.00670
 
.160 3 000 5.80960 53610 .03520 -.13310 -.05100 .00770 - 00940
 
.150 4 000 5.80960 .53530 
 .03370 - 13610 - 06460 .00960 -.01220
 
.150 6.000 5 80860 
 .53630 .02980 - 14740 -.09680 .01530 -.01790
 
.150 8.000 5.80520 .54470 .02670 -.16180 -.13340 .02350 -.02370
 
.150 10.000 5.80030 .55680 .02480 -.17800 -.17070 .03170 -.02910
 
.180 12,000 5.19830 55910 .02300 -.19690 -.20080 .03510 - 03340
 
GRADIENT - 00011 .00084 -.00015 -.00322 -.01350 .00221 - 00270
 




.300 -12.000 5 79830 .55390 .02460 -.19040 ,283B0 -.03450 .03220
 
.300 -10.000 5.80220 .54770 .02770 

MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM 

-.17420 14700 -.02790 .02710
 
.300 -8.000 5.80620 .54090 .03080 -.15600 .0900 -.01980 ,02140
 
300 -6.000 5.80760 .53880 .03380 -.14200 .07430 -.01260 .01570
 
.300 -4.000 5.80710 .54210 .03640 -.13460 .04440 -.00730 .01000
 
.300 -3.000 5.80710 .54460 .03750 -.13330 .03100 -.00530 00730
 
.300 -2.000 5.80710 .54620 .03820 -.13320 .01800 -.00320 .00470
 
.300 -1.000 5.80810 .54640 .03860 -.13380 .00470 -.00210 .00200
 
.300 .000 5.80810 .54630 .03660 -.13410 -.00900 .00130 -.00070
 
.300 1.000 5 80760 .64710 .03830 -.13440 - 02330 .00360 - 00340
 
.300 a 000 5.80710 .54850 .03770 -.13580 -.03770 00590 -.00610
 
.300 3 000 5 80710 .5490 .03700 -.13850 -.05210 .00820 -.00890
 
.300 4.000 5.80760 .55020 .03600 -.14220 -.06640 .01050 -.01170
 
300 6 000 5806O .55150 .03310 -.15490 -.09730 01640 -01750
 
.300 
 8.000 5 80370 .55580 .02920 - 17470 -.13260 02400 -.02330
 
.300 10.000 5.80080 .56130 .02530 -.19530 -.17010 .03190 -.02880
 
.300 	 12.000 5.79980 .56100 .02290 -.20440 -.20350 .03690 -.03350 
GRADIENT 00003 .00089 -.00007 -. 00086 -.01385 .00224 - 00271 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 9
 
8TWT-1431CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 ROM041I 21 JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0 FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
SREF - 2348 0000 IN ZIRP - 190 7500 IN.ZC ELV-IS - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 St-2 000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - 000 
RUN NO. 205/ 0 RN/L - 2.75 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -12.000 5.79150 57000 .02580 - 17460 .19020 - 03540 03240
 
B00 -10.000 5 79050 .56900 02650 -.16900 15410 -.02950 02770
 
500 -8 000 5 79440 .56400 .02950 -.15640 .11630 - 02160 02220
 
.500 -6 000 5 79740 5S130 .03300 - 14460 08050 - 01390 .01630
 
500 -4.000 5 79690 .56300 .03600 - 13790 04840 - 00770 01040
 
.500 -3.000 5.79890 .56490 .03710 -.13680 .03390 -.00520 .00750
 
.500 -2.000 5.79790 .56690 
 .03780 -.13690 .02020 -.00300 .00470
 
500 -1 000 5.79880 .568920 .03820 - 13750 .00670 - 00090 00200
 
600 000 5 7880 55980 .03830 - 13790 -.00730 .00130 - 00070
 
500 1 000 5.79930 .56880 .03800 - 13770 -.02200 .00350 - 00330
 
500 2 000 5 79980 .56900 .03750 - 13900 - 03690 .00590 - 00610
 
500 3.000 5 79980 .56950 .03660 - 14210 - 05150 00820 - 00900
 
500 4.000 5.79930 .56980 .03530 -.14610 - 06640 .01080 - 01200
 
.600 6.000 5.79790 .57150 .03210 -.15810 -.09960 .01700 - 01800
 
.500 8.000 5.79540 .57540 .02880 -.17470 -.13830 .02540 -.02390
 
500 to 000 5.79390 .57890 .02610 - 18920 -.17830 .03390 - 02950
 
.500 12 000 5.79300 .57670 .02420 - 19030 -.20980 .03790 - 03400
 
GRADIENT .00038 .00076 -.00008 -.00089 -.01430 .00226 -.00277
 
RUN NO. 204/ 0 RN/L - 3.12 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM 8Y CLN CSL
 
600 -12.000 5 78370 .58570 02720 -.16310 .19530 -.03600 03300
 
.600 -30,000 5.78520 .58530 .02690 -.16130 .16360 -.03200 .02880
 
800 -8 000 5.78760 .58050 .02920 -.15090 .12300 -.02320 .02310
 
oo -6.000 5 78910 .57810 .03280 -.14090 .08400 -.01440 01690
 
.600 -4 000 5.78910 .57990 .03620 -.13610 .05110 - 00800 .01060
 
.800 -3 000 5.78910 .58140 .03750 -.13580 .03640 -.00550 .00770
 
.6OO -2.000 5.78960 .58250 .03830 -.13610 .02220 -.00330 .00480
 
.600 -I 000 5.79000 .58310 .03860 -.13800 .00880 -.00130 00210
 
.600 000 5.79000 .58380 03860 -.13960 -.00500 .00070 - 00060
 
.600 1.000 5 78910 .58510 .03840 -.13910 -.01970 .00290 - 00340
 
.600 2.000 5.78860 58620 .03790 -.13860 -.03550 00550 -.00630
 
.600 3.000 5.78910 .58670 .03710 -.13980 -.05180 00820 - 00930
 
.600 4.000 5.78960 .58690 .03590 -.14260 -.06800 01080 -.01240
 
600 6.000 5.78810 .58870 .03270 -.15360 -.10240 01720 -.01850
 
.600 8.000 5.78610 .59170 .02990 -.16920 -.14180 .02590 - 02460
 
.600 30.000 5.78520 .59410 .02780 -.18240 -.18260 .03490 -.03010
 
600 12 000 5.78710 .59200 .02650 -.18300 -.21670 .03920 -.03430
 
GRADIENT -.00002 .00089 -.00006 -.00074 -.01474 .00230 -.00284
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 9 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO HIS.IA V9 I (ROM041) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB -- -2 000 
LREF * 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-C - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 si-2 - 000 93-4 - 000 
95-6 - 000 
RUN NO. 203/ 0 RN/L - 3.43 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
700 -12.000 5.76550 .62490 03140 -.14410 20970 -.03820 03820 
700 -10.000 5.76710 .62200 .02990 -.14240 .17770 - 03450 03330 
700 -8 000 5 77000 .61510 .03170 -.13530 .13350 -.02470 02680 
.700 -6.000 5.77340 .60890 .03520 - 12970 09090 -.01510 01950 
.700 -4.000 5.77540 .60700 .03860 -.12830 .05580 -.00830 01210 
700 -3 000 5 77640 .60650 .03970 -.12850 .04060 -.00600 00870 
.700 -a 000 5.77690 60610 .04030 -.12870 02580 - 00370 00550 
.700 -1.000 5.77690 60530 .04060 -.12930 01070 -.00140 .00840 
.700 .000 5.77690 .60550 04070 -.13010 -.00480 .00090 -.00070 
.700 1.000 5 77780 .60650 .04060 -.13080 -.02090 .00350 - 00400 
.700 2 coo 5.77730 .60700 .04030 -.13170 - 03730 00600 - 00720 
.700 3.000 5.77640 .60960 .03940 -.13360 -.05400 .00860 -.01050 
700 4.000 5 77490 .61150 .03830 -.13710 - 07120 .01150 - 01390 
700 6 000 5.77390 .61650 .03550 -.14670 - 10860 01860 - 02090 
700 8.000 5 77390 .62280 .03330 -. 15650 -.15010 02730 - 02760 
.700 10.000 5.77440 .62790 .03200 -,1390 -.19210 .03560 - 03350 
700 12.000 5 76950 62860 .03180 -.15710 - 22750 .04000 -.03840 
GRADIENT - 00001 .00052 - 00003 -.00097 - 01583 00245 - 00322 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 10 
BTT-1431CA5 KI FO HIS,6 VS.1 CR0M042) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 53-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 .000 
RUN NO. 212/ 0 RN/L - .97 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 -
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.150 -2.000 -.05540 '-.22200 .03970 .12050 -.00650 00170 00000 
.150 -1.000 -.04790 -108410 .03360 .07050 -.00890 .00170 -.00010 
.150 .000 -.04980 .00620 .02990 .04160 -.002tO .00150 -.O0020 
150 I 000 - 05110 .08170 .02820 .01540 - 00230 00150 - 00050 
.150 2.000 - 05020 .16390 .02810 -.01370 - 00260 00140 - 00060 
.150 3 000 -.05010 .25600 .02930 -.04360 -.00260 00100 -.00070 
.150 4.000 -.05080 .34740 .03150 -.07150 -.00210 .00100 - 00070 
.150 5.000 -.04990 .43380 03500 - 09470 -.00240 00130 -.00070 
150 6 000 - 04910 .51780 .03970 -.11430 -.00420 00150 -.00080 
150 7.000 -.05180 .60360 .04570 -.13920 -.00360 .00140 - 00080 
.150 8.000 -.04810 .68150 .05380 -.15850 -.00400 .00110 -.00030 









.150 II 000 - 05270 .67290 .10080 -.17110 - 00210 00100 .00010 
.150 12 000 - 04460 .93310 .32600 -.17090 -.00160 .00090 .00020 
GRADIENT .00029 .09023 -.00054 -.02977 .00037 -.00009 -.00011 
RUN NO 211/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.83 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.04580 - 19500 .04070 .10950 -.00540 00270 - 00070 
.300 -1.000 -.04480 -.09570 .03450 .07650 -.00690 .00300 -.00080 
300 .000 - 04340 .00430 .03100 .04420 -.00640 .00280 -.00090 
300 3.000 - 04420 .09770 .02950 .01440 - 00590 00260 - 00090 
300 2 000 -.04750 .18960 .02930 -.01480 -.00560 .00250 -.00070 
.300 3 000 - 04710 28050 .03030 -.04390 -.00530 .00230 -.00060 
.300 4 000 - 04480 .36950 .03230 7 07380 -. 00520 .00220 - 00050 
.300 5 000 - 04280 .45900 03560 -.10340 -.00520 00230 -.00060 
.300 6.000 - 04380 .54910 .04050 -.12990 -.00480 .00230 -.00090 
.300 7000 - 04510 63780 .04680 -.15230 -.00410 .00220 -.0010 
300 8 000 - 04660 .72020 .05500 - 17180 -.00440 .00220 - 00110 
300 9 000 - 04690 79220 .06720 -.18430 - 00570 00260 - 00050 
300 10.000 -.04490 85490 .08480 -.18700 -.00700 00310 -.00030 
.300 II 000 -.04490 .91470 .10680 -.18560 - 00700 00300 - 00010 
300 12.000 -.04620 .97430 .13190 -.18340 - 00720 00320 - 00050 
GRADIENT .00009 .09315 -.00058 -.03018 00024 -.00010 00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE II 
8TWT-I431CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9 I (R0H042) ( 21 JAN 75 





- 5500.0000 SQ FT 
- 327.8000 IN. 








1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 




























RUN NO 210/ 0 RN/L - 2.75 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -2.000 - 04310 -.19800 .04110 .09520 -.00910 00260 - 008N0
 
.500 -1.000 - 04220 -.09370 .03390 .05960 - 00860 .00280 - 00050 
500 000 - 04040 .00910 .02990 02830 -.00810 .00280 - 00070 
500 1.000 -.03690 .10600 02820 -.00040 -.00760 .00270 - 00070 
500 2.000 -.04430 .20320 .02800 -.02940 -.00700 .00250 -.00060
 
500 3.000 - 04920 29930 .02900 -.05990 -.00700 .00240 -.00050
 
.500 4.000 - 04420 39330 .03130 -.08920 -.00730 .00250 -.00050
 
.500 5.000 - 04120 .48650 .03500 - 1166O - 00730 00240 - 00070
 
.500 6.000 -.04430 .57930 .04050 -.14180 - 00690 00230 - 00090
 
.500 7.000 -.04530 .66800 .04850 -.16120 -.00660 00230 -.00100
 
.500 8 000 -.04160 .74650 .06070 -.17100 -.00660 00220 - 00070
 
500 9.000 -.04150 81370 .07850 -.17340 - 00710 00230 -.00040
 
.500 0.000 -.04540 .87880 .10110 -.17530 - 00770 00250 -.00050
 
.500 11.000 - 04460 .93950 .12630 -.17780 -.00810 00280 -.00070
 
.500 12.000 -.04020 .99580 .15300 -.18240 -.00650 .00320 -.00070
 
GRADIENT -.00036 .09755 -.00070 -.03000 .00027 -.00005 -.00002
 
A RUN ND. 209/ 0 RN/L - 3.13 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -2 000 -.04600 -.20520 04130 .08440 -.00960 .00290 -.00030
 
600 -1.000 -.04460 -.09950 .03340 .05270 -.00840 .00270 -.00050
 
600 .000 -.05020 00570 .02880 .02340 - 00790 .00250 - 00060
 
600 I 000 - 05730 .10570 .02680 -.00560 -.00110 .00270 - 00060
 
.600 2.000 -.05720 .20580 .02660 -.03470 -.00910 00280 -.00060
 
.600 3.000 -.04940 .30880 .02780 -.06410 -.00740 .00260 - 00050 
s00 4 000 -.04770 .40520 .03060 -.09200 -.00670 .00230 -.00040 
600 5 000 - 05tO .50110 .03470 -.11740 -.00600 .00200 - 00070 
600 6.000 -.05050 .59490 .04140 -.13920 -.00550 .00180 -.00110 
.600 7.000 - 04640 .68420 05300 -.15460 -.00560 .00200 - 00090 
.600 8 000 - 04510 .76060 .06970 -.16050 -.00570 .00220 - 00060 
.600 9.000 - 04770 .62620 .09070 -.16390 - 00590 .00220 -.00060 
.600 10.000 -.04470 .88860 .11470 -.17320 -.00640 .00220 -.00070 
.600 II 000 - 04020 .94430 .14070 -.18950 -.00690 .00250 -. o00so 
.600 12 000 -.03910 .98880 .16720 -.20990 -.00710 .00270 -.00020 












SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YIRP * .0000 IN. YC RUD-U 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2340.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 61-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 000 
RUN NO 208/ 0 RN/L - 3.43 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CEL
 
700 -2.000 -.04250 -.21550 04170 
 .07210 - 00940 00260 -.00010 
700 -1 000 -.03710 -.10440 03260 03860 -.00910 .00260 - 00060 
700 000 -.04810 .00730 .02720 00880 -.00890 00270 - 00060 
700 .000 - 04580 ,LO350 .02450 -.01850 -.00800 .00270 -.00020
 
700 2.000 -.04100 .21840 .02400 -.04370 -.00740 .00270 .00000
 
.700 3.000 -.04050 .32350 02540 -.06830 -.00710 .00260 -.00010
 
.100 4,000 -.03980 .42620 .02880 -.09200 -.00650 .00240 -.00020
 
.700 5.000 -.03810 .52540 .03430 -.11030 -.00540 .OO0 -.00040
 
.700 6.000 -.03960 .61960 .04500 -.12450 -.00470 00180 - 00050
 
.700 7.000 -.04280 .70340 .08280 -.13850 -.00470 00200 - 00030
 
.700 8 000 - 04280 .77320 .08540 -.15350 -.00530 .00220 00040
 
.700 9 000 - 03910 .e3190 .to90o -.17210 -.00570 .00220 .0000
 
.700 t0 000 -.03510 .88240 .13190 - 19590 -.00590 .00220 00040
 
.700 11.000 - 03510 .92550 .15450 -.21610 -.00520 00170 .00030
 
.700 12.000 -.03660 .96230 .17770 -.23590 -.00400 .00130 00080
 
GRADIENT .00053 .10587 -.00092 -.02803 .00055 -.00007 00002
 
PAGE 13
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

8TWT-1431CA5 K! FO H15.6 V9.1 (RM043) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 Gna STAB - -a 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 8348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OR - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 217/ 0 RN/L * .97 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.150 -12.000 5.80810 .53860 .02610 -.17990 .2096O -.04960 .03360
 
.150 -10 000 5.80860 .53390 .02810 -.16650 16870 -.04130 02870
 
.150 -8.000 5 81050 .52800 .03140 -.15230 .12590 - 03110 0224d
 
.150 -6 000 5.81300 .52530 .03450 -.13500 .08630 -.02110 0I6001
 
.150 -4 000 5.81490 .52670 .03070 -.11930 .05150 - 01230 00990
 
.150 -3.000 5 81540 .52830 .03730 - 11640 .03630 - 00850 00700
 
.160 -2.000 5 81490 52980 
 .03750 -.11970 02160 -.00500 .00420
 
150 -2.000 5.81450 .53140 03760 -.12770 .00570 - 00120 .00130
 
.150 .000 5.81400 53220 .03780 -.13440 -.01190 00280 - 00170
 
.150 2.000 6 81450 .53280 , .03780 - 13590 -.02950 .00690 - 00470
 
.150 2 000 5.81450 53350 03780 -.13510 -.04520 01040 - 00750
 
.150 3.000 5.81400 .53380 03730 -.13620 -.05970 01340 - 01020
 
150 4.000 5 81250 .53440 .03570 - 14060 - 07540 .01680 - 01300
 
.150 6.000 5 80750 53830 .03130 -.15320 - 11270 02560 - 01880
 
.150 8 000 5.80520 54460 02780 -.16480 -.15380 03650 - 02460
 
.150 10.000 5 60470 .55150 .02600 -.17270 -.19560 04720 - 02990
 
.150 22.000 5.80320 .55620 .02450 -.17850 -.23240 .05400 -.03420
 
GRADIENT -.00024 00093 -.00005 - 00305 - 01607 .00368 - 00288
 
RUN NO 216/ 0 RN/L - 1.83 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLN CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -12 000 5 80320 .54970 .02550 -.18370 21190 -.05110 .03300
 
.300 -10.000 5 80420 .54560 .02820 - 17020 .17000 - 04180 02780
 
.300 -8.000 5.80620 .54040 .03170 -.15680 .12890 - 03050 .02210
 
.300 -6.000 5.80810 .53890 .03520 -.14570 .08700 -.02020 .01620
 
300 -4.000 5.80950 .54160 03810 -.13850 .05220 - 01200 02040
 
300 -3.000 5 80960 .54390 .039210 -.13660 .03660 -.00850 00750
 
300 -2.000 5.80910 54600 .03980 -. 13600 .02150 -.00500 00470
 
.300 -1.000 5.80860 .54690 .04020 -.13680 .00600 -.00130 .00190
 
.300 .000 5.80910 .54690 .04030 -. 13830 -.00990 .00250 -.00090
 
.300 2.000 6 80960 54730 .04010 -. 13980 - 02670 .00620 - 00370
 
.300 2.000 5 80910 .54850 .03940 -.14130 - 04400 .01000 - 00650
 
.300 3,000 5.80810 .54970 .03840 -.14330 -.06100 .01370 -.00930
 
.300 4.000 5.80760 .54970 .03720 -.14670 -.07760 01760 -.01230
 
.300 6.000 5.80710 .55020 .03410 -215890 -.1280 .02650 -.01820
 
.300 8.000 5 80520 .55420 .030 0 -.17490 -.16350 .03710 -.02400
 
300 10 000 5.80220 .55870 0620 -,18720 -.19540 04780 -.02950
 
300 12 000 5.80220 .55400 .02340 -.28380 -.23230 05510 -.03390
 
GRADIENT -.00019 .00092 -100011 -.00111 -.0126 00371 -.00282
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 14
 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9 I (OM043) ( 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327 6000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUG-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 . .000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 000 
RUN NO. 215/ 0 RN/L - 2.78 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12 000 5.79200 .56540 .02590 - 16260 .21640 - 05180 03300 
.500 -10.000 5.79490 .56430 .02700 -. 16220 .17720 -.04360 .02850 
500 -8.000 5.79790 .55220 .03020 -. 15570 .13450 -.03280 .02290 
500 -6 000 5.79880 55150 .03390 -.14700 .09310 -.02180 .01670 
800 -4 000 5.79930 56300 .03720 - 13980 .05560 - 01240 01050 
.500 -3 000 5 79930 .56500 .03840 -. 13830 .03880 - 00840 00750 
.500 -2 000 5.79980 .55750 .03940 -. 13860 .02310 -.00480 00460 
.500 -1.000 5.19980 .56890 .03990 -. 13990 .00770 -.00140 .00190 
500 .000 5 79980 .56870 .03990 - 14060 -.00840 00220 - 00070 
500 I 000 5.79980 56820 .03960 - 14080 -.02560 00600 - 00350 
.500 2 000 5 80030 .56860 .03890 - 14150 - 04310 .00990 - 00640 
500 3 000 5.80080 56950 03790 - 14400 -.06020 01370 - 00930 
.500 4 000 5 8OO80 .57050 .03640 -.14870 - 07760 01770 -.01240 
.500 6 000 5.79830 .57180 .03280 -.16090 -. 11570 .02700 - 01860 
.6500 8.000 5.79690 .57320 .02950 -.17020 -. 15830 .0380C -.02440 
.500 10.000 5 79740 .57320 .028690 -.17200 -.20190 .04870 - 02970 
500 12 000 5.79880 .56960 02480 -.16410 -.23800 05580 - 03410 
GRADIENT .00019 .00076 -.00010 -.00099 -.01659 00372 -.00282 
RUN NO. 2I4/ 0 RN/L - 3.11 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12 000 5.78370 .58230 .02750 -.15020 .22060 -.05180 .03360 
.600 -10 000 5.78510 .58480 .02820 -.16510 .18410 -.04520 02960 
.600 -8.000 5.78810 .58130 .03040 -.15670 .14020 -.03410 .02380 
.600 -6.000 B.79000 .57870 .03390 -.14320 .09720 -.02260 .01720 
.600 -4 000 5.79050 .57960 03750 -.13550 .0593P -.01300 01070 
600 -3.000 5.79150 .58110 .03890 - 13530 .04200 - 00900 .00770 
.600 -2 000 5.79200 58270 .03970 -.13710 .02540 -.00520 00470 
800 -1.000 5 79250 58400 .04010 - 13960 .00940 - 00170 .00190 
600 .000 5 79100 58470 04020 -.14100 -.00670 00170 - 00080 
.600 I 000 5 79200 58460 .03980 - 14020 - 02380 00530 -.00360 
600 2.000 5 79300 .58450 .03930 -.13840 -.04170 .00920 - 00650 
.600 3.000 5.79350 .58520 .03850 -.13870 -.06010 .01330 -.00960 
600 4 000 5.79250 .58680 .03700 -.14360 -.07890 01770 - 01280 
600 6.000 5 79000 .59050 .03340 -.15790 -.11900 .02750 -.01930 
.600 8.000 5 78910 .59140 .03070 -.16420 -.16160 .03850 -.02510 
.600 10.000 5.79000 .58920 .02890 -.16040 -.20490 .04900 - 03010 
600 12 000 5 79100 .58610 .02680 -.15SIO -.24480 05550 -.03460 
GRADIENT .00028 .00075 -.00007 -.00076 -.01711 00376 - 00290 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 15
 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9 I (RGM043) 1 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI = 6 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.9000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN.Ye RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
8REF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 000 
S5-6 000
 
RUN NO. 213/ 0 RN/L - 3 43 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
700 -12.000 5.76760 .62230 .03150 -. 13230 .23320 -.05330 .03860
 
.700 -10.000 5 76610 62540 .03130 -.15460 .19550 - 04720 03410
 
700 -8.000 5 76900 .61790 .03330 -.15120 15000 - 03550 02770
 
.700 -6 000 5.77290 61020 .03670 -.13890 .10400 - 02330 .02020
 
700 -4.000 5 77590 .60580 04020 - 12880 .06360 -.01320 01240
 
700 -3 000 5 77690 60570 .04140 -.12600 04560 -.00920 .00870
 
700 -2.000 5 77780 60410 .04190 - 12470 .02820 -.00550 00540
 
.700 -1.000 5.77830 .60340 .04210 -.12490 .01120 -.00190 .00240
 
700 .000 5 77880 60390 04220 - 12550 -.00600 .00170 - 00060
 
.700 I 000 5 77930 .60460 04210 -.12490 - 02420 .00580 - 00380
 
.700 2 000 5.77980 60550 .04160 -.12380 -.04310 .00950 - 00720
 
0522
700 3.000 5.7800 60690 .04090 -.12470 r. 0 01370 - 01060
 
700 4 000 6.78080 60930 .03960 -.12890 - 08280 01800 - 01410
 
.700 6.000 5.77930 .61620 .03680 -. 14440 -,12390 .02820 - 02140
 
.700 8.000 5.77780 .62320 .03440 -.16160 -,16940 .03940 -.02840
 
.700 t0 000 5 77730 .62700 .03290 -.16970 -.21510 .05000 - 03440
 
.700 12 000 5 77780 .52450 .03230 -.15480 -.25400 .05700 - 03680
 
GRADIENT .00060 00029 -.00008 .00009 -.01805 00385 - 00325
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA PAGE 16 
BTWT-1431CA5 Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 (ROH044) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC SETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
EREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 6I-2 - .000 S3-4 . 000 
S5-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 222/ 0 RN/L - .97 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLN CY CLN CSL 
.160 -2.000 -.00080 -.166830 .03800 -.03590 -.00980 .00230 -.00060 
.150 -I 000 -.00170 -.03150 .03220 -.08150 - 00620 00220 -.00050 
ISO 000 - 00010 .06020 .02930 - 10830 -.00520 .00210 - 00080 
ISO I 000 .00260 13620 .02840 - 13580 -.00490 00200 - 00100 
.150 2.000 00220 .21600 .02900 -.16380 -.00460 .00170 - 00100 
.150 3.000 .00060 .30720 .03050 -.19100 -.00470 .00100 -.00100 
.150 4.000 .00150 .39910 .03310 -.22160 - 00480 .00160 -.00110 
150 5 000 00450 48570 .03740 -.25050 - 00510 .0019C - 00110 
.150 6 000 .00920 .57180 .04330 -27400 - 00610 00210 - 00120 
ISO 7 000 .00950 .65360 .04970 -.28990 - 00610 .00210 - 00100 
.150 8.000 .00510 .72830 .05710 -.30080 -.00630 .00190 -.00080 
.150 9.000 .00390 .796820 .06860 - 30910 - 00740 .00190 -.00060 
.150 to 000 .00690 .85860 .08560 -.31120 - 00730 .001 0 - 00060 
.150 II 000 00810 .91930 .10760 -.30680 -.00530 .00150 - 00030 
.250 12.000 .00750 .97850 .13310 -.30200 -.00270 00150 - 00020 
GRADIENT 00065 .08974 .00006 -.02951 00050 - 0000 -.00008 
RUN NO. 221/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.84 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2 000 00430 - 14580 .03960 -.04400 -.00750 .00310 - 00090 
300 -I 000 .00750 -.04630 .03410 -.07930 - 00770 .00330 - 00090 
.300 .000 .00900 .05300 .03130 -.11170 -.00770 .00320 -.00090 
.300 1.000 00620 .14500 .03050 -.13920 - 00750 .00300 -.00100 
300 2 000 00420 .23710 .03080 - 16750 - 00640 .00270 -.00090 
300 3.000 .00310 .32880 .03220 - 19710 -.00820 .00260 -.00070 
.300 4 000 00280 41740 .03470 -.22760 -.00690 00280 - 00080 
.300 5 000 00310 .50630 .03880 -.25770 -.00710 .00290 -.00090 
300 6 000 00300 .59670 .04440 -.28340 -.00650 00260 -.00120 
.300 7.000 .00360 .68510 .05170 - 30260 - 00560 .00260 -.00140 
.300 e.000 .00340 .76460 .06080 -.31530 -.00660 00260 -.00110 
.300 9.000 .00260 .83370 .07360 -.32180 -.00690 .00300 -.00020 
.300 10,000 .00430 .89590 .09100 -.32050 -.00820 .00360 .00010 
.300 11.000 .00780 .95560 .11310 -.31360 -.00830 ,00380 -.00050 
.300 12.000 01070 1.01440 .13910 -.30920 -.00800 .00380 -.00080 
GRADIENT - 00061 .09289 .00000 - 03002 00015 -.00007 00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PAGE 17 
BTWT-I431CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (ROMO44J ( E1 JAN 75 









5500.0000 S0 FT. 
327.8000 IN. 







































RUN NO. 220/ 0 RN/L - 2.77 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL co CL CY CLN CSL 
500 -2 coo 00300 -.15850 .04020 -.059860 t.O000 00270 -. 0960 



















.500 a coo .01480 .24250 .02970 -.18340 -.00810 .00290 - 00070 
.500 3.000 .0100 .3300 .03140 -.21440 -.00800 .0020 -.00060 
.500 4 000 .00880 .43220 .03430 -.24440 - 00810 00270 - 00070 
50O 5.000 .01190 .52570 .03870 -.27240 - 00810 .00260 - 9080 
500 6 000 .01520 .61820 .04480 -.29650 -.00780 00250 -.OOIO 
.500 7.000 .01460 .70510 .05350 -.31160 -.00750 00250 -.00100 
.500 0 000 .01020 .78120 .06690 -.31520 -.00770 .00250 -.00070 
.500 9.000 .01250 .84770 .08590 -.31190 -.00850 .00280 -.00040 
.500 10 000 .01730 91090 .10850 -.30910 -.00880 .00290 - 00040 
.500 11.000 .01700 .97210 .13340 -.30780 -.00850 .00300 -.00090 
.500 12.000 .01430 1.02580 .16100 -.31000 -.00890 .00350 - 00120 
GRADIENT .00075 .09737 -.00006 -.02997 .00025 -.00003 -.00003 
RUN NO. 19i/0 RN/L - 3.11 GRADIENT INTERVAL m -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 














































.600 5.000 .00910 .54110 .03840 - 27650 -.00800 .00250 -.00100 
.600 .000 .00300 .56300 .045s0 -.29720 -.00860 .00220 -.00120 
.600 7 000 -.00100 .72380 .05720 -.30730 - 00530 00200 - 00120 
600 8 000 .00210 .79780 .07510 - 30590 -.00680 .00220 - 00090 
.600 9.000 .00690 .86120 .09800 -.30240 -.00820 .00270 -.00050 
600 10 000 .00790 92210 .12290 -.30680 -.00890 .00300 -.00030 
.600 11.000 .0070 .97740 .14930 -.31790 -.00860 .00310 -.0O40 
.600 12 000 .01O90 1.01750 .17450 -.33220 -.00810 .00310 - 00040 
GRADIENT .00105 10075 -.00009 -.03040 .00037 -.00008 -.00003 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE IB
 





SREF - 5500 0000 SC.FT, XIRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUOD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 53-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 215/ 0 RN/L * 3.42 ORADIENT INTERVAL w -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 .01410 -.11630 .04050 -.07190 -.01100 .00300 -.00030
 
.700 -1,000 .01140 -.08440 .03220 -.10690 -.01070 .00290 -.00010
 
.700 .000 .00440 .04680 .02730 -.13840 - 01040 .00300 -.00070
 
.700 1.000 .00190 .16210 .02540 -.16560 - 01020 .00320 -.00060
 
700 2.000 .00080 .25800 .02550 -.19330 - 00990 .00320 -.00050
 
.700 3.000 .00380 .36340 .02760 -.22310 -.00930 .00320 -.00060
 
.700 4.000 .01020 .46550 .03170 - 25110 -.00850 00300 - 00070
 
700 5.000 .01500 .56700 .03800 -.27450 - 00730 .00250 - 00090
 
700 6.O00 .01260 .66090 .04910 -.28830 - 00630 00220 - 00090
 
700 7.000 .00890 .74240 .06720 -.29280 - 0060 00220 -.00050
 
.700 8.000 .00690 80980 .09050 -.29510 -.00690 .00250 00040
 
.700 9 000 .01210 86710 .11500 -.30760 -.00770 .00260 .00080
 
.700 10 000 .01600 .91770 .13850 -.32610 -.00780 .00260 00050
 
700 11.000 01800 .96050 .16160 -.34000 - 00750 .00250 .00040
 
.700 12.000 02150 .99580 .18520 -.35370 -.00680 .00220 00080
 
GRADIENT -.00003 .10612 -.00023 -.02882 .00048 -.00003 -.00004
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 19 
BTWT-I431CA5 K! FO HI5.6 V9.I (RGM045) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. VKRP - .GCO0 IN. YC RUG-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-5 - Z0.000 
RUN NO. 224/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.83 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 .03230 -. 29800 .0330 -. 02410 -.00990 .00290 -.00120 
.500 -1.000 .03320 -.19590 .05480 -.05910 -.00930 00320 - 00130 
.500 .000 .03490 -.09480 .04950 -.09130 -.00890 .00320 -. 00120 
.500 1.000 03790 .00120 .04710 -. 12040 - 00840 00300 - 00120 
.500 a-000 03820 09560 .04620 -. t4880 -.90770 00300 - 00t0 
500 3.000 .03860 18840 .04680 -.17790 -.00770 00290 -.00120 
.500 4.000 .03640 .27980 .04870 -.20570 - 00790 .00290 - 00120 
.500 5.000 .03570 .37290 .05200 - 23120 -.00750 .00270 -.00120 
.00 6.000 .036SO .46770 .05710 - 25420 -.00700 .00260 - 00140 
.500 7.000 .03490 .56100 .06390 -.27150 -.00680 .00250 -.00140 
S00 8.000 .03600 .65170 .07890 -.27980 -.00550 .00230 -.OO00 
500 9 000 03900 .74130 .08820 -. 27860 -.00660 00230 - 00050 
500 10 000 .03930 .83000 .11010 - 27440 - 00750 .00270 - 00060 
.500 It 000 .03760 .91420 .13510 - e7440 -. 00840 00320 - 00120 
.500 12.000 .03850 .98960 .16070 - 28300 -,00880 .00360 - 00160 
GRADIENT 00061 .09552 -.00141 -. 02942 00033 - 00005 00001 
RUN NO 223/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 no/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 .03260 -.31710 .06430 -. 02270 -.01090 .00320 -.00130 
.600 -1.000 .03100 -.21390 05490 -.05760 -. 01010 .00320 -.00150 
.600 .000 .03110 - 10990 .04890 -.09070 -. 00990 .00330 -.00140 
.600 1.000 .03410 -.01220 .04630 -.le07O -.00970 .00330 -. 00140 
.600 2.000 .02970 .08630 .04540 -.14920 -.00920 .00320 -.00140 
.600 3 000 .02800 .18390 .04500 -. 17810 - 00830 00300 - 00130 
.600 4 000 .03180 27980 .04810 -.20560 -.00770 .00280 - 00120 
.600 5.000 .03570 .37640 .05190 -.22980 -.00730 .00270 -.00130 
.600 6.000 03470 .47500 .05760 -.25210 -.00550 .00240 -.00140 
.600 7.000 .03250 .57810 .06570 -. 26820 -.00540 .00200 - 00110 
600 8 000 .03370 .67810 .07840 - 27080 -.00540 00200 -.00050 
.600 9.000 .03500 .77100 .09860 -.25460 -.00570 00240 -.00040 
.600 10.000 .03510 .85590 .12370 -.26530 -.00850 .00310 -.00070 
.600 11.000 .03680 .93200 ,14870 -.27780 -.00890 .00330 -.00080 
.600 12 000 04160 99350 .17290 - 29770 - 00800 00320 - 00070 
GRADIENT .00014 .09884 -.00155 -.02953 .00051 -.00008 .00002 
OATC 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 20
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - 5 000 STAB . 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-O8 - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 Si-a - .000 63-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 20 0oo 
RUN NO. 226/ 0 RN/L - 2 80 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2 000 4.98630 -.29100 .05660 - 05400 -.12780 .03040 - 01420 
S00 -1.000 4 99370 -.18180 .04870 - 08980 -.12600 03060 - 01430 
.500 000 4 99410 - 08140 .04350 - 12220 -.12470 .03070 -.01420 
.500 1.000 4,99320 .01400 .04110 - 15020 -.12340 03070 - 01410 
.500 2.000 5 00000 .10750 .04040 -.17740 -.12230 .03060 - 01440 
500 3.000 5.00050 .19870 .04120 -.20340 - 12090 .03000 - 01480 
500 4.000 4 99710 28810 .04330 -.22400 - 11900 .02910 - 01520 
.500 5 000 4 99510 37750 .04680 -.24080 -.11640 02800 - 01580 
.500 6.000 4.99760 .46910 .05250 - 25740 -.11400 .02730 - 01580 
.500 7.000 5,00240 56430 .05980 -.27710 -.11140 02630 - 01600 
.500 8.000 5.00440 66070 .06930 -.29880 -.10840 .02520 - 01660 
.500 9 000 5.00490 75490 .08420 - 31760 -.10690 02450 - 01530 
500 10.000 5 00540 .84540 20560 -.32680 - 10720 .02450 -.015'0 
.500 11.000 5 00630 .92870 .13100 -.32640 -.10810 02480 -101410 
.500 12.000 5.00830 .99880 .15720 -.32840 -.10850 .02520 - 01440 
GRADIENT .00125 .09396 -.00123 -.02678 .00152 -.00032 -.00021 
RUN NO. 225/ 0 RN/L - 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLN CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 4 98830 - 29950 .05810 - 05620 -.12940 03120 - 01430 
.800 -1.000 4 99270 -.19830 .04880 -.09020 -.12810 .03140 -.01470 
.600 .000 4.99070 -.09670 .04320 -,12320 -.12710 .03130 -.01460 
600 2.000 4 99170 .00230 04050 -.15310 - 12600 03130 - 01460 
.600 2 000 4.98880 .09910 .03960 - 18140 -.12540 .03130 - 01490 
.600 3.000 4.99120 .19380 04040 -.20310 -.12350 03070 - 01520 
.600 4,000 4.99560 .2d67o .04290 -.al980 -.12060 .02950 - 01550 
.800 5.000 4 99710 .38080 .04710 -.23520 -.11770 .02830 - 01600 
600 6 000 4 99660 .47950 .05320 -.25310 -.11490 02730 - 01630 
.600 7 000 4.99660 .58420 .06190 -.27440 -.11200 02630 -.01680 
.600 8.000 4.99710 .69020 .07510 -.29620 -.11030 .02550 -.01750 
.600 9.000 4.99660 .79020 .09430 -.31070 -.11100 .02560 -.01710 
.800 10.000 4,99610 .87670 .11820 -.31710 -.11250 .02620 -.01560 
.600 11.000 4.99510 .94620 .14350 -.32140 -.11230 .02630 -.01440 
600 12 000 4 99660 99860 .16820 -.33500 -.11110 02610 -.01410 
GRADIENT 00089 09709 -.00138 - 02579 .00156 - 00038 -.oo2 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 21 
BTWT-1431CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.l (RGO047) 1 21 JAN 751
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREr - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 1ETA - 000 STAB * 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC . RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 10 000 ELV-OB - 13 000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - 000 53-4 - 45 000 
55-6 * 20 000 
RUN NO. 227/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -2.000 .04870 -.27080 .06530 -,19980 -.01000 .00300 -.00090
 
600 -! 000 .03700 -.16940 .05690 -.23480 -.00940 .00290 - 00120
 
600 000 03640 - 06780 05170 -.28610 -.00980 00320 - 00120
 
.600 1.000 .04200 03050 .04930 -.29510 -.00960 00320 - 00110
 
.600 2.000 .04120 .12800 .04900 -.32470 -.00900 .00310 -.00100
 
.600 3.000 .04180 .22570 .05020 -.35340 -.00840 .00290 -.00100
 
.600 4.000 04010 32180 .05280 -.38050 - 00760 00260 - 00080
 
600 5 000 .03670 .41610 .05720 -.39900 -.00660 00220 - 00080
 
.600 6.000 .03500 .51150 .06360 -,40560 -.00570 .00190 -.00090
 
600 7.000 .03560 .61190 07250 -.41180 -.00550 .00200 -.00080
 
.600 8.000 .03600 .71430 .08590 -.41800 -.00580 .00210 -.00040
 
.600 9.000 .03670 .80930 .10630 -.41810 -.00560 00230 -.00040
 
.600 10.000 .04010 .89200 .13150 -.41520 -.00810 .00290 -.00080
 
.600 11.000 .04490 96340 .15690 -.41970 -.00900 00330 -.00)00
 
.600 12 000 .04830 1 02190 .18180 -.43200 -.00860 00320 - 00040
 
GRADIENT -.00063 .09812 -.00098 -.02874 .00045 -.00010 .00004
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 22 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (RGXM4SI C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - .O00 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2349 0000 IN. ZNRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - -10.000 ELV-O - -7 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 
RUN NO. 228/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 .03070 -.39980 .06710 .30190 -.01230 00410 - 00100 
B00 -I.00O 03520 -.29830 .05650 .27270 -.01150 .00400 - 00120 
600 .000 .03300 -.19430 04920 .24430 -.01170 .00420 - 00110 
B00 1.000 .03310 -.09550 .04520 .21750 -.01210 .00440 - 00110 
600 2.000 .03520 .00160 .04330 19050 -.01160 00440 - 00110 
.600 3,000 .03450 .09840 .04280 .16410 -.01040 .00400 -.00090 
.600 4.000 .03560 .19500 .04350 .13800 -.00950 .00370 - 00080 
Boo 6.000 03530 29320 .04600 .11320 -.00900 .00340 - 00090 
,60 6.000 .03310 .39130 .05050 .09170 -.00830 .01320 -.00090 
600 7.000 .03130 .49360 .05740 .07250 -.00790 .00320 - 00070 
.600 8 000 .03220 .59770 06930 .05880 -.00790 .00320 - 00050 
.600 9.000 .03200 .69390 .08870 .05220 -.00870 00330 - 00030 
.600 10.000 .03770 .78050 .11260 .04140 -.01030 .00390 - 00020 
.600 11.000 .04040 .85960 .13670 .01780 -.01090 .00430 -.00050 
.600 12 000 .04010 92330 .16070 -.01790 - OOO .00430 -.00040 
GRADIENT .00049 .09872 -.00278 -.02693 .00045 -.00008 00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 23 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO HIS 6 V9.I (R0049) 1 2! JAN 516
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XIRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 10,000 RUD-L - 15.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 
RUN NO. 229/ 0 RN/L * 3,3 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.800 -2.000 .06120 -,36t80 .06830 -.02080 .03570 -.0230 .00600 
.600 -1.000 .07690 -.21380 .O580 -.0-380 .03850 -.02340 .00510 
.600 000 .07540 -.11030 05280 -.08510 03640 -.02330 00450 
.600 I 000 07910 -.01190 .05010 - 11470 .03600 - 02310 00390 
.600 2.000 .07430 .08650 .04930 -. 14440 .03520 -.02310 .00320 
Boo 3 000 .07240 .18310 .05000 -. 17210 .03690 -.02330 .00260
 
.600 4.000 .07670 .27850 .05210 - 19840 .03760 -.02350 00210
 
500 5 000 .08060 .37450 .05570 - 22050 .03850 -.02390 .00160
 
.500 6 000 .08040 .47220 .0120 -.23650 .04000 -.02460 .00100
 
.600 7 000 .07770 .57310 .06940 -.24690 .04150 -.02520 .00080
 
.6OO a 000 .07490 .67460 .08260 - 25300 .04160 -.02520 .00090
 
.500 9 000 .07400 .76970 .10320 - 25310 .04020 - 02460 00040
 
600 to 000 .07800 .85520 .12780 - 25500 .03830 - 02380 -.00060
 
.600 11.000 .08260 .92970 .16230 -.26580 .03790 -.02340 - 00150
 
.600 12.000 .08350 .98810 .17640 -.28710 .03890 -.02360 -.00150
 
GRADIENT -.00023 .09851 -,00155 - 02873 .00032 -.00006 -.00062
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 24 
BTWT-1432CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGM050) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000, STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 15.000 RUD-L - 15.000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - I90 7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-0B - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 * 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 
RUN NO. 233/ 0 RN/L - 2.84 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CDO CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12.000 5.82080 .45350 .05480 -.28190 .25050 -,06780 .02780 
.500 -10.000 5.82420 .44680 .05490 -.25300 .21720 -.06320 02480 
500 -8 000 5 82620 .44260 .05680 -.24980 .178B0 -.05510 02060 
.500 -6 000 5 82760 .44180 .06000 - 24620 .14000 -.04590 .01570 
500 -4 000 5.82810 .44410 .06370 -.24060 .10360 -.03730 01070 
500 -3.000 6.82860 44640 .05520 -.23900 .085B0 - 03340 .00820 
.500 -2 000 5.82860 .44860 .06620 -.23920 .069BO -.02950 00590 
.500 -1 000 5.82860 .44970 .06670 -.23960 .05320 -.02610 00370 
.500 .000 5.82810 .44970 .06700 -.23900 .03680 -.02290 .00150 
500 1.000 5.82810 .44930 .06700 -.23740 .02080 -.020I0 -.00060 
.500 2.000 5.82860 .44830 .06680 -.23400 .00490 -.01750 -.00270 
500 3.000 5.83010 .44700 .06630 -.23040 -.01090 -.01480 - 00490 
.500 4,000 5.83010 .44620 .06530 -.22880 -.02680 - 01170 - 00700 
.500 6.000 5.82860 .44710 .06230 -.23440 -.06180 - 00410 - 01140 
500 8.000 5.82620 .45150 .05910 -.25020 -.10210 00540 - 01620 
.500 10.000 5.82280 .46020 .05580 -.27390 -.14580 .01620 -.02090 
.500 12 000 5 81740 .47330 .05240 -.29990 -.18760 .02620 -.0243Q 
GRADIENT 00020 .00015 .00019 00143 -.01627 00314 - 00219 
RUN NO. 232/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -22.000 5.81490 .46420 .05620 -.24770 .25050 -.06660 02800 
.600 -10.000 5.81790 .45880 .05620 -.24110 .22030 -.06320 02500 
.600 -8.000 5.81980 .45410 .05740 -.24020 .18220 -.05560 .02080 
.600 -6 000 5 82130 .45270 .06030 - 23800 .14260 -.04640 .01590 
.600 -4.000 5.82180 .45490 .06410 -.23370 .10490 -.03720 02080 
.600 -3.000 5 82180 .45650 .06570 -.23260 .08570 -.03290 .00810 
.600 -2.000 5.82180 .45750 .06660 -.23370 .06870 -.02860 .00580 
.600 -I 000 5 82230 .45810 06700 -.23630 .05090 -.02470 .00350 
S00 .000 5 82230 .45840 06730 -.23660 .03410 -.02160 .00120 
.600 I 000 5 82280 .45840 .06740 -.23170 .02860 - 01920 - 00200 
.600 2.000 6.82320 .45790 .06730 -.22460 .00290 -.01690 -.00300 
.600 3.000 5.82370 .45730 .06680 -.21930 -.01360 -.01410 -.00500 
.600 4.000 582370 .45780 .06590 -.21940 -.03050 -.02080 -.00720 
.600 6.000 5.82230 .4B220 06290 -.23200 - 06670 - 00310 - 01190 
600 8 000 5 82030 .45580 .05970 - 25060 -.10680 00640 -.016BO 
.600 20.000 5.81740 .47240 .05690 -.27160 -.15020 .01710 - 02140 
600 12 000 5 91300 48290 .05440 - 29760 -. 19550 .02840 - 02500 
GRADIENT .00028 .00025 .00020 .00200 -.01677 .00318 -.00221 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 25 
STWT-1431CA5 RI FO H15 6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 (ROM051) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 ODD0SQ FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 o00 STAB . 000 
LREF - 327 9000 IN YMRP - D000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L = 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-lB ­ 000 ELV-0B ­ 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-? - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 oo 
RUN NO, 236/ 0 RN/L - 2,82 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 5.81840 .46090 .04950 -.28370 .21070 -.04600 .02610 
.500 -lO.ODO 5.82230 .45300 .05070 -.26680 .17120 -.03770 02250 
500 -B 000 5.82620 .44600 05350 -.25330 13100 -.02850 01780 
500 -6 000 5 82810 .44370 05730 -.24590 09220 - 01920 01270 
500 -4 000 5.82850 44640 06090 -.24480 05500 - 01080 00790 
.500 -3.000 5,82850 .44870 .06840 -,24550 .03920 -.00690 .00560 
S00 -2.000 5.82910 .45070 .06330 -.24620 .02310 -.00340 .00330 
500 -1 000 5 82860 45220 .06370 -.24710 00740 - 00030 00110 
500 00 5 82810 .45300 06370 - 24830 -.00830 00260 - 00100 
500 1.000 5 82810 .45310 .06350 - 24840 -.02410 00540 -.00320 
.500 2 000 5 82860 .45220 .06290 -.24790 -.04050 .00860 - 00540 
.500 3 000 5 83010 45070 06200 -.24730 -.05770 01210 - 00780 
500 4 000 5.83060 44990 .06070 -.24720 -.07550 01600 - 01020 
.500 6.000 5.82850 .45080 .05750 -.25120 -.11310 .02460 -.01490 
500 8 000 5 826820 45450 05440 -.26250 -. 15320 .03380 -.01970 
500 10.000 5.82320 .46170 05190 -. 28020 -.19370 04280 - 02400 
500 12.000 5.81930 .47370 05020 -.30040 - 23090 .05060 - 02680 
GRADIENT 00018 .00040 -.00005 - 00033 - 01626 .00323 -.00224 
RUN NO. 235/ 0 RN/L - 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -12.000 5.81250 47060 05080 -.27360 .21450 -.04650 02640 
600 -10.000 5.81740 .46350 .05170 -.26140 .17770 -.03930 .02290 
600 -8.000 6 81930 .45620 .05390 -.24630 .13540 - 02930 01810 
600 -6.000 5 82060 .45380 05730 -.23740 .09410 - 01920 01280 
.600 -4,000 5 82230 45550 05120 - 23780 05710 - 01050 .00790 
.600 -3 000 5 82230 .45830 06270 -.24030 .04030 - 00690 00570 
600 -2000 5 82180 .45910 06370 - 24320 .02430 - 00350 .00350 
600 -1 000 5.82180 .45970 .06400 -.24580 .00e70 -.00050 .00130 
600 000 5.62230 46080 06410 -.24790 -.00680 .00220 - 00100 
600 1.000 5 82320 .46170 .063BO - 24760 -.02270 00490 - 00330 
.600 2 000 5 82370 46150 06330 -.24390 -.03970 00800 - 00850 
600 3,000 5 82370 .46060 .06240 - 23910 - 05770 .01170 -.00770 
.600 4,000 5.82370 .46030 .06100 -.23780 -.07660 .01580 -.01010 
.600 5,000 5,82370 .46180 .05790 -.24440 -.11590 .02490 -.01510 
.600 8 000 5 82260 .46490 .05540 -.25620 - 15580 .03390 -.02000 
600 10.000 5.82080 .47060 .05350 -.27200 -.19580 04280 -.02430 
600 2 000 5 81450 48030 05170 -.29250 - 23650 .05130 - 02740 
GRADIENT .00025 00048 -.00004 .00001 -.01647 .00326 - 00225 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 26
 
STWT-1431CA5 KI FO HI5.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 (ROMSI) 2 1
! JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB I 000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-08 ­ 3.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 $1-2 * 000 S3-4 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 
RUN NO. 234/ 0 RN/L - 3.49 ORAOIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.699 -12.000 5.80030 .49290 .05290 -.85600 22490 - 04830 02760 
699 -10.000 5.80470 .48570 .05300 -.24010 18700 -.04060 02380 
699 -8.000 5 80860 .47760 05500 -.22640 .14240 -.03000 01920 
699 -6.000 5.81150 .47270 .05840 -.21750 .09880 -.01930 01410 
699 -4 000 5.81300 .47170 OS220 -.21500 06020 - 01020 00870 
699 -3 000 5,81350 47180 06360 - 21660 04280 - 00640 00620 
699 -2 000 5.81400 .47160 06430 -.22030 .02620 - 00310 00380 
.699 -1 000 5 81400 .47230 .06460 - 22500 .00970 -.00020 00130 
.698 .000 5,81400 .47340 .06470 -.22740 -.00640 .00240 -100130 
.699 I 000 5.81400 .47400 .06470 -.82480 -.02240 .00480 -.00360 
699 2 000 5.81490 47430 .06430 -.21980 -.03950 00750 - 00590 
.699 3 000 5.81490 .47500 06340 -.21730 -.05610 .01100 -.00830 
699 4 000 5.81450 47690 06220 -.22040 -.07830 01550 - 01090 
699 6.000 5 81350 .48220 05940 - 23420 -.12080 02560 - 01620 
.899 8 000 5.81200 .48770 05670 - 24570 -.16330 03530 - 02130 
.699 10.000 5.81100 .49310 .05510 -.25430 -.20320 .04340 -.02560 
699 12.000 5 8070 50120 .05620 -.27010 -.23890 .04930 -.02830 
GRADIENT .00020 .00063 - 00001 -.00037 -.01700 .00302 -.00244 
DATE a0JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 27 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO HIS,. VGI AT3B AT39 (ROMO§2) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA 000 STAB 1 000 
LREF - 327 000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 
RUN NO 240/ 0 RN/L - 0.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL cDo CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 .03380 -.27510 .08810 -.01790 -100630 ,00300 -.00130 
300 -1.000 .03100 -. 18330 .06130 -.04270 -.00560 .00320 - 00150 
300 000 02950 -.08870 .05720 -.07090 -.00640 .00310 - 00o0 
.300 I 000 03360 00520 .06490 - 09930 - 00560 00290 - 00150 
300 2.000 03090 .09420 .05430 - 12910 - 00470 .00260 - 00130 
.300 3 000 .02870 .18130 .05490 - 15900 -.00450 00250 - 00220 
300 4.000 .02780 .26590 .05660 -. 18740 -.00500 .00250 -.00120 
300 5 000 02950 .35120 .05950 -.21490 -.00530 00240 -.00140 
.300 6 000 .03160 .44190 .06410 - 24040 -.00470 .00240 - 00160 
.300 7.000 03020 .53390 .07000 -.28010 - 00380 00250 - 00170 
300 8.000 .02880 .1880 .07690 -.27360 -.00290 00210 - 00140 
300 9 000 .02960 .69910 .08490 -. 28490 -.00310 .00190 - 00110 
.300 20.000 .03180 .78070 .09770 -.28940 -.00460 .00250 - 00090 
.300 It 000 .03040 .80260 .11860 -. 29280 -.00590 .00340 - 00080 
.300 12.000 02830 .94090 .14540 -.27540 -.00580 .00350 - 00070 
GRADIENT -. 00061 .08963 - 00109 -.02853 .00028 - 00012 00002 
RUN NO. 239/ 0 RN/L - 2.81 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 .02780 -.30750 .07110 -.01830 -.00910 00270 -.00100 
.500 -I 000 02960 -.20450 06200 - 05040 -.00850 .00300 - 00130 
500 .000 .03140 -.2O420 05700 -.07930 -.00780 00300 - 00120 
.500 I 000 02670 -.00960 .05470 -.10720 -.00720 00290 - 00110 
.500 2 000 .03200 08420 05400 - 13680 - 00740 00300 - 00120 
500 3 000 .03560 .17740 .05440 -.16720 - 00710 .00290 - 00110 
.500 4 000 03310 .26990 .05610 - 29670 -.00690 .00 90 - 00110 
600 S 000 .02860 36280 05920 - 22450 - 00670 00260 - 00120 
-. 500 6 000 02380 .4540 .06450 -.24820 - 00650 .00260 - 00120 
.500 7 000 .02100 .54970 .07110 -.26660 - 00590 00240 - 00120 
.500 8 000 .02330 .84150 .07930 -.27880 -.00560 .00220 -.00100 
500 9 000 03010 .73180 .09350 - 28090 -.00570 .0010 - 00070 
.500 10 000 03290 .81930 .11570 -.27430 -.00530 00230 - 00080 
500 11.000 03290 .90420 .14120 - 26950 -.00680 .00270 - 00110 
.500 12.000 .03350 .98020 .16630 - 27550 -.00720 003 0 - 00140 
GRADIENT .00049 09527 -.00144 - 02938 .00032 - 00002 - 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 	 PAGE 28
 
BTWT-143tCA5 K FO HI5 6 V9 I AT38 AT39 	 (ROMOS2) 2 1lJAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - IS0.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 	 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 . 45.000 
S5-6 20,000 
RUN NO. 23S/ 0 RN/L - 3.15 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -2 000 02700 -.32270 .07190 -.01730 - 01030 00310 - 00110
 
600 -1,000 03000 -.22090 .06260 -.04740 -.00250 .00320 - 00150
 
.600 000 03460 -.11840 .05670 - 07670 -.00910 .00310 - 00140
 
.600 I 000 03170 -.02050 05390 -.10540 - 00880 00310 - 00130 
600 2.000 .03160 .07690 .05320 - 13530 -.00870 .00320 - 00130 
.600 3 000 03O0 .17380 .05390 - 16490 -.00810 00310 - 00130 
500 4 000 03800 27010 .05580 - 19370 -.00760 00290 - 00120 
6oo 5 000 .03080 .36660 05940 - 22040 -.00700 00270 - 00120 
.600 6.000 02640 .46530 .06490 - 24360 -.00590 .00230 - 00120 
600 7.000 03050 .56840 .07290 - 26150 -.00510 .00210 - 00120 
600 8.000 .03660 66900 .08570 - 26600 - 00520 .00200 - 00050 
S0 9.000 .03920 .76090 10570 - 26070 -.00590 00220 - 00010 
.600 tO 000 .04110 .84530 13000 - 26060 -.00710 .00270 - 00050 
.600 II 000 04870 .92130 15440 - 27250 -.00780 .00310 - 00100 
600 12 000 .04880 .98090 17850 - 29250 -.00740 .00310 - 00080 
GRADIENT .00092 .09826 - 00155 - 02914 .00042 - 00005 00001 
RUN NO. 237/ 0 RN/L - 3.45 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 .03550 -.34640 07450 -.01370 -.01060 .00290 -.00110
 
.700 -1.000 .04840 -.24160 .06330 -.04040 -.01020 .00280 - 00160
 
700 .000 .03650 -.13540 .05670 -.06640 -.00980 .00290 -.00120
 
.700 1,000 .04030 -.03160 .05290 -.09260 -.00940 ,00310 -.00100
 
700 2.000 .04520 .07080 .05180 -.12120 -.00920 .00320 -.00110
 
.700 3.000 .04310 .17330 .05220 -.15110 -.00870 .00310 -.00110
 
,700 4,000 .04490 .12770 .05450 -1060 -.00810 .00300 -,00110
 
700 5.000 .04650 38170 .05880 -.20790 -.00720 .00270 -.00110
 
.700 6.000 .04430 .48980 .06590 -.22880 -.00570 .00230 -.00110
 
.700 7.000 .04490 .60230 ,07920 -,.37O -.00450 .00180 -.00120
 
700 8.000 .04600 .70550 .09900 -.23820 -.00500 .00190 -.00160
 
.700 9.000 .04830 .79190 .12230 -.24570 -.00630 .00230 -.00160
 
.700 10.000 .04940 .86330 .14450 -.26770 -.J0710 .00260 -.00100
 
.700 11.000 .04570 .92370 .16580 -.29570 -.00700 .00250 -.00040
 
.700 12.000 .04070 .97090 .18e70 -.32310 -.00590 00210 .00040
 
GRADIENT .00079 .10376 -.00202 -.02789 .00044 .00000 .00003
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 29
 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9 I AT3B I AT39 (ROM053) 1 2! JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF K 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L 000 
BREF 2348 GOO IN ZMRP - IS 7500 IN ZC ELV-I - c0 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 $3-4 . 45 000 
S5-S - 20 000 
RUN NO. 244/ 0 RN/L * 1.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN C0L
 
300 -2 000 02220 - 27150 .06890 -.01460 - 00700 00260 - 00130 
300 -I 000 .01270 -.17570 .O6IBO - 04360 -.00820 00320 - 00150 
300 000 .01870 - 08000 05760 -.07380 -.00740 00300 - 00150 
300 I 000 02180 01360 .05540 -.10390 - 00640 00260 - 00150 
.300 2.000 .02330 .10340 .05470 -.13290 -.00500 .00250 - 00150 
.300 3 000 02960 .18970 .05520 - 16190 - 00530 .00240 - 00140 
300 4.000 .03E30 e7440 .05690 -.19130 - 00690 00240 - 00130 
.300 5 000 03260 .36080 05990 - 21970 - 00670 00230 - 00140 
300 6 000 .02630 .45150 05430 -.24460 -.00590 00230 - 00160 
.300 7 000 .01640 .54220 .07040 - 26270 -.00480 .00230 - 00160 
300 8 000 .01180 .62710 07760 - 27560 -.00410 00200 - 00140 
300 9 000 01660 .70760 .08590 - 28760 - 00420 00180 - 00120 
300 10.000 .02260 .78890 .09850 - 29310 - 00580 .00230 - 00090 
.300 It 000 02350 87140 11890 - 28830 - 00730 00320 - £0060 
300 12 000 .02770 .S4980 .14590 - 28080 - 00720 .00340 - 00060 
GRADIENT .00244 .09018 -.00114 -,02937 00015 -.00010 00001 
RUN NO 243/ 0 RN/L - 2.81 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
500 -2.000 00760 -.29930 .07120 - 01560 - 00920 00260 -.00110
 
.500 -I 000 .01190 -.19980 .06290 - 04900 - 00880 .00280 -.00120
 
500 .000 .02020 -.09900 .05780 -.07970 -.00850 .00290 -.00120
 
500 1 000 .01950 - 00370 05550 - 10810 -.00810 00300 - O010
 
500 2.000 .01420 08930 .05470 - 13750 -.00780 00290 - 00110
 
500 3 000 .01570 .18220 05520 - 16850 -.00770 00290 - 00120
 
500 4 000 .02220 27430 05710 - 19750 -.00790 00280 - 00110
 
500 5 000 .02490 .36740 06030 - 22460 - 00730 00250 - Ol1O
 
500 6 000 02370 .48170 .06520 - 24950 -.00660 .00230 - 00120
 
.500 7.000 .02O60 .55540 .07170 -.26970 -.00540 .00230 -.00150
 
500 8 000 .02430 .64700 08030 -.28080 -.00620 .00200 -.00100
 
Boo 9 go 02410 73580 09490 - 2BO20 - 00620 00190 - 00010
 
500 10.000 .02280 .82280 11670 - 27380 -.00670 00210 -.00020
 
500 II oo 02240 .90670 14180 -.27080 - 00730 00250 - 00110
 
.500 12 000 .02030 .98370 16720 -.27810 - 00770 00300 - 00150
 
GRADIENT .00183 .09493 - 00136 -.02989 .00025 -.00001 .00001
 
1 
PAUL 6uDATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 




SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.VT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB 1000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
-REF2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 BI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 
RUN NO 242/ 0 RN/L - 3.15 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.599 -2.000 .03220 -.31970 .07270 -.01230 -.00900 .00290 - 00110 
.599 -1.000 .02980 -.21870 06350 -.04340 -.00900 .00290 - 00140 
599 .D00 02140 - 12570 .05770 -.07490 - 00910 00310 - 00130 
599 I 000 02790 -.01690 .05490 - 10370 -.00920 .00320 - 00130 
.599 2 000 .02560 .07990 05420 -. 13390 - 00960 00310 - 00120 
.599 3 000 .02130 .17630 .05480 -.16490 -.00790 00290 -.00120 
.599 4.000 .02180 .27290 .0580 -. 19420 -.00760 .00280 -.OOI O 
.599 5 000 .02540 .36970 5060 -.22020 -.00690 00250 -.00110 
.599 6.000 .02650 .46900 .06850 - 24390 - 00580 00210 - 00130 
.599 7.000 .02460 .57190 .07370 -.28290 -.00520 .09190 - 00130 
.599 8 000 .02760 .67150 .08830 -.26810 -.00500 .00170 - 00060 
.599 9 000 .03440 .76340 .1060 -.26170 -.00570 00290 .00000 
.599 10.000 03670 84810 .13100 -.26090 -.00590 00240 -.00030 
.599 II 000 03240 .92500 .15540 - 27300 - 00750 00280 - 00100 
.599 12.000 .03120 .98570 .17960 -.29030 -.00700 00270 -.00080 
GRADIENT -.00129 09829 -.00153 -.02987 .00038 - 00005 00002 
RUN NO. 241/ 0 RN/L * 3 46 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.100 -2.000 02250 -.34600 .01570 -.01080 - 01010 .00260 -.00110 
.700 -i 000 02540 -.24080 .0b4E0 -.03770 - 01020 .00280 - 00150 
700 000 .02600 -.13460 .05790 - 06470 -.00960 00290 -.00120 
700 I 000 .02360 -.03230 .05440 -.09080 - 00890 .00290 -.00090 
.700 2 000 03000 .07170 .05290 -.11830 - 00880 00300 - 00so 
.700 3 000 .03320 .17500 .05340 -. 14830 -.0000 .00290 - 00100 
700 4 000 .03150 .27890 .05580 -. 17910 -.00760 00280 - 00100 
.700 5.000 .02970 .38350 .06000 -.20780 -.00680 .00260 -.00O00 
.700 6.000 03280 .49030 .06710 -.22880 - 00560 .00220 -.00090 
700 7 000 .03170 60090 .09040 - 23590 -.00440 00170 - 00130 
700 8.000 03290 .70430 .20050 -.23450 - 00490 .00180 -.00170 
.700 9.000 .03550 .R170 .22360 -.24320 -.00630 .00230 -.00140 
.700 In 000 .03450 .86540 .14580 -.26720 -.00700 .00250 -.00080 
.700 I1 000 .03000 .92610 .16700 - 29800 -.00690 .00240 - 00020 
.700 12 000 .03270 .97080 .18950 -.32340 -.00590 .00200 .00030 
GRADIENT 00138 .1040L -.00202 - 02818 .00049 .00000 .00005 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 31
 
BTWT-1431CA5 K? FO H15.6 V9 I (RGM054) C 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA . 000 STAB -1 900 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-Is - .000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-G - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
05-6 - 20 000 
RUN NO. 246/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
499 -2 000 02390 -,33620 .06410 .11500 -.00990 00290 - 00110 
499 -1 000 .03100 -.23590 .05500 .08090 - 00980 00320 - 00130 
.499 000 .02870 -.13360 .04910 .04970 -.00900 .00320 - 00130 
499 I 000 .01740 - 03630 .04610 02060 -.00800 00310 - 00120 
499 2 000 01990 05760 04480 -.00760 - 00780 00310 - 00120 
499 3.000 02390 14990 04480 -.03670 -.00810 00310 - 00110 
.499 4.000 .02050 .24220 .04600 -.06520 -.00820 .00300 - 00110 
.499 5 000 .0130 33510 .04840 -.09150 -.00780 00280 - 00110 
499 6 000 .01920 42880 05300 -.11430 -.00740 00280 - 00130 
499 7 000 .02390 .52260 .05920 -. 13400 - 00700 00270 - 00130 
499 8 000 02720 .61650 .06720 -. 15130 - 00660 00250 -.00110 
.499 9.000 .02110 .70980 .08120 -. 16030 -.00670 .00240 -.00080 
499 to 000 .01850 .79920 .10330 -. 15980 - 00730 .00270 -.00080 
499 I1 000 .02320 88450 12880 -. 15760 - 00780 00300 - 00[20 
499 12 000 02460 96150 .15420 - 16510 -.00820 00330 - 00150 
GRADIENT -.00132 09564 -.00201 -.02933 00030 - 00002 .00002 
RUN NO 245/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 03480 - 35290 .06530 .10890 - 01060 00320 -.00110 
600 -I 000 .03010 -,25090 .05520 .07780 -.00990 00310 - 00150 
.600 000 02670 -.14830 .04890 .04830 - 01030 .00340 -.00150 
.600 1,000 .02760 -.04810 .04620 .01930 -.01020 .00350 -.00140 
600 2 000 .02700 04250 .04380 -.00990 -.00990 00350 -.00130 
600 3 000 02200 14570 04390 -.0382o - 00950 00340 -.00130 
600 4 000 01970 24200 .04540 - 06470 - 00850 .00310 - 00120 
500 5 000 02260 33980 04840 -.08890 - 00740 00280 -.00130 
600 6 000 .02940 .43820 .05330 -.1090 - 00670 00260 -.00120 
.600 7.000 .03220 54040 .06050 -.13020 - 00620 00250 -.00100 
.600 8.000 .02710 .64340 .07290 -.14370 -.00580 .00230 -.00090 
600 9 000 02060 74020 09300 - 14690 - 00810 00240 - 00120 
600 10.000 02150 82570 11770 - 14900 - 00750 00290 - 00140 
600 I1 000 .02440 .90110 .14200 -. 16460 -.00830 .00330 -.00120 
800 12.000 02840 96370 .16610 - 18810 - 00810 00330 - 00090 
GRADIENT - 00181 .09873 -.00219 -.02840 .00038 -.00003 .00001 
DATE 2D JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS 















1339 9100 IN. XC 











BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 .000 S3-4 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 55-8 - .000 
RUN NO. 251/ 0 RN/L * .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD ,CLM CY CLN CSL 
160 -12.000 5.79100 .61180 .03830 -.16450 .06530 .01830 .02610 
.150 -10.000 5.79590 .60670 .03940 -.15120 .04710 01610 02220 
.150 -8 000 5.79830 .60030 .04020 -.13180 .02660 01380 .01720 
.150 -6.000 5.80030 .59450 .04050 -.11560 .01020 01120 01190 
.150 -4.000 5.80080 ,59120 .04020 -.1069D -.00040 .00810 .00600 
.150 -3 000 5.80080 .59060 .04000 -.11150 - 00450 00640 00430 
150 -a 000 5.72980 .59090 .03980 -.11760 - 00890 00450 00230 
.150 -1.000 5.79930 .59150 .03950 -.12330 -.01400 .00250 00030 
.150 000 5 79880 .59190 .03920 -. 12630 - 01930 00060 - 00190 
150 1.000 5.79930 .59170 .03900 - 12630 -.02450 - 00130 -.00430 
.150 2.000 5.79980 .59130 .03870 -.12800 - 02980 - 00310 - 00660 
.150 3.000 5.79880 .59030 .03820 -.12670 -.03570 -.00480 - 00890 
.150 4.000 5.79790 .58850 .03750 -.12750 -.04260 -.00830 -.01110 
.150 6.000 5.79590 .58570 .03550 -.13050 -.05870 -.00890 -.01560 
.150 8.000 5.79300 .58710 .03320 -.13750 -.07580 -.01090 -.02010 
.150 10.000 5.79000 .58980 .03130 -.14760 -.09130 -.01300 -.08430 
.150 12.000 5.78980 .58560 .03140 -.15770 -.1060 -.01850 -.02770 
GRADIENT -.00029 -.00018 -.00032 -.00233 -.00524 - 00184 - 00221 
RUN NO 250/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.79100 .5820 .03290 -.14160 .08480 .01600 .02590 
.300 -to 000 5.79350 .55410 .03430 -.12900 06510 01370 02200 
300 -8.000 5.79690 .54890 03520 -.11940 .04490 01160 01760 
300 -6.000 5.79830 .54790 .03600 -.11360 .02720 00960 01300 
.300 -4.000 5.79880 .55166 .03680 -.11200 .01340 .00730 .00830 
.300 -3.000 5.79830 .55440 .03720 -.11250 .00780 .00570 .00600 
.300 -2.000 579830 .55650 .03750 -.11350 .00280 .00390 .00380 
.300 -1.000 5 79830 .55670 .03770 - 11490 -.00220 .00190 .00150 
.300 .000 5.79830 55S70 .03780 -.11610 -.00760 -.00010 -.00070 
300 1.000 5.79790 .55520 .03770 -.11620 - 02330 -.00200 -.00300 
.300 2.000 5.79630 .55600 .03750 -.11650 -.01930 - 00380 -.00530 
.300 3.000 5.79880 .55760 .03720 -.11770 -.02570 -.00540 -.00770 
.300 4.000 5.79790 .55930 .03680 - 11920 -.03270 -.00680 -.01010 
.300 6 000 5.79490 .56210 .03590 -.12500 - 04860 - 00890 - 01480 
.300 8.000 5.79250 .56420 .03480 - 13620 -.06610 -.01090 -.01930 
.300 20 000 5.79050 .56580 .03320 - 15030 - 08420 - 01300 -.02360 
.300 12.000 5.78760 .56870 .03090 -.16080 -.10200 -.01590 -.02750 
GRADIENT -.00004 .00063 .00000 -.00086 -.00567 -.00182 -.00229 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 33
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC ALPHAT - 8.000 STAB - -1.900 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 51-2 - .000 93-4 .000 
SCALE - 0300 55-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 249/ 0 RN/L - 2.66 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00? 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -12.000 5.78220 .56550 .03120 -. 14090 .06950 .01540 .02720
 
.500 -10.000 6.78560 .56200 .03230 -.12910 .07130 .01290 .02310
 
.500 -8.000 5.79050 .55760 .03310 -.11680 .05170 .01100 01870
 
.500 -6.000 5.79200 .55600 .03410 -.11130 .03340 .00920 .01390
 
.500 -4 000 5.79000 .56800 .03540 -.11360 .01820 00700 .00900
 
.600 -3.000 5.79960 .55980 .03610 -.11470 .01210 .00550 .00650
 
.500 -2.000 5.79000 .56170 .03650 -.11430 .0060 .00360 .00420
 
.500 -1.000 5.79000 .56340 .03680 -.11430 .00150 .00160 00180
 
.500 .000 5.78950 .55490 .03580 -.11500 -.00460 -.00030 - 00060
 
.500 1.000 5.78910 .56620 .03670 -.11730 -.01150 -.00210 - 00310
 
.500 2.000 5.78810 5680 .03660 -.11800 -.01860 -.00380 -.00550
 
.500 3.000 5.78810 .56670 .03630 -.11820 -.02560 -.00550 -.00800
 
.500 4.000 5.78760 .56510 .03600 -,11840 -.03300 -.00690 -.01050
 
.500 6.000 5.70910 .56630 .03610 -.12430 -.04900 -.oogo0 -.01540
 
.500 9 000 5.78320 .56880 .03390 -.13860 -.06660 -.01080 -.02010
 
.600 10 000 5.77980 .57250 .03230 -.15520 -.08540 -.01280 -.02450
 
.500 12.000 5 77730 .57420 .02990 -.159so -.10530 -01530 -.02650
 
GRADIENT -.00031 .00110 .00005 -.00067 -.00636 -.00178 -.00243
 
RUN NO 248/ 0 RN/L - 3.e2 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAH CL C0 CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -12.000 5,77390 .58070 .03180 -.13630 .09460 .01500 .02830
 
.600 -10.000 5,17640 ,57810 .03210 -.2200 .07570 .01270 0e420
 
.600 -8.000 5.78080 .57160 .03260 -.10920 .05560 .01090 .01950
 
600 -6.000 5.78270 .B6850 .03380 -.10420 .03670 .00920 .01450
 
.600 -4.000 5.78270 .57060 .03530 -.20760 .0200 .00700 .00920
 
.600 -3 000 5.78220 .57260 .03610 -.11090 .01410 .00540 .00670
 
600 -2.000 5.78170 .57400 .03670 -.11300 .00840 .00340 .00410
 
S00 -1.000 5.78170 .57450 .03690 -.11390 .00260 .00130 .00160
 
.600 .000 5.78220 .57460 .03690 -.11390 -.00400 -.00050 -.00100
 
.600 1.000 5,78170 .57540 .03570 -.11360 -.01140 -.00210 -.00370
 
.600 2.000 5.0080 .57700 .03640 -.11430 -.01910 -.00370 -.00620
 
.600 3.000 5.77980 .57820 .03620 -.11550 -.02670 -.00530 - 00850
 
.600 4.000 5.77880 .57900 .03590 -.11610 -.0340 -.00680 -.01110
 
60 6.000 5.77780 .59060 .03490 -.11970 -.05130 -.00920 -.01610
 
.600 6.000 5.77590 .58410 .03350 -.13070 -.07030 -.01110 -.02100
 
.600 10.000 5,77340 .58850 .03210 -.14670 -.09090 -.01270 -.02550
 
.600 12.000 5.77000 .59030 .03120 -.16000 -.1110C -.01490 -.02950
 
GRADIENT -.00041 .00095 .00003 -.00082 -.00687 -.00175 -.00255
 
PAGE 34
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
(RGM065) IEl JAN 75





ALPHAI 5.6000 STAB - -1.900SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC 

ELV-1B - .000 ELV-CB - 3 000
 LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 
SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 

S5-6 - .000
SCALE - .0300 

RUN NO. 247/ 0 RN/L - 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLH CY CLN 	 CSL
 
.03330
700 -12.000 5.75590 .62290 .03540 -.12350 110600 .01400 

.700 -10.000 5.75980 .1750 .03510 -.11030 .08720 .01160 
 .02850
 
700 -6.000 5 78460 .60690 .03610 -.09330 .06490 .01020 02280
 
.700 -6.000 5.76860 .59850 .03590 -.08550 .04350 
 .00860 01670
 
.700 -4.000 5.77000 .59530 .03730 -.09030 .02520 
 .00640 .01050
 
.700 -3.000 5 77000 .59490 .03790 -.09510 .01740 
 .00490 .00750
 
.700 -2.000 5.76950 .59460 .03830 -.09860 .01040 
 .00310 00460
 
.700 -1.000 5.76950 .59430 .03640 -.09990 .00340 .00130 
 .00180
 
.700 .000 5.76900 .59460 .03840 -.10020 -.00410 
 -.00040 -.00110
 
.700 I 000 5.76900 .59530 .03850 -.10120 -.01230 
 -.00200 -.00400
 
.700 2.000 5.76900 .59620 .03850 -.10260 -.02070 -.00350 -.00690
 
.700 3.000 5.76860 .59800 .03830 -. 10350 -.02920 -.00500 -.00980
 
.700 4.000 5.76710 .60090 .03810 -.10440 -.03800 -.00640 -.01280
 
.700 6.000 5.76370 .60800 .03750 -.11000 -.05690 
 -.008BO - 01870
 
.700 8.000 5.75980 .61490 .03650 -.12250 -.07770 ­ 000 - 02430
 
.700 10.000 5.75490 .62240 .03580 -.13890 -.09990 
 -.02220 -.02940
 
.700 12.000 5.74950 .63170 .03550 -.15090 -.12120 -.01440 ­ 03390
 
-.00290
GRADIENT -.00029 .00060 .00008 -.00151 -.00784 -.00162 

PAGE 35
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
BTWT-1431CA5 NI FED Hi1.IA (ROM056) C 21 JAN 75 
















1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 


















SCALE - 0300 65-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 255/ 0 RN/L - 2.80 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLK CY CLN CSL 
600 -12.000 5.59720 1.09390 08890 -.33730 .10520 .01110 03100 
.500 -10.000 5.59910 1.09290 .09000 -.31540 .08160 .01060 .02580 
500 -8 000 5.60110 1.09160 .09100 -.29440 .05830 .00960 .02040 
500 -6.000 5.60210 1.09270 09190 -.20130 .03730 00640 02460 
.500 -4 000 5.60210 1.0960 .09260 -.27040 .01020 .00650 .0080 
500 -3.000 5.60110 1.09900 .092980 -.28020 .01110 .00530 .00560 
500 -2.000 5.60010 1.10110 .09300 -.28330 .00380 .00380 00260 
.500 -3.000 5.59860 l.lG230 .09310 -.28530 -.00270 .00210 -.00040 
.500 000 5.59860 1.10280 .09330 -.28840 - 00820 .00020 - 00350 
500 1.000 5.59910 1.10240 .09340 -.28900 -.01310 -.00170 - 00850 
.500 2.000 5.59960 1.10130 .09340 -.28710 -.01840 -.00350 - 00950 
.600 3.000 5.59960 1.09950 .09330 -.28400 -.02520 -.00490 -.01260 
.500 4.000 5.59980 1.09770 .09290 -.28210 -.03360 -.00600 -.01560 
.500 6.000 5.59960 1.09530 .09190 - 28520 -.05320 -.00770 - 02160 
500 a 000 5.59910 1.09390 .09070 - 29660 -.07390 -.00910 -. 02710 
500 10.000 5,59810 1.09280 .08940 - 31490 -.09430 -.01070 - 03210 
.500 12.000 5.59610 1.09070 .028650 -.33520 -.11500 -.01300 -.03680 
GRADIENT -.00025 .00011 .00006 -.00081 -.00625 -.00165 -.00303 
RUN NO 254/ 0 RN/L - 3.15 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -12 000 5.58740 1,12730 .09430 - 33940 .11120 .01110 03020 
.600 -10.000 5.58690 1.13320 09510 -.32060 .08810 .01000 102510 
.600 -6.000 5.58790 1 13260 09600 -.2E2O .06330 .00940 .01970 
.600 -6 000 5.58890 1.13210 .09650 -.28380 .04050 .00830 .01410 
o600 -f 000 5.69890 1.13460 .09660 -.28180 .02150 .00630 .00S20 




















.600 .000 5 58590 1.14370 .09750 -.29460 -.00780 .00020 -.00360 
oo ,.000 5 6640 I14320 .09760 -.29550 - 01380 -. 00160 - 00660 
.500 . o 5658690 1.14120 .09740 -.29340 -02060 -.00330 -.00950 
.600 3.000 5.58590 1.13930 .09720 -.29000 -.02870 -.00470 -.01250 
.600 4.000 5.58540 1.13760 .09720 -. 28750 -. 03780 -. 00680 -. 01540 
.600 6goo0 6.5840 1.13490 09730 -. 28990 -. 06830 -. 00750 - 02120 
.600 .000 5.56500 1.13180 .096s0 -.30270 -.08040 -,00800 - 02680 
.600 0.000 5.58590 1.12880 .09530 -.32290 -.10260 -.01030 -.03(90 
.600 12.000 5.58450 1182680 .09490 -.34060 -.12400 -.01240 -.03640 
GRADIENT -.00045 .00034 00010 -.00089 -.00713 -.00158 -. 00295 
PAGE 35
DATE 20 JUN 15 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
BTIT-1431CA5 KI F20 HIS.IA (ROMOBS) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
BREF * 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
SCALE - 0300 $6-6 - 000 
RUN NO. 253/ 0 RN/L - 3.40 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5 59950 1.10960 .20490 -.32070 .12200 .00870 .01740 
.700 -20.000 5.59280 1.12770 .10470 -.30420 .02770 00820 .01640 
.700 -8.000 5 58790 1.13730 .10470 -.29550 .07180 .00760 .01440 
700 -6.000 5.58450 1.14500 .10460 - 29410 .04760 00650 01100 
700 -4.000 5.59150 1 15370 .10450 -.29870 .02700 00480 .00640 
.700 -3 000 5 58010 1.15860 .10440 -.30260 .01800 .00380 00390 
.700 -2.000 5 57960 1.16310 .10450 -.30690 .00970 .00260 .00140 
.700 -1.000 5 57910 1.16630 .10480 -.31150 .00160 .00130 -.00140 
700 .000 5.57860 1.16770 .10540 - 31520 - OO6O - 00020 - 00430 
.700 3.000 5.57810 1.16700 .10600 -.31500 - 01490 - 00170 -.00720 
700 2.000 5.57860 1.16460 .10610 -.31010 -.02440 -.00280 -.00970 
.700 3.000 5.57960 1.16080 .10590 -.30300 -.03500 -.00350 -.01170 
.700 4.000 5 5620 1 15610 .10570 -.29730 -.04640 - 00380 -.01360 
.700 6.000 5.58400 1.14500 .10580 -.29170 - 06990 -.00460 -.01690 
.700 8,000 5.58890 1.13050 .10630 -.29200 -.09230 -.00510 -.01870 
.700 1o 000 5.59470 1.11330 .10710 -.30060 -.11380 -.00800 -.01930 
700 12.000 5.60060 1 09500 .10780 -.31960 -.13780 - 00930 - 01990 
GRADIENT -.00020 .00033 ,000a3 -.00009 -.00895 -.00117 - 00258 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 37 
BTNT-143]0A5 K! FRO HI5,IA V9.I (RNG05?) L1 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. W0RP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHA! . 6 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUOD-U .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OB ­ 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 Si-a - .000 S3-4 - 000 
SG-6 .000 
RUN NO. 259t 0 RN1L - 1.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAJ CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.61910 1.04000 .07670 -.36690 .20200 -.04060 .03640 
300 -10.000 5.61670 1.04090 .08020 -.34630 .16260 -.03280 03070 
.300 -9 000 5.61910 1,03940 .08370 -.32280 .12090 -.02340 02410 
.300 -6.000 5.62160 1.03800 .06680 -.30440 .08170 -.014e0 .01700 
.300 -4.000 5.62210 1.03900 .08930 -.29540 .04760 -.00800 .00990 
.:300 -3.000 5.62160 I 03940 .09030 -.29530 .03F50 -.00520 .00650 
.300 -2.000 5.61110 1.04150 .09090 -.29740 .01830 -.00250 00330 
.300 -1.000 5 62010 1.04270 .09130 - 30000 .00490 -.00010 .00000 
.300 .000 5 62060 1.04320 .09140 -.30190 -.0OO0 .00200 -.00330 
300 1.000 5.62160 1.04410 .09130 -.30180 -.02090 .00430 -.00640 
.300 2.000 5.62210 1.04460 .09090 -,30050 -.03400 .00650 -.00960 
.300 3.000 6.62210 1.04390 .09020 -.30030 -.04800 .0000 - 01300 
.300 4 000 5.6L210 I 04220 .08900 -.30250 -.06360 01200 - 01650 
.300 6 000 5 62060 1.03930 .08590 -.31430 - 09920 01940 - 02390 
.300 8.000 5 61910 1.03970 .08230 - 33250 -.13660 .02770 - 0300 
300 10.000 5.61910 1.04240 .07910 -.35170 -.17880 .03600 -.03710 
.300 12 000 5.61910 1.04170 .07660 -.36240 -.21510 .04260 -.04270 
GRADIENT 00008 .00063 -.00003 - 00086 - 01361 .00242 - 00328 
RUN NO 258/ 0 RN/L - 2.80 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12 000 5 60300 1.09020 .09200 - 37350 .20610 - 04020 03600 
.500 -10.000 5.60160 1.09420 .08340 -.36880 .16830 - 03400 03070 
.500 -6.000 5 60300 1.0933U .08590 -.34880 12500 -.02440 .02410 
.500 -8,000 5.60400 .,09300 .08910 -.33040 .08410 -.01530 01700 
.500 -4.000 5.60450 1.09590 09210 -.32180 .04930 -.00830 .01010 
.500 -3.000 5.60400 1.09890 09320 -.32190 .03360 -.00550 .00670 
.500 -R.o0 5.60350 1.10190 .09380 - 32380 .01850 -.00260 .00340 
500 -1.000 5.60400 1.10290 09420 -.32580 .00420 -.00040 00010 
.500 000 5 60450 1.10280 .09450 -.32710 -.00940 .00170 -.00320 
500 1.000 5 60400 1.10210 09450 -.32700 -.02330 00390 - 00650 
.500 2.000 5.60400 1.10070 .09430 -.32560 -.03750 00630 -.00990 
.500 3.000 5 60500 1.09880 .09340 -.32410 -.05240 .00900 - 01320 
.500 4.000 5.60550 1.09720 .09200 -.32500 -.088O 01230 -.01670 
.500 8.000 5.60500 1.09550 .08840 -.33510 -.10590 .02020 -.02390 
.500 9 000 550450 1.09590 .08520 -.35160 -.14710 02890 - 03070 
500 10.000 5.60550 1.09610 .08300 -.3810 - 18970 .03720 -.03700 
500 12.000 5.60690 1.08980 08110 -.37430 -.22560 .04340 - 04230 
GRADIENT .00013 .00003 .00003 -.00040 -.01450 00247 - 00333 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 38 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI FrO HIB.IA V9.1 {R0M057) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA! ­ 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
RREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 - .000 
RUN NO 257/ 0 RN/L - 3.14 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Do CLM Cy CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.59180 1.12570 .08840 -.37610 .21320 -.04100 .03470 
.600 -10.000 5.58680 1.13280 .08890 -.37500 .17830 -.03640 02990 
.600 -B.000 5.59940 1.13440 .0912O -.35730 .13330 -.02670 .02340 
600 -6.000 5 56840 1 13500 .09410 -.34040 .08930 - 01670 01630 
600 -4.000 5.58890 I 13720 .09670 -.33330 .05180 - 00900 .00940 
.600 -3.000 5.58740 1.13950 .09770 -.33340 .03520 -.00590 00600 
.600 -2.000 5.58790 1.14230 .09840 -.33480 .01960 -.00320 .00280 
.600 -1.000 5.58840 1.14440 .09890 -.33750 .00510 -.00070 -.00030 
.600 000 5 58840 1.14470 .09930 -.34050 -.00870 .00140 - 00350 
.600 1.000 5.58940 1.14330 .09940 -.34160 -.02300 .00370 - 00680 
.600 2.000 5 58980 1.14100 .09910 -.33980 -.03840 .00630 - 01000 
.600 3 000 5 58980 1.13870 .09820 -.33700 -.05500 .00930 -.01330 
.600 4.000 5.58980 1.13680 .09710 -.33640 -.07290 .01280 -.01680 
600 6.000 5.59080 1.13510 .09430 -.34320 -.11290 .02130 -.02380 
.600 8.000 5.59180 1.13350 .09150 -.35600 - 15680 .03100 -.03070 
.600 10.000 5.59420 1.12990 .08950 -.36960 -.19960 .03940 - 03670 
.500 12.000 5.59620 1.12130 .08920 -.37480 -.23280 .04260 -.04100 
GRADIENT .00039 -100013 .00008 -.00062 -.01522 .00260 -.00325 
RUN NO. 256/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.44 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.0Db 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.60400 1.10790 .09900 -.35610 .23020 -.04700 .02220 
.700 -10.000 5.59230 1.13230 .09930 -.353 0 .1980 -.04050 .02120 
.700 -8.000 5.58690 1.14590 .10100 -. 34980 .14530 -.02990 .01800 
.700 -6.000 5.58450 1.15430 .10290 -.34740 .099 0 -.01940 .01330 
700 -4 000 5.59300 1.16080 .10470 -.34820 .05950 -.01100 .00790 
700 -3 000 5 58250 1.16420 .10530 -.35080 .04220 -.00760 .00510 
.700 -2.000 5.58200 lt6780 .10590 -.35500 .02S60 -.00450 .00230 
.700 -1.000 5.58200 I 17040 .1060 -. 35920 .00890 -. 00160 -. 00050 
.700 .000 5.58150 1.17100 .10720 -.36190 -.00750 .00120 -.00350 
.700 I 000 5.58150 1.16940 .10770 -.36190 -. 02400 00390 -.00660 
.700 2.000 5.58300 1.16560 .10740 -.35830 -.04180 ,00710 -.00950 
.700 3 000 5.58500 1.16090 .10660 -.35230 -.06150 01090 -.01230 
.700 4.000 5,58690 1,15670 .10570 -.34630 -. 08230 .01530 -.01500 
.700 6.000 5.59180 1.14710 .10390 -.33940 -.12620 .02500 -.01950 
.700 8.000 5.59910 1.13150 .10200 -.33840 -.17100 .03490 - 02220 
.700 10 000 5.60790 1.11000 .10130 -.33780 -. 21120 .04230 - 02330 
.700 12.000 5.61720 1.08620 .10340 -.32470 -.23990 .04330 -.02440 
GRADIENT .00041 -.00053 OOOO -. 00010 -.01743 .00316 -.00289 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 39 
BTWT-1431CA5 KI F20 HIS.IA V9.l (ROM058) { 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA - .000 STAB I oo 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN.YC RUG-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. Z ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 81-2 - .000 S3-4 000 
55-6 .000 
RUN NO, 124t 0 RN/L .95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 0,00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW SETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.160 -R.000 -.06240 .23300 .07350 -.11720 -.00910 .00140 -.09120 
.150 -1.000 -.06090 .39300 .0660 -.14980 -.01140 .00170 -.00130 
.150 000 -.06720 49520 .06580 -.17310 -.01160 .00190 - 00180 
.150 1.000 -.06510 .5B510 .06600 -.20100 -.01090 00190 -.00220 
.150 2.000 -.05420 .68110 .06850 -.23330 -.01100 .00200 -.00240 
.150 3.000 -.06240 78770 .07250 -.26290 -.01230 .00220 -_00230 
SO 4.000 -.06150 88870 .07780 -.28430 -.01390 .00240 - 00240 
.150 5.000 -.06260 .98440 .08470 -.30270 -.01460 .00250 -.00270 
.160 6.000 -.06300 1.08180 .09340 -.32550 -.01450 .00280 -.00300 
.150 7.000 -.06140 1.18050 .103SO -.35020 -.01340 .00250 -.00310 
10 8.000 -.05930 1.27480 .11450 -.37460 - 01300 .00250 -.00300 
.150 9.000 -.05830 1.36270 .12590 -.39730 - 01390 .00240 -.00290 
.150 10.000 -.05740 1.44740 .13850 -.41890 -.01410 .00210 -.00320 
.150 11.000 -.05720 1.53330 .15240 -.44110 -.01190 .00190 -.00340 
.180 12.000 -.05720 1.61410 .16060 -.46340 -.00960 .00180 -.00330 
GRADIENT .00013 .10368 .00175 -.02706 -.00063 .00015 -100021 
RUN NO. 263/ 0 RN/L - 1.80 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL cO CLH CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.06020 .21180 .07680 -.08630 -.00450 .00020 -.00120 
.300 -2.000 -.05630 .38130 .07190 -.12830 -.00630 .00090 -.00170 
300 000 -.05390 .49060 .08980 - 1660 -.00720 .00110 -.00220 
.300 1.000 -.05750 .57930 .05980 -. 1630 -.00610 .00120 -.00250 
.300 2.000 -.05590 .67660 .07170 -.21060 -.00910 .00130 -.00270 



















a 300 6 000 -.05380 1.09610 .09590 -.32020 - 01130 .00180 - 00320 
300 7.000 -.06260 2.20060 .10570 -.34740 -.01030- .00170 -.00320 
.300 8.000 -.06380 1.30130 .11700 -.37390 -.00920 .00260 -.00340 
.300 9 000 -.05360 1.39440 .12940 -.39870 -.00880 00170 -.00380 
300 10.000 -.05310 1.48400 .14260 -.42330 -.00900 .00170 -.00370 
.300 11,000 -.05340 1.57230 .15640 -.45000 -.00930 .00170 -.00340 
.300 12.000 -.05270 1.65390 .17140 -.47520 -.00980 .00180 -.00280 
GRADIENT .00041 .10744 .00168 - 02900 -.00093 .00020 -.00030 
PAGE 40
DATE 20 JAN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

BTWT-I43lCA5 KI F20 HIS IA V9.1 (RGM08) 1 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 



















56-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 265/ 0 RN/L - 2.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.05530 .22240 .07600 -.10230 -.00440 .00020 -.00190 
500 -1 000 - 05690 .35120 .07140 -.13210 -.00420 00020 -.00220 
.500 000 - 05820 .47580 .06950 -. 16400 -.00550 .00060 - 00260 
.500 1.000 -.06010 .59380 .07000 -119610 -.00710 .00100 -.00290 
.500 2.000 -.06100 .70790 .07240 -.22690 -.00820 .00130 - 00310 
.500 3.000 -.06040 .82190 .07640 -.25720 -.00870 .00150 -.00330 
.500 4.000 -.06070 .93320 .08210 -.28650 -.00890 .00160 -.00340 
.500 5.000 -.05970 1.04250 .08960 -.31450 -.00900 .00170 -.00350 
.500 6.000 -.05710 1.15160 .09900 -.34150 -.00850 .00170 -.00370 
.500 ?.000 -.05640 1.26010 .11060 -.36730 -.00790 .00160 - 00400 
.500 8.000 -.05820 1.35330 .12400 -.39170 -.00720 .00140 - 00430 
.500 9.000 -.05900 1.45620 .13880 -.41400 -.00690 .00130 - 00440 
.500 10.000 -.05540 1.53600 .15490 -.43220 -.00670 .00140 -.00390 
.500 11.000 -.05050 1.60270 .17270 -.44410 -.00700 00150 -.00320 
500 12.000 -.04850 1 64840 .19190 -.43890 -.00710 00140 -.00280 
GRADIENT -.00068 .11670 .00205 -.03057 -.00079 00024 -.00023 
RUN NO 261/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.08 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.05090 .20780 .07610 -.10410 -.00480 .00030 - 00200 
.600 -1.000 -.05390 .34950 .07100 -.14310 -.00510 .00010 - 00230 
.600 .000 -.05890 .48460 .06900 -.17700 -.00580 00030 - 00270 
600 1.000 -.06270 61110 .06970 - 20870 -.00660 .00060 -.00290 
.600 2.000 -.06310 .73110 .07280 -.24010 -.00710 .O00BO - 00300 
.600 3.000 - 05920 .85020 .07780 -.27230 -.00720 .00100 -.00330 
.600 4.000 -.05280 .96770 .08450 -.30260 -.00730 .00110 -.00350 
.600 5.000 - 04780 1.08120 .09320 -.32870 -.00730 .00120 - 00380 
.600 6 000 -.04540 1.19010 10440 -.34950 -.00720 .00130 -.00400 
.600 7.000 -.04550 1.29150 .11850 -.36400 -.00740 .00140 -.00390 
.600 8.000 -.04770 1.37810 .13510 -.37150 -.00800 .00160 -.00340 
.600 9.000 - 05010 1.44250 .15420 -.37130 -.00870 .00190 - 00250 
.600 10,000 -.05230 1.48740 .17560 -. 36490 -.00910 00210 - 00160 
.600 11.000 -.05370 1.52120 .29860 -.35520 -.00950 .00210 -.00110 
.600 12.000 -.05080 1.54440 .22370 -.35000 -.00730 .00150 -.00160 
GRADIENT .00031 .12407 .00268 -.03199 -.00040 00016 -.00024 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 41 
BTWT-143ICAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (ROMOSS) 21 JAN 75 





- 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
- 327 8000 IN. 





- 1339.9100 IN. XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 





















































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 42 
BTIT-1431CA5 KI F20 H15.6 V9 I (ROMO59) I 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF 327.9000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 51- * .000 S3-4 - .000 
B5-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 269/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.06 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.172 -2.000 -.06510 .22330 .07510 -.10160 -.01200 .00230 -.00150 
172 -1.000 -.06670 .38460 .07040 -.13690 -.01440 .00270 - 00140 
.172 .000 -.06600 .49110 .06810 -.16500 -.01470 00300 -.00190 
172 1.000 -.06250 57640 .06790 -.19470 - 01450 .00320 - 00230 
172 2.000 .11950 .67470 .07090 -.23130 -.01740 .00410 -.00210 
.172 3.000 -.36270 .78270 .07400 -.26780 -.00690 .00160 -.00140 
.172 4.000 -.43380 .88340 .07930 -.29150 -.00740 .00160 -.00130 
172 5.000 3.22880 1.00170 .09490 -.29430 - 09610 02080 -.01090 
.172 6.000 3.28900 I 10240 .10400 -.32230 - 09620 .02090 - 01140 
.172 7.000 .60310 1.18810 .10810 -.36480 - 03120 00710 -.00460 
.172 8.000 -.23280 1.28160 .11730 -.39530 -.01070 .00290 - 00220 
.172 9.000 -.06640 1.37280 .12930 -.41970 -.01470 00360 -.00250 
.172 10.000 -.06330 1.45510 .14150 -.44330 -.01440 00330 - 00270 
.172 it 000 -.05410 1.53760 .15530 -.46280 - 01290 .00320 - 00320 
.172 12.000 -.06620 1,61390 .17050 -.47870 -.01130 .00290 -.00300 
GRADIENT .24421 .10614 .00243 -.02937 -.00635 .00144 -.00076 
RUN NO. 268/ 0 RN/L - 2.78 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.04780 .22940 .07750 -.08570 -.00590 .00100 -.00210 
500 -2.000 -.05170 .34940 .07270 -.11780 -.00570 .00110 -.00230 
500 000 -.05640 47540 07080 -.15200 -.00690 .00130 -.00260 
.500 1.000 -.06040 .59450 07130 -.18620 -.00810 .00160 -.00280 
.500 2 000 -.05910 .70880 .07370 -.22030 -.00910 .00190 -.00300 
.500 3.000 -.05500 .82260 .07770 -.25450 -.00980 .00210 -.00320 
500 4.000 -.05560 .93480 .08350 -.28710 -01030 .00230 -.00340 
.500 5.000 -.65966 1.04550 .09100 -.31810 - 01040 .00240 -.00360 
.500 6.000 - 06010 1.15600 .10050 -.34860 -.01010 .00240 -.00370 
500 7.000 -.05490 1.26500 .11210 -.37920 -.00960 .00240 -.00380 
500 8.000 -.05180 1.36900 .12560 -.40870 -.00930 .00240 -.00410 
.500 9.000 -.05540 1.46350 .14060 -.43520 -.00890 .00240 - 00420 
.500 I0 000 -.05870 1.54480 .15680 -.45620 -.00860 .00240 -.00380 
500 11.000 -.05880 1.61070 .17440 -.46760 -.00840 .00230 -.00310 
.500 12.000 -.05550 1.65500 .19320 -.45940 -.00850 .00210 -.00280 
GRADIENT -.00115 .11745 .00204 -.03351 - 00016 .00022 -.00021 
a 
PAOE 43
DATE 20 JUN '76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000
SREF - 5500.0000 S0 FT. XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
RUO-U - .000 RUO-L - .000
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YIRP - 0000 IN. YC 

ELV-18 - 000 ELV-OB - 3,000
-REF2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC


SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000SCALE - 0300 
S5-6 - .000 
RUN NO. 267/ 0 RN/L - 3.12 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL
 
600 -2 000 -.04810 .20740 .07830 -.09690 -.00530 .00080 -.00200 
.600 -1.000 -.05030 .34970 .07320 -.13420 -.00590 .00080 -.00250 
.600 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM 

.000 -.05170 .48370 .07100 -.16700 -.00660 .00100 -.00280
 
.600 1.000 -.05290 .60890 .07160 
 -.19910 -.00700 .00180 -.00290
 
.600 2.000 -.05260 .73060 .07460 -.23210 - 00690 00140 - 00290
 
.600 3.000 -.04830 .85100 .07980 -.26730 -.00760 .00150 - 00320
 
.600 4.000 -.04520 97000 .OB630 -.30130 -.00820 .00170 -.00350
 
.600 5.000 -104410 1.08400 .09500 -.32940 -.00830 .00180 
 -.00360
 
.600 6.000 -.04710 1.19310 .10630 -.35300 -.00820 .0010 -.00370
 
.600 7,000 -.04990 1.29530 .12070 -.37300 - 00860 00230 -.00370
 
.600 8 000 -.04810 1.38230 .13720 -.38560 -.00930 .00250 -.00320
 
.600 9.000 - 04440 1.44570 .15610 -.38740 -.00950 .00250 - 00230
 
.600 10.000 -.04650 1.49020 .17780 -.38330 -.00970 .00260 -.00150
 
600 II 000 -.04900 1.52870 .20110 -.37360 -.01010 .00250 -.00100
 
600 12.000 -.04750 1.55470 .22620 -.36720 -.00880 .00210 -.00120
 
GRADIENT .00076 .12454 .00251 -.03330 -.00042 .00016 
 -.00021
 
RUN NO. 266/ 0 RN/L - 3.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLN CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.05900 .16290 .08080 
 -.10920 -.00450 .00070 -.00190
 
700 -1.000 -.05730 .32090 .07480 - 16190 -.00530 00090 - 00230
 
.700 .000 -.05650 .46450 .07220 -.80440 -.00580 .00090 -.00250
 
.700 1.000 -.05310 .59410 .07250 -.23850 -.00580 .00090 -.00250
 
.700 2.000 -.05300 .71990 .07550 -.28810 -.00570 .00110 -.00260
 
.700 3 000 -.05390 .84940 .08120 -.29870 -.00580 .00130 -.00280
 
.700 4.000 -.05300 .97900 .08980 -.32960 -.00610 00150 - 00330
 
.1700 5.000 -.05320 1.10670 .10120 -.35640 -.00630 .00160 -.00370
 
.700 6.000 -.05740 1.21010 .11700 -.36140 -.00650 00180 -.00320
 
.700 7.000 -.05470 1.26880 .13750 -.33560 -.00680 .00200 -.00220
 
.700 8.000 -.04710 1.30520 .16040 -.30680 -.00720 .0022O -.00180
 
.700 9.000 -.04780 1.34770 .19360 -.29760 -.00760 .00220 -.00230
 
.700 10.000 -.05200 1.39760 .20820 -.31010 -.00590 00170 -.00330
 
.700 11.000 -.05020 1.43330 .23390 -.33460 -.00270 .00100 -.00390
 
.700 1.000 -.04580 1.44070 .25900 -.35810 -.00130 .00090 -.00390
 
GRADIENT 00083 .13307 00295 -.03430 -.00020 
 .00013 -.00022
 
DATlE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 44 
STWT-1431CA6 KI F20 HIS B V9 I {RGO060) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREi - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6,000 STAB - .000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 * .000 
55-8 - .000 
RUN NO. L'72/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.77 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 5.60250 1.08610 .08420 -.36260 .24820 -.06050 .03810 
.500 -0.000 5,60220 1.09230 .06500 -.36760 .20390 -.05120 .03320 
.500 -8.000 5.60060 1.09270 .0730 -.35130 .25620 -.0392C .02660 
.500 -6.000 5.60160 1.09290 .09040 -.33370 .11060 -.02730 .01940 
.500 -4.000 5.60250 1.09560 .09350 -.32540 .06970 -.01710 01230 
.500 -3.000 5.60210 1.09860 .09470 -.32570 .05140 -.01270 .00890 
500 -2.000 5 60260 1.10120 .09540 -.32790 .03340 -.00830 .00540 
.500 -1.000 5.60060 2 10300 .09590 -.33000 .01350 -.00350 00150 
.500 .000 5.60110 1.10300 .09630 -.33090 -.00740 .00260 -.00270 
.500 2.000 5,60210 1.10180 .09630 -.33040 -.02710 .00640 -.00680 
.500 R.000 5,60350 1.10010 .09590 -.32920 -.04500 .01070 -.01040 
.500 3.000 5.60500 1.09860 .09490 -.32880 -.06200 02480 -.01370 
.500 4.000 5.60500 1.09750 .09330 -.33060 -.08040 1 .01940 -.01720 
.500 6,000 5.60350 1.09590 .08940 -.34110 -.12260 .03030 -.02450 
.500 8,000 5.60450 1.09510 .08570 -.35580 -.16790 .04210 -.03140 
.500 20,000 5.60690 1.09280 .08340 -.36400 -.21320 .05300 -.03760 
.500 12,000 5.60S40 1.08440 .06330 -.34760 -.25340 .06D50 -.04250 
GRADIENT .00040 .00009 .00002 -.00055 -.01897 0046 - 00376 
RUN NO. 272/ 0 RNL - 3.12 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ .00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL COD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.58640 1,12290 .06670 -.37120 .24110 -.05820 .03530 
.600 -20.000 5.58590 1.13200 .09970 -.37750 .20020 -.0502C .03030 
.600 -8 000 5.58590 1.13340 .09220 -.36180 .15160 -.03810 .02400 
.600 -6.000 5.58690 1.13340 .09510 -.34340 .10430 -.02570 .01680 
600 -4.000 5.58840 1.13530 .09800 -.33380 .06220 - 01510 00950 
.600 -3.000 6.52940 1.13780 .09O0 -.33430 .04330 -.01050 .00600 
.600 -2.000 5.58940 2.14100 .09990 -.33720 .02520 -.00620 .00280 
.600 -2.000 5.58140 t.14330 .10060 -.34050 .00800 -.00220 -.00030 
.600 .000 5.58740 1 14380 .20200 -.34320 -.00870 0010 -.00350 
.600 1.000 5.58890 1.14270 .10210 -.34400 -.02610 .00590 -.00660 
.600 2 000 5.59030 1.14040 .10060 -.34230 -.04450 .01030 -.01020 
.600 3 000 5.59030 1.13810 .09960 -.34050 -.06360 .01490 -.01360 
.600 4 000 5 59030 2.13670 .09840 -.34270 -.08370 .02960 -.01710 
.600 6 000 5.58980 1.13610 .09540 -.35620 -.22800 .03120 -.02450 
.600 8.000 5.59080 1.13480 .09230 -.36660 -.17640 .04360 -.03150 
.600 10.000 5 59470 1.12920 .08990 -.37070 -.22360 .05470 -.03740 
.600 le 000 5 60110 1.11510 08960 -.35240 - 26030 .0602C -.04130 
GRADIENT .00021 .00008 .00006 -.00113 -.01795 00426 -.00329 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 45
 
(ROMOSO 1 21 JAN 75 3BTWT-1431CA5 KI F20 HIS.6 VS. 




















1339.9100 IN XC 
.0000 IN. YC 





















S5-6 - 000 
RUN NO. 270/ 0 RN/L - 3.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.60160 1.10280 .09990 -.34320 .25950 -.06440 .02290 
.700 -10.000 5.59030 1.13380 .10050 -.36320 .21670 -.05500 .02270 
.1700 -8.000 5.58300 1.14720 .10240 -.36640 .16490 -.04180 .01940 
.700 -5 000 5.58080 1.15300 10440 -.35090 .11430 - 02840 .01420 
.700 -4 000 5 58150 1.15720 .10620 -.34920 .06990 -.01700 00830 
.700 -3.000 5.58200 1.16020 .10690 -.34840 .05020 -.01220 .00530 
.700 -2.000 5.58200 1.16360 .10750 -.35190 .03130 -.00770 .00250 
.700 -1.000 5.58110 1.16610 .10840 - 35640 01260 -.00330 -. 00030 
.100 .000 5.58110 1.16590 .20920 - 35930 -.00600 00100 -.00320 
.700 1.000 5.58200 1.16520 .10940 -.35860 -.02530 .00550 -. 00630 
.700 2.000 5.58350 1.16190 .10900 - 35470 -.04590 .01030 -.00920 
.700 3 000 5.58500 1.15840 10820 - 35130 - 06180 .01550 -.01200 
.700 4.000 5.58540 1.15660 .10730 -.35250 -.09090 .02140 - 01510 
.700 6.000 5,58840 1.15220 .10510 -. 5090 -.14050 .03440 -.02090 
.700 8.000 5.59620 1.13790 .10260 -.356070 -.19120 .04800 -.02420 
.700 10.000 5,60890 1.11190 .10140 -.34170 -.23700 .05880 -.02480 
.700 12.000 5,62210 1.07850 .10420 -.29780 -.26910 .06180 -.02450 
GRADIENT .00047 -.00020 .00020 -.00050 -.01982 .00470 -,00291 
CAB PAGE 46
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA ­
BTWT-I431CA5 KI FRO HI5 6 VS., (ROMOBI) 1 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUO-L = .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-18 -
SREF * 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 INz XC 
.000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SS-6 - 45.000 
RUN NO 273/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -500/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CEL
 
.500 -2.000 -.00130 -.29B70 .16400 -.02300 .00520 -.00180 -.00010
 
.500 -1.000 .00250 -.19080 .15450 -.04800 .00590 - 00190 -.00010
 
500 000 .00600 - 08230 .14750 -.07570 .00500 -.00170 - 00030
 
S00 1 000 00590 .0280 .14260 - 10670 .00350 -.00140 - 00050
 
500 2.000 .00300 13430 .13940 -.14250 00200 -.00110 - 00060
 
.500 3.000 .00010 .24480 .13730 -.18230 .00070 -.00070 -.00060
 
500 4.000 -.00310 .35350 .13680 -.21910 -.00050 -.00040 - 00060
 
.500 5.000 -.00520 .45870 .13810 -.24930 -.00110 -.00020 -.00040
 
500 6.000 - 00550 .56230 .14110 -.27500 -.00100 - 00010 - 00030
 
.500 7.000 -.00460 .66510 .14590 - 29940 -.00070 - 00020 -.00030
 
500 8.000 - 00170 .76640 .15230 - 32000 -.00060 -.00020 - 00040
 
.500 9.000 .00120 .86240 .16000 - 33480 -.00100 00000 - 00050
 
.500 10,000 .00330 .95260 .16890 -.34650 -.00100 00020 -.00050
 
.500 11.000 .00270 1.04410 .17980 -.35740 -.00090 .00020 -.00010
 
.500 12.000 -.00060 1.14510 .19420 -.36090 -.00150 00020 .00060
 
GRADIENT -.00090 .10849 -.00361 -.03328 -.00108 .00026 - 00007
 
PAGE 47
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

BTWT-1431CAS KI F2O 1416.8 V9.1 (RGM062) I 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
EREF . 5500.0000 sQ.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U * .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - 10,000 ELV-OB - 13.000 
51-2 - 45.000 53-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 274/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -2.000 -.00920 -.25940 .16590 -.19000 .00570 -.00190 .00040
 
.500 -1 000 - 00590 -.14920 .15870 -.21430 .00600 -.00200 00030
 
500 .000 - 00370 -.04010 .15010 -.24130 .00480 -.00170 00000 
.500 1.000 -.00820 .06490 .14590 -.27100 .00340 -.00140 -.00040 
.500 2.000 -.00800 .17280 .14320 -.30810 OOIGD -.00110 -.00060 
500 3.000 -.00640 .28490 .14170 -.34890 .00020 -.00070 - 00050 
.500 4.000 -.00790 .39500 .14180 -.38610 -.00060 - 00040 - 00030 
.500 5.000 - 00620 49910 -.14380 -.41570 -. 00110 -.00020 -.00020 
.500 6,000 -.00410 .60050 .14750 -.43690 -.00160 .00020 -.00030 
.500 7.000 -.00600 .70200 .15290 -.45250 -.00120 .00030 -.00040 
.500 9.000 -.00950 .80190 15970 -.468490 - 00040 00010 -.00080 
.500 9 000 -.00920 .89600 .16760 -.47530 .00020 -.00020 - 00060 
500 10 000 -.00530 .98660 .17700 -.48450 .00040 - 00040 - 00030
 
.600 II 000 -.00200 1 07860 18820 -.49560 .00020 -.00030 .00020
 
600 12 o00 -.00020 1.17850 .20280 -.49900 -.00080 -.00020 00070
 
GRADIENT .00004 .10849 -.00306 -.03332 -.00115 .00028 - 00011
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 48 
CA5 KI F20 H15.6 V9, (PLUS, ORB TC5 AT36.1 I CRO063) ( 21 JAN '75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB I oo 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IS - 10.000 ELV-OS - 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-B - 45 000 S3-4 - 46.000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 277/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 O/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 .14160 -.21680 .20020 .02030 -.01120 .00100 -.00160 
.00 -2.000 .14040 -.10340 .19270 .00170 -.01040 .00100 -.00160 
600 .000 .13740 .01240 .18800 -.02210 -.01130 .00140 -.00180 
500 1.000 .13460 .12740 .18560 -.05080 -.01290 00190 -.00210 
.500 2.000 .13270 .24210 .18510 -.08450 -.01420 .00230 - 00240 
.00 3.000 .13080 .35790 .18620 -.12040 -.01500 .00250 -.00260 
.500 4.000 .12710 .47160 .18890 -.15250 -.01500 .00250 -.00260 
.500 5.000 .12570 .68lO .0 400 -.17820 -.01460 .00240 -.00260 
500 6.000 .13000 .69150 .20140 -.20000 -.01400 .00240 -.00270 
.S00 7.000 .13510 .80120 .21080 -.22160 -.01380 00230 - 00280 
600 6.000 .13730 .90830 2290 -.24370 -.01390 .00230 - 00300 
500 9.000 .13830 1.00810 .23780 -.26440 -.01390 .00230 -.00320 
.500 10.000 .14140 1.10120 .25470 -.28370 -.01350 .00210 -.00340 
,.oo 11.000 .14300 1.19170 .27250 -.30150 -.01280 .00180 -.00350 
.,600 12.000 .14020 1,28390 .29040 -.31670 -.01250 00160 -.00340 
GRADIENT -.00239 .11451 -.00081 -.02963 -.00071 .00025 -.00018 
RUN NO e78/ 0 RN/L - 3 24' GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -2.000 .13700 -.24920 .20460 .05220 -.01150 00100 - 00150 
.600 -1.000 .13970 -.12400 .1900 .02720 -.01210 00110 -.00160 
.600 .000 .14730 -.00130 .19110 .00110 -.01270 .00130 -.00180 
.600 1.000 .15050 .11780 19920 -.02820 -.01290 00150 -.00200 
.600 2.000 .14680 .23570 .19020 -.06160 -.01330 .00170 -.00210 
.600 3.000 .14160 .35580 .19380 -.09870 -.01390 .00180 -.OO2O 
600 4.000 .14050 .47310 .16970 -.13420 -.01410 .00200 -.002 0 
.600 5.000 .14iO .58470 . 0750 -.16340 -.01360 00210 -.00210 
.600 6,000 .14470 .69310 .21730 -.18800 -.01320 .00230 -.00230 
.600 7.000 .14340 .80230 .22940 -.21110 -.O13O .00230 -.00260 
.600 8.000 .14200 .90660 .24330 -.23310 -.01370 .00230 - 00280 
600 9.000 .14230 1.00560 .25850 -.25160 -.01410 .00210 -.00290 
.600 10.000 .14380 1.10210 27460 -.26530 -.01420 00210 -.00290 
.600 11.000 .14840 1.20060 .29220 -.27610 -.01510 .00220 -.00250 
.600 12.000 .15260 1.30090 .31150 -.28100 -.01620 .00240 -.00200 
GRADIENT .00031 .11919 .00057 -.0313 -.00034 .00017 -.00009 
a 
PAGE 49DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




BETA .000 STAB 1.000
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ELV-1B - 10.000 ELV-OS - 13 000290.7500 IN. ZC 
si-a - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SREF - L349.0000 IN. ZMRP 1 
SCALE - .0300 
S5-5 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 279/ 0 RN/L - 3.44 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 .13850 -.28090 .261590 .08890 -.01300 .00120 -.00150
 
.700 -1.000 .13650 -.14720 

MACH ALPHAW BETA CL 

.20830 .05350 -.01330 .00140 -.00180
 
.700 .000 .13640 -.02220 .20460 .02380 -.01280 .00140 -.00170
 
.700 1.000 .13820 .09740 .20450 -.00550 -.01220 .00140 -.00180
 
.700 2.000 .14160 .21530 .20700 -.03850 -.01220 .00170 -.00210
 
.700 3.000 .24360 .33570 .21170 -.07800 - 01270 .00200 -.00250
 
.700 4,000 .14430 .45570 .21850 -.11920 -.0:300 .00230 -.00270
 
.700 5.000 .14370 .57210 .22730 -.15400 -.02270 .00240 -.00260
 
.700 6.000 .14170 68570 .23800 -.17860 - 01200 .00250 - 00230
 
.700 7.000 .14270 .79920 .25030 -.19620 -.02170 .00240 -.00230
 
.700 8.000 .14340 .91200 .26420 -.21230 -.01200 .00220 -.00280
 
.700 9.000 .14320 1.02290 .28090 -.22960 -.01240 .00180 -.00340
 
.700 10.000 .14840 1.13010 .30100 -.24410 -.01230 .00150 -.00380
 
.700 11.000 .15430 1.23110 .32350 -.24910 -.01210 .00130 -.00360
 
.700 12.000 *15580 1.32130 .34860 -.24080 -.01200 .00120 -.00330
 
ORADIENT .00120 .12116 .00184 - 03455 .00005 .00018 -.00016
 
0 ­
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 50 
CAB KI F20 M I5. V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.! I (ROM04) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA * .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. 2C ELV-IB - 10.000 ELV-OB ­ 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 282/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.00290 -.21680 .20040 .02290 -. 00670 .00070 -. 00080 
.500 -1.000 -.00390 -.10220 .19280 .00510 -.00570 .00070 -.00080 
.500 .000 -.00030 .01290 .18800 -.01890 -.00710 .00100 -.00110 
.500 1.000 .00300 .12700 .18590 -.04820 -.00890 .00150 -.00140 
.500 2.000 .00190 .24130 .18550 -.08190 -.00980 00190 -.00160 
.500 3.000 -.00080 .35740 .18660 -.11670 -.01000 .00200 -.00170 
.500 4.000 -.00160 .47220 .18960 -.14780 -.01060 .00210 -.00170 
.500 5.000 -.00010 .58340 .19480 - 17310 -.01140 .00240 -.00190 
.500 6.000 .00320 .69280 .20240 -.29490 -.01140 .00250 -.00190 
.500 7.000 .00550 .80270 .21220 -.21700 -.01090 .00250 -.00190 
.500 8.000 .00540 .91090 .22440 -.24030 -.01070 .00250 - 00190 
.500 9.000 .00520 1.01230 .23910 -.26210 -.01080 .00240 -.00200 
.500 10.000 .00680 1.10670 .25570 -.28120 -.0020 .00200 -.00210 
.500 11 000 .00720 1.19840 .27360 -.29890 -.00940 .00150 -.00210 
.500 12.000 .00710 1.29160 .29200 -.31450 -.00940 .00110 - 00180 
GRADIENT .00034 .11454 -.00070 -.02933 - 00080 00027 -.00017 
RUN NO. 281/ 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2 000 .00060 -.25080 .20490 .05210 -.00730 .00070 -.00100 
.600 -2.000 .00120 -.12610 .19630 .02690 -.00760 .00070 -.00200 
.600 .000 -.00130 -.00390 .19150 .00050 -.00780 .00090 -.00110 
.600 1.000 - 00430 .11510 .18980 -.02930 -.00810 .00110 -.00130 
.600 2 000 -.00540 .23340 .19090 -.08220 -.00850 .00130 -.00130 
.600 3 000 -.00500 .35340 .19430 -.09770 -.00900 .00140 -.00120 
.600 4.000 -.00450 .47090 .20010 -.13160 -.00920 .00170 -.OO1O 
.600 5.000 -.q0510 .58330 20810 -.16080 -.00940 .00200 - 00130 
.600 6.000 -.00570 .69330 .21810 -.18570 -.00950 .00230 -.00140 
.600 7.000 -.00540 .80280 .23040 -.20830 -.00970 .00230 -.00160 
.600 8.000 -.00150 .90800 .24420 -.22810 -.00990 .00210 -.00170 
.600 9.000 .00460 1.00630 .25940 -.24350 -.00980 .00190 -.00170 
.600 10 000 00720 1.10280 .27600 -.25560 -.00990 .00180 -.00160 
.600 11.000 .00830 1.20280 .29390 -.26610 -.01100 .00200 -.00120 
.600 12.000 .00540 1.30550 .31320 -.27080 -.01210 .00200 -.00060 
GRADIENT -.00095 .11921 .00062 -.03107 -.00032 .00019 -.0b004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 51 
CA5 Kl F2O H.6 V9, (PLUS, ORB TC5 ATX8.1 I (ROO64) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA * .000 STAB * 1.000 
LREF - 327.9000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B ­ 10.000 ELV-OB ­ 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
85-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 280/ 0 RN/L - 3.47 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
700 -2 000 .00700 -.28450 .21550 .08380 -.00930 .00080 - 00120 
700 -1.000 .00800 -.14920 .20000 .04810 -.00960 .00100 -.00140 
.700 .000 .00650 -.02250 .20420 .02190 -.00910 .00100 -.00140 
700 1.000 .00570 .09690 .20390 -.00500 -.00860 .00100 - 00150 
.700 2.000 .00120 .21520 .20660 -.03900 -. 00850 .00120 -.00170 
.700 3.000 .00270 .33720 .21160 -.08010 -.00860 .00140 -.00190 
.700 4,000 .00600 .45760 .21830 -.12090 -.O87O .00170 -.00210 
.700 5.000 .00550 .57420 .22700 -.15360 -.00850 .00180 -.00200 
.700 6.000 .00430 .68840 .23780 -.17580 - 00820 .00190 -.00170 
.700 7.000 .00530 .80260 .25050 -.19100 -.00800 .00190 -.00160 
.700 8.000 .00740 .91070 ,26500 -.20560 -.0020 ,00170 -.00190 
.700 9.000 .00630 1.02920 .28230 -.22310 -.00860 .00150 -.00250 
.700 10.000 .00640 1.13770 .30260 -.23800 -.00890 .00120 -.00290 
.700 11.000 .00960 1.23850 .32540 -.24270 -.00910 .00090 - 00290 
.700 12.000 .01100 t.32650 .35060 -.a3450 -.00930 .00090 -.00270 
ORAOIENT -. 00050 .12193 .00187 -.03389 .00014 .00014 -.00013 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 52 
CAB KI F20 HIS,6 V9.1 (PLUS ORB TC5 AT38.1 I (RON65) 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 6500 0000O FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - .000 
EREF - 2348 0000 IN ZNRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-B ­ 000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 - 45.000 S3-4 . 45.000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 284/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -2 000 02450 - 28350 20320 18140 - ODB20 .00050 - 00110 
.600 -1.000 .02620 -.15890 .19380 15730 -.00670 .00080 - 00110 
600 .000 026500 - 03650 18840 13320 - 00710 .00080 - 00130 
600 1.000 02550 .08280 18620 .10480 -.00760 00100 - 00140 
600 2.000 .02550 20150 .18700 07040 - 00830 00120 - 00140 
600 3.000 .02170 .32 60 19030 .03090 - 00880 .00130 -.00150 
600 4 000 01660 44140 .19590 - 00840 -.00910 00150 - 00150 
.600 5.000 .01380 .55520 .20350 -.04280 - 00890 00180 -.00140 
.600 6.000 .01450 .66620 .21310 -.07160 -.00870 .00210 -.00140 
800 7 000 01590 77580 .226500 -.09680 - 00850 .00200 - 00150 
.600 8.000 .01580 .88140 .23850 - 11780 -.00830 00170 - 00170 
600 9.000 .01680 .98080 .25320 -.13380 - 00810 00140 - 00190 
600 10.000 02150 1.07750 .26900 -.14600 -.00830 .00140 - 00180 
600 11.000 .02580 1.17700 .28660 -.15750 - 00950 .00160 -.00140 
600 12.000 .02730 1.27870 .30590 - 16410 -.01080 .00180 -.00080 
GRADIENT - 00168 11986 .00023 -.03261 -.00044 00018 - 00006 
RUN NO 283/ 0 RN/L * 3 46 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 02250 -.31310 .21370 .20160 - 00820 .00060 -.00140 
700 -1.000 .01660 -.17900 .20540 .16730 - 00840 00080 - 00160 
.700 000 01580 - 05270 .20110 .13990 - 00820 00080 - 00170 
.700 I 000 01760 .06770 .e0050 11220 - 00780 00080 -.00180 
700 2 000 0 010 18810 .20290 .07940, - 00760 .00100 - 00200 
.700 3.000 .02220 .30730 .20760 .03990 -.00760 .00120 -.00220 
700 4.000 02340 .42810 .21420 -.00080 -.00750 00130 -.00230 
700 5 000 02316 .54490 .22250 -.03550 -.00700 00140 - 00220 
.700 6 000 02110 .65980 .23270 -.06120 - 00660 00150 -.00190 
700 7 000 01800 .77600 .24500 -.08170 -.00680 .00160 -.00180 
700 8 000 01690 89260 .25970 - 10050 - 00740 .00150 - 00190 
700 9 000 02160 1 00610 .27700 -. 11850 - 00790 00120 -.00240 
.700 0.000 .03000 1.11340 .29590 -. 13300 -.00800 .00090 -.00290 
.700 II 000 03610 1 21290 .31860 -.13790 - 00800 00070 -.00310 
700 12.000 .03510 1.30250 .34310 - 12970 -.00810 .00070 - 00300 
GRADIENT .00071 .22190 .00152 -,03373 .00018 ,00011 -.00013 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PAGE 53 
CA5 K! F20 H15 6 VS.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 I (ROG066) 21 JAN 75 1 







5500 0000 SQ FT. 







1339 9100 IN XC 
0000 IN. YC 



























RIN NO. 285/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CY CLN 	 CSL
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CCm 

-.00100
500 -2.000 .02050 -.25540 .19880 .16090 - 00570 .00060 

.500 -1 000 .02140 -.14170 .19020 .14580 




.500 .000 .01790 -.02630 .18490 12270 	 - 00650 

- 00760 .00140 -.00150

.500 1.000 .01490 .08810 .18230 .09240 

.500 2.000 .01170 
 .20310 .18190 	 .05600 -.00830 .00160 -.00170
 
600 3 000 .02390 .32150 18310 01660 - 00910 00170 -.00180
 
500 4 000 .02220 .43960 
 .18620 -.02050 -.01040 00190 - 00190
 
.500 5.000 .01470 .55280 .19130 -.05130 - 01100 00200 - 00200
 
,500 6.000 .01260 .66210 .19820 
 -.07730 -.01050 .00220 - 00200 
.600 7.000 .01440 .77240 .20710 -.10300 - 00970 .00230 -.00200 
-.00940 00230 -. 00200
.500 8,000 .01380 .88e8O .21890 	 -.las80 
- 00220

.500 9 000 .01120 .98380 .23350 -.15170 	 -.00920 00210 
.500 10.000 .01310 1.0eO .24970 
 -.17120 -.00680 00170 -.00220 




.500 12.000 .02040 1.26270 .28470 	 - 20390 - 00830 00100 

-.03180 -.00084 00021 - 00015
 ;-A 	 GRADIENT - 00019 11572 -.00093 
7e
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 54 
CA5 KI F20 H15.6 VS.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 ) (RGM067) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RU0-L = 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB = 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-L - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 288/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12 000 5.76860 .64250 .18350 -.11140 .30650 - 03300 .03430 
.500 -10.000 5.76900 63630 .18410 -.09850 .25280 - 02620 02880 
.500 -S 000 5,77390 .62840 .18570 -.07180 .19670 -.01970 .02280 
.500 -6.000 5.77830 .62020 .18850 -.05060 .14060 -.01320 .01660 
500 -4.000 5.77930 .62050 .19170 -.04430 .08650 - 00690 .0020 
500 -3.000 5.77880 .62250 .19310 -.04740 06020 - 00400 .00710 
.500 -. 000 5.77730 .62460 ,19410 -.05320 .03500 -.00170 .00410 
500 -1.000 6.77730 .62820 .19500 -.05920 .01200 .00020 .00120 
.500 .000 5.77730 .62720 .19500 -.06360 -.00930 .00180 -.00160 
.500 1,000 5,77780 .62790 .19590 -.06510 -.03050 .00340 -.00430 
500 2.000 5.77880 .62760 .19730 -.08200 -.05270 00510 - 00710 
500 3.000 5.77930 .626i0 .19660 -. 05580 -.07630 00690 -.00990 
500 4.000 5,77830 62430 .19510 -.05190 -.10150 00930 - 01300 
500 6.000 5 77640 62370 .19160 -.05680 -.15550 01510 - 01930 
500 8.000 5.77540 62950 .28990 -.0440 -.21220 02160 -.02550 
.500 10.000 5.77490 63870 .18780 - 09570 - 26910 .02830 - 03140 
.500 12,000 5.76900 .042O0 .18740 -.10100 -.32330 .03450 -.037 10 
GRADIENT .00002 .00056 .00054 - 00132 ,.02299 .00190 - 00286 
RUN NO. 287/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL -­ 55O/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.77000 .64700 .20200 - 10690 .31200 - 03420 03090 
600 -to 000 5.77440 .64100 .20100 -.08790 26090 - 02870 .02620 
600 -8,000 5.77730 .63130 .20330 -.05880 .20420 - 02190 .02080 
600 -6.000 5.77980 .62570 .20630 -.03940 .14540 - 01450 .015t0 
.600 -4.000 5.78170 62680 .20860 -.03790 08820 - 00740 .00950 
600 -3.000 5 79220 62950 20940 -.04270 06170 -.00450 .00680 
600 -2.000 5 78120 63230 .20990 -.04930 .03700 -.00220 .00410 
600 -1.000 5.77980 .63400 21030 -.05690 .01400 -.00040 00140 
600 .000 5.77880 .63480 .21100 -.06300 -. 00860 .00350 -.00130 
600 1.000 5.77880 .63420 .21220 -. 06360 - 03190 00350 -.00400 
.600 2.000 5.77980 .63250 .21290 -.05860 -.05560 .00540 -.00660 
.600 3.000 5.78030 63030 .21270 -.05110 -.07990 .00730 -. 00930 
.600 4 000 5.78080 .62840 .21170 -.04500 -.10540 00970 -.01200 
600 6 000 5.78120 .62860 .20850 -. 04520 - 16060 03590 -.01780 
.600 8.000 5.78030 .63510 .20540 -.06160 -.2030 02330 -. 02360 
.600 30.000 5.77830 .64390 .20390 -.08590 - 27950 03040 -. 02920 
.600 2000 5.77540 .64490 .20460 -.09690 -.33020 .03510 -.03420 
GRADIENT -. 00022 .00036 .00050 -. 00131 -.02384 00205 -. 00268 
PAGE 55
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CA5 K!1F20 HIS,6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S I ) (RGHO67) I PI JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 2.000
 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC 
 RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000
 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-I8 - 000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
SCALE - .C300 S1-2 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 2a6/ 0 RN/L - 3,49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -12.000 5.78170 65250 .21810 -.09120 32540 -.03530 .03190
 
.700 -10.000 5 78320 .64600 21890 - 06690 .26790 -.02990 02620
 
.700 -8 000 5.78370 .63690 22340 - 04390 .20900 - 02220 01990 
.700 -6.000 5.78470 .63040 .22760 -.03150 .15030 - 01460 .01400 
.700 -4.000 5.78560 .62850 .22980 -.03240 .09390 - 00840 .00850 
.700 -3.000 5.78520 .62920 .22980 -.03710 .06740 -.00580 .00600 
.700 -2.000 5.76470 .63020 .22960 -.04280 .04840 -.00340 00350 
.700 -1.000 5.78420 .63060 .22980 -.04770 .01850 -.00130 .00110 
.700 .000 5.78470 .63050 .3080 -.05040 -.00510 00070 -.00120 
.700 1.000 5.78580 .63010 .23210 -.04920 -,03000 00300 -.00360 
700 2.000 5.78610 62960 .23290 -.04560 -.05680 .00570 - 00610 
.700 3 000 5.78660 .62900 .23240 -.04110 -.08450 .00850 - 00870 
700 4.000 5.78560 .62860 .23140 -.03580 - 11240 .01100 -.01110 
.700 6 000 5 78270 .63090 .22820 -.03060 -.16860 01650 -.01630 
.700 8.000 5,78030 .63870 .22480 -.04150 -.22620 02330 -.02210 
.700 10.000 5.77830 .64970 .22230 -.06630 -.28420 .03050 -.02820 
.700 le 000 5.77290 .65730 22120 -.09100 -.34160 .03590 -.03430 
GRADIENT .00014 - 00003 .00038 -.00054 - 02546 .00238 -.00244 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 56 
CA5 KI F2O H25,1 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.I ) (ROMOB6) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB -2 000 
LREF 327.8000 IN YNRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF = 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-lB - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE * .0300 si-a - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 45 000 TORE - 9 700 
RUN NO 291/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.01370 -.28150 .20050 .28070 -.00710 00060 -.00130 
.500 -1.000 -.01440 -.17370 .19090 .26360 -.00600 .00060 -.00130 
500 000 -.01270 - 05760 18430 .23980 - 00700 .00090 -.00160 
500 I 000 -.01270 .05730 .18090 21030 -.00840 00130 -.00190 
.500 2.000 -.01180 .27130 .18020 .17490 -.00940 .00160 -.00200 
.500 3.000 -.00720 .28720 .18100 .13570 -.00970 .00170 -.00200 
500 4 000 -.00330 .40320 .18360 .09760 -.00990 00180 - 00200 
500 5.000 -.00190 .51740 .18910 .06420 -101050 .00210 -.00200 
.500 6 oo - 00400 83030 .19480 .03500 -.D10B0 .00230 - 00210 
.500 7 000 -.00670 .74260 .20390 .00630 - 01060 .00240 -.00230 
.500 B.000 -.01240 .85210 .21590 -.02180 -.01000 .00230 - 00240 
.500 9.000 -.01380 .95450 .23030 -.04630 -.00950 .00220 -.00260 
.500 10.000 -.01270 1.04920 .24590 -.06650 -.00900 .00160 -.00260 
.500 11.000 -.00790 1.14050 .26260 -.08430 -.00850 .00100 -.00270 
.500 12.000 -.00160 2.23390 .28010 -.10040 -.00840 .00070 -.00260 
GRADIENT .00185 .11509 -.00159 -.03206 -.00062 .00023 -.DOOI2 
RUN NO. 290/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -2.000 -.00210 -.31380 .20620 29610 -.00760 .00060 - 00120 
600 -1.000 -.00190 -.18890 .19560 .27030 -.00770 00050 - 00140 
.600 .000 .00040 -.06580 .28880 .24560 -.00770 .00070 - 00160 
.600 1.000 .00380 .05350 28580 .21770 -.00810 .00090 - 00180 
.600 2.000 .00490 .17160 .18620 .19360 -.00880 00100 - O018O 
.600 3 000 00370 .29250 .18920 .14300 -.00940 .00120 - 00170 
600 4.000 .00530 .41200 19460 .10170 - 00980 .00140 -.00160 
.600 5 000 .00780 .5630 .20190 .06570 -.00980 OO1O - 00170 
.600 6.000 .00610 83710 2110 .03650 -.00980 00200 -.00280 
.600 7.000 .00100 .14710 .22250 .01100 - 00960 .00200 -.00200 
600 8 c0 -.00110 85330 .23570 -.01100 -.00940 .00180 -.00210 
.600 9,000 .0,0330 .95290 .25020 -.02B90 -.00930 .oOi O -.00220 
Boo 10.000 .00810 1.04980 .26590 -.04410 -.Ob60 00146 -.00220 
.600 11.000 .01020 2.15000 .28320 -.05810 -.01070 .00160 -.00190 
.600 12.000 .00850 2,25340 .30270 -.06590 -.01180 .00170 -.00140 
GRADIENT .00138 111998 -.00040 -.03331 -.00038 .00017 -.00006 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PAGE 57 
CA5 KI FEO HI5.8 V9,I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3G.I (ROMOSI 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. 




- 1339.9100 IN.XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 

























RUN NO. 269/ 0 RN/L - 3 47 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CLM CY CLN CSL
 
700 -2 000 - 00200 - 33840 .21840 .30540 -.00800 .00040 - 00140
 
700 -1 000 - 00130 - 20550 .20890 26960 - 00800 00060 - 00170
 
.700 oo 00250 -.08200 .20310 .24040 -.00750 00050 -.00170
 
700 I 000 00320 04020 .20150 .21260 -.00720 00060 - 00t80 
700 2.000 - 00030 16300 20360 18200 -
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD 

00720 00080 - 00200 
700 3.000 -.0040C .28520 .20810 .14510 -.00720 .00100 - 00220 
700 4 000 -. 00490 .40200 .21420 10620 - 00710 .00110 - 00240 
.700 5 000 -. 00510 .51460 .22190 07200 - 00690 00120 - 00230
 
700 6.000 -.00460 63030 .23180 04390 - 00670 .00140 -.00190 
700 7 000 - 00120 .74900 .24410 .01910 - 00680 .00160 - 00180 
700 8.000 00420 8s6IO 25800 -.00470 - 00720 .00150 - 00200 
.700 9 000 .00360 .97920 .27470 -.02490 - 00780 .0012Q - 00250 
.700 10.000 .00200 1,08780 .29420 -.03940 -.00820 .00090 -.00300
 
700 11 000 00440 1.18820 .31590 -.04400 -.00830 .00070 -.00310 
.700 12.000 00860 1.27640 .34020 -.03SO0 - 00830 00060' - 00300 
GRADIENT - 00075 12183 .00081 -.03294 .00016 .00012 - 00014 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 58 
CAB KI F20 HIS V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.I ()OGM069) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 So.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA! 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 10.000 
5REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-OR - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S-6 - 45.000 ORB 9.700 
RUN NO. 296/ 0 RN/L - 2 88 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12 000 5 76420 .64270 .18510 -.10760 .33750 -.05110 03590 
.500 -10.000 5.76460 .63690 .18490 -.09870 .28470 - 04530 03080 
.500 -8.000 5.76950 .62610 .18590 -.07230 .22690 -.03810 02460 
500 -6 000 5.77250 .62030 .18860 -.05180 .16990 - 03130 .01810 
50 -4.000 5.77290 62240 .19220 - 04710 .11690 -.02570 01190 
.500 -3.000 5.77250 .62490 .19380 -.05040 .09180 -.02320 00890 
.500 -2.000 5.77200 .62660 .19500 -.05560 .06750 -.02110 00600 
.600 -1.000 5.77200 .62770 .19590 -.06040 .04470 -.01910 .00320 
.500 .000 5.77200 .62870 .19590 -.06380 .02310 -.01730 .00030 
.500 1.000 5.77200 .62990 .1I810 -.06390 .00140 - 01570 - 00250 
.500 2.000 5.77250 .68290 .19850 -.06010 -.02090 -.01410 - 00520 
.500 3 000 5.77290 .62760 .19770 -.05420 -.04460 -.01220 -.00810 
.500 4.000 5.77250 .62570 .19640 -.05130 -.06970 -.00980 - 01120 
.500 6 000 5.77050 .62630 .19330 - 05830 -.12350 - 00400 - 01760 
.500 8 Go 5.76760 63230 .19080 -.07600 - 17989 .00190 - 02370 
.500 10.000 5.75460 .64070 .18970 -.09620 -.23680 .008e0 -.02940 
.500 12.000 5.76270 .64440 .18950 -.10300 -.29310 .01620 -.03550 
GRADIENT .00001 .00049 .00063 -.00068 -.02293 .00190 - 00286 
RUN NO. 295/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CL8 CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.76660 .64510 .20340 -.10070 .34140 -.05150 .03250 
.600 -10.000 5.76810 .64070 .20150 -.08670 .29510 -.04880 02850 
.800 -8.000 5.77100 6316O .20380 -.05980 .23670 -.04130 .02290 
.600 -6.000 5.77340 ,62830 .20710 -.04160 .17610 -.03310 .01690 
.600 -4.000 6.77390 62780 .20980 -.04040 .11930 -.02850 .01130 
.600 -3.000 5.77390 .63020 .21050 -.04460 .09360 -.02410 .00860 
.600 -2.000 5.77390 .63240 .21090 -.04980 .06950 -.02210 .00590 
.600 -1.000 5.77290 .83390 ,21150 -.05570 .04630 -.02010 00320 
.600 .000 5.77200 .63500 .21260 -.06020 .02350 -.01790 .00050 
.600 1.000 5.77250 .63520 .21380 - 05920 .00030 -,01600 -.00220 
600 2.000 5.77290 .63400 .21430 -.05340 -.02330 -. 01430 -.00480 
.600 3.000 5.77390 .63150 .21410 -.04550 - 04770 -.01240 -.00750 
.600 4.000 5.77440 .62930 .21310 -.03970 -.07390 -.00990 -.01030 
600 6 000 5.77340 .62960 21050 -.04160 - 13010 - 00340 - 01590 
.600 8,000 5,77200 .63640 .20820 -.05920 -.18800 00340 - 02150 

















DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 59 
CAB Ki F20 H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38 I (ROGM69) 1 21 JAN 75 











1339 9100 IN.XC 













BREF 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-1B ­ 000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 45 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
$5-6 - 45 000 IORS - 9.700 
RUN NO. 294/ 0 RN/L - 3.40 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6 00/ 5.00 
















-.05 0 10  
.03320 
02810 
.700 -8.000 5.77780 .63620 .22410 -.04580 .24280 - 04240 .02200 
.700 -6.000 5.77980 .62890 .22830 -.03460 .18210 -.03430 .01590 
.700 -4.000 5.78080 62570 .23070 -.03440 .12550 -.02820 .01040 
.700 -3.000 5.78030 .62600 .23100 -.03800 .09980 -.02600 00790 
700 -2.000 5.77980 .62700 .23090 -.04260 .07570 -.02390 00540 
.700 -1 000 5.77980 62740 .23100 -.04600 .05200 -.02170 00290 
700 .000 S 78020 .62720 .23190 -.04670 .02810 -.01940 00050 
.700 1.000 5.78080 62690 .23340 -.04430 .00350 -.01710 -.00170 
.700 2.000 5.77980 .62660 .23420 -.04050 -.02290 -.01450 -.00410 
.700 3.000 5.77880 .62660 .23380 -.03570 -.05080 - 01170 - 00660 
700 4.000 5 77980 62690 .23270 -.02900 -.07910 -.00900 - 00910 
.700 6.000 5 78080 .63010 .22990 - 02180 -.13520 -.00350 - 01430 
.700 8.000 5.77690 63770 .22710 -.03530 - 19160 .00290 -.01980 
.700 20.000 5.77050 .64790 .22490 -.06520 -.24930 01020 - 02590 
.700 12 000 5.76900 .65600 .22280 -.09060 -.31110 .01810 - 03260 
GRADIENT -.00012 .00009 00042 00057 -.02526 .00238 - 00242 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 60
 
CAB KI Fo H15.6 VS.I (PLUS. ORB TC6 AT3R.I (ROM070) 1 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S905T. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC BETA .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U * .000 RUO-L - o00 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 91-2 * 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 [ORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 299/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2 000 -.01270 -.07440 .16130 .09810 -.00550 .00050 - 00160 
.500 -1 000 -.01290 04700 .15410 .07830 - 00560 .00040 - 00170 
S00 000 -.01310 .16840 .15000 05400 -.00640 00070 - 00220 
.500 1.000 -.01300 .28700 .14870 .02430 -.00810 .00120 -.00270 
.500 2.000 -.01340 .40360 .14930 -.009BO -.00830 .00150 - 00280 
.500 3.000 -.01390 .62010 .15150 -.04390 -.00940 .00160 - 00280 
500 4 000 -.01340 63440 .15570 -.07370 -.00920 .00170 - 00280 
.500 5 000 -.00960 .74620 .16240 -.09980 -.00940 00190 -.00300 
.500 6 000 -.00530 .85760 .17130 -.12480 -.00970 .00210 - 00320 
.500 7.000 -.00550 .96980 .18250 -.14980 -.00960 .00230 - 00320 
.500 6.000 - 02180 1.07900 .19490 -.17260 -.00980 .00240 -.00310 
.500 9.000 -.01730 1.18200 .20890 -.19280 -.01030 .00250 - 00310 
.500 10.000 -.02580 1.28020 .22530 - 21330 -101000 .00230 - 00290 
.600 11,000 -.01080 1,37660 .24470 -,23500 -.00900 .00280 -.00250 
.500 12,000 -.00830 1.47230 e26590 -.25420 -.00630 ,00120 -.00190 
GRADIENT .00020 .11730 .00025 -.02944 -100058 .00023 -.00020 
RUN NO. 29S/ 0 RN/L - 3,29 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL - CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.01050 - 11230 .16590 .11340 -.00630 .00060 -.00150 
.600 -1 000 -.01080 .02190 .15760 .08580 -.00630 .00040 - 00170 
.600 .000 -.01090 .15050 .15310 .0590 -.00680 .00060 -.00210 
.600 1.000 -.01110 .27290 .15210 .02960 -.00160 .00100 -.00240 
.600 2.000 -.01200 .39590 .15340 -.00470 -.00760 .00100 - 00260 
.600 3.000 -.00940 .61790 .15650 -.03970 -.00790 .00110 -.00270 
.600 4.000 -.00690 .63590 .16220 -.07000 -.00860 .00130 -.00260 
.600 5.000 -.00690 .75000 .17070 - 09570 -.00890 .00160 -.00250 
600 5.000 -.00710 .6380 .18220 -.12160 - 00880 00190 -.00250 
.600 7.000 -.00610 .97750 .19610 - 14930 -.00890 .00210 -.00250 
.600 8.000 -.00760 1.08650 .21160 -.17510 -.00950 .00230 -.00250 
.600 9.000 -.011040 1.18800 .22830 -,19570 -.00990 .00220 -.00240 
S00 10.000 - 01100 1.28410 .24710 - 20970 -.00990 00200 -.00220 
.600 11.000 -.00640 2.37850 .265790 -.21550 -.01050 .00200 -.00170 
600 12.000 - 00740 t 46590 .29050 -.20810 -.01090 .00210 - 00120 
GRADIENT 00057 12300 .00081 -.03065 - 00039 .00015 - 00016 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 	 PAGE 81
 
21
CAB KI FBO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS ORB TC5 AT3B I ) (RG10701  JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC 	 BETA . 000 STAB . 1.000
 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YNRP - 0000 IN YC 	 RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZRP - 190 7500 IN.ZC 	 ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000
 
SCALE = .0300 1-2 - 000 S3-4 . 45.000 
B5-6 20 000 IORB 9 700 
RUN NO. 2971 0 RNIL - 3.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.00070 -.15040 .17400 .13080 -.00630 00030 - 00160
 
.700 -1.000 -.00100 -.00470 .16610 .09220 -.00840 00040 -.00200
 
700 .000 - 00110 .126O .16270 .06210 -.00660 00050 - 00230
 
.700 1.000 -.00110 .25300 .16330 .03220 -.00680 00060 -.00250
 
.700 2,000 -.00110 .37440 .15650 .00050 -.00590 00070 -.00260
 
.700 3.000 -.00040 .49790 .17220 -.03510 -.00670 .00090 -.00270
 
700 4.000 .00080 .62160 .17980 -.08950 -.00640 00100 - 00280
 
.700 5.000 -,00040 .74020 .1890 -.09790 -.00600 .00110 -.00280
 
.700 6.000 -.00240 .85530 .20170 -.12230 -.00580 .00130 -.00260
 
700 7.000 -.00080 .97100 .21630 -.14380 -.00630 .00150 - 00250
 
.700 8.000 .00240 1.08650 .23370 -.16150 -.00740 .00170 - 00260
 
700 9.000 .00180 1.19640 .25460 -.17390 -.00830 .00160 -.00300
 
.700 10 000 .00300 1.29420 .27940 -.17720 - 00860 00130 - 00320
 
.700 11.000 .00090 1,37340 .30630 -.16560 -.00830 .00090 -.00300
 
.700 	 22.000 -.01700 1.43120 .33370 -.13770 -.00740 .00060 -.00240
 
GRADIENT .00016 .12613 .00249 -.03253 00002 00012 -.00016
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 82 
CAS KI F20 HIS.8 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3S8. I (ROM071) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327,8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-8 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IOR8 9.700 
RUN NO. 302/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLI CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.01440 .20160 11320 02320 - 00970 00060 -.00270 
.500 -I 000 -.01510 .33360 .10860 .00420 - 00890 .00060 - 00280 
500 .000 - 01680 46210 10710 -.02120 -.00980 .00090 - 00300 
500 I 000 -.01490 .58240 .10830 -.04870 -.01120 .00120 -.00320 
.500 2 000 -.00860 .69970 .11190 -.07510 -.01230 .00160 -.00330 
.600 3.000 -.00800 .G[690 .11?SO -.10300 -.01260 .00190 -.00350 
.500 4 000 -.01200 .93240 .12500 -.13190 -.01250 .00190 - 00370 
.500 5.000 -.01420 1.04590 .13430 -,36020 -.01260 .00190 -.00390 
500 6 000 - 01340 1.15980 .14570 -.18660 -.01250 .00190 - 00400 
.500 7 000 -.01280 1.27370 .15930 -.20980 -.01170 00180 -.00400 
.500 8.000 -.01250 1.3220 .17430 -.22950 -.01120 .00180 -.00420 
.500 9 000 - 01080 I 48280 .19080 -.24730 -.01140 .00190 -.00440 
500 10 000 - 00890 1.57600 .20940 -.26420 -.01150 .00200 -.00400 
500 It 000 -.01040 1.66360 .22960 -.27760 -.01170 00210 -.00300 
.500 12,000 - 01480 1.73550 .25110 -.28020 -.01260 .00220 -.00260 
GRADIENT .00059 .12007 .00315 -.02662 -.00057 .00022 -.00017 
RUN NO. 301/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLU CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2 000 -.00650 .18080 .11750 .02210 -.00890 .00050 -,00260 
600 -1 000 - 00560 .32510 .11220 -.00420 -.00920 .00040 - 00290 
600 000 - 00380 .46200 .11050 -.03190 -.00970 .00060 - 00310 
.600 1.000 -.00240 .58840 .11200 -.05950 -.01010 .00080 -.00320 
.600 2.000 -.00530 .71200 .11650 -.08670 -.01010 .00100 -.00330 
.800 3 000 -.00570 .83-00 .12300 -.11700 - 01000 .00110 - 00350 
.600 4.000 -.00580 .95620 .13140 -.14680 -.01000 .00110 -.00370 
.600 5.000 -.00350 1.07460 .14180 -.17270 -.01000 D00120 -.00380 
.600 6.000 -.00050 1.19140 .15510 -.19450 -.01000 00130 -.00380 
600 7 000 -.00260 I 30290 .17160 -.21170 -.01040 00140 -.00370 
.600 a 000 - 00900 I 40310 .19060 -.22360 -.01090 00140 -.00360 
.600 9.000 -.01090 1.48890 .2110 -.22990 -.01120 .00140 -.00320 
.600 10.000 -.010 0 1.55920 .23500 -.22800 -.01200 .00180 -.00200 
.600 11.000 -.00790 1.81560 .26070 -.21730 -.01320 .00220 -.00100 
600 12 000 - 00480 3 66130 .28920 -.20060 -.01330 00210 -.00070 
GRADIENT .00014 12684 .00367 -.02808 -.00015 .00012 -.00016 
PAOE 63
PAIF 20 JUN 15 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC 	 BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
RUO-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT 

LRtF 327 6000 IN YRP - 0000 IN. YC 
ELY-IS - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000BREF - 234e.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SI-2 * .000 S3-4 .000 SCALE - 0300 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 9 100 
RUN NO. 300/ 0 RN/L - 3.61 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
CD CLM CY CLN CSL




.700 -2.000 -.00930 .13470 .12780 .02690 - 00800 - 00020 

.12a20 -.00870 -.00880 .00000 -.00280
 
700 000 -.00980 .43340 .12070 -.04100 -.00890 .00020 -.00290
 
.700 1.o00 -.00990 .55460 .12320 -.07080 -.00910 .00030 -.00300
 
.700 2.000 -.00970 .69160 .12960 -.09870 - 00920 .00070 -.00300
 
.700 3.000 -.00920 .91730 .13910 -.12820 -.00900 .00090 -.00320
 
700 4.000 -.00840 .94210 .15100 -.15910 -.00860 .00090 -.00350
 
.700 5.000 -.00760 1.06450 .16490 -.18870 -.00820 .00090 





.700 6.000 -.00640 1.18400 .18160 - 21060 -.00750 00080 - 00360 
700 7.000 -.00480 1.28550 .20220 -.21360 -.00700 00060 -.00330 
700 8 000 - 00320 I 36290 .22570 -.19820 -.00720 .00040 -.00300 
.700 9.000 -.00160 1.42200 .25140 - 17910 - 00800 .00030 - 00300 
.700 10.000 .00010 I 48060 .27910 - 06800 - 00850 00020 - 00320 
700 II 000 .00210 1.53930 .30820 -.15470 -.00840 -.00010 -. 00290 
700 0a 000 .00470 1.9090 .33830 -.12600 -.00740 -. 00060 -. 00200 
-.03037 -.00002 .00017 - 00015
GRADIENT 00028 13150 .00554 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 64 
CAS KI F2O H35.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC6 AT3. I {RGM072) 2 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YNRP - 0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - L348,0000 IN ZHRP - 190 7500 IN, ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 .000 IOR - 9.700 
RUN NO. 305/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 7.54050 1.27500 .15820 -.22590 .32140 -.03830 05160 
.500 -10,000 7.56100 1.28530 .15760 -.22170 .26180 -.03080 .04410 
.500 -8.000 7.49000 1.26890 .15950 -.20420 .20160 -.02290 .03510 
.500 -6.000 7.47020 1.8470 .162IO -.19330 .14150 -.01500 .02e50 
.500 -4.000 7,51270 1.30490 .16440 -.19840 .08390 - 00750 01590 
.500 -3.000 7,53610 1.31050 .16490 -.20120 05740 -.00440 .01110 
.500 -2.000 7.53810 1.31520 .16500 -.20590 03330 -.00210 .00630 
.500 -1.000 7.53220 1.31740 .16510 - 21000 .01120 - 00040 00140 
.500 .000 7.53370 1.31750 .16550 -.21240 -.01010 .00130 -.00360 
500 1.000 7.53470 1.31590 .16630 -.21030 -.03210 .00320 -.00860 
500 2.000 7.53610 I 31310 .16850 - 20510 -.05550 .00510 - 01330 
500 3 000 7 53860 1.30900 .1659 - 19870 -.08050 .00740 -.01790 
.500 4.000 7 54050 1.30420 .16470 -.19370 -.10670 .01020 - 02250 
.500 6.000 7.54300 1.29490 .16200 -.19130 -.16230 01700 - 03190 
.500 8 000 7 54390 I 26740 .16040 -.19810 -.22200 02470 - 04120 
.500 10 000 7.54590 1.26080 .16070 -.21030 a -.28350 03290 - 05010 
500 12 000 7.55180 1.27150 .16250 -.21950 -.34320 .04070 - 06800 
GRADIENT .00195 -.00022 .00014 .00033 -.02328 .00207 -.004B3 
RUN NO. 304/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12 000 7.54740 1.28960 .17520 -.22090 .32950 -.03990 .04800 
.600 -10.000 7.54250 1.30210 .17430 -.20620 ,27120 -.03290 .04130 
.600 -8.000 7.53810 1 31210 .17720 -.19150 .21090 - 02550 03330 
.600 -6.000 7 53420 1.32130 18030 -.18540 .14940 - 01770 02450 
600 -4 000 7.53120 1.33070 .18170 -.19070 08960 - 01010 .01520 
.600 -3.000 7.52930 1.33560 18130 - 19590 .06160 - 00660 01050 
600 -2.000 7.52830 1.34010 .18030 -.20140 .03610 - 00360 00600 
600 -1.000 7.52730 1.34360 .17990 - 20790 01320 - 00140 00140 
.600 .000 7.52780 1.34460 .18060 -.21220 -.00870 00040 -.00320 
.600 1.000 7.52880 1.34190 .16150 -.20890 -.03180 .00250 -.00800 
600 2 000 7.53030 1.33740 18210 - 20190 -.05740 .00500 -.01260 
600 3.000 7.53270 1.33200 18220 - 19530 -.08510 00810 -.01700 
.600 4.000 7.53470 1.32650 18190 -.19040 -.11290 01150 -.02140 
.600 6.000 7.53760 1.31580 1800 - 18730 -. 16950 03850 -.03020 
.600 8.000 7.54100 1.30520 .17920 -.19290 -.23010 .02660 -.03890 
600 10.000 7.54640 1.29360 .17880 -.20570 -.29270 .03510 -.04720 
.600 12.000 7 55220 1.27990 18050 -.22350 -.35170 04190 -.05430 
GRADIENT .00049 -.00058 .00015 .00002 -.02470 00253 -.00459 
DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 65 
CAB K F20 HIB.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.l (RO72) 21 JAN 75 1 



















1339.9100 IN. XC 
0000 IN YC 







































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 66 
CAB KI F20 HI5 6 V9 I (PLUS ORB TC5 AT38 I ) fRBHO?)3 ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YNRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
8REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 S1-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 000 [ORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 309/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12 000 5.60640 1.07700 .13160 -.18600 32100 - 03730 04930 
.500 -10.000 5.60640 i.OB310 .13190 -.18520 .26030 -.02950 04190 
500 -8.000 5 60500 1.08390 .13430 -.16530 .19850 -.02090 03300 
500 -6.000 5.60400 1.08750 .13710 -.15120 .13790 -.01270 .02360 
500 -4 000 5 60300 1.09620 .13930 - 15280 08140 -.00580 .01450 
500 -3.000 5.60210 l 10130 .13980 -.15840 .05550 -.00330 .01000 
.500 -2.000 5,60110 1.10550 .14000 -.16470 .03170 -.00140 00560 
.500 -1.000 5.60160 1.10770 .14020 -.16950 .00950 ,00010 .00110 
500 000 5 60210 1.10820 .14080 -.17220 -.01170 .00160 - 00350 
500 1.000 5.59810 1.10710 .14160 - 17130 -.03280 .00300 - 00800 
.500 2.000 5.59080 1 10490 .14200 - 165B0 - 05480 .00440 - 01240 
500 3.000 5.58640 I 10140 .14140 - 15830 - 07820 .00610 -.01670 
500 4 000 5.58940 1 09740 .14010 - 15430 - 10370 00850 - 02110 
.500 6.000 5.60450 1.09000 .13710 -.15730 -. 15990 .01500 -.03020 
.500 8.000 5.61130 1.08440 .13550 -.16550 -.21950 .02300 -.03910 
.500 10.000 5.60790 I 07970 .13570 -.17470 -.27990 .03120 -.04760 
.500 12.000 5.61180 1.07150 .13620 -.18010 - 33870 .03810 - 05540 
GRADIENT -.00209 .00005 .00022 - 00016 -.02261 .00166 -.00446 
RUN NO. 308/ 0 RN/L - 3.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5 60300 1.09850 .14250 -. 18210 .32540 - 03870 .048650 
.600 -10.000 5.60050 I 10510 .14120 -. 16940 .26630 - 03100 04160 
600 -2.000 5 59910 1.11160 .14420 -.15530 .20550 -.02320 03360 
.600 -6.000 5.59720 1.11930 .14780 -.15210 .14460 -.01540 .02460 
.600 -4 000 5.69420 1.12840 .14990 -.16250 .08650 -.00820 .01500 
.600 -3.000 5.59330 1.13320 .14990 - 17020 05950 - 00520 01030 
.600 -2.000 5 59330 1.13700 .14930 - 17680 .03480 -.00280 00560 
.600 -1.000 5,59230 1.13950 .14900 -.18220 .01220 -.00100 .00110 
.600 000 5.59180 1,14040 .1950 -.18580 -.00940 .00080 -.00340 
600 1.000 5.59280 I 13870 .15030 -.IB400 -.03210 .00280 -.00790 
800 2 000 5.59420 1.13490 .15100 -.17630 -.05670 .00500 -.01260 
600 3 000 5 59520 1.12980 .15100 -.16590 -.08270 .00740 -.01720 
.600 4.000 5.59670 1.12460 .15030 -.15820 -.10920 00990 -.02170 
.600 6 000 5.60060 3.11600 .14840 -.15450 -.16470 .01610 -.03070 
.600 8,000 5.60350 1.10840 .14690 -.16100 -.22510 02450 - 03950 
.600 ID 000 5.60640 1.10070 .14650 -.17420 -.28760 .03350 - 04770 
.600 12.000 5.60890 1.09090 14740 - 18760 -.34610 03980 -.05470 
GRADIENT .00030 -.00051 .00016 .00049 -.02394 .00216 -.00458 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 67 
CA5 KI F20 HI,6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3S.I I (RGHO073) 1 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE = .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 000 
SS-6 . 000 IORS 9 700 
RUN NO. 307/ 0 RN/L - 3.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -12.000 5.61430 1,09590 .16330 -.19410 .34230 -.04120 04510
 
700 -20.000 5 60990 1.10210 .16380 -.16950 .27810 - 03300 .03810
 
.700 -8 000 5 60600 1.10900 .16800 -.16170 .21480 -.02430 03060
 
.700 -6.000 5.60250 1.11570 .17240 -.16250 .15430 -.0172D .02280
 
.700 -4 000 5.59960 1.12190 .175620 - 16930 09750 -.01200 01440
 
,700 -3.000 5.59860 1.12560 .17560 -.17640 .07020 -.00920 01020
 
.700 -2.000 5.59770 1.13000 .17550 -.18650 .04340 -.0050 .00580
 
.700 -1.000 5.59720 1.13330 .17540 -.19620 .01780 - 00260 .00140
 
.700 .000 5.59720 1.13380 .17560 -.20040 -.00680 .00010 -.00300
 
700 1.000 5.59810 1.13100 .175680 - 19530 - 03160 00250 - 00720
 
.700 2.000 5.60010 1.12660 .17560 -.26630 -.05900 .00540 -.01130
 
.700 3 000 5.60210 1.12160 .17510 -.17760 -.08890 .00910 -.01550
 
.700 4 000 5 60350 1.11720 .17430 -.17050 - 11910 01270 - 01970
 
700 6.000 5.60550 1.10990 .17250 -.16490 - 17800 .01930 - 02780
 
.700 8 000 5.60740 1.10360 .17000 -.17220 -.23690 .02640 - 03530
 
.700 10 000 5.61080 1.09740 .16810 -.18840 --29730 03420 -.04240
 
700 12 000 5.61330 2.08970 .16880 - 20340 -.36230 .04260 - 05010
 
GRADIENT .00053 - 00067 -.00007 -.00012 - 02663 00302 - 00427
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 68
 
CA5 KI F2O HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 ) (ROM074) 2 1
1 JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 LOSFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U * .000 RUD-L - 000 
6REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. Z0 ELV-IB - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 . .000 
S5-6 - 000 lORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 313/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.02020 .oe000 .11170 .01540 -.00690 .00000 -.00190 
.500 -1.000 -.01570 .33160 .10720 .00040 -.00610 -.00010 -.00210 
500 .000 -.01460 .45810 .10560 -.01930 -.00700 00020 -.00240 
.500 1.000 -.01500 .57860 .10860 -.04240 -.00850 .00060 -.00270 
Boo 2.000 -.01620 .69480 .11050 -.06720 -.00950 .00080 -.00290 
500 3.000 -.01850 .81070 .11610 -.09340 -.00970 00090 -.00310 
500 4.000 -.02110 .92510 .12350 -.12040 -.00970 .00090 -.00330 
.500 5.000 -.02360 1.03910 .13290 -.14750 -.00980 00100 -.00340 
.500 6.000 -.02380 1.15320 .14450 -.17300 -.00960 00110 - 00350 
.500 7.000 -.01950 1.26700 .15800 -.19650 -.00890 .00100 -.00360 
.500 8.000 -.01460 1.37630 17320 -.21720 -.00830 .00090 -.00380 
500 9.000 - 01420 1.47880 .19000 -.23770 - 00850 00100 - 00400 
.500 10 000 -.01750 1.57340 .20860 -.25890 -.00890 .00110 - 00360 
.500 11.000 -.02170 I 66170 .22960 -.27750 -.00920 .00120 -.00290 
.500 12.000 -.02300 1,73400 .25020 -.28160 -.00960 .00120 -.00250 
GRADIENT -.00076 .11906 .00316 -.02371 -.00056 .00017 -.00022 
RUN NO 312/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAJ BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.02320 .18200 .11550 .01610 - 00770 -.00010 -.00230 
.600 -1 000 -.02190 .32390 .11040 -.00860 - 00810 - 00020 - 00260 
600 .000 - 01910 45990 .10870 -.03160 - 00850 .00000 -.00280 
.600 I 000 -.01850 .58670 .11030 -.05430 - 00870 00020 - 00290 
.600 2.000 -.01790 .70760 .11480 -.07930 -.00870 .00030 -.00310 
600 3.000 - 01750 82960 .12150 -.10880 - 00860 .00030 -.00340 
.600 4.000 - 02100 95090 13000 -.13820 - 0081Ot 00030 - 00350 
600 6 000 -.02660 1 06970 .14040 -.16340 -.00640 .00040 -.00360 
.600 6.000 -.02930 I 18530 .15370 -.18350 - 00860 00050 - 00360 
.600 7.000 -.02680 1 29640 .17030 -.20050 -.00890 .00060 -.00350 
.600 8 000 -.02030 I 39770 .18940 -.21510 -.00920 .00070 -.00350 
.600 9 000 -.01610 1 48410 .21060 - 22490 - 00950 .00080 -.00300 
.600 10 000 - 01650 I 55650 .23390 -.22720 -.00980 00090 - 00190 
.600 II 000 -.01840 1.61350 25890 -.21830 -.01000 00100 - 00090 
.600 12.000 -.01830 1 65710 28720 - 19850 - 00990 00090 -.00060 
GRADIENT - 00017 12594 .00375 -.02573 - 00008 00008 - 00019 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 69
 
CA5 KI F2D HIS IA V9 I (PLUS ORB TC5 AT3B.l I (R0M074) ( 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUO-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2346.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB- 000 ELV-CB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 91-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
5-6 - 000 IORS - 9.700 
RUN NO. 311/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.03280 .13500 .12560 .02580 -.006820 -.00070 -.00220
 
700 -1.000 -.02750 .28890 .12030 -.00890 -.00670 -.00060 -.00260
 
700 .000 - 01750 .43070 .11910 -.03880 -.00720 - 00050 - 00280
 
700 I 000 -.01570 .56270 .12190 -.06730 -.00730 -.00030 - 00280
 
.700 2.000 -.02050 .ESSIG .12840 -.09420 -.00730 -.00010 - 00270
 
.700 3 000 -.02220 .81360 .13780 -.12220 -.00730 .00010 - 00290
 
.700 4.000 -.02090 .93840 .14980 - 15180 - 00720 00020 - 00330
 
700 5.000 - 01750 1,06310 .16390 -.18320 -,00660 00010 -.00360
 
.700 6.000 -.01300 1.19130 .18070 -.20640 -.00580 -.00010 -.00360
 
.700 7 000 - 01020 1.28310 .20080 -.21060 -.00530 -.00030 - 00310
 
.700 8 000 -.00920 1.36100 .22390 -.19670 -.00540 -.00050 - 00280
 
700 9.000 - 00840 1 42280 .24940 -.17780 -.00580 - 00080 - 00280
 
.700 10 000 - 00760 1.48060 .27680 -.16270 - 00590 -.00100 -.00300
 
.700 It 000 -.00780 1.53870 .30600 -.14710 -.00580 -.00100 - 00300
 
.700 12.000 -.00650 1.59050 .33810 -.12370 -.00590 -.00070 -.00280
 
GRADIENT .00144 .13118 .00569 -.02922 -.00007 .00014 - 00016
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 70
 
CA5 KI F20 HIS IA V9 I (PLUS ORB TC5 AT3B.1 ) (ROMO75) 1 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 - STAB . 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
$5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9 100 
RUN NO 318/ 0 RN/L - L.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.01920 -.25360 .19710 .16240 -.00650 -.00020 -,00110 
500 -1.000 -.02270 -.13990 18860 .14600 -.00570 -.00020 -.00110 
.500 .000 - 02340 -.02420 .18340 .12200 - 00690 00020 - 00140 
.500 1.000 -.02010 09040 .18090 .09240 - 00840 .00050 - 00280 
500 2.000 - 01790 .20500 .18040 .05760 -.00920 .00070 -.00200 
.500 3 000 - 02100 .32170 .18130 .01940 -.00950 00070 - 00210 
500 4.000 -.02430 .43730 .18390 - 01670 -.00970 .00080 -.00220 
.500 5.000 -.02290 .54980 .18890 -.04830 - 00980 00100 - 00230 
.500 6.000 -.01840 .65100 .29630 -.07730 -.00970 .00110 -.00240 
.500 7.000 -.01700 .77310 .20590 -. 10630 -.00930 .00100 -o00a5o 
.500 9.000 -.02011 .8B320 .21810 -. 13470 -.00900 .00080 -.00260 
.500 9.000 -.02260 .S5?O .23280 -. 15920 -.00900 .00070 -.00280 
.500 10.000 -.02120 I 08030 .24920 -.17860 -.00880 .00050 -.00280 
.500 It 000 -.01570 1.17070 .26660 - 19400 -.00860 .00040 - 00290 
500 12.000 - 01000 I 26220 .28410 -.20530 - 00870 00040 -.00270 
GRADIENT -.00029 .11502 -.00104 -.03132 -.00062 .00018 -.00019 
RUN NO. 315/ 0 RN/L * 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.01700 -.28580 .20210 .18460 -.00690 .00000 -.00120 
600 -1.000 -.01740 - 16040 .19280 .15840 -.00700 -.00020 -.00140 
600 .000 -.01860 -.03750 .18710 .13290 -.00720 -.00010 - 00150 
.600 1.000 -.01860 .08050 .18490 .10540 -.00770 .00020 -.00160 
.600 2.000 -.01490 .19970 .16570 .07120 -.00840 .00050 -.00180 
.600 3,000 -.01630 .32070 .18910 .03070 -.00890 .00060 -.00180 
.600 4 000 -.02000 .43950 .19480 -.00940 -.00890 100070 -.00110 
.600 5.000 -.02070 .55350 .20250 -.04450 -.00820 00070 -.00170 
600 6.000 -.01830 .66580 .21210 -.07560 -.00750 .00060 -.00180 
.600 7.000 -.01440 .77750 .22400 -.10330 -.00720 .00050 -.00200 
600 8.000 -.01020 .88300 23750 -. 12540 -.00750 .00060 -.00230 
.600 9 000 -.00980 98100 .25210 -.13950 -.00800 00060 Z.00240 
.600 10 000 -.01270 1.07730 .26770 -.14820 -.00830 00070 -.00230 
.600 11.000 -.01000 2.17690 .28520 -. 15540 -.00920 .00080 -.00190 
.600 12 000 -.00540 1.27700 .30440 -. 15750 -.01040 .00090 -.00140 
GRADIENT -.00034 .11986 .00023 -.03314 -.00029 .000 4 -.00007 
C 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 71 
CA5 KI F20 HI6, IA Vg.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 I (ROM075) I 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ,FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - .000 
SREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMP - 190 7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-08 3 000 
SCALE ­ 0300 51-2 * 45.000 53-4 . 45.000 
S5-6 45.000 IORS - 9 700 
RUN NO. 314/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2 000 -.00780 -.31950 .21320 .20870 -.00780 00010 - 00130 
.700 -I 000 -.01230 -.18270 .20480 .17370 - 00770 00020 - 00160 
.700 .000 -,01420 -.05510 .20030 .14450 -.00720 .00010 -.00160 
.700 I 000 -.01160 06310 19990 .11620 -.00690 .00000 - 00180 
.700 2.000 - 01180 .18140 .20260 .08160 -.00660 00010 - 00190 
.700 3.000 - 01110 .30390 .20750 .03950 - 00510 00010 -.00210 
.700 4 000 -.01070 .42650 .21370 -.00390 - 00570 00010 - 00220 
.700 5.000 - 01330 .54440 .22150 -.03950 - 00520 .00010 - 00220 
.700 6.000 -.01620 .55570 .23170 -.06420 -.00470 .00020 - 00200 
.700 7 000 - 01710 .77400 .24410 -.08290 - 00470 .00030 -.00200 
.700 8 000 - 01570 .89040 .25810 -.10080 -.00530 00040 - 00210 
.700 9.000 -.01170 1 00320 .27500 -.11720 -.00650 00040 - 00240 
.700 10.000 -.00640 1.10950 29530 -.12840 -.00710 00040 - 00280 
.700 II 000 -.00560 120950 .31750 -.13000 - 00740 .00030 -.00300 
700 12.000 - 00790 I29850 .34200 -.12020 - 00760 00030 - 00290 
GRADIENT -.00025 .12250 00151 - 03542 .00038 - 00000 - 00013 
3 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PACE '72 
CA6 KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCG AT38.I ) (ROH076) C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45 000 53-4 * 45.000 
Ss-6 - 45 000 ORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 319/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLI CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 5.77440 .64060 .18350 -.10820 .29260 -.02390 .03340 
.500 -10 O00 5 77690 .63450 .18340 - 09580 23800 - 01670 02810 
.500 -8.000 5 78220 .6880 .18470 -.06920 18190 -.01030 02200 
.500 -6.000 5.78610 .61770 .18720 -.04930 .12720 -.00480 .01510 
.500 -4 000 5.78660 .61890 .19060 -.04510 .07620 -.00070 .00950 
.500 -3 000 5.78560 .62160 .19200 -.04850 05190 00070 00650 
.500 -2.000 5 78470 62410 .19290 -.05370 02910 00130 00370 
.500 -1.000 5.78370 .682540 .19380 -.05890 .00900 .00130 .00090 
.500 .000 6.78370 .62590 .19480 -.068310 -.00910 .00100 - 00380 
.500 1.000 5.78420 .62670 .19580 -.08470 -.02740 .00060 -.00450 
.500 2.000 5 78470 .62660 19620 - 06200 - 04670 .00030 - 00710 
500 3.000 5.78420 .62520 .19550 - 05650 - 06750 .00040 - 00980 
500 4 000 5.78370 62340 .19410 -.05280 - 09030 00150 - 01270 
500 6 000 5.78370 62290 19060 -.05590 - 14130 00580 - 03880 
500 8 000 5.78220 .62840 .18770 -.07030 - 19800 01190 - 02500 
.500 10.000 5.77930 .63730 18660 -.09020 -.25590 .01860 -.03080 
.500 32.000 5.77490 .64120 .18700 -.10170 -.30800 .02470 -.03630 
GRADIENT -.00026 .00059 .00055 -.00129 -.02020 .00009 -.00274 
RUN NO. 318/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.77780 .64610 .20110 -. 10870 .29700 -.02470 .03020 
.600 -10.000 5.1SI20 .64080 .19980 -.08820 .24670 -. 01910 .02570 
.600 -8.000 5 78370 .63240 .20210 -.06120 19000 -.01220 .02030 
.600 -6.000 5 78520 .62710 .20510 -.04440 13220 - 00560 01460 
.600 -4.000 5.78660 .62730 .20750 -.04410 07780 -.00070 00890 
.600 -3.000 5,78710 .62930 .20810 -,04840 .C5220 .00050 .00620 
600 -2.000 5.78710 .63170 .20850 -.05380 .03140 .00090 .00340 
.600 -1.000 6.78560 .63350 .20910 -.06030 .01140 .00070 00080 
.600 .000 5,78470 .63460 .21010 -.06610 -.00780 .00050 -.00170 
.600 3.000 5.78520 .63420 .21140 -.06660 -.02780 .00060 -.00410 
600 2.000 5.785620 63300 .21200 -.06190 -.04870 .00060 -.00670 
.600 3.000 5.18560 .63120 .21160 -.05500 -.07070 .00080 -.00930 
.600 4.000 5.78660 .62920 .21060 -.04900 -.09450 .00180 -.01200 
600 6.000 5 78660 62870 .20730 -.04760 -.14750 .00630 -.01750 
.600 8.000 6.78320 .63510 .20480 -.06200 -.20560 .01320 -.02300 
.600 30.000 5.77830 .64400 .20390 -.08540 -.26420 .02070 - 02850 
.600 12.000 5.77880 64430 .20390 -.09980 -.33600 026550 -.03350 
GRADIENT -.00015 .00028 .00053 -.00103 -.02101 .00017 -.00259 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 73
 
21 JAN 75





SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - IS0 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IS - .000 ELV-00 - 3 000 
SCALE = .0300 SI-a - 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
5-6 - 45 000 IORB 9 700 
RUN NO. 317/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL -500/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAJ CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
700 -12 000 5.78660 65300 .21150 -.10180 .31t0 - 02560 .03100
 
.700 -10.000 5.78810 .64590 .21880 -.07380 25340 -.01980 .02520
 
.700 -8.000 5.78910 .63560 .22300 -.05000 .19420 -.01210 .01900
 
.700 -6.000 5 79050 62930 .22690 -.03760 13610 -.00530 01320
 
.700 -4 000 5.79150 62590 .22850 -.03790 .08230 - 00120 00780
 
.700 -3 000 5.79200 .62600 .22860 -.04190 05820 -.00030 .00530
 
.700 -2.000 6.79150 .62880 .22680 -.04680 .03640 .O00O .00290
 
.700 -1.000 5.79100 62770 .22880 -.05090 .01590 .00010 .00050
 
.700 000 5 79050 .62840 .22970 -.05260 -.00450 - 00010 -.00170
 
700 I 000 5,79050 62830 .23100 -.05130 - 02640 .00010 -.00390
 
700 2.000 579100 62750 .23180 -.04810 - 05040 .00090 -.00630
 
700 3.000 5 79200 .62670 .23170 -.04410 - 07550 .00200 - 00860
 
.700 4.000 5 79200 .62630 .23070 -.03880 -.10150 .00330 - 01100
 
700 6.000 5.78960 62880 .22770 -.03330 -.15520 00710 -.01590
 
700 8.000 5 78520 63620 .22460 -.04530 - 21100 01310 - 02140
 
.700 10.000 5.78050 .64670 .e28o -.07270 -.28830 02030 - 02740
 
.700 12.000 5.77930 .65470 .22110 -.10030 -.32670 .02650 -.03360
 
GRADIENT .00001 .00009 .00044 -.00022 -.02254 .00044 -.00233
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 74
 
CAS KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.I I (R0M077) C 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 S0 FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - .000 RUO-U - .000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP * .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 Si-2 45.000 
EREF - 234B.0000 IN ZRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - 45.000 95-6 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 323/ 0 RN/L - 3,9 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 03170 -.16100 .19690 -.05410 -.00910 .00030 -.00060 
300 -2.000 .00930 -.05680 .26950 -.05370 - 00840 .00030 -.00050 
.300 .000 .00510 .05050 .18470 -.05360 -.009t0 00050 - 001tO 
.300 1.000 .00770 .15360 .18210 -.05680 - 01080 .00070 - 00180 
.300 2.000 01180 25420 .18160 -.06180 -.01240 00100 - 00230 



















.300 6.000 .01480 .65530 .19430 -.07510 -.01250 .00120 - 00270 
.300 7 000 .01300 .75420 .20190 -.07310 -.01230 00110 - 00300 
.300 8.000 .0120 .84970 .21060 -.07190 -.01260 .00120 -.00300 
.300 9.000 .01250 .94050 .22050 -.07030 -.01330 00160 - 00300 
.300 10.000 .01180 1.02870 .23190 -.06860 -.01400 00180 - 00300 
.300 11 000 .01300 1.11410 .24490 -.06800 - 01430 00190 - 00310 
.300 32 000 .01690 I 19620 .25940 - 06820 -.01420 00180 - 00330 
GRADIENT .00048 .20260 -.00113 -.00404 - 00078 .00016 - 00034 
RUN NO. 322/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLN CY CLN CSL 
.499 -2 000 .00990 -.19320 .20190 -.05390 - 00740 -.00030 -.00080 
.499 -1.000 .00980 -.00100 19350 -.05530 -.00740 - 00010 -.00090 
.499 .000 .00970 .0920 .18840 -.05610 -.00830 00010 -.OO2O 
.499 1.000 .00960 .13600 .18590 -.05910 -.00940 .00050 -.00160 
.499 2.000 .00960 .24190 .18550 - 06530 -.00980 00070 - 00200 
.499 3.000 .00970 .35060 .18650 -.07450 -.00970 .00070 -.00220 
499 4 000 .00970 .45960 .18890 - 08260 -.00980 00080 - 00220' 
.499 5.000 .00980 .56320 .19330 -.08500 - 00980 .00090 - 00230 
499 6.000 .01410' .666ro .20010 -.0026o -.oo9 00100 - 00250 
.499 7.000 .00930 .77160 .20880 -.08070 -.01010 .00090 -.00270 
.499 8.000 .01080 .87400 .21960 -.08020 -.01060 .00100 - 00260 
499 9.000 .01350 96690 .23290 - 07810 -.011 0 00120 -.00250 
.499 20.000 .01390 2.05380 .24820 -.07490 - 02130 .00140 -.00250 
.499 11.000 .01350 1.14050 .26460 -.07310 -.01070 00130 -.00280 
.499 12 000 .01740 2.22800 .2820 -.07460 - 01030 .00130 - 00300 
GRADIENT -.00001 .10789 -.00106 -.00495 -.00040 .00018 -.00024 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 75 
CA5 KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 I I (RO0771 a2l JAN 75 













- 1339.9100 IN. XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 


















SCALE - 0300 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 3211 0 RN/L * 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.C0/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 .01470 - 21630 .20690 -.04740 -.00840 -.00030 -.00090 
600 -1.000 .01560 -.096540 .19850 - 05450 -.00870 - 00030 - 00110 
.600 000 01390 02010 .19330 -.05740 -.00930 - 00010 -.00130 
.DO 1.000 .01190 .1160 .19100 -.05940 -.01030- .00030 -.00160 
.600 2.000 .01610 .24250 ,19130 -.06580 -.01070 .00050 -.00180 
.600 3.000 .01600 .35530 .19410 -.07520 -.01070 .00070 - 00170 
.600 4.000 01390 46580 19950 -.08170 -.lOO .00080 - 00170 
.600 5.000 .01700 .57130 .0GO0 -.08340 -.00970 .00080 - 00190 
.600 6.000 .02080 .67560 .21630 -.06320 -.00880 .00060 -.00220 
.600 7.000 .01810 78140 .22780 - 08310 -.00850 00060 - 00230 
.600 8.000 .01850 .88E50 .24070 -.08270 -.00910 .00070 - 00240 
.600 9.0C0 02740 .97750 .25470 -.08180 -.01010 .00090 - 00240 
600 10 000 .03090 1 07100 .27010 -.08190 - 01050 00100 - 00240 
.600 11.000 .02240 1.16660 .28730 -.08330 -.01100 00130 - 00210 
600 12.000 .0150 1.26310 .30580 -.08350 -.01280 .00170 - 00a50 
GRADIENT .00022 .11231 .00009 - 00533 -.00027 .00019 - 00014 
0 RUN NO. 320/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
M4ACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 .03010 -.25080 21760 -.03490 -.00800 -.00040 - 00070 
.700 -1.000 .02970 -.12040 .20990 -.0490 -.00850 -.00010 -.00110 
.1700 .000 .02950 -.00020 .RO550 -.05410 -.00960 .00000 -.00140 
n .700 i 000 02990 .11150 .20490 -.05720 -.00790 - o0l0 -.00160 
S.7002 00 03010 .22360 .20730 -.06270 -.00770 00000 - 00180 
" .700 3.000 .03050 .33860 .21180 -.07250 -.00750 .00020 -.00210 
.700 4,000 .03070 .45230 .21780 -.08220 -.00680 .00000 -.00230 
.700 5.000 .02940 56240 .22570 -.08840 -.00590 -.00020 -.00220 
.700 6.000 02960 67100 .23590 -.09130 -.00540 -.00020 - 00200 
.700 7.000 .03230 78330 .24830 -.09430 -.00590 .00010 - 00200 
700 8.0c .03260 .89850 28220 -.10020 -.00590 -.00010 - 00200 
.700 9.000 .03330 1.01100 .27860 -.10900 -.00480 -.00120 -.00220 
.700 10.000 .03570 1.11520 .29900 -,210s0 -.00500 -.00170 -.00240 
.700 11.000 .03660 1.21140 32180 -.10220 -.00720 -.00090 - 00230 
100 12 000 03320 1.30090 .34660 -.09030 -.00890 - 00040 - 00180 
GRADIENT .00004 11529 00140 -.00716 00032 00003 - 00022 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 76
 
CAB KI F20 HIS.IA (PLUS. ORE TC5 AT3.I 3 (R6MO8) 2
1 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI 6 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB 000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC $1-2 * 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 G5-6 - 45.000 IORG - 9,700 
RUN NO. 326/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12 000 5.76900 .64510 .18680 -.06390 .2250 .01020 02770 
.500 -10 000 5 77290 .63430 .18650 -.04420 .18750 .00840 02350 
500 -B 000 5.77640 .62770 .18670 -.03050 .14450 .00790 .01850 
.500 -6 000 5 77930 .62410 .18760 - 02090 .10130 .00750 01310 
.500 -4 000 5.78080 .62330 .18930 -.01650 .06070 00640 00760 
.500 -3 000 5.78030 .62440 .19020 -.01900 .04110 .00560 00500 
.500 -2.000 6.77880 .62600 .19080 -.02580 .02220 .00440 .00250 
.500 -1.000 5.77730 .26880 .19150 -.03310 .00540 .00280 .00010 
.500 .000 5.77690 .63070 .19250 -.03870 -.00990 .00080 -.00230 
500 I 000 5.77730 .63210 .19350 -.04100 -.02550 -.00110 -.00470 
.500 2 000 5.77730 .63200 .19400 -.03750 -.04210 -.002gO - 00710 
500 3.000 5.77640 .63020 .19360 - 03090 - 05980 -.00450 - 00960 
.500 4 000 5 77640 .62820 .19280 -.02650 -.07900 -.00540 - 01230 
.500 6 000 5.77690 62730 .19060 -.02510 -.12020 -.00630 -.01760 
.500 8 000 5.77440 .63130 .18950 -.02830 -.16290 -.00720 - 02230 
.500 10.000 5 77000 .63850 .18970 -.03850 - 20420 -.00850 - 02660 
.500 12 000 5 76660 .64170 .18970 - 05930 -.24160 -.01040 - 03080 
GRADIENT -.00054 .00085 .00053 -.00179 -.0t702 -.00160 - 00246 
RUN NO, 325/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL- -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -1.000 5.77390 64520 .20470 -.06050 22990 .01030 02460 
.500 -10 000 5.77730 64300 .20360 -.03840 .19590 .00730 .02130 
600 -8.000 5.77980 .63450 .20410 -.01710 .15380 .00640 .01700 
.600 -6,000 5,78120 .62870 .20500 -.00630 .10850 .00630 .01220 
600 -4 000 5.78270 .62920 .20580 - 00950 .06410 .00600 .00750 
600 -3.000 5.7270 .63150 .20600 -;01520 .04340 - .00520 .00510 
800 -2.000 5.6170 .63400 .20620 -.02210 .02420 .0040 .00280 
.600 -1 000 5 78030 .63570 .20660 -.03000 .00690 .00250 .00050 
.600 .000 5,77930 .63670 .20760 -.03580 -.00970 .00200 -.00180 
.600 1.000 5.77980 63650 .20890 -.03800 -.02730 -.00050 -.00420 
.600 2.000 5 78030 .63600 .20950 -.03420 '.04560 -.00220 -.00660 
.600 3.000 5 78030 .63490 .20930 -.02690 -.06430 -.00380 - 00890 
.600 4.000 5.78030 .63330 .20870 -.01910 -.08450 -.00470 -.01120 
.600 6,000 5.77880 .63130 .20740 -.01040 -.12770 -.00520 -.01580 
600 8.000 5.77490 63390 .20660 - 02590 - 17020 -.00630 -.01990 
600 20 000 5 77100 64020 20690 -.03450 - 20980 - 00830 -.02360 
600 12 000 5.77100 .64580 .20800 - 05690 - 24670 -.01080 - 02770 
GRADIENT -.00033 00052 .00061 -.00175 -.01819 -.00142 -.00234 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA6 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - IO 7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 3241 0 RN/L - 3.57 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 

.100 -12 000 5.78030 .65310 

.1700 -10.000 5.78370 .64360 

.700 -8.000 5.78610 .63090 

700 -5 000 5.78810 .62260 
.700 -4 000 5 78910 .62150 
700 -3.000 5.78810 .62360 
700 -2.000 5.78710 62620 
.700 -1.000 5.78710 .62800 
.700 000 5.76710 .62900 
700 1 000 5.78710 .62980 
.700 2 000 5.78560 .63090 
.700 3,000 5,8470 '.63150 
.700 4.000 5.78420 .63050 
.700 8.000 5.78320 .62960 
.700 8.000 5.77830 .63700 

700 10.000 5.77100 .65000 

.700 12.000 5.76760 .65640 





(PLUS ORB TC5 AT38I1 {RGM078) 1 21 JAN 75
 
GRADIENT INTERVAL * 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
ALPHAI - 6.000 STAG - I 000 
ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
61-2 * 45 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
5-6 - 45.000 IORS - 9 700 
-5.00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL 
.24190 .01160 02510 
.19890 .00940 02020 
.15780 .00720 .01590 
11390 00590 .01130 
.06810 .00530 ,oOr06 
04700 00470 .00410 
02840 00340 .00200 
.01120 .00190 .00000 
-.00670 .00050 - 00210 
-.02670 -.00070 - 00430 
-.04790 - 00280 - 00640 
-.06940 -.00290 -.00830 
- 09150 - 00350 - 01020 
-.13540 - 00460 -.01420 
-.17630 -.00680 -.01830 
-.21510 -.01000 -.02260 
-.25670 -.01300 -.02700 













































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 78 
CA5 KI F20 H15.8 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 I IR0M079)1 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI- 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF " 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-lB - .000 ELV-08 ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IOR8 - 7 850 
RUN NO. 330/ 0 RN/L - 2.97 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12,000 5.76860 .61690 .17320 -.16140 .29590 - 02840 .03030 
1500 -10.000 5,77050 .81250 .17280 -.14890 .24680 -.02340 .02620 
.500 -8.000 5.77340 .60230 .17590 -.12550 .19230 -.01790 02090 
.500 -6 000 5.77590 .59460 .17930 -.10130 .13800 -.01270 .01510 
.500 -4.000 5.77780 .59290 .18130 -.08430 .08600 -.00800 .00930 
500 -3 000 5.77880 .59420 .18190 -.08150 .06030 -.00540 .00640 
500 -2.000 5.77960 .59580 18260 - 08300 .03470 -.00270 .00340 
.500 -1.000 5.77980 .59670 .18340 -.08610 .00990 .00000 00040 
.500 .000 5.77830 .59670 .18420 -.08790 -.01410 .00270 -.00260 
.500 1.000 5.77780 .59640 .18500 -.08740 -.03770 .00520 -.00550 
.500 2.000 5.77880 .69580 .18510 -.08610 -.08100 .00750 - 00820 
.500 3.000 5.77980 .59530 .18470 -.06670 -.08480 .00950 - 01090 
500 4.000 5.77980 59580 18360 - 09090 - 10960 01150 - 01360 
.500 6.000 5.77690 .60030 .18080 -.10870 -.16150 .01560 - 01920 
.500 8.000 6.77290 .60810 .17830 -.13250 -.21520 .02040 - 02450 
.500 10.000 5.77050 .61510 .17660 -.15190 -.26880 .02540 -.02950 
.500 12.000 6.77290 .61430 .17520 -.15220 -.31920 .02910 - 03430 
GRADIENT .00012 .00024 .00040 -.00083 -,02428 .00247 -.00288 
RUN NO. 329/ 0 RN/IL - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -22.000 5 76760 .62600 .18330 - 15880 .30350 -.03000 .02910 
.600 -10.000 5.77200 .62290 .18290 -.14020 .25470 -.02610 02520 
.600 -8.000 577340 .61610 .18490 -.11580 .19960 -.02030 02030 
800 -6 000 5 77490 .61010 .18690 -.09390 .14300 - 01420 01480 
.600 -4.000 5.77730 .60760 .18820 -.08100 .08810 - 00860 00910 
.600 -3,000 5.77730 .60830 .18880 -.07990 .05180 -.00590 .00530 
.600 -2.000 5.77540 .61020 .18950 -.08290 .03640 -,00320 00350 
600 -1 000 5 77640 611 0 .19040 -.OBB30 01200 - 00060 00070 
.600 .000 5.77730 61150 .19150 -.09260 -.01210 .00200 -.00210 
.600 I 000 5.77780 .61020 .19230 -.09220 -.03710 .00450 - 00480 
.600 2.000 5.77830 .80820 19240 -.08850 -.08270 00690 -.00750 
.600 3.000 5.77780 60650 .19210 -.08620 -.08860 00940 - 01010 
.600 4.000 5.77730 .60610 .19160 -.08870 -.11440 .01170 -.01270 
600 6 000 5.77540 .61010 .19040 -.10520 - 16730 01650 -.01800 
.600 8.000 6.77290 .61770 .8920 -.12670 - 22300 .02200 -.02320 
.600 10.000 5 77050 .62450 .18820 -.14630 -.27830 02740 - 02800 
oo 12.000 5.77000 .62370 .87160 -.15760 - 32560 .03020 -.03230 
GRADIENT .00011 -.00028 .00052 -.00108 -.02514 .00254 -.00273 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 79
 





SREF - 5500 0000 SQ CT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB * I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC -RUD-U - 000 RUD-L ­ 1000
 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZfRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-I8 ­ 000 ELV-GB - 3 coo 
SCALE - 0300 SI-a - 45 000 S3-4 45 000 
85-6 - 45 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO 328/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -12 000 5.78030 .63730 .19830 -.15510 .31680 -.03250 .02920 
700 -10 000 5.78120 63200 .19760 -.12060 26700 -.02930 02470 
700 -8.000 5 78q70 .62240 .20190 - 09740 .20870 -.02240 01890 
700 -6 000 5.78710 .61470 .20590 -.08590 .14910 - 01520 .01300 
.700 -4.000 5 178810 . O1210 .20780 -.08610 .09280 -.00910 .00760 
700 -3 000 5 78710 .61350 .20790 -.09070 .06640 -.00840 .00520 
700 -2 000 5 78560 S1610 .20810 -.09770 .04080 - 00370 .00280 
700 -1.000 5 78550 .51840 .20880 -.10450 .01560 - 00090 .00040 
700 .000 5.78710 .61910 .21000 -.10910 -.00950 00160 -.00180 
700 1.000 5 78760 .61790 21100 -.10900 -.03530 00410 -.00400 
.700 2 000 5.78760 61550 .21120 -.10350 - 06210 .00650 - 00620 
.700 3 000 5.78710 61320 .21030 -.09480 - 09000 .00930 - 00840 
.700 4.000 5,78660 .61190 .20910 -.08810 - 11810 .01210 - 01080 
.700 6.000 5.78610 .61470 .20690 -.08920 -.17450 .01750 -.01590 
.700 8.000 678520 .62350 .e0540 -.10740 -.23060 .02330 -.02130 
.700 10.000 5 78320 .63370 .20450 - 13500 -.28550 .02880 - 02680 
.700 12 000 5.78420 .63S70 .20260 -.15250 -.33850 03330 -.03190 
GRADIENT -.00000 -.00006 .00035 -.00061 -.02616 .00262 - 00228
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 80 
CAB KI F20 H15.86 V9,I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 I (R0OBO) 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA 000 STAB I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN, ZNRP 1907,1500 IN. ZO ELV-IB * .000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 = 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45 000 JORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 335/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.68 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.03510 -.29060 .19860 .12510 -.00890 .00070 -.00130 
500 -1.000 -.03010 -.17600 .18910 .10530 -.008650 .00060 -.00140 
.500 .000 -.03080 -.06010 .18240 .08230 -.00970 .00110 - 00170 
.500 1.000 -.03810 .05380 .17830 .05520 -.01120 00150 -.00210 
.500 2.000 -.04500 .16770 .17640 .02250 -.01200 .O01eO -.00240 
.500 3.000 -.04650 .28490 17590 -.01450 -.01250 .00220 -.00260 
.500 4.000 -.04540 .40200 .17700 -.05060 -.01320 .00240 -.00260 
500 5.000 - 04150 .51470 .18030 -.08120 -.01360 .00260 -.00270 
500 6.000 -.03750 .62450 .18610 -.10650 -.01310 .00250 - 00290 
.500 7.000 -.03760 .73440 .19430 -.13120 -.01220 .00240 -.00290 
.500 8.000 -.03770 .84310 .Z0410 -.15610 -.01190 .00230 -.00290 
.500 9 000 -.03540 .94580 .21530 -.17900 -.01250 .00240 -.00280 
.500 10 000 -.03290 1.04260 .22790 -.20110 -.01300 .00250 - 00270 
.500 11.000 - 03400 1.13890 .24220 -.22520 -.01320 .00240 -.00260 
500 12.000 - 03610 1.23770 .25840 -.25020 - 01350 .00220 -.00230 
GRADIENT -.00200 .11519 -.00250 -.03032 -.00078 .00030 - 00022 
RUN NO 334/ 0 RN/L - 3 25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
8oo -2.000 - 02250 -.32210 .20160 .14180 - 01310 00060 - 00180 
.600 -1.000 -.02300 -.19800 .19170 .11640 -.01220 .00060 -.00190 
600 .000 -.02340 -.07570 .18520 .09140 -102000 .00090 -.0OlBO 
600 1.000 -.02350 .04380 .18120 .06330 - 00970 .00120 -.00190 
.600 2.000 -.02450 .16310 .17950 .02880 -.01090 .00150 -.00220 
.600 3.000 -.02470 .28550 .17980 -.01240 -.01120 .00170 -.00240 
600 4.000 -.02230 .40650 18180 -.05120 - 01130 .00170 - 00250 
600 5 000 - 02100 .B2160 .18590 - 08130 -. 01140 .00180 -.00240 
.600 6.000 -.01890 .6iqgo .I930 -. J0690 -.Bl1b 00200 -. 00220 
600 7.000 -.01780 .74920 .20440 -.13490 -.01230 .00220 -.00220 
.600 8.000 -.01990 .65940 .21710 -.16550 -.01230 .00220 -.00210 
Soo 9.000 -.02480 .96310 .23080 -.19340 - 01260 .00230 -.00210 
.600 10 000 - 02480 1.06520 .24600 -.21890 - 01260 00220 - 00190 
.600 11.000 -.01980 1.16970 .286320 -.24140 -.01320 .00200 -.00160 
800 12 000 - 01560 1.27330 .28220 -.25410 -.01410 .00180 -.00130 
GRADIENT .00011 .12061 -.00211 -.03269 .00014 .00020 -.00011 
PAGE 	 81
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 






BETA 	 - 000 STAB 1,000BREF . 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 

LREF - 327.8000 IN. YIRP - .O00O IN. YC 
 RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 sl-e - 45,000 S3-4 - 45,000 
55-6 - 45.000 IORB - 7,850 
RUN NO. 331/ 0 RN/L - 3.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.02630 -.35030 .20870 .16050 -.00980 .00070 -.00170
 
700 -1.000 - 02240 -.21100 .19780 .12840 -.01050 .00080 -.00800
 
.700 000 -.02000 -.07980 .19090 09940 -.01090 .00090 -.00210
 
00 1.00 - 02070 .04270 .1880 .06740 -.01070 .00110 - 00210 
700 2.000 -.02220 .16310 .18890 03200 - 01050 .00130 -.00210 
700 3 000 -.02350 28670 .19210 - 00970 -.01070 00150 -.00240 
.700 4.000 -.02530 .41460 .19730 -.05540 -.01020 .00170 -.00260 
700 5.000 -.02370 .53600 .20410 -.09520 -.01070 .00290 - 00250 
.700 6.000 - 02210 .65030 .21240 -.12570 -.01030 00200 - 00220 
700 7 000 - 02160 .76430 .22290 -.15160 -.01020 002I0 - 00190 
.700 8 000 -.02080 .88090 .23610 -.17690 - 01070 .00200 - 00190 
700 9 000 - 01820 .99370 .25210 -.19720 -.01150 .00190 - 00230
 
.700 10.000 -.01530 2.09960 .27130 -.20990 -.01170 .00170 -.00290
 
.700 11 000 -.01490 1.19950 .29290 - 21210 -.01110 .00130 - 00310
 
.700 	 12.000 -.01490 1.28860 .31710 -.20070 -.01080 00120 -.00300
 
GRADIENT -.00010 .12562 -.00035 -.03657 - 00009 .00010 - 00011
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 	 92 





SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC 
 BETA - .000 STAB 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. 2C ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 S2-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7,850 
RUN NO. 340/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.150 -2 000 -.02170 - 26690 .08710 09950 - 00980 00040 -.00080
 
.150 -1.000 -.01570 -.12080 ,08010 .06290 -.00590 .00020 -.00090
 
150 .000 - 01770 -.02590 .07590 04080 -.00480 .00010 -.00090
 
.150 1.000 - 02660 .05580 07430 .02010 -.00500 -.00010 -.00100
 
ISO 2 000 -.02930 .13990 .07500 -.00100 - 00650 -.00020 - 00100
 
150 3 000 -.02600 .f3490 .07700 -.02270 -.00590 - 00030 -.00100
 
.150 4.000 -.02580 .32980 .08030 -.04230 -.00570 .00010 -.00110
 
.150 5.000 -.02540 .41960 .08560 -.05650 -.00680 .00050 -.00120
 
.150 6 000 -.02290 .50990 .09270 - 07230 - 00880 00090 -.00120
 
IS0 7 000 -.02290 .60190 .10140 -.09730 -.00980 00090 -.00120
 
.10 8.000 -.02370 69380 .11110 -.12460 - 00980 .00030 - 00110
 
.150 9.000 -.02090 .78190 .12190 -.14630 - 01000 -.00010 -.00080
 
.150 20.000 -.01910 .e6eto .13590 -.16060 -.00970 00030 -.00060
 
.150 11 000 -.02290 .95330 .15470 - 17180 -.00780 00080 -.00040
 
.150 	 12 000 -.02550 1.03270 .17810 -.18330 -.00740 .00120 - 00030
 
GRADIENT -.00124 .09350 
 -.00007 -.02179 .00023 -.00001 -.00005
 
RUN NO. 339/ 0 RN/L - I 92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLH CY CLN CSL
 
.299 -2.000 -.02430 
 -.26300 .08980 .10300 -.00820 .00160 -.00130
 
299 -1 000 -.02350 -.15040 .08300 .07780 -.00970 .00190 - 00140
 
.299 .000 -.01960 -.05510 .07940 .05150 -.00830 .00180 -.00130
 
.299 1.000 -.01740 .04240 .07830 
 .02710 -.00740 00260 - 00130
 
.299 2.000 -.01710 .13590 .07900 .00530 -.00730 .00160 -.00130
 
.299 3.000 -.02080 .22850 .08090 -.01740 -.00790 .00180 -.00120
 
.299 4.000 - 02330 32010 .08410 -.04020 - 00840 00180 -.00120
 
.299 5.000 -.0220 .41210 .0900 -.06110 -. 00800 .00180 -.00120 
.299 6.000 -.01950 .60680 .09880 -.08040 -.00890 .00180 -.00130 
.299 7.000 -.01850 .60330 .10470 -.10020 -.00590 .00190 - 00150 
.299 8 000 -.02040 69570 .11470 -.12150 -.00540 00170 -.00140
 
.299 9.000 - 02340 .78610 .12630 -.14430 -.00580 .00160 -.00080
 
299 10.000 -.02600 87610 .24060 -.16530 -.00750 .00240 -.00020
 
.299 I1 000 -.02890 .96560 .15910 -.18050 -.00950 .00340 .00000
 
.299 12.000 -.02530 1.04710 .18270 -119090 -.01050 .00380 .00000
 
GRADIENT .00015 .09610 .00005 -.02342 .00005 .00002 .00002
 
PAGE 83DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 
CA5 KI FO H1.8 V9,1 (PLUS ORB TCS AT38.2 I (ROMOSI) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP * 1339.9100 IN,XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC 	 ELV-1B• 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SI-2 * 000 S3-4 45 000SCALE - 0300 

SS- - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO, 338/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
500 -2.000 -. 02160 - 28900 .09400 .10590 -. 01190 .00170 - 00110 
.500 -1.000 -. 02290 -.18010 .08500 .07640 -.01100 .00190 -.00120 
.500 .000 -.02120 -.06960 .08130 .04900 -.01020 .00180 -.00110 
.600 1.000 -.01620 .03270 .07980 02440 -.01000 .00190 -.00110 
.500 2.000 -.01370 .13240 .08040 .00030 -.00980 .00190 -.00130 
.500 3 000 -.01290 .23160 .08240 -.02340 -.00980 00190 - 00130 
.500 4.000 -.01090 .32930 .08590 -.04590 -.01030 .00200 - 00130 
.500 5.000 -100850 .42530 .09120 -.06700 -.01020 .00200 -.00140 
.500 6 000 -.01090 .52210 .09890 -.08820 - 00930 .00180 -.00140 
500 7.000 -.01700 .62040 .10830 -.10870 -.00840 .00160 - 00120 
.500 a 000 - 01700 71800 .11930 -.12750 -.00840 .00150 - 00090 
.500 9 000 -.01310 .81630 .13370 -.14650 -.00870 .00160 - 00100 
,500 10.000 -.01250 .91260 .15260 -.16820 -.00920 .00200 -.00110 
500 11 000 -.01210 1.00120 .17570 - 19080 -.01020 .00250 - 00090 
500 12 000 - 00890 1.08130 .20260 -.19120 -.01130 00310 - 00070 
GRADIENT .00213 .10179 -.00019 -.02456 .00020 .00003 -.00004 
RUN NO. 337/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -2 000 -.01110 -.30500 .09700 .11420 -.01190 .00180 - 00120
 
S0 -1.000 -.01460 -.19500 .08830 .08550 -.01120 00180 - 00140 
.600 .000 -.01590 -.08300 .08310 .05770 -.01130 .00200 - 00140 
,600 1.000 -.01260 .02230 .08110 .03220 -.01150 .00220 -.00130 
6o0 2 000 -.00830 .12550 .08180 .00540 
 -.01140 .00230 -.00140 
.600 3 000 -.01280 .22640 .08420 -.02C70 -.01080 .00230 - 00140 
.600 4.000 -.01480 .32980 .08830 -.04530 -.00990 .00210 - 00130 
.600 5.000 -.01710 .42940 .09440 -.06810 -.00930 .00190 -.00130 
.600 6 000 - 02070 .53030 .10310 -.08750 -.00860 .00160 -.00130 
.600 7.000 -.02100 .63350 .11420 - 10640 -.00830 .00150 -.00090 
.600 8.000 -.0190 .73580 .12780 -.12950 -.00830 .00140 - 00030 
.600 9.000 -.01980 .83650 .14530 -.15580 -. 00910 .00160 - 00020 
io.OOO -.01530 .93260 15730 -. 17730 -.01020 .00200 -.000,40 
.600 11.000 -.01010 1.01970 .29400 -.19220 -.01070 .00230 - 00020 
600 12 000 -.0100 1.09800 .22400 -.20800 -.01050 .00230 00010 
GRADIENT -.00035 .10479 -. 00017 -. 02610 .00031 .00004 -.00000 
.600 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 84 
CAB KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS ORB TCS AT3S.2 ) (RMO81) I 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 13A9.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP * 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-18 ­ 000 ELV-08 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 $1-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7.950 
RUN NO. 336/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
700 -2.000 -.00650 -.33010 .10320 .12460 -.01190 .00170 - 00130 
.700 -1 000 -.00940 -.21730 .09310 .09770 -.01160 00180 - 00180 
700 000 -.01460 -.10100 .08720 .06970 -.01120 .00190 -.00140 
700 I 000 -.01640 .01000 .08540 .04230 -.01100 .00210 - 00120 
700 2 000 - 01410 .11940 .0860 .01140 -.01090 .00220 -.00110 
.700 3.000 -.01160 .22500 .09070 -.01970 -.01060 .00230 - 00200 
700 4.000 -.01500 .32910 .09740 -.04880 -.00990 00220 - 00080 
.700 5.000 -.01410 .43130 .10610 -.07530 -.00900 .00200 - 00090 
700 6.000 -.00640 .53390 .11670 -.09860 -.00830 .00180 -.00080 
700 7 000 - 00530 .64090 .12970 -.12220 -.00760 .00170 -.00060 
700 8 000 -.00850 .74980 .14580 -.14720 -.00720 00150 - 00080 
700 9 000 - 00740 .85300 .16550 -.17110 -.00750 .00140 - 00120 
.700 10.000 -.00590 .94770 .18910 -.18790 -.00850 .00160 - 00040 
.700 11.000 -.00270 1.03060 .21670 -.19650 -.00850 .00130 .00050 
.700 12 000 .00110 1.10360 .24730 -.20360 -.00790 .00080 .00090 
GRADIENT - 00083 .10891 .00064 -.02894 .00037 .00006 .00010 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 96 
CAS KI FO HI.6 V9.1 (PLUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 I (ROMOBBI 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT X#RP - i339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327,6000 IN, YNRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U . RUD-L .000000 -
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZHRP m 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-lB 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SI-2 000 93-4 . 45.000 
S5-B 2o.o00 ORB - 7.850 
SCALE - .0300 

RUN NO. 344/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -12.000 1.92960 .16930 .06360 -.05390 .29810 -.02310 03330 
.300 -10.000 1.93470 .15820 .06540 -.04660 .25000 -.01890 02880 
.300 -8 000 2.9380 .16110 .07080 -.03290 .19600 -.01370 02330 
.300 -6.000 1.94240 .14530 .07460 -.01380 .14130 -.00890 .01740 
300 -4 000 1 94580 14020 .07700 .00510 .08890 -.00500 .01140 
.300 -3 000 1.94680 .13840 .07750 .01070 .06420 -.00320 00830 
.300 -2.000 1.94750 13760 .07790 .01140 .04010 -.00150 00520 
.300 -1.000 1.94780 .13850 .07860 .00850 .01590 .00020 .00200 
.300 .000 1.94730 .14050 .07930 .00540 - 00840 .00190 - 00140 
.300 1.000 2.94640 .142O .07970 .00430 - 03250 .00350 - 00450 
300 2.ooo 1 94600 .14400 .07970 .00200 -.05670 00490 -.00750 
.300 3.000 1.94570 .14650 .07920 -.00330 -.08140 .00630 - 01040 
.300 4.000 1.94510 .14920 .07820 -.01000 -.10690 00790 - 01350 
.300 6.000 1.94210 .15640 .07500 -.02650 -.16010 .01170 - 01990 
.300 8.000 1.93710 .16680 .07100 -.04580 - 21370 01580 - 02450 
300 10.000 1.93080 .17BO .06700 -.06290 - 26640 02000 -.02800 
.300 12,000 1.92580 .18710 .06440 -.07120 - 31790 .02380 -.03250 
ORADIENT -.00016 .O01a .00024 -.00209 -.02437 .00160 -.00313 
RUN NO, 343/ 0 RN/L . 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
0 MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 1.93100 .16140 .0890 -.05200 .30020 -,02330 .03290
 
.500 -10.000 1.93400 .15200 .06640 -.04940 .25340 -.01950 .02890
 
.500 -8.000 1.93880 .14460 .07240 -.03690 .20020 -.01440 02350
 
.500 -6.000 1.94290 .13850 .07650 -.01920 .14530 -.00970 .01760
 
.500 -4,000 1.94470 .13390 .07890 -.00250 .09150 -.00570 .01140
A .500 -3.000 1.94520 .13240 .07930 .00280 06530 - 00370 .00820
 
600 -2.000 1.94570 .13180 .07940 .00460 .03950 - 00160 .00510
 
.500 -1.000 I 94600 .13220 .07970 .00370 .01380 .00040 00180
 
.500 .000 1.94590 .13330 .08030 .00120 -.01140 .00220 -.00140
 
.500 1.000 1.94590 .13390 .08080 -.00120 -.03630 .00380 -.00460
 
500 2 000 1.94600 .13450 .08090 -.00290 -.06120 .00540 -.00770
 
.500 3.000 1.94570 .13620 .08060 -.00700 - 08700 00710 -.01080
 
.500 4.00 1,94430 .13960 .07970 -.01560 -.11430 .00890 -.01390
 
.500 6.000 1.94010 .14790 .07670 -.03670 -.16980 .01290 -.02000
 
500 8.000 1.93800 .15400 .07270 -.05080 -.22 60 .01680 -.02530
 
500 10 000 1.93530 .15900 .06920 -.05710 -.27300 .02070 - 02980
 
500 12.000 2.92910 .16860 .06830 - 08540 -.32500 .02420 - 03400
 
GRADIENT .00001 .00059 .00019 -.00169 -.02553 .00180 -.00317
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAOE 86 





SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZKRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-IS - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 * 000 53-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 342/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
800 -i.000 1.92300 .15150 .07230 -.03750 .30260 -.02280 03240
 
600 -10.000 1.92810 
 .14490 .01220 -.04030 25620 -.01970 02870
 
.600 -9.000 1.92930 .13850 .07510 -.03170 .20430 -.01470 .02340
 
.600 -6 000 1.93210 .13170 .07840 -.01630 .14990 -.01000 
 .01750
 
.600 -4.000 1.93440 .12520 .08070 
 - 00010 .09540 -.00620 01150
 
.600 -3.000 1.93600 .12300 .08110 .00540 .06840 
 -.00430 .00840
 
600 -2.000 1.93760 .12210 .06120 .00780 .04160 -.00210 .00520
 
.600 -1.000 1.93770 .12270 
 .08130 .00790 01510 00000 .00190
 
.600 .000 1.93660 .12440 .08180 
 .00680 - 01100 .00200 -.00130 
600 1.000 1.93550 
 .12590 .08240 00510 -.03710 00380 -.00450
 
.600 2 000 1.93530 .12670 .08270 00250 - 06310 00550 - 00770
 
.600 3.000 1 93510 .12830 .08250 -.00290 -.08960 .00720 - 01090
 
.600 4 000 
 1.93420 .13220 .08170 -.01300 -.11710 .00910 -.01410
 
.600 6.000 1.93100 .14230 .07890 -.03630 -.17330 .01350 -.02040
 
.600 8 o00 1.92870 .07590 04990 -.22710 .01780
.14850 - -.02570
 
.600 tO 000 1 92690 .15170 .07380 -.05230 - 27760 .02140 - 03000
 
600 12.000 1.92430 .15990 .07360 -.05440 - 32630 
 .02400 - 03390
 
GRADIENT -.00017 .00094 .00020 -.00150 -.02643 .00191 
 - 00321
 
RUN NO. 341/ 0 RNI/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAH CL CO CLH CY CLN CSL 
700 -12,000 1.92520 .13370 .08310 -.02750 30910 - 02240 03090 
.700 -10.000 1,92430 .13340 .08190 -.02820 .26340 -.02060 .02160
 
.700 -8.000 1.92590 .13040 .08330 -.01910 .?iogo -,01560 .02240
 
.100 -6 000 1.92880 .12420 .08520 -.00420 15540 - 01050 01680
 
.700 -4.000 1 93210 .11660 .08550 01060 09970 - 00540 .01120
 
.700 -3.000 2 93350 .11350 
 .08660 .01560 .07190 -.00450 .00830
 
.700 -2 000 I 93400 .12R20 .09620 01790 .04400 - 00240 .00520
 
700 -1.000 1.93300 .11250 .08600 01720 .01650 - 00030 .00210
 
700 .000 1.93200 .11340 .08640 .01490 -.01040 
 00170 - 00100
 
700 2 000 1.93230 .11400 .08710 01390 -.03740 00370 - 00400
 
.700 2.000 I 93350 .12420 .08780 .01330 -.06480 00540 -.00710
 
700 3 000 1 93430 .11570 .08800 .00910 - 09280 .00730 -.01020
 
.700 4.000 1.93380 .119O .08750 -.00020 -.22140 .00930 -.01340
 
700 6 000 1.93040 .13050 .08570 -.02370 -.17920 .01390 -.01950
 
.700 8.000 1.92650 .13810 .08420 -.04000 -.23470 01830 -.02480
 
700 to 000 1.92330 .14170 .08370 
 -.04490 -.28650 02210 - 02900
 
.700 12.000 1.92020 .14540 .08450 -.04320 -.33510 .02440 -.03260
 
GRADIENT 
 00013 .00041 .00021 -.00125 - 02750 .00196 -.00308
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 87 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC AT38.2 I (RGMOB3) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT, XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L .000 
SREr - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B ­ 000 ELV-OE - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 81-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 . 20.000 lORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 3501 0 "RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.I50 -12 000 5.81400 .51140 .08250 -.05920 .28720 -.02140 .03890 
.150 -10.000 5.21640 .50660 .08470 -.04490 .23700 -.01620 .03340 
.150 -8 000 5.892080 .49490 .08780 -.02350 .18240 -.01440 0700 
.150 -6.000 5.82420 .48640 .08980 .00370 .128920 - 01050 .02000 
1SO -4.000 5.82570 .48510 .09110 .02950 .08040 -.00670 .01270 
150 -3.000 5.82570 .48760 .09160 .03650 .05810 -.00470 00920 
.150 -2.000 5.82470 .49110 .09210 .03510 .03870 - 00260 00580 
150 -1.000 5.82420 .49340 .09240 .02560 .01540 -. 0060 .00240 
150 .000 5.82370 .49430 .09260 .01540 -.00670 .00160 -.00120 
.150 .000 5.82370 .49540 .09310 ,01060 -.03070 .00410 -.00500 
.150 2.000 5.82420 .49540 .09310 .01070 -.05610 .00640 -.00890 
.150 3 000 5.62370 .43530 .09250 .00920 -.08140 .00840 - 01260 
150 4 000 5.82230 .49790 .09190 .00160 -. 10590 00990 -.01570 
ISO 6.000 5.81690 .60860 .09020 -.02110 -. 15340 01250 -.021to 
150 8 000 5.81300 .51990 .08720 -.03800 -.20180 .01560 -.02700 
.150 10.000 5.81100 .52800 .08350 -.04850 -.25150 .01890 -.03330 
150 12.000 5.80910 .52860 .08080 -.06340 -.30100 .021tO -.03890 
GRADIENT -.00035 .00141 .00014 -.00429 -.02326 .00214 -.00360 
RUN NO. 349/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.80760 .53060 .09360 -,14270 .28720 -.02310 .03750 
.300 -10.000 5.80850 .52510 .08570 -. 13250 .23850 -.01960 03200 
.300 -8 000 5.81400 .5200 .08220 -.11180 .18630 -.01560 .02670 
.300 -6.000 5.81880 .50060 .09060 -.08860 .13320 -.01120 .02070 
.300 -4.000 5.82080 .49930 .09280 -.06970 .08170 -.00860 .01350 
.300 -3.000 5.82130 .50100 .09360 -.06430 .05770 -.00440 .00980 
.300 -2.000 5.82130 .50240 .09430 -.06250 .03490 -.00230 .00630 
300 -1.000 5 82080 .50280 .09480 -.06280 .01200 -.00020 00270 
300 .000 5.82080 .50340 .09510 -.06420 -.01180 .00210 -,00120 
.300 I 000 5.82130 .50540 09540 -.06690 -.03620 .00440 -.00500 
.300 2.000 5.02130 .50750 .09530 -.07020 -.06120 .00670 -.00880 
.300 3 000 5.82130 .50980 .09500 -.07490 -.08620 .00900 -.01230 
300 4.000 5.82030 .51250 .09460 -.08330 -.11090 01090 -.01560 
.300 6 000 5.81540 .52080 .09320 -.10570 - 16030 .01430 -.02170 
300 8 000 5.81050 .53080 .08970 - 12860 -.21020 01750 -.02730 
300 20.000 5.80710 .53780 .08530 -.14280 -.25970 .02030 - 03270 
.300 12 000 5.80760 .53380 .08300 - 14520 -.30740 .02270 -.03830 
ORADIENT -.O000 .0015L .00023 -.00176 -.02404 ,00221 -.00368 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 88 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS ORB TCR AT38 2 1 (R0R083) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.T. XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 0oo 
LREF - 327.9000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. Z1RP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-I8 - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - 000 $3-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 348/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLl CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12 000 5 80520 .53700 .08800 -.14630 29280 - 02410 03730 
500 -10,000 5 80520 .53290 0BBIO-.13780 24510 - 02050 03240 
500 -9.000 5 81050 .51890 .09050 -.11950 .19390 -.01710 02710 
.500 -6.000 5,81590 .50820 .09330 -.09830 .14040 -.01250 .02080 
500 -4 000 5.81880 .50600 .09540 -.08110 .08710 - 00710 .01360 
.500 -3.000 5.81840 .50790 .09620 -.07680 06170 -.00470 00990 
.500 -2.000 5.81840 .50950 .09890 -.07560 .03760 - 00250 00620 
.500 -1,000 5,81880 .50980 .09730 -.07590 ,01410 -.00040 .00240 
.500 .000 5 81930 .50990 .09770 -.07680 -.01020 .00180 -.00130 
500 1.000 5.81980 .51050 .09810 -.07790 -.03550 .00410 -.00510 
600 2.000 5.BIBO .51140 .09820 -.08120 -.06100 00650 - 00880 
.500 3.000 5.81740 .51290 .09790 -.08750 -.08590 .00880 -.01250 
00 4.000 5 81590 .51540 .09710 -.09820 -.11310 01110 - 01600 
.600 6,000 5.81250 .52290 .09480 -.11750 -.18590 .01530 -.02240 
.500 8.000 5.80850 .53250 .09210 -.13900 -.21820 .01880 - 02790 
So0 20.000 5 80620 .54020 .08940 -.15190 - 26060 02160 - 03310 
500 12.000 5.80470 .53900 .08730 -.14550 - 31580 .02370 -.03850 
GRADIENT -. 00021 .00095 .00026 - 00176 -.02489 00226 - 00372 
RUN NO. 347/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5 80080 .54390 .09420 -. 23570 29920 - 02470 03770 
600 -to 000 5 90420 .53910 .09300 -. 13010 .25140 - 02170 .03280 
.600 -8.000 5.80910 .52620 .09450 -.11370 .19990 -.01760 .02750 
.600 -6.000 5.81250 .51750 .09700 -.09530 .14600 -.01290 .02120 
600 -4 000 5 81400 .51640 .09960 - 08190 .09180 - 00790 .012390 
.600 -3.000 5.81400 .51730 .10040 -.07920 06570 -.00530 .01010 
.600 -2.000 5.81400 .51780 10100 -.07970 04070 - 00290 .00650 
.600 -1.000 5.81450 .51780 .10130 - 08210 .01600 - 00070 00280 
.600 .000 581490 .51820 .10180 -.OB420 -.00880 00150 -.00100 
.600 1.000 5.81450 .51960 .10220 -.08410 -.03420 00360 -.00490 
.600 2.000 5,81450 .52090 .10240 -.082O9 -.06090 .00600 -.00870 
600 3.000 5 81400 .52190 10220 - 08460 - 08840 .00870 -.01230 
600 4.000 5.81350 .52370 .10160 -.09220 -.11620 .01120 -.01590 
600 6.000 5.81050 .53010 .09970 - 11700 -.17080 01560 - 02250 
.600 8.000 5.80860 .53810 .0820 -. 13930 - 22320 .01930 -.02810 
.800 10.000 5.80650 .54430 .09730 -.15020 -.27360 .02280 -.03300 
600 12.000 5.80420 .54210 .09670 -.14540 -.32390 02540 -.03780 
GRADIENT -.00002 .00085 .00028 -.00109 -.02579 00234 -.00374 
PAGE 89
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





5500 0000 SO FT - i339 9100 IN XC 	 ALPHAI 56 000 STAB . I 000
 SREF  XMRP 

RUD-U 000 RUD-L - .000
 LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP . .0000 IN, YC 
ELY-1B .000 ELV-O9 3000ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SI-a 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. 
000 S3-4 - 45.000 SCALE - 0300 

55-6 20 000 IORE - 7 850 
RUN NO. 346/ 0 RN/L - 3,56. GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
0 CY CLN CSL
 
-.11260 .31130 -.02450 .03510
 
MACH BETA AL HAW 	 CL Co CLM 

.700 -12.000 5.80420 .53780 .10790 

.700 -10.000 5,80370 .53570 .10650 -.10380 .28300 -.02240 .03110
 
.700 -8 000 5.80810 52470 .10780 -.09480 








.700 -4.000 5.81150 .51600 .11350 	 -.09280 

700 -3 000 5 81150 51700 .11430 -.08410 .07040 - 00550 00980
 




.700 -1.000 5181250 .51750 .11440 	 -.09050 .01690 

-.09210 -.00850 .00140 -.00080
700 .000 5.81150 .51830 .11480 

.11520 -.09060 -.03450 00340 -.00440
700 1.000 5.81050 .51880 

.11540 -.0840 -.06220 00560 -.00790
700 2.000 6 81050 .51880 

.51860 .11530 -.08780 	 -.09110 .00830 -.01140
 
- 11950 01090 -.01460
 
.700 3.000 5,61150 

700 4.000 5.81150 51940 .11480 - 09090 

.700 6.000 5.81010 62530 .11260 -.10630 
 -.17440 .01620 - 02060
 
.700 8.000 5.80570 .53480 .11110 	 -.12540 - 22850 .01930 - 02610
 
-. 13850 -.28210 .02300 -.03130

.700 10.000 5.80130 .54310 .11050 

.700 12,000 5.80030 .54130 .11000 -.13510 -.33500 
 .02580 -.03600
 
.00017 -.00077 - 02690 00229 -.00351
 
Y6	 
GRADIENT -.00008 .00038 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 90 
CA6 KI FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 ) (ROMO94) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0 FT XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC BETA ,.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 3d7.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 354/ 0 RN/L - 1.986 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02200 -.29920 .09800 .24060 -.00610 .00150 -.00110 
.300 -1.000 - 02130 -.19770 -.08230 .21430 -.00680 .00190 -.00130 
.300 .000 - 02250 -.09340 .07820 .18860 -.00650 .00180 - 00140 
300 1.000 -.02410 .00490 .01640 .16460 -.00590 .00150 - 00130 
.300 2.000 - 02510 .10010 .07650 .14020 -.00610 .00150 - 00120 
.300 3.000 - 02310 .19400 .07780 .11520 -.00850 .00160 -.00120 
.300 4.000 -.02110 .28720 .08040 .09150 -.00690 .00170 -.00120 
.300 5,000 -.02020 .38060 .08490 .06960 -.00660 .00170 -.00130 
.300 6.000 -.02870 .47550 .09150 .04850 -.00620 .00O0 -.00130 
.300 7.000 -.01830 .57120 .09960 .02740 -.00520 .00190 -.00140 
.300 8.000 -.01600 .66440 .10900 .00520 -.00430 .00170 -.00140 
.300 9,000 -.01640 .75640 .12010 -.01880 -.00470 .00170 -.00090 
.300 10.000 -.01800 .84830 .13390 -.04050 -.00700 00250 -.00030 
.300 II 000 -.02160 .93730 .15190 -.05S30 -.00950 .00340 - 00020 
.300 12.000 -.02330 1.01840 .17490 -.06810 -.01010 .00390 -.00020 
GRADIENT .00013 .09691 -.00052 -.02447 -.00007 -.00000 - 00000 
RUN NO. 353/ 0 RN/L - 2.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.s00 -a 00 -.00620 -.32870 .09390 .24500 -.00920 .00130 -.00100 
.500 -1.000 -.01430 -.22080 .08540 .21630 -.00870 .00170 -.00110 
.500 .000 -.01650 -.11120 .08020 .18950 -.00830 .00180 -.00100 
.500 1.000 -.00890 -.00860 .07800 .16570 -.00800 .00170 -.00110 
.500 2 000 -.00930 .09170 .07810 .14110 -.00810 00180 - 00120 
.600 3.000 -.01500 .19100 .07980 .11470 -.00820 .00190 -.00120 
.500 4.000 -.01750 .28910 .08270 .0BO -.00830 .00180 -.00120 
.500 5.000 -.01750 .38680 0876 .06470 -.00780 00160 - 00130 
.500 6.000 -.01710 .48350 .09450 .04170 -.00720 00160 - 00140 
.500 7.000 -.01520 .58220 .10340 .01980 - 00680 .00160 - 00120 
.500 8.000 -.01320 .68050 .11370 -.00090 -.00660 .00160 - 00090 
.500 9.000 -.01440 .77870 .12740 Z.02120 -.00630 .00150 -.00100 
.500 10.000 -.01740 .87520 .14570 -.04100 -.00550 .00160 -.00130 
.500 11.000 -.01960 .96590 .16850 -.05710 -.00770 .00230 -.00120 
.500 12.000 -.02040 1.04830 .19530 -.07180 -.00930 .00300 - 00100 
GRADIENT -.00108 .10188 -.00071 -.02558 .00014 .00004 -.00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 91 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.l (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B8.2 I (RGMO84) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9t00 IN. XC BETA 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-e - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
95-6 2 000 lORD - 7.B50 
RUN NO. 352/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL cD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -2.000 - 01420 -.34320 .09700 25200 -.01170 .00180 - 00120
 
.600 -1.000 - 01670 -.23360 .08750 .22530 -.01040 .00160 - 00150
 
.600 .000 -.01850 -.12170 .08160 .19650 -.01040 .00180 - 00160
 
.600 I 000 - 01950 -.01660 .07930 .16990 - 01110 .00220 - 00160
 
600 2.000 -.0230 .08860 .07910 .14330 -.01110 .00230 - 00160
 
600 3.000 - 01920 .19270 ,OBIIO .11400, - 01060 00220 - 00160
 
.600 4.000 -.01170 .29350 .08490 .08460 -.01000 .00210 -.00150
 
.600 5 000 -.01230 39290 .09050 .05980 -.00920 .00190 - 00150
 
.600 6.000 -.01650 .49510 .09040 .03090 -.00030 .00180 -.00150
 
.600 7.000 -.01760 .60000 .10890 .01700 -.00780 .00150 -.00110
 
.600 8 000 -.01700 .70380 .12250 -.00810 -.00800 00140 -.00060
 
.600 9 000 -.01480 .80450 .14000 -.03460 -.00890 .00160 -.00080
 
.600 10.000 -.00950 .90010 .16140 -.05760 -.01010 00190 - 00070
 
.600 tI 000 - 00450 .98830 .18750 -.07700 -.01040 .00210 -.00060
 
.600 12 000 -.00450 1.06880 .21730 -.09710 - 00980 .00220 - 00040
 
GRADIENT .00040 .10520 -.00072 -.02765 .00022 .00005 -.00003
 
RUN NO. 351/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.01210 -.36420 .10340 .25270 -.01120 .00140 -.00120
 
.700 -I 000 - 0090o -L25230 .09220 .22910 -.01180 .00160 - 00160
 
.700 .000 - 00890 -.13690 .08550 .20330 -.01090 .00170 - 00140
 
.700 I 000 -.01400 -.02600 .08320 .17650 -.01060 .00190 - 00140
 
.700 2.000 -.01590 .08290 .08440 .14370 -.01070 .00210 - 00140
 
.700 3 000 -.00950 .19020 .08820 .10780 -.01050 00210 -.00120
 
.700 4.000 -.00720 .29530 .09430 .07340 - 00970 .00190 - 00100
 
.700 5.000 - 01050 .39890 .10230 .04310 -.00860 .00170 -.00090
 
.700 6.000 -.00850 .50320 .11240 .01720 -.00770 .00160 - 00090
 
.700 7 000 -.00470 .61180 12520 -.00820 -.00690 00140 - 00060
 
.700 0.000 - 00640 .72190 .14100 -.03540 - 00640 .00120 -.00070
 
.700 9,000 -.01440 .82590 .16040 -.06160 -.00680 .00110 -.00090
 
.700 10.000 - 01230 .91990 .18300 -.07990 -.00780 .00130 - 00040
 
.700 1.000 - 00680 1.00220 .21090 -.08990 -.00790 .00120 .00000
 
.700 12.000 -.00360 1.07560 .24110 -.09O - 00740 .00090 .00020
 
GRADIENT .00024 .10917 .00014 -.03054 .00032 .00006 .00007
 
21 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
 PAGE 92
 
CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 ) (RONOBS)  JAN 75
 









- 1339.9100 IN. XC 













BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZIRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 10.000 ELV-OS - 13.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 Si-2 - .000 53-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20.000 lORB - 7 850 
RUN NO, 35B/ 0 RN/L - 1,94 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02250 -.220 0 .09140 -.04840 -.00760 .00190 -.00090 
.300 -1.000 -.02290 -.12020 .08520 -.07150 -.00800 .00220 -.00110 
.300 .000 -.02400 -.0169b .08200 -.09540 -.00790 .00220 - 00100 
.300 1.000 - 02550 08170 .08140 -. 11760 -.00770 00210 -.00100 
.300 2 000 -.02560 .17580 .08260 -. 13840 -.00770 .00210 -.00090 
.300 3.000 - 02540 .26890 .08490 -. 15880 -.00800 .00220 -.00080 
.300 4,000 -.02800 .35950 .09830 -. 17650 -.00810 .00230 -.00070 
.300 5 000 -.02720 .45030 .09350 -.19260 -.00730 .00210 -.00080 
.300 6.000 -.02460 .54390 .10080 -.20990 -.00880 .00210 -.00090 
.300 7.000 - 02370 .63860 .11000 -.22880 -.00630 .00220 -.00110 
.300 8.000 -.02460 .73130 .12060 - 24830 -.00560 .00200 - 00110 
300 9.000 -.02200 82170 .13300 -.26980 -.00620 .00210 - 00070 
.300 10.000 -.08030 .91310 .14740 -.29040 -.00870 .00290 -.00020 
.300 11.000 -.02250 1.00110 .16580 -.30530 -.01080 .00400 .00020 
.300 12.000 -.02550 1.08060 .16970 -.31270 -.01100 .00430 .00030 
GRADIENT -.00080 .09575 .00048 -.02078 .00002 .00002 .00004 
RUN NO. 357/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -2.000 -.02450 -.25230 .09570 -.03880 -.01070 00190 -.00070 
.500 -1 000 -.02040 -. 14500 08830 -.06670 -.01030 00220 -.00090 
.500 .000 -.01810 -.03610 .08410 -.09180 -.01000 .00230 -.00080 
.500 1.000 -.01760 .05570 .08290 -.11340 -.00970 .00230 -.00080 
.500 2,000 -.02270 .16410 .08390 -.13470 -.00940 .00230 -.00080 
.500 3.000 -.02250 .25210 .08650 -. 15520 -.00950 .00240 - 00090 
.500 4.000 -.01820 .35880 .09050 - 17370 -.00980 00240 -.00090 
.500 5.000 r.017§0 .45410 .09610 -. 19110 - 00950 .00230 -.00100 
.500 6.000 -.01870 .54970 .10390 -.20820 -.00870 00230 - 00110 
.500 7.000 -.01720 .64750 .11370 -.22530 -.00800 .00200 -.00100 
.500 8.000 -101400 .74500 .22530 -.24300 -.00800 .00190 -.00070 
.500 9 000 -.01400 .84270 .13970 -.28280 -.00810 .00200 -.00090 
.500 10.000 -.01360 .93820 .15870 -. 8050 -.00840 .00220 -.00140 
.500 11.000 -.01020 1.02670 .18180 -.29100 -.00940 .00280 -.00110 
500 12.000 -.01070 1.10710 .20900 -.29840 - 01080 .00350 -.00050 
GRADIENT .00049 .10068 .00026 -.02158 .00015 .00005 - 00003 
PAGE 93
DATE 20 JUN 75 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
CAB 1I FO H15.6 V9.l (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3.2 ) (ROM085) ( 21 JAN 75 











1339.9100 IN. XC 

































RUN NO, 355/ 0 RN/L - 3,23 ORADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.01640 -.26820 .09B50 -.02730 -.01290 .00230 - 00100 
.00 -I 000 - 01690 -.15920 .09040 -.05400 -.01190 00220 -.00130 
.600 .000 -.01750 -.04850 .08570 -.07990 -.01190 .00230 -.00120 
.600 1.0OO -.01720 .05540 .08440 -.10450 -.01210 .00260 -.00120 
600 2.000 - 01110 .15870 .08520 -.12740 -.012 0 00870 -.00130 
600 3.000 -.00900 ,26100, .08800 - 14890 - 01150 .00270 -.00130 
600 4.000 - 01570 .36020 .09240 -.16860 -.01090 .00250 -.00120 
.600 5,000 -.02110 .49810 .09880 -.18590 -.01030 .00230 -.00120 
.600 6.000 -.02050 .55790 .10760 -.20160 - 00940 .00210 -.00120 
600 7.000 - 01990 .66090 .11880 -.21880 -. 00860 .00180 - 00090 
.600 8.000 - 01700 ,76380 .13260 -.23890 - 00970 .00180 - 00040 
800 9 000 - 01500 .86320 .15060 - 25950 - 00940 .00190 - 00050 
600 10 000 - 01470 95790 .17320 - 27630 - OO30 00220 - 00070 
.600 11.o0 -.01340 1,04520 .19980 -.28830 -.01100 00280 - 00040 
.600 12,000 -.00960 1.12370 .22970 -.30100 - 01120 .00280 -.00010 
GRADIENT .00006 .10372 .00024 -.02277 .00029 .00003 - 00002 
RUN NO 355/ 0 RN/L ­ 3 54 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.100 -2.000 -.01910 -.29410 .10420 -.00620 -.01300 .00220 -.00100 
700 -2.000 -.02400 -.18200 .09490 -.03390 -.01860 .00220 -.00140 
700 .000 -.02720 -.06710 .06950 -.06170 - 01230 .00230 - 00120 
.700 1.000 -.02310 .04250 .08790 - 0880 - 01200 .00240 - 00100 
700 2.000 -.01910 .15010 .08990 -.11190 -.01210 .00280 -.00090 
700 3 000 -.01790 25600 .09440 - 13760 - 01170 .00270 -.00090 
.700 4.000 -.01880 .35940 .10100 -.16240 - 01090 .00250 -.00090 
.700 5,000 -.02400 .459850 .10970 -.18370 -.00930 .00230 -.00090 
700 6.000 -.02900 .S6150 .12050 -.20240 - 00890 .00220 -.00070 
700 7.000 -.02690 88s0 .13370 - 22180 - 00810 .00200 - c000 
700 8.000 -.02230 .77620 .15030 -.24250 - 00760 00180 -.00080 
.700 9 000 -.02160 .87880 .17060 -.286390 -.00810 .00180 - 00090 
.700 , IO 000 -.02340 .97200 .19440 -.279201 -.00910 .00190 - 00050 
.700 21,000 -.02020 0.05470 122190 -.28530 -.00940 .00180 .00020 
700 12.000 - o2oo 1.12650 .25270 -.28910 -.00820 .00160 .00030 
GRADIENT .00028 .10785 00102 -.02545 .00039 .00004 .00005 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 94 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 2 1 (R0M086) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC ALPHA[ - 6 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U = 10 000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 81-2 - 000 53-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 lOpe - 7.8950 
RUN NO. 362/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.79590 .53360 .08370 -.15290 32300 -.04210 03980 
.300 -10.000 5,79880 .52870 .08620 -.14380 .27360 -.03860 .03380 
.300 -8.000 5.80420 ,51500 08900 -.12230 .22050 -.03430 .02830 
300 -6.000 5.80960 .50280 .09140 -.09620 .16730 -.02950 02240 
.300 -4,000 5.81300 .49760 .09340 -.07430 .11530 -.02520 01560 
.300 -3.000 5 81350 .49820 09420 - 05890 09250 - 02320 .01200 
.300 -2.000 5 81300 50010 09490 -.06870 06950 -.02120 00850 
.300 -2.000 5,81250 .50180 .09550 -.07160 .04630 -.01910 .00480 
.300 .000 5.81250 .60380 .09510 - 07660 .02240 -.01670 .00100 
.300 1.000 5,81300 .50620 .09660 - 08240 -.00150 -.01450 - 00270 
.300 2.000 5.81300 .50800 .09680 - 08730 - 02560 -.01230 - 00630 
.300 3.000 5.81150 .51030 .09660 -.09300 -.05040 -.01030 -.00990 
.300 4.000 5.80910 .51430 .0840 -.10210 - 07490 - 00850 - 01300 
.300 6.000 5.80420 .52490 .09520 -.12550 -.12440 -.00540 -.01870 
.300 8.000 5.79980 .53230 .09160 -.14480 -.17490 -.00210 -.02460 
.300 10.000 5.79830 .53500 .08690 - 15530 - 22570 .00140 -.03060 
.300 12.000 5.79930 .53270 .08380 -.15630 - 27520 .00480 - 03830 
GRADIENT -.00036 .00206 .00040 -.00386 -.02387 .00213 -.003562 
RUN NO. 361/ 0 RNfL - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM Cy CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 5.79640 .53140 ,OSBO -,13830 .32760 -.04320 .03940 
.500 -10.000 5.79930 .52530 .08840 -.12520 .28100 -.04050 .03430 
.500 -8.000 5.80420 .51120 .09070 -.10770 .22820 -.03590 .02890 
.500 -6.000 5.80910 .50040 .09360 -.08510 .17370 -.03090 .02260 
.500 -4.000 5.81i50 .49750 .09500 -.06590 .12070 -.02590 0[540 
.500 -3 000 5.81300 .49920 .09690 -.06250 .09600 -.02370 .01110 
.600 -2 o00 5.81300 .50190 .09760 -.06440 .07240 -.02180 .00800 
.500 -1.000 5 81250 50380 09920 - 08940 .04950 - 01989 .0043t 
.500 .000 5.81150 .50530 09890 -.07310 .02370 -.01740 .00060 
.500 1.000 5.81050 50700 .09950 -.07800 - 00140 -.01500 - 00310 
.500 2.000 5.81010 .50890 .09980 -.08320 -.02650 -.01290 - 00680 
.600 3.000 5.80960 .51060 .0997C -.09030 -.05190 -.01070 -.01050 
.500 4.000 5.80810 .51340 .09930 -.10000 -.07750 -.00260 -.01400 
.500 6.000 5.80470 .52110 .09750 -.12290 -.12970 -.00470 - 02010 
.500 8 000 5 80030 .53010 09460 -.14230 -.18130 -.00150 -.02550 
.500 to.000 5.79540 53690 .09140 -.15180 - 23240 .00140 - 03090 
.500 12.000 5.79590 .53580 .08940 -.14610 -.28450 .00570 -.03690 
GRADIENT -.00059 .00193 .00045 -.00445 -.02474 .0021B - 00369 
PAGE 95

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CA5 KI FO H16.6 V9.1 








- 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
* 327.8OOO IN. 





- 1339 9100 IN. XC 
- .O0O IN. YC 

























RUN NO. 350/ 0 RN/L - 3,22 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.OO -12.000 5 79440 .53740 .09460 -.11900 .33230 - 04340 03910
 
.600 -10.000 5.79740 .53320 .09290 -.11190 .28600 - 04160 .03450
 
.09430 -.09650 .23220 -.03670 .GES0

.600 -8.000 5 80220 .52060 

.600 -6 000 5 80620 51090 
 .09700 -.07790 17660 -.03130 .0226 
.50 -4 000 5 80810 .50900 .09980 -.06380 O2280-.02650 0153C 
.600 -3.000 5.60760 .51030 .10080 -.05a0 0710 - 02430 01160
 
.00 -2.000 5.80550 51170 .10140 -.06590 .07250 -.02210 .00800 
.600 -1.000 5 80620 .51320 .10200 - 07200 .04720 - 01990 0043C 
.600 .000 5 1520 .51540 .102 0 - 07760 .02270 - 0750 00040 
.600 1.000 5.80570 .51780 .10310 -.08090 -.00300 - 01540 - 00340 
.600 2.000 5 80420 .51930 .10360 - 0310 -.02930 -.01320 -.00710
 
600 3.000 5 80370 .52090 10380 - 08780 - 05520 - 01090 - 01080 




.500 6000 5.80220 	 .53110 .10160 - 12270 -.1360 - 00450 

.53910 .10020 -.14210 -.1sm0 -.00130 -.02520
.500 6.000 5 79740 

.600 t0 000 5.79250 54420 .09940 -.14920 -.23900 00190 -.03110
 
.600 12,000 5.79390 .54220 .09800 -.14400 -.29350 00710 -.03650
 
GRADIENT - 00059 .00192 .00047 -.00425 -.02553 .00225 -.00372
 
RUN NO. 359/ 0 RN/L * 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -12,O00 5.79830 .52940 .10820 -.08860 .33990 - 04140 .03616
 
.700 -i0 000 5.70260 .52850 .10590 -.08550 .29790 -.04320 .03270
 
.700 -8.000 5 80130 .51870 .10750 - 07340 .24130 - 03750 .02750
 
.700 -6.000 5 80370 .51140 
 .11060 -.06390 .18290 -.03120 .0213C
 
.700 -4 000 5.80470 .51090 .11360 -06310 112860 -.02690 .03470
 
.700 -3.000 5 80420 .51230 .11440 -.06700 .10250 -.02500 .01130
 
.700 -2,000 5.80370 .51350 .11470 -.07310 .07510 -.02270 .00780
 
.700 -1,000 5.0270 ,51440 .11520 -.07950 .04970 -,02030 .00420
 
.700 .000 5.80180 .51610 .11590 -.08390 .02350 -.Ol2O .00060
 
700 I 000 5.80180 .51790 .11650 -.08470 -.00270 - 01620 -.00290
 
.700 2 000 5.80220 .51890 .11690 
 - 08400 -.02990 -.01420 -.00650
 
.700 3 000 5.80220 .51950 .11710 - 06510 -.05810 -.01170 -.00980
 
.700 4 000 5.80220 .52150 .11650 - 09030 -.08620 - 00930 -.01300
 
.700 6.000 5 79930 	 .52980 .11470 - 10790 -.14050 - 00520 -.01900
 
.700 8,000 5 79390 ,53800 .11330 -.12460 -.19390 -.00160 -.02450
 
.700 10.000 5.78860 .54390 .11260 
 -.13410 -.24750 .00220 -.02966
 
700 120 00 5.78850 .54250 .11160 - 13350 -.30360 00710 -.03500
 
GRADIENT -.00033 .00131 .00042 -.00317 -.02676 -.00350
00219 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 96 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 ATSG.2 I (ROMOB?) I 22 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 6500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP s 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 ELV-IB - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-OB ­ 3,000 SI-2 - .000 
SCALE ­ 0300 S3-4 - 45.000 55-6 - 20.000 
IORs - 7 850 ORBELV ­ 5.000 
RUN NO. 364/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM Cy CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 - 02270 -.25350 .09290 .16080 -.00920 .00150 -.00140 
.500 -1.000 -.02060 -. 5530 .08580 .13110 -.00870 .00180 -.00160 
.600 .000 -.01970 -.04540 .08220 .10310 -.00820 .00190 -.00160 
.500 I 000 -.02250 .05710 .08160 .07810 -.00790 .00290 - 00170 
.500 2.000 -.02110 .15700 .08290 .05190 -.00730 .00190 -.00180 
500 3.000 -.01950 .25670 .08560 .02390 -.00720 .00190 -.00170 
.500 4.000 -.01600 .35560 .08980 -.00430 -.00760 .00190 -.00160 
.500 5.000 -.01520 .45240 .09580 -,03190 -.00750 .00190 -.00160 
.500 6,000 -.02260 .54930 .10370 -.05520 -.00570 .09170 -.0017u 
SOO 7.000 -.03000 .64930 .11370 -.08220 -.00570 .00150 -.00160 
.500 8.000 -.02410 .74930 .12540 -.10390 -.00550 .00140 -.00130 
.500 9.000 -.01350 .84710 .14050 -.12470 -.00600 .00160 - 00260 
.500 20.000 -.01500 .94120 .15970 -.14310 -.00640 .Ot7Q - 000 
.500 11.000 -.02230 1.02950 .18310 -.15580 -.00700 .00210 -.00160 
.500 12.OO -.02520 l.11060 .21080 -.16580 -.00830 .002BO - 00110 
GRADIENT .00092 .10O05 .00062 -.02724 .00025 .00004 -.00002 
RUN NO 363/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.03680 -.27890 .09590 .16440 -.00990 .00290 -.00150 
600 -1.000 -.02470 -.16960 .08810 .13590 -.00900 .00180 -.00180 
600 000 -.01710 -.05810 .08400 .10740 -.00930 .00200 - 00190 
600 1 000 -.02640 .04730 .08290 .08160 -.00970 .OOeO -.00190 
.600 a 000 -.02680 .15080 .08440 .05410 -.00920 .00230 -.00190 
.600 3.000 -.02430 .25450 .08760 .02380 -.00850 .00220 -.OO176 
.600 4.000 -.02600 .35610 .09250 -.00570 -.00770 OaO0 -.00160 
.600 5 000 -.02630 .45550 .09940 -.03190 -.00690 .00180 -.00160 
.600 6.000 -.02340 .65740 .10840 -.05600 -.00590 .00140 -.00160 
.500 1 000 -.02050 .55320 .12000 -.08130 -.00550 .00120 -.00120 
.600 8.000 - 02040 .76720 13440 -.10760 -.00580 .00130 -.00070 
.600 9.000 -.02130 .86580 15260 -.13190 -.00670 .00140 -.00070 
.600 10.000 -.01930 .95940 .17460 -.15260 - 00780 .00160 -.00090 
.600 11.000 -.01G0 1.04540 .20100 -.IrS50 -.00810 .001 0 -.00010 
.600 12.000 -.01400 1.12270 .23100 -.18540 -.00770 .00190 -.00020 
GRADIENT .00054 .10490 .00070 -.02810 .00036 .00002 .00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CAB KI FO HI.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 I (RGNOBB) 



















1339.9100 IN. XC 
0000 IN, YC 





















RUN NO 366/ 0 RN/L - 2.99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CL$ CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -12 000 5.79390 .56550 .09310 -.13530 .30040 -.02610 03800
 
.500 -10.000 5.79440 .56160 .09300 -.12010 .25230 - 02260 03260
 
.500 -8 000 5.80130 .54850 .09570 -.09950 .19990 -.01820 .02690
 
.500 -6 000 5.80710 .53810 .09970 -.07670 14510 - 01310 02060
 
500 -4 000 5.80860 .53480 .10070 -.05710 09080 - 00770 01350
 
500 -3.000 5 8010 .53560 10130 -.05130 .05520 -.00520 00980
 
.500 -2.000 5 80710 .53700 .10180 -.04980 .04090 - 00300 .00600
 
.500 -1.000 5.80760 .53800 .10210 -.05190 .01670 -.00100 .00230
 
500 .000 5.80910 .53880 .10250 -.05530 -.00780 .00130 - 00140
 
500 I 000 5 81010 .53960 .10300 -.05850 -.03270 .00350 - 00500
 
500 2.000 5 80960 54030 .10340 -.06150 - 05820 00570 - 00880
 
500 3 000 5 80860 .54110 10340 -.06590 -.08430 00800 -.01270
 
500 4.000 5 80660 .54330 .10270 -.07370 -.11110 .01040 - 01630
 
.500 6.000 5.80270 .55180 .10030 -.09690 -.16570 01520 -.02290
 
.500 8.000 5.79880 .56150 .09730 -.12180 -.21990 .01960 -.02880
 
.500 20,000 5.79590 .56840 0S470 -,14000 -.27210 .02330 -.03440
 
.500 12.000 5.78590 .58730 .09310 -.14070 -.32120 .02590 -.04050
 
GRADIENT .00002 .00098 .00031 -.00234 -.02508 00223 -.00373
 
RUN NO 365/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -12.000 5.79100 .55870 .1l10 -.12550 .30790 -.02700 .03760
 
.600 -to 000 5.79390 .56850 .09870 -.10830 .25890 -.02350 03290
 
600 -8.000 5.79880 .55660 .100O -.08730 .20500 -.01860 .02740
 
.600 -6 000 5 80320 .54640 .10290 - 06610 .14940 - 01340 .02090
 
.600 -4.000 5 80520 .54360 .0530 -.05010 09470 -.00920 .01380
 
.600 -3.000 5.80520 .54430 .10590 -.04700 06830 -.00570 01000
 
.600 -2.000 5.80420 .54530 .10600 -.04860 04280 -.00330 .00630
 
600 -1.000 5 80420 .54680 .10620 -.05320 .01910 -.00130 .00260
 
600 .000 5.80470 .54830 .10670 -.05740 -.00650 00080 -.00110
 
600 1.000 5 80620 .54910 .10740 -.05810 -.03230 .00290 -.00500
 
.600 2.000 5.80710 .54920 .10790 -.05720 -.05940 .00520 -.00890
 
.600 3.000 5.80570 .54970 .10810 -.05900 - 08730 .00780 -.01270
 
.600 4 000 5 80370 .55190 .10760 -.06620 -.11510 .01040 -.01620
 
.600 6.000 5.79980 .55990 .10580 -.09140 -.17000 .01500 -.02250
 
.600 8 000 5.79740 .55750 .10420 -.11860 -.22450 01960 -.02850
 
.600 10.000 5.79640 .57180 .10340 -.13560 - 27780 .02410 - 03410
 
.600 	 12.000 5.79390 .57020 .20290 -.13440 - 32890 .02750 - 03930
 





1 JAN 75 

. I 000 
- 000 
- coo 
- 20 000 
= 5 000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA8 PAGE 98 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9 I (PLUS ORB TC5 AT3B 2 1 (ROMOSS) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 Sa.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHA] - 6 000 STAB I 000 
LRF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 ELV-I8 - 000 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-O8 ­ 3.000 91-2 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 S3-4 . .000 55-6 - 000 
ORB - 7.850 ORBELV ­ 000 
RUN NO. 370/ 0 RN/L * 1.91 ORAOIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.77100 .62280 .06840 -.16290 .28920 -.02470 .04360 
.300 -10.000 5.77150 .62180 .07030 -.15390 .23900 -.02100 .03710 
.300 -8 000 5.77340 .61570 .07360 -.15140 .18640 -.01660 03010 
.300 -5.000 5 77540 .51180 .07640 -.13240 .13390 -.012p0 .022B 
.300 -4.000 5 77780 .61270 .07810 -.11480 .08310 -.00780 .01480 
300 -3,000 5.77830 .61470 .07880 -.11040 06890 -.00560 .01100 
.300 -2.000 5.77830 .61710 .07650 -.11000 .03560 -.00320 .00710 
.300 -1 000 5.77730 .61900 .08030 -.11120 .01230 -.00070 00310 
.300 .OD 5.77690 82070 .08090 -.11320 -.01150 .00180 -.00110 
.300 1.000 5.77640 .62210 .08120 -.11660 -.03600 .00450 -.00520 
.300 2.000 5 77590 62310 .08120 -.12070 -.06080 .00700 -.OD920 
300 3.000 5 77660 .62390 .08090 -.12630 -.08540 .00930 -.01310 
300 4 000 5.77640 62450 08030 -.13440 - 11010 .01130 - 01690 
.300 6.000 5.77390 .62840 .07810 -.15310 -.1600C .01460 -.02450 
.300 8.000 5.77200 .62920 .07460 -.15750 -.21C20 .01790 -.03160 
300 10.000 5.77100 63060 .07060 -.17490 -.a6020 .02110 - 03830 
.300 12.000 5 77150 .62460 .06740 -.17580 -.30940 .02380 -.04460 
GRADIENT -.00026 .00150 .00032 -.00255 -.02411 .00244 - 00400 
RUN NO 369/ 0 RN/L - 2.8 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAJ CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12 000 5.76660 .63340 .07290 -.15520 .29S70 -.02560 04370 
.500 -10,000 5.76510 .53400 .07270 -.14970 .E4830 -.02180 .03780 
.500 -8,000 5.76860 .62970 .07540 -.14230 .19710 -.01800 .03100 
.50 -6.000 5.77200 .62620 .07840 -.12890 .14360 -.01360 .02350 
.500 -4.000 5.77250 .62630 .08050 -.11270 08960 -.00860 01550 
.600 -3.000 5.77250 .62820 .0813-0 -:I800 .06380 -.00600 01140 
.500 -2.000 5.77250 .63080 .08200 -.10790 .03960 -.00350 .00740 
.500 -1.000 5 77200 .63260 .08260 -.11000 .01t90 - 00110 00340 
.500 .000 5.77100 .6336 .08310 -.11280 -.00880 .00140 -.00070 
.500 1,000 5.77050 .63410 .08350 -.11630 -.03490 00420 - 00500 
600 2,000 5.77050 .63460 .08360 -.12060 -.06090 00680 -.00910 
.500 3,000 5.,7050 .63530 .08340 -.12700 -,08530 .00920 -.01620 
.500 4.000 5.77050 .63670 .08280 -.13590 -.11210 .01140 -.01710 
.500 6.000 5.76860 .64000 .08040 -.15470 -.16480 .01530 -.02470 
.500 8,000 5.78760 .64070 .07720 -.16640 - 21720 01880 - 03180 
.500 10.000 5.76760 .63880 .07400 -.15830 -.26960 .02220 -.03860 
.500 12.000 5.76560 .63660 .07270 -.15450 -.31790 .02500 -.04510 
GRAOIENT -.00033 .0012a .00033 -.00302 -.02515 .00252 -.00409 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAB PADE 99 
CAB KI FO H15.6 Vg.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.a I (ROM089) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHA! - 6 000 STAB - I oo 
LREF 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 ELV-TB - .000 
BREF 2348.0000 IN ZHRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-OB - 3.000 91-2 - .000 
SCALE * .0300 S3-4 - .000 S5-6 - .000 
1ORE - 7 850 ORBELV - .000 
RUN NO 36S/ 0 RN/L " 3.22 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5 00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -12.000 5.76170 .64640 .07770 -.14230 .30300 -.02610 04450
 
600 -I0 000 5.78070 .65020 .07700 -.14750 .25510 - 02290 03860
 
Soo -8 000 5 76320 .64510 .07850 - 13840 .20240 - 01860 .03170
 
600 -6.000 5.76510 .64100 .08110 - 12390 .14780 - 01400 .02400
 
6oo -4.000 5,76610 .64190 .08370 -.11240 .09350 -.00930 01590
 
.600 -3 000 5,76560 .64390 .08480 -.11110 .06710 -.00670 .01170
 
o 	0 600 -2 000 5.76510 64590 .08520 -.11350 04170 -.00390 00760 
600 -1 000 5 76460 .64750 08560 -.11760 01690 -.00140 00350 
' 	 .600 000 5.76510 .64890 .08600 - 12170 -.00810 00110 - 00060 
.800 I 000 5.76460 .64990 .08650 -. 12380 -.03380 .00370 - 00490 
.800 2 000 5.78370 .65040 .08680 -.12470 -.06070 .00640 -.00910 
.600 3 000 5 76370 65080 .08680 -.12770 -.08830 .00910 - 01330 
d 	 600 4.000 5 76320 .65180 .08620 -.13470 -.11550 .01140 -.01730
 
600 6.000 5 78320 .65420 09390 -.15270 -. 1670 .01520 - 02500
 
.600 8 000 5 76320 .65480 .08170 - 16480 -.22150 01900 - 03230
 
.600 10 000 5.76320 .65300 .08050 - 16720 -.27400 .02310 - 03910
 
.600 12.000 5 76420 .64850 .08050 -.16260 -.32580 .02680 -.04540
 
GRADIENT - 00033 .00119 .00035 -.00279 
 -.02596 00260 - 00416 
RUN NO. 367/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -12.000 5 78120 .65050 09070 - 12750 31650 -.02600 .04300
 
.700 -10 000 5 76030 .65480 .08870 -. 12240 .26710 - 02320 .03730
 
.700 -8 000 5 75980 .65190 .09010 -.12100 .21130 - 01240 .03070
 
.700 -6 000 5.75980 64970 .09290 - 11890 .15420 - 01360 02340
 
.700 -4,000 5.75980 .65140 .09550 -.11670 .09880 -.00920 .01550
 
700 -3.000 5 75930 .65330 .09630 -.11810 .07160 -.00680 .01150
 
.700 -2 000 5 75930 .65480 .09650 - 12230 .04510 -.00410 00760
 
.700 -1 000 5.75830 .65590 .09680 -.12690 .01900 - 00150 00370
 
.700 .000 5.75780 .65690 .09590 -.12970 -.00700 .00090 -.00030
 
.700 I 000 5.75830 .65730 .09750 - 13050 -.03360 00340 - 00440
 
.700 2.000 5.75880 .55700 .09800 -.13040 -.06220 .00610 -.00860
 
700 3.000 5 76030 .65620 .09790 - 13100 -.09170 .00910 -.01270
 
.700 4.000 5 76120 65590 .09720 -.13400 -.12010 .01150 -.01650
 
.700 6,000 5.76120 .65720 .09510 -.14410 -.17450 .01520 -.02390
 
700 8 000 5.75930 .68000 .09350 -.15350 -.22910 .01930 -.03100
 
700 10.000 5 75630 .68110 .09310 - 5840 -.28420 .02380 - 03800
 
.700 12.000 5 75630 55480 09330 -.15540 - 33790 .02720 - 04420
 
ORADIENT .00013 .00054 .00025 -.00213 -.02720 .00260 -.00402
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 100 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.2 (RGMOSO) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC BETA * .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 ELV-IB ­ .000 
BREP - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-OB - 3.000 51-2 - .000 
SCALE ­ 0300 S3-4 - 000 S5-6 - .000 
IORB 7 850 ORBELV a .000 
RUN NO. 374/ 0 t/L * 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.03340 -.16020 .06880 .08500 -.00460 00130 - 00040 
.300 -1.000 -.02900 -.05550 06340 .05910 -.0O000 .00160 -.00060 
.300 .000 -.02530 .04980 .06090 .03390 -.00480 .00160 -.00070 
.300 I 000 -.02460 .14760 .05060 .01100 -.00430 .00140 -.00060 
.300 2 000 -.02010 .24450 .08210 -.01280 -.00420 .00130 -.00050 
.300 3.000 -.02420 .34080 .06480 -.03660 -.00460 .00140 -.00050 
.300 4.000 -.03670 .43450 .06900 -.05950 -.00510 ..0160 -.00060 
.300 5.000 -.03770 .52780 .07460 -.08150 -.00510 .00170 -.00060 
300 6 000 -.025BO .62360 .08220 -.10300 -.00500 .00170 -.00090 
.300 7.000 -.01710 .72020 .09250 -.12500 -.00590 .00180 - 00120 
.300 8.000 -.01560 80960 10490 -.14760 -.00800 .00180 - 00140 
.300 9.000 -.01810 .88980 .11760 -.16930 -.00830 00220 -.00090 
300 10.000 -.02160 .96620 .13330 -.18820 -.00730 .00270 -.00020 
.300 11.000 -.02440 1.04050 .15530 -.20310 -.00740 .00300 .00010 
.300 12,000 -.02110 1.10790 .18120 -.21440 -.00770 .00320 -.00020 
GRADIENT -.00072 .09805 .00097 -.02314 -.00004 .00003 -.00001 
RUN NO. 373/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02160 -. 17500 .07150 .08080 -. 00860 .00120 -. 00030 
.600 -1.000 -.01810 -.06490 .06530 .05140 -.00840 .00130 -.00050 
.500 000 -.01510 .04490 .06230 02600 - 00800 00160 -.00060 
.600 1.000 -.01530 .14760 .06190 00330 -.00760 .00150 - 00070 
.500 2.000 -.02030 .24800 .06350 -.02040 -.00770 .00160 -.0007,0 
.500 3.000 -.02210 .34860 06620 -.04520 -.00810 .00180 -.00070 
.500 4,000 r.$1§58,O .44820 .07050 -.06890 -.081D0 .001 0 -.00070 
.500 5.000 -.01480 .54680 .07660 -.09180 -.00760 .00160 -;00080 
.500 6.000 -.01170 64520 .08490 -.11430 -.00690 .001 0 -.00090 
.600 7.000 -.01540 .74160 .09530 -.13490 - 00650 00140 - 00100 
500 8.000 -.02570 .83120 .10880 -.15280 A, 006 60  .00150 -.00110 
.500 9.000 -.03160 .91350 .12620 -.16940 -.00740 00180 -.001O 
.600 10,000 -.02700 .99110 .14730 -.16610 -.00780 .00210 -.00100 
.500 II 000 - 02140 1.06370 .17210 -.20040 -.00810 00240 - 00090 
.500 12.000 -.01830 1.13120 .20030 -.21170 -.00900 .00290 -.00100 
GRADIENT .00017 .10273 .00089 -.02437 .0000 .00006 -.00006 
PAGE 101
DATE 20 JUN 7 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAB 






BETA - .000, STAB - 1 000 
RUD-U - 000 ELV-IB - .000 
SREF . 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 

LREF - 327,8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 

ELV-OB - 3 000 SI-a . 000
BREF - e348,0000 IN. ZIRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
S3-4 - .000 55-6 - 000SCALE - 0300 
IORB - 7 650 ORBELV - .000 
RUN NO. 372/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CSL
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN 

.600 -2.000 -.02770 -.18250 .07330 ,08180 -.01030 .00150 - 00050
 
.600 -1 000 -.02470 -.07040 .06640 .05230 -.00950 00160 -.00070
 
.600 .000 -.02080 .04020 .05310 .02523 -.00990 00180 -.00090
 
.600 1 000 -.02140 .14560 .06250 00120 -.01010 .00190 -.00100
 
.600 2.000 -.02470 .25050 .06400 -.02330 -.00970 .00200 -.00090
 
.600 3.003 -.03000 .35640 .06720 -.04920 -.01890 .00190 -.0008O
 




 5.000 -.02950 .55990 .07900 -.09800 -,008650 .00180 -.00090
 
600 6.000 .-.02670 .66140 .08810 -.11940 - 00740 .00150 - 00100
 
Boo 7.000 -.02520 .76050 .10030 -.13800 -.00620 .00120 - 00100
 
.600 8.000 -.02370 .85140 .11680 -.15560 - 00640 .00120 - 00100
 
.600 9.000 
 -.02100 .93340 .13800 -.17440 -.00630 .00160 -.00060
 
.600 10.003 -.01850 1 01010 .16230 -.19460 -.00930 00190 .00000
 
.)600 11,.000 -.01690 1.08150 .19050 -.21240 -.00940 .00180 .00020
 




,t GRADIENT -.00093 .10500 .00097 -.02841 .00024 .00004 -.00003
 
0 RUN NO. 371/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
CO CLM CY CLN CSL
MACH ALPAW BETA CL 

.700 -2.000 -.01950 -.19430 
 .07710 .07990 - 01060 .00130 - 00040
 
.700 -1.000 -.02240 -.07900 .06920 .05260 -.01030 .00130 - 00090
 
.700 .000 -.02440 1,03630 .06500 .02580 -.01010 .00150 -.00090
 
.700 2.000 -.02310 1.14670 .06430 -.00050 -.01010 .00170 -.00080
 
.700 2.000 -.Oa3O .25480 .05640 -.02740 -.01020 .0000 -"00070
 
700 3.000 -.02410 36390 .07080 -.05620 -.00990 .00210 -.00060
 
.700 4.000 -.0 220 .47170 .07770 -.08990 -.00900 .00200 -.00050
 
700 5.000 -.02330 .57550 .08730 -.11040 - 00770 .00170 -.00040
 
700 6.000 - 02730 .67640 .09980 -.13290 -.00650 .00130 -.00040
 
700 7.000 -.02380 .77620 .I1600 -.15550 - 00600 .00120 -.00060
 
- 00630 .00120 -.00070

.700 8.000 -.01530 .85810 .13600 -,17710 

.700 9.000 -.01140 .94880 .15950 -.19630 -.00700 .00110 -.00040
 
.700 0.000 -.01600 1.02170 .16540 -.21180 -.00700 .00090 .00020
 
700 11.000 -.01890 1 0890 .21330 -.22080 
 - 00640 .00060 .00020
 
700 12.000 
 -.01940 1.14750 .24360 -.22340 -.00610 .00060 .00030
 
GRADIENT -.00033 .10992 .00159 -.02729 
 .00032 .O00IO .00004
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 10
 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS, ORB NOZ AT38. ) (RGO091) C 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC - BETA 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 00 RUD-L - ODD 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 19O 7500 IN, ZC ELV-18 - 00 ELV-OR - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-e * 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 378/ 0 FN/L ­ 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02570 -.30360 .10120 .24850 -.00450 .00110 -.00100 
.300 -t 000 -.02800 -.20570 - .09320 .22540 -.00450 .00160 - 00120 
300 .000 - 03040 -. 10460 .08840 .20090 -.00460 .00160 - 00120 
300 1.000 - 03380 -.00680 .08640 .17670 -.00430 00150 -.00110 
.300 2.000 - 03640 .08540 .08650 15410 -.00380 .00140 -.00090 
300 3.000 -.03600 .17590 OBBIO .13190 -.00360 .00130 - 00BO 
.300 4.000 -.03370 .26740 .09080 .10890 -.00400 00140 - 00090 
.300 5.000 -.03090 .36190 .09520 .08610 -.00400 00150 - 00100 
300 6.000 .02840 .45950 .10130 .06410 -.00380 .00150 - 00130 
300 7 O0 -.02590 .55650 .10920 .04340 - 00340 .0010 - 00150 
300 8.000 -.02270 64980 .11840 .02300 -.00300 .00150 -.00150 
.300 9.000 -.02280 .74090 .12950 .00320 -.00320 .00140 -.00120 
.300 10 000 -.02730 .83110 .14310 -.01370 -.00530 .00200 - 00090 
.300 11.000 -.02930 .91770 .16050 -.02290 -.00770 00300 -.0060 
.300 12.000 -.02560 .99800 .18260 -.02810 .00870 00370 -.00050 
GRADIENT -.00100 .09473 -.00065 -.02320 00011 00001 00003 
RUN NO. 377/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02620 -.33850 .10510 .25320 - 00850 .00120 - 00110 
500 -1.000 -.02750 -.23330 09620 .22580 - 00780 00140 - 00120 
.500 .000 -.02570 -. 12490 .09070 .19970 -.00730 00160 - 00120 
.500 I 000 -.02690 -.02060 .08820 17490 -.00720 00170 -.00110 
.500 2 000 -.02880 .07810 .08810 .15100 - 00710 .00180 -.00120 
.500 3.000 -.02670 .17560 .08950 .12700 -00690 00170 -.00120 
.500 4.000 -.02480 .27240 .09240 .10410 -.006q 00150 -.00120 
SO0 5 000 -eto .36630 .09730 .08280 - 00600 .00140 -.00130 
.500 6.000 - 02840 .46470 .10420 .06270 -.00530 .00140 - 00140 
.500 7.000 -.02860 .56170 .11270 .04460 -.00490 .00140 -.00130 
.500 8 000 -.02790 65970 .12290 .02780 -.00490 .00140 - 00110 
500 9.000 -.02720 .75730 .13620 .01160 -.00520 .00150 '.00120 
.500 10.000 -.02430 .85300 .15390 -.00300 -.00590 00180 -.00140 
Soo 1t.000 -.02050 .94210 .17610 -.01300 -.00710 .00230 -.00140 
.500 12.000 -.01800 I 02330 .20240 -.02350 -.00870 .00300 - 00120 
GRADIENT .00010 .10091 - 00092 -.02432 .00030 .00003 -.00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 103 
CAB ki FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 I (ROMO9I) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB * -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YC RUG-U - 000 RUD-L 000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IS - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 81-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
95-6 - 20.000 IORB ,7.850 
RUN NO. 376/ 0 RN/L - 3 20 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5 001 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.02300 -.35400 .10750 .26130 -.00950 .00150 - 00100 
600 -1 000 - 02740 - 24800 09790 23480 -.00850 00140 - 00140 
.600 .000 -.02800 -.13820 .09200 .20840 -.00830 .00160 - 00140 
Soo 1.000 -.02490 -,03190 .08930 .19230 -.00840 .00190 -.00130 
.600 2.oo -.02200 .07040 .08910 .15660 -.00820 .00200 -.00130 
6o0 3.000 -.02260 .17280 .09080 .13100 -.00760 00180 - 00140 
.600 4.000 -.02500 .27350 .09410 .10770 -.00700 .00160 -.00130 
.600 5.000 -.02440 .37170 .09970 .08820 -.00620 .00150 - 00140 
.600 6.000 -.02010 .47220 .10740 .07040 -.00530 .00130 -.00150 
.600 7.000 -.01810 .57630 .11700 .05210 -.00470 .00110 -.00110 
.600 9.000 -.02070 .67990 12940 .03350 -.00480 .00110 - 00090 
.600 9.000 -.02280 .77990 .14610 01460 -.00580 00130 - 00120 
.60O 10.000 -.02140 .87610 .16730 -.00440 -.00700 .00180 -.00130 
.600 11.000 -.01970 .96560 .19340 -.02230 -.00750 .00910 -.00100 
.600 12,000 -.02010 1,04690 a2300 -.04280 -.00710 .00220 -.00050 
ORAOIENT .0DOES .10384 -.00092 -.02508 .00039 .00002 -.00003 
RUN NO. 375/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
700 -2.000 -.01000 -.38210 .11360 .27520 -.00970 .00100 -.00090 
.700 -3.000 -.01290 -,27250 .10230 .25350 -.00850 00120 - 00t50 
700 c0 -.0:130 -.15790 .09490 .22830 -.00900 .00130 -.00140 
.700 1.000 -,01 80 -.04560 .09180 .20000 -.00790 00160 - 00220 
100 2.000 -.01320 .06250 .09260 .16950 -.00920 .00190 -.00110 
700 3.000 -.01070 .16910 .09620 .13890 -.00840 .00200 -.00110 
700 4 0oo - 00920 .27410 .0160 .11220 -.00740 .00190 - 00220 
700 5 000 - 01310 .37630 .ioeeo .09080 -.00560 .00150 -.00120 
.700 6 000 -.01640 .47980 .11850 .07030 -.00400 00120 -.00120 
.700 7.000 -.01400 .59800 13110 .04690 -.00310 00100 - 00120 
700 8.000 -.00590 69730 .14680 02210 -.00310 .00200 -.00150 
.700 9.000 .00000 .80110 .16610 -.00120 - 00410 00120 -.00190 
.700 20.000 -.00250 .89540 .18950 -.02060 -.00520 .00140 -.00150 
.100 11.000 -.00800 97830 .216BO -.03320 - 00550 00130 -.00090 
700 12 000 - 00930 2 05200 .24710 -.04230 -.00530 00100 - 00030 
GRADIENT - 00003 .10810 -.00039 -.02733 .00031 00011 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 104 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS ORB NOZ AT38 2 ) (RGMOSB) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1339,9100 IN.XC BETA .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3 o00 
SCALE - .0300 Sl-2 - .000 S3-4 45 000 
5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 382/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 






































.300 3.000 - 04270 .21550 .09100 -.00160 - 00490 .00140 - 00120 
300 4.000 -.03910 .30600 09430 -.02280 -.00510 00150 - 00120 
.300 5.000 - 03790 39780 .09910 -.04430 -.00460 00150 -.00140 
.300 6.000 -.03640 .49280 .10590 -.06530 -.00400 00150 - 00160 
.300 7.000 -.03630 .58890 .11480 -.08420 -.00330 .00150 -.00180 
.300 8.000 -.03780 .68190 .12440 -. 10270 -.00330 .00140 - 00190 
.300 9 000 - 03770 .77200 .13590 -.12130 -.00390 .00130 - 00160 
.300 10.000 -.03720 .85260 .15020 -.13700 - 00550 .00190 - 00120 
.300 II 000 - 03720 .95010 .16840 -.14620 - 00720 .00280 - 00080 
.300 12 000 -.03700 1.03020 .19100 -.15110 - 00860 00350 - 00090 
GRADIENT .00078 .09490 -.00011 -.02242 .00021 -.00000 00006 
RUN NO 381/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5-00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -2.000 -.03580 - 30180 .10520 .11570 - 00850 .00120 - 00130 
500 -1.000 -.03840 - 19720 .09700 .08920 -.00780 .001 0 - 00140 
.500 .000 -.03990 -.08950 .09220 .06450 -.00730 .00160 -.00130 
500 I 000 -.03960 .01410 .09020 .04080 - 00700 .00160 - 00120 
.500 2.000 -.03790 .11250 .09040 .01820 -.00680 00160 - 00130 
.500 3.000 -.03550 .21010 .09230 -.00400 -00680 .00160 - 00130 
.600 4.000 .$ 4 .30780 .09i8o p2540 -.00890 .00160 -.00130 
.500 5.000 03490 .40940 .10120 -.04600 -.00640 .00150 -.00150 
500 6.000 -.03730 .50120 .10860 -.06520 -.00590 .00140 - 00160 
.500 7.000 - 04080 .59820 .11750 -.08120 -.00550 .00140 - 00150 
.600 8 000 -.04140 .69590 .12800 -.09590 -.00550 .00140 - 00140 
.500 9.000 -.03850 .79280 .14180 -.11070 -.00560 .00150 - 00150 
.500 10.000 -.03790 .88680 .16000 -.12440 -.00600 .00180 -.OO1O 
500 11,000 -.03480 .97490 .18280 -.13310 -.00720 .00230 -.00180 
.500 12.000 -.02750 1,05590 .20970 -.14050 -.00890 .00290 -.00140 
GRADIENT .00051 .10077 -.00040 -.02301 .00025 .00003 - 00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 105
 





SREF - 5500 0000 SO.FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF 327.8000 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN, YO RUD-U " .000 RUD-L ,.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-lB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE = 0300 SI-2 - 000 $3-4 - 45 000 
95-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7 650 
RUN NO. 380/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -2.000 -.02030 -.31670 .10780 .12820 -.00930 .00150 -.00120
 
600 -1 000 - 01870 -.21040 .09870 .09980 - 00880 .00160 -.00150
 
.600 .000 -.02420 -.10030 .09330 .07200 - 00910 .00180 -.00150
 
S00 1 000 - 03120 .00640 09110 .04650 - 00930 .00200 - 00140
 
.600 2.000 -.03520 10860 .09140 
 02350 -.00880 00200 -.00140
 
.600 3.000 -.03460 .20970 .09360 .00100 -.00770 .00180 -.00130
 
.600 4.000 - 03290 .30910 .09740 -.02020 -.00700 .00170 -.00130
 
.600 5.000 - 03320 .40670 .10350 -.03860 -.00670 00160 - 00140
 
.600 6.000 -.03550 .50600 11170 -.05480 -.00640 00160 - 00150
 
600 7 000 - 03890 .60860 12220 - 07100 - 00580 00140 - 00110
 
.600 8.000 -.03900 .71130 13530 -.08770 -.00540 00130 - 00090
 
.600 9.000 -.03540 .81090 .15230 -.10440 -.00570 .00140 -.00130
 
.800 10.000 -.03430 .90590 .17370 -112060 -.00670 .00180 -.00130
 
.600 11.000 -.03430 99300 19990 -.13470 -.00730 00210 - 00090
 
.600 12.000 -.03200 1 07230 23000 -.15070 -.00720 .00220 - 00040
 
GRADIENT - 00234 .10349 -.00040 -.02385 00038 00002 00000
 
RUN NO. 379/ 0 RN/L - 3 52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.02550 -.34530 .11310 .14450 -.00940 .00130 -.00120
 
.700 -1 GO -.02510 -.23530 .10260 .11960 - 008g 00130 -.00160
 
.700 .000 -.08410 -.12190 .09620 .09260 - 00860 .00160 -.00160
 
.700 1,000 -.02530 -.02050 .09370 06550 -.00850 .00180 -.00130
 
.700 2.000 -.02780 .09730 .09490 .03950 -.00850 .00200 -.00110
 
700 3 000 -.02850 20300 .09890 .01390 -.00840 00210 -.00210
 
.700 4.000 -.02630 .30630 .10500 - 02020 -.00760 .00290 -.00110
 
.700 5,000 -.02440 40680 .11280 -.03090 -.00640 ,00170 - 00100
 
.700 6.000 -.02460 .5D850 .12300 -.04980 -.00530 .DIBO -.00090
 
.700 7.000 -.02300 .61460 .13610 -.07050 -.00460 .00130 -.00090
 
.700 B.O0 -.01860 72280 .15200 -.09260 -.00480 .00130 - 00110
 
.700 9.000 - 01690 .82700 .17150 -.11380 -.00560 00150 -.00130
 
.700 20.000 -.02090 92190 .19530 -.13030 - 00650 .00160 - 00090
 
700 11.000 -.02370 1.00420 22300 -.14000 -.00670 00150 -.00040
 
.700 12 000 - 01980 1.07560 25350 -.14740 -.00630 .00120 -.00010
 
GRADIENT - 00017 .10780 .00023 -.02546 .00033 .00009 .00007
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
 PAGE 106
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L ­ .000
 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-IB .000
- ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 . 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 ORB - 7 8650 
RUN NO 386/ 0 RN/L - I.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -22.000 5.61640 .60940 .09660 -.11730 .29190 - 02970 .03690
 
300 -10.000 5 81930 .50520 .09940 
 -.11290 .24010 - 02530 .03040
 
.300 -8.000 582320 .49230 .10110 -.10010 .16540 -.01090 .02450
 
.300 -6.000 5.82620 .48290 .106230 -.08430 .13210 -.00710 .01060
 
.300 -4 000 5.e2810 48130 .10350 -.01110 .08260 -.00390 .01230
 
300 -3.000 5.82810 .48280 .10430 -.06770 .05940 - 00240 .00900
 
.300 -2.000 5.62660 .48430 .10500 -.06730 03710 -.00090 00560
 
.300 -1,000 5.82860 .4S440 .10540 -.06890 .01490 .00030 .00220
 
.300 .000 5,82810 .48460 .10550 -.07070 
 -.00770 .00130 -.00140
 
.300 I oo 5.82760 .48590 .10600 -.07140 -.03120 .00250 -.00490
 
.300 2 000 5.82760 .48770 .IOGfO -.0180 -.05510 .00400 
 -.00850
 
.300 3 000 5.82670 .49010 .10600 -.07460 -.07890 .00550 -.01180
 
.300 4.000 5.82520 .49330 .10610 -.08120 -.10250 .00670 -.01470
 
.300 6 000 5.82130 .50180 .10580 -.09990 -.15110 .00900 -.02010
 
300 8.000 5.818B0 .50970 .10340 -.11670 -.20310 .01230 - 02620
 
.300 10 000 5 81840 .51470 .09960 - 12630 -.25770 01860 -.03290
 
.300 12 000 5 81590 .51350 .09690 -.12690 - 31230 .02110 - 03910
 
GRADIENT -.00031 .00130 .00031 -.00121 -.02310 .00130 - 00343
 
RUN NO. 366/ 0 RN/L - L,85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 
 CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -12.000 5 81300 .51420 .20000 - 20840 .29750 -.02010 03680
 
.500 -20.000 5.81490 .61040 .10040 -.10400 .24340 - 01540 .03090
 
.500 -8.000 5.81980 .49980 .10200 -.09370 .19070 -.01190 .02540 
500 -6.000 5 82470 .49170 .10400 -.07960 .13760 -.008 0 .01940 
500 -4.000 B 82710 .4890 .105B -.09610 .08480 -.00390 .01260 
.500 -3.000 5.82710 .49120 .10640 -.06260 .05990 -.00200 00920 
.500 -2,000 5.82670 .49310 .20680 -.06260 .03590 -.00060 .00560 
.500 -2.000 5.82820 .49390 .20700 - 06400 .01500 .00030 .00210 
.500 .000 5.82620 .49350 .10720 -.06440 -.00710 .00110 -.00140 
.500 I.00 5.82570 .49360 .10760 -.06440 -.03070 .00230 -.00510 
.500 2.000 5.92570 .49460 .10790 -.06850 -.05560 .00390 -.00870 
.500 3.000 5.82570 .49580 .19790 -.07140 -.08080 .00540 -.01230 
.500 4.000 5.82570 .49770 .10760 -.07850 -.10570 .00710 -.01560 
.500 6.000 5.82230 .50380 .10630 -.09540 -.15660 .01000 -.02160
 
500 8.000 5 81690 .51250 .10410 -.11140 -.21010 .01290 '.02730
 
.500 20.000 5.81250 .51900 .10150 -.11970 -.26560 .01640 -.03300
 
.500 , 12.000 5.81450 .51650 .09940 -.11320 -.32010 .02150 - 03910
 





DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 
C ( 21 JAN 76
(R0093)
CAB KI FO H15.6 V91 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 

















1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 





















RUN NO. 384/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 GO/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.81150 .51930 .10520 -.09700 .30320 -.02030 .03720 
600 -10.000 5.81250 .51970 .10450 -.09590 .24920 -.01610 03160 
.600 -8.000 5.81740 S5050 .10630 -.08430 .19530 - 01230 02610 
.600 -6.000 5.82130 .49900 .10720 -.06950 .14100 -.00830 .01990 
.600 -4 000 5 82230 .49850 .10930 -.05760 .08760 -.00420 01290 
.600 -3.000 5.82180 .49710 .11000 -.05480 .06220 -.00230 00930 
.600 -2.000 5.82230 .49740 .11010 -.05490 .03850 -.00080 .00580 
600 -1.000 5.82280 .49720 .11000 -.05700 .01590 .00020 00230 
600 000 5.82320 .49750 .11030 -.05880 -.00660 .00100 -.00130 
600 1.000 5.82280 .49870 .11070 -.05950 -.03010 .00200 - 00500 
600 2.000 5.82230 .50000 .11120 -.05970 -.05510 .00350 -.00870 
600 3.000 5 82180 .50120 1.11150 -.06180 -.08120 .00540 -.01220 
600 4.000 5.82080 .50340 .11140 -.06830 -.10750 .00720 -.01560 
.600 6.000 5 01790 61070 .11010 -.08660 - 16040 01030 - 02200 
.600 8 000 5.81450 .51930 .10850 - 10680 -.21460 .01320 -.02800 
600 10.000 5.21250 .52290 ,z0710 -.11470 -.27040 .01680 - 03360 
.600 12 000 5 81400 .51970 .10650 -.10680 -.32900 .02270 -.03900 
GRADIENT - 00010 .00078 .00026 -.00126 -.02405 00132 - 00356 
RUN NO 3831 0 RNL ­ 3 56 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL co CL CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.81300 .51340 .11690 -.07320 .31710 -.02050 .03480 
.700 -10.000 5 81350 .51520 .11650 -.07660 .262860 -.01720 .03020 
100 -8.000 5.91640 .50490 .11770 -.06900 .20430 -.01270 02460 
700 -6.000 5.81980 .49620 .12000 -.05740 .147tO -.00830 .01860 
.700 -4.000 5 82080 .49400 .12230 -.05040 .09340 -.00470 01250 
700 -3.000 5.82130 .49400 .12270 -.04960 .06750 -.00290 .00920 
.700 -2.000 5.82130 .49330 .1L240 -.05020 .04210 -.00120 .00580 
.700 -1.000 5.8180 .49280 .12190 -.05020 .01770 .00010 00240 
700 .000 5.82180 .49320 .12180 -.04990 -.00630 .00120 -.00120 
.700 1,000 5.82180 .49420 .12220 -.05070 -.03140 .00240 -.00480 
.700 2.000 5 82180 .49500 .12260 - 05190 - 05780 00390 - 00820 
.700 3.000 5.82280 .49560 .12330 - 05410 - 08490 .00570 -.01150 
.700 4.000 5.82230 .49750 .12320 -.06040 -.11200 .00770 - 01450 
.700 6 000 5 81930 .50530 .12160 -.07960 -.16670 .01110 - 02040 
.700 8 000 5 81490 .51450 .11970 -.09500 -.22330 .01420 - 02610 
700 I0.000 5 8110o .52090 .11820 -.10070 -.28110 01750 - 03190 
700 12.000 5.81300 .51900 .11760 -.09470 -.33800 .02210 - 03720 
GRADIENT .00019 .00039 .00011 -.00096 -.02546 .00146 - 00342 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 108 
CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 ) (R01094) 1 21 JAN 75 1 










































55-6 20 000 lORB - 7.850 
RUN NO 390/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL 











































































































































































RUN NO. 369/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 


































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 109
 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS, ORB NOZ AT3.2 ) (ROM094) I e1 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XHRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI * 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF . 327 9000 IN. YRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 10.000 RUD-L 20 000 
6REF - 2348 0000 IN ZHRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 St-2 - 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
85-6 - 20.000 1OR - 7 850 
RUN NO. 388/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5 80470 .51930 .10480 -.09470 .33180 -.03740 .03900 
600 -10 000 5 80620 .51680 .10420 - 09090 27430 -.03210 03300 
600 -8.000 5.81010 .50610 .10530 - 07950 .21850 - 02720 02750 
son -B000 S 81350 .49810 .10740 - 06560 16380 -.02280 .02130 
.600 -4.000 5 81490 .49670 .10970 -.05430 .11060 -.01830 01440 
.600 -3 000 5 81490 49730 .11040 -.05230 .08510 -.01640 01070 
600 -2 000 5 81490 .49790 .11060 -.05360 .06090 -.01470 .00710 
.600 -1.000 5.81490 .49850 .11060 -.05590 .03740 -101350 .00350 
600 000 5 8490 .49940 .11080 - 05790 .01430 -.01250 -.00010 
.bO 1.000 5.61490 .50020 .11150 -.05940 -00910 -.01150 - 00380 
.600 2.000 5 81490 50120 11230 -.06040 -.03370 -.01030 - 00730 
.600 3 000 5 81400 .50260 .11270 - 06300 - 05960 -.00850 -.01080 
.600 4 000 5.81300 .50560 .11260 -.06980 - 08580 -.00680 - 01420 
.600 6.000 5 81050 .51350 .11180 - 09030 -.13810 -.00400 -.02040 
600 B.000 5.80810 .52040 11100 -.10790 -.19110 -.00160 - 02800 
.600 10 000 5.80710 .52370 .11030 - 11580 -.24550 .00110 -.03130 
.600 12.000 5 80570 .52040 .10930 -.10990 - 30290 .00600 -.03700 
GRADIENT -.00017 .00101 .00038 -.00185 -.02426 .00134 -.00358 
RUN NO 387/ 0 RN/L - 3.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL cO CLH CY CLN CSL 
700 -12.000 5.80810 51320 .11680 -.06760 .34480 - 03710 03670 
.700 -10 000 5 80660 .51340 .11650 - 06860 28920 -.03370 03190 
700 -8.000 5.81010 50340 .11760 -.05950 .22800 -.02800 .02620 
.700 -. 000 S.81350 .49540 .11990 -.05020 .16910 -.02260 .02010 
.700 -4.000 5.81490 .49400 .12260 - 04580 11560 -.01860 01390 
.700 -3.000 5 81450 .49440 .12310 -.04570 .08970 -.06BO .01070 
700 -2 000 5.81350 49400 .12260 -.04840 .06370 -.01490 .00710 
.700 -1.000 5 81350 49330 .12230 -.04710 03860 -.01330 .00360 
.700 000 5.81490 .49370 .12270 -.04780 .01490 -.01220 .00010 
.700 1.000 5 81490 .49470 .12330 -.04650 -.00890 -.01120 -.00330 
700 2.000 5.81490 .49560 .12400 -.04950 -.03430 - 00990 -.00660 
.700 3 000 5.81400 .49680 .12450 -.05270 -.06130 -.00820 -. 00980 
700 4.000 5 81250 .49910 .12450 - 05980 - 08840 -.00640 -.01290 
700 6.000 5.81010 .50630 .12350 -.07830 -.14230 -.00330 -.01870 
700 8 000 5 80760 .51420 .12190 -.09160 -.19730 -. 00100 -.02430 
.700 10.000 5 80520 .51950 .12050 -.09640 -.25300 .00140 -.02960 
700 12.000 5.80470 .51820 12010 -.09550 - 30960 .00540 -.03480 
GRADIENT -.00011 00054 00026 -.00141 -.02521 .00145 - 00338 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 110 
CAB I FO HIS. VQ.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3S.2 I (RGHOS51 I 2 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF -S D0 0000 Q.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STA - I co 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YHRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - co 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-I - 10.000 ELV-OB ­ 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 53-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 . 20 00 IORS - 7.850 
RUN NO 394/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.06040 -.2B800 .20290 -.06910 -.00650 .00100 -.00220 
.300 -1.000 -.05530 -.11780 .09620 -.08960 - 00730 .00160 -.00150 
.300 .000 -.05360 -.01590 .09250 -.11130 -.00710 .00170 - 00160 
.300 L.000 -.05810 .07970 .09150 -.1329 - 00610 .00140 - 00150 
300 2 000 -.05510 .17340 .09250 -.1520 -.00640 .00140 -.00140 
300 3.000 -.05140 .26690 .09510 -.17170 -.00640 .00150 - 00120 
.300 4.000 -.04970 .35750 .09900 -.19130 -.00650 .00150 -.00130 
.300 5.000 -. 05030 .44740 .W0430 -.20970 -.00740 .001 0 -.00150 
.300 6.000 -.05240 .54170 .11160 -.22750 -.00740 00190 - 00180 
.300 7 000 - 05450 .83810 .12100 -.24510 - 00600 00180 -.00180 
.300 8.000 -.05460 .72930 .13150 -.26050 -.00530 00160 - 00190 
300 9 000 -.000 81740 .14360 -.27460 -.30640 .001890 -.00150 
.300 10.000 -.05210 .90630 15820 -.28600 -.00850 .0050 - 00100 
.300 II 000 -.05760 .99250 .17580 -.29310 -.01000 00340 -.00070 
.300 12.000 -.06480 1.06950 .20000 -.29350 -.01000 .00380 -.00060 
GRADIENT .00t9 .09498 .00093 -.02016 .00O00 .00005 .00000 
RUN NO. 393/ 0 RN/IL - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5-00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLK CY CLN ESL 
.500 -2.000 -.05700 -.25070 .0660 -.0630 -,00990 .OO2O -.o00o 
.500 -1.000 -.05010 -.14550 .09910 -.08830 -.00920 .00150 -.00120 
.500 .000 -.04800 -.03870 09500 -.11120 - 00870 .00160 -.00100 
.500 L.000 -.05530 .06230 .09360 -.13200 -.00880 .00170 - 00110 
.500 2.000 -.05670 .1620 09450 -.15190 -.00880 00190 -.00120 
.500 3.000 -.05220 .25890 .09690 -.17090 -.00860 .00180 -.00110 
.500 4.000 -.0521o . 35M60 .10090 -.18890 -.Do40 .00180 -.0oio 
.500 5 00 - 05570 .44880 .10860 -.20610 -.00820 00150 - 00130 
.500 6 000 -.05280 .54410 .11460 -.22220 -.00770 00160 -.00150 
.500 7.000 -.04520 .64140 .12430 -.23630 -.00730 .00160 -.00250 
.500 8.000 -.04590 .73710 .13540 -.24870 -.00710 .00150 -.00130 
.500 9.00 -.04950 .83220 .14970 -.25110 -.00590 .00160 -.00150 
.500 10.000 -.04820 .92520 .16820 -.27010 -.00730 .00190 -.00180 
500 11.000 -.04570 1.01180 .19100 -. 7150 -.00850 .00240 -.00140 
.500 12.000 -.04700 1.09050 .21810 -.27180 -.01020 00320 - 00110 
GRADIENT -.00018 .0997 .00019 -.02027 .00019 ".00006 -.00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE III 
GAS kI FO H15.8 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT36.2 I (RONO95) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF * 5500.0000 So.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 3R7 9000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP 190 7500 IN ZC ELV-IB - 10 000 ELV-OB - 13.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
S-5 - 20 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO 392/ 0 RN/L " 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.04860 -.27110 .10970 -.05050 -.01010 00160 -.00100 
.600 -1.000 -.04600 -.16340 .10120 -.07700 -.00950 00150 - 00130 
600 000 -.04540 -.05360 .09640 -.10270 -.009O0 00180 -.00130 
.600 1.000 -.04620 .04920 .09510 -,12480 -.01010 00200 - £0130 
.600 2 o00 - 05170 .15140 .09600 -.14430 -.01010 00220 - 00130 
.600 3.000 -.05180 .25210 .09860 -.16320 - 00920 00210 -.00130 
.600 4.000 -.04610 .35080 .10290 -.18120 -.00850 .0010 -100120 
.600 5.000 -.04080 .44810 .10920 -.19550 -.00810 .00170 -.00120 
.600 6.000 -.04000 .54680 .11770 -.20610 -.00740 00160 - 00140 
600 7.000 -.04250 .64810 .12850 -.21BBO -.00580 00150 -.00120 
.600 8.000 -.04130 .74880 .14230 -.23280 -.00590 .00130 - 00070 
.600 9.000 -.03980 .84600 .16010 -.24700 -.00800 .00150 -.00080 
.600 10 000 -.03850 .93870 18170 -.258O0 -.00940 .00210 - 00120 
.600 II 000 -.04010 1.02480 .20760 -.26530 - 01000 00250 -. OlOO 
.600 12,000 -.04550 1.10410 .23760 -.27400 - 00930 .00250 -.00030 
GRADIENT .00041 .10267 .00015 - 02076 00025 00005 -.00001 
RUN NO. 391/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 -.04460 -.30150 .11520 -.02970 -.01000 .00120 -.00080 
.700 -1,000 -.04580 -.18870 .10520 -.05610 -.01060 .00140 -.00140 
.700 .000 -.04590 -.07400 .09950 -.08220 -.01090 .00170 -.00130 
.700 1.000 -.04510 .03290 .09820 -. 10440 -.01000 .000o -.00110 
.700 2 00 -.04850 .1t38O .09940 -.12390 -.00920 .00200 -.00090 
.700 3.000 -.04990 .24320 . 0350 -.14450 -.00940 .00210 -.00100 
.700 4 000 -.05040 .34450 .11030 -.16400 -.00920 .00210 -.00090 
.700 5.000 -.05130 .44340 .11890 -. 17950 -.00810 00190 - 00100 
.700 6.000 -.05130 .54430 .12910 -. 19350 -.00660 .00160 -.00080 
.700 7.000 -.04890 .64980 .14200 -.2020 -.00580 .00150 -.00070 
.700 8.000 -.04570 .75720 .15830 -.22950 -.00590 .00140 -.00100 
700 9.000 -.0460 .98000 .17780 -.24650 -.00640 .00150 -.00100 
.700 10.000 -.04400 .95340 .20130 -.25780 -.00710 .00170 - 00040 
700 11.000 -.04290 1.03560 .22920 -.25310 -.00740 .00160 00010 
.700 12.000 -.04610 1.10640 .26070 -.28590 -.00720 .00140 .00000 
GRADIENT -.00100 .10640 .00077 -.02136 .00030 00012 .00003 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE lI 
CAB KI FO H15B.6 V91 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38,2 I (ROMOSg) 2! JAN 75 1 











1339 9100 IN. XC 













BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - .000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
65-6 - 0.000 ORB - 9 700 
RUN No, 398/ 0 RN/L - 1,92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPRAW BETA CL CO CLm CY CLN CSL 
300 -2 000 - 05700 -.24000 .09040 .18390 -.00600 .00120 - 00150 
.300 -1.000 -.05910 -.13730 .08430 .10020 -.00650 00150 -.00170 
.300 000 - 05890 -.03380 .08150 .13640 - 00590 .00140 - 00160 
300 I 000 - 05640 .06290 .0B110 .11290 -.00550 .00130 -.00160 
.300 2 00 - 05410 .15950 .oen2o .00590 -.00530 .00130 -.00140 
300 3.000 -.05500 .25570 .08530 .05690 -.00590 .00130 -.00130 
300 4.000 -.05510 .34770 .08940 .02960 -.00610 .00130 -.00130 
.300 5.000 -.05590 .43900 .09520 .00500 -.00570 .00120 -.00130 
300 6.000 - 05880 .53390 .10320 -.01790 -.00490 .00120 -.00150 
.300 7.000 -.06030 .63200 .11360 -.04200 -.00400 .00210 -.00170 
.300 8.000 - 06180 .72840 '.12570 - 06790 -.00340 .00100 - 00160 
.300 9 000 - 06400 .82170 .13900 -.09420 -.00430 .00110 - 00100 
.300 10 000 - 06540 .91250 .15420 -.11690 r.00670 00190 -.00040 
.300 21.000 -.06470 .99960 .17,00 -.13200 -.00850 .00290 - 00030 
.300 12.000 -.06400 t.08020 ..19670 -.14260 -.00870 .00320 -.00030 
GRADIENT 00050 .09694 .00085 -.02584 .00005 - 00002 00005 
RUN NO 3971 0 RN/L - 2 91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
HACH ALPHAW AETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -2.000 -.05070 -.26770 .09450 .19200 -.00900 .00120 - 00130 
.500 -1.000 -.04810 -.16030 .08770 .16510 -.00820 00140 - 00140 
.5600 ,000 -.04790 -.05160 .08430 .13Bs -.00750 .00140 -. 00130 
.500 1.000 -.04760 .05100 .08370 .11190 -.00720 .00150 -.00140 
.500 2.000 -.04440 .15150 .08530 .08300 -.00730 .00150 -.00150 
.500 3.000 -.04190 .25030 .08840 .05430 -.00710 .00140 -.00140 
.500 4,000 -,O40i0 .34820 .09300 .02690 -.00650 00120 -.00120 
.500 5.000 -.04130 .44540 .09970 .00110 -.00520 .00120 -. 00130 
.500 6.000 -.04860 .54440 .10870 - 02390 - 00800 00230 -.00150 
.500 7.000 -.05730 .64500 .11970 -.04830 -.00550 .00130 -.00140 
500 8.000 -.05800 .74510 13270 -.07240 - 00550 .00130 -.00100 
.500 9.000 -.06480 .84380 .14850 -.09650 - 00OO0 .00140 -.00130 
.500 10.000 - 05030 .93870 .16830 -.1630 - 00590 .00140 -.00180 
.500 II 000 -.04700 1.02650" 19270 -.12790 -.00580 00150 - 00170 
S0 12.000 - 04740 1.10640 .22150 -.13600 -.00690 .00200 - 00130 
GRADIENT .00147 .10167 .00091 -.02749 .00035 -.00001 00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA9 PAGE 113 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 I (ROMO9G t 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-0B - 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 000 53-4 -- 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORB 9.700 
RUN NO 396/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.06000 -.28420 .09770 .20390 -.00920 00140 - 00120 
600 -1.000 -.06160 -.17480 .09020 .17450 -.00850 .00130 -.00150 
.600 .000 -.05670 -.06280 .08640 .14400 - 00890 .00150 - 00150 
600 I 000 -.05140 .04360 0B0 11450 -.00900 00170 - 00150 
600 2 000 - 05250 .14620 .08840 .06500 - 00850 .00160 - 00150 
.600 3 000 -.05460 .24880 09240 .05610 - 00810 .00140 - 00130 
S0 4.000 -.05470 .35010 .09860 .02800 - 00770 .00140 - OO0 
.600 5.000 -.05250 .44870 .10780 .00110 -.00700 00140 - 00100 
.600 6.000 - 05010 .54820 11960 -.02600 -.00600 00130 - 00110 
600 7.000 -.04840 .65060 13290 -.05260 - 00500 .00110 -.00100 
.500 8,000 -.04860 .75240 .14790 -.07640 -.00440 .00080 - 00070 
.600 9 000 -.04840 .85010 .16550 -.09820 -.00490 .00080 -.00080 
.600 10.000 -.04990 .94330 .Ie660 -.10990 -.00B30 s00130 - 00120 
.600 11.000 - 05300 1.03030 21190 -.11610 -.00B0 .00140 - 00090 
.600 12.000 -.05390 1.10890 .24140 - 12150 - 00640 .00140 -.00040 
GRADIENT .00110 .10467 00158 -.02911 00027 .00000 00005 
RUN NO 395/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAN BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.04380 -.30440 .10480 .20860 - 01000 .00120 -.00120
 
.700 -1 000 -.04530 -.19370 .09700 .17950 - 00960 00110 - 00150
 
.700 .000 -.04780 -.08140 .09430 .14740 -.00930 .00120 -.00130
 
.700 1.000 -.0480 .02760 .09550 .11670 - 00900 00130 -.00100
 
.700 2.000 -.04720 13260 .09960 .08820 - 00890 00160 20090
 
.700 3.000 -.04440 .23690 .10550 .05840 -.00880 .00180 -.00100
 
700 4.000 -.04360 33970 .11310 .02870 - 00810 00170 -.00110
 
.700 5.000 -.04350 43930 .12250 .00440 -.00660 00140 -.00100
 
.700 6 000 -.04230 53910 .13400 -.01450 - 00480 00100 -.00090
 
.700 7,000 -.04180 64280 .14800 -.03230 - 00380 .00060 -.00090
 
.700 8 000 -.04340 74760 .16440 -.04910 -.00380 .00050 -.00120
 
.700 9 000 -.04480 84930 ,1G370 -.06430 - 00450 .00050 -.00130
 
.700 10 000 -.04290 94590 .20690 -.07740 - 00550 .00060 -.00090
 
.700 11.000 - 04020 I.03360 23470 -.08750 - 00610 .00050 - 00020
 
nnn t,.nn - Qzufn i ltif - fl.,,,n- 2~l 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 114 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 I (RGM097) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA C. PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L 00o 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OB ­ o00 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45.OOO 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 408/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.79540 .55320 .09220 -.08470 29000 -.02710 04040 
.300 -10.000 5.79930 .54750 .09290 -.07520 .23830 - 02200, 03310 
.300 -8.000 5.80520 .53330 .09520 -.05490 .18600 -.01740 02670 
.300 -6.000 5 81050 .52230 .09760 - 03380 .13350 -.01250 .02010 
.300 -4.000 5.81350 .51970 .099 0 -.01950 .08230 -.00740 01320 
.300 -3 000 5 81400 .52220 .10050 -.01780 .05810 - 00490 .00970 
300 -2.000 5 81400 .52560 .10150 - 01980 03540 - 00270 00620 
.300 -1.000 5.81300 .52700 .10230 - 02290 01300 -.00090 00250 
300 000 5.81200 .52740 .0290 -.02440 -.00960 00090 - 00110 
.300 1.000 5.81050 .52850 .10290 -.02380 -.03310 00280 -.00480 
.300 2.000 5.81010 .52930 .10240 -.02220 -.05790 .00520 - 00860 
.300 3.000 5.81050 .53060 .0190 -.02420 -.08300 .00780 -.01220 
.300 4.000 5 80960 .53390 .10160 -.03280 -.10800 01030 -.01540 
.300 6.000 5.80420 .54390 .10050 -.05760 -.15830 .01450 -.02150 
300 8 000 5.79980 .55230 .09730 -.0762O -.20990 01890 -.02640 
.300 10.000 5.79740 .55770 .09320 -.08570 - 26160 .02330 - 03590 
.300 12.000 5 79540 .55020 .09130 -.09510 -.31120 .0760 - 04270 
GRADIENT -.00061 .00151 .00024 -.00130 -.02362 .00214 -.00361 
RUN NO 401/ 0 RN/L - 2 90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CO CLI CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12 000 5.79980 55480 .09700 -.06830 .30000 -.02800 .04050 
.600 -20.000 5.80030 54910 .09740 -,05440 .24800 -.02300 .03390 
.500 -8.000 5.80620 .53600 .09880 -.03740 .19580 -.01860 .02760 
.500 -6.000 5.81010 .52690 .10110 -.02220 .14170 -.01330 .02080 
.500 -4.000 5.8po00 52620 .10390 -.01320, .08690 -.00730 .01360 
.500 -3 000 5.80960 52860 ,10520 -01380 .06120 - 00460 .00980 
.500 -2.000 5.80860 .53140 .10640 -.01780 .03760 -.00260 00610 
500 -1.000 5.80910 .53290 .10720 - 02120 .01520 -.00110 00250 
.500 .000 5.80960 .53330 .10770 -.02220 -.00740 .00050 -.00110 
.500 1.000 5,80960 .53380 .10810 -.02200 -.03120 .00230 -.00460 
.500 2.000 5.81010 .53420 .10810 -.02120 -.05630 .00440 - 00850 
.500 3.000 5 81100 .53440 .10750 -.02150 - 08200 00680 -.012eo 
.500 4.000 5 81050 .53550 .10650 - 02540 -.10830 .00950 - 01570 
500 6.000 5.80620 .54080 .10400 -.04070 - 16200 .01450 - 02250 
.500 8.000 5.80130 .54900 .10140 -.05770 -.21580 01910 -.02900 
.500 l0.fOO 5.79830 .55710 .09960 -.07020 -.26920 .02350 -.03550 
.500 12.000 5.79930 .56060 .09890 -.07220 -.32190 .02860 -.04250 
GRADIENT .00015 00102 .00036 -.00132 -.02408 .00198 - 00366 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 11 
CA5 KI FO H15 6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 ) (R0M097) 2! JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHA[ - 6 000 STAB - 00 
LREF * 327 8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF = 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 !N ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-B - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 20.000 lORE - 9 700 
RUN NO. 400/ 0 RN/L - 3,25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -12.000 5.79740 .55520 .10970 -.06150 .30630 - 02820 03890 
.600 -10 000 5 80080 54790 .10870 -.04170 .25610 -.02360 .03290 
.600 -8.000 5.80570 .53580 .10960 -.02480 .20250 - 01870 02670 
.600 -6.000 5.80910 .52930 .11200 -.01320 .14650 -.01320 .02020 
600 -4 000 5.80910 53110 .11510 - 00930 .09070 - 00760 01330 
600 -3 000 5.80860 53350 .11630 -.01200 .06420 -.00500 00980 
.600 -2 000 580760 .53540 11700 -.01790 03970 -.00270 .00640 
600 -1 000 5.80760 53700 .11720 -.02440 01640 -.00100 00290 
.600 .000 5 80810 .53850 11760 - 02770 -.00660 00050 -.00060 
.600 1.000 5.80860 .53910 .11820 -.02550 -.03070 .00210 -.00420 
.600 2.000 5 80810 .53920 .11850 -.02130 -.05670 00420 -.00780 
.600 3 000 5.80310 53900 11820 - 01860 -.08400 00680 - 01130 
600 4.000 5.80660 .53920 .11710 - 01930 -.11140 00920 - 01470 
600 6.000 5 80270 .54320 11420 -.03040 -.16560 01380 -.02130 
.600 8 000 5.80030 .55050 .11260 -.04790 -.22000 .01870 - 02780 
.500 10.000 5.79930 .55770 .11280 -.06290 - 27440 .02400 -.03420 
.600 12.000 5,79590 .55750 .11240 -.08390 -.32860 .02900 -.04040 
GRADIENT -.00016 .00098 .00030 -.00113 -.02488 .00199 -.00351 
0 RUN NO, 399/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.79640 .54640 .12500 -.02360 .31870 -.02680 .03750 
.700 -10.000 5.80620 .53870 .12350 -.00750 .26470 -.02340 .03 30 
.700 -9.000 5 80960 .52840 .12550 00290 0680 -.01700 .02640 
700 -6 000 5.81150 .52250 .12880 .00540 .14880 - 01080 .01990 
.700 -4 000 5.81160 52280 .13160 .00050 .09360 -.00620 .01320 
.700 -3.000 6.81050 .52370 .13230 -.00410 .0S770 -.00440 .00980 
.700 -2.000 5.80960 .52390 .13230 -.00880 .04290 -.00250 .00630 
700 -1.000 5 81010 .52390 .13230 - 01260 .01830 -.00090 00270 
.700 .000 5.81100 .52480 .13280 -.01340 -.00620 .00050 -.00100 
700 I 000 5.81050 .52590 13350 -.01070 -.03130 .00210 - 00460 
.700 2.000 5.80910 .62720 13410 -.00880 -.05780 00400 -.00820 
.700 3.000 5 80760 .52800 .13390 -.00810 -.08490 .00610 -.01170 
.700 4.000 5 80710 .52840 .13310 -.00730 -.11190 .00810 -.01490 
700 6 000 5.80760 .53190 .13060 -.00950 -.16660 .01210 - 02110 
.700 8 000 5 80470 .54050 .12860 -.02170 -.22350 .01760 - 02730 
700 10.00 5 79880 55140 .12780 -.03800 -. e1eo 02340 - 03340 
.700 12.000 5.79640 .55670 .12830 -.04510 - 33660 .02680 - 03900 
GRADIENT - 00045 .00073 .00028 -.00069 -.02551 00174 - 00355 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 116 
CA5 K! FO VS.I (PLUS. ORB TCS ATG 2A) IRGOOSB) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 RUD-U - 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-L - .000 51-2 - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - 45 000 55-6 - 20 000 
SCALE - 0300 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 407/ 0 RN/L - 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.150 -2.000 -.05020 -.20530 .08360 -.01960 -.01060 .00070 -.00100 
ISO -1 000 -.05170 -.11840 .07720 -.00830 -.00480 .00000 -.00090 
150 .000 -.05370 -.Oi9PO .07440 -.01020 -.00490 -.00010 - 00100 
ISO 1 000 -.05270 .07420 .07360 -.01330 -.00880 .00010 -.00110 
.150 a,000 -.05280 .15100 .07410 -.01280 -.00150 .00030 -.00119 
.150 3.000 -.05310 .24400 .07570 -.00870 -.00670 .00010 -.00110 
.150 4.000 -.05300 .32640 .0780 -.00400 -.00640 .00000 -.00130 
.150 5 000 -.05220 .41060 .08320 .00030 -.00670 .00030 -.00120 
.150 6.000 -.05300 .45590 .08930 .00440 -.00720 .00070 -.00110 
150 7.000 - 05630 .5B330 .09680 .00770 - 00850 00080 - 00110 
.150 8.000 -.05510 .67290 .10820 .00970 -.01040 .00040 -.00100 
150 9 000 - 05080 75310 .11740 .01150 -.01230 .00020 - 00100 
.150 10.000 -.04880 .84860 .13110 .01470 -.01190 .00030 -.00080 
150 II 000 -.05070 .92550 .14780 .01880 - 00990 .00050 -.00050 
.150 12.000 - 05410 .09960 .16840 .02370 -.00640 .00090 - 00030 
GRADIENT -.00022 08834 .00010 .00197 .00016 -.00002 - 00004 
RUN NO. 406/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.04320 -.23190 .08910 -.01160 - 01040 .00100 -.00070 
.300 -1.000 -.04970 -.13380 .0823o -,00790 -.00830 .00050 -.00070 
.300 .000 -.05130 -.03520 .07850 ".00570 -.00690 .00010 -.00050 
.300 1.000 -.05000 .05570 .07710 -.00400 . 00720 .00020 -.00070 
.300 2.000 -.05330 .14220 .07800 -.00170 -.00730 .00040 -.00070 
.300 3 000 - 05450 .22780 .01970 .00020 - 00770 .00040 -.O00D 
.300 4.000 -.05370 .31400 .08240 .00200 -.00640 .00030 - 00050 
.300 5.000 -.05350 .40030 .08660 .00420 -.00800 .00040 -.00070 
.300 6.000 -.05300 .48820 .09270 .00700 -.00110 .00050 -.00090 
.300 7.000 -.04980 .57750 .10030 .0102a -.00680 .00040 -.00110 
.300 8.000 -.05130 .66260 .10890 .01490 -.00620 00010 - 00120 
.300 9.000 -.05450 .74470 .11880 .01770 - 00640 .00020 - 00080 
.300 10.000 -.05370 .82890 .13140 .02090 -.00770 .00080 -.00020 
.300 11.000 -.05080 .91370 .14870 .02740 -.00950 .00140 .00000 
.300 12.000 -.05010 .99100 .17150 .03710 -.01040 .00170 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00125 .08975 -.00015 .00214 00016 -.00005 .00001 
DATE O JUN 75 TAEULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 117 
CA5 KI FO V9.I (PLUS, ORB TC5 AT38 2A) (ROMOS8) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC BETA * .000 RUO-U - .000 
LREF - 327.000 IN. YVRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .OO SI-2 - .000 
BREF - 234B.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.1500 IN. 2c 33-4 - 45.000 95-6 - 20.000 
SCALE - .0300 TORE * 7.850 
RUN NO, 405/ 0 RN/L - 2.80 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.04510 -.25000 .09330 -.01900 -.01080 .00080 -.00060 
.500 -1.000 -.05060 -.14990 .08580 -.01980 -.01000 .00090 -.00090 
.500 .000 -.04560 -.04830 ,OB140 -.02020 -.00970 .00100 -.00080 



















.500 4.000 -.04470 .31800 .08530 -.00630 -.00910 .00080 - 00080 
.500 5.000 -.04290 .40730 .08990 -.00180 -.00880 .00070 -.00090 
500 6 000 -.04140 .49860 .09640 00200 -.00790 00040 -.00110 
.500 7.000 -.04090 .59020 .10450 .00570 - 00700 00030 - 00090 
.500 8.000 -.03800 68260 .11430 .00900 -.00650 .00000 -.00080 
.500 9 000 -.03440 .77330 .12890 .01130 . - 00660 -.00010 -.00110 
.500 10.000 -.03100 .86230 .14400 .01510 -.00760 .00030 - 00150 
.500 11.000 - 02960 .94580 .16580 .02330 - 00310 .00090 - 0120 
.500 12 000 -.02710 1.02160 .19200 .03410 -.00940 .00140 - 00080 
GRADIENT .00047 .09362 -.00027 .00257 00024 -.00001 - 00002 
RUN NO. 404/ 0 mN/L - 3. W GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
it QD .600 -2 000 -.04500 -.26510 .09720 -.02230 -.01040 .00080 -.00050 
.600 -1 000 -.04260 -.16230 .088650 -.02560 -. OO00 00090 -.00090 
.600 000 -.04500 -.05920 .08380 -.02450 -.01040 .00110 -.00080 
600 1.000 -.04390 .03820 .08210 -.02230 -.01040 .O01lO -.00080 
600 2.000 -.04080 .13310 08250 - 01930 -.01040 .00120 -.00080 
.600 3.000 -.03930 .22850 .08440 -.01620 -.00990 .00110 -.00090 
.600 "4000 -.04000 .32260 .08800 -.01280 -.00920 .00090 -.00090 
600 5.000 -.04180 .41620 .09340 - 00840 -.00870 .00070 -.00100 
.600 6.000 - 04410 .51030 .10090 - 00220 -.00800 00050 - 00110 
.600 7.000 -.04420 .60570 .11050 .00220 -.00700 00000 -.00060 
.600 8.000 -.04330 70070 .12300 .00440 - 00650 -.00040 - 00020 
600 9 000 -.04380 .79410 13940 .00770 - 00750 -.00010 -.00040 
.600 10.000 - 04270 .88390 .16OlO .01430 -.00900 .00060 -.00080 
.600 11.000 -.04140 .96550 .18490 .02250 -.0080 .00090 -.00050 
600 12.000 - 04030 1.03890 .21400 .03000 -.00720 00040 .00000 
GRADIENT .00066 .09704 -.00033 .00226 .00021 - 00001 -.00005 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 1i8 
CAS KI FO V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2A) (RGO098) C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 RUD-U = .000 
LREP - 327.8000 IN. YMRP 0000 IN, YC ROD-L - .000 51-2 - .000 
.BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC S3-4 - 45.000 S5-6 20 000 
SCALE - 0300 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 403/ 0 RN/L - 3,5 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW SETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 -.03140 -.28720 .10390 - 02550 -. 01120 .00100 -. 00080 
.700 -1.000 -.03390 -.17870 .09360 - 02870 -. 01120 .00120 -.00080 
700 .000 -.03580 --.0720 .08020 - 02860 -. 01110 .00150 -.00090 
.700 1 000 - 03930 .02920 .08830 -.02660 -.01060 .00160 -.00090 
.700 2.000 -.03980 .12750 .08730 -.02390 - 01070 .00180 - 00090 
.700 3.000 -.03660 .22510 .09130 -.0isbO -.01090 .00200 -. 00080 
.700 4.000 -.03110 .32080 .09750 -.01320 -.01000 .00190 -.00080 
.700 5.000 -.02980 .41430 .10530 -.00580 -.008,0 .00130 -. 00080 
.700 81000 - 03590 .50920 .11470 -.00030 -.00660 .00080 -.00060 
.700 7.000 -.03900 .61120 .12650 .00160 - 00550 00000 - 00050 
700 8 000 -.03310 .71480 .14140 00240 -.00530 - 00040 - 00080 
.700 9 000 - ca3o .81410 .15980 .00380 -.00550 -.00050 - 00120 
.700 10 000 -.02390 .90350 .18240 .00850 -.00570 - 00040 - 00070 
.700 II 000 -.02130 98080 -20900 .01830 -.00590 -.00030 - 00010 
700 12 000 - 02't40 1.04770 .23850 .03040 - 00600 - 00020 00000 
GRADIENT 00030 .09998 .00047 .00292 .00033 .00009 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 






BETA - .000 RUD-USREF - 5500.0000 SO FT' XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YNRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-L - 000 S1-2 
BREF 2 ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC S3-4 - 45.000 S5-6348 0000 IN, 

IORB - .850SCALE - - 0300 
RUN NO, 411/ 0 RN/L - t.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL
 
300 -2.000 -.05300 -.24000 .09990 

MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM 

.00430 -.00860 .00010 -.00040
 
300 -1.000 -.05080 -.14360 .09260, .00880 -.00750 00000 - 00040
 
.300 000 -.04940 -.04710 .08820 .01070 -.00650 - 00020 - 00040
 
300 1.000 -.05070 .04160 .08660 .01340 - 00590 -.00020 
 - 00050 
.300 2 DO0 -.05720 .12770 .08690 .01630 -.00580 - 00020 - 00050 
.300 3.000 -.05950 .21440 08840 .01900 -.00670 - 00010 - 00050 
.300 4.000 -.05720 .29970 .09090 .02250 -.00770 O0010 - 00050 
300 5.000 
 -.05480 .38410 .09480 .02590 -.00750 .00010 - 00070 
.300 6.000 - 05350 .47030 .10090 .0300O - 00720 .00010 -. 00090 
.300 7.000 -.05550 .55880 .10890 .03510 -.00710 .00020 -.00110
 
.300 8.000 -.05770 .64490 .11750 .03990 -.00650 .00020 -.00120
 
.300 9.000 -.05800 .72800 12730 .04350 - 00510 .00010 - 00070
 
300 
 to 000 -.05720 .81140 .140to .04780 -.00720 00030 -.00030
 
.300 11.000 - 06760 .89360 .15730 05570 - 00850 00080 -.00010
 
.300 12.000 -.05790 .97000 17950 .06650 - 00930 00120 00020
 
GRADIENT -.00097 .09276 -.00052 .00295 .00007 .00001 -.00003
 
RUN NO 410/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CLN CSL
 
500 -2 000 -.05560 -.26180 10380 -.00460 -.01010 00040 -.00050
 
.600 -2.000 -.05410 -.168200 .09560 -.00270 - 00860 .00030 





.500 .000 -.05150 -.06160 .09090 -.00040 -.00830 .00040 -.00060
 
.500 1.000 -.04950 03I20 .08930 .00260 - 00870 .00060 -.00070
 
.500 2.000 -.0470 H12310 .08950 .00610 
 - 00850 .00060 -.00070
 
S00 3 000 -.04950 .21430 .09100 .01070 
 -.00800 .00040 -.00070
 
.500 4 000 -.05150 .30280 .09370 .01590 -.00770 .00040 
 -.00070 
500 5 000 -.05010 .39040 .09820 .02120 -.00750 .00040 -.00080 
.500 6 000 -.04730 .48110 .10490 .02660 -.00700 .00030 -.00100 
.500 7.000 -.04380 .57360 .11310 .03180 - 00640 .00010 -.00090 
.500 8.000 -.03960 .66460 .12260 .03620 -.00600 .00000 -.00080 
.500 9 000 -.04260 .75490 .13540 ,03920 -.00510 .00010 - 00120 
.500 10.000 -.04610 .84420 .15240 .04370 -.00760 .00060 -.00160
 
.500 it 000 -.04840 .92760 .17400 .05330 -.00880 .OotO -.00130
 
.500 12.000 -.03660 1.00240 .19980 .06560 -.00940 .00160 -.00090
 










- 20 000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
 PAGE 120
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO0FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA 000 RUO-U - .000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. yMRP ­ 0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 St-a - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZNRP '. 190 7500 IN ZC 53-4 - 45 000 S5-6 20 000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 409/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.03890 -. 27690 .10680 -.00410 -.00950 .00040 -.00040 
600 -I 000 - 04060 -. 17830 .09820 - 00540 -.00880 .00050 - 00070 
.600 000 - 03810 -.07330 .09310 -.00510 -.00890 00060 - 00060 
600 I 000 - 03330 .02370 09110 -.00270 -.00890 00060 - 00060
 
.600 2 000 - 03660 .11910 .09120 .00130 -.00930 .00090 -.00070
 
.600 3,000 -.03570 .21260 .09320 .00560 -.00900 oosa9 - 00080
 
.600 4.000 -.03240 .30500 .09670 .01040 -.00800 .00060 -.00080
 
600 5 000 -.03450 .39720 .10180 .01660 
 -.00750 00050 - 00090
 
600 6 000 - 04160 .49070 .10900 02330 -.00740 00050 - 00100
 
.600 7 000 -.04620 .58610 .11870 02860 -.00690 00030 
 - 00070
 
.600 a 000 -.04500 .60190 .13120 .03250 - 00570 .00000 -.00020
 
.600 9.000 -.04300 .77530 .14740 .03740 -.00750 .00010 -.00050
 
800 10.000 -.04070 .86420 .16770 .04510 -.00900 ,00080 -.00060
 
600 Il 000 - 03940 .94630 .19280 .05440 -.00920 .00120 - 00060 
600 12.000 -.03580 1.02030 .22160 06290 -.00780 .00100 .00000 
GRADIENT .00090 09617 -.00050 00310 .00021 00003 -.00006
 
RUN NO. 408/ 0 RNI - 3,56 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN 
 CSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.03190 -.30110 .11280 -.00590 - 01060 00070 - 00070
 
.700 -I 000 -.03520 -.19660 .10260 -.00510 -.01050 .00090 -.00080
 
700 .000 -.03870 -.08970 .09650 -.00460 - 01010 00100 -.00080
 
.700 1.000 -.03B20 .01010 .09440 -.00300 - 00970 .00110 - 00090
 
.700 2.000 -.03810 .10920 .09520 -.00010 -.00960 .00130 -.00090
 
.700 3,000 -.03800 .20670 .09890 ,00540 -.00940 .00140 -.00080
 
.700 4.000 -.03750 .30080 10490 .01400 -.00880 .00140 -.00060
 
'700 5.000 ,.03690 39280 .11260 .02280 -.00780 .00120 -.00070
 
.700 6 000 - 03510 .48770 .12180 .02980 -.00660 00080 - 00060
 
.700 7.000 - 03500 .58940 .13350 03370 -.00560 .00030 -.00060
 
.700 6.000 -.03390 .69290 .14830 .03600 -.00510 .00000 -.00090
 
700 9.000 - 03370 79000 .16660 .04030 -.00500 -.00010 - 00150 
.700 10 000 -.03140 .87850 .18890 .04790 - 00590 .00020 -.00100 
700 11.000 - 02760 95710 .21530 .05830 -.00690 .00070 - 00020 
.700 1e 000 -.02540 1.02530 .24530 .01020 - 00750 .00100 .00020 
GRADIENT - 00053 .09920 00022 .00392 .00036 .00009 .00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 121
 
CAB K1 FO HI.IA (PLUS ORB NOZ AT38.2A) (ROMIO0) 1 21 JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHA! - 6 000 STAB - -1.000 
LREF - 327 BO0 IN YMRP .0000 IN,YC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC SI-2 - 000 63-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 20.000 [ORD - 7,650SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 415/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.301 -12.000 5,82420 .48800 .09480 .03800 .22240 .01540 .03160
 
301 -tO 000 5.8280 48600 .09730 .04030 .18240 01340 .02640
 
301 -8 000 563010 .47840 .09850 .04290 .13840 01170 02140
 
30t -6 000 5.83360 47220 .09910 .04890 .09540 .00990 01620
 
30! -4 000 .83500 .47070 .09970 05790 .05620 .00770 .01070
 
.301 -3.000 5.83500 .47220 .10020 .06070 .03850 .00610 .00790
 
.301 -2.000 5.83450 .47390 .10060 .06080 .02170 .00420 .00500
 
.301 -1 000 5 83400 .47380 1O0BO .05950 .00510 00220 .00200
 
.301 0o0 5.83300 .47290 10090 .05870 -.01200 .00030 -.00100
 
.301 1.000 5.83300 .47310 .10110 .0-890 -.02970 -.00140 -.00410
 
.301 2.000 5.83250 .47340 .10120 .05820 -.04800 -.00300 -.00720
 
.301 3 000 5.83200 .47540 10140 .05500 -.06700 - 00440 -.01010
 
.301 4 000 5.83150 .47970 .10160 .04960 -.08690 -.00560 - 01270
 
.301 6 000 6.83060 .48920 .10130 .03960 -.12840 -.00190 - 01760
 
.301 8 000 5.82710 .49340 .09940 .03540 -.17040 - 00990 -.02290
 
.301 t0 000 6.82370 .49300 .09640 .03380 -.21200 - 01200 -.02870
 
.301 12.000 5.82230 .49430 .09380 .02290 -.25270 -.01430 -.03420
 
GRADIENT -.00047 .00073 .00021 -.00093 -.01772 -.00171 -.00297
 
RUN NO. 414/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -12.000 5.82520 .48180 .09700 .04370 .22930 .01460 .03190
 
.600 -10.000 6.85a00 .47970 .09800 .04990 .19060 .0150 .02690
 
.600 -8.000 5.82910 .47020 .09910 .05290 .14730 .01080 .02210
 
600 -6.000 6.83300 .46280 .10020 .05640 .10400 .00900 .01690
 
500 -4.000 5.83590 .46140 .10110 .06120 .06320 .00670 .01100
 
.500 -3.000 6 83640 .46220 .10140 .06380 .04440 .00520 .00800
 
.500 -2.000 5 83640 .46310 .10170 .06560 .02660 .00350 .00490
 
500 -1.000 5.83640 .46420 .10180 .06580 .00880 .00180 .00180
 
.500 .000 5,83640 .46580 .10200 ,06500 -.00970 .00040 -.00t50
 
.500 1,000 5.83540 .46740 .10240 .06430 -.02900 -.00110 -.00470
 
500 2.000 593450 .46820 .10280 .06340 -.04870 -.00260 - 00790
 
.500 3.000 5.83400 .46830 .10320 05140 -.06870 -.00410 -.01090 
600 4 000 5.83350 .46920 10330 .05810 -.08880 -.00530 - 01370 
S00 6.000 5.83060 .47380 102650 .06040 -.12930 - 00750 -.01900 
.500 8 oo 5.828620 .47940 .10080 .04370 - 17220 -.00970 - 02400 
500 10 000 5.82180 .48440 .09950 .03890 -.21620 -.01180 -.02920 
.500 12.000 5,82080 .48630 .09630 .03500 -.25780 -.01400 -.03460 
GRADIENT - 00036 00105 .00029 -.00042 -.01891 -.00162 - 00313 
DAIF 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 122
 
CA5' Kt FO HI5 IA (PLUS ORB NOZ ATs8 2A) (RGMIO) ( 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT XMRP 21339 9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -1 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELY-18 ­ .000 ELV-O5 ­ 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZO SI-a - 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 55-6 20,O00 IORG - 7.850 
RUN NO. 413/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
601 -22 000 5 82370 .48380 .10t80 .05270 23500 01420 .03260 
.601 -10.000 5.82470 .48390 .10170 .05820 19610 01190 02780 
.601 -8.000 5.83010 .47430 .10220 .06170 .15210 .0t050 0 270 
,801 -6.000 5.83400 .46840 .10310 .06540 .10780 .00880 .01720 
601 -4.000 5.83350 .45450 .10420 .00880 .0600 .00630 .011L0 
.601 -3.000 5.83300 .46530 .10450 .07110 .04550 .00480 00220 
.601 -2.000 5.83250 .46590 .10460 .07140 02860 .00310 .00520 
601 -I 000 5 83200 .465e0 10460 .09100 .00980 00170 00190 
601 000 5.83250 .45570 .10490 07080 - 00BO .00050 -.00150 
.601, 1.000 6.83250 .46610 .10540 .07050 -.02970 -,00070 -.00490 
.501 2,000 5.83150 .45700 .10600 .06960 -.05000 -100210 -.00600 
.601 3.000 5,83010 .4830 .10880 .06780 -.07050 -.00350 -.01100 
601 4.000 5.82910 .47040 .10680 .06480 -.09140 -.00480 -.01380 
601 8.000 5.8281o .47530 .10620 .0810 -.13460 -.00700 - 01940 
Ol e 000 5 82620 .49020 .10530 .05350 -.17910 -.00890 - 02450 
.601 10.000 5 82320 .49420 .10440 .04900 -.22400 - 01090 - 02940 
.601 12.000 5.81930 .48700 .10340 .03100 -.26a10 - 01300 - 03450 
ORADIENT -.00046 .00058 .00034 -.00055 -.01959 -.00137 -.00318 
RUN NO '412/ 0 RN/L - 3.5 ORADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLm CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.,280 .40170 .11430 .07310 .25230 .01440 03050 
.700 -10.000 6.8Seo .48090 .11460 .07450 .20990 .01150 .02610 
.700 -8.000 5 82910 .47280 . .11540 .07550 .15290 .01000 .02120 
.700 -6.000 5.83110 .46620 .11620 .07510 .11570 .00810 .0161,0 
.700 -4.000 5.83150 .46440 11710 01320 .07330 .00540 01090 
.700 -3.000 5.83200 .46470 .12,720 .07150 .05650 .00390 .00810 
.700 -2.000 5 83300 46490 .11700 .01970 .03190 .00260 .00510 
.700 -1.000 5.83300 .46480 .21680 .06850 .01120 .00150 .00200 
.700 .000 5.83250 .45450 .11690 .066 0 -.00260 .00050 -.00120 
.700 1.000 5.83200 .46440 .11730 .06810 -.03080 -.00050 -.00450 
.700 2.000 5.83200 .46390 .21790 .06890 -.05250 -.00160 -.00760 
700 3.000 5.83200 .46440 .11840 .06890 -.07460 -.00270 -.01040 
.700 4.000 5.83060 .46660 .11880 .0680 -.09540 -.00390 - 02300 
.700 5.000 5.82670 .47240 .11790 .OC270 -. 14060 -.00650 -.01790 
.700 8.000 5.892420 .47720 .11670 .06550 -. 18890 -.00890 -.02280 
.700 10.000 5.82320 .48120 .1I560 .06760 -.23380 -.01110 -.02790 
.700 12 000 5.81790 .48750 .11550 .04980 -.27800 -.01380 -.03230 
GRADIENT -.00011 .00009 .00020 - 00060 -.02118 - 00112 - 00305 
PAGE 123
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 





ALPHAI - 2 000 STAB . -1 000SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC 
YMRP - .0000 IN.YC 	 ELV-lB - 000 ELV-O9 - 000LREF - 327.8000 IN 
91-2 - 000 S3-4 . 45,000EREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC 
5-6 20 000 ]ORB 7 850
SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 419/ 0 RN/L - 1.82 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
CLN CSL
 
300 -12.000 1.94BSO .13480 06430 .09690 .21430 





.300 -10.000 1,95260 .12300 .06500 .10270 .17960 01520 02030
 
.300 -8.000 1.95620 .21860 .06760 .10920 .14130 .01220 01690
 
.300 -6.000 1.98000 .11330 .07040 .12240 10170 .00940 01280
 
.300 -4.000 1.99350 .10570 .07230 .14000 .062B0 .00650 00830
 
.300 -3.000 1.96440 W0240 .07300 .14590 .04420 .00490 .00600
 
.300 -2.000 1.96400 .10130 .07340 .14690 .0630 .00320 00360
 
.300 -1.000 1.986330 .10220 .07360 .14520 .00860 00170 
 00120
 
.300 .000 1.95300 .10420 .07370 .14310 -.00900 .00020 - 00130
 
.300 1.000 1.96330 .10590 .07390 .14050 -.02700 -.00140 - 00390
 
.300 2.000 1.95310 .10780 .07410 .13670 -.04530 -.00320 - 00620
 
.300 3.000 1,9540 .11020 .087400 .13150 -.05430 -.00490 - 008D
 
.300 4.000 1.96120 .11270 .07320 .12520 -.08400 -.00630 -.01090
 
.300 6.000 1.95760 .118SO 
 .07050 .11240 -.12420 -.00880 -.01640
 
.300 8.000 1.95290 .12670 .08750 .10120 -.16330 -.01180 - 01850
 
.300 10.000 1.94780 .13660 .06500 .09250 -.80200 -.01520 - 02000
 
.300 12.000 1.94170 .14740 .06320 
 .07990 -.24310 -.01790 - 02400
 
GRADIENT -.00028 .00114 00014 -.00213 -.01819 -.00161 - 00242
 
RUN NO 418/ 0 RN/L - 2.8 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.06770 .10210 .210 .01860 .02320
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 

500 -12.000 1.95320 .12710 

.500 -10.000 1.95580 
 .1180 .06730 .10970 .18940 .01430 .02110
 
o 0 .600 -8.000 2,96040 .11150 .07000 .11580 .14910 .01160 .01730 
.500 -6 000 1.96450 .10510 .07270 .12620 .10690 .00900 .01280 
I'd .500 -4.000 1.96680 .09860 .07420 .14030 .05640 .00590 .00830 
500 -3.000 1.96790 .09630 .07460 14600 .04680 .00430 .00520 
.5o -2.000 1.96810 .09480 .07500 14890 .02140 .00300 00360 
.500 -2.000 1.98790 .09470 .07660 .14920 .00800 .00170 .00100 
.500 .000 1.96580 .09580 .07690 .14720 -.01130 .00040 -.00160 
.500 1.000 1.96420 .09750 .07620 .14350 -.03090 -.00100 -.00430 
.500 2.000 1.98340 .10000 .07640 13860 -.05090 -.00250 -.00690 
.500 	 3.000 I 95290 .10310 .07620 .13270 - 07090 -.00410 -.00920 
500 4 000 1.56220 .10840 .0"70 .12890 -.09120 -.0055 ..0110 
.500 6 000 I 96000 .11390 .07340 .11430 -.13290 -.00900 -.01660 
.600 8.000 2.9640 .12090 .07080 10350 -.17300 -.01110 -.01930 
500 T0 000 1 95280 .12760 .06890 .09400 - 20960 -. 01520 -. 02230 
.500 12 000 1.94630 .14020 .06840 .07850 - 24690 -.01850 -.02480
 
GRADIENT -.000821 .00107 .00024 -.00201 -.01965 -00252
-.00141 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 124 
CAB KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 2A) (AG0IDI) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2 000 STAB * -1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - ODD IN. YC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP * 190 7500 IN. ZC SI-2 - 000 S3-4 * 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 $5-8 - 20 000 IORB 7 850 
RUN NO. 417/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.001 5.00 
HACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CIM CY CLN CSL 
600 -12.000 1.95290 .11110 .07220 .11200 .22400 .01910 .02270 
SoD -20.000 1.95840 .11050 .07190 .12060 .19300 01450 .02090 
600 -8.000 1.96080 .10280 .07360 .12510 .15420 01170 .01730 
600 -6.000 2 98410 .09690 .07550 13150 .11220 00890 01300 
600 -4.000 1.9690 .09300 07S0 .14150 .09g9O 00560 .00850 
.600 -3.00 1.96680 .09060 .07660 .14730 .04970 ,00390 00520 
.600 -2.000 1.985800 .09770 .07640 .15220 02960 00270 .00380 
.600 -1,000 1.96800 .08800 .07840 .15470 .00850 .00170 .00110 
.800 .000 1.95720 .08650 .07670 .15470 -.01260 .00080 -.00150 
.600 2.000 1.96630 .08930 .07740 .IB140 -.03320 -.00040 -.00430 
.600 2.000 1.90530 .09230 .07790 .t4560 -.05310 - 00200 - 00670 
.600 3.000 1 98420 .09480 .07810 .13830 -.07320 -.00360 - 00900 
600 4 000 1.96290 .09800 .07770 .13080 -.09440 - 00490 - 01130 
.500 6.000 1.95940 .10570 .07620 .11890 -. 3700 -.00760 -.01570 
600 8.000 1 95610 .11270 07450 .11150 -.17600 -.01120 - 0120 
.600 10 o00 I 95300 .11950 .07360 10420 -.21210 -.01550 -.02210 
.600 12 00 1.94750 .12680 .07410 .08460 -.25040 -.01910 -.02510 
GRADIENT -.00044 .0a075 .00022 -.00144 -.02055 -.00126 -.0025 
RUN NO 415/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -500/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12 000 1 95920 .10560 .08330 .12270 .23430 01920 02150 
.700 -10.000 1.95630 .10260 .08130 .13010 .19910 .01480 .0I926 
.700 -8 000 1.95840 .09920 .08140 .13400 .16190 01090 01620 
.700 -6.000 1.96170 .09300 .08220 .13620 .12090 .00770 .01250 
.100 -4.000 I 96440 .08490 .08250 .14520 .07660 .00490 .00820 
.700 -3 000 1.95520 .08090 .08200 .15100 .05380 00350 00590 
.700 -2.000 f. d .o7db .wii6 .15720 .03Ib .00260 .O0350 
.700 -1 000 0.96580 .07810 .08050 .16110 00890 .00170 00200 
.700 .000 I 98530 .07970 .08080 .16100 - 01270 .00080 -.00150 
.700 1.000 1.96500 .08100 .081 0 .15510 -.03430 -.00010 - 00390 
.700 2.000 2.96400 .08240 .08300 .14970 - 05650 -.00130 -.00630 
.700 3.000 1.98250 .08490 .08370 .14430 -.07890 -.00260 -.00870 
.700 4.000 1.96110 .08900 .08370 .13820 -.10140 -.00390 -.01090 
.700 8.000 I 95800 .09780 .08310 .2540 -.14470 -.00680 -.01500 
.700 8 000 1.95350 .10380 .08310 .11540 -. 16470 -.01040 - 0820 
.700 0 000 1.94810 .00860 .08410 .10630 -.22190 -.01470 - 02090 
.700 12.000 1.94310 .11950 .08530 .09140 -.25910 -.02910 -.02380 
GRADIENT -.000=43 .00066 .00025 -.00113 -.02214 -,00106 -.0024 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 125 
CA5 KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3.2A (RGMI02) 1 21 JAN 75 1 





- 5500.0000 SQ.FT 
- 327.8000 IN. 








1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN YC 








































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 126 
CA5 KI FO HI5 IA (PLUS ORB TC5 AT38 BA) (RGMIO2) ( ZI JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC ALPHA! - 6.000 STAS -1 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OR - 000 
BREF * 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 ,.000 53-4 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 95-6 - 20.000 IOR8 - 7.850 
RUN NO. 422/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 5 81690 .4963Q .08590 .0V767 .21'60 .0i4o 03050 
500 -10.000 5 81580 .49150 08590 .02580 .18190 01450 02680 
.500 -8.000 5.82570 .48030 .08590 .03150 .14020 .01210 02220 
500 -6 00 5 83010 .47090 0840 .04020 09840 .00960 .01690 
.500 -4.000 5.83150 .46740 .089a0 .05230 .06070 .00660 .01110 
.500 -3.000 5.83200 .46770 .09030 .05830 .04360 .00490 00800 
.500 -2.000 5.83300 .46850 .09060 .06290 .02670 00320 00500 
.500 -1.000 5.83300 .48970 .09090 .06480 .00910 00170 00160 
500 o00 5.83200 .47140 09130 .06320 -.00900 00040 - 00150 
.500 1.000 5.83060 .47360 .09190 .05840 -.02780 -.00110 - 00490 
.600 2.000 5 82960 .47540 .0.230 .05330 -.04720 - 00260 - 00620 
.500 3.000 5.82850 .47670 .09230 .04610 -.06670 -.00410 -.01120 
.500 4,000 5.82760 .47880 .09200 .04140 -.08590 -.00570 -.01410 
500 6.000 5.82470 .48540 .09110 .0S640 -.te3ea - 00870 - 01910 
.500 8.000 5 82230 .49290 .08980 01570 -.16220 - 01200 -.02360 
500 Ic 000 5 81840 .49880 .08810 .01000 -.20120 -.01540 - 02800 
.500 - 12.000 581300 .49950 .02500 .00610 -.24050 - 01860 - 03280 
GRADIENT - 00058 .00151 00032 - 00166 - 01837 -.00151 - 00319 
RUN NO. 421/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CO CLK CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5 81490 .50060 .09170 .02480 .21990 01850 .03100 
.800 -10.000 5.81880 .49680 .09100 .03830 .18550 .01440 .02710 
.Go -8.000 5 82280 .48520 .09110 .04100 .14550 .01190 02260 
.600 -6.000 5.82520 .47850 .09190 .04410 .10390 .00950 .01730 
600 -4 000 5 826820 .47670 .09340 05150 0638 .00640 .01120 
600 -. ooo 5 82670 .47720 .09390 .05560 04500 .00470 00810 
.600 -2 000 5.82710 - .4713b .0b41d :os20 .02690 .00300 .00500 
Soo -1.000 5.82710 47710 .9410 .05940 .00850 00170 .00180 
.600 .000 5 82710 .47720 .09450 .05860 -.01020 .00050 - 00160 
.600 1.000 5.82670 .47860 .09520 .05440 - 02970 -.00070 - 00500 
600 2 D00 5 82570 .48030 .09590 .05010 -.05020 -.00210 -.00830 
.600 3.000 5.82420 .48210 .09520 .04620 -.07090 - 00360 -.01140 
.600 4,000 5.82a80 .48470 .09610 .04120 -. G9100 -.00510 -.01430 
600 6 000 5 82060 49140 .09540 .03120 - 13000 -.00840 -.01940 
.600 8 000 5.81840 .49780 .09520 .02520 -.16900 -.01180 - 02380 
.600 10.000 5.81450 .50270 .09530 .02000 -.20820 -.01520 -.02790 
.600 12,000 5,00910 .50530 .00440 .00830 -.a4690 -.01830 -,032a0 
GRADIENT - 00041 .00090 .00037 -.00151 - 01932 -.00139 -,00323 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 127 
CA5 Kt F3 Ht5.IA (PLUS ORB T05 A13B.2A) IRMI02) I 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA1 - 6.000 STAB - -1 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-ID - .000 ELV-0 - .000 
BREF - 2346.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC SI- - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S5-6 20.O00 IOR6 - 7 850 
RUN NO 4a0/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA4 CL CD CLH CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.81890 .50040 .10640 .04390 .23350 01900 .02850 
700 -In 000 5.81240 .49580 .10570 05990 .19640 .01480 .G2490 
.700 -8.000 5.82080 .48700 .10570 .06050 .15520 01170 02070 
.700 -6 000 5.82320 .48090 .10650 .05580 .11230 .00890 01590 
700 -4.000 5 82310 .41980 .10760 05000 .06980 00510 01040 
700 -3.000 5 82320 48030 .10780 04710 04960 00460 .00760 
700 -2 000 5 82280 .46070 .10740 04330 03010 00300 00480 
700 -i 000 5.82180 .48150 .10730 03910 .01030 00170 00170 
.700 .000 5.82130 .46230 .10780 .03610 -.00990 .00040 -.00140 
.700 1.000 5.82180 .46200 .10850 .03780 -.03070 -.00100 -.00450 
700 2.000 5.82230 48120 .10890 .04030 -.05230 -.00220 - 00760 
.700 3 000 5.82130 .4G120 .10910 .04220 -.07400 -.00340 -.01050 
.700 4.000 5 62030 .48286 .10910 .04250 - 09530 - 00490 - 01310 
.700 6.000 5.81840 .4830 .10880 04130 -. 13550 -.00840 - 01780 
.700 8 000 5.81400 .49430 .10880 .03970 -.17640 -.01230 -.02200 
.700 10.000 5 80760 .50010 .10890 .03490 -.21640 -.01600 - 02800 
.700 12.000 5.80a70 .5076O .10Q0o 01900 -.25970 -.01890 - 03020 
GRADIENT -.00034 .00027 .00023 -.00097 -.02062 -.00135 -.00299 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PACE 129 
CA5 KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 2A) (RGMIO3) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-0 - .000 
EREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN ZC S-2 .000 $3-4 - 45 000 
SCALE - 0300 $5-6 20000 TORE - 7650 
RUN NO. 429/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH EETA ALPHAW CL CDO CLH CY CLN CSL 
.150 -12.000 5.80620 .59220 .08650 -.10100 18890 02110 03240 
.150 -10.000 5.80650 .59370 .08910 -.09520 .15240 .01850 .02700 
.150 -8.000 5.80880 .58420 .09160 -.08070 .10990 .01380 .02140 
150 -6.000 5 61200 .57150 .09270 -.05960 .07060 .01280 .01560 
.150 -4.000 5 81540 .56190 09230 -.03930 .03760 00940 00940 
.150 -3.000 5.81640 .55970 .09190 -.03490 02230 00750 00640 
.150 -2.000 5.81890 .55980 .09180 -.03650 .00S30 .00540 .00340 
150 -1 000 5 81640 .58130 .09170 -.04060 - 00990 00350 00050 
.150 .000 5.81490 .,280 .09180 -.04540 -.02550 .00150 -.00250 
.150 1,000 5.81400 .55350 .09200 -.05080 -,04tO -.00040 -.00570 
.150 2.000 5 81400 .58290 .09180 -.05670 -.05750 -.00240 -.00890 
10 3.000 5.81400 .56280 .09140 -.05390 -.07480 -.00440 - 01180 
.150 4 000 5.8t0 .56520 .09090 -.07120 -.09380 -.00610 - 01430 
150 6.000 5.80860 .57180 08920 -.07950 -.13340 -.00890 - 01910 
.150 8.000 5.80470 .57370 .08800 -.07880 -.17150 -.01180 -.02410 
.15O I0.0o 5.80220 .57170 .09220 -.07830 -.20790 -.01490 -.02960 
.150 12.000 5.80270 .57170 .070SO -.09770 -.24600 -.01830 -.03550 
GRADIENT -.00042 .00052 -.00011 -.00442 -.01826 -.00195 -.00300 
RUN NO. 428/ 0 RN/L * 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 0O/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM Cy CLN CSL 
.300 -12 000 5.80710 .53440 .08460 -.07800 .20730 .01930 03110 
.300 -20,000 5.81010 .52940 .08650 -.07290 .16940 .Di6OO .02600 
.300 -8.000 5 81490 51960 .08820 -.06540 .12850 .01340 02140 
.300 -6 000 5.818BO .51070 .08940 -.05220 .OB70 .01090 01656 
.300 -4.q00 . .50600 .09029 -.93600 .05l9P 00770 .01090 
.300 -3.000 5.82180 .50640 .09050 -.02980 .03530 .00500 .00790 
.300 -2.000 5.82180 .50800 .09080 -.02700 .0960 .00410 .00490 
.300 -1.000 5.82230 .50830 .09100 -.02690 .00380 .00230 .00180 
300 000 5.82230 50790 .09120 -.02870 -.01220 .00050 -.00140 
.300 1.000 5.82180 .50850 .09140 -.03220 -.02860 -.00130 -.00460 
.300 2.000 5.82180 .51030 09160 -.03700 -.04600 -.00300 -.o780 
300 3.000 5.82080 .51360 .09170 -.04400 -.05440 -.00460 - 01090 
300 4 000 5.81880 .51920 .09170 - 05310 -.08340 -.00620 -.01350 
.300 6.000 5.81350 .53080 .09090 -.05950 -.12te80 -.00930 - 01930 
.300 8.000 5.80860 .53640 .0850 - 07690 -.16000 -.01230 -.02320 
.300 10.000 5.80710 .53590 .08530 -.07870 -.19790 -.01530 -.02840 
.300 IO00 5.80860 .53570 .08300 -.08,710 -.23690 - 01820 - 03350 
GRADIENT -.00023 .00132 .00019 -.00227 -.01673 -.00175 -.00310 




SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP -
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP -
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP 
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CAB KI FO H15.IA 

1339.9100 IN. XC 












































































5 I0710 .52210 









(PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2A (ROMID3) ( 21 JAN 75 1
 








































GRADIENT INTERVAL * 
CO CL 

.09380 - 06220 
.092680 - 04640 
.09300 -.04200 
.09420 - 03740 
.09570 - 02910 






.09820 - 03350 
.098920 - 03990 
.09760 -.05250 
.09700 -.062iO 
.09650 - 06760 
.09620 - 08080 
.00033 -.00155 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1 000 
ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB ­ 000 
SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
65- - 20,000 lORE - 7 950 
-5.00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL 
.21340 .01840 03110 
.18020 01450 .02710 
.13900 .0122 02250 
.09750 .00980 01720 
.05970 .00680 01130 
.04200 .00500 OOBO 
.02470 .00340 00500 
.00700 ,00190 .00170 
-.01100 .00050 -.00170 
-.02920 -.00090 - 00500 
-.04800 -.00240 -100830 
-.06720 - 00400 -.01150 
-.08650 -.00550 -.01440 
-. 126530 -.00850 -.01970 
- 16390 -.01180 - 02420 
-.20230 -.01530 - 02850 
-.24160 - 01850 -.03350 
-.01823 - 00151 -.00325 
-5.00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL 
.21960 .01840 03150 
.18560 G0t4tO .02750 
.14480 .01180 .02290 
.10290 .00940 .01750 
06310 00640 01150 
.04460 .00470 .00830 
02670 .00310 .00520 
.00840 .00170 .00190 
-.01050 .00050 -.00160 
-.03000 - 00050 -.00510 
-.05010 - 00190 -.00840 
-.07040 - 00330 -.01150 
- 09070 - 00490 - 01450 
-.t3070 -.00810 -.01990 
-.16960 -.01150 -.02450 
- 20820 - 01480 -.02860 
- 24820 - 01810 - 03300 
-.01920 - 00136 - 00329 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 130 
CA5 ki FO HIS.IA (PLUS, ORB TC5 AT38.SA) (ROMIO3I 1 21 JAN 75 1 






- 5500.0000 SQ FT 
- 327.8000 IN 








1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 






































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 





SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHA! - 2 00 STAG . -2 000 
LREF 
REr 
- 327,8000 IN. 





.0000 IN. YC 













SCALE - 0300 S5-6 - 000 ]ORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 435/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
300 -12.000 1.91240 .1780 .04320 .00920 .21710 .02320 02490 
300 -10.000 I 91300 .17490 .04470 .00750 .19140 .01900 02200 
.300 -8 000 1.91500 .17290 .04700 .01080 14450 .01540 01820 
300 -5.000 1.91770 .16920 .04930 .02690 .10590 .01180 .01380 
300 -4 000 1.92000 .16420 .05250 .02270 06660 00790 ,00910 
.300 -3 000 I 92050 .16280 .053B0 .02370 04690 .00600 00680 
.300 -2.000 t.92040 16350 .05490 .UEE50 C2760 .00400 00440 
.300 -f 000 1.92000 .16560 .05550 .02020 .00960 .00200 00210 
.300 000 1.91980 .16760 .05550 .01880 -.00740 -.00030 -.00020 
.300 1.000 1,91930 .16B70 .05550 .01730 -.02520 -.00250 -.00260 
.300 2 000 I 91670 16930 .06510 .01520 - 04470 -.00470 - 00490 
300 3.000 1.91780 .17000 .05430 .01220 -.06540 - 00670 -.00730 
.300 4 000 1.91690 17140 .05310 .00950 -.08630 -.00830 - 00970 
.300 6,000 1.91530 .17490 .04980 .00550 -.12720 -.O22o -.0142O 
.300 8.000 1.91310 .17720 .04680 .00200 -.16790 -.01450 -.01850 
300 O.O0 1.90980 .17950 .04420 -.00100 -.20830 -.01840 - 02220 
.3c0 12.000 1.90440 .16553 .04130 -.00350 -.24840 -.02220 -.02510 
GRADIENT -.00041 00109 .00007 -.00175 -.01880 -.00208 -.00234 
RUN NO 434/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5 00/ 6.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
500 -12.000 1.91360 .tB350 




500 -8.000 1 91800 .17640 .04820 .00390 .15180 .01480 01850
 
.500 -6 000 1.91940 .17440 .05030 .00620 





.92070 17150 .05320 01110 .07090 .00750 .00940
 
.500 -3.000 1.92110 

.500 -4 000o 

.17060 .05430 .01370 .04940 .00560 .00690
 
.500 -2.000 1.92130 17060 .05520 .01540 .02840 .00380 .00450
 
.500 -1 000 1.92100 17100 .05580 .015e0 .00900 .00200 .00190
 
.500 000 1.92090 .17140 .05610 01270 -.00920 
 00000 -.00060
 
500 2 000 I 92090 .17L90 .05610 00930 -.02890 -.00210 - 00320
 
500 2.000 1.92030 17490 .05670 00330 -.05000 - 00410 -.00580
 
.500 3.000 1.91910 
 17710 05500 - 00060 -.07190 -.00600 -.00620 
.500 4 000 1.91760 .17970 .05390 -.00330 -.09420 -.00750 - 01060
 
.500 6.000 1,91460 .18480 .05120 -.00710 -.13720 -.01050 -.01500 
.500 2.000 1,91210 ,i800 ,04960 -.01070 -.17670 -,01450 -,01870 
.500 10 000 I 91020 .19040 .04660 -.01470 - 21380 -.01940 - 02180 
500 12 000 1.90640 .19550 .04550 - 01820 - 25200 -.02360 - 02500
 
02031 -.0019t - 00252GRADIENT -.00034 .00105 .00010 - 00219 ­
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAgE 132 
CA5 KI FO HI5 IA (PLUS ORB TC5 AT3B 3 tIROM104) 1 B1 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF -500.0000 so FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC 52-a - .000 53-4 - .000 
SCALE - 0300 S5-6 - 000 IORB 4 000 
RUN NO 433/ 0 RN/L - 3,27 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 I 90970 18120 .04730 .00926 22950 02350 02470 
.600 -10.000 1 91060 17920 .04790 .00770 .19270 01880 02200 
600 -8.000 1 91280 .17430 04980 .00850 .15600 .01480 01870 
600 -6 000 t.91440 17030 .05220 .00780 .11630 .ol10 01460 
.600 -4 000 I 91480 16860 .05430 .01150 .07350 .00720 00980 
.600 -3.000 I 91480 .16840 .05500 .01370 .05150 .00530 00720 
.600 -2.000 1 91490 .16840 .05540 .01510 .02990 .00350 .00460 
.600 -1 0o 1 B1540 16830 .05570 01540 .00920 0D190 00200 
600 .000 1.91530 .16860 05600 .01460 -.01060 00010 - 00070 
.600 1.000 1.91390 .17020 .05620 .01130 -.03110 -.00180 - 00330 
.600 2.000 1 91280 .17250 .05600 00600 -.05290 -.00370 -.00580 
6o 3.000 I 91210 17490 .05540 .00090 -.07540 - 00540 -.00630 
600 4.000 1.91130 .17760 05460 -.00360 - 09840 - 00690 - 01090 
.600 6.000 1.90910 .18300 .05270 -.01030 -.14200 -.01010 -.01560 
600 8.000 1.90670 .10620 .05050 -.01340 -.17980 -.01460 -.01900 
600 0.000 1.90410 .18850 .04870 -.01440 - 21520 - 01980 - 02160 
600 12.000 1 90100 .19380 .04790 -.01790 -.25860 - 02340 - 02540 
GRADIENT -.00046 .00109 .00007 - 00202 - 02124 - 00178 -.00259 
RUN NO. 432/ 0 RN/L - 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
700 -12.000 1.90170 .1e590 .05090 .01540 23500 .02370 .02480 
700 -10.000 2.90200 .18730 ,05020 .00580 .19880 .01880 02230 
.700 -8.000 1.90230 .18350 .05100 .00630 .16300 .01430 .01910 
.700 -6,000 1.90380 .17740 .05290 .O0BO .12290 .01020 .01500 
.700 -4.000 .O6IB ,1I1720 .05490 .01050 .07830 .00560 .01020 
.700 -3.000 1.907I0 .16870 05560 ,12i0 .,05470 ,00500 .00750 
.700 -a.000 1.90750 .16710 .05890 .0146O .0220 .00350 .00400 
.700 -1.000 1.90710 .16740 .05590 .01810 .00840 .00180 .00210 
700 .000 2.90650 IBB850 .05600 .01980 -.01080 .00010 -.00060 
.700 1.000 1.90510 .17010 .05530 .01530 -.03230 -.00160 -.00330 
700 2.000 1.90530 .17140 .05650 .00870 - 05570 -.00310 - 00600 
.700 3.000 1.90380 .17310 .05620 .00330 -.08010 -.00450 -.00870 
.700 4.000 1.90170 .17690 .05550 -.00240 -.10420 -.00600 -.01130 
.700 6 000 1.89770 .18660 .05400 -.01380 -.14790 -.00940 -.01590 
.700 8 000 1.89600 .19170 .05280 -.02050 -.18510 -.01410 -.01930 
.700 10.000 1 89510 .19330 .05230 -.02210 -.22250 -.01S40 - 02220 
.700 12.000 2 88980 .19940 .05240 -.02150 -.26570 -.02360 -.02550 
GRADIENT -.00055 .00079 .00010 -.00155 -.02250 -.00159 -,00259 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PACE 133 
CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS ORB TCS AT38 3 I (ROMI05) 21 JAN 75 1 





- 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
- 327.e000 IN. 








1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN, YC 



























































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 134 
CAB Ki FO HI.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 3 1 (RGIO5) 281 JAN 75 









- 1339.9100 IN. XC 









BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S1-2 .000 S3-4 .000 
SCALE - .0300 $5-6 .000 IORB 4 000 
RUN NO. 438/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12 000 5 79390 .54920 .05940 -.074560 .21690 02240 03370 
500 -10.000 5.79490 .54970 05960 -.07160 .18180 01780 02990 
.50 -9.00 5.19740 .54190 .06D90 -.05750 .14230 .01470 .02460 
.500 -S 000 5.79080 54740 .08290 -.06650 10210 .01190 02850 
.500 -4 000 5 79880 .54970 .06510 - 05930 06090 .00870 01210 
.500 -3 000 5.79790 .55210 .06810 -.07080 04200 .00680 .00890 
.500 -2.000 5,79640 .55490 .06680 -.07120 .02420 .00450 .00680 
.500 -1.000 5.79540 .55740 .06720 -.07090 00720 .00280 00250 
500 .000 5.79490 .55900 .06740 - 07120 -.00960 - 00020 - 00080 
.500 1.000 5.79490 .55010 .06750 -.07310 -.02750 -.00250 - 00410 
.500 2.000 5.79440 .55020 .06740 -.07530 -.04660 -,00460 -.00730 
.50t 3.000 5.79350 .55990 .05710 -.07650 -.050D - O5SO -.01040 
500 4.000 5.79250 .55960 .06650 - 07750 - 08740 - 00800 -.01370 
.500 6,000 5.78980 .55940 .06460 -.08070 -.12920 - 01100 - 02000 
500 8 000 5.78910 .55820 .08260 -.08560 - 16870 -.01460 - 02540 
.500 20.000 5.78980 .55660 .06110 -.09230 -.20660 - 01880 - 03010 
.500 12.000 5 78760 .55690 .06030 -.09100 -.24650 - 02280 - 03460 
GRADIENT -.00071 .00127 .00017 -.00101 -.01825 -.00216 -.00323 
RUN NO. 437/ 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12 000 5.78520 .55810 .06240 -.06680 .22070 .02270 .03440 
.600 -t0 000 5.78470 .56160 .06180 - 06450 .18550 .01800 03040 
.600 -8 000 5.78860 .55830 .06280 -.06080 .14670 .01450 .02540 



















.£00 -2.000 5.78860 .56420 .06810 -.06780 .02570 .00430 .00600 
.600 -1.000 5.78660 .56520 .06840 -.06780 .00830 .00210 .002680 
.600 000 5.78760 .55540 .0860 -.06940 - 00890 - 00010 - 00090 
600 1.000 5.78760 .56580 .06880 -.07230 -.02810 -.00220 - 00450 
.600 2.000 6.78610 .56660 .06880 -.07520 -.04880 -.00420 -.00800 
.600 3.000 5.78420 .56700 .06860 -.07660 -.07020 -.00600 -.01120 
S6 4.000 5 78320 .56770 .06820 -.07720 - 09190 - 00780 - 01440 
.600 6.000 5.78220 .56890 .06690 -.07840 -.13350 -.01100 -.02070 
.600 8.000 5.78170 .56870 .08520 -.08150 -.17190 -.01500 -.02600 
.600 10.000 5.78080 .58730 .06380 -.08640 - 20950 -.01910 -.03060 
600 22.000 5.77780 .56600 .06390 -.09000 -.25200 -.02280 - 03540 
GRADIENT -.00056 .00089 .00018 -.00153 -.019265 - 00205 -.00342 
PACE 135
 
- CABTABULATED 	SOURCE DATA










5500.0000 SQ FT 
327 8000 IN. 
2348 O0 IN 
0300 
- 3 55 GRADIENT INTERVAL -RUN NO 436/ 0 RN/L 
MACH 	 BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLH CY CLN CSL 
03580
 






01410 02650.700 -10.000 
5.77730 .58530 

.06750 - 05590 157O 
.06840 -.05260 .11400 .01080 02040
.700 -8.000 5 77730 .58180 









700 -4 	g0 5.77690 .57780 .07020 
 00990
 
.700 -3 000 5.77730 .57850 .07070 -.055 0 

02880 .00370 .00630
 700 -2 	000 5,77780 57920 .07080 -.03580 
 G0270

.07080 	 - 05590 .00930 .00190 
-.05830 - 00940 .00010 - 00100
700 -I 000 5.77830 .57920 

700 oo 5.77880 .579C0 .07100 

- 00)70 	 - 00470
 
.700 	 1.0o 5.77830 .5800 .07160 -.06420 -.02970 

-.06900 -.05190 -.00350 	 - 00840
 700 2 	000 5 77730 .58090 .07210 

- 01190 
700 3 000 5.77540 .58170 07200 -.07020 	 - 07470 -.00510 

- 09660 -.00580 ­ 01530
 
.700 4.000 5.77590 .58350 	 07180 - 07120 

07120 -.07540 -.13780 - 01050 - 0160
 
.700 	 6.000 5.77490 .58770 

.700 	 8.000 5.77340 .58760 .07060 
 - 07920 - 17760 -.
01470 	 - 02700 
- 03170








.00052 .00023 -.00239 - 02073 	 -.00178 







ORB TC5 AT3B 	3 1 (ROMIOS) el JAN 75 1




ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2 000 
- 1339 9100 	IN XC
XMRP 

000 ELV-O 	 - 3 000
ELV-IB -YtRP - .0000 IN. YC 

St-2 000 S3-4 - .000 ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
000 IORO 	 - 4.000S5-6 ­
-5 00 5 00 
1 
PAGE t36
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CA5 IKiFO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38 3 1 IR3tlIO6) 21 JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 











0000 IN. YC 









SCALE - .0300 SS-6 .000 lORE 4 000 
RUN NO. 444/ 0 RN/L - 3,0 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
300 -12.000 7.74950 .70310 .07360 -.10980 .20960 .02160 .03880 
300 -10 0o 7.74850 .70340 07450 -.10540 .17100 .01780 .03380 
300 -8.000 7.75000 .70360 .07550 -.10100 .13300 .01460 .02770 
300 -6.000 7.75100 .70340 .07690 -.09650 .09490 01270 .02080 
300 -4.000 7.75050 .70390 07860 -.09290 .05770 00850 01350 
300 -3 000 7.74850 .70620 .07950 -.09220 .03980 .00670 .00980 
.300 -2.000 7.74660 .71000 .08030 -.09300 .02320 .00460 .00620 
.300 -1.000 7.74460 .71310 .08080 -.09530 .00810 .00210 .00260 
300 .000 7.74410 .7t360 .08090 -.09790 -.00620 - 00040 -.00100 
.300 I 000 7 74510 .71220 08070 -.09930 - 02220 -.00210 - 00470 
300 2.000 7.74610 .71090 .08050 -.10070 - 04010 -.00490 -.00830 
300 3.000 7.74710 .71060 .08030 -.10240 -.05930 -.00870 -.01180 
.300 4.000 7.74680 .71090 .07990 -.10350 -.07880 -.00640 -.01530 
.300 6.000 7.74460 71110 .0740 - 10550 -.11750 - 01130 -.02220 
300 8.000 7.74320 71000 .07640 -.13010 - 15670 - 01430 - 02980 
300 I2 000 7.74320 .70780 .07430 -.11600 -. 19830 -.01760 - 03460 
300 12.000 7.74560 70700 .07360 -.11910 -.23670 -.02140 - 03960 
GRADIENT -.00034 .00070 .00013 -.00154 -.01667 -.00220 -.00350 
RUN NO. 443/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 7.74320 .72750 07850 -.10430 .21380 .02190 .03920 
.500 -100.00 7.74220 .7a980 .07770 -.10190 .17720 .01750 .03470 
.500 -8.000 7 74320 .72880 .07870 -.10050 .13880 .01430 .02870 
.500 -6 000 7.74410 .72670 .09020 -.09850 0980 .01140 .02160 
.500 -4 000 7.74370 .73130 .08160 - 09650 .06000 .00830 .01410 
500 -3.000 7 74t#0 
' 
.73350 00210 -.09020 .04130 .00650 01030 
.500 -2.000 7.74020 .7360 .08260 -.09690 .02360 .00440 .00650 
.500 -1.000 7.73930 .73830 .08a0 -.09910 .00720 .00220 .00270 
.500 .OO 7.73930 .73890 .083e0 -.10170 -.00850 -.00020 -.ooao 
.500 1.000 7.73970 .74090 .08350 -.10310 -.02580 - 00230 -.00510 
.500 2.000 7 73930 .74060 .08360 -.10390 - 04440 -,00440 -.00890 
500 3.000 7.73830 .73960 .08350 -. 10550 -.06380 -.00640 - 01270 
500 4.000 7.73730 .73900 .08320 -.10740 -.08380 -.00810 - 01640 
.500 .000 7,173580 .73860 .08190 -.11100 -. 12390 -.01120 -.02340 
.500 8.000 7.73390 .73690 ,08040 -.11450 -. 16320 -.01450 -.02970 
.500 10,000 7.73240 .73450 .07950 -.11870 -.20200 -.01840 -.03520 
.500 12.000 7.73240 .73330 .08010 -.12620 -.24230 -.02220 -.0406 
GRADIENT -.00064 .00201 .00022 -.00149 - 01766 - 00212 - 00383 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





SREF - 5500,0000 SOFT, XMRP - 1339,9100 IN,XC 
LREF 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN.YC 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO 442/ 0 RN/L - 3 24 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 

600 -12.000 7.73100 .74230 

600 -10.000 7.73340 .74730 

.600 -8.000 7.73490 .74660 

Sao -6 000 7.73630 .74500 

.600 -4.000 7.73680 .74480 

.600 -3.000 7.73830 .74570 

.600 -2.000 7.73490 .74720 

600 -1.000 7.73390 .74830 

Soo .000 7 73490 .74890 

.600 1.000 7.73630 .75010 

600 2 000 7 73580 .75110 

.600 3.000 7.73390 .75210 

.600 4.000 7.73190 .75350 

.600 6.000 7.73000 .75540 

.600 8 000 7,72850 .75370 

.600 10 000 7.72750 .75040 

.600 12 000 7.72560 .75160 

GRADIENT - 00038 .00106 

RUN NO 441/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 

.700 -12.000 7.72360 .76140 

.700 -10.000 7.72270 .76670 

.700 -8.000 7,72510 .76490 

.700 -6,000 7.2710 .76890 

.700 -4.000 7.72750 .76370 

.700 -3.000 7.72800 .76460 

.700 -2.000 7"72900 .76530 

700 -1.000 7.72950 .76590 

.700 000 7.72900 .76690 

.700 1.000 7.72850 .76830 

.700 2,000 7.72660 .76930 

.700 3.000 7.725860 .76890 

.700 4.000 7.72610 .76850 

.700 6.000 7.72510 .76960 

.700 8,000 7,71870 .77140 

700 10.000 7.72310 .77050 

.700 12.000 7.77340 .76170 











ALPHA! * 8,000 STAB - -2.000 
ELV-8 - 000 ELV-OB a 3.000 
SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 

























-.04590 - 00420 - 00900
 


































-.00830 00030 - 00080
 














-.25850 - 02110 -.03910
 




























































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 138 






















.0000 IN. Yc 










































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

V9.1 (PLUS ORB rCs AT38 3 (RGMI07; C 21 JAN 75





BETA - 000 RUD-U - 000 
RUD-L - 000 SI-2 - .000 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YhRP - .0000 IN. YC 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 . .000 85-5 -
000 
IORB - 4 000SCALE - .0300 

RUN NO 447/ 0 RN/L - 2 8 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM 

00020
500 -2.000 -.05080 -.20060 .07110 -.03950 	 - 01090 00100 
.500 -I 000 -.04900 -.09830 .06300 - 04020 - 01010 00080 000C 
500 000 -.04800 00210 .05830 - 03840 - 00990 00090 00000 
.500 1.000 -.05080 .09520 .05850 -.03470 - 01020 .00110 00000 
.500 2.000 -.04580 .1G860 .05610 -.03010 -.01000 .00110 .00000 
500 3 000 -.04230 27820 .05680 -.02650 - 00990 00100 00000
 
500 4.000 - 04320 .36880 .05870 - 02320 - 00950 00090 00000
 
500 5.000 -.04540 .45970 .06210 - 02020 -.00910 
 .00080 -.00020
 
- 01820 00080 - 00040
500 6 000 -.04510 .55840 .06700 	 -.00370 

.07390 - 01450 - 00860 00100 -.00050
500 7.000 -.04300 .64290 

600 8.000 -.04340 .72670 .089360 -.00750 -.00840 00t0 -.00070
 
500 9.000 -.04800 .80310 .09640 
 00160 - 00870 00130 - 00070
 
20 000 -.04810 .87380 .11360 01030 -.00920 00150 - 00080
500 

.500 11.000 - 04980 .93860 .13600 .01880 
 -.00940 00180 - 00080
 






GRADIENT .00100 .09378 -.00106 .00310 .00018 

RUN NO 446/ 0 RN/L - 3 24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPH-M BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -2 000 - 04960 -.21100 07310 - 04840 - 01080 .00100 000 0
 
.600 -1 000 
 -.04B90 -.10740 06470 -.04920 -.01050 .00110 00020
 
-.00430 05980 -.04650 -.01040 00110 .00010
 
.600 I 000 -.05320 .09200 .05740 -.04240 -.01050 .00110 .00000
 
.600 2 000 -.05180 .18690 05690 - 03830 -.01110 00140 -.000O0
 
.600 3.000 -.04920 .28250 .05760 -.03500 -.01110 .00140 -.00020
 




.600 .000 -.05140 

.600 5.000 -.04850 .47470 .06360 -.03060 

500 5.000 -.05130 .nS90 .06920 -.02590 -.00920 00110 -.00060
 
600 7.000 - 05370 .66170 .07750 -.02080 00100
-.00850 -.00080
 
.09010 - 01250 - 00640 00110 -.00080
 
80 9 000 -.04670 82330 106890 - 00520 00160 





.89580 .00080 -.01050 .00220 .00000
 
600 it 000 - 04460 .986000 .15130 .00790 -.01000 .00230 .00030
 
600 12 o00 -.04430 1.01610 17860 .01680 -.00850 00200 .OOO00
 
.600 10.000 -.04520 .12730 

.00004 -.00012




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAG 







- 5500.0000 SQ.FT, 
- 327 9000 IN 







1339 9100 IN 
.0000 IN 






















SCALE - 0300 I0RB 4.000 
RUN NO. 445/ 0 RN/L - 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2 000 -.04750 -.22590 07710 - 05S50 - 01340 00130 00030 
700 -1.000 -.04720 -. 11800 05740 - 05850 - 01330 00230 Oo 
.700 .000 -.04760 -.01070 .06120 - 05700 -.01270 .00120 - 00020 
.700 I 000 -.04740 .080960 .05820 - 05300 -.01200 .00130 -.00020 
700 2.000 -.04400 .18980 .05740 -.05210 -.01220 .00160 - 00020 
700 3.000 - 04410 .29210 .05840 -.04910 -.01190 .00150 -.00030 
.700 4.000 - 04470 .39380 .06120 - 04500 -.01110 .00140 - 00040 
.700 5.000 -.04740 .49250 .05590 -. 03940 -.01030 00130 -.00060 
700 6 000 -,04660 .59020 07340 - £3280 - 00920 00120 - 00050 
.700 7.000 -.04170 .68540 08570 - 02540 -.00840 00110 - 00040 
.700 8.000 -.04030 .71t5O .10 30 -.02110 -.1090 00130 - 00020 
700 9.000 -.04180 84590 .12490 - 01640 -.00930 .00150 - 00lO 
.700 10 000 - 03890 .91260 14890 -.01180 - 00870 .00140 - 00030 
700 11.000 -.03290 .97520 .17490 -.00580 -.00780 00140 - 00050 
70O 12.000 -.03480 t.03150 .20240 .00350 -.00780 .00160 .00000 
ORADIENT .0032 .10234 -.0141 .00270 .00042 .00002 -.00011 
PAGE 141
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

(PLUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 I (ROMIO8) ( 21 JAN 75 1









5500 0000 SO FT 
327 8000 IN 








1339 SiO0 IN 
0000 IN. 




















RUN NO 453/ 0 RN/L - I 90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 O/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLN CY CLN 
CSL 
300 -2.000 -.05200 -.23620 .01080 .t3270 -.00420 .00010 .00020 
.300 -1.000 -.05640 - 13660 .06280 .1260 -.00470 00040 
D000 













































































































GRADIENT - 00084 .09590 -.00LO4 -.02114 o000 -.0004 - 00007 
SUN No. 452/ 0 RNL ­ 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD - CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 - 02830 -.25190 .07340 .13240 -.00870 .00010 
00030 




























.500 3.000 -.04250 .26170 .05710 .03110 -.00700 50020 -.00040 
.500 4.000 - 04190 .35990 .05920 .00650 - 00730 .00020 -.00040 
.500 5.000 -.04360 .45820 .06280 -.01800 -.00720 .00030 -.00060 
































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE t42
 
CA5 RI FO HI5 IA V9,I (PLUS. ORB TC5 ATSB.3 I (ROMIOB) 1 21 JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC 
DATA -
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT XIRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC - BETA - 000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN, YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3,000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZHRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 61-2 - .000 S3-4 .000 
SCALE - 0300 $5-6 ace IORB * 4.000 
RUN NO. 451/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.00 -2.00 -.04880 -.26140 .07510 .13450 -.00980 .00000 .00040 
600 -2 000 - 04800 -.15200 .06590 .11440 -.00970 00060 -.00010 
600 000 - 05080 . -.0429a 06020 09430 - 00980 00070 -.00030 
600 1 000 - 05250 06010 .05760 .07420 - 00940 00060 - 00040 
.600 2.000 -.05080 .16350 .0r670 .05360 -.00920 00060 -.00040 
S0 3.000 - 05240 .26700 .05740 .02950 -.00860 .00060 -.00040 
600 4 000 -.05320 .36840 .05980 .00490 - 00780 .00040 - 00040 
600 5 000 -.04980 46930 .08400 -.01810 -.00730 00030 - 00060 
.600 6 000 -.04750 57140 .07020 -.03810 -.D650 00020 - 00100 
.600 7,000 -.04810 .67010 .07900 -.05290 -.00550 .00010 -.00120 
.600 8 000 -.04470 .75910 .09180 -.06200 -.00530 .00020 -.00120 
600 9 000 - 04t60 84000 .10860 -.07140 -.00610 00050 -.00090 
600 10 000 -.04530 .91560 .12950 -.08390 -.00690 00090 -.00080 
B00 It 000 -.05010 .98350 .25470 -.09470 -.00720 .00140 -.00020 
.600 t00 -.04780 1.04390 .16300 -.10270 -.00T50 .00190 -.00070 
GRADIENT -.00043 .10417 -.00140 -.02179 .00037 -.00004 -.00010 
RUN NO. 450/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -500/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 - 02490 - 27850 .07920 .13600 01100 .00030 .00050 
.700 -2 000 -.02010 -.16590 .06850 .11650 -.01O0 00040 -.00020 
.700 .000 -.01990 -.05190 .06180 .09620 -.01080 .00060 -.00030 
.700 1.000 -.02550 .05710 .05850 .07470 -.01020 .00060 -.00130 
.700 2 000 -.02610 16650 .05720 .05170 -.00990 .00070 - 00020 
.700 3.000 -.02570 .27540 .05780 .02880 -,00980 .00080 -.00040 
.700 4,000 -.02580 .38260 .06060 .0060 -.00890 .00070 -.00050 
.700 5.000 -:02470 .48730 .06560 -.01360 -.00760 .00040 -.00060 
700 s.nob -,o'tSd .59090 .073860 -.02880 -.00630 00020 -.00080 
.700 7.000 - 02910 69020 .08640 -.04040 -.00600 .00030 -.00080 
.700 8 000 -.03500 .77870 .10430 -.05170 -.00670 .00070 -.00050 
.700 9 000 -.03710 .85600 .12640 -.06590 -.00730 .00100 -.00010 
.700 10.000 -.03480 .92840 .16100 -.08340 -,00720 -OOt1O - 00020 
700 11.000 -.03290 .99700 .17760 -.09990 -.00660 .00090 -.O000O 
700 12 000 -.03220 1.05810 .20670 -. 11470 -.00640 .00100 - 00030 
GRADIENT -.00054 .10946 -.00176 -.02171 .00045 .00003 - 0001 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE 143
 
CA5 KI FO HI.IA V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 ) IRGIlO91 ( 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2 000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YHRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RUDOL - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OR - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO 457/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
300 -12.000 1.92050 .17030 03880 .03280 .27230 -.00280 .03030
 
.300 -to 000 1 92670 .16510 .04260 .03610 .22510 - 00110 02600
 
300 -8.000 2.92850 .16210 .04650 .04010 .17880 .00030 02130
 
.300 -6 000 1.93080 .15940 .05010 .04840 .12980 . s0180 .01580
 
300 -4 000 1.93290 .15710 .05310 .05910 .07920 .00300 01000
 
300 -3.000 I 93310 15770 .05430 .06210 .05510 00310 .00720
 
.300 -2.000 1.93270 .16010 .05520 .06170 .03360 .00240 .00460
 
300 -1.000 I 93270 16250 .05580 .05980 .01400 00130 .00210
 
.300 000 I 93240 .16380 05620 .05740 -.00560 00020 -.00050
 
300 1.000 1.93020 16470 05530 .05490 - 02670 -.00080 - 00310
 
.300 2 000 I 92800 16530 .05590 .05160 -.04960 - 00160 - 00580
 
300 3 000 1.92640 .16850 05500 04720 -.07380 -.00180 -.00850
 
.300 4 000 I 92520 17090 .05360 .04230 -.09850 -.00150 - 01140
 
.300 6.000 I 92360 .17540 .05020 .03340 -.14760 - 00080 -.01710
 
300 8 000 I 92200 .17890 .04530 .02670 -.19550 - 00050 - 02210
 
.300 10.000 1.91930 .18260 .04230 .02120 -.24610 .c0000 -.02660
 
.300 12,000 1.91520 .19000 .03970 .01250 -.29890 .00280 -.03130
 
GRADIENT -.00105 .00170 .00010 -.00228 -.02174 -.00071 -.00264
 
RUN NO. 468/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 0o CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 1.92320 .11270 .04180 .0e60 ,27550 -,00200 .03010 
.500 -10.000 1.92550 .28540 .04400 .03280 .22810 .00000 .02820 
.500 -8.000 1.92790 .16190 .04730 .03580 .18370 .00040 .02190 
.500 -6.000 1 93030 .15930 .05100 .04080 .13570 .00110 .01660 
.500 -4.000 1.93260 .1560 .05420 .04840 .08400 .00240 .01060 
.500 -3.000 1.93290 .15530 .05530 .05240 .05830 .00280 .00770
 
.500 -2.000 1.93200 15720 05600 .05490 .03470 .00240 00490
 
.500 -1.000 1.93090 15060 .05630 .05470 .01340 .00150 .00230
 
500 .000 93040 .15950 .05650 .05220 -.00700 .00050 -.00030
 
.500 1.000 I 93050 .15990 .05660 .04760 -.028BO -.00040 - 00310
 
.500 2.000 1 93220 16040 .05530 .04230 -.05230 -.00100 -.00580
 
.500 3 000 1 93160 .16190 .05560 .03690 -.07740 - 00100 - 00850
 
.500 4.000 1 93090 .16520 .05450 .03110 -.10370 -.00040 - 01140
 
.500 6,000 I 92720 .17240 .05140 .02100 -.15480 .00040 -.01700
 
.500 8.000 I 92370 .17510 .04790 .01640 -.20110 -.00010 -.02160
 
.500 10.000 1.92140 .17480 .04460 .01410 - 24570 -.00080 -.02570
 
.500 	 12.000 I 92070 .18020 .04210 .00510 -.29950 .00220 -.03060 
ARADIENT - 00021 O0nO97 .00005 nf0l247 -.02290 -.000s2 - 00272 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
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5500 0000 SQ.FT. 





1339.9100 IN XC 











BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a .000 S63-4 . .000 
SS-O - .000 IORE ,4000 
RUN NO. 455/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -12.000 1.91720 .16960 .04430 03090 .27840 - 00100 .03010 
600 -10 000 1 92050 .16540 04580 02980 .23020 00040 02610 
.600 -8.000 1.92050 .16250 .04870 ,03120 .18640 .00060 022 0 
.600 -6.000 1.92140 . O5910 .05210 .03660 .13930 .00100 01710 
.600 -4.000 1.92400 .15550 .05490 .04460 .08760 .00190 01110 
600 -3 000 1 92480 .15420 .05580 04840 .06140 00210 00810 
.600 -2.000 1.92460 .15390 .05640 .05090 .03670 00180 00520 
.600 -1.000 1,92430 .15480 .05670 .05180 .01390 00110 00240 
.600 .000 1.92440 .15620 .05700 .05080 -.00780 .00040 -.00040 
.600 1.000 1.92410 .15800 .05720 .04660 -.03000 - 00030 - 00320 
.600 2.000 I 92320 .15940 .05690 .04090 -.05420 -.00090 - 00600 
Boo 3 000 I 92200 .16090 .05620 .03520 -.08020 -.00090 - 00890 
S0 4.000 1.92070 .16420 .05510 .02O50 
-.10740 -.00020 - 01200 
600 6.000 1.91860 .17200 .05240 .01510 -. 15920 .00080 - 01770 
600 8.000 1.91690 .17540 .04950 .00780 
-.20490 00030 - 02200 
.600 10.000 1.91540 .17540 04690 .00S50 -.24870 -.00070 -.02570 
.600 iaOo 1.91410 .17970 .04520 .00530 -.30340 .00170 -.03080 
GRADIENT 
-.00041 .00115 .00006 
-.00215 -.02384 - 00040 - 00286 
RUN NO. 454/ 0 RN/L - 3 55 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
700 -12.000 1.91260 .16890 .04900 .03260 .28340 - 00130 .03060 
.700 -10 000 1.91160 .17190 .04890 .02290 .23830 - 00100 02720 




















.700 -3.000 1.91700 .15650 .05690 .04690 .01650 00090 00880 
.700 -2.000 1.91710 .15580 .05710 .05020 .04000 .00090 .00580 
.700 -2.000 1.91710 .15590 .05700 .05270 .01510 00080 .00280 



















.700 3.000 1.91600 .15960 05710 .03440 -.08300 -.00050 -.00870 
.700 4.000 1.91500 .16320 05620 .02730 -. 11050 .00000 -.01180 
.700 6.000 1.91240 .17320 .05410 .010 0 -. 16320 .00110 -.01760 
700 8 000 1.91040 .17960 .05170 .00040 -.21110 .00130 -.02250 
.700 20.000 2 90890 .18190 .04990 -.00130 -.25720 00080 -.02660 
700 12 000 1 90610 16490 .04950 .00520 - 31050 .00240 -.03120 
GRADIENT -.00018 .00059 .00004 
-.00214 -.02507 - 00017 - 00292 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

(PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3.3 	 CR02110l( C 21 JAN '75





6 000 STAB - 3 200ALPHAI ­
- 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
SREF 

LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 
ELV-1 - 000 ELV-OB 3.000 BREF - 2343 0000 IN ZMRP - 180.7500 IN. ZC 
SI-a 000 S3-4 000 SCALE - 0300 

S5-6 000 IORB 4 000
 
RUN NO 461/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
CY CLN CSL
MACH BETA ALPHA CIL CD CL-M 

.05320 -.08260 26670 -.00440 .03760
 
52250 .05530 -.05350 21900 - 00270 03280
 
300 -12.000 5.80270 52690 

300 -10.000 5 80220 

.300 -8 000 5.80320 .51500 -.04150
.05030 .17020 -.00080 02670
 
.300 -6 000 5 80470 .51210 06140 -.03320 .12110 .00110 01990
 
.300 -4.000 5 80520 51520 .06420 -.03080 07380 00240 01290
 
.300 -3.000 5 80570 .51820 .06540 -.03090 05190 
 00240 00950
 
300 -2.000 5.80620 52090 .06640 -.03120 .03170 .00170 00630
 
.300 -1.000 
 5 80O20 52190 .06730 -.03210 .01320 00070 00300
 
00510 - 00020 - 00030

.300 .000 5 80570 .52 00 .06770 -.03360 ­
300 I 000 5 80520 .52330 06750 
 - 03480 - 02540 -.00090 - 00370
 
-4300 2.000 5.80470 
 52500 06730 - 03640 -.04730 -.00130 - 00700
 
c') 300 3.000 5.80470 .52560 .0669D -.03840 -.07020 -.00130 -.01030
 
0 300 4 000 5.80470 .52530 06610 - 04090 -. 09380 -.00090 - 01370 
. 300 6 000 5 80370 .52420 .06360 -.04810 -. 14120 .00010 - 02060 
300 8 000 5 80130 .52440 06040 - 05720 -. 19900 .00060 -.02990
 
.300 10 000 5 79880 .52600 .05700 -.06610 -.23500 00090 - 03250
 
52670 05460 - 07280 -.28490 .00230 -.03780
300 12.000 5.79880 

-. 02055 - 00053 - 00332GRADIENT 	 - 00015 .00120 .00024 -.00127 

RUN NO. 460/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
CO CLM CY CLN CSL




.500 -12.000 5.79590 .53450 .05620 -.05650 .27050 

.500 -10.000 5 79740 .53320 .05670 
 -.04780 	 .22380 -. 00230 .03290 
.17690 .02720
.500 -8.000 5 	79790 .53120 .05920 -.04200 -.00140 

.500 -6 000 5.79740 .53100 .08230 -.03820 .12760 .00010 .02060 
S0 -4.000 5.79740 .53310 .06520 -. 03590 - .07720 .00210 .0t330 
.500 -3.000 5 79740 .53590 .06640 - 03540 .00250.05350 .00980
 
00190 .00640
500 -2.000 5.79740 .53960 .06720 -.03560 .03240 
.500 -2.000 5.79790 .54140 .06780 -. 03620 .01300 .00090 00300 
.500 .000 5.79790 .54140 ,06810 -.03740 -.00630 .00010 -.00040 
.500 1.000 5 79690 .54190 .06810 -.04050 -.02700 - 00060 - 00380 
500 2.000 5 79690 .54250 .06790 -.04390 - 04930 -.00110 - 00720 
.500 3.000 5 79540 .54290 .06740 -.04630 - 07330 -.00100 - 01070 
4.000 5.79490 .54330 .06650 -.04880 -. 09830 -.00030 -.01430 
S0 6.000 5.79390 54320 
.500 

06390 -.05500 -. 14790 .00090 - 02120 
.00080 - 02710 
.500 10 000 5 79300 .53880 .05850 -. 06800 -.24050 00010 -.03230 
500 8.000 5 79350 .54110 .06100 -.06180 - 19480 

.05720 -.07140 	 - 29140 .00210 -.03800
 
- 02143 -.00046 - 00343
 
.500 12 000 5 79350 .54060 






DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 























1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 
























RUN NO. 459/ 0 RN/L - 3 19 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.78910 .54790 .05930 -.05120 .27280 -.00290 .03780 
600 -I0.000 5.78810 .55080 05920 -.0470 .22720 -.00230 03320 
600 -8.000 5.78760 .54840 .06130 -.04040 .18030 -.00150 .02790 
.600 -6 000 5 78760 .54740 .06420 -.03530 .13100 - 00010 02130 
.600 -4.000 5.78510 .55000 .03700 -.03500 .08070 .00160 01390 
.600 -3 000 5.78860 .55210 .06800 -.03590 .05640 .00190 01010 
600 -2,000 578910 .55380 .06650 -.03580 .03390 .00150 00650 
600 -1.000 5.78880 .55510 .06890 -.03800 .01340 .00080 .00310 
600 000 5.78810 .55600 .06920 -.04000 -.00640 .00010 - 0050 
600 2.000 5 78760 .55s90 .06960 -.04320 - 02790 -.00060 - 00420 
600 2 000 5.78760 .55770 .06970 -.04510 -.05130 -.00100 - 00770 
600 3.000 5.78760 .55820 .06920 -. 04560 -.07540 -.00080 -.01130 
00 4 000 5 78660 .55900 06840 -.04760 - 10210 - 00010 - 01490 
.600 6.000 5.78420 .56060 .05620 -.05590 -.15170 .00090 - 02180 
600 8.000 5.78370 .58000 .06370 -.08400 -.19790 .00070 -.02780 
.60 0.000 5.78420 .55770 .05180 -.05950 -.24370 .00030 - 03310 
.600 12 000 5.78320 .55590 .06130 -.07130 -. 29700 .00280 - 03860 
GRADIENT - 00022 .0006 .00020 -. 00169 -.02235 -. 00035 - 00359 
RUN NO. 458/ 0 RN/L - 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12 000 5.78170 55850 0630 -.03890 28240 -.00360 .03930 
.700 -10.000 5.77730 .57620 .06470 -.04000 .23840 -.00390 03510 
.700 -8 000 5 77930 57400 .06590 -.03860 1830 -.00210 02920 
700 -6.900 5.78120 .57080 .06840 -.03540 13590 - 00020 .02220 
.700 -4.000 5 78090 .57020 .07070 -.0318t .02690 .00020 02470 
.700 -3.000 5.77980 .57060 .07150 -.03090 06260 .00090 02090 
.700 -2000 5.77880 .57070 07180 -.03090 03860 00060 .00710 
700 -1.000 5.77880 .57060 .07170 -.03050 .01520 00050 .00320 
700 000 5.77930 57160 07200 -.03220 -.00720 .00040 -.00070 
700 1.000 5.77880 .57340 .07260 -.03560 -.03020 00010 - 00460 
.700 2.000 5.77880 .57450 .07280 -.03820 - 05500 -.00010 - 00830 



















.700 8 000 5.77540 .58090 06870 -.06580 - 20510 -.00190 - 02920 
.700 10 0o 5 77440 .57990 .06780 -.06810 -.25390 .00200 - 03490 
.700 12 000 5 77590 57680 .06840 -.06870 -.30580 .00330 - 04010 
GRADIENT - 00027 .00082 .00020 -.00176 -.02393 -.00010 - 00381 
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pATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






ALPHAI * 8.000 STAB - -3 200 SREF - 5500.0000 S FT XMRP - 1339 9t00 IN. 	XC 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN 	YC RUO-U - 000 
RUO-L - 000 
ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
- 190 7500 IN. ZC 
Si-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP 
SCALE - .0300 
$5-6 - 000 Io8 - 4 000 
RUN NO 465/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 O0/ 5 00 
CY CLN CSL
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM 

26420 04130
300 -12.000 7 74950 69710 .CS940 	 - 09760 - 00590 

- 08990 -.00460 03610
300 -10 000 7 74710 .69250 07100 21750 

.300 -8 000 7.74950 .68990 .07290 
 -.08000 .16880 -.00280 .02950
 
.300 -6 000 7.75150 68920 .07520 -.07090 .11920 - 00060 .02200
 
300 -4 000 7 75100 .69090 .07770 -.06530 07140 00140 01410
 




.300 -e.000 7 74900 .69670 .07990 -.06770 .03030 .00130 

.300 -1 000 7.74800 .69680 .08060 - 0710O .01240 .00060 00280
 
.200 000 7.7490 .70140 .09100 -.07340 -.00540 .00010 - O0
 
.300 I 000 7.74900 70180 .08120 -.07370 -.02490 - 00050 -.00470
 
.300 2.000 7.74900 .70140 .09110 -.07400 -.04660 -.00080 -.00940
 
300 3.000 7 74800 70090 
 .08070 -.07540 -.07010 -.00070 -.01220
 
.300 4.000 7.74760 .70070 .08000 -.07770 -.09410 -.00010 - 01610
 
-. 14110 .00120 -.02380





.300 9.000 7.74460 .69960 .07540 -.09540 .00170 

00160 -.03660
00 .300 20.000 7.74370 .69730 .07300 -.10510 -.23250 
.300 12 000 7.74320 .69390 .07010 -.10650 -.28310 .00310 -.04230 Q GRADIENT -.00031 00124 .00029 -.00158 -.02021 - 00031 -.00375
 
RUN NO. 464/ 0 RN/L . 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
 
CY CLN CSL
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLR 

.500 -t1.000 7 75050 .71600 .07490 -.08990 26570 - 00480 04170
 
.500 -to 000 7 75100 .71500 .07470 -.08510 22140 
 -.00370 03700
 
.500 -8.000 7,75200 .7150 .07660 -.07950 	 .17410 -.00290 .03060
 
.12520 .02310
500 -6.000 7,75290 .91580 .07910 	 -.07340 -.00130 

500 -4.000 7.75290 71810 08120 	 - 0560 .07640 00080 
 .01500
 
.500 -3.000 7.75240 .72090 .08200 -.06820 .05330 .00140 02110
 
.500 -2.000 7.75200 .72420 .08270 -.06960 03210 .00130 00720
 
.500 -2.000 7 75050 .72660 08330 -.07130 01250 .00080 .00320
 
.500 .000 7.75000 .72750 .08360 -.07230 -.00660 .00040 - 00090
 




500 2.000 7.75000 .72750 .08370 	 -.07480 -.04880 

.500 3 000 7.75000 .72750 .08350 -.07780 -.07270 -.00020 - 01270
 
.500 4.000 7.74900 .72800 .08290 -.08110 -.09770 
 00060 -.01670
 
-.08820 14680 .00210 -.02430

.500 6.000 7.74610 .72850 .08090 -.

.500 8 000 7 74610 72720 .07840 -.09630 -.19270 0020 -.03120
 
.500 10.000 7.74850 72420 .07630 -.10410 -.23730 00120 -.03730
 
.500 12.000 
 7.74560 .72220 .07610 -.11040 -.28820 .00330 -.04300
 
.00112 -.00151 -.02128 -.00018 -.00397
ORADIENT "..00046 .00023 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 148
 
CAS KI F0 HIS.IA V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38 3 1 tRomIII) 1 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 6500.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP * 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 37,B000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
DREF - 2340.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - .000 $3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 lORD - 4.000 
RUN NO. 463/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 5,00
5.00/ 

MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
600 -12.000 7.74560 .73500 .081 0 -.08670 .26970 -.00420 .04250
 
.600 -10.000 7.74220 .74t90 St40 -.08260 .22530 - 00390 .03740
 
.600 -8.000 7.74510 .73770 .08g60 -.07300 .17890 -.00350 .03100
 
.600 -6.000 7,74710 .73430 .08460 -.06470 .12970 -.00200 .02340
 
.600 -4.000 7.74610 .73630 .08660 -.06130 .07970 .00040 .01510
 
600 -3 O00 7 74510 .73860 .08750 -.06120 .05640 .00090 .01100
 
.60 -2.000 7.74510 .14070 .08820 -.08160 .03520 .00060 00700 
600 -1.000 7.74460 .74180 .0880 -.0Se7O .01490 .00010 .00310 
.600 .000 7.74370 .74260 .08900 -.06510 -.00600 .00010 -.00100 
600 I 000 7 74270 .74370 .08910 -.06880 -.02790 00000 - 00500 
.600 2 000 7.74220 .74440 .08890 -.07160 - 05070 -. 00020 -.00890 
.600 3.000 7.74220 .74440 .08840 -.07310 -.07470 -.00010 - 01290 
.600 4.000' 7.74170 .74490 .08780 -.074S0 -.09940 .00050 -.01700 
.600 6.000 7.74020 .74660 .08600 -. 08010 -.14870 .00190 -.02490 
.600 8.000 7.74070 .74650 .08390 -.09160 -.19570 .00220 - 03200 
.600 I0 000 7.74220 .74490 .08260 -.10400 -.24210 .00190 -.03810 
.600 12.00O 7.74170 .74460 .08340 -. oeo -.29340 .00340 -.04380 
GRADIENT -.00057 .00102 .00015 -.00190 -.02207 -.00007 -.00400
 
RUN NO. 482/ 0 RNIL - 3.52 ORAOIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -12.000 7.72900 .75370 09660 -.07700 .28300 -.00580 .04250 
.700 -20.000 7.72410 .76030 .09530 - 07650 .23720 -.00690 .03700 
.700 -8.000 7.72510 .75930 .09490 -.06350 .18720 -.00420 .03080 
.700 -6 000 7 72660 .75820 .09610 -.05240 .13600 -.00130 .02350 
.700 -4.000 7.7B510 .75960 .09850 -.04980 .08560 .00000 .01550 
.700 -3.000 7.72560 .76070 .099650 -.05040 .0616 - 00010 .01140 
.100 -2.000 7.7660 .76140 .10020 -.05120 .03830 -.00050 .00740 
.700 -1.000 7 72560 .76230 .IO070 -.05350 01520 -.00020 .00340 
700 .000 7.72510 .76330 .10110 -.05770 - 00770 .00060 - 00050
 
.700 1.000 ?.72610 76470 .10130 -.06230 - 03030 .00090 -.00420
 
700 2 000 7.72710 .7570 .I0110 -.06460 - 05400 00070 -. 00810 
.700 3.000 7.72750 76500 .10040 -.06440 - 07870 00060 -. 01210 
.700 4.000 7,72710 .76420 .09980 -. 06590 -,10340 .0008 -. 01610 
.700 6 000 7 72560 .76460 09910 - 07840 -. 15260 .00200 -.02380 
.700 8 000 7 72460 .76610 .09770 -. B00 -.20250 .00340 -.03060 
.700 20.000 7.72460 76500 09670 - 09860 - 25300 .00440 -.03660 
.700 12 000 7.72710 .75490 .09820 - 09260 - 30340 .00400 -.04220 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PACE 149 
CAS KI F0 156,8 V9.I (PLUS, ORB TCS AT3G.3 I (ROMItI2 21 JAN 15 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RU-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-a - .000 93-4 - .000 
98-S .000 IORB . 4.000 
RUN NO. 470/ 0 RN/L - 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.150 -2.000 -.01160 -.21500 .06590 '.14050 -.01290 .00000 -.00080
 
.150 -1.000 - 00970 -.07710 .05870 .10570 -.00950 -.00010 -.00100
 
.150 .000 -.01260 .01650 .05400 .08670 -.00830 -.00040 -.00110
 
.150 1.000 -.01740 .09070 .05140 .07fO -.00810 -.00070 -.00120
 
150 2 000 - 0150C .16980 .05070 .05620 -.00840 -.00080 -.00140
 
.150 3.000 -.01290 .26370 .05160 .03410 -.00850 -.00070 - 00l0
 
.150 4.000 -.00620 .35950 .05370 .00720 -.00830 -.00040 -.00150
 
.150 5.000 -.00470 .44960 .05730 -.01480 -.00920 .00000 -.00170
 
150 6 000 -.00860 .53810 .068230 -.03420 -.01130 00050 -.00190
 
.150 7.000 - 01040 .62750 .06860 - 05570 -.01280 .00060 -.00210
 
.150 8.000 -.00880 .71540 .0710 -.07640 -.01260 .00040 -.OOIO
 
.150 9.000 -.00540 .79520 .08470 -.09130 -.01170 .00050 -.00180
 
.150 10.000 - 00540 .66510 .09750 -.09980 -.01120 .00090 -.00160
 
.150 11.000 -.00670 .93130 11750 -. 10750 -.01050 .00110 -.O03O
 
.150 12.000 -.00790 .99790 .14260 -. 11960 - 00930 .00130 -.00130
 
GRADIENT .00062 .09115 -.00111 - 02086 .00037 - 00003 -.00012
 
RUN NO. 469/ 0 RN/L - I 92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -2 000 -.00770 -.23050 .07090 .15520 -.00730 0011O -.00050
 
.300 -1 000 -.00710 -.12980 .06340 .13520 -.00730 .00130 -.00050
 
.300 000 -.00670 -.C2820 .05900 .11560 -.00730 .00130 -.00080
 
.300 1.000 - 01140 C6640 .05720 09720 -.00740 .00130 - 00080
 
300 2 000 -.00600 .16160 .05680 .07390 -.00670 00110 -.00080
 
.300 3.000 -.00420 .25730 .05690 .04810 -.00660 OOIID -.00080
 
.300 4 000 -.00620 .35170 .05880 .02170 -.00780 .00130 - 00090
 
.300 5 000 - 00830 .44650 .06210 -.00490 -.00850 00160 -.00100
 
.300 6 000 -.0090 .54330 .06740 -.02920 -.00810 .001280 - 00120
 
300 7.000 -.00710 .63910 07430 -.05200 - 00730 .00190 - 00150
 
.300 8.000 -.00600 .72770 .08220 -.07120 -.00690 .00170 -.00170
 
300 - 9 000 -.00590 .8BOO .09000 - 08900 -.00630 .00200 -.00140 
.300 10 000 -.00580 .e8400 .0400 -.10340 - 00730 .00230 -.00080 
300 II 000 - 00480 .95580 .12740 -.11240 -,01040 .00230 -.00060 
.300 12 000 -.00790 1.02280 .153qO -.11930 -.01190 .00270 -.00090 
GRADIENT .00016 .09841 -.00109 -.02279 -.00010 .00003 -.00008 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PACE 150 
CAS KI FO H15.8 V9.1 (PLUS, ORB TC5 AT3B.3 ) (ROMIIB) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA .,000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.9000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUOD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-B - .000 S3-4 .000 
S5-8 - 000 IORS - 4,000 
RUN NO. 458/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.00970 -.25410 .0710 .14750 -.00950 .00110 - 00030 
.500 -1.000 -.00700 -.14720 .06630 .13000 -.00900 .00140 -.00030 
.500 .000 -.00460 -.04100 .06090 .11330 -.00850 .00140 -.00040 
.500 1.000 - 00680 .05900 .05650 .09320 - 00820 .00140 - 00060 
.500 2.000 - 00680 .15930 .05780 .06930 -.00790 .00140 -.00050 
.500 3 000 - 00620 .25920 .05840 .04430 - 0080 .00160 - 00050 
500 4 000 -.00530 .35780 .06030 .01910 - 00630 .00160 - 00060 
.500 5.000 -.00540 .45650 .06410 -.00700 -.00780 .00160 -.00070 
.500 8.000 -.00360 .55530 .06970 -.03220 -.00740 .00160 -.00090 
500 7.000 -.00180 .65340 .07720 -.05270 -.00730 .00170 - 00110 
S00 8.000 -.00290 .74250 .08720 -.06700 -.00710 .00so - 00120 
.500 9.000 -.00470 .82270 .10090 -.07700 -.006590 .00190 - 00130 
500 20.000 -.00220 .89810 .11900 -.08580 -.00640 .00180 -.00150 
.500 11.000 .00070 .96910 .14180 -.09600 -.00650 00210 - 00170 
.500 22 000 -.00180 1.03tO .16850 -.10490 -.00820 .00310 -.00160 
GRADIENT .00039 .10119 -.00137 -.02222 .00020 .00006 -.00005 
RUN NO. 487/ 0 RN/L - 3 28 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2 000 -.00090 -.26520 .01720 .14540 -.01050 .00160 .00000 
.600 -1.000 -.00050 -.15560 .06770 .12650 -.00980 .00260 - 00030 
S00 .000 00110 -.04820 .06270 .10970 -.00960 .00260 -.00040 
.600 1 000 .00250 .05480 .05890 .09260 -.00970 00270 -.00050 
.600 2.000 -.00070 .15680 .05810 .06860 -.00940 .00170 -.00060 
.600 3.000 -.00080 .25980 .05680 .04420 -.00900 .00160 -.00060 
.600 4 000 -.00020 .36220 .06110 .0190 -.00850 .00160 - 00060 
.600 5.000 -.00330 .46420, .06510 -. 00520 -.00800 .00160 -.00070 
.600 6.000 -.00640 .56760 .07130 -.02840 -.00720 .00150 -.00090 
.600 7 000 -.00570 .66730 .08030 -.04500 -.00650 .00140 -.00220 
600 8 000 -.00350 .75690 .09300 -.05540 -.00630 .00150 -.00110 
.600 9.000 -.00380 .83730 .10980 -.06540 -.00710 .00190 -.00220 
.600 10.000 -.00440 .981250 .13060 -.07840 -.00790 .00230 -.00080 
.600 11 000 -.00400 .98080 .15540 -.09110 -.00810 .00250 -.00080 
.600 22.000 -.00320 1.04280 .18300 -.10230 -.00830 .00280 -.00060 
GRADIENT -.00029 .10388 -.00151 -.02152 .00031 .00001 -.00008 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 
PAGE 151 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 VS.] (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3S.3 ) (ROMI12) 2 JAN 75 1 















































RUN NO. 46/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL




.14090 -.01090 .00120 

-.16860 .07060 .12360 -.01070 .00120 -.00020
 
700 -2.000 .OMD60 -.23080 .08120 

700 -1 000 .00070 

.00130 - 00030






.700 O00 Go0o0 .05200 .06000 .o88O 	 -.01000 

-.01010 .00180 - 00020

.700 2 000 - 00070 .16070 .05870 .06870 

700 3 000 .00210 .26940 .05950 04400 
 - 01040 .00200 	 - 00040
 
.02000 -.00960 	 .00190 -.00050
700 4.000 .00660 .37560 .06210 

-.00120 -.00830 .00150 -.00050
 
-.01650 -.00690 .00140 - 00060
 
.700 5.000 00210 .48200 .06670 

700 6 000 -.00150 58650 .07450 
00140 -. 00060700 7 000 .00340 .68680 .08720 - 02840 - 00620 




.700 9 000 .02020 .85330 .22690 -.05810 -.00750 00190 

700 10 000 .00700 
 .92570 .15150 -.07700 - 00750 .00190 - 00020
 
.700 t1000 .00730 .995t0 .t7830 -,09440 -.00640 00t50 -.00050
 
- Il0 -.005S0 00130 -.00040





GRADIENT .00027 .10892 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 152 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 I (ROMI13) 1 21 JAN 75) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SOFT, XMRP - 2339,9io0 IN,XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-O - 3,000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S9-2 - .000 S3-4 - 00 
S5-6 .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 474/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -6.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA4 CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
300 -12.000 1.92070 .17640 .03960 .03420 .29400 -.0165D .03230 
.300 -10.000 1.92380 .17060 .04306 04010 24400 - 01270 02760 
.300 -8.000 1.92860 .15710 .04710 04960 .19390 -.00900 02250 
.300 -6.000 1.92940 15370 .05110 .06100 .24090 - 00500 01670 
300 -4.000 1.93190 . .16010 .05430 .07150 .08640 - 00120 01050 
.300 -3.000 1.93260 .16000 .05550 .07430 .06020 .00010 .00740 
.300 -2.000 1.93260 16180 .05640 .07440 .03620 .00070 00460 
.300 -1.000 1.93210 .16410 .05710 .07350 .01410 00100 .00180 
300 o00 1.93200 .16520 .05760 07180 -.00760 .00140 -.00090 
.300 1 000 1.93150 .16650 .05760 06770 -.03070 .00180 - 00360 
.300 2.000 1.93090 .1800 .05720 .06260 -.05550 .00230 - 00630 
.300 3 000 2.93020 .16970 .05640 .05770 -.08150 .00340 - 00920 
.300 4.000 1.92920 .17210 .05500 .05230 - 10820 .00400 - 01220 
.300 6.000 1,92680 .17720 .05130 .04170 -.16170 .00810 -.01830 
.300 8 000 1 92430 .18080 .04680 .03290 -.21490 .01070 - 02360 
.300 10 000 1.92180 .18420 .04230 .02470 -.26750 .01320 -.02830 
.300 12.000 1.91740 .19200 .03870 .01360 -.32080 .01710 -.03320 
GRADIENT -.00036 .00153 .00013 -:00260 - 02386 .00064 -.00280 
RUN NO. 473/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
,500 -12.000 1.91550 .174R0 .04230 .02390 .29830 -.01580 .03270 
.500 -20.000 1.91820 .16700 .04480 .03100 .e4780 -.01200 .02830 
.500 -8 000 1.92100 .16200 .04840 .04120 .19870 -. 00910 .02330 
.500 -6.000 I.?23s6 .15800 .05210 .05290 .1465Q -.00580 .01750 
.500 -4.000 1.92580 .25490 .05630 .06350 .09120 -.00200 .01120 
.600 -3.000 1.92610 .15450 .06650 .06740 .06380 -.00040 .00800 
.500 -2.000 1.92600 .15560 05720 .06960 .03800 00050 00520 
500 -I 000 2 92630 .15710 .05780 .06960 01400 00120 .00220 
.500 .000 1.92650 .15820 .05810 .06700 -.00900 .00170 -.00070 
So0 1.000 1.92590 .15940 .05810 .06140 -.03290 .00220 -.00360 
.500 2.000 1.92530 .16050 .05770 .05530 -.0810 .00290 -.00640 
.600 3.000 1,92470 .16240 .05690 .04980 -.08500 .00400 -.00930 
.500 4.000 1.92370 .16530 .05580 .04400 -.11320 .00570 -.01240 
.500 6.000 1 92180 .17210 .05230 .03190 -.16860 .00890 -.01840 
-.500 8.000 I 91970 .17650 .04860 .02140 -.21940 .01090 -.02340 
.500 10.000 I 91760 .17930 .04510 .01190 -.26790 .01250 -.02790 
.500 12.000 I 91590 .18540 .04240 .00100 -.32310 .01720 -.03320 
GRADIENT -.00024 .00129 .00006 -. 00279 -.02505 .a0083 -.00292 
PAGE 153DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - 3 200SREF' - 5500.0000 S0 FT. XNRP * 1339 9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 

ELV-I - .000 ELV-0B - 3.000BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZO 
S9-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000SCALE - .0300 
56-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO, 472/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -12 000 1.91310 .17320 .04520 .02310 .30130 -.01490 03290
 
.600 -10.000 1.91770 .16710 .02430 ­.04690 .24990 01160 .02840
 
.600 -8.000 1.91930 .16260 .05010 .03210 .20200 -.00990 .02370
 
.600 -6.000 1.92050 .15810 .05350 .04390 .15090 -.00610 01820
 
.600 -4.000 1.92270 .15370 .05630 .05660 .09550 -.002BO 01180
 
.600 -3.000 1.92400 .15220 .05720 .06220 .06730 
 -.00130 00880
 
.600 -2.000 1.92480 .15170 .05780 
 .06630 .04030 -.00020 .00550
 
600 -1.000 1.92460 .1r220 .05910 .05820 .01540 00060 00250
 
.600 .000 1 92380 .15310 .05830 06750 -.00820 .00140 - 00040
 
.600 1.000 1.92270 .15460 .05850 .06260 -.03260 .00210 -.00340
 
.600 2.000 1.92260 .15640 .05940 .05460 -.05930 .00290 - 00650
 
600 3.000 I 92290 .16870 .05760 04630 -.08800 .00420 - 00970
 
600 4.000 1.92210 .16250 .05650 .03810 -.11710 .00600 - 01300
 
.500 6,000 1.91910 .17110 
 .06370 .02200 -.17230 .00940 -.01900
 
.600 8,000 1.91720 .17560 .05050 .00850 -.22190 .01130 -.02390
 
.600 10,000 1,9100 .17720 .04760 .00000 -.26980 .01250 -.02610
 
.600 2.000 1.91520 .12200 .04060 -.00270 -.32840 ,0160 -.03340
 
GRADIENT -.00020 .00111 .00006 -.00251 -.0e806 .00099 
 -.00307
 
RUN NO. 472/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL DO CLM CY CLN CSL 




.700 -10.000 1.90770 .17620 ,05010 .01730 .26770 -.01320 

.700 -8.000 1.90980 .17020 .05220 .02480 .20940 1.01030 .02430
 
.700 -6.000 I 91250 .16350 .05620 .03720 .15700 -.00710 .01860
 
.700 -4 000 1.91460 15780 .05780 .05050 .10030 -.00390 
 01240
 
700 -3 000 I 91530 .15610 .05860 .05600 .07130 -.00230 .00920
 
.700 -2 000 1 91560 .15530 .05880 .06030 .04290 -.00110 .00800
 
.700 -I 000 1.91560 .15460 .05890 .06380 .01570 .00020 00280
 
.700 .000 I 91560 .16370 
 .05690 .06530 -.01000 .00160 -.00030
 
.700 I 000 I 91550 .16460 .05920 .06110 -.035620 .00250 -.00340
 
.700 2.000 1.91520 .15600 .05940 .05410 -.06190 .00340 -.00650
 
.700 3.000 1.91470 .15790 .05890 .04600 T.09050 .00460 -.00970
 
.700 4.000 1.91350 .16160 .05810 .03740 -.11980 .00620 -.01290
 
.700 6.000 1.90980 .172680 .05570 .01430 -.17630 .00980 -.01910
 
.700 8 000 1.90810 .18150 .05310 , -.00390 -.22920 01250 
 -.02o460
 
.700 10.000 1.90820 .18600 .05100 -.01120 -.27990 .01460 ,.02950
 
.700 12.000 1.90690 .18850 .05040 -.00510 -.33430 .01780 -.03420
 
GRADIENT -.00012 .00038 .0000b -.00158 -.02710 
 .00120 -.00315
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 154 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TO5 AT3S.3 ) (ROMI24) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP * 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF * 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 62-8 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
65-8 - .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 484/ 0 RN/L ­ 1,01 GRADIENT IJTERVAL -15.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.150 -12.000 5.81450 .51680 .05160 -.05410 .26590 -.01800 .03890 
.150 -10.000 5.81400 .51510 .05480 -.04180 .23330 -.01420 .03380 
.150 -8.000 5.81590 .50920 .05730 -.02970 .17920 -.01050 .02690 
.150 -6.000 5.81790 .50650 .05960 -. 01750 .12800 - 00650 .01930 
.150 -4.000 5.81790 .50950 .06170 -.00810 .07540 -.00270 .01160 
.150 -3.000 5.81690 .51320 .06260 -.00710 .05200 -.00110 .00810 
.150 -2.000 .B1640 .51730 .06310 -.01030 .03070 -.00010 .00490 
.150 -1.000 5.81590 .51970 .06350 -.01720 .01110 .00050 .00190 
.150 .000 5.81540 .52090 .06380 -.02320 -.01020 .00160 -.00160 
.150 1.000 5.81590 .6250 .06410 -.02610 -.03490 .00320 -.00560 
.150 2.000 5,81540 .52280 .06460 -.02720 -.05910 .00450 -.00920 
.150 3.000 5.81490 .52240 .06420 -.02620 -.08320 .00540 -.01250 
.150 4.000 5.82450 .52140 .06250 -.03070 -.10750 .00650 -.01600 
.150 6.000 5.81350 .52000 .05620 -.03740 -.15730 .00690 -.02270 
.150 8.000 5.81250 .52200 .05430 -.04510 -.20870 .01180 -.02910 
.150 10.000 B.61200 .52720 .05250 -.05420 -.26060 .01490 -.03500 
.150 12.000 5.81010 .53260 .05170 -.06620 -.31070 .01720 - 04020 
GRADIENT -.00036 .00148 .00020 -.00321 -.02211 .00114 - 00346 
RUN NO. 479/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.80910 53420 .05260 -.06350 .28740 - 01900 .03800 
.300 -10.000 5.80910 .53130 .05540 -.05540 .23680 - 01540 .03310 
.300 -8.000 5.11100 .52640 .05840 -.04480 .18510 -.01130 .02690 
.300 -8.000 5.81300 .52440 .08150 -.03570 .13180 -.00710 .02010 
.300 -4.0oo 6.Oibd .5e860 .08430 -.63086 ,od6 -.00310 .0280 
.300 -3.000 5.82200 .32900 .08580 -.03000 .05410 -.00170 .00940 
.300 -2.000 5.81100 .53190 .0B660 -.03080 .03160 -.00070 00600 
.300 -2.000 5.81010 .53420 .06740 -.03310 .01030 .00030 .00250 
.300 .000 5.81050 .53560 .06760 -.03570 -.02150 .00260 -.0010 
.300 1.000 5.81100 .53640 .06750 -.03720 -.03500 00300 -.00460 
.300 2.000 5.81100 .53730 .06710 -.03840 -.05940 .00440 -.00800 
.300 3.000 5.81050 .53810 .08650 -.04040 -.08430 .00560 -.01140 
.300 4.000 5,81010 .53850 .06550 -.04360 -.10980 00740 -.01500 
.300 8.000 5.80860 .53900 .06260 -.05410 .1650 .01050 -.02210 
.300 8.000 5.80660 .53990 .05920 -.06740 -.21190 .01300 - 02830 
.300 20.000 5.80570 .54100 .05560 -.07840 -.26140 .01520 -.03380 
.300 12.000 5.80520 .54110 .05270 -.07950 -.31310 .01790 -.03910 
GRADIENT -.00025 .00147 .00014 -.00171 -.02328 .00129 -.00348 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PACE 155 
CAB KI FO HI.5 V9.1 (PLUS, ORB TC5 AT38.3 I (ROMI14) ( el JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 3 200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-09 ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 61-2 - .000 93-4 - O00 
$55 - 000 tORs - 4.000 
RUN NO. 478/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -12.000 5 80270 .53940 05560 -.05340 .29370 - -.01820 03790 
500 -10.000 5.80370 .53830 .05690 -.04670 .24430 -.01540 03340 
500 -8.000 5.80520 .53540 .05970 -.03820 19270 - 01240 02750 
500 -6.000 5.80660 53450 06300 -.03130 .13910 -.00840 .02080 
.500 -4.000 5.80660 .53680 .06610 -.02790 .08540 - 00380 .01350 
500 -3 000 5.80660 .53950 .06730 -.02810 .05980 -.00190 .00990 
.500 -2.000 5.80620 .54270 .06840 -.02940 .03600 -.00070 00640 
.500 -1.000 5 80570 .54460 .06900 -.03080 .01390 .00020 00290 
500 000 5.80570 .54490 .06920 -.03200 -.00850 .00150 -.00060 
500 1.000 5.80520 .54520 .06920 -.03450 - 03300 00290 - 00420 
500 2.000 5.80420 .54570 .05890 -.03780 -.05850 .00440 -.00760 
500 3 000 5.80370 .54620 .06810 -.04110 -.08460 00600 -.01130 
500 4 000 5.80370 .54680 .06700 -.04490 -.11140 00790 -.01500 
.500 6.000 5 80320 54760 06430 -.05410 -.16450 01120 -.02190 
.500 8.000 5.80220 54660 s11 -.06380 -.21480 01320 - 02800 
500 10.000 5 80020 .54470 .05810 - 07010 - 26370 01460 -.03330 
.5o 12 000 5 80220 .54450 .05640 -.06720 -.31520 .01800 - 03860 
GRADIENT -.00041 00111 .00012 -.00212 -.02427 00139 -.00355 
RUN NO. 477/ 0 RN/L - 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA4 CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5 79690 .55440 .05950 -.06240 .29500 -.01780 .03880 
600 -10.000 5.79740 .55580 .05970 - 05000 24770 -.01560 03410 
,60 -8.000 5.79930 .55080 .06180 -.03450 .91740 -.OLS80 .02840 
.600 0-6.000 5.80080 .54850 .06490 -.02550 .14410 -.00900 .02160 
.600 -4.000 5 80030 .55140 .06790 -.02520 .08990 - 00460 .01410 
.600 -3 000 5 80030 55350 .06910 -.02640 .06370 - 00270 .01040 
600 -2 000 5.79980 .55500 .06990 -.02710 03890 - 00230 00680 
.600 -1.000 5.7980 .55590 .07030 -.02800 .01560 -.00010 .00320 
.600 .000 5.79930 .55660 .07060 -.03030 -.00740 .00130 -.00050 
.600 1.000 5.79880 .55770 .07090 -.03430 -.03170 .0oes0 -.00430 
.600 2 000 5.79880 .55900 07070 -.03740 -.05790 .00400 - 00800 
.600 3.000 5.79930 .55960 .07000 -.03900 -.09570 00600 -.01170 
.600 4.000 5.79930 .56050 .06910 -.04180 -. 11380 .00800 -.01540 
.600 6 000 5 79790 .56240 .06690 -.05090 -.16780 .01140 - 02250 
600 8 000 5 79790 .56140 06420 -.05910 -.21760 .01340 -.02850 
.600 10 000 5 79790 .55880 .06200 -.06550 -.26600 .01480 -.03370 
.600 12.000 5 79740 .55900 06150 -.07160 -.32090 .01830 -.03940 
GRADIENT -.00017 .00108 D0016 - 00218 -.02505 00150 -.00369 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 156 
CA5 KI FO M15.6 V9,I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 I (ROI14) I 21 JAN 75 I 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA! - 6.000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC, ELV-1S - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 St-2 - 000 $3-4 - 000 
B5-6 - .000 IORE - 4.000 
RUN NO. 476/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.78420 .57200 .06700 -.04520 .30550 -.01810 .04020 
.700 -10 000 5.718420 .57930 .06540 -.04660 .25850 - 01690 03570 
.700 -8 000 5.78710 .57490 .06640 -.03570 .20650 -.01380 03000 
.700 -6.000 5.78910 .57000 .06890 -.02640 15190 -.00980 .02290 
.700 -4.000 6.78910 .58920 .07170 -.02060 .09880 -.00570 .01500 
.700 -3.000 5.78850 .56990 .07260 -.02010 06950 -.00390 .01100 
.700 -2.000 5.78810 .57060 .07290 -.02070 04320 - 00230 '00720 
.700 -1.000 5.78860 .57070 .07300 -.02010 .01790 -.00060 .00340 
.700 .000 5.78910 .57090 .07320 -.02030 -.00690 .00130 -.00050 
.700 1.000 5.78910 .57260 .07390 - 02490 -.03290 00290 -.00460 
.700 2.000 5.78860 .57420 .07410 -.02960 - 06070 .00460 - 00850 
700 3.000 5.78860 .57460 .07360 - 03180 -.08940 00650 -.01240 
.700 4.000 5.78860 .57540 .07Z90 -.03450 -.11750 .00840 - 01600 
700 6.000 5.78810 .57900 .07130 -.04600 -.17160 01190 -.02310 
700 8.000 5.78660 .58250 .06920 -.06130 -.22480 01470 -.02980 
.700 10.000 5,78520 .58330 .06770 -.07350 -.27710 01670 - 03580 
.700 12.000 5.78660 .57840 .06820 -.07000 -.32770 .01860 - 04070 
GRADIENT - 00001 .00080 .00019 -.00189 -.02655 00175 -.00389 
PAGE 157
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

(ROI15) 1 21 JAN 75





ALPHAI - 8 000 STAB - -3 200
 
RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - .000

SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT XHRP - 1339.9100 IN XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC 
ELV-IB 	- 000 ELV-OB - 3.000
 8REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - I90.700 IN. ZC 
si-2 * 000 S3-4 - 000 SCALE - 0300 

S5-6 	 - 000 lORe - 4 000 
-5.00/
RUN NO. 483/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL 5,00 
CLN CSL
 
.300 -12 000 7.74660 .10120 .0890 

MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 	 CD CLM CY 

-.099 0 .28680 -.02060 04140
 
.89880 .07090 -.09590 .23810 -.01810 .03640
.300 -10.000 7.74850 





.300 -6.000 7.75100 69520 	 .07600 -.07250 

.300 -4.000 7.75150 .69600 	 .07820 .08030
-.06520 -.00510 01430
 
.300 -3.000 7.75150 .6980c .01940 -.08460 .05550 
 -.00300 01030
 
.300 -2.000 7.75150 70220 .0S070 
 -.06650 .03270 -.00130 .00640
 
,081O -.07030 .01150 .00020 .00250

.300 -1.000 7.75050 .70390 

.300 7.74900 .70560 	 .08190 -.07380 -. 00920 
 .00180 -.00130
 
300 1.000 7.74760 .70640 .08170 
 -.07490 -.03290 .00340 	 - 00520
 




.300 3.000 7.74850 .70500 	 .06030 -.07480 

.300 4.000 7.14900 .70630 	 .07950 
 -.07760 -.10960 .00920 -.01680
 
.300 6.000 7.74760 .70760 .07740 -.08690 -.16080 
 .01260 -.02450
 
8.000 7.74660 .70750 .07460 -.10220 - 20980 01490 -.03130
 
.300 10.000 7.74560 .70510 .07160 -.11190 -.25810 .01650 -.03710
 
.300 	 32.000 7.74660 .70100 .06890 -.11070 -.31040 .01910 -.04270
 




RUN NO. 482/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL 	 CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.07430 -.09110 .29100 -.02030 .04190




.500 -10.000 7.73340 .72190 	 .07430 -.08620 .24310 

.07650 .19310 -.01530 .03090

.500 -8 000 7.73730 .71950 -.07720 

.07930 -.06840 .14040 -.01130 .02340





.500 -4.000 7.74070 .72070 	 .08180 -.06290 .08680 

.500 -3 000 7.73970 .72330 .08280 -.06320 08090 - 00340 .01130
 
.500 -2.000 7.73970 .72610 .08380 -.06540 .03660 -.00160 .00730
 





.500 000 7.74120 .73000 	 .08470 -.06790 

.500 1.000 7.74070 .73050 	 .08470 




.500 2 000 7.74070 .73010 .08450 -.07100 -.05730 .00620 

.500 3.000 7,74070 .72930 .08390 -.07400 -.08390 .00730 -.01300
 
.500 4.000 7.74120 .72920 .08310 -.07730 -.11120 .00960 -.01690
 
.73100 .08070 -.08590 -.16450 .01350 -.02450

.500 6 000 7.74170 

500 8.000 7.74020 .73100 .07790 -.09770 	 -.21420 
 .01550 -.03150
 
.500 10.000 7,73880 .72920 




.500 12.000 7.74070 .72190 .07560 -.10010 -.31380 .01950 

GRADIENT .00013 .00103 .00017 -.0011 
 -.02434 00185 -.00405
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAOE 158 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 I (RGMIIS) 1 21 JAN 75 )
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB . -3 200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-1B ­ .000 ELV-08 ­ 3,000 
SCALE - .0300 91-2 - .000 S3-4 .000 
55-6 * 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 481/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CIL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12 000 7.73340 .73720 08160 -.08590 .29380 -.01950 .04270 
.600 -10.000 7.73190 .74340 .08120 -.08500 .24780 -.01830 03780 
.600 -8.000 7.73440 .73760 .08280 -.06B50 .19870 -.01610 .03130 
.600 -6.000 7.73580 .73380 .08500 -.05580 .14580 - 01210 .02370 
.600 -4.000 7.73490 .73620 .08740 -.05440 .09120 -.00660 01540 
.600 -3.000 7.73390 .73870 .08850 -.05630 .06510 - 00420 .01120 
.600 -2.000 7.73340 .74040 .08240 -.05720 .04080 -.00260 00720 
.600 -1.000 7.73390 .74110 .08290 -.05720 .01740 -.00090 00320 
.600 .000 7.73340 .74160 .09010 -.05820 -.00860 .00120 -.00090 
600 1.000 7.73290 .74210 .08990 -.06040 -.03210 .00320 -.00500 
.600 2.000 7.73190 .74300 .08950 -.06310 - 05830 .00520 - 00900 
.600 3.000 7.73t90 .74380 08900 - 06600 -.08490 .00730 - 01310 
600 4.000 7.73190 .74510 .08830 -.06890 -.21190 .00950 -.01710 
600 6.000 7.73240 .74710 .08630 -.07690 -.26580 .01360 -.02500 
.600 8.000 7.73190 .746850 .08400 -.06790 -.21690 0190 -.03210 
.600 10.000 7.73100 .74370 .08240 -.09870 -.26640 .01710 -.03810 
.600 12.000 7.73140 .74300 .08340 -.09260 -.31950 .01960 -.04360 
GRADIENT -.00037 .00095 00009 -.00170 -.02517 00198 -.00406 
RUN NO. 480/ 0 RN/L - 3.60 ORAOIENT INTERVAL -"5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 7.72750 .75240 .09610 -.06650 .30510 -.02030 .04260 
.700 -10.000 7.72120 .76090 .09470 -.07600 .25790 -.02040 .03730 
.700 -8.000 7.72360 .75740 09460 -.05470 .20690 -.01680 .03090 
.700 -6.000 7,72610 .75460 .09610 -.03840 .15B0 -.01200 .02360 
.700 -4.000 7.72560 .75720 .09880 -.03950 09720 -.00720 01570 
.700 -3.000 7.72510 .75880 10000 -.04240 .07010 - 00530 .01160 
.700 -2.000 7.72610 .75910 .10070 -.04270 ,04400 -.00370 .00760 
.700 -1,000 7,72750 .75930 .10130 -.04320 .02850 -.00250 .00360 
.700 .000 7.72850 .76030 .10280 -.04650 -.00680 .00120 -.00030 
.700 1.000 7.72850 .76220 .10200 -,05240 -.03280 .00370 -.00410 
.700 2.000 7.72750 .76370 .10170 -.05850 -.06000 .00560 - 00800 
.700 3.000 7.72750 .76320 .20090 -.05610 -.08760 .00740 -.01200 
.700 4.000 7.72750 .76250 .20000 -.05650 -.11500 .00940 -.01590 
.700 6.000 7.72710 .76340 .09850 -.06760 -.16960 .01370 -.02370 
.700 8.000 7.72610 .76650 .09700 -.08710 -.22360 .01740 - 03080 
,700 10.000 7.72560 .76720 .098650 -,10390 -.27620 .01950 - 03720 
.700 12.000 7.72750 .75620 .09850 -,09580 -.32650 ,01940 -.04270 
GRADIENT .00031 .00077 .00017 -.00243 -.02S35 .00214 - 00393 
PAGE 159
 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9,1 (PLUS, ORB TC5 AT3B.3 I (ROMI16 C 21 JAN 75
 
DATE 20 JN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS 










- 1339.9100 IN. XC 











BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-1 - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO, 488/ 0 RN/L 12.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2.000 -.03220 -.17600 .07000 -.03970 -.00720 .00110 - 00060 
.300 -1.000 -.03210 -.07450 .06340 -.06050 -.00790 .00150 -.00070 
300 000 -.02890 .02670 .05960 -.08330 -.00760 .00140 - 00080 
.300 I 000 -.02920 .12400 .05820 -.10470 -.00670 .00110 - 00080 
.300 2.000 - 02970 .21970 .05850 -.12710 -.00670 .00110 - 00090 
300 3.000 -.02900 .31450 .06000 -.15220 -.00760 .00130 -.00100 
300 4.000 -.02950 .40690 .06270 -.17760 -.00810 .00150 -.00090 
300 5.000 -.03090 .50100 .06700 -.20310 -.00770 00150 -.00100 
.300 6.000 -.03000 .59740 .07290 -.22670 -.00740 .00150 -.00130 
300 7.000 -.02720 .69420 .08080 -.24870 -.00700 .00160 - 00160 
.300 8.000 - 02540 .78340 .06970 -.26800 - 00690 .00150 - 00170 
.300 9,000 -.02590 .86350 .09980 -.28430 -.00720 .00180 -.00130 
300 10.000 - 03010 .93880 .11440 -.29780 -.00750 00220 - 00090 
.300 11.000 -.03130 1.00940 .13550 -.30760 -.00770 .00250 - 00070 
.300 12.000 -.02750 1.07480 .16170 -.31450 -.00810 .00290 -.00090 
GRADIENT .00025 .09649 -.00027 -.02331 -.00005 .00003 -.00006 
RUN NO. 487/ 0 RN/L * 2,92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CL CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2,000 -.02190 -.20020 .07320 -.04OO -.00930 .00100 -.00020 
.500 -1000 -.02510 -.09330 .06590 -.06720 -.00890 .O01O0 -.00030 
.500 .000 -.02950 .01370 .08180 -.08S50 -.00930 .00120 -.00040 
.,500 1,000 -.03040 .11820 05880 -.11100 -.oo0oo .00130 -.00060 
.500 .000 -.02980 .21490 .05990 -,13400 -.00810 .00140 -.00060 
.500 3.000 -.02860 .31370 .06140 -,15960 -.00820 .00150 -.00060 
.500 4.000 -.02450 .41310 .06420 -.18570 -.00840 .00160 -.00060 
500 5.000 -.01960 .51200 .0680 -.2L070 -.00650 .00160 -.00070 
.500 6.000 -.01750 .61080 .07520 -.23300 -.00820 .00170 -.00200 
.500 7.000 -.02010 .70750 .08350 -.25170 -.00760 .00170 -.00110 
.500 8.000 -.02320 .79640 .09440 -.26540 -.00740 .ooieo -.00110 
,500 - -9.000 -.02190 .87600 .10890 -.27420 -.00750 .00180 -.00120 
.500 10.000 -.02150 .95010 .12770 -.28060 -.00690 .00170 -.00140 
.500 It 000 -.02180 1.02030 .15160 -.28730 -.00570 .00200 -.00160 
.500 12.000 -.02R20 1.08500 .17930 -.29430 -.00790 .00280 -.00150 
GRADIENT .00027 .10138 -.00047 -.02399 .00010 .00009 -.00007 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 160 
CA5 KI PO H15.6 V9.l (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 I RGMI16) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC BETA - .000 STAB . 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN.ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 486/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -,02260 -.2110 .07550 -.03680 -.01080 .00150 -.00020 
.600 -1 000 -.02170 -.10510 .06730 -.06340 -.01010 .00140 - 00050 
.600 .000 -.02390 .00490 .06240 -.08800 -.01000 00140 -.00070 
.600 1.000 -.02490 .10910 .06030 -.11010 -.01000 .00150 -.00070 
600 2.000 -.02360 .21150 .06040 -.13360 -.01000 .00170 - 00070 
600 3.000 - 02260 .31450 .06190 -.15840 -.00960 .00170 - 00060 
.600 4.000 -.02550 .41690 .06500 -.18410 -.00920 .00170 -.00060 
.600 5.000 -.03090 .51890 .06990 -.20830 -.00860 00160 -.00080 
.600 6.000 -.03110 .62120 .07680 - 22790 -.00760 00140 -.00100 
.600 7.000 -.02630 72020 .08630 - 24170 -.00650 00130 -.00120 
600 8.000 -.02390 .80890 .09980 -.25210 - 00630 .00140 - 00130 
.600 9.000 -,02510 .86870 .11750 -.26140 -.00710 .00170 -.00130 
600 10.000 -.02620 96340 .13920 -.27010 -.00770 .00190 -.00090 
.600 11 000 - 02420 1 03160 .16440 -.27630 -.00780 00210 -.00070 
.600 12 000 -.02250 1 09170 .19240 -.27990 -.00790 00250 -.00060 
GRADIENT -.00086 10451 -.00062 -.02427 .00025 .00004 -.00005 
RUN NO. 485/ 0 RN/L ­ 3 60 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 -.00620 -.23540 .07970 -.02940 -.01120 .00110 00010 
700 -2.000 -.00510 -.12t1O .07010 -.05390 -.01100 .00110 -.00050 
.700 .000 -.00640 -.00540 .06400 -.07890 -.01070 .00120 -.00050 
.700 1.000 - 00750 .10320 .062O -.10130 -.01040 .00140 -.00040 
700 2.000 -.00640 .21140 .08070 -.12410 -.02060 .00170 -.00030 
.700 3.000 - 00550 .32090' 06220 -.14930 -.01030 .00280 -.00050 
.700 4.000 -.00570 .42660 .06560 -.17450 -.00940 .00170 -.00060 
.700 6.000 -.01120 .53380 .07130 -.19530 -.00820 .00150 -.00060 
700 6.000 -.02290 .63150 .07990 -.22000 -.00700 .00130 -.00080 
.700 7.000 -.03200 .73710 .09340 - 22060 -.00620 .00120 -.00080 
.700 8.000 -.03150 .82540 .21190 -.22900 -.00650 00150 -.00040 
.700 9.000 -.02550 .90110 .13420 -.23910 -.00730 .OOl -.00010 
.700 10.000 -.02140 .97170 .15890 -.25050 -.00720 .00170 -.00020 
.700 22.000 -.02980 1.04000 .28600 -.26070 -.00650 .00150 -,00050 
.700 12.000 -.02870 1.10070 .21550 -.27100 -.00630 .00140 -.00060 
GRADIENT -.00041 .10976 -.00102 -.02379 .00036 .00009 - 00006 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 16t
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB . -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
SCALE .0300 SI- - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO 493/ 0 RN/L " 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.150 -2.000 -.02600 - 22250 .06600 .09320 -.00780 .00000 -.00020
 
.100 -1.000 - 03140 -. 08400 .05980 056B0 -.00530 -.00020 -. 00050
 
.150 .000 -.03960 01010 .05490 .03740 - 0020 - 00050 - 00080
 
.150 2.000 -.03980 .08490 .05270 .02420 -.00510 -.00060 -.00100
 
.150 2.000 -.04080 .16520 .05240 .00600 -.00520 -.00070 -.00100
 
.150 3,000 -.03920 .26020 .05360 -.01850 -.00500 -.00070 -.00110
 
.150 4 000 -.03160 35700 .05600 -.04200 - 00720 -.00040 - 00140
 
150 5 000 - 02570 .44730 .05970 -.06200 -.0OS40 .00000 -.00160
 
.150 6 000 -.02500 53570 .06500 -.08190 -.00940 00050 -.00170
 
.150 7 000 -.02600 62590 07170 -.10320 - 00920 00060 -.00170
 
.150 8.000 -.02470 .71140 .07910 -.12360 -.00890 .00030 -.00160
 
.150 9.000 -.02620 78960 .08810 -.13940 -.00980 .00040 - 00150
 
.150 20.000 -.03080 .86330 10200 -.15020 -.01040 .00090 - 00140
 
.150 11 000 -.03360 .93510 12260 -.15990 -.00960 00120 -.00110
 
.150 12.000 - 03230 I 00110 .14700 -.17120 -.00800 .00130 -.00120
 
GRADIENT .00002 09195 -.00077 -.02103 - 00019 -.00002 - 00018
 
RUN NO. 492/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -2.000 -.02340 -.22120 .07070 09970 - 00770 .00130 - 00050
 
S.300 -1.000 -.02700 .12010 .06370 .08030 -.00730 .00150 -.00060
 
.300 .000 -.02970 -.01740 .05940 05960 -.00640 .00130 -.00070
 
.300 1.000 -.02540 .07860 .05760 .03700 -.00620 00120 -.00070
 
.300 2.000 -.02700 .17270 .05720 .01480 -.00620 .00110 -.00080
 
.300 3.000 -.03160 .26820 .05800 -.00940 -.00870 00120 -.00090
 
p ,d,.300 4.000 -.03160 .36320 .08020 -.03550 -.00740 00140 -.00090
 
.300 5.000 -.03140 .45780 05380 -.06240 -.00760 .00150 - 00100
 
.300 6.000 -.03130 .55350 .06900 -.08690 -.00690 .00160 - 00130
 
.300 7.000 -.02900 .64890 .07600 -.10790 -.00610 .00170 -.00150
 
.300 8.000 - 03020 73820 08430 -.1280 -.00570 .00170 - 00150
 
.300 9 000 -.03650 .82030 .09390 -.14500 -.00540 .00190 -.00120
 
.300 10.000 - 04100 89550 10780 -.1080 -.00770 00260 -.00050
 
.300 11.000 -.03730 .96690 .18860 -.17030 -.00840 .00310 -.00030
 
.300 12.000 -.02800 1.03200 .15400 -.17710 -.00800 .00330 -.00070
 




CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 I (ROMI17) C e2 JAN 75
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 







YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 









SCALE - .0300 St-2 - .000 S3-4 . .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 491/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2,Q -. 360 -.24250 07430 .09570 -.00910 .00110 - 00020 
.500 -1.000 -.03700 -.13470 .06590 .07410 -.00880 .00130 - 00030 
.500 .000 -.03520 -.02690 .06100 .05340 -.00820 .00130 -00040 
.500 1.000 -.03020 .07360 .05890 .03190 - 00780 .00140 - 00060 
.500 2.000 -.02940 .17340 .05830 .00870 -.00780 .Ot4O - 0oo0 
.500 3.000 -.02980 .27400 .05920 -.01710 -.00830 .00160 -.00060 
.500 4 000 -.02930 .37310 .06140 -.04320 -.00860 00170 - 00060 
.500 5.000 -.03000 47130 .06530 -.06850 - 00830 .00170 - 00070 
500 6.000 -.02910 57070 .07110 -.09260 -.00780 .00170 - 00100 
500 7.000 -.02650 .66800 .07880 -.11210 - 00740 .00170 - 00110 
.500 8.000 -.02630 .755690 .08910 -.12520 -.00740 .00190 -.00110 
.500 9.000 -.02700 83750 10290 -.13470 -. 00730 00200 - 00120 
.500 10.000 -.02890 91260 .12120 -.14410 - 00680 .00190 -.00140 
.500 It 000 -.02950 .98250 .14430 -.15280 -.00690 00220 - 00150 
.500 12.000 -.02670 1.04700 .17100 -. 2090 -.00810 00310 - 00130 
GRADIENT .00116 .10164 -.00109 -.02346 .00007 .00008 -.00007 
RUN NO. 490/ 0 RN4L - 3.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CDo CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.03720 -.25290 .07670 .09340 -.01030 .00140 00000 
.600 -1.O0 -.03320 -.144BO .08780 .07520 -.00960 .00o30 -.00040 
.600 000 -.03150 -.03560 .06180 05530 -.00980 00150 - 00060 
.600 1.000 -.03220 .06870 .05920 .03230 -.01000 .00170 - 00080 
.600 2.000 -.03520 .17290 .05850 .00750 -.00970 .00170 -.00080 
.600 3.000 -.03570 .27620 .0940 -.01680 -.00920 .0017a -.00070 
.600 4.000 -.d3500 .37780 .06210 -.04140 -.00860 .00160 -.00060 
.600 5.000 .7blo .47620 .06670 -.06600 -.061b .00160 -.00070 
.600 6.000 -.03430 .58200 .07280 -.08810 -.00730 .00140 -.00110 
.600 7.000 - 03150 .610 .08170 -. 10400 - 00660 ,00140 - 00130 
.600 8.000 -.03200 .77170 .09520 -.11500 -.00690 .00170 -.00110 
.600 9.000 -.03200 .85250 .11280 -.12490 -.00770 .00210 -.00080 
.600 20.000 -.02830 .92840 .13350 -.13660 -.00810 .00230 -.00060 
.600 11.000 -.02350 .99690 .15770 -.14730 -.00770 .00230 -.00070 
.600 12.000 -.02320 1.05750 .18630 -.15590 -.00780 .0027 -.00060 
GRADIENT -.00017 .10449 -.00125 -.02309 .00027 .00004 -.00007 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 163 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 I (ROMI T) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 3E7.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. Y RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 8348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IORE - 4 000 
RUN NO. 489/ 0 RN/L - 3.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW 8ETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.700 -2,000 -.03300 -.26910 .08060 .09110 -.01120 .00130 .00010
 
.700 -1 000 -.03250 - 15610 .07020 .07100 - allan .00130 -.00040
 
700 .000 - 03140 -.04310 06360 .05140 -.01100 .00130 - 00050 
.700 1.000 -.03450 .0O530 .06020 .03290 -.01040 .00150 -.00050 
.700 2.000 -.03230 .17330 .05920 .01100 -. 01020 .00170 -. 00050 
.700 3 000 -.03090 .88310 .06020 -.01420 -.01020 .0OO90 -.00060 
.700 4.000 -.03030 .39180 06300 -. 03930 -.00970 .00180 -. 00060 
.700 5 000 -.02980 .49690 .06800 -.06000 -.00850 00160 -.00070 
.700 6.000 -.02840 .60030 .07600 -.07420 -.00690 .00130 -.00080 
.700 7.000 -.02640 .69930 .08870 -.08500 -.00610 .00130 -.00080 
700 8.000 -.02470 .16800 .10650 -. 09720 - 00650 .00160 - 00050 
700 9.000 -.02440 86570 .12850 -.11230 - 00740 .00190 - 00020 
.700 10.000 -.02380 .93820 .15300 -.12860 -.00760 .00200 - 00020
 
.700 11.000 -.02370 1.00730 .17960 -.14270 -.00670 .00160 - 00040 
.700 12.000 - 02330 1.06980 .20890 -.15710 -.00610 .00140 - 00040 
GRADIENT 00044 .10942 -.00161 - 02176 .00035 .00008 - 00008 
PAGE 164
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

(RONl?6 1 21 JAN 75 1
CA5 KI FO H15;6 V9.1 iPLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 











































































150 -8.000 5 80180 .53010 .05720 - 09810 .17400 - 01000 02670 
.150 -6.000 5.80420 .52760 .05990 -.08450 .12090 -.00620 .01910 
150 -4.000 5 80420 .52930 .06200 -.07440 .07240 -.00240 .01170 
.150 -3.000 5 80370 .53240 06290 -.07270 .04950 - 00080 00820 
.150 -2.000 5.80320 .53650 .08360 -.07520 .02710 .00030 .00490 
.150 -1.000 5.80180 .53980 .06420 -.08350 .00510 .00120 00150 
.150 .000 5.80080 .54030 .06450 -.09150 - 01700 00240 - 00220 
.150 1 000 5.80130 .63990 06450 -.09320 - 03950 00350 -.00590 
.150 2.000 5.80220 .53910 .06420 -.09220 -.06250 .00460 -.00940 
.150 3.000 5.8070 .53810 .06330 -.09250 -.08600 .00580 -.01290 
.150 4.000 5.80220 .53780 .06L80 -.09560 -.11020 .00700 -.01620 



















.150 12.00C 5.79350 .55590 .05050 -.12990 -.31660 .01810 -.94050 
ORADIENT -,00023 .00094 .00003 -.00313 -.02269 .00114 -.00351 
RUN NO. 497/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 0RAOIENT INTERVA. * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN CL CO CLM CY CLN C6L 
.300 -12.000 5.79420 .54350 .05410 -.11880 .88770 -.Dieg0 .03860 








































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PACE 165 
CAB KI FO H15.8 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC AT38.3 ) (RGMIIB) 1 21 JAN 76 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
5REF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA[ - 6 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 ­ .000 ELV-OS - 3.00D 
SCALE - .0300 61-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
95-8 - .000 - IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 496/ 0 RN/L - 2 93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -12.000 5.78710 .55120 .05570 -. 11080 .29430 - 01840 .03830 
.500 -10,000 5.78860 .55170 .05790 -. 10580 .24460 -,01570 .03380 
.500 -8.000 5,79050 .54860 .08090 -.09690 .19400 -.01270 .02910 
.500 -6.000 5.79150 .54760 .06430 -.09030 .14070 - 00870 .02120 
.500 -4.000 5.79100 .55040 .06740 -.08820 .08630 -.00410 .01370 
.500 -3.000 6,79050 .55300 .06870 -.08950 .06010 -.0210 .0000 
.500 -2.000 5.79000 .55590 .06970 -.08910 .03590 -.00090 00640 
500 -1.000 5.79000 .55770 .07040 -.08960 .01350 00020 00290 
.500 .000 5.79000 .55830 .07050 -.09090 - 00890 00150 - 00060 
.600 .000 5 78960 .55890 .07040 -.09390 -.03280 .00290 - 00420 
.500 2.000 5.78960 .55930 .0700O -.09750 -.05800 .00430 -.00780 
.500 3.000 5.78960 .55930 .06930 -.10080 -.06430 .00600 -.01140 
500 4.000 6,78910 .55950 .06820 -.10330 -. 11130 00780 -.015O0 
.500 6.000 5.78810 .56010 .06530 -.1105 - 16460 01130 -,02210 
.600 8.000 5 78710 .66930 06210 - 11990 -.21510 01330 - 02820 
500 10.000 5 78660 .55760 .05930 -.12560 - 26400 01470 -.03350 
.500 12 000 5 78710 .55580 .05780 -.11520 - 31600 01780 - 03850 
GRADIENT -.00019 .00106 .00009 -.00195 -.02429 .00142 -.00357 
RUN NO. 495/ 0 RN#L - 3.31 ORACIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.600 -12.000 5,78420 .56370 .06030 -.10570 29630 -.01790 .03880
 
600 -10.000 5,78370 .56680 06040 -.10100 .24780 -.01570 03430
 
.600 -8.000 5 78560 56320 .06280 -.09220 .19750 - 01310 .02870
 
.600 -6.000 5.78660 .56130 .06620 -.08560 .14410 - 00930 .02190
 
.600 -4 000 5 78860 .56400 .08930 -.08420 .08900 - 00470 .01420
 
600 -3.000 5,78610 5640 .07040 -.08490 06250 -.00260 .01040
 
.600 -2.000 5 78560 56850 .07100 - 08560 .03800 - 00110 00680
 
.600 -I 000 5 78560 .56990 .07140 -.08710 .0500 .00010 00320
 
.600 .000 5.78560 .57100 .07180 -.09030 -.00800 .00140 - 00060
 
.600 1.000 5,78560 .57210 .07210 -.09380 -.03230 .00260 -.00440
 
.600 2.000 5.78520 .57270 .07200 -.09600 -.05840 .00420 - 00810
 
.600 3 000 5.79520 .57290 .07130 - 09740 -.08610 .00600 -.01170
 
.600 4.000 5 786520 .57350 .07030 -.08990 -.11430 00820 - 01550
 
.600 8.000 5.78470 .57510 .06790 -. 10800 - 16870 .01160 - 02270
 
.600 6.000 5.78470 .57380 .06540 -.11520 -.21840 .01340 -.02880
 
.600 10,000 5.78470 .57000 .06330 -.11760 -.26620 .01460 -.03390
 
.600 12 000 5.78320 .56690 .06220 -.11040 -.32050 .0130 -.03900
 
GRADIENT - 00015 .00114 .00015 -.00213 -.02498 .00160 - 00371
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 166
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN.XC ALPHA - 6,000 STAB * -2.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YNRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - ,00 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-19 - 000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 
$5-6 - 000 IORB - 4 000 
- 3.84 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00RUN NO. 4941 0 R/L 

MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLm CY CLN CSL
 
700 -12 000 5.77730 .57950 .06810 -.07670 .30450 -.01750 03970
 
700 -10.000 b.77150 58880 .06590 - 06260 .25850 -.01700 03550
 
.700 -8.000 5.77250 .58500 .06700 -.07970 .20640 -.01400 .02980 
.100 -6.0O0 5.77390 58120 .06990 - 07580 15160 -.02000 02290 
.700 -4.000 5.77290 .58210 .07300 -.07460 .09670 - 00580 01510 
.700 -3.000 5.77250 .58320 .07400 -.07500 .06960 -.00400 .01110 
.70b -2.000 5.77290 .58360 .07420 -.07560 .04310 -.00240 .00720 
.700 -1.000 5.77390 .58360 .07440 -.07840 .01750 -.00070 00330 
.700 .000 5 77490 .58420 07460 - 07800 - 00740 00130 -.00070 
700 1.000 5.77440 .58620 .07510 -.O9220 -.03290 .00290 - 00460 
.100 2.000 5,77340 .58780 .07540 -.08590 -.06030 00450 -.00650 
.700 3.000 5.77340 .58810 .07490 -.08740 -.OGgO .00640 -.01230 
.700 4.000 5 77390 58890 .07420 -.09000 - 11730 .00840 -.01610 
.700 6.000 5.77440 .59230 .07240 -.tO0 -.17230 .01220 - 02340 
700 8.000 5.77290 59550 .07020 -.11430 - 2250 01500 -.03010 
.700 10.000 5 77150 59620 .06890 -.12470 -.27790 .01690 -.03600 
.700 12.000 5.77250 .59110 .06970 -.12140 -.32950 .01880 - 04090 
GRADIENT .00014 .00089 .00019 -.00209 -.02648 .00176 -.00390
 
DATE 20 JUN 7S TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 167
 
CA5 KI FO HI1.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B8 3 (ROMII9) 1 22 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREP - 327.8000 IN YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - -10.000 ELV-OB - -7.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 SI-2 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 502/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -2 000 -.03010 -.30380 .07700 .39500 -.00810 .00180 -.00020 
.300 -1 000 -.02730 -.20370 .06930 .38270 -.00810 .00210 - 00030 
.300 .000 -.02380 -.10290 .06240 .37020 -,00750 .00190 - 00020 
.300 t.000 -.02430 -.00900 ,05940 .35510 -.00710 .00170 -.00030 
300 2.000 -.02490 .08570 .05760 .33580 -.00720 .00170 - 00030 
.300 3,000 - 02420 .18010 .05710 31380 -.00750 00180 - 00030 
300 4.000 - 02600 .27370 .05810 .28820 -.00790 00190 -.00030 
.300 5.000 -.02960 .36840 .06050 .26040 -.00800 .00190 -.00050 
.300 6.000 -.03220 .46580 .06470 .23400 -.00780 .00210 -.00070 
.300 7 000 - 03130 .56240 .07050 21150 -.00740 .00230 - 00100 
300 8.000 - 02770 .65190 07740 .19140 -.00700 .00230 - 00110 
300 9 000 - 02440 .73300 08500 17250 -.00730 00240 -.00080 
.300 10.000 -.02570 .80970 .09720 .15680 -.00810 00290 - 00030 
.300 lO00 -.02700 .88340 .11690 .14430 -.00870 .00320 .00010 
.300 12 000 -.02220 .95010 .14130 .13290 -.00920 .00370 -.00010 
GRADIENT 00O .09567 -.00219 -.01917 .00002 - 00001 - 00003 
RUN NO 501/ 0 RN/L - 2.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.001 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
500 -2.000 - 02090 -.31880 .OBO00 .38300 -.01010 .00180 .00010 
.500 -1.000 - 01920 -.21180 .07030 .36420 -.00960 .00200 00010 
.500 .000 -.02600 -. 10570 .06390 .34950 - 00900 .00200 .00000 
.500 1.000 -.02750 -.00710 .06050 .33730 -.00870 .00200 -.00020 
500 2 000 -.0228o 09150 .05880 .32090 -.00880 .00210 -.00030 
.500 3.000 -.02210 .19050 .05820 .29960 -.00940 .00220 -.00020 
.500 4 000 - 02280 28940 05910 .27330 -.00970 .00220 -.00010 
.500 5.000 -.02340 .3B760 .06180 .24870 -.00920 .00210 -.00030 
.500 6.000 - 02560 .48690 06660 .22450 -.00830 .00210 -.00050 
.500 7.000 -.O 27O .59450 .07300 .20200 -.00790 .00210 -.00080 
.500 8,000 - 01760 67470 08200 .18490 -.00830 00240 -.00080 
.500 9.000 -.01500 .75620 .09480 .17300 -.00840 .00280 -.00080 
.500 10.000 -.01450 .83230 .11200 .16030 -.00800 .00250 -.00100 
500 11.000 -.01830 .90330 .13400 .14740 - 00810 .00280 - 00100 
.500 12.000 -.02280 .97000 .15970 .13330 -.00930 .00370 -.00080 
GRADIENT -.00106 .10045 -.00241 -.01852 .00005 .00005 -.00005 
DATE 40.JJN7 IROULILU VUh1t LUAR - A 





SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAR - -2.000 
LREF 
BREF 














SCALE .0300 Si-a - .000 S3-4 .000 
55-6 - .000 lORS - 4 000 
RUN NO. 500/ 0 RN/L - 3,32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
600 -2 000 -.01760 -.32480 .08160 .37320 -.01090 .002t0 .00030 
.600 -1 000 -.02930 -.21770 .07130 .35590 -.01050 .00210 00000 
.600 .000 -.02300 -.10970 .06460 .34100 -.01070 00220 - 00020 
600 1.000 -.02130 -.00630 .06080 .32320 -,01060 ,00230 -.00030 
.600 2,000 -.02880 .09550 .05890 .304t0 -.0t020 .00220 -.00030 
.600 3.000 -.02430 .19720 .05860 .28690 -.00990 .00220 -.00020 
.600 4.000 -.01640 .29640 .06000 .26470 -.00970 .00230 -.00020 
.800 6 000 -.01770 .40030 .06320 .24080 -.00900 .002 0 -.00030 
.600 6 000 -.01250 .50290 .06830 .2tS0 -.00810 .00200 -.00050 
.600 7,000 -.0118O .60240 .07620 .20150 -.00730 .00200 -.00070 
.600 8.000 -.01820 .69360 .08780 .18730 -.00710 .00210 -.00090 
.600 9.000 -.01980 .77610 .10410 .17210 -.00770 00240 -.00090 
.600 10,000 -.01510 .05270 .t2440 .15460 -.00870 .00280 -.00040 
.600 11,000 -.01470 .92240 .14820 .13660 -.00920 00300 - 00010 
.600 22.000 -.02030 .98640 .17480 .11810 -.00920 .00330 -.00010 
GRADIENT .00050 .10332 -.00244 -.01862 .00024 .00002 - 00006 
RUN NO. 499/ 0 RN/L * 3.83 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2,000 -,02840 -.33650 .08520 .363t0 -.01t90 .00t0 .00060 
.700 -1 000 -.02790 -.22540 .07370 .33910 - 01190 00190 .00000 
.700 .000 -.03020 -.11260 .0600 .32160 -.01160 .00200 -.00010 
.700 1.000 -.03800 -.00350 .06150 .30390 -.01120 .00210 .00000 
.700 2.000 - 63980 .10320 05950 28530 -.01130 00240 .00010 
.700 3.000 -.03160 .21190 .05920 .25310 -.01120 .00250 .00000 
.700 4,000 -.02590 .32030 .08090 .24010 -.01030 .00230 -.00020 
.700 5.000 -.02970 .42570 06480 .22180 -.00890 .00210 -.00030 
.700 6.000 -.03150 .52810 .07170 .809t0 -.00770 .00200 -.00040 
.700 7.000 -.02880 .62870 .08340 .19580 -.00710 .00200 -.00040 
.700 8.000 -.02630 .719SO .20030 .27750 -.00750 .00220 .00000 
.700 9.000 - 02400 .79900 .12120 .15470 -.00850 .00250 .00050 
.700 10.000 -.01870 .87320 .14480 .12920 -,00870 .00250 .00050 
.700 12.000 -.00930 .94490 .17090 .10300 -.00790 .00220 .00020 
.700 12.000 -.00430 1.01040 19950 .07600 -.00680 .00180 -.00010 
GRADIENT -.00023 .10888 -.00273 -.01915 .00036 .00006 -.00008 
PAGE 169DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




BETA - .000 STAB - -2000SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
ROD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 
ELV-B - 10 000 ELV-02 - 13.000
190 7500 IN. ZC 
SI- - .000 S3-4 000
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP -
SCALE - .0300 

S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 506/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CY CLN CSL
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM 

.300 -2.000 -.0282o - 17140 .07040 -.06760 - 00680 0c90 -.00040 
300 -I c0 - 02420 - 06950 .06390 - 08890 - 00720 00120 - 00060 
000 -.02230 .03340 .06030 -.11030 -.00560 00110 -.00070300 

.300 1.000 -.02470 .12940 .05900 -.13270 
 -.00580 00080 - 00060
 
-.02130 22440 05940 -.15520 -.00590 .00080 -.00070
 




.00090 - 00080 
300 4.000 -.02340 .41390 .06350 -.20350 -.00750 .00120 -.00080 
.300 5.000 -.02550 .50740 .06760 -.22840 -.00750 .00140 -.00080
 
.300 6.000 -.02490 .60380 .07370 -.25130 -.00680 .00150 - 00100
 
.300 7.000 -.02200 .69990 .08150 -.27250 -.00610 .00150 - 00130
 
.300 8.000 -.01780 .78850 .09020 -.29190 -.00560 
 00140 - 00140
 
300 9 000 
 -.01710 .86970 .10000 -.30890 -.00600 .00160 - 001 0 
300 10 000 -.01980 .94620 11460 -.38180 -.00720 00220 - 00060 
.300 11.000 -.02090 1.01710 .13650 -.33100 -.00800 .00270 -.00020 
.300 12.00 -.02150 1.09150 1628O -.33630 -.00900 .00290 - 00040
 
-.00005
GRADIENT .00038 .08672 -.0002 -,02292 -.00008 .00003 

RUN NO. 005/ 0 RNI - 8,95 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.,00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD 'CL Cy CLN CSL 
.499 -2,000 -.01600 -.19730 .07370 -.06470 -.00830 .00070 .00000 
499 -! 000 -.02200 - osgso .06610 - 08890 -.00830 .00100 - 00020 
S.499 .000 -.02920 .02770 .06180 - 11100 -.00800 OO1O -.00030 
.499 1.000 -.03590 IlBBO .06030 -.13360 -.00750 .00110 -.00040 
.499 2.000 -. 03010 .21840 ,06040 -.15750 -.00770 .00130 -.00050
 
.499 3.000 -.02500 
 .31820 .06180 -.18190 -. 00800 .00140 -.00050 




.51550 .068920 -.03040 
.499 6.000 -.01490 .61400 .07550 -.25290 -.00760 .00150 -.00080 
.499 7.000 -. 01570 .71120 .08380 -.27130 -. 00720 .0060 -. 00100 
.499 8.000 -.01480 .80100 .09470 -.28410 -.00710 .00160 -100110 
.409 9.000 -.00790 .88170 ,log -. s430 -.00700 .00170 -.00120 
.499 10.000 -.00190 .95540 .12780 -.30150 -.00670 .001 0 -.00130 
.499 11,000 -.00580 1.02370 ,16110 -.308S0 -.00690 .00200 -.00130 
499 12.000 -.018O 1,08760 .17840 -.31140 -.00790 .00280 -.00120 
GRADIENT .00023 .10149 -.00046 -.02361 .60003 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 














1339.9100 IN. XC 























S5-6 - 000 lORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 504/ 0 RN/L - 3.34 ORADIENT INTERVAL --5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.0I360 -.21210 .07610 -.05720 -.00950 .00110 .00020 
.600 -1.000 -.01300 -.10250 .06770 -.08120 -.00890 .00100 -.00020 
600 .000 -.01160 .00750 -.06280 -.10460 -.00910 .00110 - 00040 
600 1.000 -.01400 .11220 .06070 -.12890 -.00910 .00130 - 00050 
600 2.000 -.01470 .2510 .06090 -.15330 -.00880 .00140 - 00040 
.500 3.000 - 02020 .31800 .00240 -.17760 -.00860 .00140 - 00040 
600 4 000 - 00890 .41960 .06560 -.20140 -.00850 .00140 -.00040 
600 5.000 -.0133O .52140 .07050 - 22450 -.00810 .00140 - O00o 
.600 6 000 -.01690 .62410 .07730 -.24550 -.00710 .00130 - 00080 
600 7 000 -. 01430 .72340 .08580 -,26120 -.00600 .00120 .0l00 
600 8 000 -.01330 .81270 .10050 -.27120 -.00590 .00130 -.00110 
Boo 9.000 -.02550 .89260 .11830 - 27940 -.00680 00160 - 00100 
.600 10.000 - 01770 .95590 13980 -.28790 -.00770 .00190 -.00050 
600 II 000 -.01910 1.03480 .16450 -.29380 -.00790 00210 -00010 
.600 12.000 -.01080 1.09590 .19260 -.29720 -.00790 .00250 -.00020 
ORADIENT .00031 .20452 -.o000o -.02399 .00016 .00006 -.00008 
RUN NO. 503/ 0 RN/L - 3.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL -"5.00 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co OLK CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 -.01520 -.233i0 .0Oo( -.04860 -.01060 .00100 .00040 
.700 -1.000 -.00910 -.11910 .07040 -.07040 -.0050 .00100 -.00020 
.700 .000 -.00810 -.00390 .06440 -.09510 -.01030 .00100 -.00040 
.700 1,000 -.01260 .10490 .06170 -.11890 -.01000 .00130 -.00030 
.100 2,000 -.00640 .21280 .06120 -.14050 -.00960 .00140 -.000I0 
.700 3.000 -.00830 .32140 .060 -.16480 -.00940 .00150 -.00020 
700 4.000 -.0g85 .42920 06630 - 19000 -.00890 .00140 -.O00O 
.700 5 000 -:oieao .53440 .0710 -.20940 -.06770 .00120 -.00030 
.700 6.000 -.01770 .63740 .08030 -.22240 -.00620 .00too -.00050 
.700 7.000 -.02140 .73640 .09340 -.23350 -.00550 .0000 -.00060 
.700 8.000 -.01700 .82510 .11160 -.24440 -.00580 .00110 -.00030 
.700 9.000 -.01190 .90390 .13370 -.25390 -.00650 .00130 .00010 
.700 10.000 -.01220 .97220 .15830 -.i6230 -.00660 .00150 .00010 
.700 11.000 -.012s0 1.03870 .18510 -.2690 -.00620 .00140 -,00020 
.700 12.000 -.010 1.09860 .e2440 -.27600 -.00580 .00130 -.00020 
ORADIENT .00040 .10950 -.00101 -.02327 .00037 .00006 -.00005 
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SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 10.000 RUO-L - 10.000 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 
BREr - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SI-2 * .000 $3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB * 4.000 
RUN NO. 509/ 0 RN/L - 1.96 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM Cy LN CSL 
.300 - 2.000 5.79590 .54540 .05510 - 11260 .31980 -.03530 .04130 
.300 -10.000 5.79740 .54430 .05770 -. 10850 .26790 - 03140 03610 
.300 -8.000 5.799B0 .53850 .06090 -.09600 21530 - 02740 03000 
.300 -6 000 5.80180 .53530 .06410 -.08470 .16240 -.02350 02300 
.300 -4.000 5.00eO .53740 .06700 -.07900 .13070 -.0980 .01570 
.300 -3.000 5.80220 .53990 .06840 -.07790 .08640 -. 01830 .01220 
.300 -2.000 5.80180 .54240 .06980 - 07750 .06350 -.01720 00890 
300 -1.000 5 80180 54390 .07080 -.07830 04100 - 01590 00540 
.300 .000 5.80180 .54450 .07120 -.07950 .01830 -.01450 00180 
.300 1.000 6.80190 54530 .07110 -.07970 -.00490 -.01330 -.00170 
.300 2.000 5.80180 .54620 .07080 -.07980 -.02880 - 01220 -.00510 
300 3.000 5.80220 54660 .07030 - 08060 -.05360 - 01090 -.00850 
.300 4 000 5.80270 .54680 .06950 - 08260 - 07900 -.00940 - 01200 
300 6.000 5.80220 .54640 06680 -.08940 -.13020 -.00630 - 01900 
300 9.000 5.79980 .54610 .06330 -.09760 -.18130 -. 00320 -.02550 
.300 20.000 5.79740 54600 .05960 -. 10470 -.23200 -.00030 - 03130 
.300 12.000 5.80080 .54530 .05570 -. 10790 -.28320 .00200 -.03660 
GRADIENT .00003 .00112 .00030 -.00047 -. 02349 .00127 -. 00347 
RUN NO. 510/ 0 RNL - 3.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.499 -12 000 5.79100 .55010 .057t0 -.t1039o .3270 -.03500 04090 
.499 -t0 000 5 79200 54990 .05840 -.09670 .27220 -.03160 03620 
.499 -8.000 579300 .54750 ,06130 -.08850 .22040 -. 02850 .03020 
.499 -6.000 6,19390 .54650 :064B0 -. 08180 .16700 -. 02490 .02330 
499 -4.000 5.79440 .54860 .06820 -.07800 .11350 -.02030 01600 
.499 -3 000 5.79390 65100 .069 0 -.07890 .09920 -.01850 01240 
p.499 -2.000 5.79390 .55400 07070 -.07630 .064'70 -.01730 .00690
 
499 -1 000 5.79350 .55580 .07150 -.07680 04220 -.01620 00540
 
V .499 .000 5.79350 .55620 .07180 -.07840 .01920 -.01480 .00180 
499 1.000 5.79350 .55630 .07190 -.08100 - 00530 -.01350 -.00180 
499 2.000 5.79300 .55690 .07160 -.08380 -.03070 -.01220 - 00540 
.499 3.000 5.79200 .55700 .07090 -.08600 - 05670 -.01080 - 00890 
.499 4.000 5.79200 .55700 .07000 -.08750 -.08330 -. 00920 - 01260 
.489 6.000 5.79200 .55570 .06740 -. 09200 -.13550 -.00590 -.01970 
499 8 000 5 79050 .55570 .06420 -.09980 -.18740 -.00320 - 02570 
.499 	 10.000 5.78910 .55400 .06130 -.10530 - 23690 -.00100 - 03090 
499 12 000 5 78910 .55240 .05990 -.09620 -.28860 .00210 -.03510 
GRADIENT -.00029 .00096 .00022 -.00141 -.02434 .00134 -.00357 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PACE 172 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 I (RGt121) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB -2.000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 10 000 RUD-L - tO 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-lB - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 53-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 OR - 4.000 
RUN NO 608/ 0 RN/L - 3.37 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5 78560 .56270 .08080 -.09820 .32420 -.03420 04130 
.600 -10.000 5.78370 .56360 .06110 -.091e0 .27620 -.03190 03680 
.600 -9.003 5.78810 .65980 .068350 -.01210 .22470 -.02910 .03100 
600 -6 000 5 78810 55840 .06710 -.07530 .17130 -.02540 .02420 
.600 -4.000 5 78810 56150 .07050 - 07270 11800 - 02120 01660 
.600 -3.000 5.78710 .56370 .07170 -.07240 .09200 - 01930 .01260 
600 -2 000 5 78660 .56520 .07250 -.07250 .06560 -.01780 00910 
600 -l 000 5.78680 .56640 .07300 -.07460 .04230 -.01640 00540 
.600 .000 5.78610 .56740 .07330 -.07810 .01870 -.01490 00160 
.600 1.000 5.78560 .56860 .07370 - 08100 -.00540 -.01380 - 00210 
600 2.000 5.78560 .56950 .07370 - 08230 - 03110 - 01240 - 00570 
.600 3 000 5 78560 56990 .07320 -.08320 -.05830 -.01070 -.00930 
.600 4.000 5.78560 .57080 .07230 -.08650 -.08570 - 00890 -.01300 
.600 6.000 5.78520 .57230 .07010 -.09560 -.13890 -.00580 -.02010 
.600 8.000 5 78560 57070 .06750 -.09900 -.18920 -.00350 - 02610 
.600 10.000 5.78610 .56670 .06540 -.09860 -.23850 -.00150 - 03120 
.600 12.000 5.78470 .56300 06430 -.09600 -.29230 00250 - 03650 
GRADIENT -.00029 .00111 .00025 -.00189 -.02515 .00147 - 00370 
RUN NO. 507/ 0 RN/L - 3.72 GRADIENT INTERVALs -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 5.77730 .57520 .06790 - 06810 32870 - 03270 04150 
.700 -0.000 5,77440 .58550 .06670 -.08030 28720 -.03400 .03810 
.700 -8.000 5.77490 ,68040 .06760 -.06940 .23350 -.03030 .03200 
700 -6.000 5.77590 57560 .07060 - 05970 17720 -.02570 02470 
700 -4 000 5-77590 .57690 .07420 -.060o .12340. - 02200 .01720 
.700 -3 000 5.77590 .57840 .07530 - 06130 09720 - 02050 01330 
700 -2.000 5.77690 .57880 .07560 -.06080 .07090 -.01890 00940 
.700 -1.000 5.77780 .579830 .07570 - 06150 .04490 -.01710 .00540 
.700 .000 5.77830 .58030 .07610 -.08470 .01980 -.01510 .00250 
.700 1.000 5.77930 .58160 ,.07680 -.06930 -.00540 -.01360 -.00230 
.700 2.000 5.77980 .58230 .07720 -.07270 -.03220 - 01220 - 00600 
.700 3.000 5.77930 .58250 .07670 - 07370 - 06030 - 01050 -.00970 
.700 4.000 5.77830 .58340 .07690 -.07600 -.08800 -.00870 - 01340 
.700 6.000 5.77690 .58690 .07430 -.08650 -.14170 -.00550 -.08050 
.700 8.000 5.77640 .58930 .07220 -.09800 -.19500 -.00270 - 02700 
.700 10.000 5.77640 .58910 07070 -.10500 -.24770 -.00020 -.03280 
700 12.000 5.77640 .58540 .07130 -.10140 -.29930 00270 -.03780 
GRADIENT .00045 .00079 .40025 -.00220 -.02624 .00167 - 00363 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 173 
CA5 KI FO HI5 V9 I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 ) (RGNI22) ( 21 JAN 751 
















- 1339.9100 IN. XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 





















$5-6 - 000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 514/ 0 RN/L m 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 1.91210 .18590 .04020 -.01490 .32280 -.03200 .03630 
.300 -10.000 1.91540 .17980 .04410 -.00840 .2718D -.02810 .03180 
.300 -8.000 1.91780 .17710 .04830 -.00150 .2e6O -.02460 .02660 
.300 -6.000 1.92040 .17440 .05230 .00840 .16950 -.02100 .02080 
.300 -4,000 1,92290 .17110 .05570 .01970 .11600 -.01750 .01460 
.300 -3.000 1.92350 .17090 .05700 .02360 .08950 -.01610 .01170 
.30 -2 000 1.92360 .17250 .05810 .02470 .06480 -.01530 .00880 
.300 -1 000 1.92400 17430 .05890 .02380 .04220 -.01480 00600 
.300 .000 1.92420 .17510 .06930 02220 02080 -.01430 00320 
.300 1.000 1.92330 .17570 .0920 .02000 -.00110 -.01430 .00060 
.300 2.000 1.92250 .17700 .05B90 .01660 -.02490 -.01420 -.00200 
.300 3 000 1.92220 17890 .06810 .01290 -.05110 -.01360 -.00490 
.300 4.000 1.92220 .18120 .05700 .00900 -.07630 -.01200 -.00800 
.300 6.000 1.92140 .19500 .05370 .00250 -.13270 -.00860 -.01420 
.300 6.000 1.91850 .1B800 .04940 -.00380 -.18660 -.00530 -.01980 
.300 10.000 1.91410 .19140 .04490 -.01070 -.23970 -.00210 -.02470 
300 12.000 1,90980 .19870 .04160 -.01970 -.29350 .00190 -.02960 
GRADIENT -.00016 .00125 .00017 -.00158 -.02369 .00054 -.00279 
RUN NO. 513/ 0 RN/L * 2 97 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 1.90920 .18270 .04320 -.01990 .32680 -.03190 .03640 
.500 -10.000 1.91100 .17560 .04550 -.01360 .27540 -.02790 .03190 
.500 -9.000 1.91240 .17240 .04930 -.00640 .22570 -.02500 .0700 
.500 -6.000 1.91490 .16950 .05330 .00280 .17380 -.02200 .02130 
.500 -4.000 1.91810 .16620 .05670 .01290 .11930 -.01850 .01500 
.500 -3.000 1.91860 .16550 .05790 .0150 .09170 -.01690 101180 
.500 -2.000 1.91770 .16640 .05BBO .02040 06530 -.01580 00880 
.500 -1.000 1.91700 .16760 .05920 .02100 .04100 -.01500 .00600 
.500 .000 1.91670 .16840 .05960 .01900 .02600 -.01420 .00310 
500 1.000 1.91630 .16910 05960 .01420 -.00510 -.01400 00030 
500 2.000 1,91560 .17020 .05940 .00860 -.02950 -.01380 -.00250 
.500 3.000 1.91490 .17210 .05660 .00390 -.05600 -.01290 -.00540 
.500 4.000 1.91460 .17520 05750 -.00100 -.08380 -.01140 -.00840 
.500 6.000 1.91380 .18140 .05450 -.01000 -.13920 - 00810 - 01440 
.500 8.000 1.91150 .18450 .05090 -.01650 -.19tso -.00530 -.01970 
.500 IO.00 1.90750 .18630 .04730 -.02280 -.24140 -.00280 -.02430 
.500 12.000 1.90450 .19300 .04420 -.03440 -.29400 .00110 -.02920 
GRADIENT -.00050 .00108 .00012 -.0021t -.02485 00076 - 00289 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 174 
CA5 KI FO H15.8 V9.t (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38,3 ) (RGt12281) 21 JAN 75 


































SCALE - .0300 81-2 .000 $3-4 . .000 
55-6 - 000 ]ORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 512/ 0 RN/L - 3.38 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12 000 1.90780 .18300 .04600 -.02220 .32790 -.03080 03660 
.600 -10.000 1.90870 .17740 .04740 -.01650 .27610 -.02740 .03190 
.600 -8,000 1.91080 .17320 .05090 -.00940 .22720 -.02470 .02700 
.600 -6.000 1.91260 .16900 .05470 .00100 .11630 -.02210 02150 
.600 -4.000 1.91390 .16470 05790 .01330 .12240 -.01940 01640 
.600 -3.000 1.91520 .18300 .05880 .01850 .09440 -.01800 01220 
.600 -2.000 2.916SO .15240 .05930 .02160 .06680 -.01680 00910 
.600 -1.000 1.91890 .16310 .05970 .02170 ,04110 -.01560 .00590 
600 .000 1.91560 .16410 .06020 .01930 .01710 -.01450 .00290 
.600 I 000 1.91390 .16700 .06040 .01450 -.00680 -.01400 .00010 
.600 2.000 1,91280 .16910 .06030 .00780 - 03210 -.01370 -.00280 
.600 3.000 1.91240 .17100 .05950 .00070 -.05970 -.01270 -.00590 
.800 4.000 1.91190 .17420 .05850 -.00640 -.08840 -.01120 - 00920 
.600 6.000 1.90990 .18150 .05600 -.01890 -.14380 -.00780 -.01530 
.800 8,000 1,90720 .18540 .05280 -.02810 -.19460 -.00520 -.02020 
.600 10.000 1.90420 .18740 .04970 -.03490 -.24360 -.00310 -.02450 
.800 12.000 1.90160 .19430 .04790 -.04260 -.30070 .00100 -.02990 
GRADIENT -.00045 .00132 .00012 - 00278 - 02585 .00094 -.00304 
RUN NO, 511/ 0 RN/L - 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 0/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 h,60030 .19360 .05020 -.02280 .32970 -.03040 .03670 
.700 -20.000 1,69840 .18390 .05060 -.02390 .28430 -.02930 .03310 
.700 -8.000 1.90170 .17940 105320 -.01360 .23440 -,02810 .02790 
.700 -6.000 1.90540 .17310 .05640 .00040 .18100 -.02280 .02290 
.700 -4,000 1.90710 .15710 .05920 .01320 .1e550 -.02010 .01570 
.700 -3.000 1 90660 .18520 .06000 .01860 .09760 -.01900 .01260 
.700 -2.000 1.90580 .16450 .06030 .02270 .06970 -.01780 .00950 
.700 -1.000 1.90540 .16480 .06050 .02370 .04210 -.01630 .006820 
.700 .000 1.90530 .16510 .06080 .02190 .01540 -.01460 .00300 
.700 2.000 1.90390 .16660 .06120 .01610 -.01030 -.01370 -.00010 
.700 2.000 1.90270 .16B40 .06130 .00880 -.03650 -.013e0 -.00300 
.700 3,000 1.90230 .17020 .0606O .00 80 -.08390 -.01240 -.00600 
.700 4,000 1.90150 .17390 .08000 -.00330 -.09200 -.0110 -.00910 
.700 6.000 2.89840 .16460 .05790 -.02080 -.14760 -.00600 -.01520 
700 8.000 1.89600 .19270 .05520 -.04050 -.20130 -.00470 -.02080 
.700 10.000 1.69530 .19710 .05280 -.05340 -.25350 -.00180 -.02580 
.700 12.000 1.89750 .20050 .05260 -.04430 -.30670 .00140 -.03060 
GRADIENT -.00072 .00088 t00014-.00249 -.02699 .00113 -.00310 
PAGE £75
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3S.3 I (R0M123) ( 21 JAN 75
 



















1339.9100 IN, XC 
.0000 IN, YC 

























RUN NO. 51S/ 0 RN/L * 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.001 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.300 -12.000 7 74410 .72320 .07130 -.16160 .31490 -.03710 0'400 



















.300 -4.000 7 74900 .71450 .08100 -.11700 .10950 -.02160 01660 



















.300 .000 7.74660 .72330 .08490 -.12090 .01860 -.01460 .00090 
.300 1.000 7.74760 .72400 .09480 -.12040 -.00450 -.01290 -.00290 
.300 2.000 7.74850 .72300 .06430 -.11940 -.02930 -.01120 -.00680 
.300 3.000 7.74950 .72200 .08360 -.11990 -.05500 -.00950 -.01070 




































RUN NO. 517/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00t 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 






































.500 -3.000 7.73780 .73540 .08550 -.11190 .08890 -.01990 .01320 
.500 -2.000 7.73730 .73820 .08640 -.11250 .06460 -.01810 .00910 
.600 -1.000 7.73730 .74080 .08720 -.11320 04140 -.01640 .00490 


























.500 4.000 7.73540 .73990 .08630 -.12080 -.0880 -.00720 -.01730 
.500 6.000 7.73440 .74070 .08420 -.12550 -. 13580 -.00370 -.02290 
•.500 a8000 7.73440 .73850 .08180 -.12780 -. 18620 -.00140 -.02960 
.800 10.000 7.73540 173380 .07930 -.12890 -.2346D .00030 - 03540 
.500 12 000 7.73780 .73070 07890 -.13220 - 26480 .00350 -.04100 
GRADIENT -.00044 .00084 .00024 -.00095 -.02435 .00183 -.00405 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 176 
CA8 KI FO 1115.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 I (RON123) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.9000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 10.000 RUD-L 10.000 
8REF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 Si-a .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 * .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 51S/ 0 RN/L - 3.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ' ALPHAN CL Co CLM OY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 7.73140 .74450 .00270 -.11720 .31990 -.03510 .04430 
.600 -20.000 7.73050 .76270 .08270 -.12500 .27580 -.03480 03970 
.600 -8.000 7.73190 ,74850 .08440 -.11550 .22550 -.03260 03320 
600 -6.000 7.73490 .74510 .08700 -.10500 .17260 - 02850 02560 
.600 -4 000 7.73630 .74760 .08950 -.10140 .11910 -.02320 .01730 
.600 -3.000 7.73590 .75010 .09060 -.10160 .09320 -.02090 .01300 
.600 -2.000 7.73440 .75220 .09160 - 10200 06840 -.01920 00880 
.600 -1.000 7.73490 .75320 .09220 -.10310 04430 -.01740 00460 
600 .000 7.73630 .75360 .09260 -.10580 .01990 -.01520 .00050 
.600 1.000 7.73680 .75410 .09280 -.10860 -.00500 -.01330 -.00350 
600 2.000 7.73590 .75460 .09270 -.11100 -.03100 - 01150 - 00740 
600 3.000 7.73440 .75520 .09220 -.11290 - 05800 - 00950 - 01150 
.600 4.000 7.73340 .75630 09140 -.11440 - 08500 - 00750 - 01570 
.600 6 000 7.73290 .75770 .08940 -.11780 - 13760 -.00390 -.02360 
600 8.000 7.73340 .75620 .08730 -.12240 -.18810 -.00140 -.03040 
.600 10.000 7.73390 .76270 .08600 -.12670 -.23790 .00040 -.03610 
.600 12.000 7.73440 .75100 .08660 -.12700 -.29150 .00350 -.04180 
GRADIENT -.00018 .00093 .00025 -.00182 -.02530 .00194 -.00410 
RUN NO. 515/ 0 RN/L - 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12.000 7.70800 .76230 .09700 -.10510 .33090 - 03600 04430 
.700 -10 000 7.70560 .76850 .09560 -.10720 .28720 -.03760 03940 
.700 -8.000 7.70650 .76590 .09580 -.09310 .23400 -.03350 .03290 
.700 -6 000 7.70850 .76420 .09760 -.08210 .17820 - 02810 02540 
700 -4.000 7.70950 .76670 .10040 -.08260 .12370 -.02350 01730 
.700 -3.000 7.70950 .76810 .10160 -.0240 .09720 -.02190 01320 
700 -2 000 7.71000 .76890 .10250 -.08200 .07100 - 02040 .00900 
.700 -1 000 7.71000 .76970 .10340 -.08370 .04620 -.01810 .00500 
.700 000 7.70950 .77130 .10430 -.09930 .01960 -.01520 .00100 
.700 2.000 7.70850 .77340 .10460 -.09590 - 00680 -.0129C -.00290 
.700 2.000 7.70750 .?7430 .10420 -.09950 -.03410 - 01100 -.00680 
.700 3 000 7.70700 .77340 .10340 -.09980 -.06190 -.00920 -.01080 
.700 4 000 7.70700 .7"290 .10270 -.10130 -.08940 - 00740 - 01490 
.700 6.000 7.70650 .77480 .10200 -.11120 -.14300 -,00370 -.02270 
.700 8.000 7.70510 .77720 .10080 -.12300 -.19680 -.00040 -.02950 
.100 10.000 7.70460 .11560 .09970 -.13010 -.24840 00210 -.03540 
.700 12.000 7.70850 .76260 .10090 -.12230 -.30130 .00370 -.04110 
GRADIENT -.00040 .00092 .00032 -.00297 -.02653 .00211 - 00400 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 177 
CA5 KI FO HIR.6 V9 I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 2 (RGI24) 1 el JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0O00 IN. YC RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB * 000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IORR - 4 000 
RUN NO. 525/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLH CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -12.000 5.80030 .54430 .05460 -. 11650 .30230 -.02780 .04040
 
.300 -10.000 5.10220 b4290 .05710 -.11100 .25230 -.02450 .03540
 
300 -8 000 5 80620 .53690 .06020 -.09800 20040 -.02070 02950
 
.300 -6 000 5.80860 .53410 .06350 -.06630 14770 -.01690 02270
 
300 -4.000 5.80910 .53680 .06650 -.07990 .09630 -.01340 .01530
 
.300 -3 000 5 90910 .63960 .06780 -.07880 .07200 - 01200 .01170
 
300 -2.000 5.80860 .54220 .06900 -.07880 .04920 - 01090 00830
 
.300 -1.000 5.80710 .54360 .06990 -.07980 .02790 -.00990 .00490
 
.300 .000 5.90470 .54380 .07040 -.09030 .00830 -.00870 .00140
 
300 I 000 5.80370 .54430 .07020 -.08030 -.01720 -.00740 - 00220
 
300 2.000 5.80320 .54510 .06980 -.07980 - 04170 - 00610 - 00570
 
300 3.000 5.80370 .54570 .06930 -.07990 -.06670 - 00470 - 00910
 
.300 4.000 5.80320 .54570 .08840 - 08170 -.09230 -.00310 - 01260
 
.300 5,000 5,80180 .54530 .06550 -.08940 -.14400 .00020 -.01980
 
.300 8 000 5 80030 .54580 .06200 - 09910 -. 19550 .00370 -.02620
 
300 10.00 5.79930 54690 .0581 -. 10750 -.C4700 .00690 - 03180
 
.300 12.000 5.79640 54580 .05460 - 11130 - 29950 .00940 - 03730
 
GRADIENT -.00090 .00101 .00023 -.00022 -.02329 .00125 -.00348
 
RUN NO 524/ 0 RN/L - 2 92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLR CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -12.000 5.79440 .55180 .05670 -. 10780 .30700 -.02760 .04010
 
.500 -10.000 5 79490 .55210 0500 -.10340 .25770 -.02490 .03570
 
.500 -e 000 5.79740 .54790 .06100 - 09290 .20780 -.02210 02990 
500 -6.000 5.79880 .54600 .05450 -.08350 15520 -.01840 Oe310 
500 -4 000 5.79880 .54880 .06780 -.07650 1010 -.01410 01580 
.500 -3.000 5.79830 .55180 .06910 -.07760 .07540 -.01240 .01210 
.500 -2 000 5 79830 .55490 .07010 -.07710 .05170 -.01220 .00840 
.500 -1 000 5.79880 55670 .07070 -.07710 .02930 - 01010 .00490
 
.500 .000 5 79930 .5700 .07100 -.07790 00680 -.00870 .00130
 
.500 1.000 5.79880 .55660 .07100 -.07940 -.01700 -.00750 -.00220
 
.500 2.000 5.79830 .U5640 .07080 -.08150 -.04220 -.00620 -.00570
 
.500 3 000 5.79740 .55650 .07010 -.08360 -.06530 -.00460 -.00930
 
.500 4 000 5.79740 .55660 .06900 -.08530 - 09510 -.00270 -.01300
 
.500 6.000 5.79790 .55650 .C6510 -.09020 -. 14640 .00090 -.02000
 
.500 8.000 5.79690 .55540 ,06290 -.09870 -.19990 .00360 -.02820
 
.500 10.000 5.79440 .55330 .06020 -.10550 -.25030 .00590 -.03160
 
.500 12.000 5.79390 .55150 .05870 -.09790 -.30290 00950 -.03670
 
GRADIENT -.00014 .00090 .00016 -.00094 -.02417 .00136 -.00358
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 178 
CA5 K? FO HIB.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 I (R0M124) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREV - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - 10.000 RUO-L * 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZNRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 91-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
5-6 000 IOR - 4.000 
RUN NO. 523/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -12.000 5.78960 .56430 .06010 -.10030 .30880 -.02710 .04070 
.600 -10 000 5 78960 .56680 .06040 -.09740 26160 - 02520 .03620 
.600 -8.000 5.79150 .56230 .06290 -.08680 .21060 -.02250 03040 
600 -6.000 5 79250 .56010 .06630 -.07780 .15770 - 01910 02350 
.600 -4.000 5.79250 .56290 .06960 -.07450 10480 -.01510 01610 
.600 -3.000 5.79200 .56500 .07080 -.07440 .07900 -.01330 .01240 
.600 -2.000 5.79150 .56650 .07160 -.07480 .05400 -.01180 .00880 
.600 -I.000 5.79200 .56730 .07210 -.07620 .03010 -.01040 00480 
.600 .000 5.79200 .56790 .07250 -.07830 .00690 -.00890 .00110 
.600 1.000 5.79100 .56880 .07270 -.08020 - 01700 -.00770 - 00260 
600 2.000 5 79000 .56980 .07250 -.08090 -.04290 -.00640 - 00620 
.600 3.000 5 79000 .57030 .07290 -.08110 -.07040 -.00450 -.00980 
.600 4.000 5.79000 .57070 .07100 -.08270 -.09840 -.00250 -.01350 
.600 6 000 5 79100 .57140 .06880 -.06950 -.15240 .00090 -.02070 
.600 8.000 5.79150 .56980 .0610 -.09630 -.20300 .00340 -.02680 
600 10.000 5 79050 .56600 .06370 -.09920 - 25240 00560 -.03200 
.600 12.000 5.79000 .56230 .06310 -.09370 -.30820 .00990 -.03740 
GRADIENT -.00033 .00092 .00019 -.00115 -.02503 .00151 -.00370 
RUN NO. 522/ 0 RN/L - 3.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12 000 5.78030 .57930 .06750 - 07510 .32650 -.02690 04140 
.700 -10.000 5.77980 .58900 .06570 -.08200 .27210 - 02680 .03750 
.700 -8.000 5.78080 .58400 .06710 -.07420 .22010 -.02380 .03160 
.700 -6.000 5.78170 .57910 .07010 -.06670 .16550 -.01990 .02460 
.700 -4.000 5.78220 .57980 .07340 -.06560 11150 - 01620 .01690 
.700 -3.000 5.78220 .58090 .07430 - 06610 .08470 -.01450 .01290 
.700 -2.000 5.78120 .58110 .07470 -.06590 .05800 -101280 .00890 
.700 -2.000 5.78080 .58140 .07490 -.05590 .03170 -.01080 .00490 
.700 .000 5.77980 .58210 .07520 -.06690 .00640 -.00870 .00090 
.700 1.000 5 77930 .58340 .07580 -.06960 -.01890 -.00720 -.00300 
.700 2.000 5.77830 .58400 .07600 -.07190 -.04590 -.00580 - 00680 
.700 3,000 5.77880 .58350 .07560 -.07220 -.07440 -.00400 -.01050 
.700 4.000 5.77930 .58410 .07490 - 07380 -.10240 -.00210 -.01430 
.700 6.000 5.77980 .58830 .07310 -.08360 -.15550 .00150 -.02240 
.700 8.000 5 77980 .59090 .07100 -.09620 -.21020 00470 -.02810 
.700 10.000 5.77930 .59010 .06950 -,10560 -.286380 .00760 -.03400 
.700 12.000 5.77980 .58570 .07030 -.10290 -.31750 .01070 -.03920 
GRADIENT -.00048 .00055 .00022 -.00111 -.02652 .00176 -.00390 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 179 
CAS KI F0 HI5.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 I (RGH125) 2t JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 S.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA - .000 STAB * -2.000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN, ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-CE - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-a - 000 S3-4 - .000 
5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. SE/ 0 RN/L - 1,92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -2 000 -.03050 -.21360 .06950 .08720 -.00830 00060 00010
 
.300 -1.000 -.03150 -.11430 .06220 .069 0 -.00850 .00090 -.00010
 
300 .000 -.03120 -.01350 .05780 .0511D -.00830 .00090 - 00030
 
.300 1.000 -.02850 .08330 .05580 .03150 -.00780 .00050 - 00030
 
.300 2.000 - 02500 .17690 .05560 .01200 -.00740 .00050 - 00030
 
.300 3.000 -.02340 .27110 .05640 -.00940 -.00780 .00050 -.00030
 
.300 4 000 -.02390 .36570 .05840 -.03380 -.00830 .00060 - 00040 
-- .300 5.000 -.02390 .45900 .06210 -.05790 -.00830 .00050 -00060 
.300 6.000 -.02470 .55410 .06750 -.07070 -.00780 .00070 - 00080 7 .300 1.000 -.02350 .64930 .O74SO -.09770 -.0070O .OOOBO -. 00110
 
300 8 coo -.01910 .73800 .08250 -.11610 -.00640 .00070 -.00130
 
.300 9.000 - 01900 .81880 .09190 -.13140 -.00720 .00100 -.00100
 
.300 0,O00 -.02520 .89420 .10540 -.14300 -.00810 100150 - 00040
 
.300 It 000 -.02950 .96500 .12580 -.15120 -.00840 .00200 - 00010
 
.300 12 000 -.02790 1.03000 .15100 - 15760 -.00880 .00260 -00040
 
GRADIENT 00132 09590 -.00090 - 02064 .00003 -.00003 -00008
 
RUN NO. 5281 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02350 -.23580 .07260 .08440 -.01130 .00O .00040 
.500 -1.000 -.02040 -.13020 .06450 .08380 -.Ol090 .00110 .00020 
.500 .000 -.02390 -.02340 .05950 .04460 - 01020 .00100 00000 
.500 I 000 -.02840 .07910 .05710 .02500 -.00970 .00090 - 00010 
.500 2 000 -.02990 .17720 .05660 .00450 - 00950 .00090 - 00020 
.500 3.000 -.02750 27570 .05740 -.01800 -.00980 .00100 - 00030 
.500 4.000 -.02530 .37500 .05960 -.04130 -.00980 .00090 -.00030 
.500 5.000 -.02830 .47240 .06350 -.06310 -.00900 .00070 - 00040 
.500 6.000 -.03370 .57040 .06940 -.08700 -. 00890 00080 -. 00070 
.500, 7.000 -.02600 .66790 .07690 -.10990 -.00960 .00100 - 00100 
.500 9.000 -.03490 .75760 .08710 -.12060 -.00970 .00120 -.00110 
.500 9.000 -.03490 83650 .10130 -.12400 -.00850 .00110 -.00120
 
.500 20.000 - 03390 .91000 .11930 -.12970 - 00750 .00200 - 00140
 
.500 11.000 -.02910 198110 .14170 -.13980 -00O92O .00(50 -.00150
 
.500 12.000 -.02330 I 04640 .16860 -.14790 - 00990 .00280 -.00140
 
GRADIENT -.00084 .10094 -.00113 -.02103 .00027 -.00002 -.00011
 
DATE 80 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 1B0 
CA5 KI FO HI1.IA VWI fPLUS. ORB TC5 AT3S.3 ) (ROMI25I 1 21 JAN 75 1 
















1339,9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YO 



















SCALE - .0300 91-2 .000 S3-4 - .000 
85-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. '27/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 -.00780 -.24900 .07470 .08840 -.01320 00150 .00040 
.600 -1.000 -.00660 -.14020 .0660 .06710 -.01230 .00130 .00000 
.600 .000 -.00690 -.03070 .06020 .04600 -.01200 .00120 -.00020 
.600 1.000 -.00970 .07310 .05760 .02610 -.01190 .00130 -.00030 
.600 2.000 -.01490 .17590 .05690 .00540 -.01160 .00130 -,00030 
,600 3.000 -.01760 .2850 .05790 -.01850 -.01100 .00120 -.00030 
.600 4.000 -.01470 .38000 .06060 -.04240 -.01030 .00100 -.00030 
.600 5.000 -.01340 .48140 .06460 -.06400 -.00950 .00090 -.00050 
.600 6.000 -,01870 .58360 .07090 -.08310 -.00840 .00070 -.00080 
.800 7.000 -.02530 .68240 .07990 -.09790 -.00780 .00070 -.00110 
.600 8.000 -.02300 .77140 .09310 -.10720 -.00770 .00090 -.00120 
.800 9.000 -.01940 .0180 .11050 -.11530 -.00870 .00140 -.00100 
.600 10,000 -.02200 .92640 .13150 -.12580 -.00970 .00180 -.00050 
.600 11.000 -.02700 .99360 .15600 -. 13470 -.01010 .00210 -.00030 
.600 12.000 - 02850 1.05420 .18340 -.14170 -.01020 .00260 -.00030 
GRADIENT -.00139 .10410 -.00122 -.02177 .00047 -.00007 - 00010 
RUN NO. 528/ 0 RN/L - 3.82 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 -.00650 -.26590 .07670 .08810 -.013BO .00120 .00060 
.700 -1.000 -.01050 -.15310 .06640 .06810 -.01340 .00120 -.00010 
.700 .000 -.01230 -.03900 .06180 .04750 -.01310 .00120 -.00020 
.700 1.000 -.00670 .06940 .05850 .02690 -.01260 .00130 - 00010 
700 2.000 -.00480 ,17710 .05750 .00420 -.01260 .00150 -.00010 
700 3.000 -.00960 .28570 .05850 -.01860 -.01250 .00160 - 00020 
.700 4.000 -.01220 .39370 .06140 - 04000 - 01150 .00140 - 00030 
.700 5.000 -.00470 .49950 .06620 -.05850 -.01010 .00110 -.00040 
.700 6.000 .00120 .60260 .07430 -.07250 -.00880 .00100 -.00060 
.700 7.000 -.00730 .70210 .08730 -.08300 -.00810 .00100 -.00060 
.700 8.000 -.01760 .79090 .10520 -.09360 -.00850 .00130 -.00030 
.700 9.000 -.02040 .85200 .12720 -.10680 -.0090 .00170 00020 
.100 10.000 -.02080 .93760 .15100 -.12010 -.00990 .00190 -.00010 
.700 11.000 -.01710 1.00660 .17640 -.13360 -.00920 .00180 -.00020 
.100 12.000 .00730 1.07750 .21090 -.15020 -.00870 .00150 .00080 
GRADIENT .00017 .10921 -.00159 -.02128 .00044 .00002 -.00010 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 181 





BETA - .000 STAB -2 000SREF - 5500 0000 SO.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
SREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 

ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 - .000 63-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORe - 4.000 
RUN NO. 533/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -2.000 -.02050 -.22990 .08230 .11780 -.00920 .00120 .00000
 
.300 -1.000 -.02250 -.12810 .07480 .09520 -.00870 .0050 00000
 
.300 .000 -.02700 -.02600 07020 .07330 -.00840 .00150 -.00010 
300 1.000 -.02930 .06950 .06810 .05290 -.00870 .00140 - 00020 
300 2.000 -.02060 .16440 .06740 .03010 -.00850 .00120 - 00020 
300 3.000 - 01990 .25970 .06780 .00500 -.006SO .00130 - 00020 
.300 4.000 -.02700 .35290 .06960 - 02070 -.00920 .00140 -.O000o 
.300 5.000 -.03080 .44600 .07290 -.04810 -.00920 .00140 -.00030 
.300 6.000 -.02870 .54170 07790 -.06990 -.00870 00160 -.00060 
.300 7.000 -.02410 .63730 .08450 -.09170 -.00790 00160 -.00000 
300 8.000 -.02440 .72500 .09230 -.11130 -.00740 .00140 -.00090 
300 9.000 -.02880 .80520 .10120 -.12810 -.00790 .00150 -.00080 
300 10.000 -.03120 .88120 .11430 -.14100 - 00880 .00200 - 00030 
.300 it 000 -.02790 .95290 13430 -.14950 -.00910 .00240 .00010 
300 12 000 -.02790 1.01780 .15950 -.15450 -.00950 00280 - 00010
 
GRADIENT -.00077 .09629 -.00119 - 02327 -.00003 .00000 - 00004
 
RUN NO. 532/ 0 RN/L - 2 91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
500 -2.000 -.02440 -.25300 .08550 11090 -.Q2060 .00120 .00040
 
.500 -1.000 -.02230 -.14590 .07710 .08660 -.01000 .00140 .00030
 
500 .000 -.01830 -'.03840 .07180 06410 -.009O .00140 .00020
 
500 1.000 -.02090 1.06310 06910 .04260 -.00940 .00150 00000
 
.500 2.000 -.02330 1.16220 .05840 .01890 -.00900 .00140 .00000
 
500 3.000 - 02140 .26130 06910 -.00630 -.00910 .00140 00000
 
.500 4.000 -.01820 .36020 .07090 - 03130 -.00960 .00160 .00000
 
.500 5.000 -.01320 .45790 .07450 -.05500 -.00950 .00160 - 00020'
 
.500 6.000 -.00920 .65560 .07990 -.07940 -.00910 .00160 - 00040
 
.500 7.000 - 01000 .65260 .08710 -.09880 -.00880 .00170 -.00050
 
.500 8.000 -.01440 .14250 .09710 -.11220 -.00860 .00170 -.00070
 
.500 9.000 -.01250 .82310 .11040 -.12120 -.00850 .00170 -.00080
 
.500 10.000 -.00740 .89720 12780 -.12890 -.00810 .00170 -.00090
 
.500 11.000 -.01070 .96570 .15020 -.13590 -00600 .00190 -.00090
 
.500 12.000 -.02050 1,03190 .17690 -.14300 -.00930 .00280 -.00090
 
GRADIENT .00104 .10125 - 00139 -.02372 00014 .00004 - 00007
 
DATE: 20 .UN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 18e 
CA5 KI FO HIs.6 VS.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38 3 (R01252 C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 sQ,FT, XMRP * 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA .000 STAB -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I0 ­ .000 ELV-OB * 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 6I-2 - .000 S3-4 .000 
SS-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 531/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.800 -2.000 -.02200 -.26640 .08780 .10670 -.01150 .00150 .00060 
.600 -1.000 -.01970 -.15810 .07840 .08540 -.01070 .00140 .00020 
.600 .000 -.02050 -.04850 .07230 .06260 -.01050 00150 .00000 
.600 1.000 -.02370 .05630 .06940 .03880 -.01070 .00170 - 00020 
.600 2.000 -.02020 .15890 .06850 .01430 -.01020 .00160 -.00010 
.600 3.000 -.01410 .26210 06910 -.01050 -.00980 .00160 00000 
.00 4.000 -.01320 .36380 .07130 -.03440 -.00930 .00150 .00000 
.600 5.000 -.01460 .46470 .07540 -.05800 -.00870 .00150 -.00020 
.600 6.000 -.01330 .56710 08140 -.08010 -.00800 .00140 -.00060 
600 7.000 -.01100 .66710 .09000 -.09710 - 00750 00140 -.00080 
.600 8.000 -.01050 .75700 .10230 -.10800 -.00730 .00140 - 00070 
.600 9 000 -.01680 .83720 11880 -.11670 -.00810 .00170 - 00050 
80 10.000 - 02530 .91190 .13890 -.12640 -.00890 00200 - 00030 
.600 11.000 -.02780 .97950 .16300 -.13410 -.00070 .002f -.00040 
.600 12.000 -.02390 1.03980 .19000 -.13900 -.00870 .00240 -.00040 
GRADIENT .00127 .10430 -.00158 -.02376 .00035 .00001 -.00008 
RUN NO. 530/ 0 RN/L - 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CL CD CLN CY CLN CSL 
.700 -2.000 -.01850 -.2580 .09130 .1000 - 01160 .00130 .000B0 
.700 -1.000 -.01900 -.17290 .08070 .08030 -.01120 .00130 .00020 
.700 .000 -.01910 -.05880 .07390 .05940 -.01040 .00130 .00010 
.700 1.000 -.01880 .04910 .07040 .03930 -.00900 .00120 .00040 
.700 2.000 -.01990 .15820 .06900 .01540 -.00840 .00120 .00060 
.700 3.000 -.01720 .26760 .06960 -.01000 -.00790 .00120 .00050 
.700 4.000 -.01540 .37490 .07220 -.03450 -.00690 .00100 .00050 
.700 6.000 ,.01870 .48020 .07660 -.05640 -.00Q70 .00110 .00020 
.700 5 000 -c02180 .58440 .08370 -.07340 -.00680 .00130 -,OOee 
.700 7.000 ,,01920 .68460 .09550 -.09600 -.00680 .00140 -.00030 
.700 8.000 -.01640 .77390 .11280 -.09750 -.00720 .00160 -.00010 
.700 9.000 -.02680 85040 .13400 -.20970 - 00790 .00190 .00020 
.700 10.000 -.01930 .92020 .15770 -.11850 -.00770 .00180 .00010 
.700 11.000 -.02040 .98630 .18330 -.12240 -.00660 .00150 .00000 
.700 12.000 -.01550 1.04470 .21040 -.12920 -.00700 .00170 .00010 
GRADIENT .00025 .0940 -.00190 -.02971 .00076 - 00004 -.00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 183 
CA KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.3 I RM27) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 500.0000 SO.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA] - 6 000 STAB -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF " 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 Si-a - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 538/ 0 RN/L * 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.300 -12.000 5 79790 .53570 .06760 -.06960 .29100 -.01560 .03910
 
.300 -10.000 5.79980 .53270 07080 - 08790 23590 - 01160 .03310
 
300 -8 000 5.80180 .52830 .07370 -.07850 .16150 - 00700 02650
 
.300 -6.000 5.80270 .52720 .07590 -.07120 .I2810 -.00310 .01980
 
.300 -4 000 5.80320 .53030 .07750 - 06960 .07700 - 00030 01300
 
300 -3.000 5.80320 .53320 .07800 - 07130 05260 00060 00970
 
.300 -2 o00 5.80270 .53590 .07850 -.07380 .02950 .00!20 00630
 
.300 -1.000 5.80220 .53690 .07890 - 07540 00840 00150 00310
 
.300 .000 5.80220 .53700 .07910 -.07490 -.01190 .00180 .00000
 
.300 1.000 5.80320 .53740 .07950 -.07280 -.03380 .00240 -.00320
 
.300 2.000 5.80370 .53800 07970 - 07150 -.05760 .00320 -.00650
 
.300 3,000 5 80420 .53840 .07970 -.07200 -.08220 .00410 - 00980
 
.300 4,000 5.80320 53830 07940 - 07290 - 10690 .00510 -.01310
 
.300 6,000 5.79980 .53750 .07160 -.07580 -.15580 .00730 -.01980
 
.300 8.000 5.79690 .537b0 07430 -.08260 -.20970 .01060 -.02650
 
.300 10.000 5 79590 53800 .07000 - 08990 -.26500 .01450 - 03290
 
.300 12 000 5.79390 53650 .06610 -.09000 -.32040 .01790 - 03870
 
GRADIENT .00010 .00087 .00026 -.00013 -.02251 .00052 -00325
 
RUN NO 537/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL
 
.500 -12,000 5 79200 53990 .06940 -.08490 .29760 -.01570 .03900
 
.500 -10.000 5.79540 .53800 .07160 -.08120 .24040 - 01190 .03310
 
.500 -8.000 5.79690 .53550 .07420 -.07590 .18580 -.00600 02660
 
.500 -6.000 5.79790 .53500 07670 - 07220 .13350 -.00400 .02000
 
.500 -4.000 5.79790 .53740 .07870 -.07200 .08060 -.00050 .01310
 
.500 -3.000 5.79740 54000 .07940 -.07360 .05550 .00060 00970
 
.500 -2.000 5 79590 54320 .07970 -.07610 .03250 .00120 .00630
 
.500 -1.000 5.79540 .54530 .07970 -.07830 .01120 .00130 .00310 
.500 .000 5.79640 .54540 .07990 -.07880 -.00980 .00150 -.00010 
.500 1,000 5.79690 .54470 .08050 -.07730 -.03200 .00180, -.00330 
.500 2,000 5.79690 .54440 .08090 -.07630 -.05610 .00260 -.00650 
.500 3 000 5.79690 .54450 .08080 -.07650 -.08150 .00370 - 00990 
.500 4 000 5 79640 .54430 08030 - 07680 -.10710 .00490 - 01320 
500 6.000 5.79540 .54290 .07820 -.07770 -.15910 .00750 -.01990
 
.500 8.000 5.79590 .SU120 .07510 -.08090 -.21330 .01030 -.02640
 
.500 10.000 5.79590 .53990 .07170 -.08390 -.26950 .01360 -.03270
 
.500 12.000 5.79540 .54050 .06870 -.08210 -.32740 .01790 - 03900
 
GRADIENT -.00012 .00071 00023 -.00046 -.02304 00057 - 00327
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE I64 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.3 ) (ROM127) C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 6500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA! - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 61-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 536/ 0 RN/L - 3.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 
.600 -2.000 5.179100 .54900 .07150 -.06850 .30120 -.01,20 .03940 
600 -10.000 5.79000 .55150 .07300 -.07640 .24820 -.01240 03420 
.600 -8.000 5.79180 54790 .07570 -.07110 .19220 -.00820 .02780 
.600 -6.000 5.79250 .54610 .07830 -.06700 .13630 -.00400 .02080 
.600 -4.000 5.79300 .54900 .0020 -.07030 .08300 -.00060 .01350 
.600 -3.000 5.79250 .65110 .08050 -.07450 .05800 .00050 .01000 
.600 -2.000 5.79200 .55280 .08080 -.07880 .03450 .00110 .00660 
.600 -1.000 5.79150 .55360 .08050 -.08150 .01270 .00130 .00330 
.600 .000 5.79150 .55420 .08090 -.0880 -.OOB50 00130 .00000 
600 1.000 5.79200 .55490 .08160 -.07980 - 03060 .00150 -.00330 
.600 2.000 5.79200 .55550 .08220 -.07700 -.05530 .00220 -.00670 
.600 3.000 5.79150 .55590 .08230 -.07470 -.08160 .00340 -.01010 
.600 4.000 5.79800 55600 .08200 -.07350 -.10810 .00460 - 01360 
.600 6.000 5.79200 .55460 .08010 -.07410 -.16150 .00710 - 02050 
.600 8.000 5.79200 .55300 .07710 -.07920 -.21620 .01000 -.02720 
600 10.000 5.79200 .55160 .07390 -.08300 -.27270 .01340 -.03350 
.600 12.000 6.79300 .54730 .07190 -.07110 -.33220 .01800 -.03930 
GRADIENT -.00011 .00082 .00028 -.00013 -.02343 .00053 -.00336 
RUN NO. 535/ 0 RN/L - 3.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 
.700 -12 000 5.77930 .56460 .07590 -.05080 .31070 -.01570 .04080 
.700 -10.000 5.77980 .56790 .07590 -.05360 .25730 -.01270 .03560 
.700 -8.000 5 78030 .56460 .07820 -.05460 .19860 -.00810 .02880 
.700 -6.000 5.78120 .56260 .08100 -.05850 .14100 - 00370 .02140 
.700 -4.000 5.78220 .56430 .08300 -.06590 .08740 -.00080 .01410 
.700 -3.000 5.78170 .56540 .08320 -.07020 .06210 .00010 .01050 
.700 -2.000 5.78080 .56580 .08260 -.07340 .03760 .00060 .00690 
.700 -I 000 5.78030 .58580 .08220 -.07400 .01440 .00100 .00330 
.700 .000 5,78080 .56600 .08240 -.07260 -.00780 .00130 -.00020 
.700 1.000 5.78170 .56650 .08340 -.07110 -.03060 .00160 -.00360 
.700 2 000 5 78220 .56710 .08440 -.07000 -.05570 .00220 - 00710 
.700 3 000 5.78220 .56740 .08470 -.06900 -.08260 .00320 -.01050 
.700 4.000 5.78110 .56750 .08440 -.06830 -.10990 .00450 -.01410 
.700 6.000 5.78220 .56830 .08270 -.06860 -.16500 .00730 -.02140 
700 8.000 5.78170 .56990 .08020 -.07140 -.22220 .01050 -.02850 
.700 10.000 5.78170 .57090 .07780 -.07430 -.28120 .01410 - 03520 
.700 12.000 6.78220 .56760 .07680 -.07170 -.34260 .01860 -.04160 
GRADIENT .00006 .00037 .00025 .00006 -.02425 .00057 -.00351 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 185 
CAB ORB TC5 AY38.1 (PRES. KI F20 H15,6 V9.1) (AGOM63) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SOf.T. XMRP - 1109 G00 IN X0 BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUG-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZNRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ 10.000 ELV-O - 13.000 
SCALE - 0300 S1-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORE - 9 700 
RUN NO. 277/ C RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 5,320 .13670 .31830 .04360 .07240 -.00800 .00020 -.00310 .00340 
.501 6.222 .13620 .34530 .04670 .07380 -.00760 .00040 -.00310 00280 
.01 7.035 .13600 .37100 .05020 .07610 -.00790 .00050 -.00320 00260 
500 7.875 .13550 .39890 .05450 .07870 -.00730 .00060 -.00330 00220 
.500 8 870 .12880 .42530 .06030 .08280 -.00710 .00060 -.00330 .00230 
1501 9.968 .12800 ,45640 .06780 .08740 -.00750 .00090 -.00330 .00160 
.499 10,039 .12750 .4800 .07430 ,09150 -.00760 ,00110 -.00330 .00100 
,00 i|.eO 111970 .50070 .0010 .09570 -.009O .00140 -.00330 .O000 
.001 19,01 .11910 .94070 .09030 110080 -.00830 .00180 -.00300 -.00040 
.900 13,170 .1180 .51160 .10450 .10540 -.00650 .001O -100860 -.00080 
.500 14.7e8 .l2550 .80S70 .1110 .10980 -.OO6O .00180 -.00240 -.00100 
.500 15.713 .13120 .63790 .13180 .11430 -.00980 .00210 -.00210 -.00230 
.500 16.837 .12300 .67300 .15090 .11810 -.01080 ,00250 -.00160 -.00360 
.501 17.795 .13640 .89490 .17530 .11960 -.007 0 .00130 -.00410 .00320 
.499 18.690 .13640 .72110 .19430 .12310 -.00710 .00150 -.00480 .00320 
.499 19.648 .13650 .74650 .21470 .12670 -.00660 .00180 -.00560 .00340 
.499 20.605 .13160 .76870 .23610 .13100 - 00480 .00170 - 00700 .00560 
.500 21.647 .13240 .78450 .25690 .13780 - 00390 .00190 - 00790 .00650 
.500 22.593 .13290 .79350 .27410 .14690 -.00350 .00190 -.00800 .00700 
.499 23 543 .13320 .76470 .28900 .15770 -.00290 .00190 -.00810 .00740 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
pyd 
DATE O 1UN 75 TABULATE0 SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 26 
CAB ORB TO5 AT38.I (PRES, 1(1f9 HILM V9.) (AOM083) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - tO 000 ELV-O - 13.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-a - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-8 45 000 1ORS - 9.700 
RUN NO. 278/ 0 RN/L - 3,24 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL IORD 
.601 5.397 .13770 .34950 .04800 .07340 -.00750 .00020 -.00320 .00430 
.601 8.275 .13040 .37640 .05160 .07510 -.00730 .00030 -.00320 .00400 
.601 7.066 .13700 .40210 .05510 .07720 -.00730 .00040 -.00320 .00370 
.601 7.967 .13660 .43180 .06030 .08120 -.00740 .00060 -.00340 .00330 
.600 8.956 .14860 .45880 .06860 .08580 -.00730 .00090 -.00310 .00150 
.600 9.946 .13260 .48840 .07520 .08960 -.00eo .00140 -.00300 -.00070 
.600 20.9415 .1920 .51760 .06590 .09410 -.00940 .00210 -.00210 - 00420 
.601 11.982 .12260 .54670 .10070 .09730 -.00980 .00210 -.00130 -.00470 
.599 12.868 .13150 .57220 .11450 .10020 -.00650 .00170 -.00210 -.00190 
.600 13.871 .13220 .59930 .13000 .10400 -.00790 .00160 - 00240 -.00120 
.600 14.929 .11870 .62950 .14840 .10780 .01570 .00200 -.00230 -.01520 
.500 15.867 .11970 .65430 .16600 .11160 .01490 .00220 -.00300 -.01420 
.600 16.969 .11240 .67900 .1G640 .11650 .01730 .00240 -.00390 -.01470 
.601 18.165 .11670 1.22190 .37180 .16310 .02090 .00280 - 00420 - 01760 
.600 19.119 .11700 1.24290 .40100 .16850 .02050 .00310 - 00470 -.01740 
.600 20.075 .11930 1.21490 .41380 ,17190 .01720 .00330 -.00540 -.01500 
.600 21.055 .12670 1.25640 .45200 .1210 .01550 .00360 -.00580 -.01460 
.599 21.800 .13450 .74380 .27300 .15030 .00240 .00330 -.00540 - 00630 
.600 22.779 .12460 .74660 .28950 .15990 -.00530 .00320 -.00530 -.00200 
.600 23.727 .13100 .75390 .30760 .17040 -.00490 .00330 - 00510 - 00260 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
PAGE 187
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





BLTA - .000 STAB - 1.000BREF . 2690 0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUDU - .000 RUW-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-lB - 10 000 ELV-0 - 13 000 
SCALE - .0300 52-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.100 
RUN NO. 279/ 0 RN/L - 3.44 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CD CLM CY CLN CBL DIORS
 
.701 5.517 .12400 .39290 .06070 .07180 -.00970 .00250 -.00270 -.00250 
701 6.346 .12310 .41750 .06710 .07350 -.00970 .00710 -.00230 - 00330 
701 7.179 .12270 .44050 .07460 .07590 -.00930 0C170 -.00180 -.00380 
.701 8.074 .11540 .46440 .08340 .07890 -.00940 .00270 -.00140 -.00420 
.700 9 lid .12340 .48950 .09410 .08310 -.00860 .00150 -100160 -.00310 
,700 10.072 .13090 .51300 .10550 .08750 -.00830 00150 -.00210 -.00250 
.700 11.031 .12410 .53490 .1120 .09130 -.00770 .00150 -.00220 -.00B40 
699 12 065 13040 .55930 .13110 .09550 -.00760 .00170 -.00240 -.00300 
700 13.035 .129650 .58080 .14580 .09880 - 00720 .00190 - 00250 - 00380 
.700 14.003 .12310 .60530 .16210 10110 -.00720 00200 -.00310 - 00350 
699 15.000 .12230 .63140 17980 .10390 -.00640 .00230 - 00360 - 00430
 
.700 15,911 .12810 ,65380 .19700 .10710 -.00590 .00260 -.00400 -.00550
 
.699 17 206 .12180 .67920 .21920 .11250 -.00520 .00260 - 00440 - 00480
 
.699 17.999 .12350 .69280 .23470 1850 -.00560 ,00250 - 00430 - 00310
 
700 18.940 .13320 .70640 .25100 .12640 -.00600 00210 -.00430 - 0000 
.699 19 931 .14460 .11740 .26650 .13890 -.00700 .00130 - 00360 00460 
.700 20 891 .13350 .72460 .28130 .14830 -.00800 00090 -.00330 .00760 
.701 22.964 .14650 .72990 .29770 .16230 -. 00960 -.00030 -.00230 01420 
.700 22.958 .14490 .73790 .31420 .17620 -.02000 -.00120 -.00240 .02010 
.699 23 924 .14120 .74460 .33060 .19090 -.00960 -.00150 - 00310 02380 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLILATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 188 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.I (PRES. KI F20 H15.6 V9.I) (AG064) ( 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RU-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - 10.000 ELV-OB ­ 13 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORE - 9.700 
RUN NO. 282/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLH CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 5.329 -.00350 .32360 .04350 .07260 -.00460 .00030 -.00220 .00130 
500 6.201 -.01090 .34950 .04650 .07480 -.00450 .00040 -.00210 .00090 
.500 7.030 -.01120 .37570 .05010 .07700 -.00440 00050 -.00210 .00060 
.500 7 843 -.00450 .40110 .05440 .07960 -.00440 .00060 -.00230 00030 
.501 8.885 -.00510 .43040 .06050 .08360 -,00430 .00090 -.00240 -.00030 
S0 9.946 -.00560 .45680 .06700 .08780 -.00410 .00100 -.00250 -.00080 
.500 10.811 -.00620 .48480 .07460 .09220 -.00390 00120 - 00240 -.00140 
.500 11.867 -.01350 .51660 .08420 .09700 -.00410 00140 -.00240 - 00180 
.499 12.786 -.00700 .54610 .09400 .10160 -.00450 .00150 -.002o0 -.00220 
.500 13.759 -.00720 .57700 .10560 .10590 -.00490 00160 -.00200 - 00240 
.499 14.795 -.00770 .61240 .11960 .11020 -.00530 .00170 -.00160 -.00290 
499 IS 708 -.00170 .64460 .13400 .11390 -.0oo .o02o0 -.00130 - 00390 
.499 16.849 -.00950 .68160 .15450 .11790 -.00720 .00230 -.00100 - 00480 
.499 17.755 -.00670 .70640 .17500 .12020 -.00550 .00170 -.00190 -.00200 
.500 18.705 -.00080 .73590 .19590 .12330 -.00590 .00210 - 00200 -.00300 
.500 19.650 -.00750 .76150 .21640 .12720 -.00540 .00220 -.00250 -.00290 
.499 20.621 -.00670 .78570 .23830 .13240 -.00490 .00230 -.00320 - 00200 
.499 21.659 .00290 .79970 .25970 .13880 -.00390 .00190 -.00440 .00090 
.500 22.583 .00370 .80690 .27650 .14710 -.00320 .00180 -.00470 00180 
.501 23,530 .00490 .80890 .29220 .15810 -.00300 .00170 -.00490 .00310 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 189 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3.I (PRES. K| F2O H15.6 V9.1) (AGM064) C 20 JAN 75 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA3 PAGE 190 
CA6 ORB TC5 AT38.t (PRES. KI F20 H15.6 V9.I) (AGM064) P20 JAN 75 2 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-18 10.000 ELV-O - 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 45 000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 280/ 0 RN/L - 3.47 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA RETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 5.495 -.00540 .38780 .05800 .07410 -.00880 .00120 -.00250 - 00060 
.699 6.342 -.00730 .41230 .06440 .07590 -.00900 .00140 -.00210 -.00250 
.699 7.247 -.00880 .43800 .07270 .07830 -.00910 .00160 -.00150 -.00400 
699 8.022 -.00930 .45930 .08040 .08220 -.00910 .00170 -.00130 - 00450 
.701 9.124 -.00780 .48800 .09240 .08480 -.00840 .00150 -.00190 -.00300 
.700 9.892 -.01400 .50900 .10220 .08800 -.00780 .00150 -.00210 -.00230 
.700 11.033 -.02410 .63630 .11550 .09320 -.00800 .00150 -.00180 -.00240 
.700 12.078 -.00800 .56260 .13030 .09670 -.00800 .00160 -.00160 -.00320 
.700 13.001 -.00870 .58440 .14420 .10020 -.00760 .00170 -.00140 -.00400 
.700 14,005 -.01510 .61020 .18110 .10310 -.00720 .00160 -.00170 -.00340 
.699 15.011 -.01450 .63960 .1030 .10550 -.00690 .00160 -.00290 -.00290 
699 15.915 -.00670 .66380 .19810 .10780 -.00710 .00160 -.00230 -.00190 
700 17.089 -.01240 .69080 22110 .11200 - 00720 .00160 - 00280 -.00070 
700 18.007 -.01020 .70550 .23720 .11790 -.00660 .00130 -.00280 .00170 
.699 18.951 -.00780 .72090 .25420 .12570 -.00700 .00100 -.00290 00440 
.700 19.933 -.00320 .72940 .27010 .13590 -.00830 .00020 -.00220 00910 
.701 2o.915 -.00020 .73550 .28550 .14750 -.01000 -.00040 -.00150 01240 
.700 22.006 .00460 .73980 .30120 .16180 -.01100 -.00150 -.00060 .01770 
.700 22.941 -.00520 .74370 .31570 .17530 -.01090 -.00210 -.00090 .02230 
.700 23.941 .00770 .74620 .33120 .19250 -.01030 -.00250 -.00250 .02200 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAU PAOE l9t 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.I IPRES. KI F2O HIS.8 V9.2) (AGMOSS) C 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
-REF936,6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I8 - .000 ELY-OB ­ 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 45.000 S3-4 . 45.000 
5-6 - 45 000 iORS - 9.700 
RUN NO, P94/ 0 RN/L - 3.e2 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLN CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.600 5.415 .01290 .34880 .04760 .07410 -.00600 00000 -.00230 .00400 
.600 8.a60 .01920 .37520 .05100 .07600 -.00590 .00020 -.00230 .00330 
.599 7.105 .01900 .40140 .05470 .07890 -.00600 .00030 -.00240 .00310 
.600 7.961 .01820 .42990 .05970 .08270 -.00580 .00050 -.00240 .00230 
.600 8.998 .01670 .45850 .0660 .08760 -.00630 .00080 -.00230 .00080 
.600 9.968 .01450 .48790 .07510 .09190 -.00700 .00130 -.00220 -.00150 
.600 10.926 .01120 .51660 .08570 .09590 -.00840 .00200 -.00130 -.00480 
.599 11.982 -.00240 .54860 .10020 .09900 -.00820 .00280 -.00080 - 00460 
.599 12.911 .00650 .57570 .11500 .10160 -.00730 .00150 -.00130 -.00250 
.601 13.893 -.00030 .60320 .13090 .10490 -.00670 .00150 -.00140 -.00250 
.601 14.957 -.00010 .S3570 .14960 .10900 -.00620 .00150 -.00160 - 00230 
.501 15.815 .00750 .65910 .16580 .11230 -.00580 .00150 -.00230 - 00140 
.600 16.977 .00140 .68570 .18720 .;1720 -.00520 .00170 -. 00320 - 00070 
.601 18,209 00910 .71360 .21180 .12210 -.00510 .00180 -.00400 00010 
.600 18.848 .00870 .72750 .22450 .12540 -.00520 .00200 -.00400 -.00030 
.600 29,803 .01520 .74530 .24370 .13040 -.00560 .00210 -.00380 -.00080 
.599 20.759 .00740 .7640 .26020 .13850 -.00620 00230 -.00350 - 00170 
.599 21,795 .01420 .75880 .27630 .14910 -.00580 .00210 -.00280 - 00190 
599 22.766 .01410 .76690 .29350 .15890 -.00570 .00210 -.00260 - 00190 
.601 23.727 ,01490 .77490 .31280 .16910 - 00520 .00200 - 00270 - 00130 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 00000
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 192 
CAS ORB TC5 AT39.I (PRES. KI F20 HIS.6 V.I) (AGMO65) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
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RUN NO. 283/ 0 RN/L - 3.46 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 6.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.700 5.502 .01440 .38520 .05920 .07300 -.00B50 .00120 - 00230 -.00150
 
.700 6.359 -.00120 .41250 .06480 .07470 -.00850 .00150 -.00190 - 00330
 
699 7.186 .00610 .43390 .07140 .07710 -.00830 .00150 -.00190 - 00300 
.700 7.994 -.00220 .45720 .07960 .0020 -.00850 .00170 -.00150 - 00430 
.700 9.073 -.00090 48650 .09110 .08390 -.00780 .00150 - 00200 - 00300 
.700 10.049 00660 51060 .10240 .08810 -.00740 .00150 - 00220 - 00240 
.700 1.059 .00620 .53630 .11530 .09230 -.00730 .00150 - 00200 - 00290 
.700 12.099 .00520 .56420 .13050 .09670 -.00750 .00170 -.00160 - 00380 
.700 13.016 .00520 .58650 .14430 .09990 -.00730 .00170 -.00170 -.00390 
.700 14.000 .00600 .61030 .16060 .10300 -.00680 .00260 - 00200 - 00310 
.700 15.038 .00000 .64800 .18230 .10680 -.00670 .00160 -.00240 - 00220 
699 15.941 00030 69050 .20510 .11100 -.00650 .00170 -.00280 -.00180 
.700 17 118 .00340 .68910 .22050 .11440 -.00690 .00140 -.03IO .00140 
.700 18.011 .01290 .70530 .23670 .12000 -.00710 .00110 -.00320 .00410 
.699 18.964 .02180 .79BO .25380 .12750 -.00750 .00090 -.00310 .00630 
.699 19.944 .02480 .73390 .27070 .13730 -.00740 .00030 -.00290 .00950 
.700 20.906 .02110 .74180 .28610 .14700 -.00850 -. 00010 -.00300 .01300 
.700 21.975 .01800 .74990 .30380 .16240 - 00930 -.00100 - 00200 01730 
.702 22.974 .02050 .76000 .32220 .17800 -.00960 - 00140 -.00190 .02020 
.700 23.955 .03230 .75210 .33740 .19390 -,00960 -.00290 - 00290 .02560 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 193 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.1 (PRES, KI F20 1415.6 V9,) (AGO066) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO eETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
8REF - 936.6800 IN ZIRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 51-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 45 000 ORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 285/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.500 5 334 .01000 .32120 .04310 .07210 -.00400 .00030 -.00200 .00100
 
501 6.178 .00950 .34640 .04610 07410 -.00380 00040 -.00200 .00050
 
.500 7.022 .01630 .37300 .049BO 07630 -.00390 .00050 -.00210 .00040
 
500 7.910 .01580 .40070 .05430 .07930 -.00370 .00070 -.00230 - 00010
 
600 e 859 .00910 .42720 .06980 09300 - 00350 .00090 -.00240 - 00090
 
501 9.859 .00070 .45590 .06660 08760 - 00320 .00110 -.00240 - 00150
 
.500 10.817 .02080 .48290 .07400 .09170 - 00330 .00130 -.00240 -.00210
 
.500 11.862 .01370 .51490 .08360 .09640 -.00320 00140 -.00240 -.00230
 
.499 12 688 .00640 .54860 09330 .10130 -.00360 00150 -.00200 - 00270
 
.500 13 777 - 00060 .57570 .10510 .10490 -.00380 .00160 - 00200 -.00280
 
.500 14 813 .00560 61220 .11920 10940 - 00400 .00170 - 00160 - 00350
 
.499 i5 692 .00470 .64280 13270 .11290 -.00530 .00200 -.00120 -.00440
 
.499 16.842 -.00300 .68010 .15310 .11690 -.00590 .00220 -.00060 -.00530
 
.500 17 747 .00050 .70480 17480 .11900 -.00420 .00150 -.00210 -.00160
 
.499 18 697 .00620 73410 .19490 .12830 -.00520 .00200 - 00200 - 00290
 
.499 19 647 00630 .76030 .21550 .12620 -.00500 .00220 - 00250 -.00290
 
.500 20 649 .00760 .78440 23820 13130 -.00430 00220 -.00340 - 00150
 
.500 21 645 .00920 .79900 25860 .13810 -.00340 .00210 - 00440 .00020
 
.499 22.601 01070 .80710 .27600 14620 -.00280 00180 -.00480 0080
 
500 23.539 .01250 80910 29190 .15690 -.00250 .00150 - 00510 00380
 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
 
DATE 20 JN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PACE 194 
CAS ORB TCO A138.1 (PRES. KI F20 H15.6 V9.1) (AGMO67) ( 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS ­ 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE * .0300 SI-a - 45.000 $3-4 * 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 lORD * 9.700 
RUN NO 288/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 -12.097 13,74440 .61250 .1090 .08110 .19320 -.01100 .05390 -.07800 
500 -10.058 13.75900 .59560 .10490 .09340 .16220 - 01420 .04740 -.05160 
.500 -8.075 13.78070 .57210 .09980 .10730 .12390 -.00990 .03950 - 04650 
501 -6.026 13.78670 .57490 .10130 .10890 .09440 -.00830 02910 -.03130 
501 -4 004 13.78920 .57600 .10280 .10940 .06210 -.00500 .01850 -.02190 
.501 -3.018 13.79080 .57520 .10360 .11070 .04490 -.00300 .01310 - 01780 
500 -2.031 13.78570 .57380 .10430 .10930 .02860 -.00140 .00820 -.01330 
.500 -.994 13.78030 .57650 .10530 .10560 .01230 - 00010 .00300 -.00700 
.501 027 13.78280 57710 .10570 .10570 - 00460 .00160 -.00220 -.00240 
.502 1.119 13.77710 .58490 .10740 .10080 -.02220 .00310 -.00740 .00340 
.501 2.114 13.77520 .58890 .10770 .09940 -.03790 .00450 -.01280 00920 
Sol 3.100 13.77540 .58260 .10690 .09770 -.05470 .00640 -.01760 .01290 
.501 4.087 13 77110 .58820 .10560 .09620 -.07210 .00820 -.02290 01750 
.501 6 084 13.76430 .58570 .10390 .09450 -.10380 01060 -.03330 03000 
.500 8.111 13.75420 .59030 .10510 .08840 -.13440 01220 -.04240 .04410 
.501 10.144 13.74180 .60570 .11050 .07780 -.16370 .01170 -.04970 .06410 
.500 12.172 13.71770 .62850 .11570 .06280 -.19290 01190 -.05550 .07970 
GRADIENT - 00234 .00215 .00049 -.00191 -.01641 .00157 - 00507 .00499 
RUN NO. 287/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR8 
.600 -12 256 13.84240 .63840 .13980 .07810 18940 - 01270 .04020 - 08170 
.601 -10.076 13.87090 .62110 13360 .09270 .17090 -.01730 .03460 - 04130 
.601 -8.062 13.89150 .60490 .13120 .10390 .13520 -.01390 .02790 -.03220 
.600 -6.015 13.89310 .60120 .13080 .10520 .20250 -.01150 .02150 -.01970 
.601 -4 006 13.89960 .60760 .13130 .10550 06630 -.00690 .01490 -.01670 
.600 -3.001 13.89960 .60530 .1090 .10710 .04770 -.00440 .01060 - 01470 
.601 -2.016 13.90090 .60190 .13060 .10720 .02940 -.00220 .00650 -.01180 
.601 -.987 13.89200 .60450 .13100 .10370 .01240 -.00050 .00250 -.00690 
.599 .026 13.88880 .60360 .13040 .10420 -.00680 .00170 -.00170 -.00340 
.600 1.041 13.88410 .61090 .13280 .09880 -.02460 .00380 -.00560 .00010 
.600 2.076 13.88170 .61600 .13400 .09700 -.04130 .00540 -.01000 00580 
.600 3.110 13.88020 .61820 .13390 .09570 -.06080 .00790 -.01470 .00860 
.600 4.067 13.87820 .61510 .13270 .09520 -.07860 .02010 -.01870 .01090 
.601 6.157 13.86960 .61620 .13250 .09090 -.11510 .01390 -.02570 .01920 
.600 8.139 13.88050 .61950 .13170 .08690 -.14630 .01510 -.03230 .03690 
.800 10.184 13.83780 .63430 .13690 .07460 -.17510 .01440 -.03820 .06250 
.599 12.189 13.80600 .55740 .14390 .05680 -.20370 .01450 -.04360 08340 
GRADIENT -.00313 .00171 .00038 -.00168 -.01781 .00205 -.00413 .00366 
DATE 20 .JtUN75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 	 PAGE 195 
CAB ORB TCS AT38.1 (PRES. Ki F20 H16.6 V9.1) (AGM067) f 20 JAN 75 I 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 	 ALPHAI - 6,00 STAB * 1.000 
LREF - 474 8200 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YO 	 RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 	 ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 	 $I-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
$5-6 - 45 000 IORB - S.700 
RUN NO. 286/ 0 RN/L - 3.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS
 
.700 -12 155 13.95600 66750 .17240 .07730 .19980 -.00740 .03290 - 13080
 
.700 -10.102 13.99040 .64770 .16970 .09360 .16470 -.00770 .028650 - 09730
 
.699 -8 024 14 00360 .63750 .16820 .10110 .13760 -.01080 02250 - 05140
 
.700 -6.022 14.00350 .63250 .168 0 .10050 .10650 -.01050 01740 - 02730
 
.700 -4.033 14.00540 .62540 .16620 .10230 .06840 -.00610 .01180 -.02300
 
700 -3 062 14 01010 62070 16440 .10510 .04910 -.00360 00800 - 02080
 
700 -2 034 14 00550 61430 .16240 .10530 .03090 -.00160 .60450 - 01640
 
.700 -.941 13.99670 .61320 .16170 .10200 .01180 .00000 .0140 -.00960
 
.700 .011 14.00020 .61140 .16130 .10270 -.00590 .00170 -.00160 -.00490
 
.700 1.003 13.98890 .SIGBO .16350 .09740 -.02420 00390 - 00490 - 00190
 
701 2.026 13.98B70 .62520 .16500 .09550 -.04160 .00540 - 00820 00420
 
699 3.039 13.98590 .63020 .16570 .09470 -.06200 00790 - 01170 00680
 
.70C 4 129 13 98780 62950 .16530 .09500 -.08360 .01030 - 01540 oll0
 
.700 6.047 13.97600 .63720 .16670 .09110 -.11760 .01210 - 01980 02770
 
.700 8.054 13.96150 .64430 .16780 .08430 -.14530 .01060 -.02480 .06320
 
.699 10.038 13.93050 88320 17200 .07140 -.17450 .00910 -.02880 09800
 
.700 12.079 13.89470 .68090 .17480 .05590 -.20770 .00840 -.03550 13370
 
GRADIENT -.00298 .00118 .00012 -.00139 -.01839 00193 -.00327 00439
 
DATE 20 -JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 198 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT39,I (PRES. KI F2 H15.5 V9.1) (AGO06S) { 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S9.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB s -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 * 45.000 s3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 2911 0 RNL - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.50! 5.350 -.01730 .32070 .04260 .07240 -.00560 .00040 -.00240 .00140 
.500 6.243 -.01770 .34730 .04570 .07430 -.00530 .00050 -.00230 .00090 
.500 7.081 -.02500 .37350 .04940 .07680 -.00540 .00070 -.00240 .00050 
.500 7.908 -.01840 .39970 .05380 .07950 -.00520 .00080 -.00250 .00030 
.501 8,921 -.01980 .42840 .05940 .08360 -.00490 .00110 -.00260 -.00090 
.500 9.867 -.02000 .45440 .06590 .06750 -.00500 .00130 -.00280 -.00130 
.500 10.853 -.02040 .48330 .07340 .09200 -.00470 .00140 -.00270 -.00170 
.501 11.874 -.00710 .51410 .08280 .09680 -.00470 .00160 -.00280 -.00230 
.500 12 820 -.01460 .54400 .09270 .10080 -.00490 .00170 -.00220 -.00290 
.500 13.787 -.01450 .57510 .10420 .10550 -.00490 .00170 -.00210 -.00280 
.499 14.830 -.01490 .61150 .11850 .10980 -.00550 .00190 -.00190 -.00330 
.499 15.694 -.02280 .64190 .13190 .11350 -.00680 .00220 -.00140 -.00430 
.499 16.690 -.02470 .67880 .15670 .11610 -.00390 00100 -.00280 .00090 
.500 17.753 -.01870 .70340 .17480 .11930 -.00510 .00140 -.00270 .00000 
.501 18.758 -.01910 .73330 .19670 .IL220 -100540 .00170 -.00310 -.00040 
.500 19.683 - 01870 .75850 .21650 .12580 -.00510 ,00190 -.00370 .00000 
500 20.621 - 00400 .78210 .23800 .13070 -.00460 .00200 -.00460 .00090 
.501 21.652 -.00330 .79700 .25850 .13800 -.00400 .00200 - 00500 .00160 
.499 22.597 -.00260 .80600 .27520 .14620 -.00360 .00180 -.00490 .00250 
.501 23.559 -.00840 .80790 .29120 .15760 -.00330 .00160 -.00500 .00370 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
PAGE 197
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 






BETA - 000 STAB - -2.000
SREF - 2600.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000BREF - 936.8800 IN. ZMRP - 375.OOO IN. ZO 
SI-a 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000SCALE - 0300 
S5-8 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 290/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00
 
CLN CSL DIOR9
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY 

600 5.404 -.00670 .34800 .04670 .07440 -.00720 .00000 
 - 00270 .00510
 
-.00720 .37470 .05000 .07620 -.00710 .00010 - 00270 00480
599 6.28 

.600 7.087 -.00770 .40090 .05370 .07920 - 00690 .00020 - 00270 .00410
 
600 7.939 -.00820 .42880 .05860 .08280 - 00700 
 .00040 -.00280 00360 
.45010 .06590 .08790 -.00720 .00070 -.00250 00190 
-.00280 - 00020 
.601 	 8.999 -.00300 

.600 9.988 -.00500 48880 0'7440 	 .09200 -.00820 00130 

.09810 -.00960 00190 -.00150 - 00350

.601 10.929 -.00830 51680 08500 

09950 .09900 -.00930 .00170 -.00110 	 -.00330

.599 II 984 -.00800 .54840 

.600 12.929 -.00560 .57550 .11470 
 .10170 	 -.00810 .00130 - 00180 - 00080
 
-.00780 .00130 -.00190 -.00040

.601 13.060 .00170 .60220 .12990 .10490 

.599 14.847 -.01200 63100 .14680 .10880 -.00750 00140 -.00220 -.00030
 
.600 
 5.788 -.01140 .65810 16500 .11220 -.00720 00140 -.00270 .00040
 
.600 16.994 -.01080 .68510 .18740 
 .11740 	 -.00690 00160 - 00350 .00100
 
-.00690 00280 - 00390 .00100

.600 17.978 -.00390 .70510 .20500 	 .12100 

601 18.978 
 -.00390 72470 .22520 .12560 -.00710 00200 -.00420 .O0100
 
599 19.811 -.00430 .74240 .24330 .13090 -.00740 00200 - 00370 00050
 
26110 .13820 - 00710 	 .00220 -.00430 .0000
 
.00to - 00350 .00040
 
.600 20.767 -.00400 .75330 

.600 21.705 -.01830 .75780 .27580 	 .14080 -,0060 

.599 22.747 -.01090 .76420 .29330 
 .15610 -.00690 .00210 -.00360 .00090
 




.600 23.740 -.01060 .77290 .31240 	 .16670 

GRADIENT 00000 00000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 .00000 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 198 
CAB ORB TC5 AT3S.I (PRES. KI F2O HIS.5 V9.1) (AGMOSG) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQOFT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - .000 STAB . -2.000 
LREF * 474.8100 IN. YRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 - 45 000 S3-4 45.000 
55-6 - 45 000 IOR8 - 9.700 
RUN NO. 289/ 0 RN/L - 3.47 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORe 
.700 5.479 -.01190 .39560 .05740 .07M10 -.00900 .00110 -.00240 -.00020 
701 6.339 -.02050 .41090 .06400 07420 -.00920 .00130 -.00190 -.00180 
.699 7.177 -.01320 .43480 .07080 .07680 -.00880 00130 -.00190 - 00150 
.700 8.071 -.01380 .45070 .07990 .08010 -.00880 00140 -.00170 -.00210 
.699 9.098 -.01240 .49770 .09050 .08380 -.OOBIO .00120 -.00230 -.00060 
.700 10.133 -.01160 .51460 .10300 .08820 -.00770 .00120 -.00280 .00010 
.699 10.908 -.01940 .53750 .11370 .09210 - 00780 .00130 - 00240 - 00070 
700 12.105 - 02090 .56210 .12980 .09650 -.00790 .00150 -.00180 -.00220 
.700 13.047 -.02100 .58520 .14410 .09990 -.00770 .00150 -.00170 -.00240 
.699 13.998 -.02040 .61040 .16000 .10280 -.00740 .00150 - 00210 - 00170 
.700 14.872 -.02030 .63590 .17660 .10510 -.00710 .00160 -.00220 -.00170 
.701 15.083 -.02010 .64080 .18100 .10560 - 00710 00160 -.00260 -.00150 
.700 15.939 - 01240 .66560 .19790 .10820 - 00690 .00170 - 00310 - 00070 
.699 17.108 -.01010 .69080 .21990 .11350 - 00720 .00150 - 00330 00170 
.700 18.028 -.01310 .70620 .23650 .12000 -.00790 00100 -.00340 .00690 
.700 18.981 -.01030 .72110 .25400 .12700 -.00800 .00060 - 00340 .00890 
.699 19.971 -.00090 .73140 .26940 .13760 -.00880 .00010 -.00290 .01160 
.700 20 915 00510 .73850 .28470 14770 -.00980 -.00080 -.00290 .01810 
.6899 21.980 .00910 .74180 .30010 .16150 -.01050 -.00170 - 00210 02260 
.700 22,970 .01150 .74490 .31540 .17650 -.01090 - 00230 -.00160 .02530 
.700 23.943 .00970 .74710 .33050 .19230 -.01080 -.00280 -.00250 .03120 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
PAGE 199
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 







ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.T. XNRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - 10.000 RUO-L - 10.000
 
LREF = 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-0B - 3.000 BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZHRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 SCALE - .0300 
55-6 - 45,000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 29S/ 0 RN/L - 2 B GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CD 	 CY CLN CSL DIORB
MACH BETA ALPHA CL 	 CLM 

.20960 .08190 .19220 - 01140 .053-0 -.07580
500 -12 081 13.74260 .61130 

-.01440 .04640 - 049650

.500 -10.070 13,75500 59470 .10510 .09320 .16110 

.500 -8.079 13,77840 .57060 .09990 .10820 
 .12220 -.0102C .03860 -.04370
 
.499 -6.024 13.77880 .57170 




.501 -3 036 13.78380 .57330 10350 .11050 04260 -.00320 01210 - 01540
 
500 -2.014 13.78000 .57230 .10420 .10860 .02610 -.00160 00680 -.01040
 
500 -1.026 13.77700 .57430 .10510 .10540 

.501 -4.022 13,78420 	 .57330 10250 .10960 





.600 -.004 13,77460 	 .57570 .10550 .10500 -.00700 00140 -.00310 

.10730 .10010 - 02380 .00300 -.00820 00530





.501 2.047 13,77050 .58760 .10740 .09900 -.03950 

.501 3.061 13 76790 .58870 
 .10660 .09700 -.05590 .00820 -.01870 01620
 
00780 - 02350 .01990
499 4 013 13.76460 .58540 .10500 .09590 	 - 07280 

.09360 -.10530 .01030 -.03420 03270

.499 6 045 13.75650 58400 .10370 

.499 B.071 13,74510 	 .58970 .10510 
 .0B720 -.13700 .01210 -.04310 .04600
 
.500 10 085 13 73000 .60570 .11060 .07S70 -.16460 .01110 - 05020 .06740
 
-.19530 01140 - 05580 .0B320

.501 12 134 13.71120 	 .63090 .11670 .06030 

-.00198 -.01640 .00157 -.00506 00497
GRADIENT -.00249 .00224 .00045 

RUN NO. 295/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
CLN CSL 1ORB
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY 

.19730 -.01300 .03930 -.,07180

.600 -12 097 13.84020 	 .63640 .13890 .07880 

.601 -10.059 13.86550 62050 




.601 -8.065 13.88680 .60410 .13100 .10440 	 .13300 

.09980 -.01150 .02070 -.01720





.601 -4.066 13.89220 	 .60620 .13150 .10560 .06390 -.00700 .01410 

.04380 -.00430 .00970 - 01230

.599 -3 019 13.89390 	 .60300 .13070 .10790 

.13040 .10650 .02590 -.00210 00570 -.00940





.600 -1,033 13.88580 .60300 .13100 .10350 .00900 

600 - 027 13 88700 .60530 .13140 .203BO -.00980 .00180 -.00240 - 00150
 
601 1.077 1387940 61660 
 .13440 .09810 -.02920 .00390 - 00570 .00300
 
.600 2,058 13.88000 62890 .13550 .09690 -.04540 
 .00550 -.01110 .00840
 
-.06380 .00800 -.01530 .01020





.600 4 040 13.87620 	 .62010 .13410 .09490 -.08200 .01040 -.01950 

62940 .13590 .09140 	 -.11680 .01360 -.02600 .02190





-.14890 .01510 03250 

.07180 -.17740 .013980 -.03880 .06780
 
.600 8 057 13.85430 	 .62500 .13350 .08550 

.600 10.161 13.82820 	 .63710 .13820 

-,04390 08890
601 12-125 13.79890 65660 .14420 .05560 	 -.20510 .01380 

- 01784 .00207 -.00412 00358
GRADIENT - 00263 .00263 .00055 -.00175 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 200 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.1 (PRES. KI F20 HI.6 V9.I) (AGMOSJ9 ( 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690,0000 S0.FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA[ - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 10.000 RUD-L - tO 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZNRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELY-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
$5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 294/ 0 RN/L - 3.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS
 
.700 -12.122 13,95550 .66480 .17170 .07900 .19600 -.00780 .03190 -.12520
 
700 -10.118 13 98700 .64490 .16880 .09440 .16350 -.00830 .02590 - 09190
 
701 -8.032 14.01010 .65130 .17210 10230 .13500 - 01130 02080 -.04570
 
.100 -6.030 14.00050 .63110 .16720 .0060 .10320 -.01100 .01700 -.02160
 
.700 -4.008 14.00250 .62130 .16530 .10250 .06240 -.00590 .01060 -.01860
 
701 -3.037 t4.00550 .61560 .16380 .10530 .04350 -.00350 00700 -.01650
 
700 -2.036 13.99980 .60960 .16160 .10430 .02570 -.00170 00390 -.01160
 
.700 -1.055 I3.99290 .61020 .16140 .10150 .00920 -.00020 .00100 -.00610
 
100 -.000 13.99420 .61030 .16140 .10110 -.01100 .00200 -.00240 -.00260
 
.699 1.028 13.98160 .61750 .16300 .09590 -.02840 .00380 - 00540 .00210
 
.700 2 051 13.98200 .62430 .16490 .09480 -,04630 00550 -.00880 .00790
 
.699 3.049 13.98140 62760 .16500 .09450 -.06650 00790 -.01210 .01020
 
.699 4,090 13.98020 .62790 .16420 .09450 -.08640 01020 -.01580 .01360
 
.700 6 082 13.97460 .63620 .16630 .09020 -.12020 .01150 -.02070 .03480
 
.700 8.140 13 95550 .64540 .16810 .08190 - 14840 .00940 -.02560 07420
 
.700 10 155 13 91820 .66670 .17250 .06750 -.17960 .00870 - 02940 .10480
 
.700 12.178 13 88610 .68270 .17520 .05230 -.21200 .00760 -.03650 14360
 
GRADIENT - 00343 .00164 .00013 -.00146 -.01017 .00192 -.00320 .00420
 
DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 201 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38. 1 (PRES. KI F20 H15.6 V9.1) (AGM070) 1 20 JAN 75 





- 2690.O0000 SQ.FT. 
- 474 B100 IN. 





- 1109 0000 IN. XO 
- .000O IN. YO 



























































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE OATA - CA5 PAUL tUUe 
CA5 ORB TCS AT38.I (PRES. 1 F20 HIS.6 V9.1) (AG070) ( 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 8590.0000 sQ.rT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUO-L * .000 
-REF936,6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO ELY-IB - .000 ELV-OS- 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 8I-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-5 - 20.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. a8s 0 RN/L - 3.29 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
599 5.093 -.01510 .28280 .04260 .07240 -.00700 00010 -.00220 .00390
 
.600 6.085 - 01580 .31240 .04530 .07430 -.00690 .00030 -.00210 00320
 
501 6 974 -.01610 .34160 .04890 .07690 -.00690 .00040 - 00220 00290
 
.600 7.850 -.01650 .37040 .05290 .07960 -.00650 .00050 -.00220 .00250
 
.601 8.627 -.01700 .39290 .05730 .08310 -.00660 .00060 -.00240 00200
 
.601 9.44e -.01780 .41680 .08260 .00700 -.00680 .00080 -.00240 .00240
 
.601 10.332 -.01820 .44330 .0920 .09140 -.00710 .00090 -.00220 00080
 
.600 11.263 -.01980 .47250 .07760 .09580 -.00770 .00130 -.00210 -.00080
 
.599 12.042 -.01430 .49680 .08580 .09920 -.00810 .00160 -.00190 -.00230
 
.600 12.978 -.02550 .52870 .09840 .102 0 -.01000 .00250 -.00100 -.00670
 
.599 13.862 -.01920 .55560 .11160 .10590 -.01010- .00250 -.00040 -.00740
 
.599 14,682 -.02350 .58030 .12560 .10880 -.00880 .00200 -.00090 -.00470
 
.599 15,560 -.02210 .60590 .14070 .11260 -.00820 .00180 -.00140 - 00320
 
.601 16.270 -.01460 .62520 .15320 .11580 -.00830 .00180 -.00150 -.00260
 
.599 17.236 -.02790 .64870 .16970 .22030 -.00830 .00180 -.00190 -.00210
 
.600 19.155 -.02090 .67080 .18700 .12470 -.00830 .00190 -.00200 - 00200
 
.599 18.817 -.02770 .68390 .19910 .12850 -.00840 .00200 -.00220 -.00190
 
.599 19.755 -.02030 .69910 .21570 .13500 -.00640 .00200 -.00230 -.00140
 
.599 20.579 -.02000 .70920 .23010 .14160 -.00830 .00190 -.00230 -.00110
 
.600 21.434 -.02610 .71620 .24520 .14950 -.00800 .00180 - 00240 -.00020
 
.599 22.372 -.01810 .72570 .26290 .15800 -.00770 .00170 -.00250 00090
 
.600 23.064 -.01750 .73320 .27740 .16490 -.00710 .00160 -.00270 .00170
 
.601 23.665 -.01730 .73930 .29030 .17110 -.OOoio .00150 - 00290 .00190
 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





BETA * .000 STAB - 1.0006REF . 269O.OOOO SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000LfRF - 474.6100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-1B - 000 ELV-08 - 3.0UO2REF - 936.8800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
S1-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 SCALE - .0300 
S5-s6 20 000 lOR - 9.7C0
 
RUN NO. 297/ 0 RN/L - 3.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL DI0RB
CL CD CLM 

.701 5.173 -.01090 .32110 .04990 .07250 

HACH ALPHA BETA 







.701 6.159 -.01190 .356250 .05440 .07450 	 -.00740 00090 

.700 7.033 -.01400 .38070 06010 .07710 -.00790 .00130 

701 7.714 -.01490 .40160 .06830 .079SO -.00790 
 .00140 -.00190 - 00280
 
-.00780 .00150 -.00190 - 00300





.700 8.628 -.01500 .42660 .07480 .08250 -.00790 .00140 - 00160 

701 9.469 - 01630 .45010 .08350 .08550 -.00800 .00160 - 00140 - 00430
 
-.OOB30 .00170 -.00100 - 00510
 
-.00800 .00180 - 00090 -.00530
 
.700 10 340 -.01710 .47330 .09320 .08850 





.700 II 98 -.01770 .51860 .11350 .09470 -.00790 00180 

.700 12.915 -.01760 .54440 
 .12640 .09890 -.00770 .00190 -.00110 - 00560
 
.699 13 919 -.01700 .58670 .13950 .10340 	 -.00740 00180 -.00140 - 00510
 
-.00750 .00180 -.00130 - 00480

.700 14.532 -.02360 .58400 .15090 .10680 

.700 15.413 




.700 16.167 -.01470 .52370 .17890 .11470 -.00770 .00170 

700 17.096 -.01270 .64220 .19470 .12000 
 -.00800 00140 - 00180 - 00070
 
-.01600 .66000 21190 .12620 -.00850 .00100 - 00190 .00310
 




.699 18.803 -.00570 .67230 .22480 .13160 - 00900 

-.00030 - 00150 .01200

.699 19.753 -.01460 .68530 .24170 .14000 -.01000 

GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 
 .00000 .00000 00000 00000
 
PAGE 204
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 


















- 1109,0000 IN. XO 
- .0000 IN, YO 
















SCALE ­ 0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
65-6 * .000 I0R8 - 9.700 
RUN NO. 302/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 4.899 -.0230 .17260 .03320 .07670 -.00710 .00000 -.00260 00360 
.500 5.669 -.01570 .19820 .03450 .07920 -.00700 .00010 -.00250 00330 
499 6.775 -.01600 .22530 .03660 .08210 -.00700 .00020 -.00260 .00300 
.499 7.648 -.01640 .25110 .03910 .08500 -.00670 .00030 -.00250 .00260 
.499 8.450 -.01670 .e7360 .04220 .08780 -.00690 .00050 -.00270 .00230 
.499 9.294 -.01690 .29770 .04600 .09090 -.00720 .00060 -.00270 .00210 
429 10.250 -.01050 .32510 .05120 .09500 -.00700 .00080 -.00280 00160 
.500 11.199 -.01110 .35280 .05710 .09970 -.00670 .00100 - 00290 00100 
429 11.958 -.01640 .37530 0650 .10380 -.00670 .00110 -.00300 00060 
500 12.869 -.01870 .40290 .06990 .10640 -.00690 .00130 - 00300 00030 
.500 13 705 -.01900 42860 .07740 .11270 -.00720 .00140 -.00290 .00000 
.500 14.561 -.01930 .45760 .08640 .11710 -.00740 .00160 -.00290 - 00030 
.500 15.465 -.01970 .488t0 .0690 .1218o -.00770 .00170 -.0270 -.00080 
.500 16 155 -.02010 .50900 .10510 .12520 -.00780 .00180 - 00260 -.00120 
.501 17.127 -.02040 .54060 .11800 .12970 -.00890 .00200 -.00250 -.00150 
.499 18.012 -.02120 .56980 .13100 .13380 -.00890 .00220 - 00200 -.00230 
.600 18.790 -.01460 .59690 .14400 .13730 -.00970 .00230 - 00180 -.00270 
.500 19 740 -.02910 .62890 .16100 .14120 -.01040 00250 -.00160 - 00340 
499 20.524 - 02950 .65490 .17520 .14490 -.0080 .00260 -.00130 -.00400 
.500 21.491 -.03060 .68360 .19610 .15050 -.01160 .00280 -.00070 -.00510 
.500 22.431 - 02690 .70650 .22480 .15270 -.01010 .00190 -.00130 -.00110 
501 23.218 -.02520 .72450 .24360 .15860 -.00900 .00160 -.00200 .00080 
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 205 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3O.1 (PRES. Ki flO H15.6 V9 1) (AGM0711 1 20 JAN 75 1 



















1109.0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN.YO 



















































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 206 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38,1 IPRES. KI FRO HIB.B V9 I) (AGMO071) I 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2890.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474,8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 938,6800 IN, ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
65-6 - .000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 300/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.61 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 5.044 -.01220 .23480 .04090 .07870 -.00910 00110 -.00260 -.00010 
.700 6.029 -.01980 .26400 .04340 .08170 -.00910 .00130 -.00260 -.00080 
.699 6.914 -.02050 .29140 .04650 .08520 -.00930 .00140 -.00270 -.00150 
700 7.617 -.02180 .31510 .05030 .08840 -.00930 .00170 -.00260 - 00280 
.700 7.865 -.02240 .32220 .05170 .08860 -.00940 .00180 -.00270 -.00340 
.700 a 562 -.02290 .34250 .05830 .09250 -.00950 .00190 -.00260 -.00400 
.699 9.423 -.02460 .35750 .06330 .09600 -.00960 .00220 - 00220 - 00570 
.700 10.335 -.02550 .39490 .07250 .09960 -.00950 .00230 -.00190 -.00660 
.699 11.280 -.02500 .42180 .08290 .10340 -.00920 .00220 -.00190 -.00610 
699 II 951 -.02540 .43980 .09070 .10620 - 00910 00220 - 00160 - 00660 
.100 12.893 -.02810 .46570 .10240 .11050 -.00920 .00230 -.00120 -.00730 
700 13.768 -.02660 .48900 .11380 .11500 -.00930 .00230 -.00090 - 00780 
.699 14 491 -.02600 .50710 .12350 .11950 -.00950 .00220 -.00050 -.00730 
.700 15.387 -.02580 .62860 .13670 .12510 -.01000 .00220 -.00030 -.00710 
.700 16.145 -.02410 .54410 .14780 .13020 -.01050 .00190 -.00020 -.00540 
.700 17.111 -.02050 .55430 .16320 .13610 -.01050 .00150 -.00060 -.00150 
.700 Is 100 -.01770 .58560 .18060 .14240 -.02170 00100 -.00020 .00140 
.700 18.819 -.01530 .60120 .19390 .14700 -.01230 .00060 .00010 .00390 
.700 19.761 -.01010 .62160 .21250 .15340 - 01300 -.00010 -.00020 00950 
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 20 
CA5 ORB TCS AT38.I (PRES. KI F2O HI5.8 V9.I) (AGM02I1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA[ - 8.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 935 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375,0000 IN. ZO ELV-18 - .000 ELV-O8 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 53-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 lORD - 9.700 
RUN NO. 306/ 0 RN/L - .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.aO0 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Cc CLM CY CLN CSL DIORR 
.150 -12.032 15,29390 .50720 .13290 .09070 .18720 -.01210 .04710 -.00790 
I50 -10.016 15.29410 .49240 .12880 .09820 .15660 - 01190 .04180 -.00610 
.150 -8.009 15.29660 .47080 .12370 .10750 .11710 -.00610 03460 -.00530 
.150 -6.022 15.29420 .46740 .12350 .11110 .08530 -.00530 .02590 -.00420 
.150 -4.042 15,29280 .47110 .12620 .11240 .05390 -.00240 .015S0 - 00290 
.150 -3.059 15.29090 .47390 .12850 .11120 .04020 -.00140 .01060 -.00230 
150 -2,040 15.29910 .47450 .12900 .11030 .02450 -.00120 .00540 -.00110 
.151 -1.037 15.26160 .47640 .13000 .10190 .00640 .00060 .00130 -.00070 
.151 .044 B2,9030 .48050 .13130 .10850 -.01160 .00070 -.00280 .00060 
.150 1.006 15.20610 .48880 .13280 .10380 -.02590 .00160 -.00680 .00110 
150 2.003 15.29060 .48390 .13180 .10370 -.04160 .00270 -.01130 .00180 
.150 3 000 15.28930 .486210 .13080 .10220 -.05580 .00410 - 01610 .00240 
.150 4.039 15.28850 .47900 .12950 .10070 -.07200 .00520 -.02120 00310 
.151 6.102 15,29350 .47600 .12670 .09890 -.10410 .00820 -.03070 .00440 
.150 8.095 15.29100 .48180 .12680 .09490 -.14010 .01200 -. 03920 .00520 
.151 10.090 15.29130 .5116O .13400 .08550 -.16960 .01260 - 0420 .00670 
.150 12.021 15.29390 .53320 .14000 .07430 -.1994C .01420 -.04850 .00760 
GRADIENT -.00033 .00141 .00047 -.00151 -.01681 .00092 - 00443 .00075 
RUN NO. 305/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 ORAOIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 -12.089 15.62510 .5850 .11240 .08950 .18530 -.01360 .04570 -.06780 
.499 -10.071 15.53410 .55190 .10850 .10080 .16400 -.01640 .03910 - 04170 
.499 -8.072 15.54670 .562430 .103860 .11450 .12790 -.01260 .03170 -.03450 
.499 -6.077 15.43160 .50790 .10010 .11950 .09400 -.00980 .02490 -.02500 
.500 -4.029 15,54900 .50140 .09900 .12220 .05900 -.00570 .01590 -.01790 
.500 -3.070 15.54610 .49620 .09810 .1a360 .04250 -.00360 .01120 -.01440 
.501 -a.021 15.54530 .49340 .09830 .122680 .02590 -.00280 .00610 -.00940 
.500 -1.090 15.54080 .49240 .09920 .12080 .0110 -.00040 .00240 -.00550 
.500 .007 15.54240 .49090 .09790 .12230 -.00680 .00180 -.00250 -.00160 
.500 1.028 15.53690 .49820 .09g8o .11740 -.02350 .00360 -.00700 .0oso 
.500 2.000 15.53910 .50260 .20050 .11740 -.03880 .00530 -.01080 .006tO 
.499 3.112 15.54170 .50420 .09980 .1180 -.05790 .00760 -.01620 .01040 
.499 4.098 15.53840 .50440 .09900 11420 -.07420 00960 -,02110 01430 
.499 6.021 15.53400 .51770 .10110 .10740 -.10780 .01320 -.02870 02110 
.500 8.045 15.52850 .53210 .10440 .10100 -.13720 .01370 -.03520 .03870 
499 10.109 15.51360 .56800 .11340 .08380 -.17590 .01630 -.04130 04870 
.499 12.090 15.50150 .58770 .11900 .06950 -.19710 01420 -.04770 .07180 
GRADIENT -.00110 .00099 .00019 -.00109 -.01632 .00185 -.00447 .00396 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 208 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.I (PRES. KI F20 H15.6 V9.I) (A0MO?2) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUG-U - 000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 .000 S3-4 - o00 
55-6 .000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 304/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR@ 
600 -12.095 15.63710 .59000 .13050 .09400 .19880 -.01470 .03700 - 07410 
600 -10.100 15.65020 .57960 .12650 .10440 .16780 -.01700 .03140 - 04320 
.600 -8.069 16.66150 .56900 .12550 .11410 .13740 -.01570 .02430 -.02410 
600 -6 026 15.66590 .65480 .12060 .12030 .10120 -.01260 01980 -.01560 
.601 -4.040 15 66170 .54050 .11760 .12230 .06240 -.00700 .01340 -.01520 
600 -3 050 1 66540 .52770 .11300 .12710 .04330 -.00420 .00980 - 01450 
.600 -2.030 15.66040 .51860 .11020 .12830 .02540 -.00180 .00590 -.01210 
.600 -1.059 15.65860 .51570 .10860 .12740 .00970 .00010 .00290 -.00950 
.599 .064 15.66150 .51360 10800 .12940 -.01060 .00290 -.00140 -.00750 
.601 1.077 15.65410 .52190 .11100 .12370 -.02730 .00510 - 00520 -.00470 
.600 2 045 15.65570 .53010 .11360 12230 -.04710 .00780 -.00760 -.00510 
.600 3.063 15.65590 .53520 .11470 .12080 -.06680 01060 -.01120 - 00450 
599 3.991 15.65210 .53880 .11530 11740 -.08470 .01300 - 01470 -00290 
.600 6 054 15 64490 .54860 .11840 21100 -.12050 .01700 -.02150 .00480 
oo 8.025 15 63100 .55980 .12530 .09970 -.15030 .01720 -.02550 .02490 
599 10.034 15 61570 .58570 .13010 Oso -.17830 .01670 -.03110 .04960 
.600 12.125 15.59680 .60310 .13640 .07210 -.20670 .01690 -.03740 .07230 
GRADIENT - 00133 00072 .00008 -.00089 -.01811 .00245 -.00347 .00162 
RUN NO. 303/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.699 -12 164 15 76920 .61510 .16120 09800 .21210 -.00820 02740 -.13150 
.100 -10.115 15.78880 .59990 .15990 .10920 .17410 -.00740 .02080 - 10110 
.701 -8.103 15.79760 .59540 .16080 .11380 .14360 -.00930 .01560 -.05960 
.700 -6.062 15,80010 158690 .15770 .11860 .11260 -.01060 .01160 -.02420 
.699 -3.998 15.79850 .57010 .15440 .12320 .06960 -.00650 .00700 -.01490 
.699 -3.055 15.80090 .56040 .15240 .12630 .04920 -.00410 .00470 -.01300 
.701 -2.063 15.79820 .55050 .15050 .12700 .03030 -.00220 .00270 -.01020 
.699 -1.033 15.79110 .54130 .14560 .12500 .01000 .00010 00230 - 01150 
.700 .036 15 79460 .53910 .14330 .12820 -. 01010 .00210 - 00010 -.00730 
700 I 052 15.78050 .54630 .14620 .12220 -.02830 .00380 -.002B0 -.00170 
.699 2.020 15.78700 .66410 .14790 .12210 -.04870 .00610 -.00330 -.00250 
.700 3 048 15.79060 .55930 .14880 .12290 -.06900 .00830 -.OOS O .0650 
.700 4.076 15.78580 .56290 .14950 .12020 -.08970 .01060 - 00950 .00590 
.699 6.068 15.77090 .58380 .15640 .20850 - 12610 .01150 -.01150 .02660 
.699 8 127 15.75810 .59430 .15950 .09990 -.15440 .00810 -.01580 .07400 
.700 10.138 15.74020 .60500 .16090 .08990 -.19060 .00710 -.02140 .11420 
.700 12.199 15.70930 .62500 .16540 .07250 -.22610 .00680 -.02710 .14960 
GRADIENT -.00182 -.00032 -.00057 -.00059 -.01952 .00207 -.00190 .00250 
PAGE 209
 
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB
DATE 20 JUN 75 

(AGOM73) 1 20 JAN 75





ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - .O00 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - 000 RUD-L ­ 000 
LREF - 474.9100 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YO-
- 3.000ELV-TB - .000 ELV-OB 

BREF - 936.6600 IN. ZMRP * 375.0000 IN, ZO 
SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - foe 
SCALE - .0300 
- .000 IORB - 9.700SS-6 

RUN NO. 310/ 0 RN/L * .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CLN CSL 	 DIORB




.08260 .20590 -.00880 04510




.150 -10.052 13.34200 .43640 .09830 ,099s0 	 .17750 -.00940 

13690 -.00540 .03330 - 00650









.150 -6.044 13.34620 .40880 .09380 

.151 -4.008 13.34500 .41000 .09570 .10280 	 .06560 -.00090 

00030 	 00290
.05010 - 01010 	 ­
-.00220
.161 -3 
Oil 13.33950 	 41290 .09760 .10230 





.151 -2.035 13.34010 .40980 .09810 






.09330 -.01610 .00230 - 00650 .00030

150 -.033 13 	34010 .41260 .10020 .09590 

.150 1.102 13.33500 .41930 .10170 

.41770 .10050 .09290 	 -.08960 .00250 -.01110 00130

.150 2.065 13.34040 
 00200

.09350 -.04520 .00330 -.01570 

.09400 -.06070 .00480 -.02030 





.151 4.059 13,34200 .41350 .09770 

- 02920 .00380













.150 10 034 13.33840 .45580 .10520 .07650 -.16520 01040 

47340 .10190 .06520 -.19320 
 01060 -.04660 .00800

.151 12.063 13.33400 

-.01585 .00067 	 -.00427 .00079
GRADIENT -.00024 .00078 .00033 -.00147 





MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLA 	 CY CLN 

.19240 -.01050 04290 -.07290





.501 -20.089 13.56550 .49170 .08B00 .08670 	 .17050 -.01390 

-.01040 .02970 	 -.03750
 
.500 -8.054 13,57510 .46410 .08190 .10150 	 .13130 

.09800 -.00830 .02410 
 -.02760
 
.500 -6 114 13.57830 .44500 .07950 	 .10790 
 01590 - 02080
 
.501 -4.052 13.58010 	 43540 .07710 11140 .06120 -.00450 

-.00270 .01110 	 -.01660
 








.499 -1.083 13.57290 .42530 .07600 .11110 	 .01220 -.00010 

-.00570 .00150 	 -.00260 -.00130

.500 -.020 13.57690 .42440 .07600 	 .11220 

.10740 -.02350 .00300 -.00720 .00390

.501 1.044 13.57210 .43230 .07760 

-.03860 .00440 	 -.01120 .00930









.600 4.110 13.56750 .44190 .07760 .10260 	 -.07470 .00760 

-.10980 .01040 -.02830 .02810

.500 6.090 13.56500 .45530 .07960 	 .02760 
 04210





499 6.097 13.65830 .47270 .08280 

.501 10.137 13,54480 .50790 .09180 .07290 	 -.17500 

-.20140 .01010 -.04510 .07980
 
.500 12.091 13,53090 .562500 .09520 	 .00060 

-.00127 -.01653 .00146 -.00447 .00486
GRADIENT -.00360 .00154 .00024 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 210 
CAB ORB TC6 Ar38.I (PRES. K! FRO HIS.6 V9.I) (AGM073) 1 20 JAN 751 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 290.0000 SQ.FT. XRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI 6.000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF = 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 376.0000 IN. 20 ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 82-2 * 000 83-4 - .000 
SS-S - .000 IOR - 9.700 
RUN NO. 30B/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL OIORB 
.601 -12.113 13.64910 .54030 .10290 .08070 .19100 -.01070 .03900 -.09130 
.600 -10.144 13.66140 .52620 .09750 .09040 .17310 -.01530 03390 -.05170 
.600 -8.046 13.67560 .51210 .09620 .10140 .13730 -.01280 .02630 -.03680 
.599 -6.040 13.6B480 .49160 .09220 .10940 .10420 -.01100 .02070 -.02220 
.601 -4.085 13.67950 .47620 .08970 .11200 .06590 -.00630 .01430 -.01880 
.600 -3.032 13.68570 .48170 .085A0 11710 .04460 -.00350 .00990 - 01730 
.601 -2.025 13.68420 .4580 .08320 .11830 .02730 - 00150 .00580 -.01340 
.601 -1.024 13.68060 .44950 .08160 .11770 .01130 .00000 .00210 - 00850 
.600 .081 23 68010 .44840 .08140 .11880 -.00860 00220 - 00250 -.00350 
601 1.083 13.67530 .45690 .08370 .11360 -.02490 .00370 -.00670 .00180 
.601 2.033 13.67530 .46530 .08570 .11140 -.04250 .00580 - 00950 .00360 
.601 3.058 13.67490 .47400 .08720 .10910 -,06310 00860 -.01370 .00490 
601 4.022 13 66720 .48060 .08840 .10480 -.08300 01120 -.01790 .00700 
.600 6 034 13.66300 .49310 .09110 .09820 -.11700 01380 -.02500 .01950 
.600 8.072 13.64880 .52070 .09800 .08560 - 15020 .01440 -.02880 03780 
.600 10.061 13.63260 .53450 .10320 .07470 -.17560 .01200 -.03390 .06980 
.600 12.125 13.61670 .5480 .20790 .06370 -.20610 01200 -.03990 .09270 
GRADIENT -.00171 .00142 .00012 -.00115 -.01796 .00204 -.003892 .00352 
RUN NO 307/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 0IORB 





















.700 -6.048 13.79210 .53920 .12820 .10440 .11470 -.01130 .01090 -.01640 
.700 -4 055 13.79680 .52010 .12540 .11030 .07170 -.00630 .00710 - 01600 
.700 -3.072 13.79970 .51040 .12350 .11350 .04910 -.00350 .00460 -.01550 
.701 -2.053 13 79690 .49940 .12110 .11470 .02960 -.00130 .00260 -.01430 
.700 -1 029 13.79020 .49200 .11670 .11410 .01060 .00070 .00180 -.01440 
.700 .054 13.79420 .49050 .11500 11540 - 00910 .00260 -.00060 -.01050 
.700 1.056 13.78440 .49890 .11730 .12010 -.02610 .00400 -.00330 -.00440 
.699 2.019 23,76460 .50750 .11870 .10860 -.04620 .00800 -.00400 -.00370 
.700 3.065 13.79120 .51380 .12010 .10860 -.06870 .00870 -.00650 -.002860 
.700 4 064 13.78440 .51820 .12110 .10540 - 08970 .01100 -.009860 .00060 
.700 6.034 13,76520 .53870 .1290 .09350 -.12710 .01320 -.01190 .01310 
.699 8.07 13.74560 .54980 .12940 .08360 -.15590 .01120 -.01610 .05110 
.700 10.166 13.72740 .56110 .13230 .07320 -.18490 .00770 -.02050 .09980 
.700 12.127 13.70220 .57290 .13530 .06110 -.21610 .00630 -.02620 .13800 
GRADIENT -.00173 00041 -.00052 -.OOOB2 -.01942 00202 -.00194 .00223 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE OATA - CA5 	 PAGE 211 
CA5 ORB T05 AT39.I (PRES. KI F20 HI5.IA V9,2) (AOMO74) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP * 1109.0000 IN. XO 	 BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YtRP - .0000 IN. YO 	 RUD-U - .0ou RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 	 ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 	 S9-2 - .000 53-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 JORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 313/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5 00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM OY CLN CSL DIORB
 
500 5.135 -.03030 .17970 .03330 .07740 -.00640 .00020 - 00230 00250
 
.501 6.060 -.01680 .20520 .03480 07990 - 00630 00030 -.00230 .00220
 
499 6 8B2 -.02400 .22930 .03680 .08240 - 00640 .00040 -.00230 00190
 
.500 7.693 -101760 .25330 .03920 .08520 -.00620 .00050 -.00230 00140
 
.500 8.664 -.01850 .28040 .04300 .08850 -.00620 .00080 -.00240 .00050
 
.500 9.565 -.01900 .30870 .04780 .09250 -.00600 .00100 -.0050 .00000
 
.501 10.632 -.02640 .33640 .05320 .09700 -.00620 .00120 -.00260 -.00060
 
.500 1.671 -.02700 .36640 .06010 .10240 -.00620 .00140 -.00270 -.00110
 
499 12.609 -.02740 .39460 .06730 .10690 -.00620 .00160 -.00270 -.00150 
.499 13.602 -.03460 .42570 .07620 .11210 -.00660 .00180 -.00260 -.00190 
.499 14 581 -.02790 .45810 .0630 .11730 -.00690 .00190 -. 00260 -.00210 
.499 15.478 -.02830 .48890 .0980 .12190 -.00740 .00200 -. 00230 -.00250 
.499 16 678 -. 02210 .52610 .11150 .12770 -.00760 .00220 - 00210 -.00330 
.499 17 559 -.02930 .55480 .12390 .13180 - 00820 .00230 - 00190 - 00360 
.499 18.503 -.02980 .58760 .13880 .23620 - 00870 .00250 -.00140 - 00420
 
. 19 456 .61980 .14030 .00260 00130 00470
499 -.03720 .15540 -.00950 - ­
.500 20.404 -.03900 .65130 .17350 .244B0 -.01020 .00260 -.00080 -.00550 
500 21 477 -.03890 .68410 .19560 .15070 - 01110 00300 -.00030 - 00650 
.501 2e.427 -.03770 .70770 22300 .15380 -.01070 .00250 - 00010 - 00530 
.500 23 402 -.04320 .73150 24580 .16130 -.01020 00230 - 00050 -.00380 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
 
2 
DATE 80 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 212 
CA! ORB TOO AT3S.l 'PRE. XI FRO HISIA V9.l) (AOMOI4) I8O JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2gO.O0000 S0.FT. XMRP - I109.0000 IN. X0 BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U * .000 RUO-L - ,000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 315.0000 IN, ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 * .000 IORS - 9.700 
RUN NO. 312/ 0 RN/L ' 3,e4 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.600 5.179 -.02190 .19790 .03800 .01950 .00810 .00030 -.00250 .00400 
.600 5,207 -.02940 .22340 .03740 .08210 -.00800 .00040 -.00280 .00350 
,Got 6.944 -.O23O .24840 .03950 .08520 -.00810 .00060 -.00260 .00270 
.600 7.807 -.02360 .27370 .042BO .088B0 -.0079C 0OO -.00260 .00230 
.B00 8,749 -.02480 .30070 .0.590 .09250 -.0076O .00090 -.00270 .00120 
.599 9.755 -.02540 .32810 .05090 .09780 -.00750 .00110 -.00290 .00050 
.600 10.753 -.02630 .35870 .0580 .10340 -.00720 .00130 -,o00o -.00040 
.599 11.745 -.02680 .38690 .06390 .IOBBO -.00750 .00140 -.0026O -.00070 
.599 12.726 -.03460 .41810 .072t0 .11380 -.00760 .Ooi7o -.00260 -.00160 
.600 13.669 -.04270 .44790 .08260 .11880 -.00830 .00200 -.00240 -.00300 
.600 14.685 -.03790 .48210 .09390 .12410 -.00890 .00240 -.00200 -.00530 
60 15.613 -.04700 .51220 .10740 .12900 -.00970 .00280 -.00140 -.00750 
.600 16 817 -.03510 .54450 .12630 .13440 -.01080 .00310 -.00050 - 00970 
,600 17.700 -.03340 .56810 .14160 .13820 -.01000 .oCao -.00070 -.00790 
.599 18 603 -.04040 .59240 .15790 .14250 -.01010 .00280 -.00070 -.00800 
.599 19.616 -.03970 .61900 .17780 .14740 -.00950 .00280 -.00100 - 00730 
.600 20.682 -.03790 .64400 .19990 .15340 -.00890 .00250 -.00130 -.00540 
.601 21.666 -.03670 .66330 .22120 .16140 -.00860 .00230 -.00150 - 00410 
.601 R2.646 - 03540 .67950 .4230 .15970 -.069C .00180 -.00110 - 00280 
.600 23.638 -.03520 .69970 .26490 .17900 -,00810 .00140 .00000 - 00270 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 	 PAGE 213
 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.1 (PRES. 10 F20 HI5.IA V9.t) CAON074) 1 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 	 BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YO 	 RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - oo 
BREW - 936.6800 IN ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 	 ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OR - 3.000
 
SCALE - .0300 	 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
65-6 - .000 IOR8 - 9.700 
RUN NO. 311/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR8
 
.700 5.153 -.025690 .23670 .04110 .07890 - 00890 colic -.00250 00000
 
.700 6.222 -.05440 .26960 .04400 .08220 - 00900 .00120 -.00250 - 00080
 
.699 7.017 -.02780 .29550 .04710 .08540 -.00910 .00150 -.00250 - 00190
 
.700 7.876 -.02910 .32250 .05180 .08930 -.00910 .00170 -.00250 -.00320
 
.699 8.882 -.03740 .35230 .05910 09350 -.00940 .00190 -.00220 - 00460
 
.700 9.841 -.03190 .38060 .06790 .09740 -.00980 .00220 -.00180 -.00610
 
.699 10,831 -.03800 .40910 .07820 IOI30 -.00920 .00200 -.00180 -.00530
 
699 11.902 -.038BO .43900 .09070 .10570 -100910 .00210 -.00140 -.00810 
.700 12.782 - 03910 .46290 10170 .10990 -.00960 .00210 - 00090 - 00640 
.699 13.804 - 03260 .46910 .11490 .11510 -.00960 00210 -.00040 - 00690 
.699 14,826 -.03230 .51570 .12940 .12120 -.00970 .00200 -.00010 -.00660 
.699 15.763 -.03120 .53610 .14250 .12750 -.01010 .00190 -.00010 -.00550 
.699 16.950 - 02760 .56160 .16130 13450 -.01070 .00150 -.00050 - 00180 
.700 17 969 - 02660 .58100 .17690 .13990 - 01090 00130 - 00040 -.00070 
.700 18.884 -.03090 .60260 .19590 .14740 - 01170 .00080 00000 00200 
.700 19.846 -.02030 .62370 .21470 .15430 -.01210 .00040 -.00040 00600 
699 20.793 -.02430 .64430 .23470 16180 - 01230 .00000 - 00050 00920
 
.701 21 867 -.01210 .66790 .25970 17090 - 01300 -.00070 - 00100 .01490 
.700 22,893 -.00700 .69160 .28490 .17920 -.01350 -.00140 -.00140 .02060 
.700 23.884 -.00850 .71160 .30900 .18940 -.01410 -. 00220 -.00140 .02670 
GRADIENT O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 214 
CAB ORB TCB AT38.I (PRES. KI FED HI5.IA V9.I) (AGM078) 1 20 JAN 76 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 45.000 
55-6 - 45.000 lORE - 9 700 
RUN NO. 316/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 5.319 -.02220 32100 .04280 .07200 -.00720 00000 -.00260 00350 
.600 6,213 -.02240 .34770 .04600 .07390 -.00680 .00010 -.00260 .00330 
.501 7.068 -.02980 .37500 .04980 .07640 -.00660 .00020 - 00260 00280 
.500 7.906 -.03000 .40080 .05420 .07900 -.00680 .00040 - 00280 .00270 
.499 8 877 -.02400 .42820 .05980 .08300 -.00660 .00070 - 00300 .00170 
.501 9.848 -.02450 .45570 .06650 .08720 -.00650 .00080 -.00310 .00130 
.500 10.831 -.02540 .48410 .07410 .09160 -.00660 .0011O -.00310 .00030 
.501 11.807 -.03280 .51390 .08320 .09610 -.00680 00130 -.00310 - 00010 
.500 12.816 -.03320 .54510 .09370 .10060 -.00740 .00150 -.00270 -.00050 
499 13 809 -.02650 .57750 .10560 .10520 -.00720 .00160 - 00270 -.00080 
.499 14.787 -.02710 .61050 .11870 .10930 -.00800 .00180 - 00240 -.00140 
.499 15.714 -.02830 .64290 .13310 .11330 -.00860 .00210 - 00200 -.00270 
.499 16.837 -.03620 .68000 .15300 .11720 -.00920 .00240 -.00160 - 00380 
.499 17 751 -.03200 .70440 .17530 .11880 - 00710 .00150 - 00290 00060 
.499 18.703 -.02840 .73360 .19560 .12230 -.00760 .00190 -.00280 -.00080 
.499 19.654 -.02630 .76000 .21650 .12620 -.00740 .00210 -.00320 -.00060 
.499 20.601 -.0O800 78300 .23770 .13070 -.00680 .00210 - 00420 00090 
.499 21.677 -.01670 .79960 .25930 .13810 -.00610 .00200 -.00490 .00230 
.499 22.615 -.02180 .80730 .27660 .14650 -.00540 .00180 - 00550 00420 
.499 23.556 -.02080 .80980 .29280 .15670 -,00440 OO2O -.00590 .00570 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 00000 .00000 
PAGE 215
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 

CAB ORB TCS AT3SI (PRES. XI FO HIS.IA V9.1) (AGO075) 




SREF . 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB I 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
SREF - 936 6800 IN. ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-18 - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 315/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 0IOR 





















.599 7.714 -.02270 .42190 .05750 .08050 -.00740 .00050 -.00290 .00300 
599 7.944 -.02280 .42900 .05880 .08170 -.00750 .00060 -.00290 .00300 
.599 B 647 -.03050 .44920 .06350 .08480 -.00760 00070 -.00290 00210 
600 9.492 -.02500 .47390 .07020 .088 0 -.00810 00110 - 00280 00070 
.600 10.401 - 02760 .50150 .07900 .09270 -.00820 .00170 -.00250 -.00210 
.601 11.292 -.03040 52800 .08970 .09620 -.0098O .00210 -.00120 -.00470 
.600 12.092 -.03590 .55170 10140 .09840 -.00930 00180 - 00130 - 00330 
600 13 016 -.03380 .57810 .11600 .10120 -.00350 .00150 -.00190 -.00120 
.600 13.861 -.02570 .60280 .12920 .10430 -.00790 .00130 -.00220 .00000 
.599 14.638 -.03260 .62730 .14260 .10730 -.00780 .00140 -.00230 .00010 
.599 15 513 - 02540 65280 .15890 .11060 - 00770 .00140 - 00250 .00040 
.599 16 233 - 01730 67020 .17240 .11370 -.00720 .00140 -.00330 00160 
599 17 183 -.02330 .69090 .19050 .11780 -.00680 .00150 - 00410 00250 
.600 18.116 -.0230 .71120 .20870 .12220 -.00590 .00170 -.00450 .00240 
.600 18.816 -.02350 .72500 .22280 .12560 -.00700 .00180 -.00450 .00240 
.600 19.772 -.02410 .74300 .24150 13120 -.00730 .00190 -.00410 .00170 
600 20 622 -.01780 .75550 .25730 .13730 -.00760 .00200 -.00390 .00110 
.600 21.522 -.02450 .76000 .27160 .14650 -.00760 00190 - 00350 00120 
.599 22 450 -.02450 .7654U cssso0 .15850 -.00740 .0OIS0 -.0030a 00130 
599 23.230 - 03820 .77180 .30070 16470 - 00670 .00150 - 00250 .00150 
600 23 711 - 02410 .77500 .31010 .17040 -.00600 00140 - 00240 .00180 
GRADIENT 00000 00000 00000 00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 
PAGE 216
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 






BETA - 000 STAB - t.000SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
SREF - 936.6800 IN ZIRP - 375.0000 IN. ZD ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
Si-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 314/ 0 R/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CD CLM CY CLN CSL GlORB
 
.700 5.251 -.02490 .37960 .05530 .07200 -.00890 .00090 -.00270 .00090
 
699 6.239 -.02140 .40770 .06370 .07330 -.00970 .00150 -.00200 -.00260
 
.699 7.099 -.03480 .43340 .07080 .07600 -.00910 .00140 -.00200 - 00210
 
.700 7.760 -.02820 .45270 .07890 .07860 -.00900 .00150 -,00290 -.00250 
.700 8 131 -.02810 .46290 .08070 .08000 -.00900 00150 -.00210 -.00240 
.700 8 673 -.02740 .47700 .08640 .08170 - 00840 .00140 -.00230 -00170 
,700 9,617 -.02650 .49840 .09570 .0e520 -.00848 .0130 -.00250 -.00060 
.700 10 314 -.02690 .51940 .10580 .08880 -.00830 .00140 -.00230 -.00120 
.701 I1 231 - 02770 .54230 .11820 .09170 - 00820 .00160 -,00230 - 00200 
.701 11.961 -.02840 .56030 .12850 .09430 -.00810 .00160 -.00200 -.00270 
.699 12,873 -.02820 .68300 .14160 .0970 -.00780 .0070 -.00230 -.00250 
.699 3.796 - 03440 .80840 .15670 .i0080 -.00590 .00170 -.00300 -.00180 
.700 14.459 - 03380 .62690 .16920 .10210 -.00680 .00170 -.00320 -.00120 
.701 15.325 -.03360 .65040 .18580 .10510 -.00660 .00170 -.00310 -.00100 
699 16.127 - 03300 .67020 .20020 .10900 -.00640 .00170 - 00340 -.00030 
.599 15 964 -.03130 .68780 .21580 .11350 - 00680 .00150 -.00350 00140 
.699 17.948 -.02170 .70480 .23340 .11990 -.00730 .00120 -.00340 .00430 
.100 18.708 - 01960 71750 .24810 .12500 -.00730 .00090 - 00350 00650 
.699 19.668 -.01660 .72870 .26420 .13350 -.00770 .00040 -.00310 .00970
 
.700 20 580 -.02840 .73830 .27860 .14350 -.00780 -.00050 -.00310 .01530
 
.700 21 352 -.02520 .?3970 .28s90 .15400 -.00880 -.00120 - 00240 .01880
 
699 22.311 - 01250 .74260 .30390 .16660 -.00960 -.00180 -.00170 .02180
 
.100 23.108 -.00890 .74410 .31620 .17950 -.01060 -.00250 -.00150 .02590
 
.700 23.919 -.00720 .74550 .32870 .19310 -.01030 -.00250 -.00220 .02790
 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 217 
CAS ORB TC5 AT3O.2 (PRES. KI F20 HI5.IA V9.1) (AGHO76) 0 JAN 75 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAUh dl1 
GAS ORB TCB AT38.I (PRES, KI F20 HIS, IA V9.1) (AOM076) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S0.FT. XHRP - 1109 0000 IN. X0 ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U * .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 3'7.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-B - 45.000 83-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB 9.700 
RUN NO. 317/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12.152 23.9000 .66620 .17140 .07720 .19990 -.00730 .03370 -.13390 
.699 -10.0B5 13.99330 .64590 .16850 .09290 .16550 -.00750 .02710 -.0980 
701 -8.027 14.01110 .63860 .16840 .10060 .13860 -.01060 .02170 -.05400 
.700 -6.070 14.01150 .63240 .16680 .101 0 .10870 -.01100 .01750 -.02590 
.700 -4.073 14.01120 .62690 .16520 .10200 .06960 - 00640 .01200 -.02160 
700 -3 066 14.01660 62130 .16380 .10460 .04970 -.00380 .00770 - 01940 
.699 -2 088 14.01350 .61500 .16170 .10490 .03210 -.00180 00410 -.01510 
.700 -1 079 14.00520 .61560 .16180 .10110 .01450 -.00030 .00090 -.00870 
.700 054 14.00280 61480 .16150 .20130 -.00680 .00190 -.00270 - 00390 
700 1.033 13 99440 62280 .16360 .09560 -.02550 .00390 -.00580 .00050 
700 2 098 13 99350 .62860 .16500 09430 -.04390 .00550 -.00920 .00700 
.700 3 034 13 99290 .63290 .16590 .09370 -.06310 00780 -.01240 .00920 
.700 4.068 13 99630 .63070 .16510 .09430 - 08370 .01020 -.01610 .01270 
.700 6 058 13.98500 63870 .16640 .09010 - 11890 .01190 -.02060 03100 
.700 8.136 13.96320 .64570 .16790 .08270 -. 14730 .01000 -.02530 .06930 
.700 10.154 13 93130 .66550 .17230 .06640 -.17750 .00880 -.02900 .10210 
.629 12.205 13.89480 .68160 .17480 .05240 -.21000 .00770 - 03610 .14130 
GRADIENT -.00297 .00138 .00023 -.00147 -.01864 00195 -.00336 .00451 
PAGE 219DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.1 (PRES. KI F20 V9.1) (AGM077) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1109 0000 IN.XO BETA - 000 RUO-U - .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-L - .000 SI-2 46 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 315.0000 IN.ZO 53-4 - 45.000 S5-6 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 9.100 
RUN NO. 323/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL m -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.300 4.903 .00270 .28910 .03970 .06910 -.00560 00030 -.00260 .00080
 
.300 5,893 .00950 .31550 .04290 .07110 -.00550 00040 -.00250 .00060
 
.300 6.808 .00970 .34230 .04740 .07330 -.00590 .00040 -.00280 .00080
 
.299 7.653 .00260 .36860 .05240 .07570 -.00570 00050 - 00280 00060
 
.300 8.451 .00230 .38950 .05570 .07810 -.00500 00070 - 00280 00040
 
300 9.268 .00900 .41170 .06200 .08100 -.00420 .00080 - 00290 00010 
300 10.194 .00900 .43810 .0680 .09490 -.00510 00100 -.00310 00010 
.299 11.144 .OOB70 .46420 .07560 .08890 -.00500 .00120 -. 00310 -.00020 
.299 11.842 .00860 .48430 .08310 .09220 - 00540 .00130 - 00300 -.00030
 
299 12.756 .00850 .50840 .09210 .09670 - 00630 .00150 - 00290 -.00040
 
,301 13.574 .01530 ,53260 .10110 .10090 - 00610 .00160 - 00280 - 00050
 
.300 14.322 ,00840 .55690 .11110 .10500 -.00710 .00170 -.00270 -.00050
 
300 15.174 .00800 .58220 .12260 .10850 - 00750 .00200 -.00270 - 00080
 
299 15.929 .00800 .60520 .13310 .11270 -.00790 .00210 - 00260 - 00090
 
.299 16.895 .00770 .63290 .14590 11660 -.00950 .00240 -.00230 - 00120
 
.299 17.832 .00760 .65180 .16200 .12070 -.00930 .00250 - 00210 - 00140
 
300 18.502 .00740 .66840 .17580 .12380 -.00970 .00260 -.00170 - 00150
 
300 19.536 .00750 71650 .19330 .12720 -.01020 00250 - 00130 - 00150
 
299 20 304 01460 .73980 .20910 .13040 - 01070 00230 - 00120 - 00130
 
300 21.161 .01470 .76710 .22830 .13410 -.01060 00200 - 00050 - 00120
 
.300 22.108 .00810 .79610 .24590 .13830 -.01100 .00190 -.00060 -.00080
 
299 22.740 .00830 .81130 .26000 .14180 -.01140 .00180 -.00050 -.00060
 
.300 23 264 .00830 .82390 .27130 .14530 -.01130 .00170 - 00020 - 00070
 
ORADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000
 
PAGE 220
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 




BETA - 000 RUO-U - 000SREF . 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 	 * 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-L - 000 SI-2 - 45.000LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP 	 - .0000 IN YO 
S3-4 - 45.000 S5-6 - 45.000BREF - 936.6800'IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
IORB - 9 700SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 322/ 0 RN/L - 2.8B GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
DIORB
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 

.499 5.735 .00540 .33520 .04650 .07200 -.00710 .00010 -.00270 .00350
 




.499 7 313 .00480 .36440 .05320 .07640 -.00680 .00030 -.00280 

.500 7.906 .00480 40220 .05520 .07850 -.00660 .00030 - 00290 00280
 
.500 8.242 .00440 	 .41230 .05830 .07970 -.00680 
 .00040 -.00290 .00250
 
500 9 BIG .00400 .43870 .06430 .08380 
 -.00670 .00060 -.00310 .00210
 
.500 10.038 .00360 .46220 07010 
 .08760 -.00680 .O00BO - 00320 00160
 
500 10.988 .00290 
 .48980 .07780 .09210 -.00680 .00100 -.00310 .00100
 
.499 11.712 .00250 .51200 .08430 .09550 -.00710 .00120 -.00300 .00060
 
.499 12.627 .00220 .54010 .09380 .09990 




.499 13.565 .00210 	 .56930 .10460 .10400 -.00750 .00130 -.00270 

.499 14.278 00210 	 .59340 .11390 
 .10730 -.00780 .00140 	 -.00260 00010
 
- 00230 -.00090
499 15.189 .00100 .62470 .12700 .11120 -.00880 .00170 

.499 15.975 .00020 
 .65180 .13950 .11460 	 -.00920 .00190 -.00190 -.00190
 
-.00980 .00220 -.00170 -.00270

.499 16.829 -.00060 	 .67910 .15460 .11760 

.499 17.797 .01110 
 .70580 .17810 .11940 	 -.00770 .00110 -.00310 .00240
 
-.00850 .00160 - 00290 .00070

.500 18.524 .00260 	 .72680 .19350 .12220 

.75440 .21400 12590 	 - 00820 .00190 -.00310 00010

.499 19.46S .00210 

.499 20.356 .01000 .77660 .23380 .13040 -.00760 .00190 -.00390 00120
 
.499 21.113 .01130 	 .79180 .25030 




.499 22.028 .00530 .80190 .26750 .14150 -.00630 .00180 

.500 22.808 .00640 .80640 .28150 .14940 -.00590 .00160 -.00550 .00490
 
-.00530 .00150 -.00560 	 .00570

.501 23.547 .01410 .80840 .29400 .15780 

GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
 .00000 00000 .00000 	 00000
 
PAGE 221
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 






BETA - 000 RUO-U - .000SREF - 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-L - .000 SI-2 - 45 000LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 45 000 S5-6 - 45.000 
lORB - 9.700SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 321/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CDO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
600 5 092 .00650 .34080 .04930 .07180 -.00760 00010 -. 00280 00460
 
.599 6.100 .00610 .37110 .05180 .07350 -.00760 .00U20 - 00280 .00410
 
.600 7.0265 .01230 .40110 .05630 .07660 -.00720 .00040 -.00290 .00350
 
. 799 .00450 .06090 .08020 -.00740 .00060 -.00290 .00250
 




.600 8.761 .00360 .45400 .06670 .08450 -.00770 .00090 -.00300 .00170
 
.601 9 635 .00180 .47970 .07390 .08850 -.OO3O .00130 -.00290 -.00020
 
.600 20 595 .00590 .50720 .08320 .09310 -.00920 .00190 - 00230 -.00310
 
.601 11,533 -.00350 .63540 .09540 .09630 -.01010 .002 0 -.00100 -.00570
 
.599 12.303 -.00150 .55820 .20670 .09870 -.00930 .00190 -.00130 -.00350
 
599 13,234 .00760 .58410 .12120 .10170 -.00830 00150 -.00190 -.00130 
600 14,017 .00880 .60680 .13410 10450 -.00800 00140 -.00220 -.00010 
600 14,905 .00930 .63440 .14960 .10790 -.00730 00130 -.00260 .00040 
599 15,806 .00280 65980 .16680 .11170 -.00740 00140 -.00300 .00090 
.599 16,590 .01000 .67790 .18120 . o1520 -.00700 00150 -.00350 00120 
.599 17.584 .01700 .69989 L60020 .11970 -.00740 .00180 -.00400 .00130 
.601 18.413 .01700 .71750 .21690 .12360 -.00760 00190 -.00420 00130 
600 19.305 .00980 73460 .23440 .12830 -.00720 .00200 - 00420 00100 
600 20 248 -.00390 .74950 .25270 .13450 - 00750 00200 -.00410 .00120 
599 20,934 .01020 .758930 26470 .14000 -.00760 .00210 - 00410 00140 
600 21 884 .00980 .76030 .27860 .15070 -.00720 00180 -.00310 00110 
601 22.785 .00340 .76530 .29480 .16000 -.00890 00170 -.00300 00150 
.600 23.527 .00400 .77200 .30860 .16760 -.00590 .00150 -.00300 00220 
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 222
 
CAS ORB TC AT38.I (PRES. KI F20 V9.|) (AOM077) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO EETA - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-L - .000 91-2 - 45 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 376.0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 45.000 S5-6 * 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 320/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL OIORS
 
.100 5.17 .01730 .37830 .05850 .07120 -.00880 .00090 -.00290 .00150
 
.700 6.195 .01300 .40780 .06630 .07210 -.00960 .00150 -.00210 -.00280
 
700 7.115 .01310 .43520 .07380 .07520 -.00930 .00151 -.002to -.00O70
 
.699 8.055 .01320 .46170 .08210 .07860 -.00890 .00150 -.00220 -.00260
 
.700 8.665 .01410 .48280 .0910 .08160 -.00950 .00140 -.00230 -.00170
 
.700 9.757 .01400 .50510 .20180 .06580 -.00810 .00150 -.00240 -.00180
 
.700 10.711 .01330 .32880 .11340 .08950 -.00830 .00160 -.00210 -.00250
 
.701 11.655 .01220 .55260 .1060 .09270 -.00830 .00170 -.00180 -.00350
 
.700 12.395 .01210 .57160 .13730 .09530 -.00790 .00120 -.00200 -.00380
 
.702 13,305 .01260 .59600 .15160 .09820 -.00730 .00180 -.00250 -.00330
 
.700 14.076 .00610 .61630 .16460 .10070 - 00710 .00180 -.00280 -.00290
 
.700 14.911 .01340 .63950 .18030 .10300 -.00680 .00180 - 00270 -.00250
 
.700 15.797 .01400 .66450 .19750 .0600 -.00690 .00190 -.00320 -.00180
 
.699 16.564 .01580 .68200 .e1l7O .10940 -.00570 .00170 -.00320 -.00070
 
.699 17.536 .00980 .70070 .23020 .11420 -.00880 .00180 -.00390 ,00100
 
.700 18.440 .02030 .71470 .24650 .12080 -.00710 .00120 -.00370 .00470
 
.00 29.252 .02340 .72670 .26090 .12760 -.00760 .00060 -.00360 .00820
 
.700 20.215 .02020 .73420 .2750 .13900 -.00750 .00010 -.00350 .01210
 
.699 20.959 .02370 .73970 .28730 .14680 -.008BO -.00050 - 00300 01590
 
.700 22.925 .02950 .74110 .30080 .16000 -.00980 -.00130 -.00180 .01910
 
.100 22.881 .02520 .74380 .31510 .17430 -.01090 -.00240 -.00130 .02540
 
.700 23.62B .02580 .74660 .32710 .18690 - 01070 - 00220 - 00200 .02620
 
.700 23.912 .02650 .74690 .33150 .19210 -.01080 -.00230 -.00230 .02700
 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000
 
PAGE 223
DATE 20 a.JN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





SREF . 2690.0000 SQ.FT XMRP * 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YVRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-1B - .C0O ELV-O - 3.000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN, ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO S1-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9 700SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 3R7/ 0 RN/L - .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -8.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.149 -12.050 13.49840 .53050 .12250 .07880 .18830 -.00570 05240 -.01030
 
.149 -10.022 13.50240 .51790 .11910 .08480 .15500 -.00550 .04740 -.00860
 
.151 -8 071 13 50600 .50910 .11710 .09190 .1200 -.00280 .03860 -.00780
 
.151 -6.049 13.50850 .B1210 .11830 .09680 .99590 - 00090 .0860 -.00630
 
.15t -4.021 13.51070 . O1210 .12100 .09610 .06510 .00020 01720 -.00440
 
.149 -3,03 13.50700 .51310 .1230 .09460 .05270 .00110 .01150 -.00370
 
.151 -2,020 13.60960 .51460 .12300 .09800 .04050 .00070 .00680 -.00260
 
.180 -1.023 13.50770 .51940 .12570 .09490 .02310 .00020 .00190 -.00120
 
.151 -.033 13.50780 .5270 .as690 .09340 .00480 .00o0 -.00230 -.00030
 
.150 1.026 13,50540 .52280 ,12730 .0c00 -,0034O .00100 -.00690 .00050
 
.151 t.995 13.50700 .52400 .12640 .08840 -.02470 .00240 -.01180 .00110
 
.160 3.027 13.50800 .52210 .12620 .08940 -.04080 .00400 -.OE60 .00170
 
.151 3.996 03.50750 .52230 .12480 .08840 -.05380 .00500 -.02190 .00230
 
.161 5.989 13.50640 .5190 .12320 .08200 -.08520 .00740 - 03210 .00360
 
.15 6.038 13.S0400 .50920 .12240 .07760 -.11670 .00880 -.04170 .00520
 
.150 10.093 13 500S0 .52450 .12430 .07230 -.13780 .00840 -.04970 00700
 
.50 12 Ol 13.49510 .55980 .13290 .05710 -.17350 .01110 - 05320 .00770
 
GRADIENT -. 00029 .00149 .00054 -.00117 -.01533 .00055 -. 00475 00086 
RUN NO. 3a6/ 0 RN/L * 2,90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.499 -02.065 13.73940 .61480 .11240 .07770 .17860 -.00950 .05430 -.08280
 
.500 -10.000 13.75730 .59680 .10780 .09030 ,15860 -.01310 .04780 - 05510
 
.501 -8.033 13.78070 .57200 .10230 .10550 .11950 -.00920 .03960 -.04800
 
.500 -6.054 13.78350 .57220 .10330 .10820 .09300 -.00800 .02950 -.03260
 
.500 -4.059 13.79000 .57260 .10470 .10950 .06110 -.00480 .01870 - 02250
 
.499 -3.038 13,79130 .57140 .10550 .11110 .04260 -.00280 .01290 -.01780
 
.501 -2.030 13.78810 .57100 .10620 .11000 .02610 -.00110 .00780 -.01330
 
.499 -1.062 13.78210 .57330 .10700 10700 .01080 .00000 .00280 -.00660
 
.499 -.006 13.77790 .57400 .10740 .10640 -.00710 .00160 -.00270 -.00100
 
.501 .967 13.77910 .58160 .10910 .10170 -.02310 .00310 -.00730 .00370
 
.500 2.018 13.77690 .568520 .10930 .10010 -.03850 .00440 -.01300 01010
 
.600 3.053 13.77270 .58630 .10860 .09840 -.05680 .00630 -.01840 01470
 
.500 3.099 13.77070 .69410 .10730 .09700 -.07190 .00770 -.02340 .01960
 
499 6.038 13.76530 58210 .10560 .09420 -.10390 01010 -.03420 .03280
 
.499 8.065 13.75440 .58850 .10710 .08750 - 13530 .01180 -.04330 .04690
 
.500 10.058 13.73460 .6050 .11330 .07410 -.18230 .01040 -.06040 .06950
 
.499 12.107 13.71390 .63050 .11860 .05860 -.19180 .01040 -.05590 08580
 
ORADIENT -.00261 .00210 .00046 -.00187 -.01638 .00151 -.00518 .00533
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TASLLATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 224 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3B.I (PRES. KI F20 HIS.IA ) (AGM07S) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREP 26990.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-lB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO 5I-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 95-6 - 45.000 lORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 325/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.600 -12.164 13.83780 .64260 .14170 .07430 .18640 -.01100 .04250 - 09210 
.601 -10.061 13.86830 .62370 .13540 .09000 .16930 -.01620 03660 -.04870 
.601 -8.043 13.88950 .60820 .13300 .10260 .13390 -.01330 .02960 -.03660 
.501 -6,023 13.89630 .60250 .13210 .10520 .10180 -.01140 .02300 -.02180 
.600 -4.011 13.90200 .60580 .13210 .10700 .06580 -.00710 .02510 -.01600 
.601 -3.048 13.90520 .60320 .13230 .20870 .04660 -.00450 .01080 -.01430 
.601 -2.035 13 90330 .59940 .13160 .10870 .02770 -.00220 .00640 -.01100 
600 -1.048 13.89510 .60110 .13170 .10510 .01250 -.00060 .00240 -.00560 
.600 -.014 13.89510 .60090 .13200 .10570 -.00800 .00170 -.00290 -.00220 
601 999 13.88870 .60850 .13450 .10000 -.02630 .00380 -.00570 00090 
.601 2.022 13.88720 .61290 .13530 .09860 -.04280 .00530 -.01020 00700 
.601 3.042 13.88350 .61500 .13500 .09670 -.06360 .00800 - 01510 .01030 
.601 4.007 13.88180 .61280 .13400 .09610 -.07980 .00990 - 01940 .01390 
.601 6.070 13.17300 .61450 .13360 09140 -.11620 01350 - 02660 .02290 
.600 8.016 13.85600 .61890 .13310 .08640 -.14690 .01490 -.03310 .03920 
.601 10.072 13.83300 63610 .14000 07180 -.17430 .01320 - 03890 .07000 
.601 12.116 13 80590 .65570 .14580 .05540 -.20190 .01280 -.04480 .09460 
GRADIENT - 00305 .00162 .00043 -.00174 -.01904 .00206 -.00425 00390 
RUN NO, 324/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL cDO CLM CY CLN CSL OlORB 
.701 -12.153 13.94580 .66900 .17450 .07390 .19880 -.00580 .03470 -.14490 
.700 -10.167 13.97960 64820 .17130 .08990 .16590 -.00660 .02800 -.20830 
.700 -8.058 14.00140 .63880 .17050 .09850 .13840 -.01010 .02250 -.05860 
.700 -6.036 14.00480 .63010 .16850 .10060 .10710 -.01060 .02790 -.02820 
.700 -4 080 14.00850 .62450 .16700 .10210 06870 -.00620 .01180 -.02240 
.699 -3.012 14.01150 .61900 .I 5I0 .10550 .04700 -.00340 00740 - 01960 
.700 -2.024 14.01110 .62260 .16320 .10540 .62920 -.00160 .00380 -.01430 
.700 -1.022 14.00050 .61300 .16300 .10210 .01180 -.00020 .00070 - 00750 
.699 -.036 14.00160 .61150 .16270 .10280 -.00710 .00190 -.00230 -.00390 
.700 1.020 13.99370 .62050 .16510 .09590 -.02830 .00410 -.00600 .00100 
.699 1.966 13.98960 .62590 .16630 .09570 -.04420 .00550 -.00900 .00680 
.700 3.007 13.98930 .62920 .16740 .09480 -.06560 .00800 -.01260 01010 
.700 4.022 13.98750 .62850 .16670 .09460 -.08560 .01030 -.01650 .01390 
.700 6.039 13.98200 .63680 .16710 .09040 -.12050 .01190 -.02160 .03410 
.699 8.074 13.95440 .64530 .16910 .OB170 -.14860 .01000 -.02600 07140 
.700 10.187 13.92120 .66640 .17450 .06660 -.18170 .00830 -.03010 .10970 
.700 22.208 13.88640 .68210 .17710 .05100 -.21190 .00640 -.03740 .15370 
GRADIENT -.00331 .00133 .00023 -.00143 -.01888 .00196 -.00340 .00471 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 225 
GAS ORB TC5 AT3R.2 (PRES. KI F20 HIS 6 V9.1) (AGM079) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.0O0 STAB - 3.000 
LREF - 474.6100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - OCO RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 938.6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO ELV-lB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 45.000 53-4 . 45.000 
65-6 45.000 IORB - 7.@50 
RUN NO. 330/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN GSL DORB 
.499 -12.107 11.85420 .49050 .08730 .07560 .17060 -.00320 .04860 - 09270 
.500 -10.095 11.86310 .47430 .08150 .08300 .15490 -.00940 .04460 -.05870 
.500 -8.042 II 87290 .46260 .060 0 .OBB70 11940 - 00'30 .03620 -.04660 
.500 -6.047 11.88260 45500 .07980 .09550 09180 -.00680 .02700 - 03070 
501 -4.025 11.82550 .46710 .09110 .09520 .05850 -.00390 01690 -.02140 
.501 -3.065 II.8B76O 45130 .08270 .09570 .04240 -.00250 01150 - 01600 
.501 -2.043 I1.888D .45720 .08320 .09590 .02580 - 00120 00670 -. 01080 
500 -1.019 11.88390 .45030 .03BO .09280 .01090 -.00050 .00210 - 00370 
.500 009 11 88140 .45990 .08450 .09270 - 00820 00130 - 00310 .00040 
501 1.025 11.87860 .46340 08490 .08990 -.02340 00220 - 00750 .00650 
.500 2.042 11.87800 .46460 .08490 .089S0 -.03760 .00290 -. 012aO .01290 
.500 3.008 11.87770 .48590 .OB440 .08810 -.05430 .00440 -.Ot710 .01750 
.501 4.017 11.87500 .46510 .08370 .08650 -.07070 .00510 -.02230 02330 
499 6 037 11 86450 .46550 .08280 .08220 - 10160 .00710 -.03220 .03760 
.500 8.065 11 G5200 .47230 .08290 .07670 -. 13390 .00840 - 04110 05200 
.500 10.057 11.84420 .48120 .08580 .07000 -. 15770 00490 - 04730 08020 
.500 12.I04 II 93390 .49170 .08720 .05990 -.18410 .00380 - 05420 .10010 
GRADIENT - 00163 .0015 .00020 -.00125 -. 01597 .00115 - 00478 .00556 
RUN NO. 329/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
S00 -32 107 11.94170 .62260 .10120 .07450 .17880 -.00730 04300 -.10080 
.599 -10 084 11.95710 .51450 .0B20 .08080 .16320 -.01340 03820 -.05500 
.600 -8 056 11.9700 .50210 .09530 .08950 .12840 -.01150 .03210 -.04060 
.600 -6.017 11.98280 .49680 .09200 .09490 .09490 - 00930 .02580 -,02810 
.601 -4,024 11.98830 .49720 .09280 .09850 .06230 -.00560 .01630 -.02050 
.00 -3.033 It g9070 .49350 .09220 .09O50 .04210 -.00300 .01160 -.01860 
.599 -2.004 It 98540 .49150 09220 .09810 .02440 - 00120 .00680 -,0I390 
601 -1.001 11.98230 .49440 .09300 .09510 .00960 -.00020 .00260 -.00700 
.501 -.003 11.98520 .49320 .09350 .09550 -.00980 .00220 - 00190 -.00470 
.600 1.012 11.97890 .49650 .09430 .09210 -.02730 .00390 -.00610 .00020 
.601 2.006 11.97560 149860 .09490 .09080 -.04350 .00550 -.01060 .00480 
.599 3.042 11.97290 .50010 .09460 .08890 -.06240 .00760 -.01550 00940 
.600 4.015 11.96720 .49850 .09450 .08750 - 07900 .00920 -.01990 .01400 
.00 6.021 11.96330 .49420 .09400 .08740 -. 11060 .01130 - 02800 .02020 
.600 8.029 lI,94660 .50580 .09730 .07660 -,14590 .01330 -.03470 .04430 
.600 30 077 II 92770 .51440 .10180. .06890 -.16640 .00820 -.04013 .08620 
.600 12.119 I1 90430 .52870 .10550 .05590 -.19450 .00770 -.04540, 10900 
GRADIENT -.00269 .00068 .00036 -.00136 -.01740 .OOIGO -.00447 .00441 
PAGE 226DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
(20 JAN 75 1
















- 1109.0000 IN.XO 
* .0000 IN. YO 



















SCALE - .0300 61-2 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IOR8 - 7.880 
RUN NO. 328/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORR 
.700 -12.147 12.03200 .55310 .13120 .05860 .1570 -.00470 .03380 -.13450 
.700 -10.069 12.06300 .54240 .12780 .08180 .16570 -.01080 .02830 - 07410 
.700 -8.067 12.08340 .52940 .12630 .09130 .13480 -.01130 .02350 -.04440 
.699 -6.044 12.08200 .52740 .12710 .08950 .10430 -.01090 .01850 - 02020 
.700 -4.030 12.08590 .52000 .12430 .09190 .06810 -.00620 .01250 - 01920 
700 -3.012 12.08950 .51610 .12340 .09440 .04480 -.00340 .00850 - 01830 
.700 -2.019 12.08700 .51210 ,122s0 .09430 .02710 -.00150 .00510 - 01450 
.700 -1.016 12.07830 .51410 .12240 .09100 .01110 -.00040 .00220 -.00770 
.700 .017 12.08200 .51330 .12300 .02140 -.00920 .00200 -.00100 - 00600 
700 1.011 I 07370 .51830 .12410 .08720 -.02630 .00370 -.00470 - 00110 
.701 2.019 12.07200 .52020 .12390 .08700 -.04480 .00540 -.00920 .00410 
.700 3.025 12.06940 .52240 .12360 .08580 -.06400 .00770 -.01160 .00610 
.701 3.990 12.06770 .52190 .12330 .08500 -.08260 .00960 -.01520 .01030 
.700 6.049 12.05570 .52480 .12490 .08130 -.11650 .01130 -.02070 .02900 
.700 8.054 12.04050 .53460 .12750 .07350 -.14870 .01140 -.02580 05530 
.701 10.082 12.01050 .54990 .13250 .06060 -.17320 .00790 -.02900 .09870 
.699 12.152 11.98110 .56130 .13490 .04710 -.2019D .00630 -.03470 .23550 
GRADIENT -.00278 .00078 .00002 -.00119 -.01828 .00190 -.00339 .00390 
PAGE 227
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

(AGNOBO) 20 JAN 75





BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000SREF . 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN,XO 
RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000LREF - 474.8100 IN YNRP - .0000 IN.YO 
ELV-19 .000 ELV-O - 3.000BREF - 936 6900 IN ZMRP * 375 0000 IN. ZO 
SI-a - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000SCALE - .0300 
5-6 - 45 000 IOR8 - 7 850 
RUN NO, 335/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00 
DIORB
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 

.501 3.225 -.04420 .20540 
 .03810 .06770 -.00570 00010 -.00220 .00230
 
Sol 4.212 - 03770 
 23250 03930 .06810 -.00610 .00030 - 00220 00190
 
.501 5.115 -.03800 26060 .04090 .06950 -.00590 
 .00040 - 00230 .00160
 
.499 5.981 -.03800 .28630 .04300 .07150 
 -.00560 .00040 -.00240 .00160
 
.499 6.603 -.03850 .30990 .04580 .07310 -,001390 .00060 -.00240 00110
 
.501 7 605 - 056270 .33340 .04890 .07530 -.00600 .00070 
 -.00240 .00070
 
.501 8 543 -.04620 .36000 .05350 .07830 -.00570 .00080 -.00250 .00030
 
.501 9.489 - 06060 .38850 05910 .08130 -.00600 .00110 -.00260 - 00020
 
500 10 146 - 04710 .40740 .05330 .08400 -.00590 .00120 -.0270 -.00060
 
.499 11,084 -,04770 .43560 .07040 .08820 -.00630 .00150 -.00280 -.00120
 
.499 11.941 -.04810 .46110 .07760 .09200 -.00660 .00170 -.00880 -.00170
 
.500 12.707 -.04170 .48520 .08500 09570 -.00660 .00180 -.00270 -.00220
 
.499 13.603 - 04900 .51360 .09450 .10090 - 00670 .00190 ­ 00260 - 00260
 
.499 14 330 - 04920 .53530 
 .1070 .10450 - 00700 00200 -.00260 - 00280 
.499 15.318 -.04230 .55480 .11520 0880 -.00720 .00210 -.002650 - 00280 
.499 16.245 -.04260 .59380 .12810 11270 -.00720 00220 -'00240 - 00310 
.499 17.053 -.05000 .62070 .14080 .11590 -.00780 .00240 -.00210 -.00370
 
.499 17.994 -.04410 64930 .15630 .12010 -.00820 
 .00260 - 00180 - 00470
 
499 18.753 -.05190 .67110 .17000 .12370 - 00870 .00290 -.00160 -.00570
 
.500 19.690 -.05660 68730 .19010 .18720 -.00800 
 .00250 -.00220 -.00330
 
.499 20.635 -.04730 .89590 .20740 .13360 -.00680 .00810 -.00300 -.00080
 
499 21.376 -.04610 .70090 .21910 
 14040 - 00610 00190 -.00350 00050
 




.00041 -.00041 .00020 00000
GRADIENT .00659 .02747 .00128 

DATE 20 A)N 15 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 228 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3.2 (PRES, KI F20 H15.6 V9.1) (AMO0O) 20 JAN 75 
















- 1109.0000 IN.XO 
- .0000 IN.YO 















































































































































































































































































PACE 229DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





BETA - 00D STAB - I 000SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 

RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - 000
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO 
ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3 000BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SI-? . 45 000 S3-4 45 000
SCALE - .0300 
85-6 - 45 000 IORB 7.850
 
RUN NO. 331/ 0 RN/L - 3.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
 
CY CLN CSL DIORB
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM 

.700 3.349 -.03580 .26200 .04890 .06620 -.00940 .00050 - 00290 00390
 
699 4.319 -.03620 .29190 .05080 .06740 -.00930 00060 - 00270 00340
 
700 5.208 - 03070 .32190 .05380 .06850 -.00940 .00080 - 00280 00200
 
.700 5,911 -.03230 .34670 .05750 .06960 -.00980 .00t -.00260 .00040 
.700 6 146 - 03290 35440 .05870 .07000 -.00970 00120 - 00260 - 00020 
.699 6 859 -.03520 .37570 .06370 .07150 -.01040 00160 -.00200 - 00250 
.700 7,702 -.03580 .39880 .07080 .07370 - 01020 00170 - 00170 - 00310 
.700 8.542 -. 03580 .42070 .07880 .07630 -.00990 .00160 -.0014D -. 00310 
701 9 428 - 04370 44430 .08830 .01930 - 01030 00180 - 00100 - 00410 
.700 10.110 - 03690 .46370 .09590 .08220 -.01000 .00180 - 00110 - 00420
 
.700 11.000 - 04440 48800 .10630 .08530 -.01010 .00190 - 00090 - 00480
 
.700 It 990 -.03740 .51050 .11770 .09070 - 00990 00190 - 00100 - 00480
 
- 00180 -.00450
700 12.720 -.03710 52860 12760 .09450 - 00950 00200 

700 13 615 - 04400 .54880 .13980 .09960 - 00930 00210 - 00190 ­ 00450
 
-.03710 56360 .15100 .10450 -.00930 00210 - 00160 -.00450
 




- 00880 00190 - 00210 -.00260

.700 16,352 - 03520 58720 .17640 .11840 

.59930 .18780 .12330 -.00880 .00180 - 00190 - 00090 
69 IS 082 -.03090 .60590 
699 17.123 - 03350 

.19980 .13240 -.00840 00110 -.00190 	 00200 
00460700 18,867 -.03530 .61100 .21010 .13940 -.00900 .00080 -.00180 
700 19.716 -.02590 .61800 
 .22220 .14690 -.00950 00030 -.00130 .00720 
.700 20 660 -.02930 .82730 .23700 .15580 -.00980 - 00020 - 00140 01100 
-.02620 .63650 .24920 .16460 -.01020 - 00070 - 00150 .01450 
.700 21,985 -.02300 .64930 .26320 .17110 -. 01140 -.00130 -. 00110 .01800 
.699 21,342 
.00010 .00010 .00010 -.00041
GRADIENT -.00041 .03083 .00198 .00124 
PAGE 230
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





BETA - .000 STAB - 1 000SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SI-2 .000 S3-4 - 45.000SCALE - .0300 
85-6 - 20 000 IORS - 7.850 
RUN NO. 340/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR6
 
.151 3.062 -.02730 .16120 .01590 .06000 .02200 .00190 -.00140 -.00170
 
250 4,051 -.02010 .28790 .01940 .05980 .01930 .00170 -.00160 -.00140
 
150 4.94S -.02040 22130 .02620 .06050 .02230 00200 -.00150 -.00170
 
149 5.792 - 02040 .24660 .03370 .05910 .02260 .00210 -.00170 -.00170
 
151 6.611 -.02710 .27410 .03870 .05930 .01940 .00180 -.00190 - 00150
 
.149 7.443 -.03400 .30340 .04540 .05960 02150 .00170 - 00180 - 00140
 
.149 8.371 -.02700 
 .33050 .05300 .06040 .02160 .00250 -.00190 -.00140
 
.149 9 325 -.02710 .36180 .06280 06100 .02170 .00190 -.00200 -.00150
 
149 9.995 -.02700 .38380 .06970 .06240 02030 .00180 -.00210 -.00140
 
.150 10.916 -.02710 .42400 .08060 .06440 .02020 .00210 -.00200 -.00150
 
.149 11.727 -.02730 .43810 .09110 .06770 02050 .00250 -.00170 - 00170
 
.150 12 525 -.02020 46570 .10320 .07140 .01900 .00230 - 00160 -.00150
 
.150 13,398 -.02730 .49280 .11690 .07560 .01770 .00300 -,00150 -.00180
 
.150 14.198 -.02730 .51880 .12790 .07950 .01790 .00300 -.00140 -.00180
 
.150 15.157 -.02050 .53860 .14020 .0P390 02650 .00340 -.00140 -.00190
 
.150 15.008 -.02080 .55560 .15210 .08780 .01670 .00350 -.00130 -.00190
 
.149 26.849 - 02730 .57570 .16660 .09430 .01560 .00330 - 00140 - 00180
 
149 17.785 - 02730 .59190 .18100 10140 .01580 .00330 -.00110 - 00180
 
.149 18.563 - 02730 .60050 .19250 .10720 .01450 .00320 
 -.00090 - 00170
 
.149 19.522 -.02700 .61220 .20800 .11650 .02340 .00280 -.00100 -.00150
 
151 20.378 - 02720 .62160 .22030 .12200 01330 .00320 -.00070 - 00170
 
.149 22 145 - 02690 .62150 .23130 .12990 .01390 .00270 -.00120 -.00140
 
149 21.352 - 02690 .62200 .23430 .13170 .01400 .00240 -.00200 -.00130
 
GRADIENT .00373 .03182 .00543 .00026 .00011 .00005 -.00006 00001
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE 231 
CA5 ORB TC AT3S.8 (PRES, KI FO H15.8 VG,I) (AOMOGI) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8200 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6600 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELY-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 $1-2 * .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
95-6 - 20.000 IOR 7 850 
RUN NO. 339/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA RETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
300 3.112 -.01960 .18490 .03170 .05010 .00120 00050 -.00210 -.00090 
300 4.109 -.02640 121380 .03330 .06020 .00090 .00060 -.00220 -.00080 
300 5 008 - 02660 24320 03610 .04980 .00100 .00070 -.00230 - 00090 
300 5 859 -.01980 .27140 .03970 .04950 .00070 00090 - 00240 -.00110 
301 6.695 -.01970 .29720 .04340 .04970 .00120 .00080 - 00240 - 00100 
300 7 507 -.01970 .32230 .04740 .05070 .00090 .00080 - 00240 -.00100 
299 8 434 - 01990 35120 .05290 .05260 .00140 .00100 - 00240 -.00130 
300 9.393 -.02690 .38160 .05960 .05380 .00120 .00110 -.00260 -.00130 
.299 10 148 -.02700 .40470 .06540 05510 .00130 00120 - 00250 - 00140 
299 11.072 -.02040 .43310 .07320 .05910 .00110 .00150 - 00250 - 00170 
.299 II 851 -.02760 .45620 .08080 .08180 .00170 .00170 -.00260 - 00200 
.299 12 687 - 02080 .46240 .08950 .06570 .00150 .00190 -.00270 -.00220 
.299 13 570 -.02080 50970 .09960 .06970 .00130 O0O -.00260 -.00210 
.299 14 317 - 02790 .53010 .10940 .07280 .00140 .o0200 -.00240 - 00240 
299 15.286 -.02790 .65440 .11950 .07770 .00130 .00210 - 00250 - 00240 
.299 16.162 - 02810 .57420 .13040 08280 .00140 00220 - 00230 -.00260 
299 16.983 -.03490 .59120 .14130 08730 00060 00220 - 00230 - 00250 
299 17.910 - 02820 .60630 15340 09490 .00100 .00230 - 00200 -.00270 
.299 18.639 - 02800 .61330 .16190 .10070 .00000 00240 -.00200 - 00250 
.299 19.571 - 02830 .82110 17310 10890 -.00020 .00280 -.00190 - 00290 
299 20 480 - 02850 .62840 .18420 .11750 - 00040 .00270 - 00170 - 00300 
.299 21 252 - 02820 .63020 .19280 .12560 -.00090 .00270 -.00180 - 00280 
299 21 463 -.03520 .63160 .19540 12780 -.00130 .00270 -.00160 - 00290 
GRADIENT -.00682 .0277 .00160 .00020 -.00030 .00010 -.00010 00010 
N"I 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 232 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO HIS,6 V9.1) (AGMOBI) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - e690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP - II09.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YNRP - .0000 IN YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - 000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 . 45.000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORS * 7.850 
RUN NO. 338/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRAOIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
501 3.207 -.02330 20910 .03580 .04750 - 00500 00000 -.00230 00230 
499 4 192 -.02370 .23910 .03750 .04670 -.00490 .000to -.00240 .00200 
501 5 074 -.02390 .26900 .03980 04680 -.00490 00020 -.00250 .00180 
.500 5.955 - 02370 .29870 04290 .04780 -.00500 .00030 -.00260 .00190 
.499 6.747 -.01800 .32380 .04600 .04840 -.00470 .00080 -.00260 .00080 
.500 7 548 -.01820 .34880 .04980 .04970 -.00480 .000O -.00280 .00050 
500 B 456 -.01060 .37720 05500 05170 - 00470 .00080 - 00270 .00010 
500 9.398 -.01210 .40650 06110 .05440 -.00500 00100 -.00290 - 00030 
.501 Io 082 -.01940 .42800 .06640 .05670 -.00500 00120 -.00290 -.00070 
'500 10.992 -.01320 .45590 .07380 06020 -.00520 .00140 - 00290 - 00150 
.499 1I 861 -.01380 .48250 .08190 06370 -.00530 .00170, - 00300 -.00210 
.500 12.804 -.02110 .50630 .08950 06720 -.00530 00180 -.00290 -.00240 
.499 13.486 -.02820 .53410 .09930 .07140 -.00520, .00190 -.00300 -.00270 
.500 14 248 - 02160 55500 .10800 .07550 - 00550 00200 - 00280 -.00300 
.500 15.214 -.02150 .67790 .11940 08080 - 00570 .00210 -.00290 - 00290 
500 16 147 -.02150 .59630 .13050 .08570 -.00560 .0020 - 00290 -.00890 
500 16.973 -.02180 .60920 14050 .09320 -.00590 00230 - 00290 - 00330 
.500 17.925 -.02260 .61940 .15150 .10160 -.00640 .00250 -.00240 -.00410 
.500 18.729 -.01640 .62760 .16120 .10870 -.00700 .00280 -.00190 -.00490 
501 19 607 -.02380 .63570 .17180 11720 - 00770 .00280 -.0018 - 00540 
.500 20 553 - 02430 .64280 .18310 .12710 - 00820 .00300 - 00150 -.00600 
500 21 225 -.02450 .64650 .19100 13460 -.00830 .00300 -.00130 -.00620 
501 el.10 -.02450 .64860 .19870 .14090 -.00830 .00320 -.00170 - 00620 
GRAOIENT -.00041 .03047 .00173 -.00081 .00010 .00010 -.00010 -.00030 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PAGE 233 
CAS ORB TC5 AT36,2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGNO81) 1 20 JAN 751 









2690.0000 SO FT. 
474.8100 IN. 














































































































































































































.599 16.161 -.03200 .60620 .14590 .08950 -.00960 .00260 - 00130 -.00660 
599 16.905 - 02410 .81310 .15550 .09520 -.00930 .00250 - 00140 -.00660 
.600 17.846 -.02350 .62100 .16800 .10360 -. 00920 .00240 -.00150 - 00500 

























































DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. Xc BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375,0000 IN. Z ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 * .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 338/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
699 3.303 -.01430 .25210 .04330 .04170 -.00760 .00020 -.00260 00440
 
701 4.253 - 00780 .28310 .04560 .04190 -.00770 .00030 -.00260 00400
 
.701 5.134 -.01550 .31450 .04840 .04260 -.00790 .00050 -.00270 .00320
 
.700 5 831 -.02590 .34010 .05110 .04360 -.00780 .00060 - 00280 00280
 
700 6.097 -.01690 .34970 .06250 04370 -.00800 00080 -.00280 .00190
 
.701 6.730 -.01700 .37170 .05580 .04480 -.00810 .00080 - 00270 00170
 
701 7.564 -.02560 .39930 .06180 .04690 -.00840 .00120 -.00270 00000
 
.700 8.359 -.02020 .42440 .06840 .04890 -.OOB O .00140 -.00250 -.00150
 
.700 9 290 -.02250 .45160 .07780 .05230 -.00920 .00180 -.00190 -.00380
 
.700 10.020 -.02270 .47150 .08650 .05450 -.00890 .00280 -.00170 - 00400
 
700 10.932 -.03020 .49680 .09800 .05740 -.00890 .00180 -.00140 -.00460
 
700 11.866 -.02290 .52230 .11030 .05090 -.OOBBO .00180 -.00140 -.00430
 
701 12.546 -.01560 .54020 .11950 .06390 -.00850 .00180 -.00160 -.00390
 
700 13.414 -.02330 56210 .13160 .06840 -.00870 00190 -.00160 - 00470
 
701 14.193 -.02340 .57760 .14230 07340 -.00840 00200 -.00180 - 00490
 
.699 14.998 -.02350 .56730 .15190 08010 -.00840 00210 - 00190 - 00490
 
.699 IS 965 -.02280 .59880 .16380 .08860 - 00840 .00200 - 00190 - 00430
 
.699 16.750 -.02180 .60460 .17380 .09580 -.00790 .00190, -.00210 -.00320
 
.700 17.699 -.01990 .61140 .18650 .10550 -.00860 .00210 - 00210 - 00120
 
.700 18 664 -.01120 .62220 .20120 .11480 -.00950 00120 - 00110 00060
 
.699 19.467 -.01580 .63070 .21340 .12310 - 01020 .00070 - 00040 00310
 
.699 20.437 -.01170 .63980 .22850 .13400 -.01130 00000 - 00010 .00750
 
.699 21.170 -.00210 .64620 .24040 .14330 -.01160 -.00050 .00010 .0j040
 
.700 21.995 .00280 .65230 25440 .15470 -.01200 -.00120 -.00020 .01580
 
GRADIENT .0085 .03265 .00242 .00021 -.00011 .00011 00000 - 00042
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 235 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3B.2 (PRES. XI FI HIS6 VS.I) (AO082) ( an JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT XNRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 2 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .o00 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-? - 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 345/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
150 -12 046 7 79720 41400 .05790 .04580 .20280 .00100 04390 - 01090 
150 -10 039 790360 .40550 .05640 .04890 .17270 00130 .03850 - 00960 
150 -8.023 7 80550 41160 05860 .0180 .13960 00050 03120 - 00760 
.150 -6 022 7.80540 .40950 .06100 .04480 .10510 00030 - .02240 - 00560 
.151 -4.043 7,81200 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL 

.41100 .06270 .05200 .07440 .00240 .01420 -.00480
 
.06400 .05160 .05750 .00250 00930 -100390
.151 -3.011 7,81030 .41040 

.40680 .06350 .05410 .04220 00210 .00510 -.00290
150 -2.000 7.81190 

-.00130
151 -1 044 7.81320 .41150 .06430 .06230 .02800 .00020 00160 

.150 - 026 7.80950 .40870 .06520 .04940 .00790 .00020 -.00280 - 00020
 
150 .006 7.80800 .41410 .06610 .04830 - 08OO - 00060 -.00620 00090
 
150 i 975 7.00700 .41500 .06640 04520 -.02240 .00020 - 01040 .00140
 
.150 3 034 7,80850 41670 .06560 .04610 -.04080 .00040 -.01490 .00230
 
149 4 039 7.80450 41670 .06460 04330 -.05720 .00000 - 01930 .00340
 
.151 6 032 7,80220 .41770 .06320 03530 -.09080 
 00210 - 02730 .00410
 
.151 1.984 7 79730 .40930 .06050 .03840 -.12210 .00310 -.03490 .00560
 
149 10.027 7.79280 .40450 05980 .04120 -.15090 .00040 - 04190 00810
 
150 12.016 7.78570 .41100 .06060 .03590 -. 18210 -.00230 - 04780 .01100
 
GRADIENT -.00083 .00103 .00033 -.0012! -.01632 -.00034 - 00406 .00103
 
RUN NO. 344/ 0 RN/L - I BI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5 00 
MACN BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR8
 
299 -12.086 7.84440 .37540 .04900 
 .04480 .18980 .00350 .04430 -.04390
 
. -10.053 7 (5170 .36750 .04730 .04920 16440 .00070 03910 -.03460
,300 

.299 -8 049 7.85490 .37130 .04890 .04750 .13200 -.00060 03160 -.02590
 
.299 -6.021 7.85890 .36920 .05130 .04870 .09650 .00003 .02300 -.01970
 
.300 -4 038 7 86480 .36560 .05230 .05420 .06470 00070 .01450 -201410
 
299 -3.018 7 86460 .36570 .05350 05260 .04490 .00110 .00950 - 01060
 
300 -2.060 7.86780 .36160 .05270 .06630 .03140 .00070 00570 -.00710
 
.299 -1.025 7 85600 .36410 .05330 .05310 01490 .00050 .00160 -.00340
 
.299 - 019 7.86390 .36710 .05460 05050 - 00330 00050 - 00250 .00020
 
300 1.05S 788310 .37030 .05530 04890 - 02090 .00010 - 00680 .00450
 
,300 2.044 7 85150 .37080 .05540 .04750 -.03470 -.00010 - 01070 .00780
 
1300 3.057 7 85990 .37270 .06500 .04630 - 05240 .00000 -.01530 .0112O
 
.300 4 029 7 85970 .37580 .09420 .04350 - 06910 00010 - 01970 .01470
 
.300 6.006 7 85060 .37610 .05190 .03890 -.10240 00110 -.02820 .01990
 
.299 8.012 7.84860 .37080 .04950 .03950 -. 13580 .00110 -.03630 .02660
 
.300 10 043 7.84070 .36550 .04920 .04210 -.16240 -.00250 -.04260 .03800
 
.300 12.072 7.833 0 .37180 .04940 .03590 -.19250 -.00410 - 04880 .04650
 
GRADIENT -.00083 .00143 .00032 -.00138 -.01637 -.00013 -.00415 .00359
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PACE 236 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.11 (AG8082) ( 20 JAN 75 1 









2690.0000 60 FT 
474.8100 IN. 







1109.0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 































RUN NO. 343/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
500 -12 135 7 94850 40430 .05430 .04400 .18170 00520 .04440 - 11420 
500 -10.114 7 95530 .39450 .05050 .04790 .16420 - 00140 04040 - 07000 
499 -8 088 7.95760 39050 .05220 .04780 .13050 -.00210 03300 - 05920 
.501 -6.081 7.96870 .38600 .05230 .05140 .09740 -.00170 .02460 -.04380 
.501 -4.053 7.97220 .36450 .05360 .05420 .06300 -.0080 01540 -.02920 
.501 -3.050 7.97210 .38370 .05430 .05370 .04440 00000 01020 - 02250 
501 -2.045 7.97530 37910 .05360 .05620 .02B70 -.00010 .00590 -.01370 
500 -1.055 7.96970 .39180 .05420 .05230 .01290 -.00020 .00200 -.00530 
501 -.024 7.96890 .38300 .05500 .0150 -.00690 00060 -. 00280 00170 
500 2 015 7.96720 .38630 05570 .05020 -.02380 .00070 - 00700 01030 
501 2.042 7.96570 .38970 .05610 .04860 -.03840 .00010 - 01250 .02060 
500 3.074 7.96390 .39210 05600 .04650 -.05810 00060 -.01670 02870 
502 4.022 7 95730 39440 .05570 04370 -.07340 00100 -.02090 03540 
.500 6.086 7.94890 .39510 .05330 .04020 -.10960 .00170 -.03020 .05150
 
.500 9 117 7.94410 .39430 .05210 .03990 - 14300 .00140 -.03790 06960
 
.499 10.175 7 94310 .39450 .05340 .04140 -.16630 - 00370 -.04280 10130
 
.499 12.112 7.92480 .40630 .05500 .03170 -.19350 -.00560 -.04850 .22220
 
GRADIENT -.00174 .00149 .00033 -.00133 -.01681 .00017 -.00443 .00815
 
RUN NO. 342/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 0OR
 
.600 -12.204 6.00610 .42900 .06130 .04450 .17800 .00610 .04500 -.15640
 
601 -10.113 8.01290 .42540 .05190 .04670 .16140 -.00130 .04020 -.10530
 
599 -8.138 8 01480 .41850 .05690 .04670 .13340 - 00350 .03400 - 07450
 
.600 -6 054 8.02450 .41220 .05720 .05210 .09780 -.00310 .02540 -.05210 
599 -4.056 8 02840 .410o .05800 053t0 .06390 -.0o190 .01600 -.03400 
600 -3.061 8 02840 .40B40 .05830 .05290 .04360 -.00070 01100 -.02660 
699 -2.062 8.0360 .40400 .05780 .06450 .02770 -.00040 .00640 -.01840 
.600 -1,040 8.02700 .40590 .05830 .05130 .01080 - 00040 .00200 - 00480 
.603 -.036 8.02440 .40570 .05S80 .05090 -.dOS30 .00050 -.00260 .00340 
600 1.012 8 020 .40990 .05950 .04940 -. 02680 00100 -. 00130 .01370 
.600 2.034 8.01970 41390 .06000 .04810 -.04160 00080 -. 02210 .02580 
.600 3.053 9.01710 .41780 .060 0 .04620 -. 06070 00360 -.01730 ,03510 
.599 4.050 9.01380 .41820 .05980 .04510 -.07190 .00230 -.02180 .04330 
.501 5.07J 8,00550 .4180 .05860 .04260 -.11240 .00280 - 03050 .06500 
.600 8.151 7.99710 .42500 .05260 ,03940 -.14690 .00230 -.03830 .09070
 
600 10.143 7.99180 .42580 .05070 .03750 -.16530 -.00430 -.04270 .13890
 
00 12.197 7.97140 43780 .06390 02720 -. 99a90 -.00870 -.04970 .17010
 
GRADIENT -.00204 .00134 .00029 -.00110 -.01731 .00045 -.00463 .00979
 
DATE 20 JUNT 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 237 
CAS ORB TCS AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AOMOB2) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SPEF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE = .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 1088 - 7 850 
RUN NO. 341/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12.201 8.07840 .44880 07890 04620 .18290 .00400 04070 -.18160 
.700 -10.162 8.07560 .45720 .07490 .04390 .16390 -.00160 .03550 -.12680 
.700 -8.118 8.08840 .45240 .07160 .04810 .13770 - 00510 .03050 -.08190 
.700 -6.049 8.09240 .44960 .06970 .05030 .10240 - 00520 .02420 -.05320 
.699 -4.033 8.08430 .42950 .06660 .04890 .06610 -.00310 .01590 -.03640 
.700 -3 038 8.08700 .42470 .06620 .05020 .04530 -.00120 .01100 - 03100 
.700 -2 061 8 08630 .41970 .06560 .05070 .02750 -.00020 .00620 -.02200 
.699 -1.046 8.07910 .41890 06550 .04850 .01070 .00030 .00210 - 01090 
.700 -.007 8 08360 .43130 .06010 .04870 -.00690 .00150 -.00240 -.00210 
.700 1.000 8 07370 42420 .06740 .04600 -.02690 .00230 -.00710 .00830 
.700 2.028 8 07630 .42820 .06790 .04550 -.04460 .00290 - 01180 .02000 
.700 3 067 8 07410 .43210 .06840 .04410 -.06490 00430 -.01680 02820 
700 4.073 8 07580 .43410 .06870 .04470 -.08360 00530 -.02140 .03810 
.701 6.043 8.07620 .45130 .07140 .04290 -.11730 .00550 -.02800 .06440 
.700 8.125 8.04710 .43980 .07180 .03630 -.15110 .00430 -.03430 .09940 
701 10.143 9.04060 .43920 .07620 .03480 -.17350 -.00100 - 03810 15290 
.700 12.1S9 8 01070 .44170 .07850 .02470 -.19650 -.00430 - 04380 19650 
GRADIENT - 00162 .00104 .00035 - 00072 -.01823 00096 - 00456 .00950 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 238 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3S. (PRES. KI FO W15.6 V91) (AGMOS3) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. X0 ALPHAI 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474,9100 IN, YNRP * RUD-U .000 RUD-L 0.0000 IN. YO - co0 
BREF - 935.6800 IN. ZNRP - 375,0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-09 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 53-4 * 40.000 
56-6 20.000 lORe - 7 850
 
RUN NO. 350/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLH CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.150 -12.101 11 68940 .53630 .10580 .06050 .18170 -.00310 .04980 -.01030
 
151 -9 989 11.69090 .53480 .10540 .06020 .15390 -.00390 04310 - 00830
 
,J50 -8.030 11169710 .53820 .10800 .06200 .1a350 -.00270 03450 -.00680
 
150 -6.022 11.69790 .53630 .11030 .05810 .09470 -.00110 .02530 - 00550
 
150 -4.063 11.70140 .54030 .11270 .05230 .06620 .00140 01570 -.00460
 
.150 -3.018 11.70070 .54070 .11480 .06360 05110 .00110 .01040 - 00340
 
149 -2 000 11.70060 .54140 .11550 .06560 .03860 .00200 .00620 -.00290
 
150 -1.017 11.70010 .54430 .11640 .06330 .02410 .00200 00220 - 00200
 
.151 -.033 11.69780 .54610 .11710 .06050 .00710 .00090 -.00270 -.00040
 
ISO 1.075 11.69870 .54030 .11610 .05810 -.01180 .00120 -.00760 .00060
 
.149 2.051 11.69770 .S'700 .11780 .05620 -.02000 .00070 -.01140 .00150
 
.151 3 006 11 69770 .54300 .11580 .05470 - 03520 .00270 -.01550 .00170
 
.149 4.010 3.69640 54370 .11520 05310 -.05170 .00360 - 02060 00230
 
150 6.031 11.68830 54400 .11360 .04510 -.08360 .00660 - 03050 00320
 
.149 8.045 11.58540 .53720 .10980 .04710 - 11500 .00780 -.03930 00470
 
.151 9.992 11.68420 .52440 .10710 .05580 -.14060 .00610 -.04670 .00720
 
.145 12.090 11.68050 .53560 .10880 .04770 -.16720 .00430 -.05340 .00940
 
GRADIENT - 00060 .00045 .00029 -.00148 -.01459 00017 -.00442 00090
 
RUN NO. 349/ 0 RNIL - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL WIORB
 
.300 -12.118 12,74280 .50090 .08130 .05380 .17050 -.00040 ,05060 -.04190
 
.30 -10,045 11,74420 .49420 .08030 .05600 .14720 -.00330 .04420 -.03180
 
.300 -6.033 11.74980 .49540 .06240 .05510 .11520 -.00270 .03520 -.02480
 
.301 -6.034 11.75540 .4160 .08390 ,05930 .08550 -.00230 .02170 -.0100
 
.ss -4.016 11.75990 .4280 .eo800 .06250 ,05580 -.00080 .01550 -.01240
 
.301 -3.058 l.7d13p .49270 .68710 .06420 .04160 -.60020 .01090 -.00960
 
.301 -2.045 11.76200 .49250 .09750 .06460 .02730 .00030 .00620 -.00680
 
.300 -1.032 11.76040 .49430 .08900 .06250 01420 .00040 .00200 -.00350
 
.301 .002 11.75870 .49690 .08950 06030 -.00370 .00100 -.00300 -.00010
 
.301 1.015 11.75820 .49760 .08970 05910 -.01870 .00120 -.00760 .00350
 
.301 2.064 11.75900 .49740 .08940 .05910 -.03450 .00130 -.01230 .00740
 
.300 3.021 11.75740 .49970 ,08910 .05690 -.04890 .00200 -.01710 .01000
 
.301 4 048 11.75580 50010 .08780 .05540 - 06410 .00270 - 02190 01280
 
.300 6.039 11.74810 .49730 .08590 .05270 - 09280 .00360 - 03170 .01900
 
.301 8.010 11.73950 .49640 .08270 .04750 - 12510 .00490 -.04220 .02500
 
.299 10.046 11.73800 .48970 .08090 .05100 -.14860 .00250 -.04850 .03450
 
.300 12.032 11.73600 .49480 08070 .04750 -.17510 00170 -.05520 04210
 
GRADIENT -.00060 .00104 .00029 -100106 -.01496 .00038 -.00461 .00321
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 239 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT36.2 (PRES. K! FO HI5.6 VS.I) (AOH0B3 1 20 JAN 75 









- 1109 0000 IN. XO 













BREF - 935.6800 IN, ZIRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 $1-2 000 93-4 * 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 ORE '7950 




.499 -12,124 11.96830 .53710 .08710 .04970 .16400 .00010 105120 -.10510
 
.500 -10.069 11.87470 .52510 .08310 .05540 .1460 -.00640 .04590 - 06950
 
.501 -8.084 11.86450 .51770 .08370 

MACH BETA ALP4A CL CO CLM CY CLN 

.05920 .118150 -.00500 .03690 -.05540 
.601 -6.059 11.89840 .51090 .08370 .08630 .08710 -.00490 02870 - 03630 
.499 -5.043 11.90130 .50930 .08420 .08890 .07240 -.00380 02160 -.03040 
.499 -4.028 it 89890 .51160 .08580 .0640 .05500 - 00250 .01660 - 02520 
501 -3.075 11.90540 .50970 06650 .0900 .04020 -.00140 01140 -.01940
 
.500 -2.058 11.90270 .50880 .08670 .06890 .02460 -.00060 




499 -.033 11.89940 .51100 .08810 .06510 - 00790 

.501 -1.054 11.89970 .5119D .08750 .08590 .01090 -.00020 

00140 - 00300 -.00010
 
.500 1.034 II 89590 .51390 .08880 .06360 - 02250 .00190 - 00800 00790
 
.500 2.016 I189770 .51610 .08900 .06310 -.03640 .00230 -.01280 01550
 
.500 3.040 I1.89120 .51940 .08890 .06060 -.05500 .00350 -.01810 .02230
 
.499 4 035 11.88590 52000 .08800 .05780 - 06990 00450 - 02300 02790
 
.501 6.022 11 87710 .52110 08630 05350 -.09820 .00540 -,03280 04360
 
499 8.094 11.86380 52480 .08500 .04890 -. 13140 .00610 -.04260 .06110
 
.501 10.135 11,86300 .53010 08540 04700 -. 15410 .00260 -,04940 
 .08990
 
.499 12 152 11.84980 .54000 .08730 .03960 -. 18050 .00170 - 05610 10830
 
GRADIENT - 00179 .00131 .00036 -.00121 -.01553 
 .00083 -.00487 00668
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 240 
CAS ORB TC5 AT3B.2 (PRES. KI FO HI5 6 V9,1) (AGM03) ( an JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - 000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-B - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SS-6 - 20.000 lORB - 7.650 
RUN NO. 347/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIR 
.601 -12.153 II 94700 ,56750 .09830 .04950 .16630 -.00120 05020 - 13490 
.600 -10.126 11.95970 .55900 .09460 .05530 .15190 -.00800 .04460 - 0B500 
.601 -8,107 11.97030 .54700 .09250 .06100 .12010 -.00720 .03670 - 06480 
.601 -6.085 II9850 .53860 .09140 .06830 .09110 -.00690 02780 - 04110 
.600 -4.038 11.99760 .54010 .09300 .06820 .05910 - 00400 01700 -.02790 
600 -3.050 11.99270 .53800 .09340 .07030 .04080 -.ooeaO .01200 - 02280 
.601 -2.055 11.99050 .53500 .09330 .07050 .02430 -.00080 .00700 -.01620 
.602 -1.078 II 98520 .53730 .09380 .06710 .01050 - 00020 .00300 -.00740 
601 .021 11.98670 .53720 .09450 .06700 -.00940 .00180 -.00270 -.00170 
.600 1.039 11.98040 .54020 .09539 .06480 -.02440 .00280 -.00780 00660 
.601 2.044 11.98020 .54350 .09590 .06430 -.04010 .00370 -.01260 .01490 
.600 3.086 11.97680 .54770 .09610 .06120 -.05880 .00570 -.01810 02020 
.801 4.020 It 97020 .54840 .098600 .05900 - 07410 00690 - 02270 02690 
.600 6.068 11 96170 .54670 .09500 .05890 -.10560 .00810 -.03aa0 .04730 
.600 8.106 11.94880 .55350 .09650 .05010 -.13800 .00920 -.03970 .06650 
.601 10 125 II 93420 .55670 .09930 04410 - 15950 .00460 -.04520 10770 
.600 12.213 11.91950 .56600 .10200 .03690 -.18690 .00330 - 05110 13480 
GRADIENT -.00234 .00135 .00044 -.00129 -.01632 .00130 - 00491 00696 
RUN NO. 346/ 0 RN/L - 3,58 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLN CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.700 -12 199 12.02310 .58370 .12360 .04710 .17890 -.00050 03970 -.16720 
.701 -10.131 t2.03790 .57940 .12130 .05340 .16080 -.00700 .03370 -.10400 
.701 -8.112 12 06100 .56640 .11860 .06320 .12970 -00 .02800 -.06970 
.699 -6.049 12 06770 .56080 .11650 .065620 .10030 -.00820 02220 -.04070 
.701 -4 046 12.05830 .56430 .11610 .06500 .06510 -.00480 .01420 -.02970 
.700 -3.062 12.06850 .55990 .11800 .06610 .04470 -.00240 .01010 -.02710 
.700 -2 060 1 06890 .55470 .11760 .06630 02640 - 00060 00620 - 02160 
.699 -1.020 12 05960 .55560 .11770 .068290 .01050 .00030 00260 - 01200 
.700 -.032 12.05840 .55480 .11830 .06310 -.00790 .00200 -.00120 -.00670 
.700 1.056 12.05420 .55900 .11910 .06090 -.02630 .00350 -.00540 .00130 
700 2.030 12 05350 .56150 .11900 .06090 - 04280 .00490 -.00900 .00760 
.699 3.016 12.05130 .55570 .11900 .06860 -.05310 .00720 -.01340 .01150 
.701 4.006 12.04910 .56520 .11910 .05760 -.08010 .00850 -.01730 ,01910 
701 6.062 12.04390 56490 11870 .05650 -.11300 .00960 -.02390 .04220 
.700 8.111 12.02360 .57370 .11960 .04960 -.14460 .00940 -.03010 .07220 
.700 10.122 11.99870 .58370 .12420 .03930 -.168590 .00430 -.03530 .12680 
.701 12.141 11.97740 .58840 .12580 .03150 -.19440 .00240 - 04250 .16790 
GRADIENT -.00272 .00063 .00019 -.00107 -.01778 .00158 -.00387 .00631 
PAGE 241

DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






BETA 000 STAB -2000
SREF s 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP " 1I09.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000LREF - 474.8100 IN. Ymp - .0000 IN YO 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3.000BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
BI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45,000SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 - 20.000 lORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 354/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CSL WIORB
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN 

-.00140 00060 -.00170 - 00060

.300 3 133 -.02690 .18720 .03220 .04720 

301 4.127 - 02610 .21630 .03380 .04700 -.00170 00080 - 00180 - 00080
 
.300 5 017 -.01930 24500 03670 .04670 -.00160 00090 - 00190 - 00090
 
.301 
 5.746 -.02630 .27000 .03990 .04650 -.00150 .00090 -.00200 -.00100
 
.301 5.973 -.02600 .27730 .04100 .04680 -.00150 .00080 
 - 00200 - 00070
 
.301 6 688 -.02650 .29820 .04390 .04770 -.00180 00120 - 00200 - 00220
 
.300 7.490 -.02650 
 .32330 .04790 .048LrO -.00130 .00120 - 00190 - 00130
 
.300 8.402 -.02680 .35170 .05320 .05000 -.00160 .00140 - 00200 - 00150
 
.301 9.346 -.02700 3BI20 .05980 .05170 -.00140 00150 - 00210 - 00170
 
.299 10.063 -.02020 .40320 
 .06530 .05360 -.00130 00170 -.00210 -.00180
 
.300 10.97E -.02740 .43300 .07320 .05640 -.00110 .00190 -.00210 - 00220
 
.300 11.800 -.02070 .45590 .08080 .0520 -.00130 .00210 -.00220 -.00230
 
.300 12 593 -.02100 .491O .08920 .06270 -.006O .00230 - 00210 - 00270
 
.00240 - 00200 - 00280
300 13.466 -.021 0 .50670 .09890 .06680 -.00140 

.299 14,269 -.02120 .53010 .10830 .07040 -.00130 .00250 -.00190 -.00290
 
.300 15.224 -.02120 .553 .11930 .07500 -.00190 
 .002 0 - 00180 - 00290
 
300 Is 112 -.02140 57550 .13070 .07950 -.00210 .00270 -.00160 - 00320
 
.301 I6 836 -.02850 .59250 14050 00420 -.00200 00280 - 00150 - 00330
 
.299 t7.762 -.02860 .60580 .15230 .09070 
 -.00260 .00300 -.00140 -.00350
 
-.00280 .00320 -.00120 - 00380

.301 IS 547 -.02890 61630 16210 09710 

.299 19.460 - 02880 .62240 .17280 10490 - 00340 .00320 - 00100 - 00370
 
.300 20.392 -.02670 .62960 .18400 
 .11390 -.00350 .00320 - 00110 -.00360
 
.300 22 077 -.02870 .63120 .19160 .12050 -.00330 .00310 -.00090 -.00370
 
300 21.487 - 02860 .63220 .19610 .12590 -.00390 .00310 - 00090 - 00350
 
GRADIENT - 00020 .O2927 .00161 -.00020 
 -.00030 .00020 - 00010 - 00020
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCC DATA - CA5 PAGE 242
 
CAS ORB TC5 AT3B.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGO84) C 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 8ETA - 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 20.000 I0RB - 7.850 
RUN NO 353/ 0 RN/L - 2.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
499 3 228 -.00830 .21070 .03560 .04600 -.00580 -.00010 - 00190 00320 
.501 4.196 -.00840 .24010 .03750 .04560 -.00580 -.00010 -.00210 .00300 
.500 5.072 -.01570 .26920 .03970 .04610 -.00590 .00010 - 00220 00270 
.499 5.747 -.01800 .29170 .04190 .04660 -.00580 00020 -.00220 00240 
.500 5.973 -.02260 .29960 .04280 .04680 -.00600 .00010 -.00230 .00270 
501 6.670 - 00940 32170 0450 04800 -.00580 00030 -.00220 .00210 
.499 7 505 -.00990 .34720 .04950 .04930 -.00580 .00050 -.00230 .00160 
.500 8.292 -.01030 .37190 .05380 .05110 -.00580 .00060 -.00240 .00120 
.500 9.196 -.02450 .40050 .05970 .05350 -.00600 .00OBO -.00240 .00080 
.501 9.966 -.01820 .42450 .06530 .05620 -.00810 .00100 -.00250 .00020 
.501 10.883 -.01860 45200 .07270 .05960 -.00620 .00120 -.00270 - 00020 
.501 11.792 -.02620 .47930 .08090 .06360 - 00620 .00140 -.00270 - 00090 
.499 12.568 -.01960 .50420 .08880 .06590 -.00540 00150 -.00260 -.00120 
499 [3 460 - 02000 .53210 .09960 .07110 -.00630 .00170 -.00260 -.00170 
.499 14.271 -.02020 .55570 .10840 .07510 -.00650 00180 - 00250 -.00190 
.499 15 248 -.02010 .57780 .11970 .08070 -.00660 .00180 -.00250 - 00180 
.500 16.193 -.02710 .59610 .13080 .08700 -.00650 .00180 -.00240 -.00190 
.500 16.943 -.02730 .60820 .14000 .09280 -.00670 00190 -.00240 -.00200 
.500 17.876 -.02800 .61830 .15060 .10090 -.00710 00210 -.00210 -.00290 
.501 18.681 -.02900 52770 .16070 .10790 -.00780 .00230 - 00160 - 00390 
.501 19.559 -.03630 .63480 .17100 .11650 -.00840 00250 -.00140 - 00440 
.500 20.489 -.03000 .64220 .18210 .12610 -.00880 .00280 -.00140 -.00510 
500 21 228 - 02340 .64610 .19090 .13430 -.00920 .00280 -.00120 - 00530 
501 21.719 -.03020 .64720 .19640 .14070 -.00950 .00290 - 00120 -.00530 
GRADIENT - 00010 03036 .00196 -.00041 00000 .00000 -.00021 - 00021 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE 243 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38 2 (PRES. KI FO HIS.6 V9 II (AGMOB4) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT, XIRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6900 IN. ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-lB ­ .000 ELV-O - 3000 
SCALE - 0300 St-2 000 53-4 45.000 
95-6 20 000 lORB - 7 850 
RUN NO 352/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.599 3,274 -,O30130 22900 .03780 .04480 -.00780 -.00010 -.00230 .00520 
.601 4.229 -.01340 .25790 .039680 .04480 -. 00770 .00000 -.00240 .00500 
.601 5.098 -.02090 .28740 .04210 .04540 -.00770 .00010 -.00250 .00440 
.599 5.752 -.02120 .31000 .04420 .04810 -.00750 .00020 -.00250 .00410 
.600 6.034 -.01400 32060 .04530 .04810 -.00770 .000 0 -.0260 .00440 
600 6 641 -.02160 .33930 .04790 .04730 -.00770 00030 -.00250 00370 
.600 7.509 -.02200 .36770 .05220 .04920 -.00770 .00050 -.00250 .00330 
.600 8.328 -.02290 .39L;40 .05720 .05120 -.00770 .00070 -.00270 .00250 
599 9 252 -.02340 .42330 .06350 .05420 -.00790 .00090 -.00280 00190 
.599 9.994 -.01720 .44660 .06920 05700 - 00800 .00110 -.00290 .00120 
.600 10.905 -.01160 .47430 .07190 .06130 -.00820 .00130 -,002B0 -.00010 
600 It 813 -.02660 .50300 .0620 .06560 -.00880 .00160 -.00260 - 00140 
.600 12 542 - 02790 .52670 .09470 .06920 -.00900 .00190 -.00250 - 00260 
.599 13.427 -.02310 .55510 10650 .07360 - 00980 .00240 -.00240 -.00480 
.600 14 240 -.03400 .57580 .11670 .07740 -.01130 00310 - 00120 - 00900 
.600 15.153 -.03480 .59320 .13130 .08220 - 01150 .00310 -.00060 - 00980 
.600 16.106 -.02640 .60430 .14400 .08920 - 01060 .00290 -.00080 - 00840 
.601 to 885 -.01720 .61260 .15480 .09520 - 00960 00260 -.00150 - 00600 
.600 17 822 - 02390 62030 .16700 .10340 - 00910 .00260 -.00150 - 00580 
.601 1B 692 -.02400 .63030 .17960 .11120 -.00970 .00260 -.00140 - 00600 
.601 19.513 -.02400 .63760 .19150 .11920 -.00950 .00260 -.00130 -.00500 
.600 20.431 - 02430 64380 .20350 12880 -.01000 ,00260 -.00110 - 00630 
S0 21.160 -.03170 .64710 ,2180 413760 -.01020 .00270 - 00090 -.00680 
.600 at 868 - 02450 .64970 .22220 .14730 -. 01020 .00260 -.00060 -.00660 
GRADIENT -.00021 .03025 ,00209 00021 .00010 00010 -.00010 -.0002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 244
 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO HI5,6 V9.1) (AO084) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -2,000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 938.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375,0000 IN. ZO ELV-lB - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE * .0300 SI-e , S3-4 45.000.000 ­
S5-1 - 20,000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 351/ 0 RN/L * 3,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN C09 DIORB
 
.899 3,333 -.00510 125280 .04270 .04230 -.0000 .00010 -,OO40 .00540
 
.701 4,294 -.01340 .28390 .04500 .04280 -.00800 .00020 -.000E0 .00500
 
.69g 5.152 -.01430 .31540 .04770 .04330 -.00810 .00040 -.00O6 .00410
 
.700 5.838 -.01490 .34040 .05040 .04410 -.00830 .00050 -,00260 00360
 
.700 8.116 -.00870 .34B60 ,05110 .04450 -.008O0 .00060 -.00260 .00260 
.700 6.759 -.01620 .37260 .05540 .04550 -.00840 .00080 -.00250 .0020
 
.700 7.591 -.02500 .39970 .06120 .04760 ".00880 .00110 -.00250 .00030
 
.700 8.380 -.01990 .42480 .0610 .04960 -.00920 .00140 -.00220 -.00150
 
.700 9.294 -.02230 .45130 .07740 .05280 -.00970 .00180 -.00170 -.00390
 
.700 10.004 -.01510 .47050 .08570 .05490 -.00940 .00170 -.00160 -.00360
 
.700 10.880 - 02280 .49520 .09650 .05BOO -.00920 .00180 -.00130 -.00440
 
699 11.799 -.02260 .52010 .10850 .06150 -.00930 .00180 -.00120 - 00460
 
.700 12.473 -.02230 .53810 .11800 .06450 -.00890 .00180 -.00140 -.00400
 
.701 13.346 -.01620 .56060 .13030 .06690 -.00920 .00190 -.00140 -.00490
 
.701 14 201 -.02250 .57790 .14190 .07440 -.00860 .00190 -.00180 -.00430
 
.701 15.032 -.02970 .58760 .220 .08130 -. 00830 .00200 -.00200 -.00450 
..699 15.992 -.02890 .59740 .16370 .08980 -.00780 .00200 - 00220 -.00370
 
700 16.732 -.02820 .60350 .17300 .09660 -.00800 .00190 - 00210 -.00300
 
.700 17.650 -.01960 .61050 .18520 .10570 -.00830 .00170 -.00230 -.00120
 
699 i8 604 -.02550 .62050 .19970 .11510 -.00870 .00150 -.00170 -.00020
 
700 19.315 -.01560 .62760 .21050 .12270 -.00930 .00100 -.00150 .00290
 
.700 20.256 -.01350 .63710 .22540 .13310 -.01030 .00050 -.00070 .00520
 
.700 21 134 -.01000 .64460 .23920 .14400 -.01060 -.00020 -.00050 .00900
 
.700 2.975 -.00030 .65050 .25270 .15510 -.01090 -.00060 -.00060 .01200
 
GRADIENT -.00760 .03237 .00239 .00032 .00000 .00010 -.00010 -.0042
 
PAGE 245DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE OATA - CAB 






BETA .000 STAB - 1.000SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO 
RUO-U = 000 RUD-L - .000LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN YO 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO ELV-1B - 10.000 ELV-OB - 13 000 
SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000SCALE - 0300 
55-6 - 20000 IORS - 7850 
RUN NO. 358/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
HACH ALPHA BETA 
300 3.087 -.02020 .19020 .03360 .04650 -.00220 00020 -.00190 00010 
.301 4.084 -.02520 .21940 .03530 .04650 -.00280 .00030 -,00200 .00020 
301 4.979 - 02530 .248650 .03850 .04630 -.00270 00040 -. 00220 	 .00000 
.299 5 822 -.01830 .27050 .04220 .04620 -.00220 .00040 -.00220 00010 
301 6.717 -.03240 .30290 .04570 .04700 - 00250 .00060 -.00220 - 00020
 




.301 8.465 -.02600 	 .35740 .05550 .04940 -.00230 .00100 

.300 9 407 - 03310 .38720 .06230 .05130 -.00250 .00120 - 00240 - 00090
 
.299 10.110 -.02640 .40790 .06,770 .05320 -.00240 .00140 -.00230 - 00110
 
.05630 -.00190 .00160 -.00230 - 00140

.299 11.043 -.03360 .43660 .07560 
.301 11.825 -.02680 .46050 .08310 .05980 -.00240 .00170 -.00240 -.00150 
.300 12 627 - 02720 .48550 09160 06240 -.00230 .00200 -.00230 - 00200 
.299 13.508 -.02720 51130 10160 .0GSO - 00250 .00200 - 00230 - 00190 
.299 14.244 -.02740 .53230 11030 .069 0 - 00200 00210 	 -'00210 - 00210 
- 00210 - 00240299 15.228 -.02760 55750 .12190 .07460 - 00220 00230 

.300 16.133 - 02070 .57100 13340 
 .07930 	 -.00320 00240 -.00200 -.00240
 
-.00270 .00250 -.00180 -.00260

.299 17,009 -.02780 .59650 .14490 	 .08490 

.09180 -.00330 .00270 -.00160 -.00280

.29 17.943 -.03490 .60960 .15650 
.299 18 646 -.02810 .61750 .16520 .09750 - 00390 .00290 - 00160 -.00300 
.300 19 608 -.03490 .62510 .17700 .10620 -.00400 00280 -.00160 - 00290
 
.53260 .18800 .II+90 	 -.00450 00290 -.00150 - 00280
 
.299 21 358 -.02780 .53560 .19680 12410 -.00470 00280 -.00120 - 00270
 
-.00010 -.00027 .00011 -.00016 -.00005
 
.300 20 523 - 03480 

GRADIENT -.00005 .03084 .00257 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 246 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. K| FO HI5.6 V9.1) (AGMOO8) I 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO ELV-1B * 10.000 ELV-OB ­ 13.000 
SCALE - 0300 Sl-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
$5-6 - 20.000 IOR - 7.850 
RUN NO. 357/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 3.183 -.02830 .21060 .03670 .04590 -.00620 - 00030 -.00210 .00390 
.501 4.178 -.02160 .24170 03870 04500 -.00660 - 00010 - 00220 .00370 
.501 5.069 - 02180 .27120 .04090 .04550 - 00640 -.00010 - 00230 00350 
.499 5.921 -.01510 .29960 .04380 .04630 -.00650 00000 - 00230 .00330 
.02 6.782 -.01570 .32630 .04730 .04740 -.00650 .00020 -.00250 .00270 
.500 7.639 -.02290 .35290 .05140 .04910 -.00670 .00040 -.00250 .00240 
.500 8.593 - 02360 .38260 .05690 .05110 -.00620 00050 - 00250 00180 
.500 9.555 -.02400 .41270 .08340 .05380 -.00650 .00070 -.00260 .00130 
500 10 346 - 01760 .43750 .06960 .05680 -.00630 .00090 - 00270 .00080 
.500 11.256 -.02530 .46470 .07730 .06040 -.00660 00120 - 00280 .00010 
.500 12.068 - OBBO .48990 .08500 .063S0 -.00680 .00130 - 00280 -.00040 
499 12 959 - 02610 51810 09440 06800 -.00670 00150 - 00270 - 00080 
.500 13.951 -.01940 .54550 .10470 .07260 -.00680 .00160 - 00270 -.00110 
.501 24.538 -.01940 .56350 .11260 .07610 -.00690 00160 -.00270 - 00200 
.500 15.514 -.01940 .58560 12430 .08140 -.00700 00170 - 00280 - 00100 
500 16.343 - 01960 60050 13400 08740 - 00680 00180 - 00270 - 00120 
.500 17.236 -.02010 .61240 .14460 .09450 -.00730 .00200 - 00250 -.00180 
.499 18.1865 - 01410 62250 .15560 .10300 - 00770 00220 - 00200 -.00280 
.500 18.928 -.02870 63040 .16470 .I0910 -.00800 00230 - 00170 -.00360 
.499 19 878 - 02200 63850 17610 .11880 - 00900 00250 -.00150 - 00380 
.499 20,765 -.02240 .64500 .18670 .12820 -.00910 00270 -.00160 - 00420 
.501 21.571 -.02950 .64780 .19590 .13800 - 00960 .00270 - 00140 -.00450 
GRADIENT 00674 03127 .00201 -.00090 -.00040 .00020 - 00010 -.00020 
PACE 247DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 




BETA - .000 STAG . 1.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP * .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 
5REF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 

RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B ­ t0 000 ELV-OB - 131000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 .OO 53-4 45 000 
55-6 - 20.000 ]ORB 7.850 
RUN NO 356/ 0 RN/L - 3 23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CLN CSL OtDRe
 
601 3 230 - 01280 22920 .03910 .04420 -.00830 -.00010 - 00240 00560
 
600 4.194 -.01320 .25820 .04090 .04420 

MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CV 

- 00820 00000 - 00260 00520
 
60 5 06 -.02050 28870 .04340 .04500 -.00830 00010 
 -.00260 00480
 
.600 5.757 -.02070 .31170 .04570 .04560 -.00820 .00020 - 00260 .00460
 
.599 5 993 -.01400 31940 .04630 .04560 -.00830 .00020 -.00860 .00440
 
600 6.705 -.01430 34240 .04950 .04580 -.00830 00030 -.00270 .00410
 
.600 7 572 -.02190 37120 .05390 .04860 -.00820 00050 - 00260 .00350
 
.600 8 495 -.00870 .39980 .05930 
 .05120 -.00810 .00060 -.00270 .00280
 
.600 9 411 -.00950 .42940 .06580 .05410 - 00840 .00090 - 00290 00200
 
S0 10 233 -.02410 .45470 .07220 .05760 -.00820 .00110 - 00290 00120
 
.599 I1 163 
 -.02510 .4f290 .08050 05190 - 00350 00130 -. O029O 00020
 
599 12.003 -.02640 .51030 .08950 06580 -.00900 00170 - 00270 -.00110
 
.600 12 949 -.02770 .53790 .09980 
 .06970 - 00960 .00200 - 00270 -.00250
 
.599 13.745 -.02930 .55430 .11150 .07470 -.00970 .00230 - 00220 -.00410
 
.599 14 478 -.03010 58230 .12180 .07850 -.01020 00240 -.00190 -.00490
 
600 15.461 -.02340 59950 .13500 08410 -.00990 00240 - 00150 
 -.00530
 
.600 16 362 - 02880 .60970 .f4770 .09120 -.00880 .00220 - C0210 - 00360
 
601 17.201 -.02850 61720 .15940 09770 - 00880 
 .00220 - 00210 - 00350
 
.601 18 149 -.02130 .628630 17210 .10610 -.00870 .00220 - 00220 - 00310
 
.601 18.879 -.02880 .63290 
 .18230 .11280 -.00920 .00230 -.00190 -.00370
 
.600 29.844 -.021170 .64150 .19590 .12230 -.00910 .00230 - 00190 
 -.00360
 
.599 20 801 -.02890 .64830 .20880 13250 - 00930 00240 - 00280 - 00390
 
600 22 550 -.02940 65090 .2180 .2,4 30 - 00970 00250 -.00150 - 00440
 
.600 21 850 - 02230 .65220 .22230 .14640 - 00950 .00240 - 00140 - 00420
 
GRADIENT -.00041 03009 .001,S7 00000 
 .00010 00010 - 00010 - 00041
 
PAGE 248
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CAB ORB TC6 AT38 2 (PRES. KI FO HI5 6 V9.1) (AGMOBS) ( 20 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - 0000 IN YO RuD-U ­ 000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZNRP - 375 0000 IN ZO ELV-I8 - 10.000 ELV-O - 13.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-a - 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO 355/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
700 3.285 -.02610 .25300 .04400 .04180 -.00860 .00000 -.00250 .00610
 
700 4 266 -.01970 29360 .04600 .04210 - 00870 .00020 -.00250 .00560
 
700 5.170 - 02750 31630 .04900 04290 - 00870 .00030 -.00260 .00480
 
700 5.832 -.02610 .34020 .05170 .04370 -.00890 00050 -.00270 .00410
 
.700 6.090 -.02660 .35010 .05270 04370 -.00880 .00060 -.00270 .00360
 
.700 6.770 -.02940 .37310 .05630 .04510 -.00990 .00070 -.00260 .00890
 
699 7.620 -.02410 .40100 .06240 .04700 -.00920 .00100 -.00260 .00120
 
.701 8.533 -.02730 42990 .07080 .04940 -.00990 .00160 -.00220 -.00200
 
.701 9.415 - 02790 45730 .08050 .01290 -.00980 .00160 -.00200 -.00260
 
700 20 214 -.02660 4780 .02890 05500 - 00920 .00150 -.00230 -.00130
 
.700 11.161 -.02670 .50640 .10070 .05810 -.00860 .00150 -.00240 -.00140
 
.699 I2.035 -.04790 .52930 .11230 .06150 -.00870 00160 -.00220 -.00190
 
.700 12.849 -.03450 .55070 .12370 .06540 -.00880 .00170 -.00220 - 00240
 
701 13 740 - 03460 .57200 13620 .07050 - 00860 00180 -.00250 -.00250
 
700 14.469 - 03420 58480 14590 07530 - 00810 .00190 -.00300 -.00210
 
701 15.454 -.03430 .59490 .15800 .08410 -.00730 00190 - 00310 -.00210
 
700 16,399 -.04110 .50300 .16950 .09290 -.00600 .00190 -.00270 -.00200
 
.700 17.245 -.03280 .60920 .18040 .10110 -.00850 .00180 -.00290 -.00060
 
700 18 202 -.03100 .61910 .19430 11030 -.00690 00150 -.00280 00130
 
.700 19.011 -.01400 .62740 .20680 .11850 -.00910 .00110 -.00260 .00470
 
.699 19.960 -.01830 .63730 .22130 .22650 -.00990 .00070 -.00240 .00150
 
.699 20.912 -.00850 54730 .23710 .13990 -.01080 .00010 -.00180 .01060
 
695 21.730 -.00520 .65490 .25100 .15000 -.01170 - 00050 -.00150 01420
 
700 82 009 - 011O 65740 .58)0 .25360 - 01090 - 00050 -.00170 01450
 
OPADIENT .00653 .03120 .00204 .00031 -.00010 .00020 00000 -.00051
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 249 
CAB 08 TC5 AT8.2 (PRES. KI FO HI5.8 V9.11 IAOO) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.000 S.FT. XNRP - 1l090000 IN XO ALPHAI = 6.000 STAB 9 1.00C 
LRFF - 474.8100 IN YNRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L 10.000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN,ZO ELY-19 ­ 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 si-a - .000 S3-4 45.000 
$5-S - 20.000 [ORB 7.850 
RUN NO, 306/ 0 RN/L - 1,93 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6,00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL 0 CIA CY CLN OIL DIMR 
.300 -11,059 11.71240 .45690 .07270 .05390 .17800 -.00070 .00860 -.04170 
.299 -10.050 11.O2980 .45460 .07160 .05440 .14910 -.00370 .04430 -.03140 
.300 -8,052 11.73340 .45490 .07380 .05380 .11710 -.00310 .03560 -.02470 
.300 -6.046 11.74270 .45120 .07500 .05600 .08740 -.00230 .025 0 -.01770 
300 -4,.007 11.74760 .45210 .07700 .06180 .05180 -. 00110 .0160 -.01230 
.300 -3.001 11.74950 .4590 .017920 .06300 .04140 -.00050 .01040 - 00890 
.300 -2 051 11 74890 .45180 .01860 .06360 .02820 -.00010 .00620 -.00610 
.299 -1.031 It 74560 .45440 .07910 .05090 .01410 .00020 .00200 -.00310 
.300 -.039 It 74550 .45710 .08070 .05900 -.00340 .00090 - 00290 .00010 
.300 1.051 11.74610 .45680 .08070 .05800 -.01930 .00090 -,00780 .00410 
300 2 072 11 74510 .45840 .08080 .05730 -.03400 .00100 -.01230 .00760 
.299 3 063 11 74190 .46100 .08060 .05390 -.04860 .00160 -.01720 .01050 
.299 4 040 11 73060 .46100 07920 .05300 -.06380 .00250 - 02190 .01300 
301 5 066 1: 7280 .45S40 .07890 .04720 - 09420 .00350 -. 03220 .01940 
.300 8 043 11 72560 .45580 .07400 04520 -.12550 00500 - 04120 .02490 
,801 10 087 It 72310 .45150 .07240 .04930 -.14940 .00230 - 04860 03540 
.301 12 092 11.72270 .45670 .07220 .04470 -.17650 .00200 - 05530 04220 
GRADIENT - 00105 .00130 00036 -.00129 - 01506 00039 -.00460 .00320 
RUN NO. 36!? 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 0108 
.499 -12 127 11.85020 .50630 .08100 .04880 .16460 -. 00010 .05100 - 10420 
.50! -10.086 11.85890 .49420 .07670 .05410 14950 -. 00680 .04560 -. 06810 
.501 -8 t0 II 86830 .48670 07750 .065790 ,1160 -.00530 03670 - 05420 
500 -6 001 11.86210 48000 .07740 .06510 .08700 -. 00510 .02620 -.03490 
.500 -4 045 11 88450 .48090 .07950 .06540 0500 - 00290 01530 -.02370 
.501 -3,003 11.89030 .47910 .08030 .06790 03910 - OO1O .01070 - 01760 
.501 -2 014 11.88980 .47900 08050 .087)0 02370 - 00090 .00610 - 01060 
500 -1 087 It 88170 48230 08120 .06410 02060 - 00060 .00190 - 00330 
500 004 11.88270 4e240 09220 06340 - 00890 , 00120 - 00350 00150 
.499 1.008 11.87750 48450 .08260 .06170 - 02310 .001 0 -.00050 .00070 
500 2 025 11.67530 48770 08300 .06100 - 03740 ,00210 -.01330 .01690 
.500 3.033 11.87450 .49040 ,0e280 05650 -.05450 00330 -.01830 02290 
.501 4 036 II 86730 .49250 08230 05500 -.07030 00430 - 02330 .02940 
601 6.018 11.86750 49310 Geno .0508080 - 09970 00500 -.03340 .04610 
500 8 081 11.64030 49300 .0780 04690 -.13190 00670 -.04290 06320 
.499 10,142 11,84150 .49950 .07980 .04520 -,15490 00220 -.04970 09150 
501 12.133 11.83230 .51110 .08120 .03-50 -,18110 00100 -.05630 .11200 
GRADIENT -.00239 00165 00041 - 00139 - 01559 00085 -.00486 00663 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 250
 
CAB ORB TC AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H5,6 V9 1) (AGMOB6) 1 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 20.000 
BREF 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 360/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.600 -12.146 11.92670 .53660 .09150 .04820 .16830 -.00290 .04980 -.13060 
.600 -10.107 11.94050 52780 .08790 .05420 .15080 -.00840 04410 -.08190 
.600 -8.095 II 95110 51630 .08600 .06020 .11860 -.00750 03610 -.06150 
.600 -6.045 I1.96810 .50930 .08490 .06680 08880 - 00710 02680 - 03800 
.600 -4.020 11.97060 .51170 08710 .06670 .05680 -.00410 01610 -.02530 
.600 -3.095 11.97370 .50820 .08710 .06920 .03890 -.00220 .01120 - 02060 
.600 -2.064 11.96910 50630 .08710 .06810 .02230 - 00110 .00630 - 01280 
601 -1.011 11.96370 .50900 .08790 .06520 .00690 -.00030 00170 - 00380 
.600 -.010 11,96400 50920 08840 .06470 -.01160 .00170 - 00360 00120 
601 I 043 11.95900 .51200 .08940 .06290 -.02650 00250 - 0OB70 01030 
.600 2.102 11.95670 51560 .08980 .06170 - 04370 .00380 - 01400 .01810 
.600 3.034 11.95140 .51970 .08980 .05850 -.05990 .00540 -.01890 .02310 
.599 4.100 21.94620 .51950 .08920 .05690 -.07740 .00660 -.02410 .03140 
.600 6 064 11.93960 51910 .08870 .05440 -.10650 00740 - 03290 05210 
.599 8.102 11.92400 .52510 09010 .04760 - 13990 00870 -.04050 07080 
.600 10.168 II 90590 .53030 .09330 .04160 -.16280 00430 -.04610 21180 
.599 12 154 II 89560 53740 09570 .03450 -.18730 .00240 - 05180 14070 
GRADIENT -.00317 00143 .00038 -.00141 -.01630 00128 - 00493 .00709 
RUN NO. 359/ 0 RN/L * 3,53 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12.163 12.00160 .65170 .11650 .04650 .17740 -.00090 .03900 -.16190 
.699 -10.106 12 01710 54890 .11440 .05260 .15920 - 00790 .03310 -.09540 
700 -8 069 12 03980 53600 11170 .06290 .12730 - 00850 .02720 - 06360 
.701 *-6.070 12.04720 .53300 .11100 .05420 09850 - 00870 02110 - 03500 
699 -4 076 12.04$89 .53540 11160 .06340 06210 - 00500 .01340 -.02550 
.700 -3 042 12.04870 .53030 1I180 .05530 .04060 -.00240 .00900 -.02290 
.700 -2 060 12 04460 52710 .11130 06450 .02360 -.00100 .00540 - 01590 
699 -1 042 12.03340 52930 12180 06100 .00710 00010 00180 - 00750 
700 -.007 t2.03380 .52930 22220 .08100 - 01220 00210 -.00260 - 00220 
.700 I 020 12 03000 53300 .11300 05900 -.02860 .00330 - 00650 00540 
700 2 033 12 03050 .53730 11320 .05870 -.04700 00510 -.01060 01120 
700 3.075 12 02810 .53990 .11320 .05620 -.06700 .00720 -.01490 .01580 
701 4 073 12 02290 54000 11290 .05520 - 08440 .00850 -.01930 02490 
699 6.083 12.01780 .54070 11260 .05410 - 11550 .00890 - 02540 05030 
700 8 125 I 99590 54960 .I1340 04700 -.14800 00880 -.03180 08050 
.700 10.235 11.96820 .55910 .11860 .03580 -.17000 .00350 -.03690 .13730 
700 12 175 11.95130 .56260 .11930 .02940 -. 19750 00270 - 04440 .17690 
GRADIENT -.00289 .00117 .00022 -.00120 - 01774 .0026i - 00397 00629 
a-

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 2f 
CAB ORB TC5 A 382 (PRES K FO H15.6 V9 t) iA01O7) 1 20 JAN 75 





- 2690 0000 SO FT. 
- 474.8100 IN. 








1109 0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 

























RUN NO. 354/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.499 3.164 -.02070 .30630 .04010 00160 - 00780 - 00040 - 00270 00490
 
.499 4.140 - 02090 .33690 .04350 .00090 -.00760 - 00030 - 00280 .00480
 
Sol 5.043 -.02090 .36790 .04730 .00050 - 00780 - 00020 -.00300 .00470 
.500 5.96! -,02140 .39870 .05200 ,O0120 - 00750 .00000 -.00300 00430 
.500 6.149 -.02160 .42380 .05650 .00230 -.00770 .00010 -.00320 .00400 
.Sol 7 517 - 02180 .44760 .06170 .00390 - 00770 00020 - 00330 00390 
499 8 425 -.02230 .47510 .06830 .00640 - 00770 00040 -.00340 00340 
.501 9.370 -.01590 .50480 .07610 .00960 -.00780 00060 - 00340 00290 
.500 10.118 -.02340 .52740 .08290 .01220 -.00760 00080 - 00350 .00230
 
500 11.048 - 01700 .55550 .09210 .01610 -.00820 00100 - 00350 .ooBO
 
.500 11.870 -.01730 58120 .10130 .01930 - 00810 .00110 - 00340 00140
 
.499 12.8671 - 03830 60590 .11070 .02310 -.00930 .00130 - 00330 00120
 
.500 13.553 -.03190 .63420 .12240 .02800 - 00850 00150 -.00340 00070
 
.499 14.280 -.02500 .65340 .13190 .03200 -.00840 .00150 -.00350 .00060
 
.499 15.248 -.01810 67540 14500 03800 - 00840 00170 - 00370 .00060
 
.499 16.200 -.01820 .69170 .15770 .04430 -.00320 ,00170 - 00360 .00060
 
.499 17.010 -.03240 .70290 16970 05090 -.00900 .00190 - 00330 .00020
 
500 17.945 -.03330 .712BO .18120 .05930 - 00980 .00210 -.00280 -.00070
 
.501 18.707 - 03400 .72030 .19180 .06670 -.01010 .00220 -.00240 - 00160
 
.500 19.637 -.02770 72560 .20390 .07620 -.01090 00850 - 00220 - 00220
 
.499 20.582 -.03520 .73180 .2160 .08650 -.01140 .00270 -.00200 -.OOBO
 
500 21 386 - 02850 .73230 .22650 .09670 -.01190 .00290 - 00210 - 00310 
500 21.660 -.03550 .73080 2950 .10050 -.01220 00290 - 00190 - 00320 
ORADIENT -.00010 .03135 .00348 -.00072 .00020 .00010 -.00010 -.00010 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 252 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO HIS 6 VS 1) (AOM087) I 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S0 FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO BETA .000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 ELV-I8 - 0o 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-OB - 3.000 SI-2 - .000 
SCALE - 0300 53-4 - 45.000 65-8 - aO.000 
IORD - 7.850 ORBELV ­ 5.000 
RUN NO. 363/ 0 RN/L - 3.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
CLN CSL DIOR8
 
.600 3.186 -.02850 32590 .04320 -.00370 -.00750 .00010 -.00260 00410
 
.599 4 166 -.03520 .35730 .04660 -.00430 -.00730 .00010 - 00300 00430
 
.601 5.063 -.02890 .38850 .05070 -.00400 - 00730 .00030 - 00300 00370
 
.600 5.965 -.01540 .41980 .05540 -.00330 -.00750 .00040 -.00310 .00330
 
.601 6.741 -.02940 .44540 .06010 -.00230 -.00740 .00050 -.00310 .00320
 
.600 7.511 -.02970 .47010 .06540 -.00040 -.00750 





.601 8.363 -.03010 .49710 .07200 .00230 -.00750 .00080 -.00320 .00240
 
.601 9.276 -.02370 .52540 .07970 .00580 -.00770 .00090 - 00330 .00190
 
.600 9 979 -.03120 .54710 .08650 .00880 -.00780 .00110 - 00330 .00140
 
.600 10.895 -.03 20 .57580 .09620 .01290 -.00770 .00130 -.00310 .00040
 
.600 11.798 -.03380 60360 .10690 .01740 - 00830 
 .00170 -.00300 -.00120
 
.600 12.544 -.02830 .62820 11720 .02100 .00910 .00210 - 00300 -.00280
 
599 13.444 -.02990 .65670 .13090 .02550 -.01000 .00250 - 00300 - 00440
 
.599 14.238 -.03890 67430 .14340 .03030 -.01110 .00270 -.00140 -.00640
 
599 15.200 -.03320 .68920 .15780 .03670 -.01180 .00260 .00010 -.00790
 
.600 16 171 -.04040 6870 .17200 
 .04510 - 01150 .00270 .00010 -.00820
 
.599 16.911 -.03200 .70130 .18250 .05230 -.01090 .00270 -.00090 -.00670
 
600 17.851 -.03090 .70550 .19500 .06170 -.01050 .00260 -.00130 -.00560
 
00 18.674 -.03070 .71060 20840 .07010 - 01050 00250 - 00130 
 -.00540
 
601 19.547 -.03060 .71630 .22150 .07980 - 01030 .00260 - 00140 - 00530
 
599 20.469 -.02380 .72110 .23460 .09130 -.01070 .00260 -.00130 -.00540
 
.599 21.196 -.02300 .72260 .24420 .10150 - 01050 .00260 -.00150 - 00470
 
.599 21,808 -.02980 .72230 .25680 .11110 -.01060 .00240 -.00100 -.00450
 
GRADIENT -.00683 .03203 .00347 -.00061 00020 00000 - 00041 .00020
 
DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 253 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. Kt FO H15.6 V9 1) (AGM0881 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2g0 0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF 474 830 IN YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 ELV-1B - 000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-0B - 3.000 SI-2 .000 
SCALE - .0300 53-4 - 45 000 55-6 - 20 00 
IORB - 7 850 ORBELV - 5 000 
RUN NO. 366/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DOORS 
.500 -12.100 11.81350 .59310 .09840 .01030 .16560 -.00020 .05220 - 10160 
.500 -10.038 11.81630 .58650 .09510 .01300 .15070 -.00750 .04640 -.06620 
.500 -8.074 11.82400 .58240 .09580 .01420 .11810 -.00590 .03750 - 05260 
.501 -6.057 11.83610 57950 .09690 01900 08910 -.00570 02750 -.03440 
,499 -4.050 21.83850 .57980 .09900 .01990 .05770 -.00330 .01680 - 0 280 
499 -3.045 II 84210 .67820 .09980 .02250 .04050 - 00190 01130 -.01710 
500 -2.021 11.84110 .57780 .09990 .02300 02360 -.00090 .00640 -.01060 
.501 -1.053 11,83880 .57970 .10030 .02060 .01070 -.00070 .00210 -.00320 
500 -.003 1.983770 .58020 .10110 .01690 -.00810 .00110 - 00330 .00160 
.500 1.035 11.83700 .59200 .10100 .01760 - 02300 .00170 -.00030 00900 
.500 2.003 I 83530 .58410 10210 01710 - 03750 00240 - 01300 01570 
501 3.081 11.83080 .58750 .10180 .01390 - 05640 00400 -.01880 02140 
.501 4.048 11.82640 .59900 .10120 .01130 -.07210 .00510 - 02400 .02730 
.500 6.104 11.81600 .58760 .09900 .00900 -.10290 .00630 -.03440 .04290 
.501 8.057 11.81100 .59670 .09710 .00800 -.13450 00720 - 04350 05910 
.500 10.090 11.80750 .58800 .09790 .00800 -.15690 .00400 -.05050 .08660 
.500 12,135 12.79970 .59530 09900 .00220 -.18590 ,00320 -.05760 .10560 
GRADIENT -.00156 .00132 .00034 -.00123 -.01586 .00099 -.00497 .00625 
RUN NO. 365/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.599 -12 134 11.86940 .61640 11220 00780 .17260 - 00340 .04720 - 12240 
.501 -10.083 11.88180 .61940 .10710 .01110 15390 -.00860 .04470 - 06300 
.800 -8.098 11.89810 .61330 E10600 01320 .12250 -.00770 .03690 - 06280 
.600 -6 046 It 90150 .60920 .10600 .01830 .09340 -.00780 .02790 - 03730 
.600 -4.055 11,90440 .61100 .10760 01870 .06160 -.00500 .01730 -.02430 





















600 .02a 11.90090 .60850 .10860 .01790 -.OOSO0 .00160 -.00300 - 00060 






















-_QO1.....4 03 11.88720 .51810 .11030 .01000 -.07740 .00780 -.02320 02410 
.600 6 064 11 88030 .61320 10870 .01040 -. 10860 .00900 - 03230 04380 
.599 8.089 11.,7080 .61330 10950 00680 - 14170 ,0100 - 03930 06320 
.601 10 194 11.86290 .61250 .11200 .00410 -.16640 00570 -.04480 10410 
.601 12.152 11,85200 51840 .11480 -.00090 - 19220 .00470 -.050:0 .12920 
GRADIENT -.00220 00119 00042 -.00126 -.01694 .00151 - 00499 .00624 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 254 
CAS ORB TC5 AT39.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9 I) (AGMOSS) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
EREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 ELV-ID - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP * 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-OB - 3.000 SI-2 - .000 
SCALE ­ 0300 $3-4 - .000 55-5 - .000 
lORD - 1.850 ORGELV - .000 
RUN NO. 370/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL OIORB 
300 -12.042 II 69890 .44750 .06950 .05060 .16900 - 00020 04820 - 04140 
.299 -10.040 11.69990 .44100 .06860 .05150 .14550 -.00280 .04220 - 03160 
.300 -8,062 11,69950 .44100 ,07050 .05050 .11460 -.00230 .03380 -.02490 
.300 -6.042 11.70460 .43570 .07140 .05520 .08540 - 00180 .02470 -.01830 
300 -4.030 11.71030 .43740 .07350 .05910 .05580 -.00020 .01510 - 01320 
.299 -2.976 11.11070 .43640 .07470 .06070 .03830 00050 00980 -.00980 
.300 -2.053 11.70880 .43660 .07500 .06110 .02600 .0010 .00590 - 00760 
300 -1.006 11.70960 .43790 .07550 .05920 .01220 .00130 .00190 -.00450 
.301 -.014 11.70780 .44130 .07710 .05720 -.00540 .00210 -.00250 - 00170 
.300 1.044 11.70510 .44300 .07830 .05670 -.02160 00120 - 00750 .00390 
.299 2.064 II 70690 .44390 07830 05670 -.03600 00120 -.01170 .00740 
.301 3.049 11.70600 .44680 .07610 05430 -.05030 00170 - 01650 .41040 
.300 4.027 11.70350 .44680 .07680 .05170 -.06630 .00260 -.02120 .01300 
.299 6.025 11.69840 .44490 .07480 .04750 -.09530 .00370 -.03050 01870 
.300 8.065 11.69360 .44490 .07210 .04460 -.12780 .00500 -.03960 .02470 
.299 10.074 11.69380 143950 .07040 .04780 -.15200 .00250 -.04680 .03450 
299 12.067 11.69810 .44610 .07040 .04340 -.17870 .00220 -.05340 .04130 
ORADIENT -.00082 .00150 .00054 -.00099 -.01505 .00024 -.00443 .00337 
RUN NO. 369/ 0 AN/L - 2.8 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 -12.145 11.81260 .49310 .07810 .04590 .16420 .00050 .04860 -.10450 
.500 -10,097 11,81700 .47990 .07390 .05170 .14960 -.00630 .04350 -.06810 
.500 -8,062 11,82390 .47040 .07410 .05540 11640 -.00490 .03490 -.05380 
.501 -6,030 11,83700 .45400 .07400 .0290 .06760 -.00490 .09570 -.03580 
.499 -4,027 1I,3750 .48390 .07800 .05340 .0eo -,00280 .01570 -02,390 
,499 -3,039 tI.40&O .48170 .0180 .08590 .0390 -.00140 01080 -.OI8O 
.499 -2.044 11.83940 .48200 .01700 .06,60 .02400 -.00060 00620 -.01210 
.500 -i.Os 11.83600 .46330 .07760 .06300 .01020 -.00030 .00200 -.00420 
.499 .023 II 83370 .46390 .078650 .06190 -.00640 .00130 - 00310 .00060 
.499 1.055 11.82970 .46610 .07910 .06040 - 02330 00180 -.00790 .00830 
.499 2.024 11.83100 .46870 .07940 .05960 -.03790 .00230 -.01260 .01590 
.499 3.089 11.82550 .47210 .07920 .05700 -.05510 .00350 -.01760 .02190 
.501 4.063 11.82450 .47400 .07870 .05450 -.07050 00440 -.02210 02790 
.­01 ,064 11.81530 .47620 .07730 .04990 -.09960 .00520 -.03180 .04370 
.501 8.081 11.80840 .48040 .07600 .04540 -.13150 .00570 -.04070 .06160 
.501 10.164 11.80580 .48600 .07740 .04320 -.15490 .00200 -.04740 .09060 
.499 12.195 21.79400 .49720 .07860 .03580 -.18220 .00120 -.05390 .10920 
GRADIENT -.00196 .0014e .00040 -.00126 -.01555 00083 -.00465 .00650 
OATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 255 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38a (PRES KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGMOSS) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP . 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF 474.6100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 ELV-IB - 00 
BREF 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-0 - 3.000 S2-2 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 S3-4 - 000 S5-6 - 000 
]ORB 7 850 ORBELV ­ 000 
RUN NO. 388/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.0 
CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.600 -12.146 11,88310 .562080 .08730 .04580 .1540 -.00080 .04850 -.13510
 
.899 -10.057 11.8190 .51160 .08370 .05170 .15090 

MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co 

-.00780 .04210 -.08450 
600 -9.059 11.90200 .49690 .08140 .05830 .11980 -.00680 .03500 -.06410 
.600 -6 021 11.91550 .48840 .08020 .06510 .09060 -.00670 02600 -.03990
 
.601 -4.024 11.91550 .49110 .08220 .05420 .05830 -.00380 
 .01600 -.02770 
.601 -3.043 11.91760 .48750 .08240 .0640 .04010 -.00200 .011 0 -.02230 
.600 -2.012 11.91580 .48380 .08220 .06660 .02380 -.00080 00630 - 01510 
.600 -1 042 11.91100 .48610 .08280 .06390 .00970 -.00030 .00220 - 00580 
.599 029 11.90920 .48610 .08330 .06370 -.00920 .00160 -.00300 - 00020 
.601 1.062 11.90780 .48880 .084eO 06180 -.02440 .00250 -.00780 00820 
601 2.087 11.90470 .49280 .0480 .06080 -.04040 .00340 - 01260 01670 
.600 3.096 11.90140 .49790 .08500 .05780 -.05820 .00510 - 01780 02240 
.600 4 050 11.89550 .49980 .08480 .05550 - 07390 .00630 -.02250 .02950
 
.601 6.084 It 89330 .49910 08370 .05410 -.10480 00740 -.03160 04690
 
.601 8.098 11.88040 .50900 .08520 
 .04660 - 13520 00780 - 03960 07210
 
600 10.131 11.86780 .51680 .08800 03970 -.13790 00340 - 04550 11340
 
.601 12 193 11.85780 .52680 .09120 03280 - 18390 .00170 - 05120 .14210
 
GRADIENT -.00252 .0014L .00041 - 00122 -.01618 00119 -.00473 00722
 
RUN NO. 367/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CSL DIORB
 
.700 -12.171 11.95270 .53490 .11020 .04500 17660 -.0000 .03790 - 16600
 
.700 -10.101 11.98680 .53090 ,t075O .05110 .16070 





699 -8.094 11.98430 52040 .10480 06050 .13040 - 00830 02660 -.06550
 
699 -6.034 11.98560 .51570 10360 
 06120 09940 -.00830 02110 - 03830
 
.699 -4.024 11.98500 .51640 .10400 .06100 .065270 -.00470 .01370 -.02810
 
.701 -3 039 11.98900 .51210 .10430 .06310 04300 -.00240 .00960 - 02520
 
.700 -2.016 11 98610 .50690 .10340 
 06320 .02460 - 00080 00580 -.01880
 
.700 -1.004 11.97880 50770 .10340 .06070 
 00920 .00010 00240 - 00980
 
.700 .032 II 97870 .50750 .0380 .0c606 -.00990 .00200 
 -.00170 -.00470
 
.699 I 007 II 97260 .51070 10460 05E60 - 02560 00330 - 00550 
 00240
 
700 2.074 11.97480 .51500 .10540 05770 - 04340 00460 - 00970 01110
 
.699 3 032 11.97130 9o60 10530 .05550 
 -.06340 00690 -.01370 .01420
 
700 4 055 II 97090 .52050 10480 05500 - 08140 
 00850 -.01770 .02030 
.700--- -67070 - 11l796900-- .52150--r-10480----.05440 -.11440 .00950 - 02370 04330 
.700 8.110 11.95700 .52870 .10570 .04610 -.14450 .00850 r.03010 .07780 
700 10.140 If 92720 54080 .11200 .03720 -.16690 00360 -.03470 .12950
 
699 12.179 it 9080 .54450 11360 .02S60 -.19520 .00180 -.04180 
 .17070
 
- 01756 .00156 - 00386 00632
GRADIENT -.00228 .00096 00019 -.00099 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 256 
CA5 ORB rC5 AT38.2 CPRES, KI PC H15.5 V9.J (AGMOSO) C 20 JAN 75 





- 8690.0000 SQ.FT. 
- 474.8100 IN. 








1109.0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 






































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGM090) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 2690 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF = 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 ELV-IB - 000 
BREF - 935 BOO0IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-OB - 3 000 SI-2 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 $3-4 * .000 S5-6 - .000 
lORE - 7 850 ORBELV - 000 
RUN NO. 373/ 0 RN/L - 2,86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 0IOR 
.501 3.153 -.02250 .19130 .03440 .04440 -.00660 - 00010 -.00230 .00330 
501 4.118 -.02270 .21970 .03580 .04460 -.00680 00010 - 00240 00300 
500 5.017 -.01610 .24990 .03790 .04470 -.00670 00020 - 00250 00270 
.500 5 733 -.01630 .27310 .04020 .04580 - 00660 00020 -. 00250 00250 
.500 5 940 -.01630 .28080 .04060 .04590 -.00670 .00030 -.O02SO 00250 
.600 6.689 - 01670 .30340 .04370 04690 - 00860 00040 - 00260 00210 
.500 7.554 -.01700 ,33010 .04760 .04830 -.00660 .00050 - 00270 .00180 
.500 8 482 -.02440 .35910 05260 .05060 -.00680 00070 -.00280 00140 
.50 9.433 -.02490 38940 05880 .05330 -.00670 .00090 - 00280 00080 
.501 10.244 -.01830 .41520 .06490 .05500 -.00700 00110 - 00290 00050 
.499 11.164 -.01890 .44320 .07230 .05840 -.00690 .00130 -.00290 -.00010 
.500 11.957 -.01930 46860 .07970 .06270 -.00710 00140 - 00200 - 00050 
.500 12.005 -.01290 .49600 08E40 .06650 -.00740 00170 - 00300 - Gallo 
.499 13.706 -.02690 .5250 .09850 .07060 -.00720 ,00170 - 00290 -.00130 
499 14.487 -.04080 .54710 .10790 .07470 - 00720 .00180 - 00280 - 00130 
500 15.478 -.03370 .57130 11990 07990 -.00710 .00180 - 00270 -.00110 
.499 16.331 -.03360 .59030 .13070 .06530 -.00720 00180 - 00280 -. 00l00 
.499 17.297 -.02720 .60860 .14180 .09190 -.00180 .00200 - 00260 -.00150 
499 18 157 -.02820 .62270 .15440 .10010 -.00650 .00230 - 00210 -.00270 
429 18.939 -.02880 .63200 .16400 10710 -.00860 00250 - 00210 -.00330 
.501 19 914 -.02940 .64170 .17620 .21690 -.00940 .00270 - 00190 -.00400 
501 20 753 -.028980 .64660 18600 .12640 - 01000 .00280 - 00160 - 00440 
.499 a1.475 -.03650 .54730 .19360 .13590 -.01040 .00290 -.00180 -.00410 
.500 21 684 -.03660 .64740 .19580 .13860 - 01040 .00280 -.00150 -.00430 
GRADIENT -.00021 02946 .00145 .00021 -.0002, .00021 -.00010 -.00031 
V 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 258
 
CAB ORB TC8 AT38 2 (PRES KI FO HI5.6 V9 1) (AGM090) C 20 JAN 5 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF 474 8100 IN. YNRP - 0000 IN YO RUO-U - .000 ELV-IB - 000 
EREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-0B - 3 000 SI-2 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 S3-4 - 000 S6-5 000 
IORD . 7.050 OR8ELV ­ .000 
RUN NO. 372/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
600 3.205 -.02100 20620 03680 .04270 -.00740 00000 - 00240 00470 
600 4 187 -.02810 23600 .03850 04310 - 00770 .00010 - 00250 .00460 
.599 4.683 -.02840 25240 .03950 .04360 -.00730 00010 - 00250 00420 
.600 5.059 -.02180 .26540 .04050 .04390 -.00750 .00020 -.00260 00390 
.601 5 714 -.02200 .28760 .04240 .04440 -.00770 .00030 -.00260 .00380 
.600 6,667 -.02240 .31790 04600 .04590 -.00790 00040 -.00270 00340 
.601 7.525 - 02270 .34570 .05000 .04780 -.00800 00060 - 002B0 00300 
.600 8 419 -.03020 .37410 .05510 .05010 -.00770 .00070 -00280 00250 
.600 9.357 -.03080 .40470 .06140 .05310 -.00760 .00090 - 00290 .00190 
.599 10.113 -.03840 .42850 .06700 .05590 -.00780 00110 -.00300 00120 
.600 11.026 -.03240 .45770 07490 06010 -.00780 00130 -.00300 .00020 
.500 11.91] -403340 .48550 .08340 .06420 -.00810 .00150 -.00290 - 00080 
.600 12,713 -.03460 .51230 .09230 .08820 -.00840 .00180 -.00270 -.00200 
.600 13.606 -.03800 .54090 .10370 .07250 -.00820 .00210 -.00250 -.00340 
.600 14.426 -.03090 .56410 .11500 .07690 -.00970 00260 -.00230 -.00540 
.600 15.403 -.04080 .58450 .12960 .08190 -.01070 .00300 -.00130 -.00850 
.600 16.319 -.03430 .60160 .14320 .08790 -.01090 .00310 -.00090 -.00900 
601 17.197 -.03160 .61390 15730 09440 -.00990 .00270 - 00150 -.00620 
600 18,166 -.03880 .62620 .17160 .10280 -.01000 .00270 -.00130 - 00650 
.600 18.957 -.03890 .63400 .18280 .11050 -.01020 .00270 -.00120 -.00670 
.601 19.933 -.03880 .64190 .19060 .12130 -.01000 .00270 -.00110 -.00650 
.601 20.842 -.04540 .64640 .20930 .13250 -.01010 .002680 - 00090 -.00630 
.60t 21.689 -.04540 64950 .21930 .14360 -.01010 .00260 -.00070 -.00630 
GRADIENT -.00532 .03113 .0018! .00058 .00002 .00007 - 00007 -.00031 
PAGE 269
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAG - I 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 000 ELV-1B - .000 
BREF - 9368800 IN, ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-0B - 3 000 SI-2 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 53-4 ­ .000 SS-6 - .000 
lORB 7 850 ORBELV - 000 
RUN NO. 371/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM BY CLN CSL DIORB
 
700 2,870 -.02920 .21570 .04050 .03950 -.00740 .00030 - 00250 00340
 
700 3 777 -.02280 .24310 .04180 .04010 -.00720 00040 - 00250 .00290
 
700 4.689 -.02330 27400 .04370 .04100 -.00760 00060 - 00270 00240
 
.700 5 430 - 03080 30000 04600 .04200 -.00750 00070 - 00260 00180
 
700 6.353 -.02490 .33330 0480 04300 -.00750 .00090 - 00270 00080
 
.700 7.309 -.03270 36470 05500 .04520 - 00770 .00110 - 00280 - 00010
 
.699 8.059 -.02690 38830 05980 .04740 -.00800 .00130 -. 00270 - 00120 
.701 9 000 - 03550 41900 0610 .05040 -.00820 .00160 - 00280 - 00290
 
.700 9 837 -.03030 .44410 .07630 .05330 - 00830 00190 - 00250 -.00460
 
.699 10.722 -.03730 .47120 08640 .05680 -.00760 .00190 - 00230 - 00480
 
.700 11.657 -.03830 .49780 .09920 .05970 -.00790 .00200 - 00190 -.00580
 
.899 12.393 -.03920 51800 0000 .06270 -.00620 .00210 - 00150 - 00670
 
.700 13,284 -.04590 54170 .12210 .0660 -. OBO 00210 - 00140 - 0050
 
699 14.129 -.02460 .56200 .13420 07150 - 00790 .002 0 -.00190 - 00600
 
.700 15.010 -.03100 .57810 .14670 07750 - 00750 00220 -.00240 - 00550
 
.699 15 989 -.03060 .59240 .16020 .08620 -.00780 .00220 -.00230 -.00510
 
099 16.732 -.03590 .60280 .17080 .09300 - 00790 .00210 -.00220 - 00450
 
.899 17 706 - 03530 61310 .18500 .10290 - 00800 00190 -. cIO - 00280
 
.700 18.659 -.03990 .62280 .19940 .11370 -.00820 .00150 -.00180 - 00040
 
.700 19.485 -.03650 .53070 .21220 .12290 -.00590 .00090 -.00140 .00310
 
.700 20.464 -.02690 .63900 .22750 .13510 -.00950 .00020 - 00070 .00610
 
700 21.224 -.03170 .64530 .23970 .14470 - 01020 -.00010 -.00060 00850
 
700 22.014 -.02240 .65130 .25270 15520 - 01000 -.00040 -.00080 01110
 
GRADIENT .00324 .03206 .00176 .000M2 -.00011 .00017 -.00011 - 00066
 
DATE 20 JtJN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 250 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO HI5.6 V9.1) (AGM01) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1108.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP * .0000 IN. YO RUOtU * .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF * 936 6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B .000 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 91-5 .000 S3-4 . 45.000 
s5-6 - .00 lORe - 7.650 
RUN NO. 37e/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.301 3.285 -.02730 .19190 .05460 04960 .00140 .00000 -.00170 - 00260 
,301 4.2983 -.02740 .21720 .05S40 .05220 .00120 .00100 -.00200 -.00:70 
.301 5.0s8 -.03450 .24100 .05890 .05400 .00090 .00120 -.00190 -.00190 
.300 6.92 -.03480 .eso .08210 .0O840 ,00100 .00150 -.00190 -.00220 
.299 6.926 -.03550 .29250 .06540 .05840 .00030 .ooanO -.0018O - 00280 
.300 7.910 -.04270 32220 .07020 .061 0 .00050 .00220 -.00190 -.00320 
300 8.842 -.04320 .34960 .07560 .06320 .00060 .00250 - 00290 -,00370 
.300 9 900 -.03620 .38060 .08330 .06640 00040 00250 - 00200 - 00370 
.299 20.819 -.03570 .40840 .09060 .07020 .00020 .00300 -.0o2oo - 00410 
.300 It 902 -.03690 .43850 .09970 .07440 .00040 .00310 - 00200 - 00440 
299 12,816 -.03020 .46780 .11030 .07910 .00020 .00340 -.00190 -.00460 
.300 13 708 -.03040 .49530 .12220 .08400 -.00040 .00350 -.00180 -.00480 
.300 14 S52 -.03060 .52450 .13440 .08980 -.00090 .00320 - oo -.00500 
.299 16.718 -.03050 .54600 .14550 .09460 -.00110 .00390 -.00190 -.00500 
.299 16 638 -.03730 .56530 .15730 .10050 -.00200 00390 - 00180 -.00490 
.299 17 647 -.03760 .58160 .17060 .10790 -.00180 .00410 -.00150 -.00520 
.292 28 561 -.02380 .59230 .18180 .21570 -.00290 .00410 - 00120 - 00530 
.299 19.634 -.03040 .80090 .19530 .22460 -.00380 .0041O - 00110 - 00500 
.299 20 513 -.02330 .60550 .20530 .13310 -.00470 .00410 -.00110 - 00480 
.299 21.496 -.03000 .60880 .21580 .14240 -.00480 .00400 - 00100 -.00460 
GRADIENT -.00010 .02535 .00190 .00260 .00020 .00010 -.00010 -.00010 
-S 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAS PAGE 261 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9 I) (AGMOSI) ( 20 dM4 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ FT XNRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936,8000 IN. ZMRP - 376,0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB m 3.000 
SCALE - ,0300 SI-9 - 000 S3-4 45.000 
S5-5 - 20 000 IORS - 7.650 
RUN NO. 377/ 0 RN/L * Me66 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00 
CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
500 3 454 -.02600 20B60 .05840 05390 -.00260 00040 - 00200 - 00030
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM 

.05970 .05580 -.00290 .00050 -.0021O - 00050
 
501 5.236 -.03340 .26080 .06160 .05800 -.00280 00060 -.00220 - 00080
 
.499 6.003 -.02680 .28500 ,06380 .05980 -.00280 .00080 -.00220 -.00110
 
499 7.024 - 03470 .31590 .06760 .06180 

.500 4.382 - 03310 23460 

-.00280 .00110 - 00230 - 00210
 
499 7 9869 -.03490 34450 .07190 .05450 - 00270 00120 - 00240 - 00230
 
.07730 .06770 -.00300 00140 - 00240 - 00290
 
.500 9.992 -.02890 .40500 .08460 .07160 -.00260 .00150 -.00250 -.00330
 
.500 10 925 -.03630 .43220 .09190 07590 - 00300 .00180 - 00270 - 00380
 
.501 11.939 -.03680 .46240 10110 08060 -.00340 00200 - 00270 - 00430
 
.499 12.965 -.03700 .49470 .11200 .08640 -.00310 .00210 -.00270 -.00450
 
.499 13.851 -.03730 .52090 .12230 .09130 -.00320 .00220 -.00260 -.00480
 
.499 14.984 -.03720 .5492 .13580 .09780 -.00370 00230 - 00270 - 00470
 
.499 15 940 - 03740 .56810 147I0 .10450 - 00380 .00240 -.00260 - 00500
 
.499 is 903 -.03090 58310 .15890 .11240 -.00460 00270 - 00260 - 00540
 
499 17 628 -.03110 59370 .16990 .12010 

.500 8 952 -.03550 37330 

-.00460 00270 - 00240 - 00570
 
.499 18,805 -.03090 .50350 118150 .12870 -.00470 .00260 -.00210 -.00550 
499 19.833 -.03130 .61300 .19440 .13840 -.00520 .00270 - 00180 -.00590 
.499 20.014 -.03140 .62120 20650 .14820 - 00570 00280 - 00160 - 00610 
500 21.744 -. 03840 82410 .21710 15870 -.00620 .00290 - 00150 - 00620 
002
GRADIENT - 00766 .02804 .00140 .00205 -.00032 .00011 - 00011 ­
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 262 
GAS ORB NOZ AT38,2 (PRES. XI FO HIB.6 V9.I) (AGHOSt) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474,100 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN, YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I8 ­ 000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S12 - .000 S3-4 45 000 
S5-5 - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 376/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 0ORB 
601 3.508 - 02340 .22320 .06100 .05710 -.00530 00020 -.00220 .00240 
600 4.447 - 03070 24990 .08230 .0880 -.00520 .00030 -.00230 00200 
601 5 204 - 03100 .27430 .06400 .06060 -.00530 .00040 - 00240 00160 
.500 5.091 -.03140 .30330 .06070 .062E0 -.00500 .00050 - 00240 .00120 
600 7.082 - 03430 .33310 .07010 .06420 -.00310 00090 -.00230 - 00170 
600 8 055 - 02800 .35370 .07510 .06700 -.00300 00100 -.00230 -.00230 
600 9.025 -.02840 .39390 .08090 .07030 - 00310 .00120 - 00260 -.00270 
.600 20.205 -.03600 .42890 .08990 .07540 -.00360 .00150 -.00270 - 00340 
.601 11.027 -.03710 .45460 .09890 .08030 -.00370 .00170 -.002860 -.00450 
.600 12.032 -.03090 .48580 .10720 .08570 - 00400 .00190 -.00250 -.00530 
600 13.092 -.03180 .51970 .12000 .09130 -.00450 .00220 - 00260 -.00630 
.599 13.964 -.03220 .54510 .13130 .09530 -.00490 00250 - 00280 - 00670 
.599 15.141 -.03920 57100 .14790 .10390 -.00460 00240 -.00250 - 00680 
So0 is 031 - 03790 .58240 .16030 .10990 -.00380 00220 .00270 -.00530 
599 15.954 -.02880 .59250 .17340 .11740 -.00280 .00200 - 00360 -.00330 
.599 17 953 -.03470 .50100 .18730 .12630 -.00250 00200 -.00380 -.00220 
600 18 945 -.03460 61080 20240 .13550 -.00260 00200 -.00370 -.00210 
600 19.953 -.03530 .61950 .21680 .14550 - 00290 .00210 - 00340 -.00290 
599 20 942 -.02870 62620 .23040 .25590 -.00320 00220 -. 00320 -.00320 
599 21,899 -.02920 .63070 .24310 .16720 -.00360 00220 - 00260 - 00370 
GRADIENT -.00778 .02845 .00139 .00181 .00011 .00011 -.00011 -.00043 
PAGE 263
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
CAS ORB NOZ AT3S.2 (PRES. KI FO H1S.6 V9.11 (AGM091) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA3 PAGE 264 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT3B,E (PRES. KI F0 H15.6 V9.I) IAGM092) P0 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 5Q.FT XMRP - 1109,0000 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BRE - 935.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 Si-a - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 382/ 0 RN/L * 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.301 3.391 -.04140 .19520 05560 .04990 .0010 .00110 - 00200 -.00180
 
299 4.259 - 04830 21750 .05730 .05160 .00080 .00120 -.00190 - 00180 
.301 5 073 -.04860 .24210 .05970 .05370 .00130 .00140 -.00190 -.00210 
.299 5.923 -.04890 .25750 .06280 .05580 .00060 .00160 - 00190 - 00240 
.300 6.890 -.05650 .29510 .06650 .05730 -.00050 .00230 -.00200 - 00320 
.299 7.853 -.05570 .32380 .07130 .06020 -.00030 00240 - 00200 -.00330 
.299 8.633 -.04350 .35270 .07700 .06250 -.00020 .00290 -.00200 - 00400 
.299 9.850 -.04350 .3B370 .08480 .06600 -.00040 00290 -.00220 - 00400 
300 10.777 - 05090 .41030 .09180 .06940 -.00100 .00330 -.00210 - 00450 
.299 11.791 -.03720 44130 .10130 .07360 -.00080 .00350 -.00210 -.00460 
.299 12.802 - 04450 .47230 .11230 .07900 -.00100 .00380 - 00850 - 00510 
.300 13 646 -.04450 .49500 .12190 .08300 -.00150 .00390 -'00210 -.00510 
.300 14.550 -.04470 52910 .13020 .08940 -.00210 .0o04e -.00190 -.00540 
.300 15.723 - 04470 .54870 ,14710 .09410 -.00220 .00430 -.00200 -.00530 
300 16.566 - 04470 .57060 .16000 10040 -.00240 .00430 - 00180 -.00540 
299 17.527 - 04470 .58520 17240 .10730 -.00300 .00440 - 00170 -.00540 
.299 18.577 -.04460 .59540 .8410 .11510 -.00480 .00450 - 00140 - 00540 
.299 19.588 - 04460 60430 19670 .12410 -.00500 .00450 - 00130 -. 005 4 0 
.299 20.545 -.04430 .61020 .20BO0 .13360 -.00540 00440 -.00130 -.00510 
305 21.49Z -.04430 .61250 .21920 .14300 -.00630 .00450 - 00110 -. 00510 
GRADIENT - 00795 .02559 00196 .00196 -.00035 00012 .00012 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TASLLATEC SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 265 
CAS ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO HIS.6 V9,I) lA0H092) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF . 936.6800 IN, ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 01-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20,000 IOR8 7.850 
RUN NO. 361/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.001 5 D0 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 3,411 -.03990 .a0930 .05940 .05310 -.00360 .00050 -. 00210 -.00040 
.501 4,344 -.0t05O0 R35L0 .01500 0-65O0 -.00350 .00070 -.002R0 -.00100 
.499 5.170 -.04780 .28030 .08250 .06700 -.00340 .00090 -.00230 -.00130 
.01 5.070 -.04130 .28560 .08460 .0900 -.00360 .00100 -.00230 -.00170 
.501 7 037 -.04900 31750 .06870 .06130 -.00320 .001 0 - 00C40 - 00250 
.500 7.983 -.04240 .34600 .07310 .06390 -.00320 .00140 -.00240 -.00280 
.499 8.952 -.04300 .37490 .07670 .08690 -.00340 .00160 -.00250 -.00350 
500 9 975 -.04330 .40640 .08570 .07070 -.00310 00170 - 00250 - 00380 
.500 10.942 -.04390 ,43500 .09330 .07490 -.00330 .00200 -.00260 -.00440 
500 11.888 -.04420 .46300 .10190 .07970 -.00340 00210 -.00280 -.00480 
.499 1I 910 -.05170 49490 .11270 .08520 -.00350 .00230 - 00270 - 00530 
.499 13 836 -.05160 52230 .12320 09040 -.00360 .00240 - 00270 - 00530 
.500 14 980 -.05180 .55070 .13710 .09710 -.00390 .00 50 - 00270 - 00550 
.500 15,925 -.04510 .57030 11450 .10360 -.00400 .00260 -.00260 -.00570 
.499 16.874 -.05220 .58420 .1590 .11160 -.00450 .0020 -.00270 -.00600 
.500 17.806 -.04550 .59570 .17090 .11940 -.00470 .00290 - 00240 -.00630 
.500 18.757 -,03110 50570 .18280 .12780 -.005R0 .00270 - 0020 - 00570 
.500 19,864 -,03860 .61500 .19580 .13840 -.00590 .00300 -.00200 -.00530 
.499 a0.777 -.03860 02210 .20710 114760 -.00010 .00300 -.00100 -.00630 
.499 21.749 -.04570 .62590 .21820 .15840 -. 00860 .00320 -.00170 - 00660 
CRADIENT -.00064 .02776 .00150 .00225 .00011 00021 -. 00011 - 00064 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 266 
CAS ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGM092) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 ]ORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 380/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 0o/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
601 3 510 -.0ogso .22510 .06230 .05630 -.00630 .00020 - 00220 .00310 
.600 4.392 -.02320 .25010 .06350 .05820 -.00640 00030 -.00230 00250 
600 5.263 -.02350 .27790 .0550 .06020 - 00620 .00040 - 00240 00220 
.60t 6.086 -.02390 .30510 .05800 .06200 -.00630 .00050 - 00250 00180 
.600 7.087 -.03840 .33600 .07190 .0450 -.00590 .00060 -.00250 00120 
.601 8.043 -.03890 36640 .07710 .06700 -.00570 .00080 -.00260 00070 
601 9 020 -.04030 .39650 .08290 .07040 -.00570 .00110 - 00270 - 00070 
601 tO 058 -.04090 .42770 .09030 .07530 -.00570 .00130 - 00270 -.00140 
.600 11.045 -.04210 .45750 .09880 08030 -.00550 .00150 -.00270 - 00260 
600 12.018 -.04340 .48750 .10870 .08540 -.00590 .00180 -.00250 - 00390 
.599 13.045 -.05230 52020 .12100 .09080 -.00640 .00240 -.00250 - 00600 
.599 13.944 -.05580 .54590 .2342O .09570 -.00750 .00310 -.00190 - 00970 
.600 15 091 -.05280 .57260 .14950 .10260 -.00610 .00250 -.00230 - 00650 
599 16.023 -.04430 59480 .16210 .10920 - 00490 00220 -.00270 - 00490 
600 is 968 -.04940 .59510 .17560 11690 -.00410 .00210 - 00350 - 00310 
.599 17.931 -.04940 .50240 .16900 .12550 -.00410 .00210 -.00340 -.00310 
.600 18 908 - 04410 60990 .20360 .13510 -.00480 .00220 - 00240 - 00480 
.600 19.972 -.04460 61880 .21890 .14570 - 00520 .00230 - 00200 - 00530 
599 20 958 - 04470 .62620 .23230 .15600 -.00490 .00240 -.00210 - 00550 
600 21 891 -.04440 .63060 .24460 .12800 - 00490 00240 - 00210 - 00520 
GRADIENT .00726 .02837 ,00136 .00216 -.00011 .00011 -.00011 -.00058 
DATE EO JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 267 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO HI.6 V9.I0 (AGM092) 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 2 90.0000 SQ.FT XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB . 1.000 
LREF - 414.8100 IN. YRRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF * 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO ELV-18 - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE 0300 1-2 - 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
S5-6 20 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 379/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
NAC4 ALPWA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL CIORE 
699 3.583 - 03180 24110 .06550 05960 - 00650 .00060 -.00240 00080 
.701 4 473 - 032!0 .26940 .08720 .06140 -.00650 .00070 - 00240 00050 
.700 5.292 -.03290 .29800 .06960 .06260 -.00650 .00090 - 00240 -.00020 
.700 8.167 -.03370 .32900 .07280 .06440 -.00640 .00100 -.00240 -.00t1O 
699 7.125 -.03380 35990 .07760 06720 - 00550 .00110 - 00240 - £0110 
.700 8 104 - 03550 39140 .08490 07030 -. 00680 .00140 - 00250 - 00290 
.700 9.069 - 04410 41980 09380 .07420 -.00740 .00170 -.00220 - 00460 
.700 10.165 -.03750 .44970 .10610 07850 -.00690 00180 - 00200 -.00500 
.700 11.105 -.03700 .47740 .11810 .08300 -.00660 .00170 -.00200 -.00440 
.599 12.120 -.03520 50470 .13090 08740 - 00550 100150 - 00260 -.00260 
699 1 154 - 03830 52790 .14630 .09390 -.00670 00190 - 00160 - 00580 
69Q 14.036 - 03840 54720 .15870 10000 -.00630 .00200 -.onig - 00800 
.699 15.222 -. 02940 .56250 17460 10980 -. 00510 .00180 -. 00240 - 00380 
.699 16o123 -.03610 57090 18610 .11830 - 00560 00180 - 00230 - 00360 
.•700 17.113 -.04220 .57890 .19980 .12820 -.00640 .00180 -. 00240 -.00270 
699 18 089 - 04090 58580 .21340 .13840 -.00690 .00160 - 00200 - 00150 
599 19.032 - 03890 .59440 22830 14780 - 00780 00130 -.00150 -.00030 
.699 20.132 -.03050 .60650 .24600 .15800 -.00660 00080 - 00080 .00230 
.689 21.140 -. 0 670 .62030 .P6430 .17680 -.00920 .00010 -.00040 .00630 
.699 22.094 -.02160 .62990 28090 17740 - 00910 -. 00070 -.00080 01200 
GRADIENT - 00034 03180 .00191 00202 -. 00000 .00011 00000 - 00034 
A 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 268 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES. KI rO Hi5.6 VR.II IAOHOS3S 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF * 250.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - ).ODD 
LREF - 474.6100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
8REF - 936 6800 IN. ZNRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-1R ­ .000 ELV-OH - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 45.000 
55-8 * 20,000 IORB 7.850 
RUN NO. 386/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
300 -12.001 11.75100 .44850 .09BIO .06390 .19040 - 01630 .05140 - 02010 
299 -10.020 II 75390 44190 .09850 .06520 16190 - 01480 .04430 - 01580 
.299 -8.036 11.75870 .44220 .09890 .06700 .1720 -.01100 .03440 -.01320 
.300 -6.06! 1I,76350 .44070 .0920 .06920 .09280 -,00790 .02490 -.00920 
299 -4.045 11.76630 .44560 .10030 07050 ,05980 -.00450 01510 -.00680 
299 -3.054 II 76730 .44320 .10170 .07280 .04460 - 00330 .01020 - 00490 
299 -2.049 11.76890 .44140 .10210 .07530 .02890 -.00180 .00570 -.00340 
300 -1.017 11.76950 .44050 .10230 .07590 .01100 -.00020 .00160 - 00160 
.300 .016 11.76890 .44080 .10260 .07550 -.00670 .00110 -.00300 00030 
.300 1.014 11.76820 44230 .10320 07370 -.02400 00260 -.00750 .00200 
300 2.089 11.7662D .44590 .10360 .07180 -.04210 .00390 '-.01230 00420 
.299 3 0I8 II.75390 .44980 .10400 .06890 - 05560 .00490 -.01650 00610 
.300 4.057 11.76220 .44890 .10220 .06700 -.07330 .00680 -,02130 .00740 
.301 6.018 It 75510 .44540 .10200 .06430 -.10490 00990 -.03090 01060 
.299 8.088 11.74950 .44390 .10040 .06060 -.14330 .01420 -.04090 01270 
.301 20 058 11.74990 .44120 .09810 .05930 -.17240 .01600 -.049So .01740 
.301 12 034 11.74420 .44460 .09750 .05680 -.20270 01740 -.05770 02230 
GRADIENT -.00055 .00067 .00030 -.00057 -.01658 00138 -.00444 .00179 
RUN NO. 38S/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLMI CY CLN CSL OIORR 
.499 -12 085 11.88730 .48670 .10290 .06730 .19020 - 01680 .05340 - 05020 
.499 -0,0106 11.88720 .47820 .10060 .06740 .16300 - 01650 .04600 -.03500 
.600 -8.073 11.89500 47130 .10050 .06990 -.12650 - 01230 .03640 -.02970 
.499 -5.079 11.90450 .46920 .10060 .07380 .09380 - 00920 02620 - 02100 
.500 -4.048 It.91150 .46890 .10180 .07670 .05980 -.00500 .01610 -.01630 
.499 -3 026 11.91320 .46770 .10260 .07850 .04380 - 00360 .O8O0 -.01140 
.499 -2.102 11.91580 46530 .10260 08070 .02810 -.00210 .00660 -.00790 
.500 -1.089 11.91450 .46490 .10270 .08100 .01090 -.00030 .00230 -.00480 
.500 .044 11.91690 .46440 .20300 .08090 -.00800 .00140 -.00310 .00020 
501 1.051 11.91360 46670 .10340 .07940 -.02470 .00300 -.00790 .00430 
.500 2.065 11.91050 .47100 .10390 .07730 -.04120 .00440 -.01260 .00670 
.500 3.109 11.90840 47330 .10440 .07480 -.05870 .00570 - 01790 .01460 
501 4.018 11.90580 47370 .10330 07300 -.07240 .00720 - 02200 01750 
.500 6.058 11.89850 .47320 .10280 .06930 -.10660 .0111C -.03200 .02330 
.500 8.063 11.88360 .47590 .10170 .06580 -.14410 ,0150 -.04200 .029650 
.601 10.094 11,88000 .47990 .10120 .06380 -.17700 .01770 -.05120 .04020 
501 12.016 11.87640 .48460 .10230 .06130 -.20520 .01890 -.05870 .05230 
GRADIENT -.00080 .00081 .00024 -.00056 -.01653 .00152 -.00470 .00419 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 269 
CAU ORB NOZ AT38.2 (PRES KI FO HIS..4 V9.1) (A01093) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 2690.0000 S0.FT. XNRP - 1109.0000 IN. XD ALPHAI - 6.000 STAR - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN,YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP * 375.0000 IN ZO ELV-I9 - 000 ELV-01 - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 51-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO 384/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CSL DIORB
 
.600 -12 092 11.91700 .51300 .il190 .07050 .19240 -.01840 05320 - 06050
 
.599 -t0 081 11.97690 50940 .10900 .07050 

MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN 

.16630 -.OIBO 04560 - 03860
 
599 -8.105 11.98450 49990 .i08a0 .07280 .12910 -.01380 03690 - 03390
 
.600 -6.020 It 99580 .49390 .10690 .07830 09390 -.01010 .02890 - 02450
 
.599 -4.050 12.00400 .49380 .10830 .08160 .06150 -.00570 01630 - 01920
 
.601 -3 035 12.00680 49280 .10850 .08300 .04360 -.00390 
 .01120 -.01410
 
.600 -1 993 12 00900 49700 .10790 .08530 .02630 - 00200 .00550 - 00990
 
.60 -1.009 12.01060 .48720 .10930 .08560 .00930 -.00020 
 00240 - 00550
 
.601 .028 12.01050 .48700 .10880 .08520 -.00850 .00170 -.0070 -.00140
 
Sol 1.035 12.00750 .48910 .10910 .08370 - 02470 00340 - 00750 00330
 
.800 2.078 12.00300 .49350 .10990 .08140 -.04260 .00520 -.01230 .00760
 
.699 3 108 II 99730 49770 .1100 .07840 -.05880 .00680 -.01150 .01390
 
601 4.087 It 99440 .49860 .11060 .07530 -.07550 00850 - 02210 .01780
 
601 6 105 11.98300 .49920 .11040 .07260 - 11130 01330 -.03180 .02200
 
.601 7 785 11.97270 .50390 11050 .06920 -.14210 .01690 -.03960 02620
 
.599 8 077 11.97250 .50400 .11010 .08880 -.14880 .01750 
 -.04140 .02940
 
Sol 1 ItS 11.9g530 50590 .11070 .06580 - 18340 .02000 - 04950 04320
 
.601 12 069 11.96210 .51050 .11330 .06390 -.
21280 .02160 -.05670 05800
 
GRADIENT -.00134 .00080 .00034 -.00073 -.01679 




CA5 ORB NOZ AT38,2 (PRES. KI FO H25,6 V9.) (AOP093) 1 20 JAN 75 1
 
DATE a0 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAS - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN.YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN, ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-18 ­ .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE .0300 Si-a - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-8 20 000 ORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 393/ 0 RN/L - 3.568 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL, DIORB 
700 -12.081 12.05890 .52860 .13420 .06880 .20780 -.01790 .04310 - 07440 
.700 -10.082 le 06380 .52890 .13300 .07080 .17890 -.01900 03610 -.03930 
699 -8.082 12.07810 51790 .13180 .07650 .13870 - 01450 .02790 - 03150 
700 -6.040 12.08860 .51320 .13030 .08000 .10250 -.01080 02110 -.02340 
.700 -4.093 12.09700 .51410 .13230 .08270 .06780 -.00630 .01330 -.02040 
.700 -3 115 12.09790 .51110 .13230 .08360 .04850 -.00400 .00980 -.01830 
.700 -2.095 12,10090 .50420 .13150 .08610 .03000 -.00200 .00630 -.01500 
.701 -1,047 12,10360 .50210 .13150 .08690 ,01080 .00020 .00E80 -.01190 
700 .044 12.10210 .50280 .13150 .08650 -.00760 .00200 -.00160 -.00500 
.700 1.051 12.10020 .50470 .13140 .08570 -.02600 .00400 - 00510 -.00260 
.700 2.071 12.09840 .50980 .13210 .08370 -.04560 .00620 -.00890 .00030 
.700 3 071 12 09080 51300 .13290 .08040 -.06280 .00810 - 01260 00440 
.701 4.023 12 08850 51390 .13350 .07860 -.08010 00990 - 01620 .00930 
.700 6.088 12.07290 .51610 .132!0 .07440 -.11920 01470 -.02340 .01160 
701 8.103 12.06170 .52060 .13200 .07070 -.15730 .01870 -.03120 .02030 
701 1o lot 12 04710 .52880 .13300 .06540 -.19290 02090 - 03950 04020 
.700 12 127 12 04160 .53150 .13430 .06280 -.22190 02060 - 04910 .07440 
GRADIENT -.00103 .00030 .00012 -.00051 -.01812 00197 -.00364 .00363 
PAGE 271
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






ALPHA! - 6.000 STAB . I 000 
RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10 
SREF . 2690 0000 SOFT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 




ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP * 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 SCALE - .0300 
55-6 - 20 000 IORE - 7.950 
I.B9 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 RUN NO. 390/ 0 RN/L -
DIORB

MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 

.299 -12.022 11,69350 .45090 
 .09810 .06330 .19160 -.01610 .05170 -.02060
 
300 -10 068 11 74290 .44090 .09750 .06380 .16170 -.01450 .04410 - 01610
 
12610 -.01060 .03410 - 01360







300 -8 027 I 75260 .44020 09820 .06910 09210 - 00750 02450 
.09950 .07030 .05880 -.00420 .01440 -.00700




.300 -3 041 11.75650 .44250 .10050 .07260 .04360 

-.00150 -.00370




.300 -1.080 11.75830 .43980 .10110 .07560 .00020 

.300 064 II 75770 44060 .10190 07490 - 00860 .00150 - 00350 00010
 
.299 1.069 11.75590 .44280 .10220 .07310 -.02640 00310 - 00820 .00180
 
.10270 .07110 -.04200 .00410 -.01240 .00390

.300 2.102 11.75550 .44550 

.300 3.107 11.75280 
 .44760 10260 06870 -.05680 00530 -.01720 00590
 




300 4.056 11.75100 .44760 .10120 .06630 

.300 6 062 II 74280 44460 10140 .06380 -. 10690 01050 

14340 01450 - 04110 01230
299 8.060 11.73870 .442g0 .09920 .06050 -.

.301 10.085 11.73840 .44090 
 .09700 .05900 -. 27250 	 .01620 -.05010 .01710
 
44410 09630 .05570 	 -.20370 .01780 -.05800 02180
 
-.01650 00137 - 00443 .00180
 
.300 12 069 11 73360 

GRADIENT - 00059 00062 .00030 -.00063 

RUN NO 389/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CLN 	 DIORS
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CSL 

.500 -12.091 
 11 88420 .48590 10240 08710 	 .18940 - 01690 05300 -.04930
 
.16110 - 01620 04540 -.03490
500 -10 064 11.88100 .47780 .10010 .06730 

.500 -8.025 11.88860 .47110 .10010 
 .07010 .12420 -.01200 	 .03570 -.02950
 
.02550 - 02130
500 -6.038 11.89860 .46830 .09980 .07410 .09200 - 00880 

500 -4.055 11.90450 45890 .10140 .076530 
 05680 -.00470 	 01550 - 01660
 
10190 .07860 	 04290 - 00330 .0!040 - 01190
501 -3 06B 11.90740 .46740 

- 00260 .00580 	 - 00800

.499 -2.026 11.90910 	 .46360 .10190 .08070 .02550 

08090 .00850 .00000 	 00150 -.00470





-.02710 .00330 - 00880 .00450
 
.499 .017 11.90580 	 .46410 210250 .08010 -.00800 

.500 1.065 11.90680 .46830 .10300 .07870 

.50O 2 051 II 90390 .47050 
 20360 07670 -.04250 .00470 - 01310 00840
 
500 3 109 11 90020 .47220 .10390 .07410 -.05840 
 00580 - 01810 .01450
 
07180 -.07490 00770 - 02280 .0690

.500 4.087 I1.89780 47310 10270 

.06870 .01130 -.03260 02330

.501 6 037 11.88820 .47270 .10240 -.10710 

502 8 056 It 87650 .47540 1OO8O .06530 
 -.14500 01550 - 04260 .02930 
.05350 -.17770 .01760 -.05150 .04060 
499 12 085 It 8660 .48500 .10170 06040 -.20860 .01910 - 05960 05320 
-
.00151 - 00467 .00418 
.499 10.081 21.87070 	 .47780 .0030 

GRADIENT - 00101 .00077 .00025 00068 - 01646 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 272
 





SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA! = 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREP - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 376.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 51-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORS - 7 850 
RUN NO. 388/ 0 RN/L w 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.601 -12 113 11.97100 51250 .11140 .07040 .19230 -.01890 05270 - 05740
 
.601 -10.081 11.97320 .50840 .10860 .07090 .16360 - 01810 .04460 - 03760
 
599 -8 077 11.97740 49870 .10720 .07330 .12700 - 01360 .03600 - 03290
 
.600 -6.041 11.99020 .49350 .10630 .07840 .09240 - 00980 .02620 - 02470
 
.600 -4.037 11,99690 .49360 .10810 .08120 .05910 -.00530 01560 -.01930
 
.600 -3.035 12.00040 .49130 .10770 .08320 .04190 -.00360 .0060 -.01430 
.601 -2 049 12 00340 .48670 .10760 .08530 .02530 -.00180 00600 -.01030 
600 -1.077 12.00330 .48640 .10780 .08540 .00770 .00010 .00180 -.00640 
.600 043 12.00100 .48740 .I0850 08440 -.00940 .00180 - 00380 -.00050 
.600 1,036 11.99920 .48890 .10850 .09330 -.02730 .00380 -.00830 .00320 
.600 2.058 11.99490 .49290 .10940 .08080 -.04420 .00550 -.01300 .00790 
.600 3.061 11 98900 .49730 11040 .07750 -.06150 .00710 -.01840 01440 
.599 4.087 11.98380 .49700 10980 07560 -.07780 .00900 - 02290 01770 
.600 6 084 II 97390 .49840 .11040 07200 - 11290 .01360 - 03210 .02150 
.601 8 045 11.95780 .50150 11060 .06870 -.15170 .01840 -.04040 .02510 
.600 I0,135 11.95000 .50400 .11110 .050 -.18650 .02060 -.04840 .04030 
.600 12.122 11.95310 .50610 .11380 .06390 -.21770 .02240 -.05800 .05510 
GRADIENT - 00177 .00077 00031 -.00084 -.01687 .00176 -.00473 .00458
 
RUN NO. 387/ 0 RN/L - 3.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL OTORB
 
700 -12 126 I2 05530 .52910 .13380 .06900 .20730 -.01840 04280 - 07050 
.701 .10.081 12.05890 .5620 .13290 .07090 .17610 -.01870 .03530 -. 03810 
.699 -8.102 12.07190 .51660 .13180 .07660 .13560 -.01430 .02750 -.03030 
.699 -6 040 12 08280 .51210 .13070 .0d050 .09940 -.01040 02060 - 02360 
.700 -4.079 12.09190 .51300 .13230 .08260 .06460 -.00590 01270 -.O20O 
.700 -3 045 12.09200 .50930 .13190 08420 04470 -.00360 .00880 - 01700 
.699 -2 018 12.09480 .50250 .13110 .08650 .02550 - 00150 .00530 - 01390 
.700 -1.060 12.09490 .50180 .13100 .0660 .00800 .00040 .00190 -.01020 
700 .059 12.09520 .50270 .13170 08630 -.01100 .00230 -.oooo -.00520
 
.700 1.024 12.09560 .50420 .13160 08550 -.02720 .00410 -.00540 - 00200
 
700 2 078 12.09010 .50940 .13200 .08340 -.04600 .00620 - 00900 00100
 
.700 3.037 12 08310 .51310 .13280 08030 - 06450 .00820 -.01300 00500
 
.700 4.010 12.07830 .51260 .13270 .07B70 - 08120 .01000 -.01650 00910
 
.701 6.048 12.06550 .51580 .13220 07410 -.11930 .01450 -.02370 .01360
 
.700 8.076 12.05350 .52090 .13170 .07010 -.1597C .01880 - 03160 02250
 
.700 10.045 12.04200 .52650 .13280 .06550 -.19350 .02070 -.03890 04120
 
.700 12.106 12,03710 .52610 .13390 .06450 -.22470 .02040 - 04720 .07440
 





DATE 20 JUN 75 

KI FO HIS 6 V9.I) (AGMOSS) 20 JAN 75 1







BETA - 000 STAB 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO.PT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
. 0000 IN YO
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP 
 10 000 ELV-OB - 13.000 
BREF = 936 6800 IN. 
ELV-I8 -ZMRP - 375 0000 IN 	ZO 45 000
 




55-6 . 20.000 IORA - 7 850
 
RUN NO. 394/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL DIORB
CD CLM




.301 3.078 -.05950 .19290 .05680 .04910 -.00720 00050 
 00020
 4 070 - 05990 .21760 .0580 .05140 	 - 00720 .00070 - 00230 





300 4 950 -.05990 .24300 .06090 .05400 

-100680 oo80 -.00240 .00020
 




.300 6.669 -.05020 .29240 .06710 .05820 -.00750 

07080 .06010 -.00700 .00110 - 00240 -.00030
 7 468 -.06030 .31500 





- 00720 00140 -.00260 - 00050
 




.300 9 324 
299 9.997 -.05390 .39130 08760 .06760 	 -.00690 00160 -.00270 

- 00750 00190 -.00280 - 00100
 300 10.906 -.04720 .41760 .09490 	 .07120 

.07490 -,00730 .00210 -.00280 - 00130
 
.299 11,763 -.06130 .44310 	 .10260 

.11110 .07880 -.00710 .00240 -.00280 -.00160
 
.299 12.532 -.05470 .46630 

.300 13 400 - 05480 .49240 12100 .08340 -.00770 .00250 
-.00270 - 00170
 
08770 -.00760 00260 
 - 00250 - 00190
 300 14.217 	 - 06180 .51550 .13090 

00270 - 00250 - 00200
 




.300 Is 096 -.05520 .55940 .15420 09860 - 00790 00280 -
00220 

.300 16.931 -.06230 57790 16500 
 .10420 - 00770 	 00300 -
00220 - 00230
 
00310 - 00200 -.00250
 




299 18 668 	 -.06950 .59930 .18790 .11780 -.00910 .00330 
-.00180 

-.07620 60680 .19970 12600 
 - 00950 .00330 - 00190 - 00250
 




.300 20.517 -.0540 .61400 	 21060 13420 - 00960 00330 

21930 14220 -.01020 .00330 - 00170 
 -.00240
 
.299 21 351 -.05530 61540 

.00010 00016 - 00011 - 00016
 GRADIENT -.00016 .02872 .00219 00261 

PAGE 274
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
CA5 ORB NOZ ATSB.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V6.I) (AOMOS5) C 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109,0000 IN. XD BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.9100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - 10.000 ELV-OB - 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 St-2 - .000 $3-4 - 45 000 
S5-8 - 20 000 IORB 7.660 
RUN NO. 3931 0 RN/L - 2.86 ORADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLN CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.499 3.178 -.05080 .20550 .06010 .05250 -.00720 00020 -.00230 .00830 
500 4.176 -.05800 .23150 .06120 .05490 -.00740 .00040 -.00240 .00200 
.500 5.074 -.05140 .25980 .06310 .05700 -.00720 .00050 -.o250 00110 
.500 5.927 -.05140 .28610 .06550' .05900 -.00720 .00050 -.00260 .00170 
.500 6.747 -.05190 .31060 .06840 .06090 -. 00700 .00070 -.00260 .00220 
.499 7.582 -.06600 .33520 .07200 .06310 -.00700 .00080 -.00270 .00090 
600 8.495 -.05260 .36280 .07700 .06580 -.00720 .00100 -.00280 .00050 
.sot 9.439 -.056990 .39200 .08330 .06910 -.00890 .00110 -.00280 00020 
.601 10.223 -.05320 .41530 .08870 .07L40 -.00720 .00120 -.00290 -00010 
.501 11.171 -.06070 .44300 .09650 .07680 -.00730 .00160 -.00300 - 00070 
500 11.980 -.08090 .46720 .10410 .08080 -.00730 .00160 -.00300 - 00090 
So 12.839 -.05440 .49390 11320 .08540 -.00750 00170 - 00300 -.00130 
.500 13.695 -.04760 .51999 .2290 .09080 -.00730 .00180 -.00300 - 00140 
.499 14.394 - 05480 .53910 .13140 .09410 - 00760 00200 - 00300 - 00170 
.500 IS 362 - 06160 .55990 .14290 .10040 -.00760 .00200 -.00310 - 00170 
.499 16.290 -.05520 .57720 .15420 .10710 -.00760 .00220 -.00280 -.00220 
.500 17.083 -.04600 .58970 .25390 .3JO -.00740 .00220 -.00310 - 00100 
.499 17.997 - 06280 .59890 17450 .12080 -.00830 .00240 - 00270 - 00270 
600 18.796 -. 05830 .60790 18470 .12820 -.00830 .00250 -.00240 -.00340 
.499 19.741 -.05660 .61620 19640 .3680 -.00900 .00270 -.00210 -.00370 
50 280.668 -.05700 .62300 .20760 .14590 -.00950 .00280 -.00290 -.00410 
500 21.507 -.06430 .62680 21700 .15530 -.00990 00300 -.00200 - 00460 
499 21.709 -.06440 .62760 .21920 .15790 -.01030 .00310 -.00180 -.00470 
GRADIENT -.00722 .02606 .00110 .00241 -.00020 .00020 -.00030 - 00030 
PAGE 275
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT3B.2 (PRES. KI FO HI1.6 V9.I) (AGH088) ( 20 JAN 75 ] 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT XRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB * 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YHRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 935.6800 IN ZMRP - 375 0000 IN ZO ELV-IB - 10 000 ELV-O8 - 13 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S36- - 20 000 ORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 3921 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.40/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
600 3.242 -.05710 21790 .06190 ,05510 -.00710 .00020 -.00240 00300 
600 4 234 - 05040 .24520 .05320 .05730 -.00730 00040 -.00240 00270 
.600 5 14?. -.050BO .27380 .06510 .05940 -.00720 .00050 -.00260 00230 
.601 6 007 -.04430 30250 .06760 .05120 -.00720 00050 -.00250 .00190 
.600 6.623 -.05170 .32730 .07080 .06320 -.00710 .00070 -.00260 .00150 
.601 7,642 -,05190 .35370 .07500 .08520 -.00690 .00080 -.OO2GO .00130 
601 8.558 -.05930 38160 .08000 .06820 -.00690 .00090 - 00270 00090 
.600 9 498 -.05320 .41090 02660 .07170 -.00710 00120 - 00290 - 00010 
600 10.197 - 05380 .43220 .09160 .07540 -.00730 .00130 -.00290 - 00070 
.600 11.147 -.04770 .46100 10010 .08040 -.00740 .00160 -.00290 -.00160 
.600 [1.983 -.04830 .48600 .10850 .08490 -.00750 .00180 -.00270 -.00240 
599 12.813 -.04980 .51290 .11860 .08920 - 00820 00210 -.00270 -.00370 
.600 13 720 -.05780 .54120 13070 09420 -.00850 .00250 - 00300 - 00480 
.600 14 523 -.05590 558650 .14320 .09860 -.01080 .00330 -.00140 - 01000 
.600 15,422 -.05550 .57620 .15590 .10450 -.01040 .00320 -.00090 -.00980 
.600 16.405 -.06030 .58560 .16920 .11210 - 00920 .00280 -.00170 -,00750 
.600 17.190 -.05200 .59410 .1800 .118B0 -.00870 .00270 -.00220 -.00610 
.599 18.135 -.05810 60230 .19300 .12740 -.00850 .00260 - 00210 - 00520 
.601 19 938 - 07160 60920 .20480 13540 -.00810 .00240 - 00190 - 00490 
601 19.880 -.06450 .61760 .21840 .14450 - 00820 00240 - 00180 - 00480 
.600 20 813 -.06510 .62350 .23100 15420 - 00820 00250 - 00160 - 00540 
.600 21.643 -.06600 .62770 .24230 .16410 -.00870 00270 -.00120 -.00640 
.600 21.897 -.06620 .62800 .24500 .16740 -.00890 .00270 -.001O0 -.00670 
GRADIENT 00676 .02753 .00131 00222 - 00020 00020 00000 - 00030 
Ir 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 276 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT3S.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGM095 ( 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0o0 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.6100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U .000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6600 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-1B - 10.000 ELV-OB 13 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 * 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - O.000 IORB - 7 950 
RU NO. 391/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL OIORO
 
70! 3.315 -.0SZ3O .23530 .05580 .05870 - 00720 00050 -.00250 00180
 
699 4 263 -.05170 .26340 .08720 .06020 -.00700 .00060 -.00250 .00140
 
.700 5 140 -.05240 .29340 .05980 .06170 -.00720 .00090 - 00260 00080 
.899 5 813 -.05300 .31700 .07200 .06310 -.00720 .000 0 -.00260 .00010 
.700 6.135 - 05230 .32850 .07320 .06350 -.00920 .00110 - 00310 .00080 
700 6.761 -.05400 .34880 .07650 .06530 -.00730 00110 - 00260 - 00090 
.700 7.610 -.05540 .37590 .08180 .06760 -.00750 .00140 - 00260 -.00230 
.700 8.526 - 06430 .40480 .08920 .07100 -.00780 .00180 - 00260 - 00430 
.700 9.444 -.05950 .43050 09830 .07450 -.00660 .o02l -.00200 - 00650 
.700 10.205 -.06690 .45120 .10730 .07740 - 00790 00210 - 00180 - 00700 
.700 1.35 -.05770 .47650 .11940 .08160 -.00810 .00220 -.00130 -.00780 
.700 1? 032 -.06630 .50070 .13090 .08600 -.00740 00210 -.00170 -.00640 
699 22.839 -.0590 .52110 14160 .09070 -.00740 .00220 - 00160 - 00690 
700 13 751 -.06680 .54300 15500 .09660 - 00740 .00230 - 00190 - 00700 
.699 24.505 -.05920 55610 .16510 .10220 -.00690 .00230 - 00250 -.00630 
.699 15 487 - 06580 .56610 17730 .11150 - 00630 .00220 -.00250 - 00590 
.699 16.476 -.0500 .57360 .18970 .12140 -.00690 00220 - 00240 - 00520 
.699 17.244 -.05690 .58090 .20040 .12940 -.00720 .00220 -.00280 -.00360 
699 28.202 -.05260 .58820 .21420 13930 -.00750 g00190- 00230 -.00270 
.100 19.047 -.07430 .59580 .22800 .14780 -.00810 .00160 -.O021O - 00040 
599 19.999 -.05090 .60510 .24300 .15710 -.00910 .00110 -.00150 .00250 
.699 20.953 -.05430 .61640 .25910 .16640 -.01060 .00030 -.00050 .00680 
700 *22 778 -.05090 .62600 27390 .17450 -.011SO -.00040 - 00010 00990 
700 22 058 -.05070 .62940 27880 .17760 - 01160 - 00050 00010 0201 
GRADIENT -.00042 .02984 .00148 .00158 .00021 .00011 .00000 -.00042
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 277 
CA5 ORB TCS ATZB.2 PRES, KI FO HIS 6 V9.1) (AGH096) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLtATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 278
 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15,6 V9.1I (AONO9B) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - .000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 20,000 lORe - 9.700 
RUN NO. 397/ 0 RN/L - 2,9! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 5.086 -.05650 .32500 .04140 .04670 -.00650 -. 00010 - 00260 .00360 
.500 6.058 -. 05000 .35530 .04530 .04790 -.00630 .00010 -.00270 .00310 
.500 6 917 -.05030 38500 .04950 .04910 -.00620 .00020 -.00270 00280 
499 7 598 -.04350 40780 .05320 .05060 -.00640 00030 - 00280 00270 
.501 7.839 -.05730 .41660 .05490 .05130 -.00650 .00030 -. 00290 .00270 
.500 8.521 -.04410 .43730 .05920 .05320 -.00650 .00050 -.00300 ,00EI0 
.499 9.363 -.05150 .46290 06530 .05620 - 00650 .00070 - 00300 .00160 
.500 10 253 -.04490 .49000 .07270 .05960 - 00660 .00090 - 00300 00130 
.500 11.149 -.04530 .51780 .08080 .06300 - 00680 .00100 - 00300 .00090 
.500 11.885 - 04570 .54050 .08820 .06630 -.00660 .00110 - 00300 00050 
.500 12.798 -.04610 .57030 .09860 07020 -.00670 .00130 -.00290 00010 
.500 13.692 -.04620 .59920 .10980 .07410 -.00690 .00140 -.00280 .00000 
.500 14 455 -.06020 .62540 .12040 .07750 - 00700 .00140 - 00270 -.00020 
.500 15.314 -.06760 .65470 13340 .08090 -.00720 .00160 -.00250 - 00070 
.499 16,127 -.06120 .67950 .14600 .08440 -.00760 .00170 -.00230 -.00120 
.500 17.093 -.06220 .70480 .16140 .08910 -. 00860 .00210 -.00210 -.00230 
.499 is 022 - 06290 .72520 .17670 .09450 -.00920 .00230 - 00180 -.00310 
500 28.810 -.05670 .73910 .19040 .10030 -.00970 00240 -.00140 -.00380 
500 19 760 -.05390 .74960 .20870 .10700 -.00870 00180 - 00200 -.00080 
.500 20 590 -.06190 .75710 .22230 .11480 -.00960 .00210 -. 00150 -. 00200 
500 21 513 - 06190 .76310 .23660 .12440 -. 00930 .00210 -.00140 - 00210 
.499 22.465 - 06130 76860 .25150 .13480 -. 00920 .00190 - 00130 -. 00140 
501 23.122 -.06090 .77090 .26200 .14240 -.00860 00170 -.00140 -.00090 
.500 23.599 -.06060 .77030 .26870 .14920 -.00890 .00170 -.00150 -.00060 
GRADIENT 00000 00000 .00000 0000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 279 
CA5 ORB TCS AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGNO9S) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S FT. XMR? - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF 474 alga IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 000 93-4 - 46 000 
65-6 - 20.000 IORR - 9.700 
RUN NO. 396/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.601 5.148 -.05530 .34550 .04440 .04730 -.00720 .00000 -.00270 .00470 
.60 6.109 - 06280 .37700 .04850 .04810 - 00710 .00020 -.00270 .00420 
.600 6.952 -.06330 .40680 .05280 .04950 -.00730 00040 - 00290 00360 
.601 7 524 -.06390 .42640 .05630 .05140 -.00720 .00050 - 00290 00310 
.500 8,072 -.05040 .44520 .05990 .05300 -.00720 .00050 -.00300 .00270 
.601 8 430 -.06460 .45730 .06250 .05430 -.00740 .00070 -.00300 .00240 
600 9 335 -.05150 .48480 .06930 .05780 -.00740 .00090 -.00300 00170 
.601 10 103 -.05930 .50950 .07620 .06090 -.0070 .00110 - 00300 .00080 
,.601 11.027 -.06110 .53970 .08580 .06470 -.00840 .00160 -.00280 -.00110 
.600 I1.843 -.06280 .6680 .09570 .06700 -.00900 .00200 -.00270 -.00290 
600 12 761 -.06540 .59620 .10920 .07070 -.00980 .00L30 -.00140 - 00550 
800 13.675 -.06460 .62420 .12500 .07290 -.00920 .00200 -.00090 - 00470 
.600 14,313 - 06550 184190 .13E70 .07520 -.00830 .00170 -.00180 -.00240 
.600 15.195 -.05160 .66760 .15280 .07890 -.00830 .00160 -.00190 -.00160 
.600 16.021 -,05460 .69050 .16770 .098280 -,00840 .00170 - 00200 - 00180 
600 16 848 -.06190 .70820 .18220 .08750 -.00840 .00190 -.00230 - 00190 
.600 17.813 -.06210 .72430 .19850 .09330 -.00910 .00200 -.00210 - 00210 
.800 18.523 -.06130 .73310 .20990 .09950 -.00830 .00200 - 00250 -.00180 
.600 19.476 -.08920 .74120 .22480 .10820 -.00920 .00210 -.00210 - 00240 
.600 20.410 -.07020 .74750 .23980 .11800 -.00940 00210 - 00130 - 00350 
.601 21.148 -.07010 .75280 .25230 .12580 -.00960 00200 - 00110 - 003t0 
600 22 103 -.05010 .75580 .26850 .13650 -.00810 .00160 - 00190 - 00010 
.801 22.932 -.05930 .75890 28230 .14650 -.00760 .00160 -.00220 00080 
.601 23.774 -.05910 .76230 .2969o .15780 -.00720 .00150 -.00210 .00100 
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 280 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.t) CAGOO9) 280 JAN '75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .POo RUD-L - .000 
EREF- 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - .000 ELV-08 - 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 53-4 - 45.000 
55-6 - 20.000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 399/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL OlORB 
.701 5.422 -.05150 .38030 .05180 .04640 -.00820 .00080 -.00290 .00170 
700 6.345 -.05300 .41240 .05720 .04780 -.00850 .00110 -.00290 .00010 
.700 7,175 -.05470 .44180 .06350 .05000 - 00890 .00140 -.00290 - 00160 
.700 8.034 -.05840 .47020 .07260 .05250 -.00960 .00200 - aD200 - 00530 
.700 9,002 -.06530 s49 850  .08320 .05450 -.00960 .00200 -.00180 -.00530 
700 0.032 -.05820 .52900 .09580 .05800 -.00940 .00200 -.00190 -.00520 
.701 10.944 - 05550 .55660 .10820 .06050 -.OO8BO .00180 -.00240 -.00350 
.700 11.969 -.05570 .58580 .12280 .06390 -.00820 .00170 -.00260 -.00260 
.701 12.960 - 05580 .61450 .13870 .06700 -.00790 .00180 -.00270 -.00280 
.700 13.971 -.05530 .64080 .15590 .07020 -.00800 .00190 -.00240 -.00330 
.700 14.995 -.05590 .6S770 .17420 .07450 -.00770 .00190 -.00270 -.00290 
699 15.907 -.05520 .68970 .19060 .07870 -.00730 00200 -.00340 - 00210 
700 17.091 -.06090 70850 .21080 .08690 -.00760 00190 -.00330 - 00090 
700 17 997 - 05980 .71980 .22600 .09470 - 00810 00170 -.00290 .00020 
.700 18.985 -.05020 .72900 .24280 .10460 -.00890 00140 -.00280 00310 
.699 19.908 -.05520 .73880 .25810 .11380 -.00980 00100 -.00220 .00510 
.700 20.916 -.05040 .74990 .87810 .12430 -.01040 00020 - 00190 01040 
.700 22 002 - 04450 .76090 .29910 .13680 -.01120 -.00090 -.00150 .01680 
700 23.014 -.03940 .76990 31870 .14940 -.01190 -.00180 -.00150 02250 
.700 23.945 -.03780 .77650 .33570 .16340 -101180 - 00200 -.00150 .02440 
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 O000O .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 
DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 281 
CA5 ORE TO5 AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H16.6 Vg.) (AGM097) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB 1.000 
LRE - 474.8100 IN. YMRP . .0000 IN, YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936,8600 IN. ZMRP - 375,0000 IN, ZO SLV-B - .000 ELV-O - .000 












RUN NO. 402/ 0 AN/L - 1.91 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
MACH 8ETA ALPHA CL 

.05700 .17310 -.00490 .06490 -.03950
.300 -12.051 13.59220 .59050 .10350 

.299 -10,084 13.59540 .58740 .09990 .06030 .14930 -.00740 .04840 -.02940
 
.299 -8.073 13.60210 .58040 .09910 .06560 .1(950 -.00530 .03940 -02460
 
.300 -B.OB9 13.51370 .55790 .10030 .07380 .08980 -.00370 .02870 -.01670
 
.300 -4.043 13.61770 .56110 .10320 
 .07260 .05940 -.00210 .01760 - 01250
 
.300 -3.037 13.51590 .56040 .10420 .07350 04430 - 00120 01200 
 -.00940
 
.300 -2 003 I3.61640 .55350 .10590 .07230 .02890 - 00030 00700 - 00660
 
.300 -1.018 13.61510 
 .56630 .10680 .07010 .01450 .00030 .00240 -.00360
 
.56630 .10710 .06840 -.00280 .00120 -.00290 -.00040
.300 .023 ]3.61430 

.300 1.028 13.60890 .56900 .10770 .06660 -.01820 .00240 -.00910 .00210
 
.300 2.021 13.51070 .57030 .10730 .068570 -.03240 .00280 
 -.01290 .00550
 
.301 3 054 13.60930 .5710C .10630 .06420 -.04670 .0040 -.01860 .00840
 
301 4.046 13.60750 .57050 .10500 .06270 -.06410 
 .U0500 -.02370 .01090
 
.300 6,051 13,59770 .57130 .10410 .05800 -.09330 .00630 -.03450 .01750
 
300 8.090 13.59130 .57070 .10270 .05350 -,12420 .00820 -.04470 .023 0
 
.301 10.084 13.59560 .57700 .20280 .04750 -.1-300 .00170 -.05330 .03170
 
.300 12.076 13.57770 .59220 .10630 .03680 -.17770 .00650 -.05910 .03930
 
GRADIENT -.00229 .00241 .00028 -.00135 -.01529 .00006 -.00506 .00ag
 
RUN NO. 401/ 0 RN/L * 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
CLN CSL DIORB




.500 -12.095 13.74280 .63140 .Iff3O .05330 .27380 -.00720 

p 
.61680 .10750 .06360 .15520 -.01130 04930 - 06240 
.499 -8 087 13.77360 .59640 .10410 .07470 .11900 -.00800 04020 - 05250 
.501 -6.044 13.78300 .599iO .10590 .07820 .09080 -.00680 .02910 - 0360 
.501 -10.095 13.75630 

.501 -4 068 13.78400 .60OOO ,10770 .07780 .05s9O -.00400 .00830 -.02490
 
.00 -3.067 13.78440 .60040 .10900 .07900 .04290 
 -.00230 ,01260 -.01950
 
13 78O10 .59920 .10960 .07780 .02580 - 00090 00730 -.01340
.500 -2.044 

p .500 -1.077 13.77770 .60150 .11040 .07450 .01220 -.000 0 .00280 - 00700 
00150 - 00280 -.O00BO
 
.499 .997 13 77250 60640 11200 .07100 - 0 290 00270 - 00910 .00580
 
501 2 076 13 77240 61020 .11250 .06980 

.501 001 13 77720 60240 .11120 .67390 -.00600 

- 03700 .00370 -.01350 01270
 
.501 3.028 13.77170 .61430 .le30 .05700 -,05470 .00540 -.01890 .01780
 
.500 4 113 13.76610 .61450 11110 .06420 -.07120 
 00710 -.02460 .02310
 
499 6 056 13 75840 .8110 .10920 .06350 - 10050 00880 - 03500 03740
 
.501 8 t27 13.74340 .61550 .10950 .05720 -.13250 .01020 - 04500 05370
 
.501 0 1?1 13.73170 62720 11270 .04790 -.15890 .00860 -.05310 .07770
 
.500 12 170 13 71570 64890 11760 .03440 - l260 00900 - 05970 .09350
 
-.01593 .00130 - 00520 00601
GRADIENT - 00212 .00205 .00050 - 00178 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 212 
CA5 ORB TCS AT38.2 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.) (AGM0971) 20 JAN 15 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109,0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 000 RLO-L - .000 
BREP - 936 6800 IN. ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-18 - .000 ELV-OB - .000 
SCALE - .D300 SI-e .000 53-4 - 45 000 
$5-6 - 0.000 [CR6m 9.700 
RUN NO. 400/ 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.600 -12.135 13.63080 .64970 .13310 .05380 .17990 - 00910 .04750 -.10490 
601 -10.121 13.85200 .63820 .12840 .06420 .16490 -.01460 .04120 -.06070 
.601 -8.067 13.87490 .52480 12580 .0760 .12980 - 01170 03240 - 04690 
.600 -6.119 13.87930 .62490 .12630 .07660 .10130 -.01030 ,02370 -026840 
.600 -4.081 13.87980 .63170 .12820 .07540 .06490 -.00570 .01550 -.02310 
600 -3 075 13.89370 .62990 .12830 .07720 .04510 -.00320 01130 -.02090 
.599 -2.062 13.87580 .62710 .12760 .07640 .02730 -.00110 .00720 - 01720 
.601 -1.045 13.87330 .62950 .12870 .07290 .01120 00000 00320 - 01000 
.599 .010 13.87420 .62940 .12850 .07330 -.00850 ,00230 -.00110 -.00640 
.599 1.053 13.86590 .63580 .12980 .06920 -.02510 .00390 -.00550 -.00030 
.600 2.014 13.86650 .64030 .13100 .06630 -.04160 .00530 -.00960 00610 
600 3 033 13.86470 .64500 .13090 .06550 - 06090 .00790 -.01430 .00820 
600 4 075 13.85510 64240 12950 06380 -.07940 01010 -.01930 .01250 
600 6.080 13.84820 .63720 .12780 .06310 -.11290 .01290 - 02800 02600 
601 8 12[ 13.83610 .64020 .12930 .05750 -.14300 .01380 -.03670 .04790 
.601 10 124 13.81560 .65210 .13450 .04670 -.16840 .01170 -.04330 08050 
.60 12 099 13.79240 .66570 .13800 .03480 -.19580 .01120 -.05050 10580 
0SADIENT -.00297 .00197 .00034 -.00166 -.01748 .O01B5 -.00423 .00467 
RUN NO. 399/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ETA ALPHA CL co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.701 -12 203 13.91790 .67410 .16240 .05190 .19310 -.00470 .04190 - 16010 
,700 -10.148 13,95540 .65800 9 .15940 .06650 .15250 -.00550 .03430 -.11680 
.700 -9 079 13.97300 .64960 .15920 .07240 .13440 -.00990 02800 -.07310
 
.700 -6.107 13.97250 .64670 .15630 .07280 .10480 -.o0080 .02170 -.04430
 
.699 -4.040 13.97540 .64900 .15690 .07290 .06710 -.00520 .01370 -.03120 
699 -3.074 13 97580 .64560 .15570 .07430 .04800 -.00280 00900 -.02650 
699 -2 022 13.97140 .64040 .15570 .07380 02970 -.00110 .00480 -.029O 
.699 -1.018 13.96240 .64170 .15620 .06990 .01290 00000 00120 - 01020
 
.700 .010 13.96350 .64100 .15630 .07020 -.00690 .00220 -.00220 -.00640 
.700 1.027 13 95870 .641780 .15800 .06630 -.02550 100390 -.00620 .00130 
.699 2 025 13.95590 .65210 .15860 06650 - 04180 .00490 -.00960 01000 
701 3 048 13.95250 65770 .18000 .06460 -.06140 00700 - 01400 .01610 
.700 4.090 13.95230 .55530 .15870 .06460 - 08140 .00920 -.01870 .02160 
.699 6 Ili 13.94040 .65930 .15940 .06000 -.11510 .01080 -.02550 .04360 
.699 B.145 13.92450 .6370 .16070 .05430 -.14460 .00960 -.03140 08030 
.699 10.156 33.89880 67940 .16490 .04410 -.17380 .00750 - 03700 .12100 
699 12 166 13.86170 .69330 16780 .02840 -.20530 .00660 - 04520 .16050 
GRADIENT -.00323 .00149 ,00040 -.00132 -.01808 ,00158 -100385 .00670 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PACE 283 




SREF - 2690 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO BETA - 000 RUD-U - .0DB 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-L 000 51-2 .000 
EREF - 936.6900 IN. ZMRP - 315.0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 45.000 S5-6 20.000 
SCALE - 0300 IORB .850
 
RUN NO. 407/ 0 RN/L - 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORE 
.149 3.021 - 05450 .16130 .024e0 .05100 .00630 .00280 -.00260 -.00130 
.151 4.021 -.05460 .20830 .02790 .05050 .00530 .00300 - 00250 - 00140 
.151 4 90 - 04160 .24070 03500 05120 .00700 .00290 - 00250 - 00140 
.149 5,762 -.05460 26980 .04360 .05030 .00560 .00320 - 00260 -.00140 
150 6 572 - 05470 .29410 .04600 .04950 .00710 00320 - 00260 - 00150 
.150 7.433 -.05470 .32030 05460 .05080 00570 .00350 - 00250 -.00160 
150 8 364 -.05470 34840 .06270 05230 00530 00380 -.00260 - 00160 
1So 9 283 - 05480 .37600 07240 05370 00590 00380 - 00250 - 00170 
.149 )0.067 -.05480 .40570 .OIIO0 .05600 .00510 00390 -.00260 - 00170 
149 tO 999 -.05490 .43050 .09150 .05790 .00630 00420 -.00240 - 00190 
149 It 827 -.05490 45690 10250 .06120 00490 00440 - 00230 - 00180 
149 12 690 - 05500 .4430 .11600 .06570 00520 .00470 - 002O -.00190 
.149 13.589 -.06200 .50860 .12930 .06920 .00360 .00490 - 00180 - 00200
 
.149 14 377 -.05510 .53150 .J3990 .07340 .00380 .00510 - 0010 -.00eO
 
250 15 372 - 04820 .55650 .15310 .07850 00400 00510 - O0O50 - 00210
 
.150 lS 197 -.05510 .57470 16520 08310 .00430 .00490 - 00150 - 00200
 
.150 17 lO -.05520 .59220 .18010 .08920 00450 .00520 - 00140 -.00210
 
150 18.020 -.05510 .60310 .19310 .09560 .0032C 00520 - 00120 - 00200 
.150 18 731 -.05510 .61750 .20580 .0220 .00350 0050 - 00120 -.00210 
149 19.266 -.04820 .62400 .21420 .10660 .00370 00530 - 00120 - 00210 
GRADIENT .00359 .03149 .00570 .00009 .00088 00006 .00005 - 00005
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 284
 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.BA (PRES. Kl FO V9.1) (AOMO9B) 1 20 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-L 000 $1-2 . .000 
BREF - 938.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 45 000 55-6 - 20.000 
SCALE - .0300 (ORB - 7 860 
RUN NO. 406/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.299 3.065 -.03760 .19340 .03490 .04580 -.00440 -.00050 - 00210 .00170 
.301 4.073 -.04480 .22330 .03700 .04450 -.00430 -.00040 -.00220 .00150 
300 4.978 -.05180 .25190 .04020 .04430 -.00470 -.00020 - 00230 .00130 
300 5.823 -.03790 27950 .04400 .04560 -.00450 -.00020 - 00240 00140 
.301 6.653 -.05960 .30280 .04690 .04660 -.00440 .00040 -.00240 00050 
.301 7.488 -.04590 .32760 .05110 .04810 -.00430 00050 -.00250 .00040 
.301 8427 -.05990 .35680 .05650 .04970 -.00420 .00070 -.00250 .00020 
.299 9.391 -.05320 .38620 .06330 .0160 -.00400 .00090 -.00260 -.00010 
300 10.140 -.05350 .40940 .06910 .05360 -.00430 .00110 - 00260 -.0003d 
.301 11.048 -.06060 .43710 .07680 .05680 -.00410 .00130 -.00270 -.00060 
.299 11.844 -.05400 46140 .08440 .06010 -.00360 .00140 - 00260 -.00090 
.300 12.700 -.05420 48680 .09320 .06350 - 00420 .00160 -.00250 -.00100 
.300 13,574 -.05440 .51360 .10340 .06790 -.00400 .00180 - 00240 -.00130 
.301 14.337 -.05440 .53340 .11170 .07130 -.00390 .001BO -.00230 -.00130 
.301 15 306 -.06160 .55640 .12280 .07620 -.00400 .00210 - 00230 -.00160 
.300 16.181 -.05470 .57810 .13420 .08130 -.00470 .00210 -.00210 - 00170 
.301 17.041 -.05490 .59480 .14510 .08670 -.00450 00220 -.00200 -.OOBO 
.300 17.943 - 05510 60840 .15660 .09360 -.00470 00240 -.00190 -.00200 
.301 18.737 -.05530 .61610 .16600 .10000 -.00530 .00260 -.00180 -.00220 
301 19 694 - 05530 62320 .17700 10890 - 00550 .00260 -.00160 - 00230 
300 20 588 - 05530 62920 .18780 .11710 - 00560 00270 - 00160 -.00230 
.301 21 430 - 05500 .62970 .19630 .12660 -.00610 .00260 - 00160 - 00200 
GRADIENT - 00742 .03057 .00276 -.00079 -100015 .00016 -.00010 -.00021 
PAGE 285
 
DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CA8 ORB TC5 AT3S.2A (PRES. KI FO V9.I) CAGNOM01GI20 JAN 75 







2690 0000 SO FT. 
474.8100 IN. 




- 1109 0000 IN, XO 
- .0000 IN. YO 



















SCALE ­ .0300 ]ORB - 7 80 
RUN NO. 405/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -O5.00 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CEL DIOR 
.500 3.799 -.04130 .23140 .03910 .04390 -.00690 -.00040 -.00240 .00490 
501 4 717 -.04860 .26170 .04130 .04390 -.00680 -.00030 -.00250 .00450 
.500 5 444 -.04880 .28510 .04340 .04480 -.00700 - 00020 - 00260 00440 
.500 5.921 -.04930 .30100 .04530 .04530 -.00710 .00000 -.00260 .00390 
.500 6 377 -.04220 .31500 .04690 04620 -.00720 -.00010 -.00260 .00410 
.501 7 305 -.04260 .34380 .05090 .04770 -.00700 .00010 -.00270 .00370 
.500 8.117 -.04980 .36920 .05540 .04970 -.00690 .00020 -.00270 .00340 
.500 9 065 -.04330 .39080 06130 .05240 -.00670 .00030 - 00280 00300 
.500 9.891 -.05070 .42400 .06710 .05520 -.00580 .00050 - 00290 00250 
.501 10.831 -.04440 .45L90 .07470 .05890 -.00710 .00080 -.00300 .00190 
501 It 737 -.04490 .48000 .08280 .06300 -.00720 .00100 -.C0300 00140 
.500 12.375 -.04630 .60020 08910 05580 -.00700 .00110 - 00300 00100 
.500 13.265 -.04550 .52800 .09880 .07030 -.00720 .00120 -.00300 .00070 
499 14 064 -.04590 .55090 10780 .07420 - 00720 .00140 - C0300 00030 
.500 14 996 - 03890 .57370 11860 .07930 -.00720 .00140 -.00300 00040 
.500 15.957 - 03870 .69330 .12980 .08520 -.00690 .00140 - 00310 00070 
.499 16 726 - 03900 .60500 .13sO 09100 - 00700 .00160 -.00310 .00030 
500 17 673 - 03310 .61750 .14990 .09920 -.00770 .00190 - 00280 -.00070 
.499 I8 547 -.04110 .82650 .16040 ,10690 -.00860 00210 - 00230 - 00190 
.499 19 389 - 03500 .63330 17020 .11500 -.00910 .00240 - 00200 -.00270 
.500 20.343 -.03580 .54100 .18160 .12470 -.00980 .00260 - 00180 -.00360 
501 21.141 - 05700 64530 .19080 .13380 -.01040 .00270 - 00140 - 00410 
.500 21 727 -.05690 .64750 .19760 .14140 -.01060 .00280 - 00160 - 00400 
GRADIENT -.00795 .03298 00239 .00000 .00011 .00011 -.00011 -.00044 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 266 
CA5 ORB TC ATZO.EA IPRES, K1 FO VS11) (AGMO098) I 0 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP " 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - IO0 RUO-U - 000 
LREF - 474.8200 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-L D00 Sl-2 - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 53-4 - 45.000 S5-6 - 20.000 
SCALE - , .0300 lORB - 7.250 
RUN NO. 404/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM Cy CLN CSL WIORB 
.599 3.854 -.04730 .24990 .04150 .04200 -.00650 - 00030 - 00260 .00580 
.599 4.770 -.040go .27970 ,V4370 .04280 -.00680 -.00020 -.00270 .00540 
600 5.493 -.04810 30480 .04600 .04350 -.00670 - 00010 - 00270 00510 
599 5 981 -.04150 .32140 .04770 .04410 -.00870 00000 -.00270 00480 
,600 6.420 -.04650 .33550 .04950 .04440 -.00670 .00010 -.00270 .00470 
.600 7.369 -.04230 .36610 .05400 .04640 -.00680 .00030 -.00270 .00400 
.600 8.152 -.04260 .39130 .05960 .04850 -.00680 .00040 -.0060 .00350 
.599 9.077 - 04360 .41990 .06450 .05160 -.00690 .00060 - 00290 00260 
600 9,930 -.04440 .44580 .07110 .05480 -.00720 .00090 -.00300 .00190 
.600 10.642 -.04550 .47540 .7690 .05930 -.00710 .001O0 -.00300 .00080 
.600 11.783 -.04710 .50440 .08830 .06370 -.00700 00130 - 00280 - 00090 
699 12.435 -.05220 .52540 .09560 .06700 -.00840 .00180 -.00260 - 00220 
.599 13.312 -.05030 .55270 .10690 .07120 -.00920 .00230 -.00240 - 00420 
.600 14.121 -.06070 .57420 .11870 .07480 -.01060 .00290 -.00170 -.00770 
.599 14.998 -.06150 .59250 .13070 .07960 -.01110 .00300 -.00110 -.00850 
.600 15.960 -.06020 .60460 .14350 .08S70 -.01040 .00290 -.00130 - 00740 
.599 16.77 -.05870 .61280 .15440 .09330 -.00990 .00270 -.00190 -.00580 
.599 17.709 -.05860 .62150 .16690 .10140 -.00970 .00270 -.00180 -.00570 
.599 18 596 -.05870 .62890 .17900 .10990 -.00980 .00260 - 00140 - 00580 
.600 19.382 -.05900 ,63510 .19050 .11790 -.00990 .00270 -.00130 -.00630 
600 20.342 -.05220 64300 20320 .12800 - 01010 .00270 -,00120 -.00630 
.600 21.241 -.05200 .64770 .21520 .13940 -.01000 .00270 -.00100 - 00620 
.601 21,872 -.04470 .64930 .22310 .14820 -.00970 .00250 -.00090 -.00580 
GRADIENT .00699 ,03254 .00240 .00066 -.00011 .00011 -.00011 - 00044 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PAGE 21 
CA9 ORB TCS AT3G.2A (PRES. CI FO V9.I) (AGM098) ( 20 JAN 76 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT 
LREF - 474.100 IN. 
GREF - 936.6800 IN 




- 1109.0000 IN. XO 
- .0000 IN, YO 


























































































































































































































































































DATE O JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 288 




SREF - 2690,0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1IO9.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 RLO-U - .000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YNRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-L - .000 SI-2 - 000 
ORCr - 936.6600 IN. ZMRP - 375,0000 IN, ZO 53-4 - 45.000 555 - 20.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 lORD - 7.850 
RUN NO. 411/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.301 3.082 - 05310 .19330 .05780 .04810 -.00570 00060 -.00210 000c0 
.299 4.051 -.05320 .21710 .05960 .05060 -.00600 .00070 -.00290 .00000 
.301 4.971 -.05340 .24360 .06200 .05280 -.00620 .00100 -.00230 -.00030 
.300 5 835 -.05310 .26930 .06510 .05530 -.00600 .00060 - 00240 00010 
301 6.630 -.04680 .29040 .06780 .05710 -.00590 .00120 - 00240 - 00050 
.300 7 521 -.08080 .31550 .07150 .05930 -.00580 00130 -.00240 -.00080 
300 8.461 -.06080 .34290 .07690 .06190 -.00560 .00130 -.00240 - 00070 
.301 9 368 -.06110 .37040 .08300 .06440 -.00560 .00160 -.00250 - 00110 
.300 10.051 -.06130 .39070 .08810 .0S710 -.00610 .00180 -.00260 - 00120 
300 11.005 -.05460 .41730 .095 0 .07060 - 00550 .00200 - 00260 - 00140 
.301 It 830 -.05170 .44230 .10310 .07430 - 00570 .00220 -.00260 - 00170 
300 12.615 -.05490 .46580 .11180 .07800 -.00600 00230 -.00250 -.00190 
.300 13,500 -.06210 .49180 .12210 .08290 -.00580 .00250 -.00240 -.00210 
.300 14 210 -.06220 .51050 .12980 .08680 -.00600 .00260 -.00230 - 00220 
300 15.287 -.08230 53540 .14150 .09240 -.005620 .00270 -.00230 -.00230 
.300 16.060 -.08250 .55410 .15240 09770 -.00640 .00280 -. 00210 - 00250 
299 16 770 -.06260 .56900 .16180 .10190 -. 00710 .00300 - 00200 - 00260 
.300 17.693 -.05290 .58340 .17410 .10890 -.00680 .00320 -.00190 -.00300 
.299 1S 548 - 06290 .59280 .18440 .11590 -.00750 .00330 - 00160 - 00300 
300 19.442 -. 06300 .60110 [9550 .12360 -.00610 .00340 - 00150 -.00320 
.300 20.366 -.05610 .60710 .20680 .13180 - 00810 .00340 -.00150 -.00310 
.299 22 to2 -.05500 .61070 .21470 .13240 -.00800 00340 - 00140 - 00310 
.300 21.510 -.05600 .61030 .21880 14290 -.00860 .00350 -.00140 - 00310 
GRADIENT -.00016 .02661 .00022 .00249 -.00027 .00021 -.00011 -.00016 
PAGE 289
DATE 20 JUN 75 TAEULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XHRP - 109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 RUD-U - .000 
LREr - 474.8200 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-L s 000 SI-a - .000 
BREF - 935 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO 53-4 . 45.000 S5-6 - 20 000 
SCALE - .0300 IOR - 7 850
 
RUN NO 410/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 3.183 - 05770 .20620 .06110 05200 - 00770 00030 -.00240 00240 ­
501 4.133 - 05780 .23180 .06260 .05420 -.00730 00030 -.00240 .00230 
.500 .010 -.05910 .25850 .06420 .05530 -.00740 .00040 -.00250 .00200
 
500 5 666 -.05140 .27890 .06600 .05810 -.00740 .00050 -.00250 .00170
 
501 5 000 -105S40 .20960 .06700 05060 -.00730 .00050 - 00260 00170
 
.501 6 603 - 05190 .30700 .0600 .08020 -.00720 00070 - 00260 .00120
 
501 7.498 -.05200 .33310 .07280 .06250 -.00720 .00070 -.00270 00120
 
500 8 339 -.05240 .35850 .07700 06490 -.00720 .00090 -.00270 00080
 
500 9.263 -.05290 38690 .08280 .06810 -.00720 00110 - 00270 00030
 
.500 20.035 -.06010 .40970 .08800 .07120 -.00720 .00120 -.00280 .00000
 
500 10.979 -.05360 .43710 .09530 .07560 -.00710 .00140 - 00290 -.00050
 
.500 11 832 -.05400 .46200 .1590 .07980 -.00720 00150 - 00290 -.00080
 
.501 IF 578 -.03430 48510 11080 08390 - 00730 00170 -.00290 - 00120
 
.499 13.480 -.04750 .51310 .12070 .08910 -.00740 .00180 -.00290 00130 
.499 14.303 - 04780 53590 13030 09370 -.00750 00190 - 00290 - 00160 
499 15.274 -.04790 .55740 .14190 .09990 -.00730 00200 - 00300 - 00170 
.500 15 211 - 06150 57510 .15340 .10600 -.00690 00200 - 00310 - 00140 
5o 16 932 - 04800 58620 .16190 .11180 -.00730 .00220 - 00310 - 00160 
499 17.863 -.04900 .59740 .17320 .12980 - 00820 00240 -.00260 - 00290 
500 is 652 -.04920 60550 .18260 .12660 -.00830 400250 - 00240 - 00310 
499 19.442 - 04980 61140 29290 .23390 -.00600 00270 - 00210 -.00380
 
499 20 357 - 05720 .61930 .20330 .14290 -.00920 00280 - 00180 -.00440
 
499 21.138 -.05780 .62480 .21260 15090 -.01010 00300 -.00170 - 00500
 
501 22 757 -.05820 62730 .21990 .15820 -.01020 .00310 - 00150 - 00550
 
GRADIENT -.00011 .02697 400158 .00232 .00042 00000 .00000 - 00022
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 290
 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.2A (PRES. K! FO V9.1) (AG99 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 RUD-U - 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-L - .000 SI-2 - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO $3-4 - 45.000 S5-6 - 20 000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB 7.850 
RUN NO. 409/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.699 3.241 -.04370 .21880 .06330 .05480 -.00740 .00030 -.00230 .00260 
.599 4.228 -.04380 .24630 .06460 .05690 -.00740 .00040 -.00240 .00250 
.600 5.106 -.04430 .27400 .06640 .06890 - 00730 00050 - 00250 00200 
.600 5.761 -.04440 .29500 .06810 .06040 -.00740 .00060 -.00250 .00180 
.599 6 Oil -.04440 .30410 .06890 .0600 -.00750 .00060 -.00250 .00190 
.600 6.690 -.03790 .32480 .07160 .06240 -.00750 .00070 -.00250 00150 
.601 7.582 -.03830 .35230 .07560 .06420 -.00700 .00080 - 00250 .001tO 
601 8.423 -.04570 .37670 08020 06750 -.00720 .00100 - 00270 00060
 
.600 9.355 -.03970 .40750 .08640 .07120 -.00730 .00120 -.00280 - 00040
 
.601 10.138 -.04010 .43090 .09240 .07490 -.00740 .00140 - 00280 -.00080
 
.600 11,071 -.04090 .45880 .10000 .07990 -.00760 .00160 -.00280 -.00170
 
.500 11.933 -.05560 .48470 .10880 .08450 -.00,170 00180 -.00260 -.00270
 
.599 12.677 -.05020 .50870 .11760 .08850 -.00820 .00210 -.00250 -.00410
 
599 13.573 -.05970 .53710 .13000 09340 -.00910 00280 -.00240 -.00680
 
.600 14.355 -.08940 .65540 .14160 .09700 -.01030 .00320 -00140 - 00970
 
.601 15.318 -.05560 .57420 .25560 .10320 -.01020 .00310 - 00100 -.00970
 
.600 16.253 -.06070 .58350 .16780 .11070 -.00920 .00280 -.00140 -.00790
 
.600 15 987 -.05950 .59190 .17850 .11680 -.00870 00280 -.00190 -.00570
 
.599 17.927 -.05220 .59940 .19100 .12500 -.00900 00270 -.00170 -.00630
 
.600 18.756 -.05910 .60620 .20270 .13280 -.00900 .00260 -.00150 -.00630
 
.600 19.578 -.05200 .61340 .21470 .1409D -.00860 .00250 -.00120 -.00620 
601 20.477 -.05250 .62020 .22710 .15010 -.00890 .00270 - 00110 - 00670 
599 21 256 - 05950 .62420 .23750 .15900 -. 00860 .00260 -.00100 - 00680 
.599 21.912 -.05270 62710 .24550 .16730 -.00880 .002650 - 00090 -.00700 
GRADIENT -.00010 .02787 .00132 .00213 .00000 00010 - 00010 -.00010 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 291 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.2A (PRES, XI FO V9 1) (AOM099) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. Xo BETA - 000 RUO-U - 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-L - 000 S-2 - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 45.000 S5-6 - 20.000 
SCALE - .0300 [ORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 408/ 0 RN/L - 3,56 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORe 
.701 3.308 -.04510 .23650 .06800 .05700 -.00740 .00070 - 00240 00120 
.700 4.274 -.03830 .26500 .06920 .05940 -.00740 .00070 - 00250 00100 
700 5.177 -.04590 .29530 .07140 .06100 -.00740 .00090 -.00250 00040 
701 5.903 -.04630 .32140 .07420 .06280 -.00760 .00100 - 00260 - 00010 
.700 6.133 -.04670 .32900 .07510 06300 -.00750 .00110 - 00260 - 00050 
.699 6.960 - 04760 .35230 07820 .OS490 -.00750 .00120 - 00260 -.00140 
701 7.713 -.04930 38040 .08400 .06760 -.00760 00150 - 00250 - 00300 
.700 8.553 -.05070 .40620 .09060 07040 -.00820 .00190 - 00240 -.00460 
.700 9.476 -.05260 .43260 .10020 07420 -.00840 00210 - 00190 - 00650 
.700 10.175 -.05290 .45160 .10890 .07680 -.00820 .00210 - 00170 -.00670 
.700 11,111 -.05360 .47560 .12000 .08120 -.00800 .00210 - 00130 -.00750 
.700 12 018 -.05320 .49990 .13 00 .06560 -.00790 .00210 -.00130 -.00710 
.700 12 805 -.05320 .52030 14300 .09010 -.00750 .00220 -.00160 - 00710 
.700 13 689 -.05360 .54160 .15550 .09580 -.00750 00230 -.00170 - 00750 
700 14 511 -.05280 .55570 .16670 10220 -.00650 .00230 - 0023b - 00660 
.700 15.501 -.05220 56540 .17900 .11170 -.00660 00220 -.00220 - 00620 
.699 16.405 -.05140 .57110 .18980 .12100 -.00650 .00210 - 00200 - 00540 
700 17.170 -.05030 .57790 .20040 .12860 -.00700 .00200 - 00220 - 00420 
699 1l 122 -.04200 .58470 21350 .13870 -.00750 00190 - 00220 -.00290 
.699 IS 914 -.04650 .59310 .2650 .14630 -.00800 .00150 -.00180 - 00030 
.700 19.730 -.04470 .60160 .24000 .15400 -.00880 .00110 -.00120 .00160 
,701 20.658 -.03360 .61840 .25550 .16310 -.00990 .00030 -.00090 .00620 
.700 21 427 -.03740 .62090 .26850 .17070 -.01020 - 00020 - 00070 00960 
'700 22.086 -.02750 .62710 .27940 .17760 -.01050 - 00070 -.00070 .012e0 
GRADIENT .00704 .02952 .00124 .00166 .00000 00000 -.00010 -.00021 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 292 
CA! ORB NOZ AT38.2A (PRES. K1 FO HISIA (AMIOGO) 180 JAN 75 1 









- 1109.0000 IN,XO 













BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SCALE - 0300 S5-6 20.000 IOB * 7850 
RUN NO. 415/ 0 RNIL ­ 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL D1ORB 
.301 -12,030 11.76680 .4498B0 .04510 .06100 .19110 -.01510 .05150 - 02220 
301 -10.033 11.75890 .44690 .04600 .06110 .16310 -.01380 .04390 -.01760 
300 -8.045 11.76220 .44610 .04670 .06260 le940 -101030 .03440 -.01480 
301 -6 042 11.76910 44320 .04670 .06570 .09470 -.00700 02480 -.01160 





















.300 -1.033 11.77270 .44370 .04980 .07350 .01360 .00000 00110 -.00400 
.301 -.006 11.772860 .44250 .04980 .07250 -.00390 .00190 -.00310 -.00120 
.300 1.006 11.77130 .44510 .05050 .07070 -.02120 .00340 - 00760 .00040 
.300 1.990 11.76970 .44870 .05130 .06910 -.03770 .00460 -.01170 00230 
.300 3.016 11.16830 .44970 .05110 .06600 -.05259 .00580 - 01650 .00430 
.302 3.992 11.76590 .45070 .06000 .06350 -.06930 .00780 -.02100 00520 
.301 6.029 11.76210 .44650 04940 .06050 -.10370 .01150 -.03120 .00800 
300 8.010 II 75690 .44500 04790 .05700 -.13900 .01540 - 04070 01030 
.300 10.062 11.76190 44220 .04540 .05560 -.16840 .01690 -.04970 01530 
.301 12.032 11.74960 .44650 .04420 .05300 -.19790 .01850 -.05740 .02000 
GRADIENT -.00076 .00056 00026 - 00063 -.01657 .00137 -.00446 00183 
RUN NO. 414/ 0 RN/L - 2 87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DORB 
500 -12.072 11.89610 .48820 .08180 .06650 .19030 -.06so .05350 - 06030 





















.501 -4.043 I1 91770 .47170 08190 .07520 06050 -.00460 .01620 - 01840 
500 -3.035 11.92210 .46960 .08220 .07750 .04470 - 00320 .01090 - 01340 
500 -2.034 11.92300 .46570 .08190 .07990 .,740 -.00160 .00640 - 00950 
500 -2 042 21.92370 .46620 .0210 .08010 .01030 .00020 .00190 - 00640 
.500 .015 1.92400 .46600 .08240 .07930 -.00860 .00160 -.00350 - 00080 
.501 1 029 11.92100 .46850 .08290 .07790 -.02440 .00330 - O0IO 00300 
.500 2 029 11.91720 .47280 .08370 .07560 -.04160 00490 - 01300 .00740 
.500 3.017 11.91450 .47480 .08440 .07330 -.05630 .00600 - 01750 01240 
.501 4.030 11.91090 .47490 .08330 .07120 -.07360 .00800 - 02250 .01540 
.600 6.007 11.90170 .47460 .08310 .06770 -.10630 .01170 -.03250 .02130 
.499 8 048 11.89260 .47780 .08140 .06420 -.14360 01570 -.04240 .02800 
500 10 066 11.88660 .47990 .08070 .0820 -.17540 .01770 -.05160 03980 
.501 12 057 It 88350 .48670 .08190 .05950 -.20490 01900 -.05990 05290 
GRADIENT -.00106 .00014 .00027 -.00065 -.01670 .00165 -.00477 .00422 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 293 
CAB ORB NOZ AT3B.2A (PRES K? FO HIS.IA (AOMIOO) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2590.0000 SC.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB -1 000 
LREF 474 G90 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YO ELV-11 - 000 ELV-O - .00 
BREF 936.6600 IN. ZNRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO SI-2 - .000 S3-4 . 45 O00 
SCALE * .0300 S5-6 - 20.000 ]ORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 413/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -9.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.6C4 -12 091 1198650 .51440 .09710 .07020 .19310 -.01860 05310 -.05970 
.600 -1O 048 II 98740 .51140 .09500 .07020 .16690 - 01830 04550 - 03940 
600 -8.063 11.99400 .50290 .09400 .07270 .12970 -.01390 03660 -.03350 
.600 -6.049 12 00570 .49720 .09270 .07700 .09530 -.01000 .02720 -.02610 
600 -4.024 12 01440 .49620 .09420 .08050 .06090 -.00540 .01600 - 02030 
601 -3.054 12 01290 .4S470 09410 .06210 04470 -.00380 01140 - 01570 
600 -2.036 12 01740 .48870 .09320 .08450 .02670 -.00180 .00640 - 01110 
601 -1.030 12 01900 .48920 09370 .08480 .00880 00020 00220 - 00790 
601 .007 12 01490 48950 .09410 .08370 -.00770 .00180 - 00320 - 00200 
.601 1.014 12.01510 .49130 .09450 .08250 -.02640 .00380 -.00810 .00230 
.601 1.994 12 01180 .49500 .09580 .08010 -.04210 .00550 -.01240 .0060 
.601 3 009 12 00390 .49990 09590 .07690 -.05880 .00710 -.01750 01200 
o .601 4.O1 11.99920 .50010 .09540 .07490 -.07720 .00930 -.02260 01590 
.600 6.047 11 99060 .50050 .09680 .07150 -.11240 .01390 -.03200 .0I95D 
60! 8 057 11 98590 .50320 .09710 .06830 -.15150 01870 -.04030 02350 
501 10.038 11.97540 .50480 .09700 .06550 -.18490 02060 -.04830 .03930 
.600 12,080 11.96880 .50950 .09930 .06310 -.21660 .02240 -.05590 .05470 
GRADIENT -.00170 00079 .00038 - 00081 -.01712 .00181 - 00478 .00452 
RUN NO. 412/ 0 RN/L - 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL OIOR9
 
.699 -12 089 12.06280 53130 12320 06790 .20890 -.01790 .04340 - 07570
 
700 -10.111 12 07190 52930 .12240 07000 .18070 - 01900 .03630 - 04060
 
.700 -8 055 12 08710 .51950 .12180 07610 .13910 - 01450 0aa20 -.03190
 
.701 -6 053 12.09750 .51490 12050 .07970 .10330 -.01100 .02110 -.02290
 
egg -4.050 12.10350 51470 12150 .09200 06690 -.00630 .01300 - 01930
 
700 -3 037 12 10580 .51200 .12170 08330 .04700 - 00410 .00910 -.01600
 
.700 -2.010 12.11220 .50510 12040 108580 .02720 -.00180 .00530 -.01310
 
701 -I 0I8 12 11200 50400 .12060 .08590 .00850 .00030 00190 -.01040
 
700 - 010 12 11030 .50470 12050 08540 -.00810 00200 - 00210 - 00490
 
700 I 010 12.10360 50660 12060 08440 -.02700 00420 -.00660 -.OO1O
 
.699 2.016 12.10610 .51240 .12130 .08260 -.04570 .00620 -.00930 .00120
 
700 3 016 12.09640 .51560 .12180 07970 - 05400 .00830 - 01330 00480
 
699 4 037 12.09450 51510 12210 .07770 - 08290 01030 -.01720 .00870
 
700 6.013 8e.08030 .51820 .12130 .07360 -.12010 .01480 - 02430 01320
 
.699 8,006 12.06950 .52390 .12090 .06940 -.15910 ,01900 -.03210 .02080
 
.700 10.091 12.05960 .53070 .12220 .06450 -.19600 .02070 -.03990 .04430
 
.700 12.001 ii,05020 .53010 .1060 .06310 -.22600 .01030 -.04800 .07750
 
GRADIENT - 00121 .00049 .00007 - 00059 -.01838 .00204 -.00371 .00349
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 294 
CA5 ORB TCS ATSS.2A (PRES. KI FO HI15IA (AOHlOI) ( 20 JAN 15 1 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 
PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQFT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA! - 2.000 STAB -1.OO0 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-IB - .000 ELV-08 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZIRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO SI-B - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
SCALE - 0300 S5-6 - 20.00% IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO, 417/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLH CY CLN CSL DIORB 
600 -12 160 8.02520 40540 05380 04570 .17620 00690 .04560 -.16030 
.800 -10 153 8.02820 .40410 .05100 .04550 ,810 - 00030 4100 - 11OBO 
Sol -8.144 8.03350 .39650 .05000 04640 13200 - 00240 03440 - 08020 
.60! -6 081 8.04530 .38950 .05020 05200 .09570 -.00,90 02560 -.05760 
601 -4 068 6 04790 38910 .05150 .0530 .06090 -.00120 01590 - 03640 
.601 -3.077 8.04900 .38640 .05150 .05280 .04280 - 00020 01100 - 02850 
.601 -2.027 8.04940 .38210 .05100 .05320 .02490 -.00020 00600 -.016t0 
599 -1.061 6.04500 .3650 .05120 .05080 .00930 -.00030 .00200 -.00440 
.600 .001 8.04380 .38380 .05200 .05030 -.01170 .00050 -.00340 .00550 
699 1.023 9.03920 .38740 .05270 .04890 -.02780 00040 -.00820 .01780 
.600 2.079 8.04010 .3912 .053RD .04790 -.04410 .00040 -.01290 .02970 
.600 3.077 8.03590 39540 .05320 .04530 -.08240 00130 - 01810 038E0 
PV C .600 4.104 8.02970 .39550 .05260 .04400 -.08030 .00170 -.02290 .04850 
.600 6.078 8.02430 39750 .05170 .04140 -.11300 .00170 - 03120 .07180 
.599 126 8,01510 .40270 .05170 .03790 - 14600 00060 - 03910 10000 
.600 10.161 8.00610 .40570 .05390 .03450 - 16450 -.00620 - 04380 .14910 
.599 12 968 7.98320 41770 .05620 02370 - 19430 - 00810 - 05000 .17870 
GRADIENT - 00222 00124 .00025 -.00111 -.01715 .00029 - 00473 01064 
RUN NO. 416/ C RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
HACH BETA ALPHA CL CO. CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
700 -12 212 S.09540 .42740 .07430 04570 18370 00540 04140 - 1990
 
.700 -10 151 8.09120 43450 .06980 .04360 .16360 -.00010 03610 -.13690
 
.700 -8.124 8 10260 43140 .06690 .04750 .13870 -.00440 03080 -.08780
 
.700 -6 112 8.11070 .42680 .06440 .04990 .10280 -.00410 .02460 -.06110
 
700 -4 064 8.11360 .42710 .05440 04980 06630 - 00260 .01600 -.03960
 
.700 -3 067 8.11640 .42180 .06350 .05130 .04510 -.0010 .01090 -.03250
 
.699 -2 018 8.11640 .41550 .06240 .052a0 .02590 -.000 0 .00500 -,2jO
 
700 -1 052 8.11110 .41550 .06260 .04980 .00780 .00040 .00160 -.00900
 
700 003 8 10980 41720 06350 .04930 -.01170 .00140 - 00300 .00090
 
700 I 057 8 20870 .4230 .06420 .04770 - 02990 .00200 - 00810 01350
 
.700 2 082 8.10670 42560 .06500 04680 -.04780 .00260 - 01280 02520
 
.700 3.07e 8.i0260 .4a980 .06550 .04480 - 06770 .00410 -.01780 .03250
 
701 4.064 8 09950 .42980 .0560 .04480 - 08600 .00490 -.02240 04320
 
.699 6 076 8 08990 43080 06600 .04120 -.11790 .00380 - 02910 07650
 
699 8.122 8 07220 .43560 .06690 .03550 - 15250 00300 - 03480 10950
 
.599 t0.194 8.06170 .43350 .07370 .03390 -.17310 -.00330 -.03900 .16850
 
.899 12 230 8.03220 .43990 .07640 .02290 -.20000 -,00650 -.04520 21260
 
GRADIENT - 00198 .00099 .00028 -.00086 - 01849 00085 -.00468 01047
 
PAGE 286DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA! - 6.000 STAB - -1.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OS - .000 
BREF - 935.6800 IN, ZNRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO $1-2 - .510 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 * 20.000 IOR8 - 7.850SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 424/ 0 RN/L * 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
CY CLN 06L DIOR6
 
.151 -12.025 11.70820 .45520 -.11500 

MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM 

.05720 .16550 -.00250 .04940 -.00990
 
149 -10.031 11.70720 .45850 -.11790 .05250 13860 -.00250 .04310 
 - 00810
 
.151 -8 072 11.70840 .46150 -.11150 .05250 .11010 -.00170 .03500 - 00680
 
.149 -6.016 11.71400 .45850 -.11310 .05260 .07930 .00050 02500 - 00550
 
.149 -4.070 11.71630 .46460 -.11070 .05730 .05300 .00200 .01510 -.00420
 
150 -3.004 11.71650 .46130 -.10710 .05740 
 .03840 .00230 00990 - 00330
 
.149 -2.083 11.71670 .46150 -.10990 .05870 026O .00290 .00590 -.00270
 
151 -1.037 11.71720 .46560 -.10370 .05690 .01150 .00210 00160 - 00150
 
.150 .072 11.71530 .47140 -.10440 .05680 -.00190 -.00050 -.00400 .00060
 
149 1.027 11.71390 .46530 -.10670 .05450 -.01790 .00010 -.00820 .00140
 
150 2.018 11.71240 .46430 -.10510 .05610 -.03320 -.00040 -.01280 00260
 
[50 3.035 11.71210 .46660 -.10470 .05160 -.04280 .00140 - 01680 .00260
 
.150 4.018 11.71130 .46870 -.10520 .05000 -.06150 .00310 -.02160 
 .00300
 
.149 6.011 11.70320 .46750 -.10910 .04140 -.08950 00510 -.03140 00410
 
.149 8.040 11.70010 .46300 -.11380 .04330 -.12140 00570 -.04090 .00590
 
.151 9.994 11.70050 .45190 -.11270 .04780 -.14650 .00390 -.04790 .00840
 
.251 12.023 11.69900 .45550 -.11290 .04210 -.17180 .00180 -.05470 01090
 
GRADIENT -.00074 .00063 .00059 -.00089 -.01399 -.00012 -.00451 .00099
 
RUN NO. 423/ 0 RN/L - I.P2 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.300 -12,093 11.74940 .46320 .02110 .05280 .16190 .00150 .05020 -.04370
 
.299 -10.054 11.75180 .45850 .01990 .05410 .14170 -.00250 .04410 -.03200
 
.299 -8.083 11.75230 .45950 .02200 .05280 .11200 -.00190 .03550 -.02580
 
.300 -6.071 11.76180 .45410 .02350 .05660 .08170 -.0O1IO .02590 -.01930
 
.300 -4 O1 11.16480 45890 .02600 .03050 .0230 -.00030 01540 - 01250
 
301 -3.038 Il.7p620 
 l45530 .02730 06170 .03790 .00030 01050 -.00980
 
.301 -2.032 11,76660 .45550 .02780 .05240 .02440 .00070 
 .00600 -.00580
 
.301 -1 025 I 76610 .45780 .02830 .06040 .01050 .00070 .00150 -.00320
 
.300 .079 11.76530 .45950 .02930 .05910 -.00730 .00090 - 00340 00090
 
.301 1,010 11,76720 .45980 .02960 .05850 -.02060 .00050 
 -100800 00480
 
.300 2.031 11.76600 .46050 .0250 .05830 -.03610 .00070 -.01300 .00880
 
300 3 016 11.76380 .48240 .02910 
 .05550 - 05010 00130 -.01760 .01140
 
300 4.028 11 76140 .46360 .02810 05290 -.06470 00230 -.02240 01360
 
300 5.035 11.75090 .46280 .02510 .04720 -.09270 .00230 -.03250 .02120
 
300 8 061 11 74700 .45040 .02280 04550 - 12420 00360 -.04190 .02700
 
.301 to 091 It 74570 .45790 02190 .04700 -.14700 .00070 - 04930 03770
 
301 11.563 11.74390 .46020 .02090 .04420 -.16610 .00030 -.05430 .04300
 
299 '2 056 11.74300 .46160 
 .02070 .04300 -.17270 00030 -.05570 04400
 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.2A (PRES, KI FO HIS.IA (AOM02) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
PARAMETRIC DATAREFERENCE DATA 

SREF - 2690 0000 60 FT XMRP .1109 0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -1.000 
LREr - 474.6100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO 51-2 - .00 53-4 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 $5-6 20 000'\ IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 422/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DlORB 
500 -12.100 11.86660 .50990 .06070 04790 .16210 .00080 .05180 -.10780 
500 -10.067 11.87540 49830 05710 05320 .14S90 -.00540 .04650 - 07320 
500 -8 054 11.66430 48960 .05780 .05740 .11280 -.00360 03730 - 05960 
499 -6 035 11.69930 48120 05750 06490 08380 - 00370 .02690 - 03940 
500 -4 057 11.90140 48300 .05980 06590 .05480 - 00210 .01680 -.02650 
.500 -3 041 11 90620 48100 .06050 .06790 03890 - 00110 01140 -.01970 
.500 -2.037 11.90540 .47980 .06080 .0600 .02310 - 00050 .00660 -.01220 
.500 -1.026 11.90360 .48310 .06)50 .06530 .00920 -.00020 .00190 -.00410 
.500 .080 11.89990 .48330 .06220 .06440 - 01000 00120 - 00400 00230 
.500 1.050 it 90000 .48470 .06270 .08300 - 02400 00140 - 00870 01080 
.499 2,061 11.89600 .48750 .06290 .06230 -.03860 .00200 -.01370 .01830 
601 3 014 11.693a0 .49040 .06280 .05980 -.05600 .00330 -.01880 .0E420 
.499 4 037 it 8880 .49150 .06200 .05660 - 07100 00410 -.02370 .03030 
,499 6,083 11.87670 .49310 .06080 .05080 -.09850 .00410 -.03410 .04950 
600 8,121 11.5730 .49700 .05920 .04680 -.13140 .00480 -.04370 .06740 
.501 10 093 11.80350 .50180 .06040 .04380 -.156200 .00090 -.05020 .09620 
.499 12,169 11.84640 .51410 .06210 .03510 -.17860 -.00050 -.05720 .11740 
GRADIENT -.00187 .00130 .00035 -.0023 -.01563 .00073 -.00500 .00715 
RUN NO. 421/ 0 RN/L * 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -L.00 5.00 
0 MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
600 -12.175 11.94220 .53840 .07800 .04820 .16440 .00030 .05100 -.14240 
600 -10.125 It 950520 .53050 .07420 .05300 15060 -.00700 04540 - 09040 
,600 -8.085 II 96700 ,51920 .07240 05000 11780 - 00600 03720 - 07030 
.600 -6.062 11.98370 .51040 .07110 .06710 .08850 -.00590 02810 - 04550 
.599 -4.033 11.98320 .51250 .07300 .06700 .05750 -.00360 .01710 -.02960 
599 -3 037 21.98930 .50910 .07310 .06940 .03900 -.00190 .01180 -.02300 
.601 -2.028 I1 98710 .50700 .07320 08910 .02280 -.00080 00660 -.01470 
.599 -1.013 11.98400 .60850 .07350 .06650 00760 - 00030 .00210 -.00490 
.800 -.004 11.98120 .50900 .07420 .06620 -.01000 .00160 -.00340 .00040 
599 1 036 11.97970 .51100 07500 .06440 -.02800 00230 - 00840 .01060 
.600 2.013 11.97880 .51460 .07560 .06340 -.04160 00320 -.01340 .01930 
.600 3.029 11.97070 .51880 .07570 .05990 -.06050 .00520 -.01910 .02490 
.600 4 060 I198530 .61890 .07640 .05790 -.07760 .00650 -.02420 .03220 
600 6 090 It 95770 .51980 .07550 .05450 -.10520 .00650 - 03320 05640 
600 8.138 II 94530 .52620 .07640 .04780 -.13830 00740 - 04140 .07770 
.600 10.172 11.9290 .53350 .07980 .04110 -.16040 .00290 -.048c6 .11870 
599 12 156 11 90880 54020 .08240 .03260 -.18470 ,00100 - 05260 14680 
GRADIENT - 00245 00119 .00039 -.00129 - 01650 .00119 - 0050 00782 
PAGE 298 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.2A (PRES. K! FO HIS.IA (AGMIO2) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.00 STAB - -1 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YO EL- - ELV-OH - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375,0000 IN. ZO SI-2 - .000 S3-4 45.000 
SCALE .0300 95-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 420/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLK CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12.179 12.01620 .55960 .10160 .04530 .17920 .00060 .04040 - 17500 
.701 -10.176 12.02930 .55060 .10470 .05200 .16040 - 00550 .03420 - 11420 
.700 -8 131 12.05210 .54100 .10230 .06150 .12960 -.00720 .02820 - 07450 
.700 -6.051 12.06270 .53360 .1004q .06490 09830 -.00770 .02190 -.04210 
.700 -4.034 12.06040 .53590 .10120 .06410 .06270 -.00440 .01380 -.03040 
.700 -3.040 12.06410 .53130 .10100 .06560 .0434C -.00230 00980 - 02630 
.700 -2.065 12.06240 .52580 .10030 .06600 .02530 -.00070 .00590 -.01950 
.700 -2,052 12.05050 .52730 .10070 .06280 .00920 .00000 .00230 - 00920 
.699 -.078 12.05240 .52750 .10130 .06280 -.00900 .00190 -.00190 -.00400 
.699 1.031 12.05120 .53130 .10180 .06080 -.02880 .00330 - 00620 00540 
.699 2 006 12.05050 .53490 .10190 .06070 -.04500 .00460 -.01000 01210 
.699 3.062 12.04480 .53860 .10180 .05770 -.06620 .00710 -.01480 .01630 
.700 4.039 12.04150 .53780 .10160 .05660 -.08340 .00830 - 01890 02470 
.700 6.059 12.03610 .53910 .10190 .05440 -.11380 .00820 -.02520 .05350 
.700 8.104 12.01440 .54910 .10330 .04700 -. 14700 .00800 -.03180 08520 
.100 10.171 11.98860 .55780 .10770 .03680 -.16740 .00270 -.03730 .14080 
.700 12.206 11.96590 .55140 .10890 .02950 -. 19750 .00080 - 04500 16360 
GRADIENT -.00257 .00086 .00014 -.00109 -.01795 .00153 -.00403 00700 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCC DATA - CA5 PAGE 299 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.EA (PRES. KI FO HISIA (AOMI03) 1 20 JAN 75 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TAflULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 300 
CA5 ORB TCO AT382A (PRES. KI FO HI.IA (AGMI03) I 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SPEF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA[ - 8.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 474.9100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-O - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZHRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO 92-2 - .000 93-4 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 S5-5 - 20,000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 427/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA cL CD CLM CV CLN CSL OIORB 
.501 -12 113 II 85100 51050 .06130 .04760 .16370 00040 05190 -.20720 
.500 -10.108 11.85660 .49770 .05740 .05280 .14760 -.00550 04670 - 07330 
500 -8.075 11.87390 48890 .05810 .05700 .11350 - 00370 .03740 -.05950 
.500 -6.091 11.98920 48130 .05810 .06460 .08590 -.00380 02750 -.04040 
.500 -4.036 11.89150 .48290 .06040 .06570 .05530 -.00230 .01690 -.02610 
.501 -3.041 11.89660 .48130 .06120 .06790 .03920 -.00120 .01140 -.01970 
.501 -2.037 11.89640 .47990 .08140 .06760 .02330 -.00060 .00650 -.01180 
500 -1,039 it 89310 48280 06210 .06500 00860 -.00030 .00180 -.00350 
500 -.010 I1 89220 .48280 .06270 .06400 -.00790 00100 -.00350 .00180 
.500 1.022 11.88940 .48480 .06330 .06280 -.02280 .00140 -.008650 .01030 
.500 2.026 11.88610 48770 .08350 .06220 - 03770 .00190 -.01360 ,01820 
500 3.042 11.88530 .49030 .06330 .05980 -.05490 .00310 -.01870 .02430 
.501 4.065 11.86030 .49080 .06250 .05670 -.07100 .00420 -.02390 .03050 
.500 6.056 II 86770 .49280 06110 .05080 -.09790 .00400 - 03390 .04970 
.500 8.066 II 85880 .49650 .05940 .04670 -.13040 00470 - 04366 .06740 
.499 10.115 11.85060 50170 06060 .04360 -.15180 00050 -.05030 .09730 
499 12.099 11.83850 .51210 .06180 .03580 -.17820 -.00050 - 05690 11680 
GRADIENT - 00170 00125 00033 -.00121 - 01546 00075 - 00500 .00710 
RUN NO. 426/ 0 RN/L - 3.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR2 
.600 -12.127 11.93430 .53840 .07820 .04770 .16460 .00030 .05090 -.14210 
.600 -10.108 11.94680 .53050 .07450 05370 ,15140 -.00700 .04540 - 09080 
.600 -8.085 II 95750 51840 .07260 .05950 .11750 - 00590 .03710 -.07020 
.600 -S.111 11.97480 .50990 .07130 .06670 .08990 -,00590 .02850 -.04650 
.600 -4.054 11.97480 51170 .07310 .06690 .05780 -.00350 .01710 -.03000 
.601 -3.044 11.98110 .50910 .07350 .08890 03990 - 00200 .01190 -.02320 
601 -E.068 11.98060 .50630 .07340 .06900 02340 -.00080 00580 - 01510 
.601 -1.034 11.97600 50830 .07390 .06610 .00840 -.00030 .00230 -.00550 
.600 .009 It 97490 60820 .07440 .06600 -.og30 .00160 - 00330 00010 
.600 1.022 11.97140 51050 .07520 .06410 -.02530 00230 - 00830 .00990 
.601 2.033 11.97020 .51410 .07590 .06310 -.04130 .00330 -.01330 .01870 
600 3 084 11.96140 .51830 .07590 .05950 -.05960 .00520 -.01900 02430 
.600 4.044 11.95850 .51820 .07560 .05730 -.07610 .00660 -.02380 .03040 
.501 5.064 II 95460 51570 07520 .05620 -.09210 .00750 - 02880 03970 
6o0 5 082 11.94740 .51850 .07550 05380 -.10480 .00680 -.03320 05580 
.600 8.117 11.93290 .52600 .07610 .04680 -.13670 .00730 -.04170 07770 
.600 10.164 11.91570 .53210 .07890 .04020 -.15840 00280 - 04780 .ligO1 
.600 12.143 II 90060 .54160 08200 .03150 - 28380 00110 -.05370 .14760 
GRADIENT - 00246 .00117 00039 -.00132 - 01634 00119 - 00503 .00765 
PAGE 301
 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38 2A (PRES. KI FO HI6.IA (AOM103) 1 20 JAN 75 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 












1109 0000 IN. XO 













BREF- 936,5800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO SI-B - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
SCALE - 0300 S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7850 
RUN NO. 425/ 0 RN/L - 3.61 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12 181 11.99290 .55460 .10690 .044e0 .18040 .00070 04060 -. 17680 
700 -10.156 12 02010 .54950 .10410 .05200 .16120 -.00550 .03430 - 11470 
.701 -8.112 12.04510 .53090 .10220 .06100 .13050 - 00700 .02820 -.07650 
701 -6.068 12 05280 .53310 .10040 .06400 .10000 - 00760 .02220 -.04480 
700 -4.090 12.05480 536530 .10130 06400 .o6oc -.00450 0J44C - 03130 
.699 -3 046 12 05630 .53140 .10070 06560 .04330 - 00230 00970 - 02570 
.700 -2 056 12.05250 .5272o 110010 .o6570 .02590 -.0ooo 00540 -.01760 
.700 -1.057 12.04680 .52880 .10050 .06250 .01000 -,00020 00150 -.00700 
.700 -.007 12.04700 52980 .10140 .06230 -.00930 .00180 - 00310 -.00190 
.699 I 032 12 04340 .53380 .10150 .06040 - 02770 .00320 - 00720 00550 
700 2 036 12 04210 .53670 .10170 06000 -.04570 00470 -.01140 .01390 
.699 3 029 12 03540 54090 .10190 05680 -.06440 .00690 - 01550 01750 
.699 4.089 12.03270 .54010 .10160 .05540 -.06350 .00640 -.02020 .02520 
69g 6 098 12 02390 .54030 .10160 05390 -. 11400 .00810 -.02560 .05470 
701 8.131 12 00480 .64910 .10330 .04650 -. 14680 .00820 - 03210 .06450 
700 20 209 It 97770 .55780 .10780 .03580 - 16770 .00260 - 03810 14340 
700 12.163 II 95940 .56050 .10870 .02940 -. 19690 .00100 -.04470 .18180 
ORADIENT -.00283 .00117 .00015 -.00121 -.01794 .00154 -.00419 00713 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 1 PAGE 302 
CAS ORB TC AT38 3 (PRES. KI FO H15.IA (AGOI04) 1 20 JAN 75 









1109r0000 IN. XO 











BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP * 375.0000 IN, ZO SI-a 000' S3-4 .000 
SCALE * .0300 55-S6- .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 435/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.299 -12.055 4.02450 .71410 .05890 .06550 .18940 .01020 .03470 -.04880 
.300 -10.044 4.02400 .69740 .05660 .06550 .16690 .00510 .03120 -.03700 
.300 -8.023 4.02940 .70690 .05820 .0010 .13550 .00300 .02590 -.02820 
.300 -6.029 4.03790 .72850 .06180 .07550 .10510 .00120 .01960 -.0200 
.299 -4.015 4.04850 .72270 06390 .06900 0860 .00030 .01200 - 012'o 
299 -3.037 4.04410 .70240 .06430 .08630 .05050 .00030 .00770 -.00900 
.300 -2.023 4.04440 .71160 .08660 .08510 .03260 .00020 .00390 -.00570 
299 -I 010 4.04590 .71970 06820 .08640 .01630 -.00040 .00100 -00190 
.299 .003 4.04610 .72710 06890 1.08620 -.00260 -.00030 -.00210 .00120 
.301 1.045 4.03990 .69180 .06590 .08110 -.01980 -.00100 -.00500 .00510 
.301 1.996 4.04160 .70980 .06590 .08140 -.03590 -.00150 -.00870 .00890 
.299 3 024 4 03410 .68590 .06340 .07650 -.05420 -.00170 -.01290 .01240 
.300 4.037 4.03460 .70710 .06320 .07450 -.07200 -.00210 -.01690 01620 
.299 6.016 4.02500 .69350 .05980 .06540 -.10610 -.00270 -.02410 .0230,0 
.300 8.057 4.02780 .12120 .0910 06480 -.13670 -.00430 -.03030 .03100 
.300 20.069 4.01640 .711SO .05750 .05660 -.16630 -.00850 -.03500 .04290 
.300 12.076 4.00930 .73790 .058590 .04750 -.19570 -.01100 -.03910 .05180 
GRADIENT - 00161 -.00238 -.00016 -.00171 -.01742 -.00032 -.00345 00355 
RUN NO. 434/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 -12.121 4.06320 .37420 .04080 .03950 .18530 .01220 .03370 -.12850 
.500 -10.092 4.06700 .38950 .03980 '04060 .16580 .0052b .03150 -.09220 
.500 -8 105 4.072680 .37410 .04030 .04220 .13790 .00240 .02840 -.06930 
.500 -6.063 4.07780 .36220 .04160 .04650 .10560 .00030 .02020 -.04680 
.500 -4,037 4,09370 .35830 .04370 .05660 ,06930 -.00050 '022SO .02760 
.500 -3.014 4 09380 36280b .04580 .05570 .05010 . -.00050 .00810 -.01916 
.50b -2 035 4.0020 .35246 .04S90 b0540 . 6 8eo -.Ob40 .0630 -.01060 
.500 -1.030 4.09510 '36070 .04810 .05740 .01310 -.001,00 .00100 -.00136 
.499 -.006 4.09000 .35210 04780 .05540 -.00790 -.00050 -.00220 .0080 
.501 2 028 4,08760 .35790 04760 .05270 -.02510 -.00110 -.00520 .01550 
,502 2L025 4.08950 .35410 .04650 .05170 -.04410 -.00110 -.00930 .02390 
.501 3.044 4.07280 .33850 .04350 .04730 -.06470 -.00100 -.01390 .03270 
.500 4.028 4.06980 ,34290 .04260 .04500 -.08130 L.00150 -.01760 ,041.70 
,501 6.080 4.05220 34710 .04120 .03430 -.11780 -.00190 -.02540 .05930 
1501 8.081 4.04880 .35070 .03980 .03280 -.14840 -.00430 -.03120 ,08250 
.501 20.216 4,04190 .35710 .04110 .02980 -.16970 -.01120 -.03420 .11880 
.501 12.157 4.02730 .37190 .0422D DiegoO -,20000 -.01310 -.03810 .13950 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED 90URCE DATA - CA5 




ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -2 000
 SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
ELV-IS * .000 ELV-O - 3 000LREP - 474.81900 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
9I-2 000 53-4 -IN ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
9-6 * 000 IORB - 4 000 
BREF - 936 6800 
SCALE - 0300 

RUN NO. 433/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
CLN 	 0OR8
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO 	 CLH CY CSL 

.601 -12.179 4.07780 .32400 .04160 .03280 .18880 .01200 .03230 -.17300
 
03360 16590 00620 .02970 - 12040

.600 -10.135 4.07630 .30980 .03980 

.13990 .0019 .02810 -.09070
600 -8 106 4.08330 .31440 03990 	 03510 

.599 -6.053 4,08960 .29580 .04000 .04040 	 .10870 -.00091 .02010 -.05770
 
.07090 -.00150 .01260 -.03270

.600 -4.036 4.09710 .28350 ,04140 	 .04540 

.600 -3.016 4 09770 .28700 04330 
 04620 .04960 -.00100 .00810 - 02250
 
so0 -1 98 4,09590 27730 




.601 -1.050 4,10020 .27510 .04420 .04810 .01300 -00120 .00090 

.600 -.005 4.09730 .27670 .04470 .04690 -.00960 -.00010 -.00230 
 00650
 
.600 1 025 4 09410 .26400 .04470 04410 - 02830 -.00070 - 00540 02000
 
.a8690 .04330 .04320 -.04830 -.00020 	 - 00980 02910
.599 2.072 4,09020 

4.08940 .28980 .04210 .04130 -.06830 .00010 -.01420 03930
.600 3 071 

.00000 - 01060 05140





15090 -.00440 -.03070 .11210
 
600 6 126 4 06310 .29820 .04090 .02870 -.12210 

4 05650 .29310 .03940 .02810 ­
.600 10 217 4.04840 .30090 .04180 .02300 

.601 8 159 

-.16970 -.01240 -.03290 16460 
-.20360 - 01320 -.03690 18640 
- 01940 00018 - 00367 .01023 
600 12.233 4.024170 .31360 .04270 .01060 

-.00190 .00088 -.00009 -.00094
GRADIENT 

RUN NO. 4321 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
OIORS
 
.29580 .04910 .0250O .18840 01310 .03040 -.22220
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD 	 CLM CY CLN CSL 

.700 -12.276 4.07800 

.700 -10.183 4.00470 .30390 .04650 .02570 	 .16870 
 00630 .02230 -.16270
 
14150 00220 02510 -.11670
700 -8.180 4.09940 .30590 .04540 03020 

.00 -6.089 4.11820 30100 .0452o .03750 .11240 - 00220 02010 -.08600
 
.07430 -.00240 01270 - 03710

.700 -4.068 4 03120 .14130 03650 .03070 
.1700 -3.06 4 03090 .13830 .03720 .03070 .05270 - 00190 .00810 - 02410 
-.00090 -.01450
.700 -2.032 4,02550 .14050 .03980 .02850 .02970 00350 

.700 -.986 4.03480 .13320 .03860 .03280 .01120 -.00130 00040 00230
 
700 .022 4 02600 .13460 .03970 	 02950 -.01350 .00050 - 00230 00650 
.02B30 - 02900 - 00030 -00500 .02250 
701 2,034 4 02600 .14040 .03810 .02860 -.05030 00050 
.699 9S6 4 02410 13950 .04000 

- 00980 03300 
.02750 .00120 -.01450 .04510
.701 3.077 4,02380 .14310 .03730 -.0740 

.700 4 061 4 01180 t4650 .03730 .02380 -.09090 .00080 -.01870 .06090
 
12480 -.00150 - 02470 .10100
700 6 135 3 99460 15620 .03820 01640 ­




.701 10.250 3 97040 .16350 .04160 	 .00640 -.17320 

- 20650 -.01450 -.03600 .24590
 
-
00042 - 00369 .01171
 
.701 12.291 3 94150 17430 .04290 - 00490 

GRADIENT - 00177 00067 ,00002 - 00059 02023 

.000 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 304 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38,3 (PRES. KI FO HI5,IA (AOMI051 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT XHRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO ALPHA1 6000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
BRIEF - 938.68900 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO SI-P - 000 93-4 * .000 
SCALE - 0300 $5-6 - 000 ORB - 4.000 
RUN NO, 440/ 0 RN/L - 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.150 -12 016 7 82360 .19820 .04550 .02820 .18060 00180 03880 - 0i020 
.150 -10.009 7.82740 .19130 .04840 .02970 .15460 00060 .03340 - 00840 
.150 -8.008 7 82870 .19280 04840 .03740 .13130 00120 .02730 - 00740 
150 -S 042 7 83000 .19360 .05100 .03820 .10130 00140 .01980 - 00580 
150 -4 000 7 83100 .19270 .05270 .04850 .07000 .00190 01200 -.00430 
.150 -3.004 7.83070 .19170 05440 .0470& .05560 .002u 00790 -.00360 
150 -2 020 7 92750 .18980 .05590 .04770 .04330 00110 .00400 - 00240 
.150 -1 030 7.82790 .18760 .05680 05000 .02690 .00120 00090 -.00170 
.150 -.012 7.82690 ,29000 .05760 .04960 .01160 .00040 -.00230 -.00050 
.150 I 006 7 82590 19300 .05700 .04640 -.00270 - 00080 - 00570 00090 
.150 2.079 7.82590 .19640 05660 .04320 -.01840 -.00140 - 00990 .00190 
.150 3.007 7.82540 .19920 .05610 .04190 -.03120 -.00190 -101360 .00280 
.150 4 004 7 82400 .19730 .05440 .03700 -.04560 - 00160 -.01770 .00366 
.150 6.011 7 829so .19950 .05250 .03280 -.07480 - 00020 -.02570 .00450 
150 8 047 7 81950 .19190 .04940 .03030 - 10500 -.00180 - 03300 .00690 
.151 10.022 7.61410 .12530 .04790 .02080 -.J3210 -.00390 -.03950 .00930 
.149 12 029 7.81340 .20130 .04900 .01410 -.15510 -.00620 -.04410 .01120 
GRADIENT -.00081 .00100 .00022 -.00123 -.01457 - 00056 -.00361 .00103 
RUN NO. 439/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR8 
.300 -12.054 7.83490 .21090 .03410 .02910 .18870 .00450 .03890 -.04150 
.301 -10 OIl 7 83740 .20830 .03400 .03080 .15000 . .00060 .03430 -.03150 
299 -8 033 7 84150 .20950 .03590 .03360 .11940 .00060 .02820 -,02530 
.299 -6.062 7.84510 .212680 .03860 .03400 .09150 .00030 .02090 - 0890 
.299 -4 043 7 84830 .20750 .04050 .04280 .06040 .00050 .01260 -.01270 
.299 -3.023 7.84800 .20640 .04280 04350 04350 00060 .00800 -.00920 
.299 -1.982 7,84800 .20470 .04340 .04470 .02850 .00030 .00390 -.00570 
.300 -.989 7,84900 .20180 .04430 .04650 .02400 .00000 .00080 -.00240 
.301 .010 7 84790 .20310 .04460 .04580 -.00310 .00000 - 00250 00110 
.301 I 084 7.84880 .20670 04370 .04320 -.01860 - 00050 - 00570 00490 
.299 2 017 7.84490 .20820 .04310 .04130 -.03300 - 00100 -.00960 .00870 
.299 3.051 7,54320 .20990 .04230 .03660 -.04920 -.00100 -.01410 .01210 
.299 4 016 7.84040 .21120 04130 .03390 -.06380 - 00130 -.01810 02580 
.300 8 040 7 83190 .21150 .03840 02710 -.09680 00020 -.02630 .02020 
.299 8.018 7.82940 .20670 .03590 .02540 -.12520 -.00020 -.03360 02660 
.301 10.104 7,82590 .21000 .03570 .01820 -.14910 -.00350 -.03900 .03700 
.300 12 068 7.81680 .22070 .03600 00460 -.17550 -.00480 -.04440 04420 
GRADIENT -.00090 .00051 .00004 -.00098 -.01539 -.00025 -.00368 .00354 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 	 PAGE 305
 





SREF 	 - 2690,0000 SQ.FT XHRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF 474,8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 	 ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
BREF 	- 936.6800 IN. ZNRP - 375,0000 IN. ZO St-2 - .000 S3-4 000 
SCALE 	- 0300 $5-6 - .000 lORe - 4.000 
RUN NO, 43S/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 ORAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR
 
500 -12.128 7.89120 .23070 03590 .02990 .16640 .00610 03830 - 10890
 
.501 -10.067 7.89810 .22690 .03390 .03380 .15130 -.00070 .03490 -.07420
 
499 -9.060 7,99780 .22560 .03510 .03310 .12150 -.O00BO .02900 -.05900
 
.499 -6.045 7.90440 .22400 03720 .03550 .09140 -.00090 02160 - 04310
 
501 -4 057 7.91510 .21930 .03870 04890 .06100 - 00110 01300 - 02680
 
500 -3 059 7.91470 21990 .04040 .04320 04430 -.00080 00820 - 01810
 
.499 -2 034 7.91290 .21740 .04150 .04460 .02720 -.00070 00390 -.00980
 
500 -1 029 7.91490 .21420 .04180 .04630 .01160 -.00090 .00070 -.00100
 
501 028 7.91440 .21580 .04220 .04550 -.00780 - 00010 - 00270 00500
 
501 1 033 7.91170 21980 .04180 .04330 - 02380 -.00050 - 00590 01440
 
501 2.037 7 90920 .22210 04110 .04130 -.03940 - 00020 -.01010 .02150
 
500 3 040 7.90680 22410 .04010 03880 -.05660 .00020 - 01460 02880
 
.500 4 059 7.89730 .22640 .03960 .03460 -.07210 .00000 -.01910 .03830
 
500 6 050 7.88490 .23000 .03840 .02670 - 10410 .00090 - 02750 05130
 
600 8.103 7 88170 22430 .03580 .02630 -.13300 - 00020 - 03490 07060
 
500 10 104 7.67790 22500 03580 .02300 -.15160 -.00520 - 03930 10020
 
500 12 121 7 86050 .24040 03930 01010 -.17770 - 00560 - 04440 .11860
 
GRADIENT -.00178 00092 .00003 -.00091 - 01646 00014 - 00379 00782
 
RUN NO. 437k 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL OIORB
 
501 -12.211 7 92130 25140 .04220 .02950 .16550 00720 03760 - 15120
 
601 -10 1io 7 92840 .24590 03940 .03330 .15070 .00030 03400 -10400 
600 -8 097 7 92700 24380 .03960 03150 .12420 - 00170 06810 - 07600 
600 -s 069 7 93590 .23940 .04040 .03580 .09370 -.00190 .02170 -.05380 
.600 -4.055 7 94720 .23430 .04140 .04110 .06320 - 00200 .01320 -.03120 
.600 -3.048 7,94180 .23420 .04270 .04100 .04510 -.00160 .00830 -.02070 
601 -2.050 7 94500 23200 .04390 .04210 .02740 -.00100 .00380 -01160 
600 -I 022 7.94840 22710 04340 .04460 .01180 - 00100 .00050 - 00080 
S0 .014 7 94730 .22780 .04390 .04410 -.00890 00030 -.00260 00490
 
599 .029 1.94460 23350 .04430 .04110 - 02520 00000 - 00580 01690 
600 2.055 7.93990 .23160 .04330 .03920 -.04420 00090 -101060 .02580 
.599 3 045 7 93390 .23890 .04260 .03700 - 06050 00150 -.01500 .03410 
599 4.046 7.92570 .24140 .04250 .03280 - 07580 00150 -.01970 .04530 
601 6.087 7.91490 .24580 .04220 .02590 -.10860 .00180 - 02910 06690 
.603 S.078 7 91300 .24050 .04000 .02750 -.13450 00010 -.03460 09380 
.599 10 134 7.90830 .24140 ,04220 .02480 -.15090 -.00610 -.03830 13780 
601 	 12.163 7.88170 .26000 .04510 .00990 -.17890 -.00700 -.04370 .16120
 
GRADIENT -.00203 00095 .00005 -.00090 - 0178 .00046 -.00368 00924
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 306 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3S.3 (PRES. KI FO HI5,IA (AOI05) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YMRP . .0000 IN. YO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP . 375.0000 IN. ZO SI-2 ,.000 S3-4 - .000 
SCALE ­ 0300 86-6 - .000 OR8 4.000 
RUN NO. 436/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.701 -12.201 7.96310 .27320 .05500 .03210 .16950 .00720 .03560 -. 18970 
.700 -10.147 7.96170 .27260 .05090 .03150 .15220 .00110 .03240 -.13450 
699 -8.107 7.96000 .26890 .04880 .03100 .12730 -.00220 02820 -.09290 
.700 -6.049 7.96860 26380 .04800 .03520 .09710 -.00310 .02170 -,06120 
699 -4.064 7 97690 .26670 04710 .03940 .06620 -.00300 .01320 -.03410 
.700 -3.035 7.97550 .25710 .04820 .03890 04700 -.00240 .00910 - 02150 
.700 -2.01 ?.97400 .26070 .05090 .03710 .oL710 -.00090 00340 - 01410 
.700 -1.068 8.09BO .42580 .07150 .05620 .01260 -.00100 .00040 -.00210 
.700 .011 8.06980 .3860 .06680 .05190 -.009650 .00100 -.00260 .00180 
.699 1.036 8.06100 .38450 .06630 .04860 -.02590 00060 -.00580 .01660 
.700 2.031 8.08910 .43270 .07130 .05180 -.04450 002O - 01050 .02340 
.699 3.024 8.06900 .40660 .06710 .04870 -.06270 .00310 -.01620 .03360 
.700 4.060 8.07800 43460 .07100 .04740 -.07910 00350 -.02030 .04610 
.700 6.101 8.05210 .41720 .06930 .04040 -.10740 .00190 - 02750 08210 
699 8.136 8.01030 .36060 .06230 .03450 -.13640 .00020 - 03370 .11740 
.700 10 168 8.00190 36200 06620 .03200 - 15370 -.00590 - 03650 .17170 
.700 12 238 7.98810 .39880 07240 .02080 -.16060 - 00710 - 04200 20200 
GRADIENT .01438 .02397 00308 .00136 -.01795 00083 - 00391 00952 
PAGE 307
 








SREF . 2690.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA! . 9,000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
BREF - 93S.800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 61-2 - .000 S3-4 .000 
SCALE - .0300 55-6 - .000 lORe - 4.000 
RUN NO. 4441 0 RN/L - (.90 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL IORB 
.299 -12.060 9 79S10 .26670 04400 .03580 15910 00200 .04150 - 03780 
.299 -10.001 9.79520 .26750 .04520 .03580 .14000 -.0017 .03670 - 02870 
.299 -8.023 9.79830 .26750 .04730 .03780 . O1140-.00160 .02990 -.02260 
300 -5.026 9.80060 .25950 .05010 .04050 .08250 - 00060 .02160 -.01750 
.299 -4 041 9.80570 .26570 .05150 .04830 .05640 -.00080 01290 -.01090 
299 -3.001 9 80310 .26550 .05300 .04920 .04090 - 00040 .00810 - 00770 
299 -2 008 9 80250 .26390 .05430 .05040 02650 - 00040 .00390 - 00450 
.299 -.982 9.79990 .2830 .05550 .05150 .01280 -.00030 .00080 -. 00170 
301 -.004 9.80260 .26330 .05570 .05080 -.00320 .00010 - 00240 .00110 
299 I 024 9.79870 .26650 .05520 .04850 -.01720 -.00020 - 00580 00460 
.299 2 037 9.80030 .26790 .05450 .04590 -.03140 -.00030 -.01000 00800 
300 3.036 9.80080 .28900 .05350 .04420 -.04530 -.00010 -.01450 lO0 
.300 4.021 9.79640 .269B0 .05260 .04080 -.05930 .00000 -.00so 01480 
.299 6.033 9.79110 .26910 .05030 .03410 -.06810 .00070 -.02750 01990 
.300 8.037 9.78830 .26360 .04700 .03200 -.11610 .00170 - 03550 02480 
.899 10.045 9.78370 .26730 .04640 .02590 -.13790 -.00090 -.04160 03370 
301 12.036 9.77960 .27970 .04790 .01120 -.16550 -.00090 - 04720 04000 
GRADIENT -.00082 .00055 .00011 -.0081 -.01434 00007 -.00379 .00311 
RUN NO 443/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA . ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 -12 097 9.85800 28980 .04510 03800 15660 00270 .04150 -.09920 
499 -10 109 9.86930 .28790 .04430 03970 .14170 - 00310 03790 - 06790 
500 -8.089 9.66800 .a8500 .04560 .03080 ,11320 -.00260 .03110 -.05430 
501 -6.057 9.87570 .28300, .04760 .04170 .0300 -.00140 .0280 -.04OO 
.500 -4 0D48 9.8a250 .28100 .04900 .04810 05670 - 00170 .01350 - 02410 
.500 -3 064 9.86530 .28140 .05040 .04880 .041BO -.00140 .00850 - 01630 
.501 -2.033 9.88240 .27930 ,05170 .05030 .02560 -.00090 .00400 -.00890 
500 - 995 9.88360 .27550 05180 .05230 .01030 -.00080 00060 -.00100 
501 006 9.88480 .27680 .05240 .05140 -.O0690 .00010 -.00270 .00410 
500 I 010 9.80100 .89)80 .05230 .04830 -.02280 .00010 -.00600 01210 
.501 2.033 9.87870 .88430 .05170 .04620 -.03740 .00080 -.01050 .01640 
50 3.023 9.87260 .28600 .05090 .04360 -.05300 .00130 -.01520 .02570 
500 4 067 8.87020 .28580 .05000 .04200 - 06860 00190 -.02010 .03270 
501 6 047 9.85520 .28830 .04920 .03300 -.09540 .00810 -.02920 .04830 
.501 8 089 8.85830 28300 .04880 .03220 -. 12480 .00270 -.03750 .06310 
499 10 102 9.84610 .28400 .04860 .03010 -.14160 -.00220 -.04240 .09190 
.501 12 117 9 83280 .29900 .04900 .01790 -.16740 -.0028 -.04780 .10830 
ORADIENT -.00160 OOOBI .00010 -.00092 -.01551 .00044 -.00396 .00692 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 308 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.IA (AGMI06) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 S FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA - 8.000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-09 - 3 000 
EREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN ZO SI-a - 00 S3-4 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 $5-6 - .000 IORB . 4 000 
RUN NO. 442/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 0IOR8 
.600 -12.131 9.90660 .31140 .06280 .03850 .15690 .00290 .04070 -.13330 
.601 -10.086 9,90820 .30690 .05010 .03870 .14130 -.00240 .03690 -.09390 
.600 -8.070 9.90970 .30230 .05040 .03860 .11510 -.00350 03140 -.06950 
.600 -6.067 9.91670 .29720 .05080 .04310 .08590 - 00260 02320 - 05170 
.600 -4 030 9.92770 .29390 .05140 .04770 .05910 - 00280 .01370 -.02790 
599 -3.052 9.92710 .29400 .05260 .04770 .04310 -.00220 .00880 -.01810 
.601 -2.042 9 92670 .29220 05400 .04890 02640 -.00130 .00400 - 01020 
.600 -2.008 9.93150 .28530 .05320 .05230 .01030 -.00090 .00030 -.00050 
.601 .006 9.93210 .28810 .05390 .05110 -.00810 00050 -.00290 .00420 
.600 1.040 9 92680 .29450 .05430 .04780 -.02350 .00060 -.00640 .01460 
.600 2.008 9.92560 .29700 .05380 .04590 -.04020 .00280 -.01090 .02090 
600 3.047 9.91970 .29900 .05310 04400 -.05720 00210 - 01580 .02950 
599 4.038 9.91000 .29990 .05260 .04070 -.07270 .00350 - 02070 03790 
.600 6.08! 9.89850 .30310 .05290 .03410 -.09800 .00300 - 03000 06220 
.600 8.072 9.89620 .29970 .05030 .03470 -.12620 .00330 -.03770 .08200 
.601 10.163 9.89220 .30170 .05280 .03280 -.14140 -.00270 -.04190 .12590 
.601 12.140 9.86860 .32030 .05500 .01850 -.16720 -.00310 -.04710 14570 
GRADIENT -.00164 .00093 .00012 -.00082 -.01639 .00078 - 00407 00796 
RUN NO. 441/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR 
.700 -12.182 9.9460 .33360 .06870 .03570 .16710 .00210 03150 -.16460 
.700 -10.160 9.94850 .33140 .06490 .03800 .14490 -.00170 .03360 -.12030 
.700 -8.095 9.95390 .32250 .06190 .04040 .11920 -.00450 102960 -.08220 
699 -6.086 9.96680 .31790 .06010 .04510 .09400 - 00560 .02300 - 04980 
.700 -4,058 9.97240 ,31430 .05I0 .04760 .06360 -.00430 .Q350 - 02810 
.100 -3 059 9 96920 .31520 .06000 .04620 .04550 - 00310 .00860 -.01820 
.700 -2 023 9 96730 .31670 .06260 .04430 .02810 - 00130 .00350 -.01220 
.700 -h.03 9.97820' .30420 .05960 .05050 .01090 - 00080 .00020 - 00180 
.700 -.O8 9 97500 .30600 .06040 .04910 -.00900 00130 -.00280 .00060 
.701 1.052 9.96920 .31440 .06160 .04560 - 02540 00170 -.00650 .01270 
.700 2.005 9.96950 .31480 .06050 .04570 -.04340 00350 -. 01100 .01770 
.700 3.050 9.96670 .31640 .06010 .04450 -.06230 .00500 -.01520 .02530 
.700 4 029 9.95570 .31880 .06120 .04140 -.07730 00560 - 02120 03550 
.700 6.099 9,5550 .31980 .06210 .04030 -.10200 00400 -.02890 .07240 
.700 8.087 9.94660 .32340 .06360 .03690 -.13100 .00420 -.03520 09700 
.700 10 I50 9 93370 .32790 .06790 .03140 -.14930 - 00110 - 03840 14760 
.700 12.192 9.97010 .33350 .07240 .02260 -.27800 - 00080 -.04290 .17030 
GRADIENT -.00123 .00046 .00011 -.00053 -.01747 ,00216 -.00409 .00755 
PAGE 309DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO V9.l3 (AGM107) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 28690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109,0000 IN.XO BETA . .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YIRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-L - .000 S1-2 * .000 
6REF - 935 5800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO S3-4 .000 S6-6 - 000 
SCALE = .0300 fOR - 4.000" 
RUN NO. 449/ 0 RN L - .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
HACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
150 -.848 -.06030 -.02970 .02210 .02710 01180 -.00090 - 00070 - 00010 
.150 .140 -.05340 -.00820 .02270 .02960 .01030 -.00070 -.00070 -,Ool0 
151 I 046 -.05340 .01390 .02620 03300 .01190 - 00090 -.00080 -100010 
149 1.906 -.06040 .03990 .03130 .03530 .01230 - 00050 - 00130 -.00020 
.151 2.717 -.05360 .05780 .03170 03700 .01210 - 00030 - 00130 - 00030 
.150 3.551 -.06050 .07960 .03440 .04000 .01240 -.00030 -.00150 - 00030 
.150 4,468 -.06060 .10270 .03760 .04200 .01400 - 00020 -.00140 -.00040 
.150 5 419 -.05360 .12820 .04230 .04370 01270 -.00020 -.00160 - 00030 
.150 6.10! -.04c80 .25020 .04620 .04540 .01270 00000 -.00160 -.00040 
.150 7 025 -.05370 .17330 .05160 .04770 01290 0O010 -.00180 -.00040 
.150 7.846 -.05390 .19640 .05760 .05030 .01300 .00010 -.00180 - 00050 
.150 8.632 -.05390 .22160 .08480 .05250 .01320 .00040 -.00180 -.00060 
.150 9 528 -.05380 .24700 .07390 .05520 .01330 00020 -.00160 -.00050 
.151 10.314 -.05370 .27210 .08020 .05710 01190 .00020 -.00180 -.00043 
.151 11.301 -.05400 .29730 .08820 .05000 .01200 .00090 -.00170 -.00070 
.149 12.212 -.06090 .32180 .09810 .06160 .01380 .00070 -.00160 -100070 
151 13 098 - 05100 .34280 10740 .06480 .01370 00100 -.00150 - 00080 
10 14.053 - 06090 .36350 .12770 07080 .0260 .00100 - 00170 - 00070 
149 14 814 - 08090 .37540 .12670 .07600 .01290 00090 - 00150 - 00070 
.150 15 758 -.06090 38450 .13570 .08250 01310 .00080 - 00150 - 00070 
ISO 16.656 -.05380 .38910 .14490 .09000 .01180 .00060 - 00140 - 00050 
150 17 543 - 06070 .38940 .15220 09760 .01040 .00050 - 00110 - 00050 
GRADIENT - 00060 .02522 .00308 00284 .00045 .00014 -.00017 - o0o 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 310 
CAB ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (PRES. KI FO V9 ) (AGMI07) 1 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 6000 SO.FT. XNAP - 1i09.0000 IN, XO BETA - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-L - 000 51-a - 000 
GREF - 936.6900 IN ZDRP - 375,0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 000 S5-6 - .000 
SCALE - 0300 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 448/ 0 RN/L - 1.69 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CL DIORS
 
.300 -.926 -.05790 -.02180 .03390 .02270 -.00260 -.00120 -.00130 .00230
 
.301 .169 - 05110 .00070 .03250 .02550 -.00240 -.00110 -.00140 .00220 
.300 1.091 - 05120 .02450 032'0 .028BO -.00230 - 00110 -.00150 00210 
.300 1.913 -.05810 .04560 .03240 .03160 -.00210 -.0020D -,00J60 .00210 
.300 2.754 -.06140 .06670 .03240 .03350 -.00OO0 -.00090 -.00160 .00190 
.300 3,592 -.05150 .08600 .03300 .03530 - 00190 -.00080 -.00180 .00170 
.300 4.520 -.04450 .11260 .03430 .03130 -.00210 -.00080 -.00190 00160 
300 5,.491 - 05160 .13960 .03620 .03990 -.00150 -.00070 -.00190 00170 
.299 6.232 -.04480 .16050 .03830 .04130 -.00150 - 00060 -.00190 00150 
.300 7.156 -.05190 .18670 04130 .04310 -.00130 - 00050 -.00190 .00140 
.300 7.987 - 05190 .21080 .04490 .04500 -.00120 -.00050 -.00200 .00140 
.300 8.838 -.05910 .23620 04930 .04730 - 00100 - 00030 - 00200 00120 
.299 9.738 -.06220 .26370 .05470 .04970 -.00130 -.00020 -.00200 00110 
2g5 10.495 - 04540 .28630 .05960 05170 - 00120 - 00010 -.00200 00100 
.299 11.427 -.07860 .30580 .08470 .05570 .01690 00140 -.00030 - 00470 
300 12.353 -.05270 .33450 -.07280 .05770 -.00090 .00010 -.00190 00060 
.299 13.250 -.05270 .35280 .08010 .08190 -.00070 00020 -.00200 .00060 
.300 14.182 -.05290 .36730 08720 .06780 -.00090 .00030 -.00190 00040 
300 14.841 - 05300 .37470 .09180 .07160 -.00120 .00040 - 00160 00040 
.300 15 783 -.05300 38400 09860 .07830 -.00140 .00050 -.00180 00030
 
.299 16.680 - 05320 .39020 .10480 .08580 -.00120 .00060 -.00160 000,0
 
.301 17,495 -.05340 .39330 .10980 .09300 -.00180 .00080 -.00160 -.00010
 
GRADIENT .00160 .02525 .00008 .00a78 .00011 0000 -.00011 - 00011 
a-
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 31 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRE$. KI FO VG.1I AOAGM07) f 20 JAN 75 1 
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DATE 20 JUN 15 TAOULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 312 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES KI FO V9.1) (AGNIO?) 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 50 FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 RUD-U - 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-L - O00. 62-2 - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO S3-4 - 000 65-6 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 lORB - 4,000 
RUN NO. 446/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.O/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.600 -.774 -.05430 -. 00470 .04020 .02130 -.00710 -.00050 -.00140 00590 
.600 .213 -.04750 .01860 .03820 .02370 -.00720 -.00040 -.00150 .00580 
.600 1,095 -.04770 .04180 .03660 .02610 -.00740 -.00030 -.00150 .00560 
.600 2.035 -.05490 .06750 .03580 .02870 -.00700 -.00030 -.00160 00530 
.600 2.834 -.04820 .08760 .03510 .03060, -.00730 -.00020 - 00170 00510 
.600 3.649 -.05550 .10870 .03520 .03250 -.00730 - 00010 -.00170 .00480 
.600 4.572 -.04870 .13300 .03560 .03450 -.00720 .00000 -.00180 .00470 
.600 5,525 -.04870 .15690 .03690 .03660 -.00720 .00000 -.00190 .00470 
.601 6.190 -.04900 .17800 .03820 .0383D -.00710 .00010 -.00190 .00430 
.601 7,113 -.04910 .20560 .04090 .04060 -.00670 .00020 - 00190 00420 
.601 7,985 -.049560 .23140 .04390 .04280 -.00670 .00020 -.00200 .00360 
.600 8.777 -.05670 .25620 .04760 .04510 -.00650 .00030 -.00200 .00350 
.599 9.674 -.05700 .28260 .05220 .04860 -.00620 .00030 - 00200 00320 
.601 10.399 -.065020 .30110 .05640 .05140 -.00620 .U0040 -.00210 .00320 
.601 11.385 -.05050 .32280 .06260 .05620 -.00610 .00050 -.00230 .00280 
.600 12.319 - 0200 .33950 .06870 .06200 -.00620 .00060 -.00220 .00240 
.600 13.173 -.05140 .35210 .07430 .06850 - 00660 .00090 -.00210 .00190 
600 14.135 -.05240 .36420 .08080 .07670 -.0Q660 .00090 -.00170 00200 
.600 14.908 -.05250 .37300 .08600 .08440 -.00670 .00100 -.00170 .00080 
600 15.889 -.06050 .38370 .09270 .09440 - 00710 .00120 -.00140 -.00030 
.601 16.803 -.05400 39430 .10010 .10360 -.00750 .00120 - Gallo - 00070 
.600 17.675 -.06210 .40360 .10660 .11340 -.00750 .00130 -.000'70 -.00170 
.600 17 898 -.06210 .40710 .10940 .11760 -.00740 .00130 -.00060 -.00200 
GRADIENT 00003 .02592 -. 00087 .00250 - 00002 00009 -.00007 - 00025 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 313 
CA5 088 TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO VO.I) (AGMIO7) C 20 JAN 75 1 
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-.43 480 130 110 -. 06 010 - 02 .00 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 314 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.IA V9 I) CAGMIOB) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 





474 9100 IN. 





.0000 IN. YO 











SCALE - 0300 S5-6 - .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 453/ 0 RN/L ­ 1,90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.300 -.771 -.05130 -.02190 .03180 .02240 -.00100 - 00120 -.00120 00200 
.300 .215 -.05140 .00070 .03050 .02530 -.00130 -.00100 -.00130 00190 
.299 1.119 -.05850 02330 .03010 .02790 -.00070 -.00100 - 00140 00180 
30! 2.00B -.05840 04740 .03040 .03070 -.00090 - 00100 - 00150 00180 
300 2.008 -.05860 .06660 .03050 03290 -.00120 -.00080 -.00160 00160 
299 3.622 -.05870 .08750 .03100 .03500 -.00110 -.00070 -.00170 .00150 
300 4.553 -.05900 .11220 .03220 .03750 - 00060 - 00060 -.00170 .00120 
.300 5.511 -.06590 .13900 .03440 .03910 - 00040 - 00060 - 00180 00130 
.299 6.256 -.05910 .15990 03860 .04080 - 00030 - 00050 - 00190 00110 
.300 7.178 -.05900 .18690 .03970 .04280 -.00050 - 00040 -.00190 .00120 
.301 8.027 -.05230 .21180 .04350 .04500 - 00080 - 00030 -.00200 00100 
301 8.914 -.05920 .23890 .04820 .04710 -.00060 -.00020 -.00200 .00100 
.300 9.824 -.05950 .26680 .05390 .04930 -.00050 - 00010 - 00190 00089 
.299 10 643 -.05960 .29010 .05910 .05160 -.00040 .00000 -.00200 00060 
301 11.636 -.05980 .31650 06590 .05470 - 00020 00020 - 00190 .00040 
.300 12.437 -.05990 .33750 .07240 .05700 - 00010 .00020 -.00190 00040 
.300 13,394 -.06020 .35560 .08010 .06220 .00010 .00040 -.00180 .00000 
.209 14 321 -.05020 .36950 .08720 .0680 .00030 .000 0 -.00190 .00000 
300 15,158 -.06030 .38000 .09360 .07340 .00040 .00050 -.00170 .00000 
.300 16.095 -.06040 .38790 .10020 .08030 .00020 .00060 -.00160 -.00020 
300 16 907 -.06060 39340 .10590 .08560 -.00040 .00070 - 00140 -.00040 
.299 17 611 -.06060 .39420 .11030 .09320 -.00100 00090 - 00160 -.00040 
GRADIENT -.00155 .02529 .00010 .00285 .00005 .00011 -.00010 - 00024 
PAGE 315
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

CA5 ORB TCS At38,3 (PRES, KI FO HIS.IA V9 I) (AGMIOS) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XHFR - 1109.0000 IN XO BETA - 000 STAB -3 00 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YO ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 51-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 S5-6 - 000 IOR - 4.000 
RUN NO, 452/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 -,740 -.02670 -.01090 .03590 .02130 -.00690 - 00080 - 00130 00590 
.501 .235 -.02690 .01280 .03400 .02350 -.00690 -.00070 -.00140 .00510 
500 1.117 -.04080 .03510 03290 .02600 -.00670 -. 00070 - 00160 .00560 
.499 2.038 -.03410 05970 03220 02900 -.00660 - 00070 - 00160 00540 
.500 2.847 -.04120 .08020 .03200 .03090 -.00640 -.00060 - 00170 00520 
500 3.660 -.03450 10150 .03220 .03290 -.00650 -.00050 - 00170 00500 
.500 4.625 -.04160 .12690 .03290 .03510 -.00630 -.00050 -. 00180 .00480 
.500 5 569 -.04170 .15290 .03450 .03730 -.00620 -.00040 - 00190 .00470 
501 6.364 -.04190 .17480 .03510 .03920 -.00600 -.00030 - 00190 00450 
501 7.293 -.04220 20140 03880 04160 -.00590 - 00030 - 00190 00420 
.499 8 070 -.04940 .22450 .04170 .04370 -.00580 - 00020 - 00200 00400 
.499 8 934 -.04960 .25180 .04590 .04510 -.00540 -.00010 - 00200 .00370 
.500 9 834 -.04300 .27930 .05100 .048BO -.00540 .00000 - 00210 .00340 
500 10 624 -.05010 .30050 .05570 .05150 -.00540 .00010 - 00210 .00330 
.500 11.597 -.05020 .32210 .06170 05540 - 00520 00020 - 00220 00320 
501 12 454 -.05080 .33950 .08770 .08000 -,00530 .00040 -.00220 00250 
499 13.336 -.05120 .35370 .07370 .06550 -.00520 .00050 - 00210 .00220 
501 14.288 - 05830 .36580 .08020 .07300 -.00530 .00050 - OO0oo 00200 
500 15 045 - 05870 37250 06490 07970 -.00530 00060 - 00180 00160 
500 15.001 -.05939 .37970 .09070 .0870 -.00600 .00060 -.00(70 00100 
.499 16.819 -.05280 38390 09540 09660 - 00650 00100 - 00160 00050 
500 17.684 - 05330 .38280 .10110 .10500 -.00720 .00120 -.00150 00000 
GRADIENT - 00247 .02577 -.00055 .064 .00012 .00006 -.00009 - 00021 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 316 
CAB ORB T5 AT3B8.3 (PRES, KI FO HIS.IA V9 11 (AGNIOB) C 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. 20 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 * .000 
SCALE - .0300 S5-6 - .000 IOB - 4.000 
RUN NO 451/ 0 RN/L - 3,21 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL COl CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.601 -.727 -.05440 -.00070 .03850 .0960 -.00870 - 00030 -.00150 .00580 
.600 215 -.04760 .02160 .03640 .02190 -.00870 - 00020 -.00160 .00570 
.601 1.079 -.04780 .04440 .03520 .02440 -.00860 -.00020 -.00170 .00550 
601 I 807 -.04810 .06380 .03440 .02640 -.00650 - 00010 -.00170 .00520 
.601 2.051 -.05480 .07060 .03420 .02700 -.00870 -.00010 -.00170 00540 
600 2 754 -.04830 .O830 .03390 .02880 -.00850 -oO01 -.00190 .00500 
.699 3.501 -.05530 .10910 .03390 .03060 -.00830 .00000 -.00180 .00490 
.600 4.450 - 04850 .13290 .03460 .03270 -.00830 .00000 -.00190 .00480 
601 5,363 -.05560 .15730 .03570 .03490 -.00820 .00010 -.00190 .00460 
.600 .104 -.05580 .17820 .03 20 .03690 -.00790 .00010 -.00200 .00450 
.600 7.018 -.04910 .20490 .03970 .03920 -.00780 .00020 -.00200 .00420 
.601 7.899 - 04940 .23120 .04290 .04140 -.0070 .00030 -.00200 00400 
601 8 625 - 04950 .25390 .04820 .04370 -.00750 .00030 -.00210 .00390 
.600 9.511 - 05000 .28020 .05090 .04550 -.00720 00040 -.00210 .00340 
.600 10.83 - 04990 .30080 .05530 .04990 -.00700 00040 - 00220 .00350 
.600 11.259 -.04330 .32140 .oiao .05450 -.00750 .00060 -.00230 00310 
.599 12.228 -.05060 .33960 .06770 .06020 -.00720 .00070 -.00230 00280 
.599 12.976 -.05790 .07280 .06560 -.00140 .00080 -.00230 00240 
.600 13.938 -.05920 .36430 .07980 .07390 -.00750 .00100 -.00190 .00110 
.501 14.791 -.05240 .37450 .08540 .08210 -.00750 .00100 -.00170 00090 
.600 15.686 -.05320 .38380 .09170 .09160 -.00800 .00120 -.00160 00020 
600 15.629 -.04700 .39430 .09880 .10120 -.00810 .00130 -.0Oleo -.0CC50 
601 17.383 -.04770 40280 .10530 .10800 -.0000 00150 - O01IO -.00!40 
.601 17 698 -.04850 .40960 .1020 .11630 -.00880 .00150 - 00070 - 00220 
GRADIENT .00006 .02586 - 00076 00257 00009 00006 -.00007 -.0b021 
aam 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 311
 
CA5 ORB TCS AT39.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.IA VSI) (AGMIOB) 1 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YHRP - 0000 IN. YO ELV-19 - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
BREF - 936.5800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO S1-R - .000 S3-4 - ,000 
SCALE - 0300 $5-6 - .000 1ORE - 4 000 
RUN NO q50/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL D1ORB
 
701 - Z26 - 02770 .01330 04250 .01500 -.01070 .00030 -.001O 00480
 
699 .225 -.02790 .03590 .04010 .01840 -.01040 .00030 - 00160 00460 
.700 1.108 - 02110 .05970 .03860 .02050 -.01040 .00030 -.00170 00450 
701 1.904 -.021S0 .07860 .03810 .02230 -.01040 .00040 -.00170 00400 
699 2.065 -.02150 .08530 .03770 .02270 -.01060 .00040 -.00170 .00410 
.700 2.737 -.02850 .10210 .03740 .02480 -.01eo .00040 -.00100 .00400 
.701 3.572 -.02900 .12570 .03750 .02610 -.01060 .00060 -.00180 .00360 
.699 4.428 -.02910 .14830 .03800 .02640 -.01050 .00080 -.00190 00340 
.700 5,344 -.02950 .17480 .03940 .03070 -,01040 .00070 -,00190 .00310 
.700 8.091 -.08950 .19600 .04100 .03290 -.01010 .00070 -.00200 00300 
.700 7.026 -.02990 .22410 .04360 .03530 -.00980 .00080 -.00200 00270 
.701 7.908 -.03070 .25150 .04770 .03730 -.00950 .00090 -.00210 .00190 
.700 8 641 -.03090 .87300 .05120 .04010 -.00920 .00090 -.00200 .00170 
.700 9 543 -.03840 .29900 .05670 .04350 -.00900 .OOIIC - 00210 00110 
700 10.325 -.046p0 .31a93 .06240 .04690 - 00900 .00120 - 00220 00020 
.700 11 299 -.04690 .33770 .06970 .05270 -.00900 .00140 -.00230 - 00050 
.700 12.aBB 't04870 .35420 .07830 .05930 -.00660 .00150 -.00200 -.00240 
700 13 074 -.04920 .36700 .09580 .06560 - 00860 .00170 -OOlSO -.00290 
699 14 028 -.05140 38380 .09610 07320 -.00960 .00200 - 00130 - 00520 
700 14 856 -.05250 .3S710 .10590 .O806O -.00070 .00220 - 0llO -.00630 
.701 15,780 -.05320 .41070 .11710 .08980 -.01020 .00240 -.00120 - 00710
 
700 16.749 -.05290 .42540 .12900 .10160 -.01030 .00240 -.00110 -.00690
 
699 17 452 - 03830 .43490 .13740 .11050 -.01050 .00230 - 00090 -.0OSO0
 
700 ls 009 -.04290 .44030 .14430 .11730 - 00990 .00190 - 00100 -.00360
 
GRADIENT -.00054 .02635 -.000865 0042 .00002 .O007 - 00007 - 00028
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 318 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.IA V9.1) (AGMIO9) 20 JAN 75 1 









2690 0000 SQ.FT. 










.0000 IN. YO 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CAS OR8 TC5 AT39.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.IA V9.1) (AOMIO9) 1 20 JAN 75 





- 2690 0000 SQ FT. 
- 474 BlO IN 







1109.0000 IN XO 
0000 IN. YO 


















SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 $3-4 000 
S5-6 - .000 [OR3 . 4.000 
RUN NO. 455/ 0 RN/L - 3,23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ B.00 
CLN CSL DIORS
MACH BETA ALPHA CL 	 CD CLM CY 





.599 -10.137 4.00110 ,13550 .02790 .02190 .16650 

.599 -8.109 3.99900 .13350 .02770 .02150 .14020 .00100 .02510 -.089510
 
.599 -6.064 4.01020 .12840 02850 .02700 10890 -100150 02020 - 05480
 
500 -4.034 4.02140 .12210 .03000 
 .03270 .07130 -.00190 01270 	 - 03060
 
.03150 .03190 05130 - 00150 .00330 -.02090
.601 -3.070 4.02240 .12180 

03020 .00390 -.01120
599 -2.043 4.01830 .12120 .03340 .03140 -.00100 

00100 00050
600 -1.007 4.02010 .11810 .03340 .03270 .01220 - 00130 

11880 .03380 .03210 -.00970 -.00010 - 00180 00630





600 2 088 4 01350 126560 .03280 .02870 -.04760 -.00030 - 00910 .02920
 
601 3 078 4 00920 .12760 03160 .02850 - 06730 00000 - 01350 03900
 
600 4 045 4.00130 .13060 .03090 .02240 -.08620 

599 1.073 4 01580 .12540 .03460 .0280 -.02880 -.00060 

-.00020 - 01760 05140
 
-.00100 - 02460 07610

.600 6 083 3.98530 .13730 	 .03050 .01530 - 12160 

.13500 .02950 .01470 -.15150 	 -.00360 - 02990 .10750
 
- 01150 - 03200 15990
 
600 8.120 3 98220 

600 10.179 3 97510 .13510 .03130 01100 -.17000 

.599 12.222 3.95680 .15070 .03230 100130 -.20520 
 - 01230 -.03600 .18330
 
.00112 .00007 -.00109 -.01935 00022 -.00357 .009986
GRADIENT - 00219 

RUN NO. 454/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5 O0 
CLN CSL DIORB
 
01190 03000 - 21350
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL 	 CD CLM CY 

700 -12:235 4.01650 .16460 .03960 ,01920 18800 
.02780 -.15640699 -10.171 4.01170 .16520 .03670 .01700 .16820 00550 

700 -8.131 4.01620 .15830 03510 .01920 14200 




.700 -6.080 4.03090 .15040 .03420 .02560 .11340 - 00270 

C 	 .701 -4.068 4.04060 14260 .03450 .02990 .07480 - 00250 .01280 -.03660 
.699 -3.017 4.03710 14010 .03550 02890 05230 -.00200 .00790 - 02330
 










.700 013 4.03360 13600 .03770 02830 - 01060 0000 

700 1.017 4.02830 .14280 .03860 .02540 -.02780 00010 

TA 700 2 051 4 03230 .14300 .03680 .02660 -.04820 00080 -.OBO 02920
 
.699 3,051 4.03170 .14450 .03550 .02530 -.06930 ,00160 -.01350 .03980
 
.699 4 084 4 02170 .14870 .03570 .02220 - 086B0 .00130 -.01770 05590
 
.700 6 120 4 00780 .15710 .03670 .01630 -.12230 -.00050 - 02380 09260
 
.700 8,174 3,99710 116230 
 .03740 ,01210 -.15310 -.00340 	 -.02B50 .13340
 
.00530 -.17410 -.01010 -.03060 .19330
 .700 10.233 3.98040 .16800 ,04070 

-.20470 -.01270 -.03480 .23160

.699 12 264 3.95800 .17450 .04190 -.00300 

-.01997 .00050 -.00355 	 01096
GRADIENT -.00150 .0007 	 .00004 -.00064 

DATE 20 JUN 15 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 320 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT39.3 (PRES. KI FO HI5.IA V9.1 (AONIIO) 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB * .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 461/ 0 RN/L - 1,89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DORB 
.300 -12.044 7.83910 .21110 .03250 .02740 .16930 .00170 .03890 - 03700 
.300 -10 049 7.83990 .21060 03290 .03070 .14890 -.00210 03440 - 02700 
.300 -8.045 7.84350 .21070 .03470 .03300 .11940 -.00160 02840 - 02190 
300 -6.033 7 84530 .21360 .03720 .03550 .08740 -.00090 .02070 - 01640 
299 -4.034 7.85060 .20810 .03890 04370 .05790 - 00090 01270 - 01010 
.300 -3.014 7 85220 .20880 .04040 .04390 .04120 -.00050 00810 - 00720 
.300 -2.008 7.85160 20860 .04190 .04420 .02680 -.00090 00400 - 00350 
.299 -1.049 7,85240 .20670 .04310 .04550 .01290 -.00150 .00110 ,00010 
300 040 7 85180 .20930 .04370 .04470 -.00510 -.00110 -.00220 00310 
301 1.026 7.84970 .21280 .04340 .04090 -.01940 -.00180 - 00500 .00700 
.300 2.032 7.84780 .21500 .04270 .0380 -.03600 -.00160 - 00950 .01010 
.299 3.032 7.84690 .21650 .04200 .03560 -.05230 -.00170 -.01380 .01370 
.300 4.025 7.84400 .21900 .04120 .03250 -.06740 - 00170 -.01790 .01700 
.299 6 021 7.84000 21820 .03850 .02810 -.10060 -.00040 - 02600 02160 
.299 8.054 7.83620 .21390 .03600 .02510 -.13120 -.00020 -.03360 .02770 
.300 10.070 7.83020 .21250 .03490 .02190 -.15630 -.00290 -.03880 .03590 
.300 12.084 7.82410 .22130 .03520 .00940 -.18140 -.00480 - 04410 .04500 
GRADIENT -.00087 .00142 00026 - 00136 - 01552 -.00014 - 00365 .00339 
RUN NO. 460/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR8 
.500 -12,117 7.89580 .22940 .03440 .03130 .16590 .00490 .03920 -.10380 
.500 -10.064 7.90190 .22650 .03260 .03440 .15140 - 00180 .03510 -.06990 
.501 -8 085 7.90090 .22790 .03410 .03280 .12170 -.00180 .02910 - 05550 
.500 -6.050 7.90290 .22590 .03580 .03520 .09080 -.00150 .0217Q -.04060 
501 -4.035 7.91310 .22080 .03720 .04230 .05940 -.00140 .01310 -.02440 
.500 -3.044 7.91220 .22190 .03890 .04250 .04300 -.00110 .00840 -.01540 
.500 -2.026 7.91370 .22050 .04030 .04280 .02590 -.00090 .00410 -.00930 
500 -1.035 7.91520 .21840 .04070 .04430 .01100 -.00110 .00110 -.00020 
500 -.020 7.91530 .21950 .04130 .04380 -.00730 -.00040 -.00200 .00550 
.500 1.048 7.91140 .22460 .04260 .04080 -.02390 -.00090 ".00510 .01540 
.501 2 065 7 90550 .22780 .04080 .03800 -.04020 -.00040 - 00960 02210 
500 3.048 7.90410 .22990 .04000 .03530 -.05700 .00000 -.014I0 .02960 
.500 4 031 7.89560 .23270 .03950 .03120 -.07220 -.00010 -.01830 .03810 
.501 6 050 7 88560 .23510 .03920 .02490 -.10550 .00110 -.02680 .05070 
.501 8 102 7.88560 .22900 .03580 .02480 -. 13560 .00060 -.03410 05830 
499 10.102 7.88290 .22580 .03590 .02580 -.15450 -.00430 -.03850 09710 
.499 l2 099 7.86920 .23860 .03770 .01440 -.18050 -.00590 -.04360 .11610 
GRADIENT -.00188 .00152 .00024 -.00130 -.01634 .00016 -.00373 .00784 
PAGE 321
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 

KI FO H15 IA VS 1) (A.MIIO) 1 20 JAN 75






ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -3 200
 SREF . 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO 

RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB -
LREF ­ 3 000
 
BREF 
 - 936 6900 IN. ZMRP . 375.0000 IN ZO 
6V2 - .000 S3-4 000 SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 459/ 0 RN/L - 3 29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5 00 
CY CLN CSL DIORO




.601 -12 194 7.93050 24180 .04030 03210 16470 	 .00630 

-.00030 03380 -.10000
 600 -10.107 7 93320 .24570 .03800 .03370 	 .14990 

.600 -9 088 7.92790 24490 .03840 	 .03160 
 .12360 -.00230 02910 -
07240
 




.601 -6 060 7.93550 24200 .03910 

600 -4 046 7.94420 23660 .03980 .04050 .06240 	 -.00240 

-.00180 .00840 - 01900
 600 -3.019 7.94200 .23530 .04120 03990 04410 

-.00110 .00410 - 01080
599 -2.029 7,94330 .23550 .04260 .04010 	 .02890 

.01230 -.00120 .00120 - 00080
600 -1.092 7.94600 .23200 .04250 .04190 

.600 007 7.94550 .23180 




.600 1.056 7.93910 .23890 .04400 .03860 -.02490 	 .00000 

.00070 - 00980 .02500
 600 2.019 7.93870 .24030 .04270 .03710 	 -.04230 

- 05930 .00120 -.01430 03420

.599 3.052 7.93470 .24280 .04190 03500 

.03060 -.07590 .00140 - 01880 04510









.601 8 089 7 91300 .24490 03980 02600 -.13570 00080 

- 00520 - 03740 .13350

.601 10 165 7 90990 .24480 .04180 02500 -.15260 

.600 2 
131 7 68960 .25950 .04400 .01300 -.18010 - 00610 - 04250 .15580
 
-.00105 -.01706 00048 -.00379 00894
 GRADIENT - 00191 .00122 .00018 









.700 -12 215 7 97050 .27240 .05340 	 .03330 .16850 .00600 

.03200 .00030 03230 -.12850

.700 -10 135 7 98530 .27290 .04960 .15140 

-.00280 02810 -.08870
701 -8.118 7 95230 .27070 .04770 .03080 28860 

.06660 -.00340 .02350 - 03240

-4.09i 7 99090 25950 .04580 .03860 
00850 - 02030 
699 

700 -3.041 7 97550 .25850 .04620 .03740 .04750 	 -.00270 

-.00100 .00370 - 01380
700 -2 018 7 96700 .26090 .04900 .03460 	 02700 

01150 -.00100 00070 -.00100
700 -1.009 7 97700 .25210 .04710 .03900 

00090 .00290
700 -.009 7.97490 .25270 04780 03810 -.01020 - 00220 

.701 1.021 7.97040 .25960 .04910 - 02590
.03540 .00080 -.00520 .01630
 
-.04450 00200 - 00990 02410









.700 4.067 7.95180 .26660 	 04780 .03120 - 08030 .00350 

- 10720 .00210 - 02650 .07900





.699 8.109 7.94780 .27230 .04970 .02580 .00110 1060
 
700 0 194 7 93790 .27480 .05380 .02250 -.15670 -.00430 
 -.03600 26230
 
.28220 05650 01240 -.18280 	 - 00610 - 04090 19630
.701 12.220 7 91680 

- 01797 .00086 -.00383 .00929
GRADIENT - 00146 .00085 .00020 -.00062 

DATE 2O JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 322 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38,3 (PRES. KI FO HI5.IA V0.12 (AGMHII) I 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT XNRP - 1109.0000 IN XO ALPHAI - B.000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I8 - .000 ELY-0U - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 51-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 IOR - 4.000 
RUN NO 465/ 0 RN/L - I.8p GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLK CY CLN CSL DIORS 
300 -12 056 9 798920 28820 .04390 .03750 15690 - 00020 .04130 -.03500 
.300 -10.062 9 79500 27060 .04510 .03720 13640 - 00300 .03670 - 02610 
.300 -8 015 980Ol .27190 .04720 .03810 .1060 -.00250 03000 -.02100 
.299 -5.026 9.80240 .27320 .04980 .0405R .07820 - 00110 .02180 -"OsiOO 
.300 -4.047 9.80480 .25950 .05090 .04830 .05110 - 00150 .01270 - 60900 
.300 -3,034 9.80690 .26970 .05230 .04910 .03700 -.00120 .00830 -.00610 
.300 -2.007 9.80560 .27040 .05400 .04930 .02350 -.00100 .00420 - 00320 
300 -1.015 9.80320 .25810 .05500 05080 .00960 -.00120 .00090 .0002O 
.300 .005 9.80530 27070 .05590 .04970 -.00680 -.00070 -.00220 .00280 
.300 1.018 9.80300 .27600 .05580 .04580 -.02040 - 00120 -.00520 00640 
.300 2,032 9.80190 .27800 .05540 .04330 -.03650 -.00090 -.00990 .00970 
.300 3.017 9.80060 .27910 .05460 .04140 -.05040 -.00090 -.01430 .01300 
.300 4.037 9 79610 .27980 .05360 .03800 -.06640 -.00030 -.01880 .O5BO 
301 6.041 9 79480 27810 .05250 .03390 -.09590 00090 -.02720 02070 
299 8.031 9.78890 .27240 .04830 .03160 - 12500 .00250 -.03550 02490 
.300 10.053 9.78670 .27050 .04660 .02960 -.14770 -.00030 -.04110 .03430 
299 12,065 9.77950 .27980 .04690 .01720 -.17550 -.00010 -.04700 .03980 
GRADIENT -.00101 00153 .00035 -.00134 -.01456 .00010 -.00376 .00311 
RUN NO 464/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DWORB 
500 -12.102 9.88020 .28940 .04420 04020 .15550 .O010 .04130 -.09540 
501 -10 078 9.80050 .28750 .04310 .04020 .14070 -.00410 .03780 - 06380 
.500 -8.059 9.87920 .28720 .04460 .03870 .11210 -.00340 03100 - 05070 
500 '6.078 9 88280 .28530 .04660 04070 .O240 -.00200 .02300 -n03960 
500 -4 032 9.89270 28250 .04770 04760 .05500 -.00210 01370 .O220 
.500 -3.028 9.89310 .28370 .04920 .04800 .03950 - 00170 .00680 -.01420 
499 -2.039 9.89260 28220 05050 .04860 .02410 -.00120 .00430 -.00730 
SOD -I Co 9 89420 28020 05090 05050 00940 -.00110 .00100 00010 
500 000 9.89300 .2a830 .05160 04930 -.00780 - 00010 - 00210 00500 
500 I 018 9 88540 .28700 05200 .04580 -.08260 - 00030 -.00520 0t330 
5oo 2.046 9 88580 28920 05120 .04340 - 03810 00040 - 00990 01960 
.500 3 045 9.88140 .29190 05070 .04050 -.05370 .00080 - 01460 02730 
.501 4.041 9.87640 .29310 .05010 .03720 -.09650 .00150 -.01950 0310 
501 8.062 9.86380 29420 04910 .03090 -.09700 00210 - 02sub .04940 
500 8 074 9.89240 .29800 04620 .03160 -.12730 00320 -.03850 06'40 
1501 10 087 9.86660 28540 .04580 .03340 - 14500 - 00130 - 04160 .08950 
.500 12 095 9.85020 .29780 04770 .02280 -.17050 - 00200 -.04680 10540 
GRADIENT -.00201 .00145 00027 -.00130 - 01539 00043 -.00390 .0068S 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 323 
CA5 ORB TC AT38.3 (PRES Ki FO H15.IA V9.1) (AGMIII) 1 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO ALPHA[ - 8.000 STAG - -3 200 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 938.6800 IN ZMRP - 375 0000 IN ZO ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 .00 53-4 - .000 
95-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 463/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 O/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL OIORB 
Boo -12.119 9 92580 .30760 .05100 04100 15630 00170 .04070 -. 12710 
600 -10 090 9.92050 .30560 .04860 .04000 .14080 - 00310 03690 - 08990 
.601 -8 059 9 92180 30880 .04920 .03890 .11410 - 00420 03130 - 06520
 
.600 -6 o57 9.92750 29950 04970 04200 08550 - 00330 02320 -.04770 
.599 -4,014 9 93590 .29580 .05000 .04670 .05770 - 00320 .01360 - 02500 
.600 -3 065 9 93290 .29660 .05140 .04640 .04260 - 00250 00890 - 01660 
.600 -2 027 9.93580 .29550 .05290 04710 .02560 - 00150 00420 -.00910 
601 -1.050 § 93930 .29090 .05230 04940 .01100 - 00120 .00090 - 00020 
.600 -.008 9.9351C .29200 05310 .04870 -.00810 .00040 - 00220 00420 
.601 i 047 9.92950 .29980 .05450 .04480 -.02340 00060 - 00560 01420 
.b00 a.036 9 92670 30060 05320 .04360 -.03970 .00170 - 01020 oioo 
.600 3.006 9.92530 .30220 .05230 .04170 -.05570 .00240 -.01490 .02950 
600 4 066 9 91560 .30460 .05220 .03790 -.07180 .00310 - 01980 03870 
601 6.053 9.90350 .30710 .05250 .03200 -.09790 00300 - 02690 .06110 
.600 8.070 9,90680 30400 .05040 .03370 -.12740 .00390 - 03660 07860 
.600 I0 159 9.90590 .30340 .osig9 .03360 -.14330 -.00180 - 04110 .12110 
.601 12.152 9.88560 .32210 .05510 .02050 -.15990 -.00230 -.04610 14200 
GRADIENT - 00218 .00118 .00024 -.00101 -.01610 .00079 - 00395 00770
 
RUN NO 462/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRAOENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL WlORE
 
.700 -12.177 9,95630 .33120 .06670 03860 .18620 .00130 .03730 - 15840
 
.700 -10.140 9.95280 .33120 .06390 .03860 .14440 -.00280 .03340 - I2I70
 
.700 -8 084 9,95430 .32230 .06050 04030 11850 -.00510 .02960 -.07650
 
.700 -6.076 9.95590 .31760 .05630 .0450 .09370 -.00610 .02310 -.04530
 
700 -4 016 9 97000 31530 .05710 .04870 05280 -.00450 01360 - 02620
 
699 -3 079 9 95550 .31590 .05790 .04570 .04610 -.00340 .00900 - 01700
 
.701 -2 030 9 96020 .32040 06170 04200 02590 - 00130 .00380 -.01200
 
700 -1 Ol 9 97000 .30920 .05870 .04750 .01050 -.00080 00060 - 00199
 
.700 .017 9,96300 .31110 .05980 .04560 -.01040 00120 -.00240 .00150
 
.700 I 038 9 95040 .31820 .05150 .04260 - 02"40 .00350 -,00550 .01190
 
.701 2.026 9.96590 .31730 .05980 ,04390 -.04130 .00310 -.01020 01800
 
699 3 092 9 96210 .31870 .05890 04260 -.05090 00470 - 01560 .02560
 
.700 4.049 9 95430 .32170 .06000 .03940 -.07520 .00560 -.02030 03530 
.700 6.102 9 94780 .32520 .06210 .03650 - 10100 00430 - 02810 .06880 
.700 8.139 9,94380 .32730 .06310 .03520 -.13090 00470 - 03450 .09310 
699 10.173 9,93120 .33280 .06780 .02960 -.15020 -.00030 - 03760 .14170 
700 12 210 9.91780 33440 07110 .02340 - 17890 - 00050 - 04220 16560 
GRADIENT -.00115 .00060 .00082 -.0005 -.01717 00124 -.00400 00734 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 324
 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38,3 (PRES, KI FO H15,6 V9.!) (AG12) 1 20 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN, ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 St-2 * .000 S3-4 * .000 
S5-6 - 000 [ORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 470/ 0 RN/L - 1,00 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.150 - 809 -.01760 -.02840 .01880 .02710 -. 00790 -.00200 -.00090 .00120 
.150 .180 -.01050 -.00830 .01930 .02970 -.00780 -.00220 - 00110 .00120 
.150 1.072 -.01060 .01530 .02320 .03370 -.00760 - 00220 - 00120 .00120 
.150 1.919 - 00370 .03970 .02760 03510 -.00910 - 00190 - 00160 .001 0 
.150 2.733 -.02460 .05950 .02890 .03720 -.00740 -.00160 -.00170 .00100 
.149 3.588 -.01070 .07920 .03190 .04110 -.00890 -.00170 -.00190 .00110 
.149 4.536 -.01070 .10300 .03490 .04320 -.00870 -.00160 - 00200 00110 
.150 5.483 -.01760 .12850 03990 .04510 -.00840 - 00150 - 00210 00110 
.150 6.222 -.00380 .15320 .04430 .04670 -.00830 -.00150 - 00220 .00110 
.150 7.160 -.00380 .17820 .05040 .04880 -.00820 -.00140 -.00R40 .00100 
.151 7.977 -.00380 .19900 .05800 .05100 -.00800 -.00140 -.00230 .00100 
.150 8.839 - 01090 .22820 .06490 .05440 -.00950 -.00090 -.00230 00090 
.150 9 742 - 01090 25380 .07380 05590 -.00770 - 00100 - 00240 00090 
.150 10 491 -.00390 .27640 .07980 .05800 -.00920 - 00100 - 00240 00100 
.151 11.457 -.00390 .30030 .08800 .05960 -.00890 -.00100 -.00240 .00100 
.149 12.318 -.00390 .32160 .09660 .06220 -.00900 -.00100 - 00230 00100 
.150 13 229 - 01100 .34410 .10640 .06620 -.00870 -.00070 - 00230 00090 
.151 14.171 -.00410 .36230 .11640 .07230 -.00830 - 00060 - 00230 00080 
.149 24 967 -.01080 .37640 .12610 .07510 -.00990 -.00080 - 00250 00100 
.149 15.926 -.01080 .38560 .13510 08340 - 00970 -.00090 -.00230 00100 
.151 16.759 -.01070 .39030 .14400 .09080 -.01070 -.00100 -.00230 .00110 
.149 17 546 -.00360 .39220 .15280 .09850 -.01240 - 00140 -.00210 .00130 
GRADIENT 00031 .02501 .00322 .00304 -.00018 .00011 - 00022 - 00003 
S 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA CAB PAGE 325 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HI5.6 V9.0 (AGMI12) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
















- 1109,0000 IN. XO 
- .0000 IN. YO 




















































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 15 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 326 
CAS ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (PRES. K! FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGMIIe) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 468/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 - 730 -.00520 -.01100 .03580 .02140 -.00780 -.00090 -.00120 .0060 
.501 .188 -.00520 .01080 .03400 .02360 -.00790 -.00090 -.0030 .00660 
.499 1.089 -.00540 .03420 .03280 .02650 -.00760 - 00090 -.00140 .00640 
.501 1.795 .00140 .05300 .03220 .02880 -.00160 -.O00BO -.00150 .00620 
.499 2.004 -.00570 .05790 .03200 .02920 -.00760 - 00080 -.00150 .00610 
499 2.725 .00130 .07620 .03180 .03120 -.00750 -.00080 -.00150 00610 
.500 3.573 -.00580 .09810 .03190 .03310 -.00750 -.00070 -.00160 .00600 
.500 4.418 -.00610 .12060 .03260 .03520 -.00730 -.00060 -.00170 .00570 
.499 5.329 .00060 .14520 .03380 .03720 -.00720 -.00050 -.00180 .00550 
.500 6.113 -.00630 .16660 .03530 .03930 -.00710 -.00050 - 00180 .00550 
.500 7.049 .00040 .19320 .03780 .04170 -.00710 -.00040 -.00180 .00530 
501 7.897 -.00680 .21130 .04080 .04380 -.00680 -.00040 -.00180 .00500 
.499 8.701 - 00010 .24360 .04450 .04600 -.00680 -.00030 - 00190 00480 
.501 9 583 -.00040 .27140 .04930 .04850 - 00660 -.00020 -.00190 .00450 
.500 10.357 -.00060 .29360 .05390 .05100 - 00650 - 00010 -.00190 00430 
.500 II 358 -.00760 .31750 .06020 .05470 -,00640 .00000 -.00210 .00430 
.500 12.276 -.00110 .33560 .06630 .05930 -.00650 .00010 -.00210 .00390 
.500 13.051 -.00140 .34930 .07170 .06400 -.00650 .00020 -.00200 .00360 
.500 13.984 -.00190 .36300 .07840 .07060 -.00680 .00040 -.00190 .00300 
.500 14.758 -.00870 .37170 .08350 .07720 -.00680 .00030 -.00180 .00320 
.500 15 676 -.00200 .37870 .08900 .08550 -.00720 .00050 - 00200 00300 
.499 16.626 -.00270 .38470 .09470 .09490 -.00800 .00080 -.00200 .00230 
.500 17.356 -.00310 .38750 .09890 .10310 -.00900 .00110 -.00210 .00190 
.501 17.173 -.01040 .38990 .10150 .10840 -.00950 .00120 -.00200 .00150 
GRADIENT .00008 .02563 -.00063 .00273 .00010 .00006 -.00009 -.00018 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 	 PAGE 327 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38,3 (PRES. KI FO HI5.6 V9.1) tAOII) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - .000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-l8 - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 	 SI-R - OOC S3-4 - .000 
S5-5 .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 467/ 0 RN/L - 3.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.600 -.725 .00170 -.00270 .03780 .02000 -.00800 -.00050 -.00130 .00660
 
.601 .199 .00160 .01910 .03580 .02230 -.00810 -.00040 -.00140 .00640
 
.600 1.095 .0O0O .04250 .03450 .02500 -.00790 -.00030 -.00150 .00600
 
.599 1.770 .00110 .0010 .03380 .02710 -.00780 -.00030 -.00150 .00600
 
.599 2.042 .00120 .06600 .03360 .02770 -.00770 -.00040 -.00150 .00610
 
.600 2.674 .00770 .08360 .03310 .02940 -.00780 -.00020 -,00150 .00570
 
.600 3,545 .00070 .10650 .03330 .03t3O -.00800 -.00020 -.00160 .00560
 
.599 4,388 .00050 .12820 .03360 .03330 -.00790 -.00010 -.00170 .00540
 
.599 5.275 .00040 .15240 .03470 .03540 -.00770 -.00010 -.00170 .00530
 
.600 5.986 .00020 .17220 .03510 .3710 -.00760 .00000 -.00170 .00510
 
.600 6.891 .00000 .198BO .03850 .03940 -.00740 .00000 -.00180 00490
 
.600 7.783 -.00710 .22540 .04160 .04180 -.00740 .00010 -.00180 .00480
 
.599 8 467 -.00740 .24710 .04460 .04380 - 00730 00010 - 00190 .00450
 
.60! 9.362 -.00780 .27420 .04920 .04690 -.00710 00020 -.00190 .00400
 
.601 10.185 -.00100 .29720 .05400 .05000 -.00690 00030 -.00200 .00400
 
601 11 108 -.00820 .31730 .05960 .05430 -.00700 00040 - 002Go .00370
 
600 12.089 -.00850 .33540 .06600 .05990 -.00680 .00050 -.00210 00330
 
.601 12.795 -.00910 .34730 .07080 .06460 -.00720 .00060 -.00210 .00280
 
.599 13.740 -.01000 .36080 .07750 .07240 -.00750 .00080 -.00170 00190
 
.599 14.646 -.01040 .37250 .08380 .08070 -.00790 00100 - 00180 .00150
 
.6oD 15.454 -.01090 .38160 .0940 .08940 -.00010 00110 -.00160 .00100 
.599 16.409 -.01120 .39160 .09860 .09900 -.00870 .0020 - 00160 .00060 
.599 17.192 -.00490 .40120 .10320 .10760 -.00890 .00130 -.00130 -.00010 
.600 17.893 -.01240 .41150 .11000 .11630 - 00860 .00130 - 00090 - 00050 
GRADIENT .00004 .02578 -.00081 .00264 00003 .00007 -.00007 - 00023
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 328 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3S.3 (PRES. KI FO HIB.6 VQ.I) (AOMII2I 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 63-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RLIN NO. 466/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLN CY CLN CSL WORD 
.700 -.723 .00740 .01100 .04190 .01700 -.00900 .00000 -.00140 .00540 
.701 .L29 -.00010 .03410 .04000 .01920 -.00910 .00010 -.00150 .00490 
.700 1.112 -.00040 .05750 .03830 .02160 -.00930 00020 - 00150 00450 
.701 2.058 -.00100 .08310 .03730 .02410 -.00920 .00030 -.00160 00390 
.700 R.812 -.00090 .10200 .03690 .02600 -.00920 .00040 -.00160 .00400 
700 3.608 -.00130 .12300 .03690 .02800 -.00920 .00040 -.00170 .00360 
700 4.477 -.00140 .14660 .03750 .03010 -.00920 .00050 -.00170 00350 
.701 5.386 -.00170 .17260 03890 .03200 -.00920 .00060 -.00180 .00320 
.700 6.131 .00490 .19510 .04080 .03390 -.00930 .00070 -.00180 .00280 
700 7.059 -.00240 .22240 .04320 .03650 -.00880 .00070 - 00190 .00250 
.700 7.921 - 00260 .24850 .04670 .03910 -.00850 .00070 -.00190 00230 
.699 8.692 -.00970 .27200 .05070 .04180 -.00820 .00080 -.00190 .00210 
.700 9.592 .00360 .29810 .05640 .04520 -.00810 .00090 - 00200 00160 
700 10.345 .00300 .31680 .06180 .04870 -.00820 .00100 -.00200 00100 
.699 11.311 .00240 .33560 .05890 .05430 -.00800 .00110 -.00210 .00040 
.700 12.289 -.00590 .35360 .07810 .06020 -.00800 .00130 -.00190 -.00110 
.700 13.138 -.00720 .36750 .OB620 .06660 -.00810 00150 -.00160 -.00240 
.700 14.106 -.00980 .38510 .09700 .07430 -.00860 .00190 -.00110 -.00490 
.701 14.921 -.01060 .39870 .10710 .08120 -.00910 .002L0 -.00130 -.00590 
.700 15.846 -.01100 .41 50 .11740 .09040 -.00960 .00230 -.00130 -.00630 
700 16.919 -.01000 .42620 .12920 .10200 -.00980 00220 -.00130 -.,0040 
.700 17.572 -.00960 .43890 .13980 .11060 -.01050 .00200 -.00070 -.00500 
.700 17.999 -.01500 .44250 .14510 .11460 -.01000 .00180 -.00070 -.00340 
GRADIENT -.00125 .02615 -.00089 .00255 -.00003 .00010 -.00006 - 00036 
PAGE 329DATE 20 JUN 75 TABSLATED SOURCE DATA - OAS 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3S,3 (PRES. KI FO H15, V9.1) (AOHI13) 20 JAN 75 1 












- l10§.0000 IN. XO 
- .0000 IN. YO 











































































































































RUN NO. 474/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 




















































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 330 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGII13) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 2,000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 4731 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.499 -12.209 3.97190 .12000 .02440 .02190 .18770 .01020 .03340 -.1280 
.499 -10.124 3.97670 .11770 .02350 .02340 .16790 .00360 .03130 -.08O710 
.499 -8.102 3 978B0 .11830 .02400 .02300 .13820 .00140 .02640 - 08490 
.499 -6.047 3.98610 .11440 .02560 .029fq .10550 - 00040 .02020 - 04370 
.500 -4.071 4.00350 .10440 .02670 .03650 .06980 -.00100 .01280 -.02580 
.600 -3.074 3.99950 .10750 .02690 .03550 .05000 - 00100 .00840 -.01730 
.500 -1.993 3,99840 .10810 .03090 .03470 .02860 -.00060 .00400 -.00890 
.501 -1.038 3.99860 .10760 .03150 .03470 .01290 -.00120 .00130 -.00040 
.501 -.019 3 99710 10870 .03200 .03400 -.00840 -.00070 - 00120 .00630 
.501 1.000 3.99620 .11380 .03230 .03150 -.02450 -.00140 -.00420 .01620 
.501 2.026 3.99090 .11520 .03080 .02950 -.04310 -.00140 -.00850 .02440 
501 2 954 3 98700 .11750 .02970 .02680 -.06230 -.00130 -.01270 .03230 
.501 4.071 3.98280 .12040 .02880 .02290 -.08160 -.00100 -.01700 04210 
.601 5.968 3.96840 .12430 .02740 .01580 -.12580 -.00260 -.02410 .05730 
.501 7.954 3.96480 .12190 .02580 .01420 -.14920 -.00340 -.03020 07870 
.501 9 083 3.95060 .11920 .02480 .01430 -.16410 -.00550 -.03270 09350 
.501 10.191 3.96060 .11940 .02620 .01350 -.17180 -.01020 -.03360 .11560 
.600 12.119 3.9"990 .12720 .02630 .00760 -.20220 -.011e0 -.03750 .13410 
GRADIENT - 00227 .00188 .00019 -.00168 -.01850 - 00008 -.00351 .00829 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 331 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H25.6 V9.1) (AGMII3) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 











.0000 IN. YO 









SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
85-6 - 000 I0RB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 472/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.600 -12.195 3.99410 .14030 .02940 .02140 .18950 .01070 .03190 -.16560 
.600 -I0.166 3 99870 13550 .02780 .02180 .16750 00490 02960 -.12230 
.599 -8.074 3.99870 .13290 .02770 .02150 .14020 00090 02B00 -.08530 
.600 -6.009 4.00830 .12760 .02830 .02690 .10850 -.00160 .02000 -.05380 
.600 -4.014 4.02270 .12140 .02970 .03310 .07160 - 00200 .01280 -.03040 
.600 -3.007 4.01810 .12170 .03150 .03190 .05070 -.00150 .00820 -.02050 
.599 -1.995 4 01900 .12100 .03320 .03130 .03010 -.00100 .00380 - 01100 
.600 -1.043 4.02040 .11820 .03320 .03220 .01340 -.00130 .00120 - 00010 
.600 -.027 4.01950 .11710 .03340 .03300 -.00740 -.00020 -.00160 .00550 
600 1.016 4.01350 .12410 .03430 .02950 -.02590 - 0005O - 00430 01810 
600 2 016 4.01280 .12490 .03260 .02900 -.04480 -.00040 - 00840 02820 
.600 3.016 4.00990 .12730 .03120 .02650 -.06620 -.00010 - 01320 03870 
.600 4.088 4 00120 .13110 .03070 .02200 -.08530 -.00030 -.01740 .05110 
.599 6.075 3 98400 .13720 .03040 .01500 -.12040 -.00090 - 02430 07490 
.600 e.113 3.98140 .13510 .02940 .01430 -.15090 -.00350 -.02980 10640 
600 10.256 3.97320 13640 .03120 .01110 -.o1990 - 01150 - 03190 15970 
.600 12.264 395660 .15090 .03190 .00150 -.20460 -.01220 -.03590 18280 
GRADIENT -.00216 .00115 .00005 -.00113 -.01928 00021 - 00355 00991 
RUN NO. 471/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLI CY CLN CSL IOB 
.701 -12.255 4.01160 .16580 .03970 .01850 ,18840 .01160 .02990 -.21220 






















.700 -4.018 4.03790 .14280 .03440 02950 .07380 -.00260 01240 - 03510 
.701 -2.989 4.03670 .14070 .03560 .02890 .05200 -.00200 .00780 -. 02290 
.701 -2.069 4.02670 .14500 .03850 .02510 .03140 -.00080 .00370 - 02610 
.700 -1.016 4.03190 .13700 .03740 .02800 .01330 -. 00110 00090 -.00110 
.699 .020 4.03080 .13700 .03770 02760 -.01250 .00060 -.00200 00390 
.700 1.045 4.02610 .14250 03830 .02600 -.02750 .00010 -.00420 .01880 
.699 1.961 4 03210 .14230 .03680 02740 -.04600 .00060 - 00830 .02880 
.700 3.017 4.03110 .14480 .03540 02660 -.06780 .00140 -.01310 .03990 
.700 4 021 4.01890 .14910 03540 .02250 - 08700 00120 -.01730 .05490 
.699 6.099 4.00280 .15750 .03640 .01600 -.12120 -.00060 -.02360 .09190 
.699 8.074 3.99290 .16430 .03760 01130 -115110 -.00320 -.02800 .13000 
.700 10.156 3.97750 .17020 .04010 .00510 -.17560 -.00870 - 03080 18460 
.700 12.256 3,95850 .17470 .04170 -.00240 -.20320 -.01270 -.03450 .23030 
GRADIENT -.00140 .00082 .00001 -.00053 - 01987 .00049 -.00349 .01092 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 332 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 VS.1) (AOMI14) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 28690.0000 SQ.FT. XKRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 474 8100 IN, YMRP s .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-18 ­ .000 ELV-DB ­ 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S1-2 - .000 53-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 484/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD GCL CY CLN CSL IORB 
.149 -12.003 7.82470 .20310 .04570 .03220 .17090 -.00240 .03790 - 00790 
151 -9.995 7.82440 .20240 .04630 .03360 .14330 -.00340 .03310 -.00620 
149 -7.994 7.82690 .20310 .04870 .04020 .11570 -.00210 .02710 - 00530 
.150 -6.007 7.82970 .20420 .05060 .04410 .08510 -.00140 .01950 -.00400 
.149 -5.031 7.83070 .20260 .05180 .0472b .07190 - 00110 .01570 -.00330 
.150 -4.013 7.83030 .20310 .05250 .05170 .05690 -.00150 01170 - 00230 
ISO -2.075 7.82880 .20260 .05540 .04980 .02840 -.00080 .00360 -.00100 
.150 -.953 7.82870 .19970 .05710 .05110 .01120 -.00130 00010 .00010 
.151 .072 7.82820 .20350 .05800 .05060 -.00330 -.00120 -.00270 .00080 
.150 1.028 7.82780 .20920 .05810 .04730 -.01650 -.00180 -.00540 .00170 
.149 1.616 7.82860 .21140 .05770 .04410 -.02840 -.00210 -.00830 .00250 
.151 1.997 7.82640 .21320 .05720 .04430 -.03340 -.00200 -.00940 .00280 
.151 3.029 7 82650 .22380 .05650 .04110 -.04900 -.00220 -.01380 .00370 
.149 3.950 7.82520 .21570 .05610 .03910 -.06290 -.00290 -.01760 00470 
.151 6.020 7 82360 .21200 .05350 .03390 -.09600 - 00180 -.02630 .00620 
.150 7.994 7.82190 .20720 .05120 .03220 -.12940 -.00230 -.03360 00800 
.150 10.051 7.82040 .20590 .04930 02770 -.15620 - 00330 -.03970 OO9O 
.151 12.039 7.81720 .21310 .04990 .01910 -.18060 -.00650 - 04460 01260 
GRADIENT -.00056 .00201 .00041 -.00166 -.01508 -.00020 -.00355 .00089 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
PAGE 333 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. RI FO HI5.5 V9.1) (AOGMI4)1 20 JAN 75 1 





- 2690.0000 SO FT. 
- 474 8100 IN. 








1109 0000 IN.XO 
.0000 IN.YO 























































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 334
 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.6 V9.1) (AGMI14) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XIRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - 000 RUO-L - .000 
8REF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S1-2 - .000 63-4 - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 477/ 0 RN/L - 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
600 -12.221 7.93920 .24740 03980 .03230 .16440 00610 .03730 - 14430 
.800 -to 121 7.94310 .24520 .03740 .03410 .15050 -.00060 .03390 -.09860 
.600 -8.052 7.94070 24400 03790 .03210 .12240 -.00240 .02870 - 07060 
.601 -6.032 7.94810 .24150 .03860 .03540 .09320 -.00280 02160 -.04980 
.600 -4.039 7,95660 .23540 .03910 .04070 .06270 -.00250 .01330 -.02870 
.601 -2.992 7.95480 .23660 04080 .04000 .04420 -.00190 .00830 -.01870 
.600 -2.015 7.95430 .23500 .04210 .04040 .0750 -.00120 00410 - 01060 
.600 -1.050 7.95660 .23140 .04190 .04180 .01290 -.00130 .00120 -.00070 
.600 -.050 7.95790 .22990 .04200 .04290 -.00600 .00010 -.00170 .00400 
.601 1,020 7.94930 .L3770 .04340 .03870 -.02330 .00000 -.00480 .01540 
.600 e.067 7.94950 .23950 .04210 .03750 -.04100 .00060 -.00940 .02470 
.600 3.059 7.94520 24210 .04120 .03500 -.05790 .00110 -.01390 .03390 
.601 4.056 7.93750 24660 .04100 .03070 -.07430 .00140 -.01640 04430 
.600 6 994 7.92520 .24990 .04100 .02460 -.10430 .00170 -.02620 .06350 
.601 8.109 7.92550 .24450 .03910 .02620 -.13440 .0000 -.03390 .01940 
.600 10 102 7 92260 .24360 .04090 .02550 -.15050 -.00510 -.03700 .13140 
.601 12.166 7.90370 .25960 .04330 .01400 -.17840 -.00510 -.04230 .15520 
GRADIENT -.00202 .00122 .00017 -.00106 - 01690 .00048 -.00372 00882 
RUN NO. 476/ 0 RN/L ­ 3,62 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.699 -12.194 7.97440 .27160 .05320 .03380 .16840 .00590 .03510 -.17960 
.699 -10.115 7.97150 .27190 .04890 .03160 .15090 .00020 .03230 -.12740 
700 -8.166 7.97020 .27000 .04720 .03100 .12790 -.00300 .02820 -.08770 
.699 -6.158 7.98230 .2B460 04580 .03500 .09880 -.00380 .02200 - 05940 
.700 -4 028 7.98780 .25880 .04520 .03950 .06590 -.00340 .01310 -.03160 
.699 -3.035 7.98450 .25790 04580 .03760 .04910 -.00270 .00850 -.02060 
.700 -2.088 7.97880 .28080 .04870 .03510 .02910 -.00110 .00410 -.01470 
700 -.961 7.98600 .25100 .04650 .03930 .01200 -.00100 .00070 -.00160 
.700 -.010 7.98630 .25010 .04680 .03970 -.00760 .00070 -.00190 .00170 
.700 .963 7,97850 .25870 .04860 .03540 -.02300 .00080 -.00450 .01330 
.700 1.997 .98160 .25960 .04710 .03650 -.04240 .00190 -.00940 .02340 
.700 3 079 7.97930 .26270 .04660 .03510 -.06150 .00290 -.01430 .03310 
.700 4.037 7.97170 .26550 .04710 .03180 -.07790 .00350 -.01870 04370 
700 6,112 7.96180 .27190 .04870 .02670 -.10600 '.00220 -.02610 .07750 
.699 8.148 7.95480 .27300 .04960 02530 -.13590 .00140 -.03260 .10750 
.700 10.137 7.94720 .27550 .05250 02240 -.15720 -.00280 -.03610 15240 
.700 12.168 7.92720 .28140 .05540 .01360 -.18010 -.00560 -.04050 .19000 
GRADIENT -.00134 .00076 .00014 -.00058 -.01782 .00086 -.00375 .00912 
PAOE 335
 








SREF - 2690 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO ALPHA[ - 8.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREP - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 SI- - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 483/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.300 -22.002 9.79490 .26820 .04350 .03690 .15570 -.00040 .04100 -.03460 
.300 -10,084 9.79800 .27060 .04460 .03680 .13840 - 003C0 03670 - 02660 
.300 -8 017 9.79790 .27150 .04670 .03730 .10990 - 00260 .03000 - 02090 
300 -s 03 9.90250 .27280 .04900 .03940 .09170 -.00120 .02230 - 01670 
300 -4.034 9.80600 .26920 05030 .04790 .05270 -.00130 01290 - 00950 
.300 -3.042 9.80740 .27000 .05170 .04860 .03800 -.00100 .00830 - 00650 
.300 -2.063 9.80700 .26870 .05310 .04900 .02550 -.00100 .00430 -.00360 
.300 -1 029 9 80660 26710 .05440 .05010 01120 - 00110 00110 - 00020 
.301 -.051 9.80470 .28950 .05510 .04970 -.00450 - 00060 -.00190 00220 
300 .997 9.80190 .27470 .05510 .04530 -.01920 -.00100 -.00520 .00600 
.300 2.003 9.80070 .27670 05460 .04340 -.03430 -.00070 -.00950 00900 
.300 3.093 9.79940 .27780 .05380 .04130 -.04980 -.00070 -.01440 .01270 
.300 4,016 9.79990 .27790 .05280 .03880 -.06350 -.00010 - 01840 01500 
299 6 041 9.79390 27830 .05090 .03270 -.09330 00100 - 02730 02010 
.301 8.038 9.78960 .27250 .04770 .03130 -.12390 .00260 -.03540 .02450 
.301 10.123 9.78920 .26970 .04560 .02940 -.14730 .00000 - 04120 .03400 
.300 12.086 9.78270 .27810 .04640 .01760 -.17310 -.00020 -.04670 03960 
GRADIENT -.00108 .00135 .00033 -.00123 -.01445 .00010 - 00374 00308 
RUN NO. 482/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 -12,130 9.88570 .28960 .04390 .03990 ,15690 .00160 .04130 -.09480 
.500 -10.079 9.86250 .28810 .04290 .03950 .14130 -,00420 .03780 - 06320 
.500 -8,046 9.86540 .287'10 .04460 .03680 .11200 -.00340 .03070 - 05050 
.500 -6.070 9.87190 .28490 .04600 .04110 .08300 -.00200 .02290 - 03950 
.500 -3.991 9.87910 28250 .04730 .04780 .05510 -.00210 01340 -.02210 
.501 -3.022 9.88390 .28360 .04880 .04800 .04060 -.00170 .00860 -.01450 
.500 -2.151 9.87860 .28240 .05000 .04830 .02670 -.00130 .00480 -.BOB40 
.500 -11036 9.88270 .27970 .05050 .05030 .01100 -.00110 .00120 -.00050 
.501 .013 9.88390 .28140 .05130 .04930 -.00690 -.00010 -.00200 00440 
.500 1,052 9,87890 aesgo ,051SO .04570 -.02160 -.00030 -.00500 .0100 
.499 1.999 9.87380 .28840 .05080 .04350 -.03620 .00040 -.00950 .01820 
.501 3.044 9.87280 .29100 .05030 .04070 -.05220 .00090 -.01430 .02650 
.500 3.957 9.86820 .29170 .04960 .03800 -.06530 .00140 - 01860 03260 
.499 6.040 9,85BO .29360 .04880 .03090 -.09520 .00200 -.02800 .04750 
.500 8.052 2.85390 .28830 .04620 .03110 -.12570 .00330 -.03620 .06000 
.501 10 066 985540 .28560 .04580 .03280 -.14340 -.00120 - 04120 08820 
.500 12 OBO 8,84460 .29680 .04720 .05340 -.16900 -.00160 -.04670 10380 
ORAOIENT -.00149 .00130 .0002B -.00125 -101528 .00043 -.00383 .00678 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 336 
CA9 ORB TC9 AT3S.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGMII5) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RU0-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 61-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
65-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 481/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.28 GRADIENT INTE - -5.00/ 5.00RVAL 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CBL DIORB 
.600 -12.127 9.91520 .30610 .05070 .04170 .15640 .00170 .04060 - 12670 
.600 -10.083 9.90980 .30610 .04830 .03910 .14090 -.00330 03690 - 08850 
.599 -8.032 9.90950 .30260 .04900 .03880 .11410 -.00420 .03110 -.05480 
.600 -6.0 2 9.91750 .29920 .04930 .04220 .08530 -.00340 .02300 -.04700 
.601 -4.008 9.92570 .29800 .04960 .04670 .05870 -.00330 .01380 -.02530 
.600 -3.024 9.92210 .29670 .05100 .04640 .04260 -,00260 00890 -.01630 
.600 -2.021 9.92260 .29570 .05250 .04700 .02620 -.00150 00430 - 00920 
.600 -1.036 9.926810 .29090 .05190 .04940 .01190 -,00120 .00110 -.00050 
.600 .012 9.92470 .29140 .0260 .04890 -.00680 .00030 -.00200 .00370 
.600 1.OBI 9.91840 .29970 .05410 .04480 -.02 90 .00060 -.00540 .01370 
.600 1.966 9.91700 .30010 .05280 .04400 -.03690 .00130 -.00950 .02070 
.699 4.045 9.90460 30470 .05180 .03770 -.06980 00290 -.01930 .03600 
.600 6.046 9.89440 30790 .05220 03190 -.09610 .00280 -.02830 08040 
.600 8.084 9.89620 .30380 .05000 .03370 -.12640 .00390 -.03640 07780 
.599 10.138 9.69250 .30400 .05160 .03330 -.14170 -.00180 -.04060 .11970 
.600 11.837 9.87810 .31850 .05390 .02400 -.16610 -.00200 -.04510 13720 
.600 12.095 9.87610 .32080 .05440 .02220 -.16780 -.00220 -.04550 .13960 
GRADIENT -.O02O .00106 .00029 -.00098 -.01595 .00077 -.00390 00767 
RUN NO. 480/ 0 RN/L - 3.60 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA. CL CDo CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12.199 9.95400 .33240 .06650 .03800 .16610 .00130 .03710 -.15790 
.699 -10.247 9 94860 .33210 .06350 .03760 .14480 -.00240 03350 -.11640 
.700 -8.064 9.95280 .32260 .06010 .04010 .11790 -.00510 .02960 -.07600 
.699 -6.077 9.96570 .31780 .05810 .04490 .09360 -.00610 .02320 -.04620 
.700 -4.037 9 96890 .31570 .05100 .04660 .06350 -.00460 01380 . -.02610 
.700 -3.121 9 96710 .31550 .05740 04590 .04760 -.00360 .00930 -.01710 
.700 -2.037 9.95970 .31960 .06110 .04240 .02650 -.00140 .00390 -.01210 
.700 -.997 9.97140 .30860 .05840 .04760 .01140 -.00090 .00060 -.00210 
.700 .037 9.96910 .30870 .05910 04690 -.00820 .00110 -.00210 .00070 
.699 1.023 9.96140 .31690 .06090 .04290 -.02320 .00150 - 00520 .01110 
.700 2.054 9.96480 .31720 .05950 .04410 -.04050 .00280 -.00980 .01840 
.700 3.029 9.96290 .31870 .05870 .04330 -.05840 .00440 - 01470 .02510 
.700 4.000 9.95480 .32160 .05960 .03980 -.07420 00540 -.01940 .03400
 
.699 6 052 9 94600 .32510 .06130 .03650 -.09880 .00440 -.02760 .06630
 
.700 8 096 9 94380 .32790 .06290 .03480 -.12910 .00480 -.03400 .09060
 
.699 10.219 9.92900 .33390 .06760 .02960 -.15020 .00000 -.03730 .13910
 
.701 12.159 9 91980 .33340 .07100 .0220 -.17720 -.00010 -.04170 .16280
 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

H15.6 V9.1) (AGMI16) 1 20 JAN 75 1





BETA - .000 	 STAB - I 000 SREF - 269D.0000 	SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - .000 	 RUD-L - .000 LREV - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-I - .000 	 ELV-OB - 3.000
 BREF 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 

81-2 - .000 	 S3-4 * .000 SCALE - .0300 
SS-6 - 000 ORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 488/ o RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
DIORS
CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL 

.300 -.150 -.03010 -.00460 .03230 .02360 - 00410 





-.00430 -.00130 - 00150 .00280
 
.300 1.530 -.03010 .03770 .03170 .02900 -.00380 -.00120 







.301 2.000 -.03020 .05040 .03200 .03050 -.00410 

.300 2,473 -.02330 .08160 .03190 
 .03210 -.00400 -.00110 -.00170 .00240
 
.301 3.399 -.03040 .08480 .03250 .03430 -.00390 -.00100 -.00180 00230
 




.299 4.185 	 -.03040 .10640 .03360 .03600 
.300 5.109 -.02350 .13160 .03530 .03770 -.00360 -.00090 

.300 5.896 -.03060 .15380 .03750 .03960 -.00350 -.00080 -.00190 .00210
 
.299 6 829 	 -.03060 .17910 
 .04020 .04120 	 -.00340 -.00070 -.00200 .00210
 
- 00360 -.00060 -.00210 .00200

.300 7.739 -.03070 .20690 .04400 .04340 

.300 
 8 426 -.02390 .22750 .04750 .04500 -.00350 	 -.00050 -.00210 00190
 
-.00040 -.00210 00180
299 9.327 -.03090 .25520 .05270 .04760 	 -.00380 

- 00370 -.00030 -.00200 00160

.300 10.125 	 -.02420 .27930 .0570 .04960 

-.00320 -.00020 - 00200 .00140

.299 11.093 	 -.02440 .30570 .06430 .05200 

- 03140 .33090 .07150 .05490 - 00300 - 00010 -.00200 00130




.299 12 834 -.03170 .34980 .07800 05800 -.00280 .00010 

.299 13.780 -.03170 .36540 .08540 .06350 
 -.00310 .00020 -.00200 .00100
 
-.00190 .00100
.06910 -.00330 .00020 

.300 15 543 -.02490 .38840 .09910 07500 -.00300 .00030 -.00210 .00090
 
.300 is 505 -.02500 .39560 .20570 .08230 

300 14.629 -.02480 .37750 .09200 

- 00320 .00040 -.00210 .00080
 
.299 I 245 -.01630 .39850 .11070 .08840 -.00350 .00060 - 00190 .00060
 
.300 17 587 -.02520 .39850 .11280 09170 -.00410 
 00070 - 00210 00060
 
.00008 - 00012 -.00011

.00028 .00289 .00008
GRADIENT .00013 0P552 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 338 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. Kt FO H15.9 V9.I) (AOMIIS) 1 20 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREP - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XRP - 1109 0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF u 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L .000 
BREF - 936.6BO0 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-O8 - 3.000 
SCALE a .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
55-6 . .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 487/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL QIORB
 
500 -.144 -.01970 .00340 .03540 .02300 -.00670 -.00090 -.00130 .00600
 
.501 .779 -.02000 .02830 .03410 .02560 -.00670 -.00080 -.00140 .00570
 
.500 1.573 -.02700 .04720 .03330 .02760 -.00560 -.00080 -.00150 .00570
 
. 5499 -.02720 .05740 .03280 .0289P -.00650 -.00070 -.00150 .00550
 
.500 2.509 -.02720 .07150 .03270 .03050 -.00650 -.00070 -.00160 .00550
 
.500 3.442 -.02760 .09510 .03280 .03290 -.00840 -.00060 -.OOtO .00510
 
.500 4.273 -.02770 .11720 .03330 .03470 -,00650 -.00050 -.00170 .00500
 
.500 5.221 -.02800 .14300 .03400 .03570 -.00650 -.00040 -.00160 .00460 
501 5 998 -.02120 .16400 .03600 .03960 -.00610 -.00040 - 00180 .00460
 
.500 6.923 -.02120 .19060 .03840 04100 -.00620 -.00030 -.00180 00460
 
.501 7.844 -.02160 .21800 .04170 .04330 -.00630 -.00020 -.00190 .00420
 
501 8 648 -.00800 .24310 .04530 .04560 -.00600 -.00010 - 00190 00400
 
.499 9.554 - 02900 .27150 .05020 .04910 -.00590 .00000 -.00190 .00370
 
.500 10.340 -.02220 .29390 .05490 .05050 -.00590 .00000 -.00200 .00360
 
.499 11.328 -.02250 .31770 .06 10 .05440 -.00550 .00010 -.00200 00330
 
.500 12.269 -.02270 .33500 .06730 .05270 -.00590 .00030 -.00210 .00310
 
.500 13.055 -.02320 .35020 .07290 .06360 -.00580 .00040 -.00200 .00260
 
.500 14.026 -.03040 .36500 .07990 .07060 -.00590 .00050 -.00190 00240
 
.501 14.851 -.02360 .37410 .08530 .07760 -.00600 .00050 -.00190 .00220
 
.500 15.806 -.03770 .39160 .09120 .08600 -.00620 .00070 - 00200 .00290
 
.501 16 764 -.03110 .38650 .09670 .09580 -.00710 .00090 - 00220 .00170
 
.499 17.550 -.03150 .39020 .10140 .10460 -.00BO .00120 - 00230 00130
 
.500 17.758 -.03170 .39180 .10300 .10690 -.00810 .00120 -.00200 .00100
 
GRADIENT -.00200 .02579 -.00048 .00269 00006 .00009 -.00009 -.00023
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 339 
CAS ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (PRES, KI FO HI5.6 V9.I) (AGMIl6) 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 5Q.FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 Si-a - .000 53-4 . .000 
55-6 - .000 IORA 4.000 
RUN NO. 496/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -9.00/ 5 00 
CLN CSL DIORS
 
600 -.761 -.02660 - 00330 .03880 .02010 -.00780 - 00040 - 00140 .00620 
.600 .213 -.02000 01950 .03670 .02260 -.00770 -.00030 - 00140 .00580 
.600 1.121 -.01990 .04300 .03530 .02500 -.00770 -.00030 -.00150 .00530 
.600 2.040 -.02030 .06790 .03440 .02740 -.00750 -.00020 -.00160 00540 
.600 2.827 -.02050 08780 .03410 02950 -.00750 -.00020 -.00160 00530 
.60 3.634 -.02750 .10860 .03410 .03160 -.00750 -.00010 - 00170 00520 
.600 4 558 - 02080 .13270 .03480 .03360 - 00760 - 00010 - 00180 00500 
.600 5,523 -.02090 .15880 .03610 .03610 -.00730 .00000 -.00180 .00490 
.600 6.317 -.02810 .18170 .03780 .03800 -.00720 .00000 -.00180 .00460 
.600 7.251 -.02840 .21030 04070 .04020 -.00710 00010 - 00190 00430
 
.600 8 084 -.03560 .23540 .04390 .04250 -.00700 .00020 -.00190 00400
 
.600 8.963 -.02900 .26260 04810 .04510 -.00670 .00030 - 00190 .00370
 
.60 9.876 -.02250 .28910 05310 .04850 -.00650 .00040 -.00200 .00330
 
.600 10 651 -.02970 30800 05780 .05170 -.00630 .00040 -.00200 00310
 
.599 11.660 -.02970 .32880 .05420 .05680 -.00640 .00050 -.00220 .00310
 
.599 12 535 -.03000 .34480 .07030 .05240 -.00670 .00070 -.00230 00270
 
.599 13.472 -.03080 .35820 .07650 .06990 - 00710 .00080 - 00210 00190
 
.600 14.426 -.03180 37070 08330 07840 - 00720 00100 - 00190 00090
 
.600 15,164 -.03230 .37900 .08830 .08590 -.00750 .00110 -.00160 .00040
 
.601 16.146 -.03270 .38940 .09550 .09620 -.00770 .00120 -.00140 00000
 
501 17.025 -,0Z370 .40020 .10280 .10600 -.00860 .00150 -.00130 - 00110'
 
.60O 17.849 -.03380 .41120 11050 11420 -.00870 00140 - 00110 -.00120
 
GRADIENT .00012 .02975 -.00076 .00267 .00006 .00006 -.00009 -.00020
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 340 
CAS ORB TCS AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGMIIS) I 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
95-6 - .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO 485/ 0 RN/L - 3.60 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
700 -.750 -.01330 .00910 .04290 .01770 -.00930 .00000 -.00140 .00550
 
.700 .231 -.00700 .03270 .04060 .01990 -.00920 .00020 -.00150 .00500
 
.700 1.118 - 00730 .05620 .03910 .02220 -.00920 .00020 - 00160 00460
 
.700 2.043 -.01460 .08170 .03810 .02470 -.00910 .00030 -.00160 .00420
 
.700 2.818 -.00800 .10100 .03770 .02670 -.00900 .00030 -.00170 .00390
 
.699 3 685 -.00820 .12390 .03770 .02850 -.00910 .00040 -.00180 00380
 
.700 4.629 -.00890 .15070 .03870 .03060 -.00930 .00060 -.00180 .00310
 
.700 5.575 -.00890 .17740 .04000 .03300 -.00890 .00060 -.00180 00310
 
.700 6.316 -.00930 .19900 .04170 .03500 - 00890 .00070 -.00190 .00260
 
.700 7.251 -.01650 .22730 .04470 .03740 -.00870 .00070 -.00190 00230
 
.700 8.086 -.02380 25270 .04820 .03980 -.00830 .00080 -.00200 00200
 
.700 8.942 -.03790 .27860 .05290 .04280 -.00810 .00080 - 00190 00170
 
.700 9.851 -.03860 .30360 .05870 .04690 -.00790 .00200 -.002O0 .00120
 
.701 10 505 -.03870 .31930 .06360 .05000 -.00790 .00100 -.00210 00090
 
.700 11.505 -.03290 .33780 .07100 .05620 - 00790 .00120 -.00220 -.00030
 
.700 12.401 -.03420 .35480 .07950 .06150 -.00770 00140 -.00200 -.00150
 
.700 13.129 -.03530 .36700 .08660 .06670 -.00790 .00160 -.00190 -.00270
 
.701 14.110 -.03710 .38300 .09720 .07500 -.00850 .00190 -.00130 -.00460
 
.701 14.925 - 03860 .39650 .10690 .08160 -.00900 .00210 -.00120 -.00610
 
700 15.890 -.03870 41130 .11840 .09100 - 00910 .00220 -.00120 -.00620
 
.700 16.878 -.03190 .42590 .13050 .10260 -.00920 .00220 - 00100 -.00640
 
700 17.673 - 03030 .43730 .14080 .11230 -.00920 .00200 -.00100 - 00480
 
.700 17,998 -.02980 .44180 .14510 .11600 -.00920 .00180 -.00080 -.00420
 
GRADIENT 00040 .02635 -.00081 .00244 00002 .00010 -.00008 - 00042 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 
341 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3B,3 (PRES, KI FO HI5.6 V9,1) (AOHI17) D0 JAN 75 












- 1109.0000 IN. XO 
- .0000 IN. YO 









































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 342 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGMI17) C20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF * 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 492/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS
 
301 -.789 -.02960 -.02020 .03250 .02200 -.00580 -.00140 -.00130 .00330
 
.299 .228 -.02260 .00330 .03100 .02490 -.00600 - 00140 -.00140 .00310
 
.299 1.109 -.02270 .02540 .03090 .02769 -.00630 - 00130 -.00160 00310
 
.299 1.954 -.02990 .04740 .03110 .03060 -.00530 - 00120 -.00170 .00280
 
.300 2,844 -.02300 .06910 .03130 .03310 -.00550 -.00110 -.00180 00280
 
.300 3.719 -.02310 .09160 .03200 .03530 -.00540 -,00100 -.00190 .00270
 
.299 4.662 -.03000 .11670 .03340 .03700 -.00530 -.00100 -.00190 .00270
 
.300 5.601 -.03010 .14380 .03570 .03890 -.00560 -.00090 - 00200 .00260
 
.300 6.388 -.03010 .16560 .03800 .04060 -.00540 -.00090 - 00200 .00260
 
.300 7.326 -.03030 .19320 .04150 .04300 -.00530 - 00070 -.00210 .00240
 
.300 8.084 -.03040 .21500 .04480 .04490 -.00520 -.00060 - 00220 .00230
 
.300 8.966 -.03050 .24200 .04970 .04710 -.00540 -.00050 -.00220 .00220
 
300 9 873 -.02380 .27040 .05550 .04940 -.00490 - 00040 -.00210 00190
 
.299 o 683 -.03780 .29300 .06060 .05160 -.00480 -.00030 - 00210 00180
 
.301 11.655 -.03770 .31910 .05740 .05400 -.00540 -.00030 -.00210 .00190
 
.300 12.475 -.03800 .33990 .07400 .05880 -.00490 -.00010 -.0010 .00160
 
.299 13.444 -.03820 .35840 .08190 .06170 -.00470 .00000 -.00210 .00150
 
.300 14.369 -.02430 .37270 .08920 .06750 -.00530 .00010 -.00200 .00150
 
.300 15.236 - 02440 .38310 .09580 .07320 -.00510 .00020 -.00210 .00150
 
.299 16.195 -.02430 .39200 .10280 .07980 -.00520 .00020 -.00230 .00150
 
300 16.963 -.03160 .39580 .10790 .08570 -.00510 .00040 -.00210 .00120
 
.301 17.610 -.03160 39820 .11220 09200 -.00580 00050 - 00210 .00120
 
GRADIENT -.00008 .02517 .00020 .00284 .00014 .00009 - 00012 -.00009
 
PAGE 343
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




BETA - 000 STAB - -2.000SREF - 2690.0000 So.PT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-1 - .000 ELV-O - 3.000BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZNRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
51-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000SCALE - .0300 

S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 491/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DhOR8
MACH ALPHA BETA 

.600 -.746 -.03320 -.01140 .03590 .02120 
 -.00710 -.00100 -.00120 .00640
 
.227 -.03330 .01140 .03410 .02380 -.00710 -.00090 -.00140 .00630
 




.02650 -.00700 - 00BO -.00140 .00610
 
.499 1.988 -.03360 .05740 .03e2O .02930 -.00710 -.00080 -.00150 00600
 
.500 2.823 -.02590 .07820 .03160 .03110 -.00700 -.00070 -.00160 .00680
 
.499 3,821 -.02710 .08910 403210 .03330 -.00590 -.00060 -.00180 .00560
 
.500 4.547 -.02730 .12380 .03290 .03-330 -00700 -.00080 -.00170 .00540
 
.900 5.491 -.02740 .14970 .03420 .03770 -.00700 -.00000 -.00180 .00530
 
.800 6.188 -.02760 .18840 .03580 .03920 -.00660 -.00040 -.00190 .00510
 
.600 7.105 -.02790 
 .19570 .03830 .04150 -.00680 -.00040 -.00190 00490 
.500 7.947 -.02800 .22050 .04140 .04370 -.00650 - 00030 -.00190 00470 
.499 8.790 - 02840 24610 .04510 .04610 - 00850 - 00020 -.00200 00440 
.499 9.682 -.02180 .27380 .05000 04870 -.00650 -.00010 -.00200 00410 
.499 10,414 -.02890 .29490 .05450 .05100 -. 00630 .00000 -.00200 00390
 
.31790 .06080 .05480 -. 00610 .00010 -.00210 .00380 
.500 12.297 -.02920 .33640 .06670 
499 11.39! -.02900 

.05980 -. 00820 .00020 -.00220 00350 
.00320
 
.499 14.094 -.03670 .36430 .07930 .07150 -.00650 .00040 -.00200 .00300
 
.499 14.864 -.02310 .37290 .08440 .07790 -.00610 .00040 -.00210 .00280
 
.500 15.821 -.03020 .38120 .09050 

.500 13.150 -.02960 .35040 .07250 .06470 -.008650 .00030 -.00200 

.08640 -.00660 .00060 -.00210 00260
 
.09530 .09610 -.00710 00080 -.00230 00220
500 16.750 -.03050 .38390 

.499 17 618 - 02430 .38870 .10070 .10570 - 00850 .00110 - 00210 00160
 




.00003 .00008 -.00009 -.00019
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 344 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HI5.6 V9.I) (AGM17) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S0.FT. XMRP * 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA ,.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YiRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 315.0000 IN. ZO ELV-B ­ 000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IORB * 4.000 
RUN NO. 490/ 0 RN/L - 3.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.60t -.733 -.04010 -.00350 .03810 .02010 -.00780 -.00050 -.00140 .00640 
.600 .228 -.03350 .01980 .03600 .02210 -.00790 -.00040 -.00150 .00610 
.600 1.124 -.03360 .04240 .03460 .02510 -.00780 -.00040 -.00150 00600 
.601 2.014 -.03370 .06690 .03380 .02720 -.00780 -.00030 -.00160 .00590 
.601 2.801 -.02700 .08650 .03340 .02950 -.00760 -.00030 -.00160 .00570 
.600 3.594 -.03400 .10700 .03340 .03160 -.00760 -.00020 -.00170 .00560 
.600 4.459 -.03420 .12980 .03400 .03350 -.00770 -.00010 - OO 00540 
.600 5.411 -.03450 .15580 .03520 .03570 -.00760 -.00010 - 00180 .00610 
.600 6.159 -.03450 .17730 .03680 .03770 -.00770 .00000 -.00180 .00510 
.600 7.091 -.03490 .20460 .03940 .04000 -.00730 .00000 - 00190 .00470 
599 7.967 -.03520 .23110 .04250 .04220 -.00730 00010 -.00190 .00450 
600 8.760 -.03550 .25620 .04620 .04460 -.00700 .00020 -.00190 .00420 
600 9.641 -.02890 .28210 .05090 .04800 -.00680 .00030 -.00200 .00360 
.600 10.361 -.03590 .30170 .05540 .05050 -.00670 .00030 -.00210 .00380 
.600 11.328 -.03590 .32180 .06130 .05520 -.00670 .00040 -.00210 .003BO 
601 12.281 -.02980 .33980 .06760 06070 -.00680 .00060 -.00220 .00320 
.601 13.058 -.02990 .35220 .07300 .06660 -.00710 .00070 -.00230 .00260 
.599 14 Oil -.03100 .36440 .07950 .07470 -.00750 .00090 -.00290 .00320 
.600 14.822 -.03150 .37420 OB50 .08230 -.00760 .00100 -.00190 .00130 
.600 IS 714 -.03920 .38400 .09130 .09200 -.00790 .00110 -.00150 .00040 
.599 16.640 -.03270 .39370 .09850 .10140 -.00840 .00130 -.00160 - 00010 
.599 17 444 -.03900 .40370 .10540 .10980 -.00820 .00120 -.00160 .00060 
599 17.890 -.03340 .40950 .20970 .11530 -.00910 .00150 -.00150 - 00070 
GRADIENT .00100 .02577 -.00079 .00265 .00002 .00007 - 00007 -.00018 
I-I 
PAGE 34a
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CAB ORB TCS AT3S.3 (PRES. KI Fa HI5.6 V9.0 (A0III7) 1 20 JAN 75 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -2 coo 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .O0 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936,6800 IN. ZNRP - 376.0000 IN, ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000
 
SI-2 .000 S3-4 - .000
SCALE - .0300 
$5-6 - .000 lOpS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 489/ 0 RN/L - 3.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
700 -.732 -.02700 .00930 .04230 .01720 -.00920 .00000 -.00140 .00570
 
701 .242 -.03460 .03300 .04020 .01950 - 00950 .00020 -.00150 00500
 
700 I 148 -.03530 05680 03860 .02190 -.00950 00030 -.00160 00430
 
.700 1.918 -.02830 .07500 .03780 .02380 -.00950 .00030 -.00170 .00440
 
.700 2.055 -.03530 .08170 .03760 .02420 -.00950 .00030 -.00160 .00430
 
.699 2,745 -.03560 .09930 03720 .02600 -.00950 .00040 -.00170 00400
 
.700 3,581 -.03580 .12180 .03730 .02770 - 00940 .00040 - 00170 .00380
 
.699 4.426 -.03590 .14490 .03770 .02990 -.00920 .00050 - 00190 .00370
 
.700 5,332 -.02940 .17100 .03900 .03220 -.00920 .00050 -.00180 .00330
 
.700 6.025 -.03640 .19140 .04050 .03380 - 00900 .00060 - 00190 .00320
 
.700 6,945 -.03000 .2190 04320 .03620 -.00880 00070 -.00190 00270
 
.700 7,850 -.03730 .24590 .0as0 .03910 -.00840 00070 - 00200 .00230
 
.700 8.588 -.03080 .26850 .05040 .04120 -.00820 .00080 -.00200 .00190
 
.700 9.480 -.03120 .29380 .05550 .04490 -.00780 .00090 -.00200 .00150
 
.700 10 313 -.03160 31530 .06160 .04880 - 00810 .00100 - 00210 .00110
 
699 11.287 -.03240 .33430 .06970 .05430 -.00800 00120 - 00220 00030
 
.700 12,268 -.03350 .35170 .07730 .06080 -.00770 .00130 -.00190 - 00080
 
.700 12,949 -.04120 .36330 .08400 .06530 -.00780 .00150 -.00190 -.00170
 
.701 13 880 -.03640 .38000 09430 .07280 -.00860 00190 -.00180 - 00380
 
701 14.781 -.04500 .39420 .10450 .08030 - 00880 .00210 -.00140 - 00550
 
700 15.664 - 04610 40830 .11520 .08820 -.00940 .00240 - 00140 - 00680
 
700 16.602 -.03160 .42310 .12670 09890 -.01000 .00240 - 00170 -00610
 
.700 17.427 -.04440 .43490 .13710 10970 -.00960 00200 -.00100 -.00500
 
.701 18.010 -.04390 .44280 .14500 .11590 -.00990 .00190 -.00050 -.00450
 
GRADIENT -.00130 .02639 -.00090 00246 .00001 .00008 - 00007 - 00037
 
DATE 20 .L.N75 TABLM.ATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 346 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES, 1<|FO H15,8 V8.1) (AGIIB) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1109 0000 IN.XO ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
GREF - 936 6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - 000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 61-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 
65-6 * .000 lORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 498/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLH CY CLN CSL DIORO 
.149 -11.982 7.80830 .20020 .04540 .02910 .17020 - 00200 .03780 -.00800 
151 -10.009 7 80830 .19760 .04620 .03310 .14180 - 00250 .03290 - 00660
 
.151 -8.002 7.81350 .19850 .04750 .0380 .11450 -.00140 .02710 - 00560
 
.150 -5.987 7.81490 20090 .05060 .03981 .08420 -.00050 .01950 -.00430
 
.150 -3.993 7.81650 .19770 .05210 .04850 .05710 ".00110 .01160 -.00250
 
.150 -3.141 7 81650 .19850 .05350 .04870 .04250 -.00060 .00790 -.00190
 
151 -2.109 7.81520 .19930 .05490 .04820 .02830 -.00200 .00360 -.00090
 
.150 -1.071 7.81480 .19540 .05670 .04920 .01260 -.00130 .00040 .00000
 
.150 -.011 7.81300 .19750 .05750 .04890 -.00350 -.00130 -.00280 .00080
 
.149 1.028 7.81170 .20350 .05780 .04550 -.01680 -.00180 -.00560 .00170
 
.149 2.025 7.81440 .20820 .05700 .04190 -.03270 -.00230 -.00950 .00280
 
.151 4.006 7.81280 .20720 .05410 .03880 -.08320 -.00330 -.01780 .00500
 
.150 5.993 7.80990 .20570 .05220 .03450 -.09500 -.00210 -.02640 .00620
 
149 7.987 7.80680 .20330 .05020 .03130 -.13010 -.00200 -.03390 .00790
 
.149 20.016 7.80440 .20120 .04870 .02630 -.15720 -.00F40 -.04010 .00950
 
.150 12 080 7.80020 .20630 .04920 .01780 -.18260 -.00590 -.04470 .01240
 
GRADIENT -.00052 .00141 .00037 -.00124 -.01485 -.00029 -.00352 .00092
 
RUN NO. 497/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL QIORS
 
.300 -12.061 7.83230 .20910 .03270 .02860 .16850 .00290 .03880 -.03880
 
.299 -10.017 7.83540 .21000 .03290 .03160 .14770 -.0020 .03440 -.02820
 
.299 -8 054 7.83840 .21090 .03470 .03240 .11780 -.00070 .02840 -.02310
 
.300 -6.062 7.84110 .21340 .03700 .03380 .08850 -.00070 .02110 -.02700
 
.300 -4.021 7.84690 .20610 .03840 .04310 .05710 -.00070 .01250- -.01030
 
.300 -3.063 7.84640 .20670 .04000 .04310 .04100 -.00050 .00820 -.00720
 
300 -2 015 7.84810 .20590 .04150 .04360 .02600 -.00060 .00400 -.00380
 
.300 -2.050 7.84800 .20500 .04270 .04450 .01210 -.00120 .00200 -.00020
 
.300 .025 7.84590 .20660 .04330 .04400 -.00520 -.00090 -.00220 .00270
 
.299 1 019 7.84230 .21200 .04330 .03950 -.01980 -.00150 -.00500 00650
 
.299 2.018 7.84240 .21320 .04230 .03770 -.03590 -.00150 -.00940 .01000
 
.300 3.018 7,84070 .21510 .04160 .03560 -.05150 -.00160 -.01360 .01340
 
.300 4.011 7.e3740 .21740 .04090 .03170 -.06550 -.00170 -.01770 .01680
 
.299 6.056 7.83300 .21710 .03850 .02680 -.10160 -.00020 -.02610 .02150
 
.301 8.076 7.83180 .21320 .03580 .02450 -.13190 .00010 -.03370 .02750
 
.299 20.077 7.82910 .21070 .03460 .02200 -.15630 -.00270 -.03870 .03650
 
.300 12.057 7.62160 .21850 .03430 .01020 -.18200 -.00430 -.04380 .04420
 




CAO ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. K1 FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGMIIS) 20 JAN 75 1
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC 0ATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1l09.0000 IN. X0 ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-I8 ­ 000 ELV-0E - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S-2 000 S3-4 - 000 
$5-8 - 000 ORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 49S/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 





















.500 -6 Ol 7 89590 .22520 .03560 .03500 .09020 -.00150 .02150 - 04030 
.500 -4.021 7.90700 .22030 .03700 .04240 .05990 -.00140 .01310 -.02450 
.600 -3 003 7 90600 .22t1O .03970 .04220 .04270 -.00110 .00820 -.01620 
501 -2.069 7 90620 .21950 .03990 .04270 02700 -.00090 00420 - 00880 
.500 -1.035 7.90700 .21770 .04050 .04390 .01180 -.00110 .00110 -.00050 
.500 014 7.90670 .21870 .04100 .04380 -.00710 -.00030 -.00200 .00500 
.499 1.05B 7 90220 22410 .04150 .04010 - 02300 - 00070 -. 00510 01450 
.500 2.043 7.89980 .22680 .04030 .03790 -.03880 -.00040 -.00930 02140 
.499 3.040 7 89580 .22920 .03970 .03520 - 05530 -.00010 -.01380 02900 
500 4.045 7.89020 .23190 .03920 .03110 - 07090 -.00020 - 01810 03800 
.499 6.050 7.87910 .23490 .03790 .02460 - 10400 00100 -.02650 05000 
.499 8.087 7.87690 .22870 .03540 .02470 -.13470 .00080 -.03390 0660 
.499 10.115 7.87520 .22610 .03560 .02480 - 15390 -.00410 -.03820 09600 
.500 12 175 7.96260 .23740 .03720 .01480 -.17980 - 00670 -.04350 11520 
GRADIENT -.00190 .00151 .00022 -.00131 -.01620 .00015 -.00369 .00759 
RUN NO. 495/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.600 -12.15B 7.92750 .24650 .03970 .03260 .16500 .00600 .03730 -.14350 
.599 -10.105 7,92880 .24490 .03740 .03340 .15140 -.00100 .03390 - 09670 
.600 -8 079 7.92550 .24410 .03800 .03150 .12340 - 00260 .02880 -.07030 
.600 -6.025 7.93420 .24090 .03880 .03500 .09320 -.00280 .02150 -.04980 
.600 -4.025 7.94280 .23540 .03940 .04030 06160 -.00240 .01290 -.02790 
.600 -3 020 7.94100 .23620 .04090 .03990 04460 -.00180 .00830 - O19OO 
.600 -2.015 7.94060 23440 .04230 .04020 .02740 - 00110 .00400 -.01080 
.600 -.967 7.94290 .23000 .04190 .04220 .0180 -.00120 .00090 00000 
.601 .020 7,94310 ,23040 .04250 ,04190 -.00770 .00020 -.00200 .00460 
.601 1.041 7 93790 .23730 .04360 .03B60 -.02350 .0OOO -.00490 .01540 
600 2.060 7.93580 .23890 .04220 .03740 -.04060 .00060 -.00940 02470 
.600 3 080 7.93130 .24170 04130 .03480 -.05820 00110 -.01410 03400 
.599 4.058 7.92350 .24470 .04110 .03070 -.07390 .00140 -.01840 .04400 
599 6.035 7.91110 .24960 .04110 .02430 -.10470 .00180 - 02640 .06330 
.601 8.t22 7.91170 24440 .03910 .02580 -.13580 00110 -.03380 .08860 
.600 10.143 7.90960 .24350 .04100 .02500 -.15070 - 00510 -.03700 .13140 
.600 12.173 7.85900 .25860 .04330 .01360 -.17850 -.00600 -.04230 .15430 
GRADIENT -.00199 00120 .00016 -.00103 -.01681 00047 -.00370 .00877 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA6 PAGE 348 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HI5 6 V9.1) (AGMIIB) 20 JAN 75 1 















1109.0000 IN. XO 
0000 IN. YO 






























RUN NO. 494/ 0 RN/L - 3.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLR CY CLN CSL DIMOR
 
.700 -12.130 7 98780 .27100 .05330 .03380 .16620 00570 .03490 -.17840
 
.700 -10.118 7.96010 .27290 .04920 .03160 .15270 -.00060 03230 -.12370
 
.699 -8.087 7.95570 .26980 .04720 .03070 .12660 -.00330 .02780 -.08480
 
.700 -6.0S1 7.96880 .26440 .04630 ,035a .09690 -.00360 .02150 -.05780
 
.700 -4.021 7,97200 .258690 .04550 .03010 .06600 -.00340 .01310 -.03150
 
.700 -3.042 1.96860 ,28800 .048620 .03730 .04780 -.00270 .00840 -.02040
 
.700 -2.019 7.96290 .26030 .04890 .03490 .02770 -.00100 .00370 -.01420
 
.700 -1.209 7.97110 .25650 .04730 .03830 .01410 -.00110 .00100 -.00270
 
.701 -.003 7,97260 .25040 .04730 .03920 -.00800 .00020 -.00200 .00190
 
.700 1.040 7.95530 .25860 .04890 .03540 -.02450 .00080 -.00480 .01460
 
.700 2.060 7.96850 .25940 .04740 .03650 -.04300 .00190 -.00950 .02390
 
.700 3.016 7.96400 .26220 .04680 .03520 -.06010 .00280 -.01400 .03270
 
.700 4.030 7.95830 .28510 .04720 .03170 -.07760 .00350 -.01870 .04366
 
.700 6.056 7.94850 .27170 .04890 .02650 -.10510 .00220 -.02600 .07680
 
.700 8 140 7.94040 .27370 .04980 .02460 -.13640 .00160 -.03260 .10670
 
.700 10.177 7.93430 .27610 .056270 .02210 -.15870 -.00250 -.03630 .15170
 
.701 12.209 7.91320 .28200 .05600 .01290 -.18130 -.00570 -.04050 .19180
 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






SREF - 2690.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB - -10 000 ELV-O - -7.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 - .000 IORB 4 000 
RUN NO. 502/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
301 -.737 -.02320 -.02150 .03180 .02220 -.00300 -.00120 -.00120 .00240
 
299 .242 -.03020 .00090 .03050 .02460 -.00290 -.00120 -.00130 .00240
 
299 1.139 -.02320 .02360 .03040 .02780 -.00270 -.00120 -.00140 .00240
 
300 2.005 -.02340 .04550 .03030 .03060 -.00250 -.00110 -.00160 .00230
 
.299 2.810 -.02350 .06510 .03040 .03310 -.00280 -.00100 -.00160 .00210
 
.300 3.610 -.02350 .08530 .03100 .03500 -.00270 -.00090 -.00160 .00210
 
.300 4.507 -.02360 .10960 .03220 .03700 -.00300 -.00090 - 00170 .00200
 
300 5.443 -.02370 .13600 .03410 .03910 - 00280 -.00080 - 00170 .00190
 
299 6.150 -.02380 .15550 .03610 .04050 -.00270 -.00070 - 00180 .00190
 
.299 7.080 -.03070 .Iee o .03910 .04250 -.00260 -.00070 -.00190 .00180
 
.299 7.919 -.03080 .20670 .04280 .04460 -.00650 -.00080 -.00190 .00170
 
.300 8.745 -.03110 .23160 .04690 .04690 -.00230 - 00040 -.00200 00150
 
.300 9.635 -.03110 .25900 .05220 .04900 -.00260 -.00030 -.00190 .00140
 
.300 10.368 - 02440 28100 .05700 05070 -.00210 -.00020 -.00180 00120
 
.300 II 350 -.02450 .30710 06350 .05360 -.00230 -.00020 - 00180 .00120
 
.300 12 274 -.02470 .33190 .07070 .05650 -.00170 00000 - 00190 00100
 
.300 13 089 -.03160 .34960 .07740 .06010 -.00240 .00010 -.00200 .00100
 
299 14 024 -.02490 .36590 08500 .05590 -.00230 .00020 - 00180 .00080
 
.299 14.795 -.01790 .37530 09070 .07080, -.00200 .00020 -.00190 .00080
 
.299 15.730 -.02480 .38470 .09760 .07690 -.00180 .00020 -.00190 .00090
 
.29g 16.662 -.02500 .39270 .10440 .08400 -100200 .00030 - 00180 .00070
 
299 17.444 -.02500 39640 .10980 .09040 -.00280 .00040 - 00180 00060 
GRADIENT 00048 02500 .00008 00292 .00001 .00007 -.00010 - 00009 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 350 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.1) (AGM I) (20 JAN 76 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1109,0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZIRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-16 ­ -10.000 ELV-OB - -7.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-a - 000 S3-4 - 000 
65-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 50I/ 0 RN/L - 2.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA L CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORO 
.499 -.708 -.00610 -.01090 .03530 .02150 -.00020 - 00090 -.00120 .00570 
501 .240 -.01330 .01090 .03350 .02390 -.00820 -.00080 -.00130 .00540 
.600 1.121 -.01340 .03420 .03230 .02650 -.00620 -.00070 -.00140 .00530 
.499 2.034 -.02730 .05840 .03160 .02910 -.00590 -.00070 -.00160 .00520 
.600 2.759 -.02750 .07610 .03120 .03100 -.00610 - 00060 -.00150 .00500 
500 3 589 -.02080 .09720 .03140 .03340 -.00810 -.00050 -.00160 .00480 
.500 4.461 -.02090 .12030 .03200 .03540 -.00610 -.00050 -.00160 00470 
.600 5.347 -.02130 .14440 .03310 .03760 -.00800 -.00040 -.00170 .00430 
.499 6.008 -.02120 .16250 .03440 .03930 -.00600 -.00040 -.00170 .00440 
499 6.927 -.02150 .1840 .03670 .04140 -.00590 -.00030 - 00180 .00420 
.499 7.813 -.02160 .21490 .03970 .04380 -.00570 -.00020 -.00180 .00416 
.500 8.249 -.02870 .22960 .04180 .04480 -.00550 -.00020 - 00180 .00390 
.500 8.579 -.02190 .23840 .04310 .04610 -.00560 -.00010 -.00180 .00380 
.499 9.462 -.02240 .26640 .04780 .04650 -.O0O40 .00000 -.00180 .00330 
.499 10.260 -.01560 .28950 .05250 .05100 -.00540 .00010 - 00190 .00320 
.600 11.212 -.01570 .31290 .05930 .05490 -.00520 .00010 -.00200 .00310 
.499 12.169 -.01570 .33250 .06460 .05920 -.00530 .00020 -.00210 .00310 
.499 12 936 -.01620 .34610 .06980 .06400 -.00520 .00030 -.00200 00250 
.499 13.857 -.03020 .36010 .07650 .07020 -.00530 00040 - 00190 .00240 
.500 24.677 -.02350 .36980 .09190 .07680 -.00S20 .00050 -.00190 00220 
.500 15.520 -.03060 .37750 .08730 .08430 -.00550 .00060 -.00190 .00200 
.501 16.438 -.03080 .38230 .09270 .09300 -.00610 .00080 -.00210 .00180 
.499 17 191 -.02450 .38550 .09690 .10180 -.00690 .00100 - OOa00 .00120 
.499 17.787 -.02470 .38890 .10060 .10870 -.00790 .00110 - 00190 .00100 
GRADIENT -.00315 .02553 -.00065 .00274 .00003 .00008 -.00008 -.00019 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE 351 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3S.3 (PRES, KI FO H15.6 V,t) (AGMII9) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB . -2,000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U * .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ -10.000 ELV-08 ­ -7 000 
SCALE - .0300 St-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 10R - 4 000 
RUN NO, 500/ 0 RN/L - 3.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL OIORB 
600 -.077 -.01330 .01280 .03610 .02120 -.00690 - 00040 - 00140 .00550 
.601 .833 -,02730 .03570 .03450 .02390 -.00720 -.00030 -.00140 00520 
.800 1.562 -.02750 .05490 .03350 .02610 -.00700 -.00020 -.00150 .00500 
.600 2.082 - 02050 .06940 .03310 .02720 -.00710 -.00020 - 00160 00610 
.601 2 445 -.02070 .07780 .03290 .02850 -.00700 - 00020 -.00150 00490 
.600 3 391 -.02100 .10230 .03280 .03080 - 00700 -.00010 - 00160 00470 
.601 4.029 -.02790 .11870 .03310 .03280 -.00700 - 00010 -.00170 .00460 
.699 4.938 -.02810 .14340 .03380 .03480 -.00700 .00000 -.00170 .00450 
.599 5 350 -.02080 .15550 03440 .03520 - 00680 -.00010 - 00170 00480 
.600 5.803 -.01450 .18750 .03530 03680 -.00670 00000 - 00170 00420 
.600 6.646 -.02150 .19180 03730 .03910 - 00680 .00010 - 00180 00410 
.600 7.544 -.03500 .21840 .04020 .04140 -.00660 .00020 - 00180 .00370 
.600 8.204 -.01530 .23850 .04280 .04340 -.00640 .00020 -.00180 .00350 
.601 9.081 - 00870 .26550 .04700 04600 -.00630 00030 -.00190 .00310 
.600 9 934 - 02270 29090 .05200 .04920 -.00620 00040 -.00200 .00290 
.601 10.725 - 02290 .31010 .05670 .05250 -.00580 00040 -.00210 .00270 
.599 11.699 - 01630 .32980 .06300 .05760 -.00600 .00050 -.00220 .00270 
.600 12.506 - 02360 .34270 .06O20 .06270 -.00640 00070 -.00210 00210 
.600 13 388 -.01720 35630 .07440 06970 -.00640 00080 - 00200 00350 
.600 14.315 -.03180 .35870 .08100 .07780 -.00680 .00300 -.00170 00080 
.600 15.006 -.03250 .37690 .08580 .08450 -.00690 .00110 -.00160 .00010 
.600 15.934 - 03220 .32670 .09250 .09400 - 00740 .00120 - 00150 - 00020 
600 16.882 -.02590 .39640 .09990 .10430 - 00790 00130 -.00160 -.00030 
601 17.618 -.02670 .40630 .10670 .11250 -.00880 .00150 -.00140 -.00110 
.601 17.897 -.03380 .41080 .109BO .1180 -.00900 .00160 -.00130 -.00140 
GRADIENT - 00170 .02800 -.00044 .00270 .00001 00007 -.00007 -.00020 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 352 
CAB ORB TCR AT38 3 (PRES. KI FO HI.6 V9.1) (AGM119) ( 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO 1ETA 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474 8i0 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-I8 - -10.000 ELV-OB - -7.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 00 
S5-6 000 IORB 4 000 
RUN NO. 499/ 0 RNIL - 3.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
700 -.07! -.02830 02720 .03990 .01750 -.00880 .00020 - 00140 .00420 
.700 .910 -.02870 .04940 .03810 .02040 -.00870 .00030 -.00150 .00390 
.700 1.578 -.02890 .07000 .03710 .0223 -.00880 .00030 -.00160 .00380 
.700 2.08 -.03610 .08390 .03670 .02380 -.00870 .00040 -.00160 .00340 
700 2.477 -.03630 .09430 .03650 .02430 -.00880 .00040 -.00160 .00320 
700 3.408 -.03690 .11880 .03630 .02670 -.0080 .00050 - 00170 .00260 
.700 4.133 -.05070 .13820 .03670 .02860 -.OOB O .00060 -.00170 .00260 
.700 5.052 -.03020 .16440 .03780 .03080 -.00870 .00060 -.00180 .00240 
.700 5.853 -.03030 .18800 .03930 .03280 -.00850 .00070 -.00180 00230 
.700 6.701 -.03050 .21290 .04150 .03510 -.00830 .00070 -.00180 .00200 
.700 7.576 -.03780 .23870 .04460 .037B0 -.00810 .00080 -.00190 .00160 
.701 8.306 -.03110 .28150 .04820 .04020 - 00760 .00080 - 00190 .00150 
.700 9.190 -.03840 .28700 .05300 .04340 -.00750 .00090 - 00190 .00110 
.700 10.029 -.03180 .31040 .05900 .04700 -.00760 .00100 -.00200 .00070 
.700 10.89 -.03270 .32960 .06540 .05130 -.00760 .00120 - 00230 -.00020 
.700 11.865 -.03420 .34810 .07370 .05730 -.00770 .00150 - 00230 -.00170 
.699 12.653 -.02730 .35920 .08010 .06330 -.00710 .00140 -.00200 -.00180 
.700 13.563 -.02300 .37550 .09020 .07000 -.00790 .00180 -.00160 -.00440 
.700 I4 511 - 02500 .39230 .10110 .07830 -.00850 00220 -.00130 -.00650 
.700 15.229 -.02540 .40330 .10940 .08470 -.00870 .00230 - 00130 - 00690 
.700 16.182 -.03260 .41730 .12080 .09410 -.00930 .00240 -.00130 -.00730 
.700 17 064 -.02440 .43060 .13180 .10460 -.00970 .00230 -.00120 -.00600 
.700 17 920 -.03040 .44100 .14300 .11550 -.00930 .00190 - 00070 -.00510 
GRADIENT -.00482 .02650 -.00074 .00251 -.00001 .00009 -.00007 -.00041 
PAGE 353
DATE 20 JIN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





BETA - .000 STAB -	 -a 000SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. X0 
RUD-U - .000 RUD-L 000 LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-lB * 10.000 ELV-0B - 13.000BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO 
SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000SCALE - .0300 

S5-6 - 000 OR8 - 4 000 
RUN NO. 506/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
CY CLN CSL 	 DIORB
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM 
.299 -.81L -.02280 -.01970 .03290 .02230 -.00590 -. 00120 -00120 .00280 
.00280
.300 .189' -.03000 .00300 .03140 .02500 -.00560 -.00110 - 00140 
.299 2.094 -.01510 .02600 .03130 .Oa82O -.00550 -.00110 -.00150 .00260 
.301 2.975 -.02300 .04880 .03230 .03130 -.00530 -.00100 -.00170 .00280 
.300 2.776 -.02330 .06610 .03150 .03350 --,00520 -.00060 -.00170 .00240 
.300 3.632 -.02330 .09040 .03230 .03540 -.00510 -.00090 -.00180 00230 
-. 00080 -. 00180 .00240299 4,596 -,01640 .115BO .03370 .03780 -. 00590 

299 5.553 -.02330 
 .14310 .03590 .03950 -. 00580 -. 00070 -.00190 .00230 
.300 6 323 -.02350 .16490 .03620 .041I20 -.00550 - 00060 -. 00200 00210 
7.229 -.02350 .19090 	 .04140 .04310 -.00530 - 00060 - 00200 00220 
.300 8.036 -.02370 .21440 .04500 .04510 -. 00480 - 00050 -. 00210 00200 
.299 8.919 -.02370 .24270 .05000 .04710 
.301 

-. 00550 -.00040 -. 00200 00200 
.300 9.806 -. 01690 .27030 .05550 .04940 -.00630 -.00030 -. 00200 .00190 
.300 10.574 -. 01700 .29220 .06050 .05120 -.00520 -.00020 -.00200 .00170 
.e9 11.563 -.01730 .31910 .08760 .05370 -.00510 .00000 -.00200 .00150 
.299 12.401 -.02420 .34100 .07430 .05670 -.00490 	 .00000 -.00200 .00140 
.00020 -.00200 .00120
.300 13.361 -.01750 .35970 .08210 .06150 	 -.00470 
-.00490 .00020 -. 00180 .00120
.300 14 320 -.02450 .37390 .08950 .06740 






.299 16.008 -.01760 .39240 .10230 .07870 -.00490 .00040 
.299 16.818 -.01790 .39780 .10790 .08490 -.00520 .00050 -.00190 .00090 
.299 17.604 -.01790 .39930 .11290 .09200 - 00680 .00070 -.00190 .00080 
GRADIENT .00104 .02513 .00017 .0093 .00006 .00007 -. 00011 -.00008 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAb PAGE 354
 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT39.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9 1) (AGMItG) 1 20 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YO RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ 10.000 ELV-O - 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 [ORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 505/ 0 RN/L - 2.96 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 0/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.499 -.776 -.01310 -.01210 .03620 .02190 -.00730 -.00070 -.00130 .00570 
.500 .205 -.01340 .01090 .03450 .02430 -.00710 -.00080 -.00140 .00530 
.499 1.107 -.02730 .03380 .03320 .02700 -.00710 -.00060 -.00150 .00530 
.499 1.954 -.02060 .05660 .03280 .02969 -.00700 -.00060 -.00150 .00510 
499 2.777 -.04150 .07650 .03230 .03160 -.00690 -.00050 -.00160 .00490 
.499 3.577 -.02800 .09760 .03240 .03360 -.00690 -.00040 -.00160 00450 
.499 4.518 -.02800 .12230- .03320 .03590 -.00710 - 00030 -.00170 00460 
.499 5.480 -.02120 .14860 .03460 .03790 -.00690 -.00030 -.00180 00450 
.500 6.199 -.02140 .16920 .03610 .03970 -.00690 - 00020 -.00180 00430 
.499 7.134 -.01460 .19600 .03870 .04180 -.00680 -.00010 -.00190 .00410 
.499 7.986 -.0t490 .22150 .04190 .04400 -.00660 -.00010 -.00190 .00380 
.500 8.843 -.01520 .24830 .04590 .04630 -.00650 .00000 -.00190 .00350 
.600 9.713 -.01550 .27630 .05080 .04880 -.00650 .00020 -.00200 .00320 
.501 10.444 -.01580 .29630 .05520 .05140 -.00630 00020 - 00200 .00290 
.500 11.418 -.00910 .31960 .06140 .05490 -.00630 .00030 -.00210 .00280 
.500 12.374 -.00230 .33830 .06770 .05980 -.00660 .00040 -.00210 00260 
.499 13.282 -.00970 .35270 .07390 .06520 -.00680 .00060 -.00200 00210 
.499 14.232 -.02380 .36690 .OBO .07220 -.00690 .00070 -.00190 .00190 
499 14.962 -.03100 .37480 .08570 .07840 -.00680 .00080 -.00200 .00160 
.499 15.930 -.03130 .38240 .09160 .08740 -.00720 00090 -.00200 .00130 
.499 16.817 -.03180 .3860 .09670 .09630 -.00800 .00120 -.00220 00060 
.499 17.697 -.02540 .39020 .10190 .10620 -.00940 .00160 -.00230 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00364 .02548 -.00059 .00268 .00005 .00007 -.00007 - 00022 
PAGE 355

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





BETA - 000 STAB - -2.000SREF - 2690.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUD-L - .000LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP * .0000 IN, YO RUD-U - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP ­ 375 0000 IN, ZO 	 ELV-IB - I 000 ELV-O8 13.000 
SI-2 - .000 S3-4 000SCALE - .0300 
$5-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 504/ 0 RN/L - 3.34 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -. 00/ 5.00 
CIORS
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 

.600 -.759 -.00660 -.00440 .03840 .02030 -.C0780 -.00030 
 - 00140 .00520
 
.217 -.01370 .01860 .03630 .02290 -.00790 -.00020 -.00150 .00500
.600 

.03490 .02540 -.00780 -.00010 -.00150 00480
.600 1.125 -.01390 .04190 





.600 2.880 -.01440 .08780 .03360 .03020 -.00780 .00000 

.601 3.716 -.01460 .10980 .03370 .03190 -.00770 .00010 -.00170 00410
 
.600 4.670 -.01490 .13490 .03450 .03400 -.00800 .00080 -.00180 
 .00380
 
.600 5.587 -.00820 .16050 .03580 .03610 -.00790 .00030 -.00180 .00360
 
600 6.312 -.00830 .18170 .03740 .03800 -.00770 .00030 -.00180 .00350
 
.601 7.228 -.01690 .20850 .04010 .04030 -.00760 .00040 -.00190 .00300
 
.600 8.06L -.02280 E23420 .04330 .04250 -.00740 .00040 -.00190 .00280
 
.601 8.941 -.01630 .26160 .04740 .04520 -.00730 .00050 -.00190 .00250
 
.28850 .05260 .04830 -.00720 .00060 -.00200 .00240
 
.600 10.602 -.01650 .30740 .05720 .05140 -.00700 .00070 -.00210 .00230
 
.600 11.579 -.02350 .32760 .06340 .05530 -.00730 .00080 -.00230 .00220
 
.601 12.490 -.02430 .34320 .06940 .06190 

.600 9.851 -.01630 

-.00740 00090 - 00210 .00140 
.599 13.407 -.02470 .35720 07580 .06800 -.00770 .00110 - 00210 00100 
599 14.342 - 03300 .36910 .08220 .07770 -.00800 .00130 -.00170 -.00050 
.600 15.123 -.02670 .37820 .08770 .08510 -.00810 .00150 -.00160 -.00110 
-.00150 -.00120 
601 17.00L - 02020 .39900 .10190 .10570 -.00900 .00170 -.00150 -.00150 
.600 17.362 -.03410 .40330 .10510 .10950 -.00940 .00170 -.00160 -.00160 
.600 16.101 -.02670 .38780 .09430 .09590 -.00870 .00150 

-.00990 .00190 -.00140 -.00270

.600 17.892 -.02810 .41020 .10990 .11550 

-.00073 .00255 -.00001 .00009 -.00007 -.00026
GRADIENT -,00110 .02580 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TAB.ATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 356 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGM120 C 20 JAN 75 
REVERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF s 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB . -2.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ 10 000 ELV-O - 13.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 503/ 0 RN/L - 3.66 GRAOIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA SETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.700 -.747 -.02140 00820 .04280 .01740 -.00920 .00020 -. 00150 .00420 
.699 .232 -.01520 .03110 .04050 .02000 -.00920 .00030 -.00150 .00350 
.700 1.142 -.01530 .05600 .03900 .02240 -.00930 .00040 -.00160 .00340 
.700 2.037 -.00850 .07980 .0380 .02500 -.00920 .00040 - 00170 00330 
.700 2.821 -.01600 .10070 .03740 .02640 -.00930 00060 -.00170 00270 
.700 3.614 -.01630 .12180 .03760 02820 -.00930 00060 -.00180 00250 
.700 4.551 -.00980 .14770 .03830 .03020 -.00920 .00070 -.00180 .00200 
.700 5.517 -.01020 .17510 .03970 .03290 -.00920 .00080 -.00190 .00160 
700 6.235 -.01710 .19540 .04140 .03440 -.00890 00080 -.00190 00160 
.700 7.185 -.01760 .22510 .04430 .03690 -.00880 .00090 -.00190 00110 
.700 8.011 -.0810 .24980 .04770 .03970 -.00830 .00100 -.00200 00050 
.700 8.878 -.03250 .27570 .05200 .04280 -.00810 .002I0 -.00190 .o00o 
.699 9.796 -.02630 .30160 .05'90 .04650 -.00830 .00130 -.00200 -.00070 
.699 10 540 -.02670 .31970 .06330 .05020 -.00830 .00140 -.00220 -.00110 
.699 11.536 -.02070 .33940 .07110 .05620 -.00840 .00160 - 00240 - 00210 
.699 12.469 -.02850 .35430 .07880 .06290 -.00800 .00170 -.00190 -.00290 
.699 13.369 -.02910 .36940 .08800 .06930 -.00820 .00170 -.00170 - 00350 
.700 14.355 -.03190 .38740 .09940 .07700 -.00880 .00220 -.00130 -.00650 
701 15.172 - 03360 .40150 .10950 .08390 -.00940 .00250 -.00120 -.00830 
.700 I.6149 -.03280 41610 .12090 .09320 -.00940 .00250 -.00150 - 00750 
.700 17.084 -.03170 .43180 .13290 10450 -.00980 .00250 -.00170 -.00640 
.700 17.920 -.02970 .44380 .14370 .11470 -.00900 .00220 -.00180 -.00430 
GRADIENT 00136 .02648 -.00087 .00242 -.00001 00009 - 00007 -.00038 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 357 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.5 VG,) (AOM1I2) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 
LREF 
- 2690.0000 SQ.FT, 



















BREF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 91-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 
SS-S .000 IORS - 4 000 
RUN NO. 609/ 0 RN/L - I 96 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5 O0 
CLM 	 CY CLN CSL OIORB
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO 

.299 -12.035 7.83330 .20970 
 .03300 	 .02870 .16950 .00200 03870 -.03750
 
300 -10 020 7.83690 21030 .03310 .03190 .14890 - 00170 03430 - 08750
 
.300 -8.064 7.84010 .21080 .03480 .03300 .11890 -.00130 02820 - 02240
 
.299 -6.056 7.84240 .21270 .03700 .03440 
 .08960 -.00120 .02100 - 01630
 
300 -3.984 7 84890 20660 .03840 .04340 .05700 -.00120 01220 - 00950
 
300 -3 054 7 84030 .e0710 
 .03900 	 .04320 04180 -.00100 .00780 - 00650
 
.04360 .02740 -.00130 .00400 -.00290

.299 -2.055 7.84780 .20670 .04140 

.299 -1.028 7 84810 .20590 .04220 .04510 .01230 -.00170 .00080 .00060
 
.299 -.029 7,84770 .20740 .04330 .04430 -.00470 - 00140 - 00220 00340
 
.299 .978 7.84690 .21300 .04290 .03970 -.02080 ­ 00200 -.00540 .00760
 
300 2.025 7.84410 .21480 .04230 .03740 - 03700 
 - 00160 -.00970 .01030
 
300 3 004 7 64490 .21660 .04180 .03560 - 05350 - 00140 - 01410 01350
 
.301 4 017 7 84250 .21890 .04090 03130 - 06810 - 00160 
 - 01800 01700
 
.300 5.92 7.83790 .21890 .03850 .02640 -.10180 
 00030 -.02610 02090
 
.301 8.053 7 83450 .21450 .03550 .02410 - 13330 00060 - 03380 02700
 
301 10.047 7.82950 21310 .03450 .02120 -.15740 
 -.00220 - 03980 03640
 
300 12 018 7.82590 .22210 .03450 .00900 -.18310 - 00340 
 -.04390 .04320
 
GRADIENT -.00074 .00169 .00029 - 00148 -.01571 -.00006 
 -.00365 	 .00330
 
RUN NO. 510/ 0 RN/L - 3.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 




MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY 

499 -12 061 7.89300 .22830 .03330 .03190 .16810 .00330 

.499 -20 135 7 o9600 .22710 .03200 .03310 15330 - 00250 03490 - 06740
 
.500 -8.018 7.89820 .22640 .03360 .03360 .11980 -.00210 .02640 -.05290
 
.499 -6.068 7.90120 .22470 .03620 .03530 .08970 -.00170 
 .02110 -.03900
 
.499 -4.025 7.91200 .219650 .03670 .04280 05850 - 00170 
 01240 -.02240
 
499 -3 090 7.91070 .22040 .03cao .04280 .04360 
 -.00140 .00910 - 01540
 
500 -2 066 7.910B0 .21870 03940 04320 .02640 -.00120 .00400 -.00750
 
.500 -1.007 7.91250 .21650 .0390 .04450 .01040 -.00220 
 .00070 .000650
 
.499 -.026 7.91060 .22670 .04040 .04320 -.00770 -.00040 -.00220 
 .00580
 
.499 1.0os 7 9090 .22470 .04070 .03950 - 02480 - 00050 - 00560 01460
 
.500 2 058 7.90440 .22620 03940 03780 -.04090 -.00020 
 -.01000 .02200
 
.499 2.964 7 89990 .22910 .03880 .03490 -.05750 .00020 - 01430 02900
 
.499 4 044 7.89170 .23170 .03640 .03070 -.07290 00020 




.601 6 048 7.88430 .23370 .03690 .02450 -.10740 .00160 -.02720 

.499 8.050 7.88200 .22770 03420 .02480 -.13700 .00130 
 -.03450 .06600 
.499 10.134 7.87820 .22510 .03470 .02510 -.15510 -.00410 -.03860 .09640 
499 12.110 7.86400 23690 03660 .01390 -.18030 -.00590 - 04350 .11560 
APrAnTFNT -.002t9 .00161 .00016 -.00143 - 01643 00025 -.00371 .00733 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 358 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS5 V9.I) (AGMILI) 1 20 JAN 75 1 



















1109 0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 






























RUN NO. 50B/ 0 RN/L - 3.37 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.601 -12.207 7.93050 .24740 .03970 .03270 .16560 00540 .03710 -.14120
 
599 -10.120 7.93070 .24470 .03730 .03380 .15100 -.00160 03370 - 09370
 
600 -8.061 7.92890 .24420 .03800 .03220 .12300 - 00300 .02850 -.06790
 
.600 -6.055 7.93840 .24050 .03880 .03580 .09140 - 00270 .02080 -.04760
 
.599 -4.021 7.94600 .23610 .03960 .04050 .06150 - 00270 .01260 -.02620
 
601 -3.045 7.94260 .23560 .04090 .04020 .04400 - 00200 .00800 -.01770
 
.600 -1.978 7.94400 .23480 .04250 .04030 .02530 -.00120 00350 -.00900
 
.601 -1.014 7.94640 .22890 .04150 .04320 .00890 -.00100 .00040 00040
 
.601 .042 7.94400 .23290 .04270 .04060 -.01060 .00030 -.00250 .00570
 
.599 1.042 7.93730 .23870 .04310 .03780 -.02590 .00030 -.00580 .01660
 
.601 2.047 7.93660 .23980 .04170 .03700 -.04350 .00090 -.01010 .02480
 
600 3.080 7.93300 .24240 .04090 .03410 -.06100 .00140 -.01490 .03480
 
.6O0 4.058 7.92330 .24630 .04080 .02980 -.07670 00170 -.01910 .04420
 
.600 6.076 7.91390 .25010 .04070 .02410 -.10830 .00230 -.02710 .06320
 
600 8 099 7.91490 .24370 .03830 .02610 -.13710 00150 -.03410 .08750
 
.600 10.149 7.91330 .24290 .04050 .02550 -.15300 -.00500 - 03760 .13280
 
.600 12.185 7.89080 .25870 .04310 .01290 -.17910 -.00630 -.04250 .15640
 
GRADIENT -.00236 .00134 00008 -.00120 -.01713 .00055 -.00376 .00860
 
RUN NO. 507/ 0 RN/L * 3,72 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.700 -12.158 7.96850 .27170 .05300 .03340 .15670 .00550 .03460 -.17580
 
.701 -10.111 7.98350 .27250 04900 .03170 .15120 -.00100 .03200 -.11970
 
.699 -8.085 7.95280 .26980 .04700 .03120 .12690 -.00420 .02770 - 07860
 
.700 -5 047 7.97240 .26400 .04610 .03610 .09460 - 00400 .02050 -.05290
 
.701 -4.038 7.97630 25950 .04P70 03820 06450 -.00350 .01240 -.02910
 
.700 -3.032 7.97480 .25810 .04670 .03730 .04570 -.00260 00760 -.01890
 
.700 -I 98 7.96810 .26120 04950 .03440 .02440 -.00080 .00300 - 01300
 
.700 -1.008 7.98090 .24910 .04650 .04060 .00970 -.00080 00020 -.00090
 
.700 .025 7.97010 .25510 .04830 .03630 -.01230 .00120 -.00250 .00240
 
699 1.013 7 97220 .25950 .04880 .03500 -.02660 .00110 - 00540 .01470
 
.701 2.044 7.97340 .26030 .04730 .03580 -.04580 00240 -.01010 .02250
 
.700 3.058 7.97370 .26250 .04660 .03480 -.06340 .00320 -.01480 .03290
 
.699 4.071 7.96220 .26590 .04700 .03100 -.08070 .00400 -.01940 .04310
 
.700 6.080 7.95220 .27150 .04860 .02650 - 10820 00280 -.02650 .07500
 
.701 8 131 7.94810 .27280 .04950 .02520 -.13930 .00200 -.03290 10620
 
.699 10.167 7.94080 .27500 .05220 .02250 -.16050 -.00210 -.03650 .15060
 
.701 12 150 7 92060 28060 .05580 .01370 -.18130 -.00550 -.04050 .19100
 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 

HIS56 V9,I) (AGM122) ( 20 JAN 75






ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB -
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 

RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L -	 10 000
 LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-01 - 3.000BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
Si-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 SCALE - .0300 
55-6 - .000 lORD 	 4.000 
RUN NO. 514/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
CD CY 	 CLN CSL DIORS




.301 -12.008 3.93370 .10250 .02190 	 .02130 .18970 .03430 

.02170 .16690 .00320 .03110 -.03380

.299 -10.054 3.93700 .10230 .02210 

.299 -8.047 3 94040 
 .10320 .02310 .02320 	 .13520 .00110 .02590 -.02590
 
.10310 .00010 .01950 - 01790









.299 -3.014 3 95380 .09150 .02840 .03840 .04740 
.299 -2.007 3,95200 .09440 .03030 .03590 .03020 -. 00090 .00390 -.00350 
.300 -1.056 3.95230 .09430 .03140 .03620 .01440 -.00150 .O01IO 01
 
03540 -.00140 -.00190 .00330





.300 1.033 3.94970 .10120 .03120 .03140 -.02120 
.300 a 019 3 9480 10090 .02970 .03070 -. 03940 -.00230 - 00860 .01070 
.299 3.032 3 94650 .10310 .02870 .02820 -.05790 -.00270 - 01270 .01450 
.299 4.004 3.94600 .10490 .02790 .02500 -.07600 -.00260 - 01670 .01760
 
.301 6.058 3 93960 .10750 .02550 .01760 -.11410 -.00270 - 02450 .02450
 
299 8 057 3 93550 
 .10330 .02310 .01500 	 -.14770 -.00360 -.03070 03160
 
-.17630 - 00660 - 03540 .04150

.301 10.038 3.92790 .10290 .02160 .01140 

00490 -.20390 -.01020 -.03880 .05190

.300 12.013 3.92010 .IO6D .02160 

GRADIENT - 00116 
 .00201 .00008 - 00194 	 -.01771 -.00028 - 00341 00351 
RUN NO. 513/ 0 RN/L * 2.97 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
CY CLN CSL WIORB
MACH BETA ALPHA 	 CL CD CLM 

,02440 .02190 .18990 	 .00960 .03340 =.I1150
.499 -12.200 3.96630 .11900 





0 	 .499 -10,187 3,96930 .11870 .02330 .02180 
.499 -8.077 3.97070 .11770 ,0R420 .02320 13730 .00110 .02600 

A .5O -6,044 3,97990 .11360 .02580 	 .02700 .10460 -.00070 .01980 -.04220
 
.03910 .05770 -.OOt40 .01220 -.02350

.499 -4.029 3.99750 .10260 .02690 

04740 -.00110 .00750 -.01550

.500 -3 015 3.99260 .10640 .02960 	 .03510
00 
.03440 -.00100 .00370 -.00810 
500 -1.042 3.99080 .10440 .03140 .03580 01120 -.0020 .00080 00050 
.- .030 3.98760 .10760 .03200 .03340 - 00960 -.00070 





501 I 008 3.98690 .11270 .03200 .03070 
 -.02620 -.00120 -.00480 01630
 
.499 2.033 3.98280 .11340 .03010 
 .02990 -.04500 -.00120 -.00900 .02450
 
.499 3.058 3.97700 .12630 .02910 -.06480
.02620 -.00120 -.01340 .03280
 
-.08320 -.00120 -.01740 04130
499 4 041 3.97390 .11870 .02830 .02280 

05820
501 6.078 3.95170 .12270 02600 .01550 -.12000 	 -.00140 - 02490 

- 00290 -.03090 .07790

.500 8.062 3.95570 .12020 .02500 .01360 -.15220 

.499 10.125 3.94880 .11830 .02570 .01220 -.17180 -.OOSO -.03380 11430
 
.500 12.129 3.93790 .12640 
 .02500 .00610 -.20250 -.01160 -.03750 .23380
 
GRADIENT -. 00268 .00189 .00004 -.00175 
 -.01855 00000 - 00349 00799 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 360
 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 IPRES. KI FO H15.6 V9.I) (AGI22) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - l109.0000 IN, XO ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10 000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
5-8 . .000 IORE - 4.000 
RUN NO 512f 0 RN/L ­ 3.36 ORADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
600 -12.123 3.98B70 .13940 .02900 .0200 .18910 .00960 .03180 -.15950 
.599 -to 192 3.99000 13440 .02760 .02180 .16850 .00380 .02970 -.11690 
.601 -8.124 3.99370 .13270 .02780 .02190 .13970 .00040 .02570 -.08250 
.600 -6.050 4.00230 .i!7-0 .02870 .02700 .10820 -.00190 .01970 -.05170 
600 -4.023 4.012BO .12080 .03000 .03240 .01040 -.00230 .01210 -.02790 
600 -2.976 4.01180 .12010 .03800 .03180 04780 -.00170 .00720 -.01790 
.601 -1.992 4.01210 .12090 .03380 .03080 .02820 -.00130 .00330 -.00870 
.601 -.985 4.01660 .11460 .03280 .03350 .00930 -.00120 .00040 .00150 
.600 .023 4,00940 .11880 .03380 .03100 -.01180 00000 -.00220 .00680 
.600 1.031 4.00590 .12480 .03410 .02810 -.02870 -.00050 - 00500 01930 
.601 1 98B 4.00610 .12450 .03210 .02900 -.04690 -.00020 -.00910 .02860 
.600 3.071 4,00000 .12710 .03080 .02590 -.06840 .00010 -.01390 .03940 
600 4.692 3.99130 .13090 .03030 .02140 -.08810 .00O10 -.01800 .05080 
599 6 C74 3.97700 .13640 .02980 .01460 -.12230 -.00010 -.02480 .07500 
.000 8.C6I 3.97320 .13460 .02660 .01430 -.15250 -.00290 -.03020 10450 
.600 10.176 3.96240 .13500 .03080 .01100 -.17030 -.01130 -.03210 .15910 
.600 12.163 3.94420 .14920 .03160 .00120 -.20470 , -.01200 -.03600 .16170 
GRADIENT -.00239 .00130 -.00008 -.00116 -.01933 .00030 -.00353 .00956 
RUN NO. 511 0 RN/L ­ 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -12.248 4.00180 .16610 .03920 .01690 .18750 .01130 .02960 -.20890L 
.700 -10.201 4.00130 .16300 .03580 .01740 .16940 .00390 .02790 -.14720 
.700 -8.115 4.00820 .)5730 .03500 .01960 .14160 .00000 .02440 -.10110 
.700 -5.107 4.02470 .14870 .03420 .0250 .11130 -.00340 .01950 - 05110 
.701 -4.019 4.03270 .14180 .03460 .02970 .07090 -.00290 .01150 -.03090 
.701 -3.055 4.02960 .14020 .03610 .02810 05050 -.00220 .00720 -.020 0 
699 -1.982 4.01550 .14530 .03920 .02310 .02670 -.00080 .00270 -.01280 
.700 -1.021 4.02760 .13260 .03670 .03010 .01040 -.00110 .00030 .00040 
.699 .028 4.01740 .13950 .03820 .02520 -.01470 .00080 - 00240 00470 
.699 1.047 4.02040 .14110 .03780 .02650 -.03150 .00020 -.00530 .0L140 
700 2.073 4.02080 .14200 .03610 .02730 -.05170 .00100 -.00970 .03040 
.699 3.074 4.01780 .14490 .03520 .02580 -.07R60 .00160 -.01430 .04180 
.700 4.070 4,01030 .14890 .03510 .02170 -.09140 00150 -.01830 .05620 
.700 8.113 3.99300 .15740 .03630 .01550 -.12420 -.00050 -.02420 .09370 
700 8.137 3.98160 .16310 .03700 .OleO -.15500 -.00300 -.02830 .13250 
.700 10.174 3.95700 .16980 .039 0 .00450 -.17870 - 00840 -.03150 .16490 
.701 12.256 3 94950 .1744C .04160 -.00340 -.20460 -.01280 -.03470 .23270 
GRADIENT - 00200 .00073 - 00009 -.00061 -.0B998 .00056 - 00351 .01057 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 381 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT39.3 (PRES, KI FO H15,6 V9.I) (A0M123) 2O JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP a 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -a Oo 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN.YO RUD-U - 10.000 RUO-L - 0 000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZMRP * 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-18 - .000 ELV-O9 - 3.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 1-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORD - 4 000 
RUN NO. 518/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.299 -12.054 9 72270 .25780 .04380 .03630 .16050 -.00040 .04110 - 03530 
301 -10.095 9.79270 .B70OO .04460 .03640 .14050 -.00320 .03660 - 02670 
299 -8.056 9.79480 .27190 .04700 .03720 .11210 -.00260 .02990 -.02130 
.300 -8.004 9.79750 .27150 .04930 .03920 .08190 -.00110 .02180 -.01680 
.302 -4.082 9.80500 .26850 .05030 .04730 .06840 -.00140 .01310 -.01010 
.300 -3.013 9.80480 .26580 .05200 .04810 .04040 -.00100 00810 -.00680 
.299 -2.042 9.80190 .26800 .05350 .04870 .02680 -.00080 .00420 -.00390 
.299 -1 126 9 80200 .26800 .05430 .05010 .01430 -.00100 .00130 - 00100 
.301 .053 9.80350 .26950 05510 .04860 - 00400 -.00050 -.00230 .00210 
.301 1.017 9.80170 .27410 .05490 .04440 -.01800 -.00080 -.00520 00550 
.299 2.044 9.80010 .27540 .05420 .04280 - 03310 -.00050 -.00980 00260 
.301 3.037 9.80170 .27700 05340 .04050 -.04840 - 00030 -.01450 01190 
.301 4.035 9 80000 .27740 .05250 .03770 -.06280 00020 -.01860 .01440 
303 6.048 9 7920 .27780 .05070 .03150 -.09L20 .00140 -.02750 .01950 
299 8.063 9.78970 .27150 .04720 .03030 -.12340 00320 -.03570 .02350 
.301 10.078 9.7980 .27010 .04540 .02770 -.14530 .00040 -.04120 .03330 
.300 12.061 9.78200 .27780 .04610 .01640 -.17210 .00060 -.04680 .03820 
GRADIENT -.00054 .00143 .00025 -.00130 -.01470 00015 - 00376 .00305 
RUN NO 517/ 0 RN/L - 2.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 G0 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL IORB 
.499 -12.131 9.87100 .28820 .04380 .04070 .15860 .00110 .0410 -.09320 
.501 -10 040 9 85380 28800 04330 03880 .14150 -.00450 03720 - 06230 
.499 -8.I82 9.88890 .28610 04460 03870 .11500 -.00360 .03090 -.05090 
.500 -6.054 9.87100 .28420 .04640 .04100 .08280 - 00200 .02230 - 03910 
.500 -4.073 9.88090 .28210 .04750 04760 05670 -.00220 .01330 -.02200 
.501 -3.118 9.87880 .28300 .04890 .04780 .04240 -.00180 .00860 -.01480 
500 -1.990 9.58060 .28180 .05040 .04870 .02430 -. 0t0 .00380 -.00720 
.500 -.987 9.88260 .27850 .05050 .05050 00980 -.00090 .00070 -.00050 
.500 - 021 9 87770 28170 .05130 .04830 -.0076O .00010 -.00240 .00440 
.500 .975 9.87360 .28710 .05180 .04510 -.02150 .00010 -.00540 .01160 
499 2 019 9.87100 .28840 .05050 04320 - 03740 00080 -.01010 01810 
.500 3.057 9.06740 .29100 .05000 .04020 -.05320 .0020 -.01480 .02590 
.500 4.073 9.86250 .29180 04930 .03700 - 06900 .00200 -.01960 .03200 
500 8.093 9 85130 29320 .04820 03060 - 09750 .00270 -.02860 04640 
.500 7 965 9.85040 .28800 .04550 .03070 -.3660 00400 - 03650 .05790 
.501 to 083 9 85200 28540 04530 03200 -.14420 -.00090 -.04160 08760 
.501 12.097 9.84160 .29760 .04720 .02800 -.16880 -.00150 -.04660 .10310 
GRADIENT - 00222 .00138 .00020 - 00133 -.01545 00050 -.00386 .00656 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 382 
CAS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.6 V9 1) (AGMI 3) 1 20 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN XO ALPHAI - 8 000 STAB - -2.000
 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YNRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-U - I0 000 RUD-L - 0 000
 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-I1 - 000 ELV-O - 3 000
 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 $3-4 - .000
 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 516/ 0 RN/L - 3.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.600 -12.107 9 91460 .30520 .05010 .04200 .15690 .00130 .04020 - 12460
 
.600 -10.061 9.90980 .30470 .04820 .03910 .14200 -.00420 .03660 -.08430
 
601 -8.083 9.90840 .30190 .04900 03910 .11390 -.00450 .03060 -.06300
 
.599 -8.050 9.91910 .29830 .04950 .04230 .08800 -.00360 .02250 -.04560
 
.600 -3.977 9 92800 .29620 .04990 .04680 .05790 - 00340 .01300 -.02350
 
oo -3.043 9.92640 29620 .05130 .04850 .04240 - 00260 00820 - 01560
 
600 -2.033 9.92750 .29460 .05260 .04730 .02520 -.00140 .00380 - 00920
 
.600 -1.043 9.92820 .28960 .05180 .04990 .00940 -.00080 .00040 -.00070
 
.600 .041 9.92920 .29280 .05290 .04760 -.00920 .00060 -.00260 .00410
 
.600 .955 9.92440 .29960 .05400 .04430 -.02280 .00080 -.00560 .01260
 
.600 2.007 9.92050 .30010 .05240 .04350 -.03990 .00190 -.01030 .01980
 
.601 2.984 9.91570 .30280 05180 .04070 -.05550 00260 - 01490 02860
 
.601 4.016 9.90840 .30540 .05160 .03700 -.07180 .00350 -.01990 .03690
 
.600 6.021 9.89580 .30730 .05180 .03150 -.09820 .00360 - 02880 05790
 
.600 8.100 9.89870 .30340 .04920 .03350 -.12920 .00480 -.03700 .07510
 
.601 0 l!4 9.89890 .30230 .05120 .03380 -.14260 - 00150 -.04090 .11920
 
.601 12.149 9.87840 .32070 .05460 .02060 -.16930 - 00220 - 04630 14150
 
GRADIENT -.00213 .00129 00017 -.00116 -.01621 .00086 -.00391 .0074f
 
RUN NO. 515/ 0 RN/L - 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
HACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.700 -12.151 9.93430 .33250 .06610 .03700 .16470 .00110 .03650 -.15560
 
.700 -to 081 9.93550 32900 .06240 03830 .14460 -.00410 03340 - 10440
 
.700 -8.106 9 93830 .32190 .05990 .04030 .11840 - 00570 .02930 -.07230
 
.700 -6 035 9.95230 .31720 .05800 .04550 .09230 -.00650 .02200 -.04140
 
.700 -3.998 9.95340 .31580 .05720 .04610 .06150 - 00460 .01260 -.02360
 
.700 -3.091 9 90240 .31630 .05880 .04500 .04510 -.00330 .00810 -,01590
 
.700 -2.057 9,94640 .31900 .06150 .04240 .02440 -.00110 .00320 -.01210
 
.700 -1.037 9.95520 .30620 .05810 .04860 .00970 -.00060 .00010 -.00190
 
.701 044 9 94850 .31250 .06040 04410 -.01130 .00150 -.00270 .00060
 
.700 1.044 9.94430 .31670 .06070 .04300 -.02560 00180 -.00600 01170
 
.700 1 984 9.94660 .31710 .05930 .04380 -.04310 .00340 -.01060 .01740
 
.699 3.016 9.94260 .31860 .05850 .04230 -.06170 .00480 -.01580 .02590
 
.699 4.056 9,93390 .32240 .05950 .03850 -.07740 .00570 -.02060 .03570
 
.700 6.113 9.92880 .32560 .06150 .03580 -.10390 00500 - 02870 06680
 
701 6.052 9.92420 .32760 .06280 .03470 -.13260 .00540 -.03460 .08960
 
.700 10.147 9.91230 .33290 .06680 .02970 -.15170 .00040 -.03790 13870
 
700 12. 192 9 90430 .33230 .07000 .02570 -.17970 .00000 -.04260 16460
 
GRADIENT -.00195 .00088 .O001 -.00068 -.01724 ,00127 -.00392 .00716
 
DATE 80 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 363 
CAS ORB TCS AT3S.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS. V9 1) (AGMI4) 1 20 JAN 75 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1209.0000 IN. XO ALPHA[ - 6 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF 936.6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 61-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-S - 000 ]ORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 5251 0 RN/L - 1.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL D|ORB 
.300 -12.068 7 83790 .21200 .03010 .02840 .17340 '00260 .03880 -.03950 
300 -10.059 7.94080 .21SO .03030 .03050 .15300 -.00100 .03450 -.02930 
300 -8 047 7,94640 21210 .03210 .03190 .12260 -.00050 .02830 -.02420 
301 -6.042 1 84880 21490 .03440 .03310 .09220 -.00030 .02080 - 01820 
299 -4.070 7 85470 .20820 .03580 .04250 .08240 - 00040 .01260 -.01160 
300 -3.043 7.85450 20870 .03740 .04230 .04580 -.00030 .00790 -.00620 
299 -2.044 7.95370 .20740 .03890 .04330 .03130 -.00040 .00410 -.00500 
300 -1.044 7.95470 .20620 .04010 .04460 .0t610 -.00090 .00100 -.00120 
.301 .073 7.84950 .20950 .04070 .04310 - 00270 -.00070 -.00240 .00210 
300 1.066 7 894760 .21370 .04030 .03920 -.01720 -.00100 -.00540 .00540 
.299 2.031 7 84620 21550 03950 .03720 -.03340 - 00120 - 00990 .00910 
300 3 100 7.84540 .21700 .03870 .03520 -.05010 -.00100 - 01420 .01240 
.299 4.092 7.94210 .21930 .03790 .03100 -.06480 -.00120 -.01930 .015 0 
.299 6 09s 7 83790 .21840 .03530 .02700 -.09930 .00060 -.02660 .02000 
.299 8.080 7.83450 21390 .03260 .02440 -.12900 00080 - 03380 .02580 
301 1o 089 7.83110 .21240 .03170 .02140 -.15340 -.00190 -.03870 .03520 
.301 12.05q 7.82210 .22150 .03210 .01000 - 17990 - 00310 - 04410 .04240 
GRADIENT -.00163 .00152 .00022 -.00136 -.01564 -.00011 -.00366 .00336 
RUN NO, 524/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 -12.131 7 89660 .23020 .03310 03140 .16830 .004G0 .03800 - 1033C 
0 .500 499 -10.071 -9.072 7.89840 7.90030 .22950 .22800 03180 .03310 03200 .03230 .15190 .12160 - 00170 -.00150 03460 .02850 -.07010 - 05590 
.600 -6.030 7.90500 .22610 .03500 .03460 .09020 -.00120 02110 - 04110 
.500 -4.070 7.91540 .22120 .03620 .04200 .06060 -.00130 .01280 - 02480 
.500 -3.093 7.91440 .E2220 .03790 .04190 .04360 -.00100 00600 -.01710 
.501 -2.076 7.91510 .22070 03920 .04280 02640 - 00070 00390 -.00950 
.5021 -1.08 7.98170 .21840 .03950 .044930 .0180 -.00080 00090 -.00160 
501 020 7.91490 .22080 .04020 .04280 -.00850 .00000 - 00230 00440 
.501 I 039 7,91360 228610 .04030 .03980 - 02410 - 00020 -.00540 .01310 
.499 2.070 7.90820 .2a790 .03910 .03780 -.04030 .00000 -.00990 .02050 
.501 3.039 7.90540 .23050 .03850 .03490 -.05720 .00040 -.01430 .02810 
So 4 044 7 a9890 .23350 .03800 .03070 - 07190 00030 -.01860 .03660 
.499 6 08 7 88650 .23560 03660 .02460 -.10570 00180 - 02700 04780 
.499 8.126 7.88910 .22870 .03390 .02520 -.13820 00140 - 03430 06510 
.500 10,152 7.88400 .2a30 .03440 .02560 -.15470 -.00360 - 03680 .0940 
.499 12.166 7.86910 .23880 .03640 .01400 -.17990 -.00540 - 04350 11360 
GRADIENT -.00182 .00157 .00016 -.0013a -.01635 .00022 -.00369 .00744 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 364 
CAB ORB TCB AT3B.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.8 V9,I) (AGR124) 1 20 JAN 75 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZNRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-18 ­ .000 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 Si-2 - .000 53-4 - .000 
$5-6 - 000 lORD - 4.000 
RUN NO, 523/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CDo CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR9 
.60I -12.208 7.93220 .24810 .03890 .03160 .16540 .00590 .03710 -.14360 
.599 -10.138 7.93400 .24550 .03650 .03280 .15140 -.00110 .03380 -.09610 
.600 -8.107 7.93210 .244680 .03720 .03110 .12350 -.00260 .02860 - 07050 
.600 -8.142 7.93970 .24140 .03820 .03460 .09260 -.00240 .02100 -.05010 
600 -4.122 7.94870 .23630 .03880 .03980 .06350 -.00250 .01310 -.02890 
.600 -3.033 7.94620 .23640 .04050 .03910 .04340 -.00160 00770 -.01910 
.601 -2.050 7.94100 .23540 .04180 .04020 .02520 - 00090 .00360 -.01130 
.600 -1.044 7.95180 .22980 .04090 .04290 .01040 -.00080 .00070 -.00170 
.600 .034 7.94840 .23310 .04200 .04090 -.01040 .00060 - 00240 .00410 
.800 .999 7.94470 .23950 .04270 .03820 -.02530 .00040 -.00540 .01470 
.601 2.074 7.S4170 .24000 .04100 .03740 -.04310 .00100 -.01010 .02410 
.600 3.086 7.93620 .24330 .04030 .03450 -.06020 .00150 - 01480 03370 
.601 4.128 7.92880 .24730 .04020 .02930 -.07730 .00100 -.01940 .04440 
.600 6.089 7.91810 .25030 .04010 .02390 -.10840 .00250 - 02720 .06230 
.600 8.113 7 92010 .24390 03790 .02630 -.13550 .00150 -.03390 .08680 
600 10.177 7.91700 .24360 .04010 .02520 -.15330 -.00460 -.03760 .13080 
.599 12.220 7.89420 .2000 .04250 .01220 -.16050 - 00580 -.04270 15460 
GRADIENT - 00210 .00136 .00008 -.00107 -.01701 .00051 - 00375 .00874 
RUN NO. 522/ 0 RN/L - 3.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.700 -12.256 7.98770 .27350 .05250 .03170 .16740 .00610 .03470 -.18040 
.700 -10.142 7.96600 .27320 .04820 .03060 .15150 -.00090 03210 -.12060 
.700 -8.134 7.96580 .27030 .04660 .03040 .12560 -.00330 .02750 - 08370 
.700 -6.092 7.97450 .26450 .04550 .03490 .09540 -.00380 .02100 - 05530 
.699 -4.054 7.98220 .25920 .04470 .03780 '.06440 -.00340 .01250 -.03000 
.SS9 -3.061 7.97920 .258360 .4580 .03700 .04530 -.00250 .00770 - 01960 
699 -2.025 7.97120 .26110 .04850 .03450 02440 -.00060 .00320 -. 01440 
.699 -1.010 7.98210 .24900 .04580 .04050 .00910 -.00010 .00020 -.001s 
.699 -.024 7.97500 .25420 .04720 .03710 - 02240 .00120 -.00250 .00200 
.699 1.048 7.97040 .26020 .04820 .03530 -.02720 .00100 -.00560 01560 
.699 2 079 7.97330 .25990 .04630 .03620 -.04640 .00250 - 01040 .02280 
.701 3.107 7.97200 .26280 .04600 .03490 -.065470 .00320 -.01520 .03410 
.700 4 002 7.96380 .26550 .04620 .03170 -.07990 .00390 -.01920 .04310 
.699 6.138 7.95370 .27200 .04790 .02660 -.10990 .00280 -.02690 .07680 
.699 8 133 7.95190 .27230 04850 .02550 -.13890 .00160 -.03300 .10750 
.599 10 185 7.94330 .27450 .05180 .02280 -.16030 -.00270 -.03650 .15430 
.699 12.159 7.92040 .28070 .05490 .01300 -.18290 -.00570 -.04100 .19310 
GRADIENT -.00168 .00078 .00008 -.00053 -.01779 00069 -.00374 .00894 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 365 
CAB ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. K! FO H15.IA V9.1) (AGMIBS) ( 20 JAN 75 


























































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 366 
CA5 ORe TC5 AT3S.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.IA V.I) (AOM125) 1 20 JAN 75 1 

























BREF - 936 6800 IN. 2MRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-lD ­ .006 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 53-4 - 000 
55-8 - .000 SORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 52S/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
499 -.143 -.03340 -.01070 .03590 .02120 -.00920 -.00060 -.00150 .00600 
499 .222 -.01970 .01180 .03400 .02380 -.00940 -.00080 -.00160 .00580 
499 I 120 - 01990 .03490 .03300 .02640 -.00920 - 00050 -.00170 .00550 
.501 2.004 -.02690 .05B30 .03220 .02870 -.00920 -.00040 -.00180 .00550 
.501 2.87 -.02730 .09060 .03OO .03110 -.00900 -.00030 -.00180 .00510 
499 3.678 -.02730 .10120 .03220 .03330 -.00890 -.00030 -.00190 .00510 
.499 4.613 -.02760 .12640 .03310 .03510 -.00880 -. 00020 -.00190 00480 
600 5.564 -.02770 .25250 .03450 .03730 -.00860 -.00020 -.00200 .00470 
.500 6.217 -.02090 .17200 .03600 .03920 -460850 -.00010 -.00210 .00%80 
.500 7.210 -.02800 .19870 .03870 .04160 -.C0860 .00000 -.00210 .00450 
.499 8.037 -.03520 .22310 .04180 .04390 -.00850 00010 - 00210 .00420 
.499 8.892 -.03540 .25020 .04590 .04600 -.00820 .00010 -.00210 .00390 
.499 9,748 -. 03580 .27760 .05070 .04850 -. 00830 .00030 ".00220 .00360 
.500 1O 535 -.03610 .29850 .05540 .05120 -.00790 .00040 -.00230 .00330 
499 11.604 -.03640 .32030 .06150 .05510 -.00780 .00050 -.00230 .00306 
.500 12 401 -.03660 .33890 .06760 .05960 -.00800 00060 -.00230 .00280 
.499 13.281 -.03000 .35360 .07350 .06520 -.00790 .00070 -.00240 .00250 
.499 14.215 - 03030 .36720 .08050 .0720 -.00780 .00080 - 00240 .00220 
.500 14.909 -.02340 .37530 .09S60 .07870 -.00790 .00090 -.00250 002)0 
.499 15.925 -.03090 .38190 .09120 .08720 - 00800 .00100 -.00230 00160 
.500 16.855 -.03160 .38550 .09650 .09650 -.00920 .00140 -.00230 00080 
.500 17.670 -.03220 .39000 .20150 .10620 -.01020 .00170 -.00220 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00017 .02570 -.00053 .00264 .00010 .00008 -.00009 -.00022 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS 	 PAGE 367 
CAB ORB TS5 AT3S.3 (PRES. KI PO HIB.IA V9.I (AOM125) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 SOfT. XMRP - jt9.0000 IN. XO 	 BETA = .000 STAB . -2.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN, YMRP - 0000 IN. YO 	 RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF = 936.6800 IN. ZNRP - 375.0000 IN ZO 	 ELV-IS - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 	 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-8 - .000 JORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 527/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DI0RB 
.599 -.729 -.00580 -.00270 03800 .01970 -.01010 -.00020 - 00160 00590 
600 .239 -.00620 .02070 .03600 .02180 -.01000 -.00010 -.00170 00550
 
.600 1.145 -.00640 .04380 .03450 .02460 -.01000 .00000 -.00170 00520
 
.599 2.0126 -.00SO .06790 .03370 .02680 -.01000 .00000 -.00180 00520
 
.600 2.863 -.00670 .08910 .03340 .02900 -.00990 .00010 -.00180 .00500
 
.600 3.674 -.01390 .2020 .03350 .03090 -.0000 .00020 -.00190 .00470
 
.600 4.615 -.01400 .13520 .03430 .03320 -.01010 00030 -.00200 .00460
 
.600 5 567 -.02090 .16120 .03560 .03540 -.01010 .00030 -.00200 00460
 
.601 6.295 - 01440 .18210 .03720 .03720 -.00990 00040 - 00210 .00420
 
.600 7.192 - 01470 .20900 .03990 .03960 -.00960 .00050 -.00210 .00390
 
.600 7.997 -.01500 23300 .04290 .04180 -.00950 00050 - 00210 .00360
 
600 8.847 -.02920 .25950 .04680 .04420 -.00910 .00060 -.00210 .00320
 
.600 9.743 -.02950 .28640 .05180 .04750 -.00900 .00070 -.00220 .00290
 
,599 10.434 -.02280 .30350 .05580 .05040 -.00870 .00080 -.00230 .00270
 
599 11.403 -.02310 32340 .06170 .05510 -.00880 .00090 -.00240 .00240
 
.600 12.295 -.03080 .33980 .06770 .06050 - 00880 .00100 -.00230 00170
 
.600 13.067 - 03080 .35320 .07330 .08620 -.00910 00120 - 00260 00170
 
.599 14.028 -.03900 .36590 .08000 .07430 -.00920 .00140 -.00220 .00030
 
.600 14 828 -.03960 37530 .08550 .08290 -.00940 .00150 -.00200 -.00030
 
.600 15.747 - 03300 .38490 .09190 .09200 -.00980 00260 -.00180 - 00070
 
.500 15.710 -.03400 .39540 .09940 .10200 -.01020 .00180 -.001250 -.00260
 
.601 17.441 -.03460 .40400 .10550 .11040 -.01050 .00190 -.00130 -.00230
 
600 	 17 889 -.03510 .40960 .10980 .11540 -.01080 .00200 -.00130 -.00290
 
GRADIENT -.00262 02592 -.00071 .00256 .00002 .00009 -.00007 -.00023
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAS 	 PACE 368 
CA5 ORB TC5 AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS IA V9.1) (AONI25) 1 20 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690 0000 S0 FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YKRP - .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 936 6600 IN. ZMRP - 375 0000 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 	 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
65-6 - .000 [ORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 526/ 0 RN/L - 3.62 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.699 -.727 -.01410 .01060 .04250 .01640 -.01160 00040 -.00160 .00440
 
700 .243 -.00730 .03430 .04020 .0160 -.01170 .00050 -.00170 .00430
 
.700 1.139 -.01470 .05800 .03660 .02110 -.01160 .00050 -.00180 .00390
 
.700 2.059 - 02520 .08260 .03770 .02360 -.01170 .00070 -.00180 .00340
 
.699 2.891 -.00870 .10420 .03720 .02520 -.01170 .00090 -.00190 .00290
 
.701 3.718 -.00900 .12770 .03770 .02680 -.01180 .00080 -.00200 .00270
 
.699 4.652 -.00960 .15270 .03810 .02950 -.01170 .00100 -.00200 00210
 
699 5.600 -.01640 .17980 .03970 .03180 -.01160 .00100 -.00210 .00220
 
.700 6.265 -.01680 .19980 .04140 .03330 -.01140 .00100 -.OOa2O .00180
 
.701 7.182 -.01010 .22730 .04420 .03610 -.01110 .00110 -.00210 .00150
 
.700 8 025 -.00360 .25290 .04790 .03820 -.01070 .00120 -.00220 00110
 
.701 8.860 -.00410 .27760 .05210 .04150 -.01030 00120 - 00210 .00080
 
.700 9.764 -.02640 .30370 .05820 .04480 -.01010 .00130 -.00220 .00010
 
.700 10.522 -.03280 .32060 .06330 .04930 -.01010 .00150 -.00230 - 00040
 
.700 11.511 -.02670 .33980 .07100 .05460 -.01020 00160 -.00230 -.00120
 
.700 12.421 -.03480 .35460 .07890 .06150 -.00970 .00180 - 00200 -.00250
 
.700 13.207 -.03540 .36750 .08620 .06760 -.00970 .00190 -.00190 -.00310
 
700 	 13.489 -.02980 .37350 .08970 .06940 -.01010 .00210 -.00180 -.00440
 
GRADIENT 000S4 .02654 -.00080 .00241 -.00002 .00011 -.00008 - 00045
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 369 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT39.3 (PRES. KI FO H15.6 V9 I) (AGMI26) 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA 
sREF - 26590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1109,0000 IN- XO BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 414.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, Yo RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP- ­ 375.0000 IN, ZO ELV-19 ­ .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 S-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
96-6 - .000 1OR8 - 4 000 
RUN NO. 5331 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIOR 
.ESS -.757 -.02400 -.04260 .05740 .04720 -00980 - 00010 -.00170 .00150 
.300 .226 -.02410 -.02020 .05600 .04890 -.00920 OOO00 -.00180 00140 
.299 1.132 -.01700 .00350 .06510 .05130 -.00910 -.00010 -.00180 .00180 
.301 1.973 -.03110 .02510 .05490 .05310 -.009D .00010 -.00180 .00130 
.300 2.774 -.03100 .04490 .05440 .06540 -.00920 .00010 - 00190 .00140 
.299 3.641 -.02430 .06540 .05470 .05710 -.00830 .00010 -.00190 .00120 
.301 4.606 -.01720 .0190 .05520 .0ago -.00960 .00010 -.00200 00130 
.299 5,559 -.02430 .11820 .05690 .06160 -.00840 .o0020 -.00210 .00120 
.301 6.377 -.03130 .14020 .06840 .0290 -.00920 .00030 -.00210 .00110 
.301 7.271 -.03140 .15490 .06120 .06530 -.00840 .00040 -.00220 .00100 
.300 6 037 -.02470 .10010 .06420 .06750 -. 00790 .00060 -.00220 .00000 
.301 8 B89 -.03170 .21270 06810 .07000 -.00820 .00070 - 00220 .00080 
.300 9 787 -.01790 .23970 .07350 .07310 -.00880 .00080 - 00210 00070 
300 10 574 -.03180 ,26160 .07790 .07530 -.00870 00080 -.00210 .00050 
.300 11.545 -.03200 .28560 uS8410 .0780 -. 00890 0O110 -.00220 .040 
.300 12.394 -.03220 .30830 .09030 .08130 -. 00880 .00120 -.00200 .00020 
.301 13.313 -.02570 .32620 .09750 .OE600 -. 00900 .00150 -.00200 -.00020 
.300 14.265 -.03270 .34220 .10520 .09180 -. 00920 .00170 - 00210 -.00040 
.300 14.982 -.03280 .35020 .11090 .09640 -.00980 .00180 -.00210 -.00040 
.300 15.925 -.03290 .36000 .11790 .10 80 -. 00960 .00190 - 00210 - 00050 
.300 16.772 -.02630 .36620 .12400 .10880 -.01020 .00210 -.00200 -.00080 
301 17.633 - 02630 .37080 .13020 .11570 -.01040 .0022D - 00190 - o00o 
GRADIENT .00028 .02516 -.00041 00226 .00023 00004 -.00005 -.00005 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 370 
CA5 ORB NOZ AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO H1.6 V9.1) (A0M126) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - 000 STAB - -21000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-10 - .000 ELV'OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-8 * .000 IORB - 4,000 
RUN NO. 532/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.500 -.702 -.01570 -.04000 .06080 .05090 -.00960 .00020 -.00150 .00290
 
499 .268 -.02280 -.01680 .05830 .05270 -.00940 .00020 -.00160 .00270
 
500 1.272 -.02980 .00670 .05670 .05450 -.00910 .00020 -.00160 .00260
 
.500 2.042 -.01620 .03040 .05530 .05630 -.00600 .00030 -.00170 .00"l0
 
.500 2.813 -.02310 .04920 .05480 .05800 -.00900 .00030 -.00180 .00240
 
.499 3,652 -.02330 .07170 .05450 .05980 -.00890 .00040 -.00180 00220
 
.499 4.573 -.02340 .09520 .05460 .06170 -.00890 .00050 - 00190 00210
 
.501 5.512 -.02360 .22070 .05530 .0420 -.00870 .00050 -.00190 00190
 
.501 5.295 -.01690 .14270 .05650 .06610 -.00600 .00060 -.00190 00170
 
.499 7.207 -.01720 .16840 .05950 .06650 -.00870 .00070 -.00190 .00140
 
.501 8.028 -.01050 .19210 .06080 .07080 -.00840 .00080 -.00190 .00110
 
.500 8.875 -.01090 .21740 .06410 .07310 -.00830 .00090 -.00200 .00080
 
.499 9.753 -.01830 .24550 .05880 .07580 -.OOB0 .00110 -.00200 .00030
 
.499 120.519 -.02850 .26590 .07300 .07020 -.00070 .00120 - 00200 00020 
.500 11.487 -.01890 .28760 .07830 .08230 -.00880 .00140 -.00210 -.00030 
.499 12.388 -.01230 .30580 .08420 .08680 -.00910 00150 -.00210 - 00070 
.500 13.212 -.01260 .32110 .08980 09190 -.00950 .00170 -.00220 - 00100 
.500 14.150 -.03400 .33470 .09640 .09870 -.00940 .00190 -.00210 - 00160 
.499 14.005 -.03420 .34330 .10130 .10430 -.00960 .00200 -.00220 -.00160 
.500 15.825 -.03460 .34980 .10890 .11290 -.00990 .00220 -.00220 -.00239 
.501 16.775 -.03540 .35370 .11190 12280 -.01090 .00250 -.00200 -.00310 
.600 17.535 -.03580 .35820 .11670 .13080 -.021SO .00270 -.00200 -.00350 
.501 17.809 - 02210 .35880 .11810 .13410 -.01160 .00270 -.00180 -.00370 
GRADIENT -.00074 .02579 -.00117 .00207 .00013 .00006 -.00007 -.00015
 
PAGE 71TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAKDATE 20 JUN 75 
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DATE 20 JtUN75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 372 
CAS ORB NOZ AT38.3 (PRES. K! FO H15.6 V9 11 (AGlI26) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA - .000 STAB -4.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN.Yo RUD-U - .000 RUD-L .000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN, ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1B - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
$5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 530/ 0 RN/L * 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL - "5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CV CLN CSL 01D8
 
.699 -.645 -.02130 -.03330 .06560 .05720 -.00920 .00020 -.00150 .00420
 
.700 305 -.02150 -.01030 .06260 .05860 -.00900 .00030 -.00150 00400
 
.700 1.193 -.02160 .01400 .06030 .06050 -.00890 .00030 -.00150 .00390
 
.699 2.144 -.02160 .04010 .05850 .06260 -.00850 .00030 -.00160 .00390
 
.699 2.933 -.01430 .05980 .05840 .06570 -.00550 -.00110 -.00060 .01120
 
.700 3.753 -.01390 .08170 .05810 .06740 -.00520 -.00120 -.00060 .01160
 
699 4.668 -.01370 .1000 .05810 .06940 -.00500 -.OOI O -.00060 .01180
 
699 5.608 -.01180 .13470 .05B90 .07180 -.00400 -.00160 -.00050 01370
 
.699 8.266 -.00560 .15320 .05970 .07340 - 00420 -.00150 - 00050 .01310
 
.70D 7.199 -.01340 .18130 .06200 .07560 -.00390 -.00140 -.00060 .01220
 
.700 8.060 -.03180 .20790 .06350 .01620 -.00780 .00090 -.00190 .00060
 
.699 8 839 -.02570 .23190 .06660 .07860 -.00780 .00110 -.00190 - 00020
 
.700 9 729 -.02670 .25710 .07150 .08e40 -.00780 .00130 -.00200 - 00120
 
.700 10.482 -.02750 .27450 .07590 .08670 -.00820 .00150 -.00210 -.00200
 
.700 11.48O -. 02880 .29140 .08160 .09390 -.00830 .00170 -.00210 -.00340 
.700 12 432 -.03640 .30590 .08830 .10190 -.00800 .00180 -.00180 -.00410 
.700 13.200 -.03730 .31720 .09480 .10900 -.00800 .00190 -.00170 -.00500
 
.700 13.900 -.03840 .32830 .10120 .21640 -.00830 .00210 -.00160 -.00610 
.699 14 151 -.03850 .33160 .10320 .11870 -. 00820 .00210 - 00150 -.00630 
GRADIENT .001 2 .02661 -.00137 .00240 .00095 -.00035 .00022 .00182 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PACE 373 
CAB ORD NOZ AT3B.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.6 V9.11 (AO1127) 220 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT XtRP - lIO9.0000 IN. XO ALPHA[ - 6.000 STAB -2.000 
LREF 474,8100 IN. YHRP - , .0000 IN. YO RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
@REF 936.6800 IN. ZfrRP - 375,0000 IN, ZO ELV-IB * .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE .0300 61-2 - .000 S3-4 000 
55-6 - 000 IORB 4 00 
RUN NO. 538/ C RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00
 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLH CY CLN CSL OIORB
 
.300 -12.034 7.84260 .19470 .05860 .04450 .19570 -.01110 .04070 - 02100
 
.299 -10,05B 7,84680 .19140 .08000 .04910 .16470 -.01010 .03470 -.01640 
.300 -8.050 7.85080 .18860 .06180 .05230 .13100 -.00720 02740 - 01450 
.299 -6.048 7.85370 .19080 .06290 .05570 09850 - 00500 .01970 - 01130 
300 -4.019 7 S5690 .19030 .06330 .05930 .06570 -.00230 .01200 - 00890 
.300 -3.062 7.85730 .18800 .06410 .086 0 .04710 -.00110 .00770 -.00700 
300 -2.063 7.85800 .18440 .06400 .06380 03210 -.00090 .00400 -.00440 
299 -1.045 7.85840 .16170 05380 .05510 01410 .00020 .00090 -.00260 
.299 .043 7.85890 .18240 .06420 .06630 -.00410 .00120 -.00210 - 00080 
.299 1.054 7.85640 .18850 .06590 .06210 -.02210 .00250 -.00490 .00040 
.300 2.018 7,85750 .19120 .06630 .05960 -.03710 .00260 -.00860 .00330 
.300 3.079 7.85610 .19370 .06830 .05640 -.05500 .00370 -.01300 .00530 
300 4.042 7.85190 .19420 .06670 .05390 -.07140 .00470 -.01690 00710 
.300 6.107 7.84750 .19360 .06490 .04940 -.10660 .00710 -.02500 .01030 
.300 8.010 7.83950 .18990 .06230 .04570 -.t3700 .00930 -.03280 .01320 
.299 10.071 7.83670 .19060 .05960 .04040 -.17150 .01090 -.04000 01750 
.300 12 082 7.83040 .19340 .05B1O .03370 -.20170 01110 -.04640 .02330 
GRADIENT -.00044 .00087 .00044 -.00081 -.01689 00085 -.00342 00196
 
RUN NO. 537/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIR 
499 -12 143 7 91420 .21110 .05870 .04950 .19510 -.01080 04080 - 05370 
.500 -10.052 7.92220 .20310 05910 .05350 .16350 -.01090 .03490 -.03800 
.499 -8,117 7.92790 .29960 .05990 .05720 .13070 -.00790 02790 -.03360 
.500 -6 035 7.93340 .19750 .06060 .06030 .09660 -.00540 .02020 -.02630 
.500 -4 049 7 93910 .29720 .06070 06400 .06280 -.00290 .01210 -.01890 
.499 -3.049 7 94120 .E9560 06170 .06600 .04470 -.00160 .00750 -.01470 
.499 -2.102 7 94250 .19220 06150 .06800 .02940 -.00130 .00390 -.00800 
.500 -1 053 7 94460 .18920 06060 .07010 .01140 - 00010 00080 -.00430 
.500 016 7.94490 .1895a .06100 07020 -.00700 .00090 -.00200 .00040 
.500 1 086 7.94070 .19580 .06240 06620 -.02620 .00200 -.00520 .00490 
.500 2 019 7.93750 .19890 .06350 .06360 -.04010 .00230 - 00870 .01100 
.500 3 097 7.93370 .20230 .06350 .06050 -.05840 .00320 - 02320 .01660 
.500 4 009 7 92930 .20390 06390 .05800 - 07550 00460 - 01730 .02000 
.500 6 054 7.92280 .20260 .06300 .05410 -.10850 .00700 - 02540 .02720 
.499 6 048 7.91650 .19910 .06090 .05120 -.14140 .00930 -.03350 .03530 
.500 10.057 7.91110 .20170 .05890 .04770 -.17430 .01090 -.04070 .04550 
.499 12.059 7 90400 .20910 ,05B30 .04280 -.20720 .01220 -.04710 .05610 
GRADIENT -.00124 00109 .00039 -.00087 -.01693 .00086 -.00343 .00483
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 374 
CAS ORB NOZ AT38.3 (PRES. KI FO HIS.6 V9 I) (AGM127) 1 20 JAN 75 2 
















1109.0000 IN. XO 
.O0 IN. YO 



















SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-5 - .000 IORB - 4.000 

































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 315 
CA5 ORB NB N24 (AGhI28) 120 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
8REF - 936.8800 IN. ZMRP . 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 543/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.300 -2.882 -.04050 .01230 .08350 .03170 .00650 .00010 -.00050 -.00120 
.300 -1.920 -.05440 .04310 .08190 .03520 .00570 .QOOIO -.00080 -.00130 
.300 -1.024 -.05470 .07750 .08170 .0390 .00690 .00030 -.00080 -.00150 
.300 -.380 -.05470 .10240 .08120 .0410 .00710 .00030 -.00060 -.00150 
.300 -.038 -.04770 .12120 .08eo .04!90 .00830 .CO030 -.00070 -.00150 
.300 .575 -.04760 .14020 .08180 .04470 .00890 .00040 -.00070 -.00160 
.299 1.522 -.04800 .17800 .08230 .04810 .00710 .00040 -.00080 -.00180 
.299 2 26 -.04110 .20250 .08280 .05220 .00730 .00050 -.00090 -.00180 
.299 3.233 -.05500 .23980 .08430 .05530 .00710 .00060 -.00110 -.00190 
.299 4.054 -.05520 .27020 .08660 .05920 .00730 .00070 -.00110 - 00200 
.300 4.967 -.04340 .306IQ .u8sa0 .06190 .00750 .00070 -.00120 -.00220 
.300 5 915 -.05540 .34530 .09240 .08510 00770 .00080 -.00120 - 00220 
.299 6 660 -.04350 .28070 .09580 .06650 .00750 .00090 -.00120 -.00230 
.299 7.552 -.04850 .41740 .10110 07010 00740 00090 - 00140 -.00230 
300 8.397 -.05550 .45530 .10650 07210 .00900 .00100 -.00150 -.00240 
.300 9.2689 -.05550 .49030 .11330 07580 .00740 00110 -.00170 - 00240 
.300 10 244 -.05570 .52420 .12160 .08230 00770 .00120 -.00260 -.00260 
.299 20 982 -.04880 .55350 12890 .0664O .00790 .00120 -.00160 - 00260 
.299 11.930 -.05590 .59350 .14040 .09170 .00770 .00140 -.00150 -.00280 
299 12.840 -.05620 .63170 .15300 .09690 00710 .00180 -.00120 -.00310 
.300 13.827 -.04920 ,65560 .16510 .20000 .00890 00160 -.00110 - 00310 
.299 14.138 -.04920 1GSeO .17400 .10180 .00700 00150 -.00100 - 00310 
GRADIENT -.00031 .03764 .00069 00389 .00011 .oooB -.00009 -.00012 
DATE 20 JUT 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE 376 
CA5 ORB N28 NS4 (AOMI2O) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO.FT. XMRP * 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YO 
SREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 542/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.98 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
499 -2.848 -.04700 .07620 .09670 .01730 .00030 .00010 -.00090 -.00080 
.500 -1 904 -.04040 .11070 09550 .01980 .00050 00020 -.00090 -.oloi 
.500 -.961 -.04750 .14750 .09420 .02440 .00090 .00020 -.00100 -.00130 
.501 - 242 -.04100 .17860 .09400 .02690 .00090 .00030 - 00110 -.00190 
.499 .002 -.04090 .18860 .09350 .02900 .00070 .00030 - 00110 -.00160 
.501 762 -.04120 .21450 09290 .03210 .00080 .00040 - 00110 -.00180 
.501 1.703 -.05520 .25100 .09330 .03550 .00110 .00040 -.00120 -.00210 
50l 2.599 -.04860 .28510 .09420 .03930 .00110 .00050 -.00120 -.00240 
.500 3 S8 -.04890 .32300 .09560 .04380 .00120 .00060 - 00130 - 00270 
.501 4.398 -.04900 .35650 .09730 .04680 .00140 .00070 -.00130 -.00280 
.500 5.349 -.04920 .39200 .09830 .05240 .00120 .00070 -.00130 -.00290 
.500 6.255 -.05650 .42920 .10120 .05600 .00120 .00090 -.00160 -.00330 
.501 7 042 -.04970 .46160 10350 .06020 .00140 .00090 - 00160 - 00350 
500 7.954 - 05650 .49990 10780 .06530 .00170 .00090 -.00150 -.00330 
.501 8.597 -.04940 .52760 .11220 .07010 .00190 .00090 -.00160 -.00320 
.501 9 715 -.04320 .56570 .12090 .07680 .00190 .00110 -.00150 -.00400 
.500 20 671 -.05050 .60500 .13090 08220 .00170 .00120 -.00130 -.00430 
.501 11.428 -.05740 .63950 .13970 .08640 .00150 .00120 -.00120 -.00430 
.500 12.396 -.05710 68430 .15470 .09070 .00170 .00110 -.00090 -.0041O 
.501 13.215 -.04770 .72580 .17220 .09210 .00320 .00030 -.00090 -.00150 
So 14.107 -.05270 76720 .19510 .09380 .00450 00010 -.00250 .00050 
.501 14.323 - 04580 .77730 .20140 .09400 .00480 .00020 -.00300 00040 
GRADIENT -.00100 .03883 .00005 .00418 .00013 .00008 -.00006 -.00028 
PAGE 371
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 







LREF - 474,8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO 
OREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE - .0300
 
SREF . 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO 
RUN NO. 541/ 0 RN/L - 3.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
\lORB
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL 

-.00070
600 -2.832 -.04690 .10350 .10190 .01450 -.00170 .00020 -.00110 

.699 -1.816 -.04710 .14030 .10040 .01810 -.00160 .00030 -.00120 -.00090
 
600 -.655 -.04070 .18140 .09970 .02130 -.00160 .00040 - 00120 -.00130
 
599 .043 -.04780 .21760 .09850 .02660 -.00140 .00040 -.00130 -.00150
 
.599 .856 -.04120 .24970 .09910 .02900 -.00130 .00050 - 00130 -.00190
 
.599 1.774 -.05520 .28400 .09890 
 .03310 -.00100 .00050 -.00130 -.00210 
.600 2.715 - 04160 .32480 .10090 .03580 -. 00100 .00060 -.00140 - 00230 
.601 3.704 -.04890 .36850 .10340 .03900 - 00060 .00060 -.00140 -.00270 
600 4.451 -.04920 .39530 .10450 .04220 -.00080 00070 -.00160 -.00300 
.600 6.396 -.05630 .43730 .20650 .04590 -.00060 .00080 -.00150 -.00310 
.600 6,313 -.04960 .47410 .20880 .05090 -. 00060 .00080 - 00140 -.00340 
600 7.138 -.05710 51240 .21270 .05450 - 00060 .00100 -.00140 - 00400 
600 8 06! -.05830 .54930 11800 .06180 -.00070 .00130 -.00160 -.00520 
600 8 624 -.04590 .57860 .12450 .06700 -.00130 lo0160 - 00110 - 00670 
.601 9,936 -.05360 .62320 .13630 .07230 -.00100 .00170 -.00100 -.00750 
600 10.788 -.05050 .65780 .15370 .07650 .00010 00100 -.00100 -.00430
 
.600 II 614 -.05620 .69030 .17080 .08000 .00060 .00080 - 00120 - 00310
 
.600 12 589 -.04680 .73210 .19270 08270 .00150 
 .00040 - 00180 - 00060
 
-.05350 .76780 .21210 .08490 .00160 .00040 -.00220 -.00040 
.600 14.277 -.04790 .80130 .23590 .08770 .00140 .00060 -.00240 -.00170 
GRADIENT - 00043 .04037 00040 .00383 .00015 .00006 - 00005 - 00031 
.599 13.374 

DATE 20 .JN 75 TABU.LATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 378 
CA5 ORB N28 N24 (AGMIEG) ( 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 S.FT. XKRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA - .000 
LREF - 474,8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
-REF936.6900 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE ­ .0300 
RUN NO. 540/ 0 RN/L - 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Do CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.700 -2.808 -.03950 .12870 .10580 .01580 -.00290 .00020 -.00120 -.00020 
.699 -1.793 -.05390 .16790 .10470 .01890 -.00260 .00030 -.00130 -.00080 
.700 -.837 -.05400 .20960 .10330 .02290 -.00280 .00040 -.00130 -.00090 
.700 -.170 -.05430 .23830 .10260 .02550 -.00240 .00040 -.00130 -.00120 
.701 .128 -.03350 .25000 .10300 .02690 -.00240 .00040 - 00140 - 00120 
.700 .830 - 04790 .27950 .10320 .02930 - 00220 .00050 - 00140 -.00170 
.700 1.768 -.04810 .31740 .10330 .03250 -.00210 .00050 -.00150 -.00190 
.700 2.643 -.04840 .35590 .10540 .03480 - 00190 .00060 -.00150 -.00220 
.700 3.635 -.05590 .40030 .10850 .03790 -.00200 .00070 -.00160 -.00270 
.699 4.393 -.05610 .43590 .11150 .03970 -.00220 .00080 -.00160 -.00300 
.899 5.353 -.05720 .47960 .11510 .04350 -.00210 .00090 -.00150 -.00410 
700 6.294 -.04430 .52410 .12200 .04680 -.00210 .00110 -.00120 -.00500 
.700 7.060 -.03760 .57330 .13190 .05160 -.00190 .00110 - 00100 -.00530 
.700 7.957 -.03730 .58780 .14180 .05350 -.00150 .00100 -.00110 -.00500 
.700 8.801 -.03630 .61990 .15370 .05820 -.00110 .00090 -.00150 -.00390 
.700 9.778 -.06250 .65330 .16860 .06320 -.00030 .00080 -.00230 - 00240 
.700 10.775 -.05590 .69230 .18730 .06750 -.00030 .00090 - 00230 -.00280 
701 11.530 - 05000 .72400 .20410 .07000 -.00040 .00110 -.00240 - 00380 
.701 12.495 -.05070 .76470 .22840 .07090 -.00040 .00140 -.00300 -.00450 
.700 13.329 -.04470 .80030 .25010 .07180 -.00030 .00150 -.00280 - 00550 
.700 14.176 -.05940 .84000 .27360 .07230 -.00040 .00170 -.00250 -.00650 
.700 14.525 -.05350 .85880 28450 .07270 - 00060 00190 -.00250 -.00750 
GRADIENT -.00126 .04256 .00075 .00339 .00012 .00008 -.00006 -.00039 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 379 
CA5 ORB N28 N24 (AGM1I9) 20 JAN 75 











1109.0000 IN. XO 






936 6800 IN. 
.0300 
ZMRP - 375.0000 IN ZO 




















































































































































































RUN NO. 544/ 0 RN/L - 3.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
























































































































































GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 00000 .00000
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 390 
CA5 ORB N2B N24 (AGM130) ( 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2000.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI - 6,000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YO 
BREF - 936 6800 IN. ZNRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 549/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.300 -12.113 8.02360 .48030 .10480 .06870 .22950 -.01500 .02910 -.01730 
.299 -10.049 6.02390 .48000 :1020 .06980 .19300 -.01300 .02440 -.01380 
.299 -8.006 8.02460 .47480 .10710 .07099 .15370 -.01000 .01930 -.01150 
.300 -8.053 8.02570 .47070 .10750 .07210 .11640 -.00730 .01420 -.00920 
.301 -4.038 8.02700 .46800 .10800 .07320 .0700 -.00410 00870 -.60120 
.300 -3.034 8.02400 .46840 .10800 .07250 .05690 -.00240 .00670 -.00610 
.299 -2.008 8.02830 .46670 .10820 .07380 .03900 -.00160 .00310 -.00410 
.300 -1.038 8.02700 .46530 .10780 .07430 .02130 -.00060 .00080 -.00250 
.300 .008 8.02680 .46390 .10770 .07400 .00210 .00080 -.00180 -.0011b 
.299 .999 8.02700 .46450 .10820 .07460 -.01670 .00190 -.00430 .00050 
.300 1.982 8.02720 .46590 .10800 .07430 -.03350 .00280 -.00650 .00210 
.300 3.001 8.02720 .46390 .10810 .07440 -.05230 .00380 -.00900 .00390 
.300 3.992 8.02780 .46250 .10770 .07470 -.07250 .00530 -.01190 .00520 
.300 6.035 8.02740 .46350 .10770 .07340 -.11090 .00810 - 01740 .00770 
.301 8.030 8.02550 .46540 .10710 .07140 -.14930 .01080 -.02250 .01050 
.300 10.073 8.02370 .47130 .10580 .06890 -.18910 .01370 - 02790 .01300 
.299 12 028 8.02470 .47580 .10510 .06770 -.22260 .01490 -.03190 .01690 
GRADIENT 00024 -.00063 -.00001 .00022 -.02850 .00112 -.00251 .00158 
RUN NO. 548/ 0 RN/L * 2.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.500 -12.032 9 16000 .54280 .11000 .06360 .23030 -.01620 .03050 -.0W970 
500 -10.051 8 16170 .54480 .11150 .06310 .19540 -.01480 .02620 - 02970 
.501 -8.059 8.16190 .54510 .11360 .06290 .15820 -.01210 02120 -.Q2370 
501 -6.061 8 16210 .54210 11480 .06320 11890 -.00910 .01640 -.01780 
.500 -4 01 8 16430 .54120 11670 .06340 .07730 -.00530 .01040 -.01400 
.500 -3.012 8.16440 .53740 .11490 .06530 .05610 -.00330 .00720 -.0100 
501 -2.034 8.16720 .53150 .11280 .06770 .03840 -.00200 .00450 -.00910 
.500 -1.034 8 16770 .53050 .11240 .06850 .01940 -.00060 .00160 -.00590 
.499 -.014 8 16620 .52760 .11160 .06940 .00060 .00080 -.00150 -.00260 
.500 1.006 8 16900 .52740 .11150 .06940 -.01940 00230 -.00460 .00060 
.500 2.006 8.16920 .52790 .11160 .06940 -.03870 .00370 -.00770 .00440 
.499 3 026 8.16560 .53040 .11290 .06800 -.05760 .00500 -.01050 00780 
.500 4.065 8 16730 .63440 .11400 .06590 -.07800 .00690 -.01370 .00950 
.499 6.020 8 16280 .53800 .11420 .06330 -.11770 .01050 -.01910 .q1330 
.501 8.046 8 16210 .53670 .11220 .06390 -.15710 .01320 -.02410 .02030 
.500 10.030 9.15920 .53860 .11100 .06200 -.19600 .01630 -.02930 .02580 
.499 12 080 8.15630 .63880 .11050 .06180 -.22940 .01590 - 03270 04180 
GRADIENT 00039 -.00096 -.00026 .00037 -.01908 .00145 - 00297 .00309 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 382 
CA5 ORB N28 N24 1AO130) (20 JAN 75 











1109.0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
ALPHAI - 8.000 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE ­ .0300 























































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 382 
CAS ORB N28 N24 (AGMI31) I 20 JAN 75 ) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT XPRP * 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI * 15.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 553/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -6.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLK CY CLN CSL DIORB 
299 -12.041 14.01880 .75210 .18540 .08520 .22150 -.01700 .03630 -.02090 
.300 -10.036 14.01840 .74720 .18230 .0850 .19270 - 01670 .03080 -.01500 
.299 -8.070 14.02110 .73960 .18230 .09080 .15440 - 01220 02390 -.01350 
.299 -6.013 14.02320 .73040 .18130 .09570 .11390 -.00810 .01730 ".O11a0 
.299 -4.040 14.02670 .72550 .18110 .10130 .07810 - 00440 01110 -.00930 
.300 -3.007 14.02780 .72420 .18150 .10260 .05800 -.00290 .00760 -.00710 
.300 -2.058 14.02B40 .72340 .18190 .10380 .04100 -.00170 .00480 -.00540 
.300 -1.046 14.02940 .72200 .1818o .10510 .02250 -.00010 .00170 -.00400 
.300 -.021 14.02980 .72170 .28180 .10550 .00280 .00140 -.00120 - 00220 
.299 .984 14.02830 .72280 .18200 .10420 -.01530 .00280 -.00440 -.00030 
.299 1.982 14.02790 .72190 .18170 .10370 -.03360 .00430 -.00730 .00120 
.299 2.994 14.02730 .72310 .28160 .10270 -.05140 .00550 -.01030 .06320 
.299 4.033 14.02630 .72350 .18100 .10070 -.07010 .00680 -.01390 00540 
.29 6.021 14.02370 .72600 .18000 .09670 -. 10680 .01050 - 02070 00790 
.299 8.029 14.02180 .73300 .18080 .09140 -.14650 .01480 - 02710 .00950 
299 10 022 14.01740 .73950 .18070 .08770 -.18650 .01940 - 03400 0l10 
.299 12.027 14.01950 .74150 .18180 .08580 -.21760 .02040 -.03980 .01650 
GRADIENT -.00009 -.00022 -.00001 -.00006 -.01834 .00141 -.00305 .00177 
RUN NO, 552/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL WIORB 
.500 -12.005 14.21180 .81980 .21310 .07580 .22920 -.02140 03150 -.03400 
.500 -10.048 14.21910 81SBO .20830 .08080 .19550 -.01880 .02810 -.02800 
.499 -8.047 14.22270 81320 .20800 .08520 .15510 -.01380 .02190 -.02610 
.500 -6.050 14.22670 .80960 .20660 .08940 .1660 -.00990 .01570 -.02090 
.600 -4.059 14.23510 .80630 .20640 .09370 .07930 -.00620 00920 -.o49 
.500 -3.010 14.23660 80520 .20650 .09480 06980 -.00460 .00580 - 0040 
.499 -2.024 14.23750 .80360 .20630 .09590 .04250 -.00310 .00290 -.00 BO 
.500 -2.038 14.24220 .80270 .20660 .09720 .02320 -.00150 .00000 - 00280 
.500 .003 14.24110 80150 .20690 .09790 .00310 .00010 -.00300 00140 
.499 1.039 14.24000 .80170 .20700 .09780 -.01720 .00170 -.00610 .obsto 
.499 1.998 14.23880 .80400 .20690 .09860 -.03450 .00320 -.00860 .00020 
499 3 016 14.23700 .80420 .20630 .09550 -.05440 .00490 -.01110 .01240 
.501 4 023 14.23800 .80290 .20680 .09510 -.07310 .00650 -.01380 .01610 
.500 6.026 14.23120 .80760 .20530 .09070 - 11200 .01090 -.02040 .02020 
.499 8.054 14.22910 .80680 .20110 .08890 -.15020 .01510 -.02750 .02510 
.500 20.034 14 22370 .81280 .20060 .08410 -.19360 .02170 - 03460 .0280 
.499 12 027 14.21930 81410 .20220 .08190 - 22470 02190 -.03930 .03810 
GRADIENT .00022 -.00028 .00004 .00016 -.01894 .00157 -.00284 .0085 
DATE 20 JUN 15 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 363 
CAB ORB N2B N24 (AOM131) 1 20 JAN 75 1 













- 1109.0000 IN. XO 
- .0000 IN YO 
- 375.0000 IN ZO 
ALPHAI - 15,000 
SCALE ­ .0300 

















































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 384 
CA5 ORB TCU (AGMI32) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
8REF - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 558/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.301 -2.897 -.01L30 .00210 .07690 .03400 -.00050 -.00020 -.00110 .00040 
299 -2 oil - 01150 .03320 .07070 .03550 .00000 -.00020 -.00110 00020 
.299 -1 100 -.01870 .07100 .07040 .03900 -.00020 .00010 -.00120 -.00010 
301 - 402 -.01840 .09680 .07050 .04320 .00050 -.00020 -.00110 .00020 
.300 -.060 -.00470 11560 .07100 .04390 .00050 -.00010 -.00110 00010 
.300 550 -.01870 .13490 .07020 .04590 -.00020 .00010 -.00120 - 00010 
300 1.463 -.01190 .16850 .07060 .04950 .00040 .00010 - 00130 -.00020 
.299 2.281 - 01880 .19990 .07140 .05190 .00060 .00010 -.00140 - 00020 
.299 3.234 -.01880 .23670 .07290 .05590 .00090 .00020 - 00150 -.00020 
299 4.076 -.01220 .27100 .07440 .05790 .00100 .00040 -.00160 -.00060 
300 4.949 -.01250 .30780 .07680 .05970 .00080 .00060 -.00160 -.00060 
.300 5.895 -.01230 .35010 .08070 .06100 .00100 .00050 -.00160 -.00070 
.299 6.669 -.00570 .38170 .08390 .06390 .00070 .00070 -.00170 -.00090 
299 7.559 -.01260 .42400 .08900 .06430 .00090 .00080 -.00190 -.00100 
.300 8.395 -.01250 .46200 .09440 .06690 .00150 .0007G -.00190 -.00080 
.300 9.329 -.01960 .50040 10170 .06880 .00140 .00090 -.00230 -.00100 
.299 10.308 -.01960 .53940 .11060 .07330 .001 0 .00100 -.00210 -.00110 
.299 I1 086 -.01310 .57140 .11870 .07620 .00130 .00120 -.00200 - 00150 
.300 12.057 -.01300 .61190 .12970 .07900 .00120 .00120 -.00190 -.00140 
.300 12 854 -.01330 .65220 .14160 .08050 .00040 .00140 - 00160 - 00170 
.299 13.641 -.01360 .68970 .15420 .08190 .00050 .00160 -.00140 -.00200 
.299 14.580 -.02080 .73840 .17110 .08260 -.00060 .00180 -.00100 -.00230 
.300 15.296 -.00700 .77490 .18490 .08310 -.00060 .00180 -.00070 -.00240 
.300 16 187 -.01420 .82880 .20610 .08110 -.00080 .00200 -.00080 -.00270 
299 17.115 -.00770 .87750 .22810 .08250 -.00100 .00240 -.00100 -.00310 
.299 17.819 -.01480 91110 .24550 .08310 -.00200 .00270 -.00110 -.00330 
.299 19.520 -.01500 .99120 30550 .08290 .00650 -.00150 -.00460 .00380 
.299 21 226 -.01060 1.05650 .37620 .07770 .00270 00050 - 00380 .00110 
.301 22.864 -.01680 1.12640 .43210 .08140 .00610 -.00010 -.00440 .00200 
.300 24,444 -.01720 1.15260 .47730 .09230 .00470 .00020 -.00370 .00150 
.299 268079 -.01230 1.17360 .52990 .20060 .00070 .00180 -.00270 -.00079 
GRADIENT -.00023 .03876 .00054 .00348 .00017 .00009 -.00008 -.00013 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 385 
CA5 ORB TC5 (A0M132) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
BREP - 936 6800 IN ZMRP - 375 0000 IN ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 557/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.501 -3.449 -.017BO .04310 .08390 .02490 -.00260 .00000 -.00100 00080 
.500 -2.669 -.02500 .07130 .08250 .02690 -.00240 .00010 -.00110 .00050 
.500 -1.660 -.01820 .11170 .08100 .03030 -.00220 .00010 -.00110 .00030 
.500 -.758 -.01880 .15240 .08050 .03250 -.00220 .00030 -.00120 -.00030 
.500 .023 -.01250 .18410 .08020 .03800 -.00230 .00040 -.00130 -.00080 
.500 1.019 - 01970 .22070 .08030 .04150 -.00220 .00050 -.00130 -.00110 
.500 1.869 - 01930 .25610 08100 .04360 -.00220 .00040 - 00140 -.00080 
.501 .,841 -.01950 .29740 .08250 .04690 -.00160 .00050 -.00140 -.00100 
.500 3,833 -.01270 .33700 .08430 .05030 -.00170 .00050 -.00150 -.00io 
.501 4.660 - 02010 .37060 .0C610 .05340 -.00160 .00070 -.00160 - O01SO 
.500 5.608 -.02060 .41200 .08920 .05610 -.00170 .00080 -.00170 - 002O0 
501 6.439 - 02090 .46180 .09310 .05710 -.00170 .00100 - 00190 -.00230 
.501 7.269 -.02090 .49210 .09760 .05900 -.00200 .00100 -. 00190 - 00240 
.600 8 195 -.02100 53600 .10430 .05150 -.00140 .00100 -.00190 - 00250 
.501 9,111 -.02120 .57340 .11180 .05660 -.00170 .00110 -.00190 -.00260 
.501 10,124 -.02180 .61310 .12090 .07130 -.00180 .00130 -.00170 -.00330 
.501 10.926 -.02180 66610 .13140 .07340 -.00180 .00130 -.00160 - 00330 
.501 11.848 - 02200 .69630 .14330 .07550 -.00170 .00130 -.00130 -.00350 
.500 12.787 - 01400 .74480 .15960 .07670 -.O0100 .00100 -.00110 -.00240 
.500 13.551 -.01730 .78740 .17900 .07420 .00060 .00000 -.00170 .00130 
.499 14.491 -.02350 .83330 .20650 .07120 00160 .00030 -.00360 .00200 
.500 15.336 -.01860 .87480 .23020 .07190 .00070 .00080 -.00290 .00000 
.499 16.145 -.02780 .91590 .25700 .06990 -.00070 .00140 -.00250 -.00240 
.500 17.026 -.02210 .956210 .28630 .06870 -.00170 .00210 -.00310 - 00370 
.499 17.743 - 02230 .97530 .30740 .06510 -.00190 .00210 - 00290 -.00390 
.500 19.474 -.02200 1.06720 .37280 .05740 - 00220 .00240 -.00340 - 00370 
501 21.122 -.02740 1.15810 .43620 .05510 -.00050 .00170 -.00280 - 00200 
600 22.777 -.02250 1.21650 .49330 .06220 -.00160 .00260 -.00270 -.00430 
.501 24.416 -.02390 I 21890 .53410 .08760 - 00040 .00360 - 00420 -.00590 
.500 26.274 -.02510 1.08590 .52370 .14890 .00120 .00080 -.00220 .00050 
GRADIENT .00034 .04060 .00029 .00360 .00011 .00009 -.00007 - 00027 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 386 
CAB ORB TC5 (AGNI3B) 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO BETA .000 
LREF - 474 8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YO 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE ­ .0300 
RUN NO. 556/ 0 RN/L - 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.601 -3.439 -.01090 .08360 .08920 .01590 -.00350 .00010 -.00110 00080 
.599 -2,638 -.01150 .11540 .09920 .01980 -.00340 .00020 -.00120 .0010 
600 -1.529 - 0160 .15700 .08710 .02320 -.00340 .00030 -.00120 -.00020 
.600 -.632 -.01880 .19580 .06650 .02660 -.00310 .00030 -.00130 - 00030 
.600 .054 -.01950 .22670 .08600 .0oa9b -.00290 .00040 -.00130 -.00090 
.600 .281 -.01920 23450 .08630 .03020 -.00280 00040 - 00140 -.00070 
S00 1.268 -.01950 27540 .08690 .03340 -.00280 .00050 -.00140 -.00100 
.601 2.120 -.01990 .30990 .08820 .03630 -.00290 .00060 -.00150 -.00130 
.599 3.113 -.02720 .34810 .08950 .04150 -.00290 00070 -.00160 -.00180 
599 4.026 - 02050 .38880 .09200 .04370 -.00290 .00070 - 00160 - 00190 
.599 4.867 -.02110 .42690 .09470 .04590 -.00280 .00090 - 00170 - 00250 
.601 5,803 -.02120 .47390 .09920 .04660 -.00280 .00090 -.00170 -.00260 
6oo 6.639 - 02190 51280 .10370 04880 -.00280 .00110 -.00170 -.00340 
.600 7.540 -.01550 55650 .11020 .05250 -.00260 .00120 - 00180 - 00390 
.601 8.455 -.02400 .59860 .11890 .05650 -.00290 .00150 -.00160 -.00550 
.600 9 330 -.02560 63970 .12920 .05920 -.00330 .00190 -.00150 - 00720 
.601 10.325 - 02550 .68700 .14780 .05930 -.00300 .00170 -.00050 - 00700 
.600 11.189 -.01660 .72090 .16550 .06090 -.00250 .00140 -.00090 -.00510 
.600 12 127 - 01920 .76300 .18710 .06040 -.00100 .00060 -.00190 - 00070 
.601 13 048 -.01180 .80740 .21000 .05990 -.00050 .00070 -.00270 - O010 
.601 13.937 -.01980 .84750 .23320 .05890 -.00080 .00090 -.00240 -.00130 
600 14.858 -.01480 .88730 .25920 05780 -.00130 .00150 -.00280 - 00320 
.600 15 646 - 01600 .93300 .286550 .05410 -.00140 .00200 -.00350 - 00450 
.600 16.541 -.00930 .98130 .31450 .05120 -.00160 .00210 -.00330 -.00470 
.599 17.419 -.01490 1.02900 .34350 .04960 -.00150 .00150 -.00210 -.00340 
.600 18.193 -.00760 1.07100 .37050 .04880 -.00120 .00130 -.00170 -.00290 
.600 19.826 - 01440 1.15120 .42650 .05030 -.00050 .O01B - 00310 - 00290 
.599 21.523 -.01570 1.22990 .48880 .05380 .00000 .00250 -.00410 -.00440 
.600 23.114 -.02510 1.24560 .53250 .07410 -.00080 .00270 -.00270 -.00710 
.599 24.825 -.01020 1.08380 .50920 14690 - 00180 -.00040 00050 00160 
.600 26,576 -.00090 1.02040 .52630 .18210 -.0110 -.00660 .00740 01980 
GRADIENT -.00153 .04139 .00063 .00365 .00008 .00009 -.00007 -.00036 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLtATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 387 
CAB ORB TC5 (AGM32) C 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690 0000 SO FT XMRP - 1109.0000 IN.XO BETA .000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO 
BREF - 936.6800 IN ZMAP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 555/ 0 RN/L - 3.48 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.699 -2.817 -.01040 .14970 .09510 .00920 -.00410 .00010 -.00110 .00130 
.699 -1.812 - 01810 .19120 .09430 .01200 -.00410 00030 -.00120 .00050 
700 -.886 -.01800 .23510 09400 .01450 - 00380 .00030 - 00120 .00060 
.700 -.167 - 01160 .26670 .09390 .01750 - 00380 .00030 -.00130 00000 
.700 .114 -.01190 .27870 .09400 .01930 -.00400 .00040 -.00130 -.00020 
.699 .829 -.01220 .31020 .09460 .02110 -.00390 .000so -.00140 - 00050 
.700 1.763 - 01270 .35010 .09610 .02390 -.00400 .00060 -.00150 - 00110 
.700 2.671 -.01310 .39070 .09850 .02710 -.00400 .00070 -.00150 -.00150 
.700 3.632 -.01380 .43620 .10170 .02900 -.00400 .00080 -.00160 -.00210 
700 4 447 -.01420 .47720 .10680 .02990 -.00400 .00090 -.00160 -.00250 
.700 4.797 -.01470 .50270 .10840 .03080 -.00430 .00100 -.00150 -.00300 
699 5.410 -.02940 .52470 .11230 .03170 -.00430 00110 -.00140 -.00400 
.701 5.755 -.00920 .56460 .11790 .03390 -.00440 00120 -.00140 -.00450 
.699 6.561 -.01700 ,60690 .1272O .03410 -.00460 .00130 -. 00090 -.00540 
701 7 499 -.00980 .64790 .14290 0341O -.00430 ,00130 - 00110 -. 00510 
.701 8 285 -.0092 .68250 .15620 .03590 -.00400 .00120 -.00120 - 00450 
.700 9.096 -0229B .71350 .16990 .03750 -.00380 .00130 -.00160 -.00440 
.700 10.062 -.02190 .73490 .18530 .03760 -.00360 .00120 -.00200 -.00340 
.700 10.999 -.02190 .79740 .20830 .04080 -.00320 .00120 -.00220 - 00340 
.700 11.785 -.02140 .83720 .22820 .03920 -.00310 .00130 -.00270 -.00290 
699 12.732 - 02790 .88180 .25300 .03680 -.00340 .00130 -.00260 - 00250 
.700 13.541 - 02370 .91690 .27310 .03790 -.00300 00180 -. 00290 -.00530 
.700 14.453 -.02540 .96700 .30200 .03210 -.00320 .00200 -.00240 -.00700 






















.700 17.739 -.03580 1.11700 .40300 .02990 -.00380 00310 -.00330 -.01080 
.699 18.568 -.02870 1.12030 .41980 .03090 -.00330 .00330 -.00370 -. 01070 
p .700 20.042 -.02980 1.10810 .44490 .03830 -.00440 .00410 -.00480 -.01190 
At .700 21.814 -.02820 I 09780 .47380 .07490 -.00550 .00380 -.00400 -.01040 
700 23.406 - 00630 1.08450 .50130 .12870 -.00860 -.00270 00330 .01340 
.700 25.052 .00580 1.01120 .51320 .18350 -.02300 -.00650 .00940 .02700 
.700 26.793 .00880 .95050 .52570 .20640 .00950 -.00350 -.00520 .03080 
GRADIENT -.00001 .04560 .00176 .00292 -.00002 .00011 -.00006 -.00054 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 388 
CAB OR6 T05 (AGMI33) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.00O0 IN.XO ALPHAI G6.O0O 
LREF * 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO 
BREF - 936.6800 IN. ZKRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO, 582/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL Co CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.300 -12.096 6.02080 .46080 .08750 .06600 .21810 -.00710 .02770 -.02780 
.300 -20.068 8.01360 .45690 .08700 .06740 .9180 -.00980 .02500 -.02930 
.299 -8.07 B.01200 .45520 .08870 .06660 .16620 -.00890 .02070 -.0140 
.299 -6.021 8.01360 .45210 .09020 .06670 .11480 -.00570 .01540 -.01160 
.300 -4.039 8.01330 .45200 .09210 .06630 .07610 -.00290 .00960 -.00900 
.300 -3.049 8.01320 .45020 .09200 .06600 .05490 -.00160 .00650 -.00720 
.300 -2.071 8.01320 .45040 .09230 .06620 .03710 -.00090 .00370 -.00500 
.300 -1.010 8.01330 .44980 .09230 .06620 .01850 -.00030 .00080 -.00240 
.299 -.019 8.01310 .45000 .09270 .06610 -.00100 .00080 -.00190 -.00070 
.299 1.041 9.01230 .45200 .09330 .06530 -.02130 .00180 -.00500 .00150 
.299 2.012 8.01180 .45230 .09300 .06470 -.03890 .00250 -.00750 .00350 
.300 3.037 8.01160 .45340 .09310 .06390 -.05900 .00380 -.01030 .00520 
.300 4,042 8.01250 .45Z30 .09290 .06480 -.07600 .00460 -.01340 .00740 
.300 6.024 8.01120 .45520 .09210 .06320 -.11660 .00710 -.01900 .01060 
.299 8.019 8.00940 .45450 .09010 .06420 -.15700 .00970 -.02380 .01360 
.300 10.011 8.01150 .45700 .08910 .06390 -.19000 .00910 -.02760 .02050 
.299 12.081 8.01040 .45670 .OB870 .06230 -.21870 .00690 -.03090 02900 
GRADIENT -.00019 .00028 .00025 -.00027 -.01691 .00091 -.00281 .00203 
RUN NO. 561/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORS 
.499 -12.079 8.14510 .53430 .09820 .05980 .22210 -.00840 .02970 -.00040 
.500 -10.101 8.15120 .53580 .09780 .06170 .20110 -.01320 .02680 -.03840 
.500 -8.029 8.15130 .53300 .09920 .06190 .16200 -.0110 ,02210 -.02770 
.500 -6.052 8.14800 .52910 .20030 .06160 .12030 -.OOB20 .01740 -.02270 
.499 -4.048 8.14670 .52530 .10120 .06140 .07900 -.00460 .01130 -.01710 
,501 -3.027 8.14750 .52660 .10210 .05140 .05710 -.00310 .00800 -.01360 
.500 -1.993 8.14770 .52300 .0290 .06230 .03670 -.00160 .00460 -.00090 
.500 -t.007 8 14710 .52470 .20210 .06180 .01860 -.00060 .00160 -.00510 
.499 -.021 8.14880 .52460 .10230 .06160 -.00140 .00090 -.00190 -.00210 
.600 .96 8.24620 .52520 .10240 .06100 -.02160 .00240 -.00500 .00150 
.600 2 034 8.14640 .52560 .10270 .06130 -.04230 .00390 -.00830 .00520 
.499 3.054 8.14650 .52690 .10270 .06000 -.06320 .00560 -.01170 .00870 
.500 3.998 8.14810 .52650 .10250 .06050 -.08300 .00720 -.01460 ofllo 
.602 6 017 8.14430 .53190 .10260 .05680 -.12420 .01030 -.02030 .01760 
.501 8.023 8.14480 .53140 .10060 .05930 -.16610 .01310 -.026510 0490 
.500 10.028 8.14120 .53160 .20010 .05870 -.19690 .01140 - 02820 .04490 
.501 12.114 8.13790 .53530 .20290 .06450 -.22380 .00830 -.03090 .08900 
GRADIENT -.00002 .000 9 .00015 -.00017 -.01996 .00145 -.00323 .00369 
PAGE 388 
CAS ORB TC5 (AOGM33) 1 20 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAU 
PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA! - 8.000 
LREF * 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
BREF - 935.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE ­ .0300 
RUN NO. 560/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALP-4A CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL IOR3 
.600 -12.122 8 21400 .59190 ,11270 .04960 .22320 -.00860 .02870 -.08870 
.599 -10.070 8.22250 .59180 .11170 .05290 .20050 -.01350 .02660 -.04940 
.600 -8.048 8.21690 .59450 .11330 .05060 .16480 -.01260 .02260 -.03320 
.599 -5.083 8.21950 .58870 .11380 .05180 .1a380 -.00950 .01790 -.02580 
.599 -4.070 8.21800 .58760 .11500 .05100 .OB200 -.00600 .01190 - 01870 
.600 -3.064 8.22100 .58360 .11490 .05280 .05960 -.00380 .00850 -.01620 
.600 -2.058 8.22500 .58070 .11460 .05410 .03840 -.00190 .00520 -.01320 
.601 -1.031 8.22410 .57920 .11450 .05470 .01770 -.00020 .00180 -.00910 
.600 -.003 8.22310 .57900 .11480 .05460 -.00350 .00150 -.00180 -.00510 
.600 .990 8.22270 .57970 .11480 .05410 -.02360 .00320 -.00510 -.00130 
.600 2.011 8.22180 .57880 .11440 .05390 -.04490 .00500 -.00650 00280 
.600 4.001 8.21820 .58520 .11510 .05130 -.08760 .00900 -.01510 .00790 
.601 6.037 8.21540 .58930 .11540 .04930 -.12810 .01190 -.02050 .01690 
.601 8.048 8.21790 .59010 .11450 .04930 -.16900 .01420 -.02500 .02870 
.500 10.086 8.21760 .58830 .11470 .04940 -. 19690 .0100 -.02750 .06300 
.600 12.118 8.20860 .58740 .11610 .04540 -.22320 .00780 -.03050 .09450 
GRADIENT -.00009 -.00037 -.00000 .00004 -.02084 .00181 -.00335 .00347 
RUN NO. 559/ 0 RN/L * 3.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CO CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
6gg -12. 188 8.25340 .65480 .14550 .03080 .22650 -.00860 .02210 -.10680 
.701 -10 088 8.25580 .66290 .14630 .02940 .20350 -.01290 .01930 -.06080 
.700 -8.042 8.26230 .66220 .14660 .028900 .16980 -.01330 .01640 -.03420 
.699 -6.044 8.25250 .65570 .14720 .02920 .12910 -.01120 .01450 - 02090 
.700 -4.028 6.20430 .64750 .1lf70 .03090 .08650 -.00780 .00940 -.01160 
.700 -3.018 8.26460 .64530 .14890 .03140 .06260 -.00520 .00850 -.01120 
.699 -2.028 8.25500 .64390 .14930 .03180 .04040 -.00280 .00390 -101060 
.700 -1.009 8.19080 .64LO .14920 .03280 .01910 -.00070 .00130 -.00840 
.700 -.031 8.26480 .64210 15c40 .03170 -.00240 .00120 -.00130 -.0,550 
.700 1.004 8.25390 .64070 .14990 .03180 -.02430 .00300 -.00390 -.00100 
.699 2.025 8.25960 .63980 .14950 .03120 -.04640 .00490 -.00670 .00290 
.699 3.021 8.25780 .64320 .15000 .02920 -.07010 .00760 -.00960 .00300 
.700 4 O1l 8.25520 .64690 .14970 .02750 -.09230 .00990 -.01250 .00400 
.700 6.002 8.25430 .65370 .14980 .02530 -.13180 .01250 -.01690 .01630 
.700 8.053 8.25270 .65800 .14780 .02620 -.17180 .01400 -.01930 .A3360 
.700 10.054 8.25630 .65530 .14760 .02700 -.20470 .01290 -.02110 .06340 
.700 12.159 8.25490 .64840 .14G40 .02720 -.22670 .00890 -.02360 .10750 
GRADIENT .00009 -.00030 .00014 -.00037 -.02203 .00212 -.00269 .00231 
DATE 20 JJN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 390 
CAB ORB TC5 CAOMI34) 1 20 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1109.0000 IN. XO ALPHA] - 15.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YO 
BREF - 936.6000 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 555t 0 RN/L - 1.89 ORADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL ORB 
.301 -12.095 14.00510 .75020 .16560 .06920 .20920 -.00760 .03630 -.03420 
.299 -10.036 14.00160 .74930 .16360 .06810 .18430 -.01100 .03100 -.022O0 
.300 -6.068 14.00390 .74380 .6450 .07130 .114900 -.00860 .02470 -.01680 
.299 -6.023 14.00830 .73420 .26400 .07840 .11210 -.00610 .01880 -.01470 
.299 -4.062 14.01110 .726850 .16300 .oees6 .07510 -.00360 .01210 -.01040 
.299 -3.077 14.01150 .72610 .16320 .08350 .05820 -.00230 .00850 -.00820 
.299 -2.009 14.01100 .72770 .16410 .08260 .03650 -.00120 .00510 -.00550 
.300 -1.060 14.01270 .72580 .16420 .08380 .01900 O00DCO .00220 -.00370 
.300 -.020 14.01270 .72500 .16420 .06420 -.00220 .00160 -.00110 -.00170 
.299 1.006 14.01080 .72730 .16470 .08230 -.02120 .00EO -.00430 .00040 
.299 2.017 14.01010 .72770 .16470 .08080 -.04210 .00460 -.00760 .00220 
.299 3.029 14.00840 .72970 .16430 .07870 -.08040 .00590 -.01100 .00420 
.299 3.986 14.00730 .73330 .16470 .07640 -.07750 .00670 -.01460 .00690 
.299 5.997 14.00470 .73600 .16400 .07340 -.11290 .00860 -.02170 .01200 
.300 8.015 14.00240 .74200 .16390 .06930 -.14880 .01080 -.02800 .01650 
.299 10 026 13.99880 .74990 .16410 .06510 -.18650 .01280 -.03430 .02160 
.301 22.076 13.99820 .75120 .16480 .06230 -.21160 .01040 -.03940 .03130 
ORAOIENT -.00046 .00065 .00019 -.00074 -.01907 .00132 -.00325 .00207 
RUN NO. 565/ 0 RN/L - 2.66 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB 
.499 -12.107 14.17970 .82600 .20070 .05490 .21970 -.01170 .03120 - 06790 
.499 -9.980 14.18950 .82730 .1960 .06130 .19290 -.01480 .02860 -.04330 
.500 -8.065 14.19520 .82340 .19570 .06520 .15570 -.01140 .02300 -.03700 
.499 -6.067 14.20030 .81710 .19420 .06980 .12070 -.00980 .01710 -.02420 
.500 -5.046 14.20270 .81570 .19410 .07110 .10020 -.00810 .01350 -.01960 
.501 -4.032 14.20610 .81470 .19440 .07290 .08200 =.00660 .o61o -.01530 
.500 -3.045 14.20450 .S1560 .19520 .07230 .06130 -.00470 .00630 -.01090 
.501 -2.079 14.20550 .81460 .19580 .07260 .04240 -.00320 .00290 -.00640 
.500 -.988 14.20310 .81260 .19680 .07320 .01980 -.00140 -.00060 -.00130 
.501 -.051 14.20440 .81460 .19700 .07210 .00180 .00010 -.00330 .00210I 
.500 .997 14.20400 .81470 .19630 .07190 '.02030 .00200 -.00630 .006o 
.500 2.002 14.20210 .81770 .19590 .07060 -.04190 .00430 -.00910 .00790 
.500 3.028 14.20170 .81750 .19510 .06920 -.06310 .00640 -.01180 ,.01040 
.500 4.013 14.19750 .81810 .19500 .06790 -.08330 .00850 -.01480 .01300 
.500 6.014 14.19550 .92190 .19510 .06480 -.12120 .01150 -.02140 .O2O0 
.500 6.062 14.19300 .82210 .19120 .06280 -.15540 .01270 -.02800 .03670 
.500 10.059 14.18890 .e2710 .19100 .05970 -.19230 .01490 -.03420 .04850 
.499 12.103 14.18140 .82630 .19310 .05690 -.21810 .01180 -.03850 .07400 
GRADIENT -.00081 .00046 .00004 -.00057 -.02053 .00185 -.00303 .00352 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 391 
CA5 ORB TC (AOM134 O JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
BREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - lI19.0000 IN. XO ALPHAI * 15.000 
LREF - 474.8100 IN, YRP * .0000 IN. YO 
-REF936.6800 IN. ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 554/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.23 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CL CY CLN CSL DIOR 
.600 -12.090 14.27970 .86720 .23390 .04860 .21B90 -.0118O .02830 -.08580 
.601 -10 071 14.29280 .88520 .23380 .05490 .19840 -.01610 .02620 -.051O 
.601 -8.068 14.29430 .86250 .23660 .05490 .16000 -.01300 .02060 -.04020 
.O -6.070 14.28900 .86130 .24060 .05370 .22610 -.01170 .01360 -.02050 
.BOO -5.023 14.29010 .85580 .24130 .05450 .10450 -.009BO .01180 -.01730 
.60 -4 024 14.29040 .85470 .24210 .05470 .08410 -.00760 .00850 -.01410 
.601 -3.045 14.29020 .85320 .24210 .05490 .06270 - 00530 .00540 -.01090 
.B00 -2 038 14.29270 .84970 .24060 .05690 .04150 -.00340 .00280 -.00710 
599 -1.012 14.29090 .85120 .24080 .05640 .02010 -.00110 .00020 - 00440 
.500 -.034 14.29330 .85120 ,24020 .05730 -.00120 .00110 -.00230 -.00200 
.599 .992 14.29430 .85370 .23940 .05780 - 02340 .00340 -.00470 .00060 
.500 2.011 14.29400 .85570 .23880 .05700 -.04550 .00550 -.00680 .00310 
.599 3.030 14.28940 .86170 .23860 .05460 -.06940 .00810 - 00880 .00460 
.500 3.999 14.29110 .86160 .23740 .05520 -.08940 .01050 -.01140 .00560 
.BOO 6.044 14.28500 .88770 .23810 .05110 -.13090 .01490 - 01630 01010 
.600 8.041 14.28360 .86520 .23450 .05090 -.16390 .01570 -.02140 .02940 
.800 10 077 14.28320 .86470 .23300 .04990 -.19790 .01590 -.02700 .05280 
.600 12.099 14.27840 .86580 .23270 .04740 -.22300 .01380 -.03290 .08420 
GRADIENT 00010 .00116 -.00057 .00004 -.02165 .00223 -.00242 .00249 
RUN NO. 563/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
HACH BETA ALPHA CL CD CLM CY CLN CSL DIORB
 
.700 -12.149 14.35030 .91800 .28250 .02780 .22580 -.00980 .02840 -.12510
 
.701 -10.074 14.35760 .92050 .28340 .02940 .19550 -.01190 .02210 -.08290
 
.700 -8.058 14.35340 .92000 .28450 .02910 .18260 -.01220 .01690 -.05140
 
.700 -6.031 14.35420 .91860 .28540 .02840 .22900 -.01230 .01310 -.02300
 
.700 -4.034 14.34570 .91450 .28770 .02880 .08560 -.00750 .00760 -.01780
 
.700 -3.044 14.34280 .91440 .20890 .02560 .06200 -.00440 .00410 -.01740
 
.700 -2,010 14.34520 .91460 .28870 .02670 .04050 -.00230 .00160 -.01300
 
.701 -1.059 14.35260 .91870 .28880 .028B0 .02130 -.00040 -.000I0 -.01040
 
.700 -.025 14.35910 .91710 .28730 .03110 -.00160 .00180 -.00230 -.00700
 
.701 1.001 14.35840 .91820 .28750 .03040 -.02420 .00420 -.00460 -.00470
 
.700 2,033 14.35180 .91940 .28640 .02910 -.04870 .00710 -.00730 -.00340
 
.700 3.000 14.35030 .92030 .28640 .02800 -.07010 .00980 -.00950 -.00410
 
.899 3.997 14.34920 .91B80 .28480 .02730 -:09300 .01270 -.01230 -.00390
 
.699 6.009 14.3556C .91520 .28290 .03030 -.13460 .01720 -.01830 .00300
 
.B99 8.023 14.34910 .91710 .28330 .02730 -.16730 .01700 -.02270 .03250
 
.700 10.086 14.346820 .91530 .28170 .02600 -.20020 .01560 -.02660 .06920
 
.700 12.109 14.34370 .91030 .27980 .02560 -.Z2760 .01330 -.03090 .10890
 
GRADIENT .00093 .00073 -.00041 .00026 -.022LO .00243 -.00236 .00199
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 392
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB . I 000 
LREF - 327 6000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. 7C ELV-IB - I 000 ELV-OB - 13 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
95-6 - 45.000 IORB 9.700 
RUN NO. 277/ 0 RN/L - 2 93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD OCLM COY OCLN DCSL
 
500 -2 000 .14180 -.30070 .17010 -.02000 -.00740 .00090 - 00040
 
.500 -LOGO .14040 -.28270 .16840 -.03560 -.00660 .00060 - 00040
 
.500 000 .13740 -.19220 .16120 - 05720 -.00770 .00120 - 00060
 
600 I c00 .2348O -.08150 ,16690 -.0B410 -.00930 00160 -.00090
 
.500 2.000 .13270 .01930 .15210 -.11630 -.01060 00200 -.00120
 
.500 3.000 .13080 .12100 .14930 -.15080 -.01120 .00210 -.00140
 
.500 4 000 .12710 .219BO .14750 - 18150 -.01110 .00200 - 00140
 
.500 5.000 .12570 .31480 .14730 -.20590 -.01050 .00190 -,00150
 
.500 6 000 .13000 .40790 .14870 -.22610 -.00990 .00190 - 00160
 
.500 7 000 .13510 .50050 .15150 -.24570 -.00910 .00170 - 00270
 
.500 8.OO .13730 .59140 .15590 -.25620 -.00890 .00160 -.00190
 
.500 9 000 .13230 .67690 .16090 -.28690 -.00920 00170 - 00220
 
.500 10,000 .14140 .75680 .16670 -.30700 -.00980 .00160 -.00210
 
.500 It.000 .14300 .83400 .17320 -.32540 -.00960 .00130 -.00200
 
.500 12.000 .14020 .91350 .18060 -.34080 -.00970 .00100 -.00180
 
GRADIENT -.00239 .09990 -.00427 -.02790 -.OO0B .00019 -.00018
 
RUN NO. e78/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLN OCY DCLN DCSL
 
.600 -2.000 .13700 -.42850 .18000 .01220 -.00700 .00080 -.00040
 
.600 -1.000 .1397C -.31950 .16920 -.00990 -.00860 .00090 - 00050
 
.600 .000 .14730 -.21220 .16150 -.03410 -.00910 .00110 -.00070
 
.600 1.000 .16050 -.10790 .15630 -.06200 -.00910 .00120 -.00080
 
.600 2.000 .14680 -.00450 .15300 -.09440 -.00940 .00120 - 00100
 
.800 3.000 .14260 .10070 .15090 - 13100 -.00980 .00120 -.00110
 
.B00 4.000 .14050 .20720 .15100 -.16540 -.00880 .00130 -.00100
 
.500 5.000 .14310 .29550 .14800 -.19590 -,00930 .00160 -.00110
 
.600 6.000 .14470 .38350 .14750 '-.22080 -.01350 .00190 -.00190
 
.600 7.000 .14340 .50650 .tw990 -.4460 -,02890 .00230 -.00290
 
.600 8.000 .14200 58360 .16000 -.26760 -.02240 .00230 -.00360
 
600 9.000 .14230 57180 .13370 - 28680 -.02330 .00220 -.00340
 
.600 10 000 .14380 L54330 .10170 -.30140 -.02360 .00210 -.00330
 
.600 11,000 .14840 .56440 .08230 -.31400 -.02510 .00220 -.00290
 
.600 12.000 .15260 .70670 .10390 -.32310 -.02460 .00220 -.00210
 
GRADIENT .00031 .10409 -.00417 -.03050 -.00017 0000 - 00010
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 393 
CA5 KI F20 HI,6 V9. MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.1 (BOM063) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 5500 0000 SO FT XMRP 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-18 ­ 10.000 ELV-O8 ­ 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45.000 IORB 9.700 
RUN NO. 279/ 0 RN/L - 3.44 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CCL 0C CCLH OCY DOLN OCSL 
700 -2.000 .13850 -.48070 .18430 .04710 -.00830 .00080 -.00040 
.100 -1.000 .1360 -.36110 .17230 .01240 -.00870 .00100 -.00070 
.700 .000 .13640 -.24940 .16380 -.01730 -.00930 ,00090 -.00080 
.700 1.000 .13820 -.14210 .15830 -.04720 -.00790 .00100 - 00090 
700 2.000 .14160 -.03620 .15520 -.08110 -.00920 .00120 -.00110 
.700 3.000 14360 .072860 .15370 -.12160 -.00690 .00150 -.00150 
700 4.000 .12430 .18120 .15350 - 10370 - 00940 .00180 - 00170 
.700 5.000 .14370 .2858C .15480 -.19910 -.00910 00190 - 00150 
700 6.000 .14170 .38700 .15700 -.22390 -.00860 .00190 -.00120 
.700 7.000 .14270 .48750 .16020 -.24180 -.00860 .00180 - 00120 
.700 8 000 .14340 .58840 .16470 -.25890 -.00920 .00150 - 00160 
700 9.000 .14320 .68960 .17220 -.27830 - 00980 00120 - 00220 
.700 10.000 .14840 .788BO .18350 -.29630 - 00950 00090 - 00250 
.700 11.000 .]5430 .86340 .19780 -.30540 -.00900 .00070 -.00240 
.700 12 000 .25580 .96880 .21500 -.30440 -.00840 .00070 - 00210 
GRADIENT .00120 .10892 -.00397 -.03513 -.00013 .00016 - O00B 
'p 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 394 
CAB KI FZO HI5 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.I (BOM064 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 6000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 10.000 ELV-O - 13 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 * 45.000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-5 - 45.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 282/ 0 RN/L - 2.90 ORADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.00290 -.38320 .17830 -.01730 -.00450 .00060 - 00010 
.500 -1.000 -.00390 -.28400 .16840 -.03230 -.00360 .00050 -.00010 
.500 .000 -.00030 -.18400 .16130 -.05400 -.00490 .00080 - 00040 
.500 1.000 .00300 -.08420 .15620 -.08150 -.00680 .00130 -.00060 
.500 2.000 .0090 .01630 .15240 -.11380 -.00780 .00160 -.00060 
.500 3.000 - 00080 .118lO .14980 -. 14730 -.00900 .00260 -.00090 
.500 4.000 -.00160 .21780 .14790 -.17700 - 00860 .00180 -.00100 
.500 5.000 -. 00010 .31340 .14770 -.20090 -.00920 .00200 -.00110 
500 6 000 .00320 .40640 .14920 -. 22100 -. 00900 .00210 - 00120 
.500 7.000 00550 .49910 .15200 -.24110 -. 00810 .00200 - 00120 
.500 8.000 00540 .59050 .15610 -.26260 -.00760 .00190 - 00130 
.500 9.000 .00520 .67630 .16120 -. 28370 -. 00760 .00180 - 00130 
.500 10.000 .00660 .75600 .16700 -.30eB0 -.00730 .00140 -.00130 
.500 II 000 .00720 .83330 .17380 -.32030 -.00670 .00090 -.00120 
.500 12 000 00710 .91330 .18120 - 33650 -.00680 .00050 -.00090 
GRADIENT '00034 .09990 -.00423 -.02763 -.00081 .00023 - 00016 
RUN NO 281/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2.000 .00060 -.43070 .18050 .01160 -.00420 .00060 00000 
.600 -1.000 .00110 -.32170 .16970 -.01100 -.00450 .00050 -.00010 
.600 .000 -.00130 -.21490 .16210 -.03570 -.00480 .00070 -.00020 
.600 1.000 -.00430 -.11070 15710 -.06430 - 00500 .00080 - 00030 
.600 2.000 -.00540 -.00720 .15370 -.09640 -.00490 .00080 -.00040 
.600 3.000 -.00500 .09790 .15140 -.13130 - 00500 .00090 -.00040 
.600 4.000 -.00450 .20070 .15030 -.16480 -.00530 .00110 - 00040 
.600 5.000 -.00520 .29880 .15040 -.19390 -.00570 .00150 - 00090 
.600 6.000 -.00570 .39440 .15200 -.21890 -.00610 .0080 - 00060 
.600 7.000 -.00540 .48970 .15530 -.24220 -.00640 .00190 - 00070 
.600 9.000 -.00150 .58180 .15980 -.26280 -.00650 .00160 - 00080 
.600 9.000 .00460 .5660 .16540 -.27960 -.00670 .00140 -.00070 
.600 10.000 .00720 .75430 .17210 -.29310 -.00670 .00120 -.00060 
.600 11.000 .00630 .84410 .19010 -.30520 -.00760 .00130 -.00010 
.600 22.000 .00540 .93910 .19010 -.31290 -.00880 .00140 .00050 
ORADIENT -.00095 .10429 -.00409 -.03008 -.00018 .00012 -.00007 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 395 
CAS KI FRO HIS.6 V9.I HINUS ORB TCS AT38.1 (80M064) C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 5500.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF . 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF * 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-19 - 10 000 ELV-08 ­ 13000 
SCALE 3.0 00 SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
ss-S - 45 000 IoR8 . 9.70 
RUN NO 280/ 0 RN/L - 3.47 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
DCSL
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL OCo DCLM OCY DCLN 

.700 -2 000 00700 - 48200 .18520 04120 - 00500 .00040 - 00020 
700 -1.000 .00800 -.36090 .17330 .00620 -.00520 .00050 - 00040 
-.00410 .00050 - 00050 
.700 1.000 00570 -.14180 .15880 - 04710 -.00450 .00050 - 00060 
700 2 000 00120 -.03640 .15570 -.08170 - 00450 00080 - 00070 
.700 3.000 .00270 07320 .15420 - 12370 -.00460 .00100 - 00100 
.700 4.000 .00600 .18150 .15400 -. 16530 -.00480 .00120 - 00120 
700 .000 .008650 -.24790 .16450 -.02000 

700 5 000 .00550 28580 15490 - 19850 -.00490 
 .00130 - 00120
 
.700 6 000 .00430 .38670 .15700 -.22100 -.00470 .00140 - 00080
 
.700 71000 .00530 .48680 .ieOo -.23610 -.00460 .00140 -.00070
 
.700 8.000 .00740 .S88OO .16480 
 -.25130 -.00480 .00120 - 00090
 
.700 9.000 .00630 .68960 .17250 -.27000 -.005620 OOIO -.00150
 
700 10.000 00640 .78980 .18380 -.28820 -.00550 .00070 - 00190
 
700 It 000 
 00060 .88430 .1900 - 29800 -.00530 00090 - 00190
 
.700 12.000 .01100 .96810 .21520 -.29so -.00490 00060 - 00170 




DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 396
 
CAB KI F2O H15 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B.1 (S0MO65) C 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB . I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
S5-8 - 45.000 [ORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 284/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY DOCLN DCSL 
600 -2 000 .02450 -.46230 .17890 .14100 -.00320 00040 - 00020 
.600 -1.000 .02620 -.35350 .16740 .11940 -.00380 00040 -.00020 
.600 .000 02500 - 24660 .15910 .09700 -.00420 .00060 - 00040 
.600 1.000 .02550 -.14220 .15350 .06970 -.00450 .00070 - 00050 
.600 2.000 .02550 -.03820 .14990 .03610 -.00470 .00070 -.00050 
B0 3.000 .02170 .06770 .14750 -.00280 - 00480 .00080 -.00060 
600 4.000 01660 .17180 .14610 -.04170 - 00510 00100 = 00070 
.600 5.000 .01380 .27110 .14590 -.07590 -.00530 .00130 -.00070 
.600 6.000 .01450 36730 .14710 -.10480 -.00540 .00180 -.00070 
600 7.000 01590 .46260 .15020 -.13030 -.00550 .00160 - 00070 
.600 8.000 .01580 .55530 .15450 -.15210 -.00560 .00130 -.00080 
.600 9.000 .01680 .64310 .15970 -.16930 -.00560 .00100 -.00080 
.600 to 000 .02150 .72860 .16560 -.18260 -.00580 00090 -.00070 
.600 11.000 .02580 .81760 .17310 -.19560 -.00690 .00100 - 00020 
.600 12.000 .02730 .91170 .18310 -.20540 -.00800 .00110 .00030 
GRADIENT -.00158 .10485 -.00447 -.03163 -.00028 .00012 -.00008 
RUN NO. 283/ 0 RN/L - 3.48 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOCD OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -2.000 .02250 -.50960 .18340 .15960 -. 00410 .00020 - 00040 
.700 -1.000 .01660 -.39000 .17090 .12630 -.00430 .00030 -.00060 
.700 .000 .01580 -.27750 .16170 .09890 -.00420 .00040 -.00070 
.700 1.000 01760 -.17020 .15580 .07090 -.00400 .00040 - 00060 
.700 2.000 .02010 -.06490 .15230 .03740 -.00400 .00050 - 00100 
.700 3.000 .02220 .04330 .15040 -.00310 -.00400 00070 -.00130 
.700 4.000 .02340 .15220 .15010 -.04480 -.00380 .00080 -.00140 
.700 5.000 .02310 .26 20 .15050 -.06020 -.00350 000i0 -.00130 
.700 6.000 .02110 .35510 .15130 -.106820 -.00330 .00100 -.00100 
.700 7.000 .01900 .45380 .15320 -.12710 -.00360 .00210 - 00080 
.700 8.000 .01690 .55790 .15810 -.14680 -.00410 00100 -.00090 
.700 9.000 .02160 .66490 .16700 -.16680 -.00450 .00070 -.00130 
.700 10.000 .03000 .76620 .17840 -.18460 -.00450 00050 -.00190 
.700 11.000 .03610 .85940 .19140 -.19370 -.00440 .00040 -.00200 
.700 12.000 .03510 .94200 .20750 -.19120 -.00420 .00040 -.00190 
GRADIENT 00071 .10880 -.00442 -.03421 .00009 00010 -.00015 
DATE 20, JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 397 






- 000 RUD-L - .000
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB . 
LREF - 327,B000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 290.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SI-2 - 45,000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45.000 JORD - 9.700 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 285/ 0 RN/L - 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 GO/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLH OCY OCLN OCSL
 
.500 -2.000 .02050 -.42060 .17680 .12100 -.00370 .00040 -,00030
 
.500 -1,000 .02140 -.32220 .16620 . 0860 -.00350 .00050 -.00040
 
.500 .000 01790 -.22200 .15840 .08790 -.00470 00020 -.00060
 
.500 1,000 .01490 -.12190 .15290 .05930 -.00590 .00120 -.00080
 
500 2.000 01770 -.02090 .14900 .02440 -.00670 .00130 -.00100 
.500 3.000 .02390 .08270 .14620 -.01360 -.00750 .00140 -.00110 
.500 4.000 .02220 .18480 .14460 -.04920 -.00870 .00150 -.00120 
500 6 000 .01470 .28200 .14430 - 07850 -.00930 00170 - 00130 
.500 6.000 .01250 .37570 .14610 -. 10260 -.00670 ,00160 -.00140 
.500 7 000 .01440 .46940 .14740 -. 12810 - 00750 .00180 -.00140 
500 8.000 .01380 .5S200 .15120 -. 15010 - 00680 .00180 - 00150 
.500 9.000 .01120 .64850 .16590 -. 17240 -.00650 .00160 -.00150 
.500 10.000 01310 .72830 .15130 -.19190 - 00640 .00120 - 00150 
500 11.000 .01790 .80530 .16740 - 20960 -.00600 .00070 -.00130 
.17430 -.22520 -.00500 .00040 -.00110 
GRADIENT - 00019 .10081 -.00449 -.03006 -.00099 .000cG9 -.00015 
.500 12.000 .02040 .68520 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 398 
CA5 K! F20 H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCS AT38.1 (BGM067) I JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.T, XHRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 5 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 52-2 - 45 000 53-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 45 000 ORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 288/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL 0DC DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 5.7660 .34250 .12080 -.11590 .21670 -.02630 .01090 
.500 -10.00 5.78900 .34650 .13310 -.11390 .17480 -.01960 00830 
.500 -8.000 5.77390 .34390 .13640 -.09510 .13450 -101440 .00620 
.500 -6.000 6.77830 .34040 .13930 -.07830 .09520 -.00940 00430 
.500 -4.000 5.77930 .33950 .14160 -.07290 .05640 -.00440 00230 
.500 -3.000 5.77880 .34110 .14240 -.01590 .03790 -.00230 .00130 
.500 -2 000 5,77730 .34340 .14310 -.08150 .02090 -.00060 00050 
.500 -1.000 5.77730 .34480 .14360 -.08650 .00600 .00050 -.00030 
.500 .000 5.77730 .34410 .14410 -.08900 -.00740 .00150 -.00090 
.500 2.000 5.77780 .34240 .14450 -.08830 -.02080 .00240 -.00160 
500 2 c0 5.77880 .33990 .14470 -.08300 -.03490 00330 - 00220 
.500 3.000 5.77930 .33780 14420 -.07510 -.05010 .00440 -.00280 
.S00 4.000 5 17830 .33650 .14340 -.06990 -.06100 .00600 -.00360 
.500 6.000 5.77640 .33720 .14080 -.07270 -.10510 .01040 -.00560 
.500 8.000 5 77540 .34090 .13740 -.08630 - 14890 01590 - 00790 
.500 10.000 5.77490 .34280 .13390 -.10020 -.18960 .02190 -.01030 
.500 12.000 5.76900 33510 .13090 -.09390 -.22950 02740 -.01280 
GRADIENT .00002 -.00052 .00028 .00016 -.01493 00119 - 00071 
RUN NO. 2B7/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12 O0 5.77000 .33480 .13370 -.11950 .21930 - 02690 .00980 
.600 -20,000 5.77440 .33800 .13570 -.21190 .17800 -.02120 .00760 
600 -8.000 5.77730 .33460 .13910 -.08970 13690 -.01560 .00560 
.600 -6 000 5.77980 .33130 .14230 - 07340 .09570 - 00980 00370 
.600 -4.000 5.78170 .331io .t4460 -,07210 .05590 -. 90440 .00200 
800 -3 000 5.78220 .33340 .14530 -.07680 .03790 -.00230 .00130 
600 -2.000 5 78120 .33700 .14600 -.08350 .02220 - 00100 .00070 
.600 -1.000 5.77980 .33930 .14640 -.09030 .00810 00000 .00000 
.600 .000 5.77880 .33870 .14690 -.09440 -.00580 .00110 -.00060 
.600 1.000 5.77880 .33550 .14730 -.09270 - 02060 00230 -.00130 
.600 2.000 5.77980 .33160 .14750 -.08590 -.03570 .00330 - 00190 
.600 3.000 5.78030 .3a850 .14730 -.07710 -.05120 .00430 -.00240 
.600 4.000 5 78080 .32680 .14650 -.07000 -.06760 .00580 -.00300 
.600 6.000 5.78120 .32770 .14400 -.06770 -.10540 .01040 - 00480 
.600 8.000 5.78030 .33210 .14070 -.07980 -.14930 .01670 -.00710 
.600 10.000 5.77830 .33410 .13730 -.09620 -.19470 .02330 -.00960 
.600 12.000 5 77540 .32390 .13440 -.09430 -.23120 02720 -.01150 
GRADIENT -.00022 -.00077 .00029 .00000 -.01510 00129 - 00063 
PAGE 399
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






SREF - 5500.0000 sQ.FT XHRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I on 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0O00 IN. ZMRP 190 7900 IN ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 45 000 $3-4 * 45 000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 286/ 0 RN/L - 3.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN OCL C0 DCLM DOCY OCLN OCSL
 
700 -12.000 5.78170 .32680 .1330 -.11360 .22800 -.02890 .01150
 
.700 -10.000 5.78320 13F940 .13600 -.10360 .10090 -.02420 
 .00930
 
.700 -a.000 5.78370 .32450 .14090 -.08540 .14140 -.01660 .00590
 
700 -6 000 5.78470 .32100 .14550 -.07480 .09800 - 00990 .00300
 
700 -4.000 5 78560 .32280 .14960 -.07760 .06020 - 00550 00140
 
700 -3.000 5 78520 .32590 .1490 - 08320 .04330 - 00390 00090
 
.700 -2.000 5 78470 .32930 .15010 -.08920 .02730 - 00230 00040
 
.700 -1.000 5 78420 .33130 .15080 - 09340 .01220 - 00100 -.00010
 
.700 .000 5 78470 .33050 .15180 -.09410 -.00250 00030 -.00050
 
.700 1.000 5.78560 .32750 .15220 -.09050 -.01870 00170 -.00110
 
.700 2,000 5.78610 .32390 .15210 -.08510 -.03640 .00350 - 00160
 
.700 3.000 5.78650 .32140 .15150 -.07960 -.05480 .00540 -.00210
 
.700 4 000 5.78560 .3 010 .15030 -.07370 -.07280 ,00710 -.00260
 
.700 6.000 5 78270 .32010 .14700 -.06600 -.11160 .01120 - 00420
 
.700 8 000 5.78030 .32280 .14250 -.07070 -.15430 .01740 - 00700
 
.700 10 000 5 77830 .32530 .13820 -.08520 -.19870 02440 -.01030
 
.700 12 000 5.77290 .32390 .13570 -.09730 -.23910 .02890 -.01260
 
GRADIENT .00014 -.00065 .00030 .00063 -.01640 00154 -.00050
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
 PAGE 400
 







- 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
- 327 8000 IN. 
XMRP 
YMRP 
- 1339,9100 IN. XC 











BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZHRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 45 000 
55-6 - 45.000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 291/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -2.000 - 01370 -.45210 ,17680 .24090 -.00440 .00040 - 00050 
.500 -1.000 -.01440 -.35370 .16710 .22660 -.00340 .00040 -.00050 
500 000 -.01270 -.25280 .15810 .20500 -.00440 .00080 -.00070 
.500 1.000 -.01270 -.15230 .15180 .17730 -.00600 00100 -.00100 
500 2.000 -.01180 -.05220 .14770 .14340 - 00700 .00120 - 00120 
.500 3.000 -.00720 .04940 .14470 .10570 -.00740 .00130 - 00120 
.500 4 000 -.00330 .15030 .14260 .06910 -.00760 .00140 - 00120 
.500 5.000 -.00190 .24880 .14190 .03730 -.00810 00160 -.00130 
.500 6.000 -.00400 .34510 .14260 .00990 -.00810 .00180 - 00140 
.500 7.000 -.00870 .44020 .14460 
-.01700 -.00770 .00180 - 00150 
.500 8.000 -.01240 .53310 .14780 -.04380 -.00730 .00180 - 00170 
.500 9.000 -.01380 .62020 .15220 -.06780 -.00710 .00170 - 00180 
.500 10.000 -.01270 .70040 .15720 -.06780 -.00550 .00120 
-.00170 
.500 11.000 -.00790 '.77730 .16290 -. 10560 -.00590 .00050 -.00170 
.500 12.000 -.00160 .85750 .16940 -.12210 -.00600 .00010 - 00150 
GRADIENT .00185 .10039 -.00506 -.03029 -.00068 .00019 -.00013 
RUN NO 290/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
600 -2.000 
-.00210 -.49310 .1200 .25590 -.00410 .00040 -.00010 
.600 -1 000 - 00190 -.38330 .16960 .23260 - 00430 .00040 - 00030 
600 000 00040 -.27510 .16030 .20960 
-.00440 00050 - 00060 
.600 1,000 .00380 -.17250 .15310 18290 - 00450 .00060 - 00070 
.600 2.000 00490 -.06800 .14960 .14960 



















.600 5.000 .00780 .24670 .14660 .03260 -.00580 00130 -.00080 
600 6 000 .00610 33770 .14510 .00350 - 00610 00160 -.00090 
600 7.000 .00100 .43250 .14720 -.02240 -.00610 00160 -.00100 
.600 8.000 -.00110 .52770 .15190 -.04550 -.005690 .00130 - 00100 
.600 9.000 .00330 .61600 .15690 -.06460 - 00600 .00100 - 00100 
.600 10.000 .00810 .70180 .16250 -.08120 - 00610 .00090 - 00100 
.600 11.000 .01020 .79210 .16980 - 09710 -.00720 .00100 -.00060 
.600 12.000 .00860 .88790 .17990 -. 10820 -.00830 .00110 -.00010 
GRADIENT .00138 10600 -.00463 -.03235 -.00021 00011 - 00009 
-C 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 401 
CAB KI F20 H15.6 VI MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.1 (OGM080) ( El JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF - 327 8000 IN 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN 







1339.9100 IN. XC 
0000 IN YC 
























































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 402
 
CA5 KI F20 HIS.8 V9.1 MINUS ORE TC5 AT3B.I (BB069) 1 21 JAN 16
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 10 000 RUO-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1S - .O000 ELV-OS - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S1-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
55-6 - 45 000 [ORB - 9 700 
RUN NO, 296/ 0 RN/L - 2.B8 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5,00/ 5.00 
HACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCy DCLN OCSL 
500 -12 000 5.76420 34320 .13140 -.11270 .24800 - 04430 .01260 
.500 -10 000 5.76460 .34750 .13380 -.11440 .20680 -.03860 .01050 
.500 -8 000 5.76950 .34460 .13660 -.09830 16550 -.03280 00830 
.600 -6 000 5 77250 .34190 .13950 -.08020 .12530 -.02750 00610 
.500 -4 000 5.77290 .34260 .14220 -.07610 .08780 -.02320 00430 
.500 -3.000 5.77250 .34450 .14320 -.0791 .07050 -.02150 .00350 
500 -2.000 5.77200 34640 14400 -.08390 .05450 -.02010 00280 
500 -1.000 5.77200 .34710 .14460 -.08760 .04000 -.01890 .00210 
.500 .000 5.77200 34620 14510 -.08860 .02630 - 03780 .00140 
.500 1.000 5.77200 .34460 .14580 -.08660 .01250 - 0I680 .00070 
.500 2.000 5.77250 .34230 .14600 -.08070 -.00190 -.01600 .00010 
.500 3.000 5.77290 34000 .14660 -.07310 -.01730 -.01480 -.00060 
500 4.000 5.77250 .33900 .14490 - 06920 -.03430 - 01310 - 00140 
.500 6.000 5 77050 .34080 .14270 -.07380 - 07190 -.00870 -.00350 
.500 8.000 5.76760 .34410 .13940 -.08700 -.11330 -.00370 -.00570 
.500 20.000 5 76460 .34450 .13570 -.09910 -.15620 .00190 -.00800 
.500 12 000 5.76270 .33620 .13250 -.09400 -.19800 .00910 - 0lOO 
GRADIENT .00001 -.00064 .00039 .00088 - 01487 .00118 - 00070 
RUN NO. 295/ 0 RN/L - 3,20 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DOCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.76660 .33340 .13540 -.11340 .24950 -.04430 .01160 
.600 -10.000 5.76810 .33800 .13630 -.11090 ,21260 -.04130 .01000 
.600 -8.000 5.77100 .33510 .13950 -.08100 .17030 -.03500 .00790 
.600 -6.000 5.77340 .33220 .14300 -.07610 12770 -.02850 00590 
.600 -4.000 5.77390 .33280 .14570 -.07520 08870 -.02360 00420 
.600 -3.000 5.77390 .33SO0 .14650 -.07910 .07170 -.02200 .00360 
.600 -2.000 5.77390 .33820 14710 - 08420 .05B0 - 02090 .00300 
.600 -1.000 5.77290 .33960 .14760 -.08920 .04230 -. 01980 00230 
.600 .000 5.77200 .33790 .14800 -.0940 .02810 -.01850 .00160 
.600 1.000 5.77250 .33420 .14820 -.08790 .01350 -.01730 .00090 
600 2.000 5 77290 .33080 .14840 -. 08000 -. 00150 -.01650 .00040 
.600 3.000 5.77390 .32790 .14820 -.07090 -. 01710 -.01550 -.00020 
.600 4.000 5.77440 .32520 .14740 -.06430 -.03430 -.01390 -. 00080 
.600 6.000 5.77340 .32390 .144B0 -.06360 -.07300 - 00900 -.00270 
600 8 000 5 77200 .32930 .14220 - 07620 - 11550 -.00320 -.00480 
.500 10.000 5.77000 .33440 .13980 -.09270 -.15890 00290 -.00710 
.600 12.000 5.76760 .32420 .13630 -.09440 -.19960 OOBS0 -.00960 
GRADIENT -100001 -.00120 .00025 .00130 -.01505 .00116 -.00063 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 	 PAGE 403
 
CAB KI FE HI5 6 VS.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 I (8GMO691 ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 	 ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 	 RUO-U - 10,000 RUO-L - 10,000
 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN ZC 	 ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OR - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 	 51-2 - 45 000 53-4 45 000 
SS-6 - 45,000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 294/ 0 RN/L - 3.48 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL
 
.700 -12.000 5 77730 .32340 .13510 -.10330 .25630 -.04540 01300
 
.700 -10.000 5.77640 .32730 .13670 -.10200 .22200 -.04430 01160
 
700 -8.000 5.77700 32090 .14080 -.08750 .17620 -.03680 00830
 
.700 -6.000 5.77980 .31750 .14570 -.07BO .13150 -.02960 .00540
 
700 -4 000 5.78080 .32160 .14980 -.08000 .09410 -.02530 .00380
 
700 -3.000 6.78030 32540 15110 -.08450 .07810 -.02410 00330
 
700 -2 000 5.77980 .32850 15170 -.08920 06300 -.02290 00280
 
.700 -1.000 5.77980 .32970 .15220 -.09140 .04790 -.0210 .00210
 
700 000 5.78080 .32810 15280 -.08980 03280 - 02000 .00160
 
700 1.000 5.78080 .32490 15360 - 08500 01680 -.01840 0020 
.700 2.000 5 77980 .32180 .15370 -.07950 -.00050 -.01680 OO08 
.700 3.000 5 77880 .32000 .15320 -.07390 -.01900 -.01490 00030 
.700 4.000 5.77980 .31930 .15210 -.0660 -.03800 -.01300 - 00020 
.700 6.000 5.78080 .31990 .14900 -.05560 -.07730 --00860 - 00190 
.700 8.000 5.77690 .32150 .14480 -.06310 -.11880 -.00280 - 004500 0 700 10.000 5.77050 .32250 .14060 -.08220 -.16240 .00420 - 00770 
.700 12.000 5.76900 .32210 .13710 -.09490 - 20770 .01130 - 01060 
GRADIENT -.00012 -.00073 .00035 .00184 -.01630 .00154 - 00050 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 !AGE 404 





















1339 9100 IN XC 
.0000 IN.YC 
















51-2 - 000 53-4 - 45 000 
55-5 - 20,000 18 - 9.700 
RUN NO. R99/ 0 RN/L - 2.9B GRADIENT INTERVAL 




















































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
ORB TC5 AT38.1 	 (8GM070) 1 21 JAN 75 1







BETA - 00D STAB -SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
.000
RUn-U - .000 RUD-L 

- .0000 IN. YC 
ELV-1B - 000 ELV-0B - 3 000
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP 
- 190 7500 IN. ZC 
SI-B - .000 S3-4 




SCALE - 0300 
55-6 20 000 IORS - 9 700 
- 3.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/ 5.00RUN NO. 297/ 0 RN/L 





MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 

.700 -2.000 -.00070 -.32070 .14790 .08740 

-.00260 .00000 - 00100





- 00110 -.07260 .12880 .02050 - 00270 





-.00930 -100290 .00010 -.00160
 
.700 2,000 -.00110 .t4590 .12230 -.04110 
 -.00290 .00020 -.00180
 
.12190 -.07680 -.00270 00040 - 00200

.700 3 000 -.00040 25580 

-.11130 -.00260 .00050 	 - 00200

.700 4.000 .00080 .36550 .12310 

-.14050 -.00230 .00060 	 -.00200

.700 5.000 -.00040 .47090 .12590 





.700 S.000 -.00240 .57330 

.700 7.000 - 00080 .67680 .13670 -.18910 -.00260 

.700 6.000 00240 




.700 9.000 .00180 .BB050 .15780 -.22330 -.0041+0 .00110 
00080 - 00230
.700 10 000 .00300 .9640 .17380 -.22980 - 00440 
.700 11.000 .00090 1.04090 .19180 -.22260 -.00360 00050 - 00200 
.700 1.000 -.OTO0 t.09240 al030 -. OOo -.00220 00040 - O0t40 
-.03246 .00003 00009 	 - 00021
GRADIENT 00016 .11210 -. 00290 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 406 
CAB Ki Fee K15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCS AT3G I (BGMOMl t 2 JAN '6 























6REF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-08 = 3.000 








RUN NO. 302/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OD DCLM BCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.01440 .10470 .09830 -.03010 -.00630 .00050 -.00170 
.500 -1.000 -.01510 .22200 .09060 -.04710 -.00560 .00040 - 00160 
.500 .000 -.01680 .33590 .08760 -.0o0O -.00650 00070 -.ooaOO 
.500 1 000 -.01490 .44230 .08670 -.09680 -.00770 .00100 -.00220 
.500 2.000 -.OOBO .54540 .0870 -.12190 -.00890 .00130 -.00230 
.500 3.000 -.00800 .64030 .09040 -.14880 -.00930 .00150 -.00240 
.500 4.000 -.01200 .74930 .08450 -.17700 -.00920 .00150 -.00270 
.500 5.000 -.01420 .84770 .09980 -.20440 -.00920 .00150 -.00290 
.500 6.000 -.01340 .94550 .10640 -.22910 -.0D900 .00140 -.00290 
.500 7.000 -.01280 1.04270 .11460 -.25170 -.00810 00130 -.00290 
.500 8.000 -.01250 1.13510 .12370 -.27000 -.00740 .00120 - 00310 
.500 9.000 -.01080 1.22000 .13380 -.28630 - 00730 00130 -.00340 
.500 10,000 -.00890 t1.2968 .14490 - 30150 -.00700 .00130 - 00290 
.500 11.000 -.01040 1.36710 .15700 -.31290 -.00690 .00130 - 00200 
.500 12.000 -.01480 1,42310 .16960 -.31380 -.00730 .00130 -.00160 
GRADIENT .00059 .10569 .00064 -.02534 -.00057 .00018 -.00017 
RUN NO. 301/ 0 RNIL * 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL OCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.600 -2.000 -.00650 .07540 .09970 - 0318a - 00520 00030 - 00160 
.600 -1.000 -.00560 .20460 .09340 -.05640 -.00550 .00020 -.00190 
.600 .000 -.00380 .3670 .09000 -.08260 -.00630 .00030 -.00200 
.600 1.000 -.00240 .43910 .0840 -.10910 -.00650 .00050 -.00IOl 
.600 2 GO0 -.00530 .54850 .09130 -.13580 -.00650 .00070 -.00220 
600 3.000 -.00570 .65690 .09470 -.126560 -.00650 .00070 -.00240 
.600 4.000 -.00560 .76290 .09930 -.19480 -.00640 00070 - 00260 
.600 5.000 -.00360 q6640.10520 -.21980 -.00610 .00070 - 00270 
.600 6.000 -.00050 .96550 .11300 -.24090 -.00590 00070 - 00270 
.600 7.000 -.00260 1.05050 .12290 -.25790 -.00590 .00070 - 00270 
.600 8.000 -.00900 1.14590 .13440 -.27010 -.00590 00050 - 00260 
.600 9.000 -.01090 1.21840 .14720 -.27710 -.00590 .00050 -.00230 
.B60 20.000 -.01010 1.27580 .18190 -.27600 -.00690 .00090 -.00110 
600 11.00G -.00790 1.31880 .17800 -.26560 -.00820 00130 .00000 
600 12.000 -.00480 1.35210 .19830 -.25210 -.00840 00130 00020 
GRADIENT .00014 .11I16 .00100 -.02719 -.00014 .00008 - 00015 
PACE 407
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

ORB TC5 AT3B I (9GM071) ( 21 JAN 75





BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000LREF - 327.8000 IN. YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 

S1-R - 000 S3-4 - .000 SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 9 700 
3.6! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00RUN NO. 300/ 0 RN/L -
CCL Oct DCLM OCY GCLN OCSL 
700 -2 000 -.00930 .00610 .10660 - 02540 -.00360 -.00050 -.00130 
-1 000 -.01030 .14550 .09920 -.05970 -.00410 - 00040 - 00180 





 000 - 00980 27300 .09490 -.09130 - 00430 - 00030 - 00170
 
.700 1.000 -.00990 .38970 .09360 - 12090 - 00440 - 00030 
 - 00180
 
.700 2.000 -.00970 .50180 .09530 - 14800 - 00460 00000 - 00190
 
700 3.000 -.00920 .61320 .09940 -.17S70 -.00440 .00030 - 00220
 
700 4 000 - 00840 72L420 .10540 - 21000 -.00420 .00030 -.00250
 
.700 5.000 -.00760 .83290 .11300 -.24050 - 00380 00030 - 00280
 
.700 5.000 -.00640 .93930 .12320 -.28390 -.00290 .00010 -.00280
 
.700 7.000 -.00480 1.02990 .13860 -.26920 -.00210 -.00010 -.00260
 
.730 8 00 - 00320 1.09560 15250 -.25550 - 00220 -.00020 
 - 00220
 
.700 9 000 -.00160 1.14430 .17020 -.24050 -.00270 - 00020 00220
 
.700 10.000 .00010 1.19200 .18900 - 233 
 -.00280 -.00030 - 00240 
- 22240 - 00210 -100050 - 00210 
lse40 -.00100 -.0090 - 0000 
.700 11.000 .00210 1.23960 20840 

.700 t2.000 .00470 1 e0O .22660 ­
.00013 -.00020
GRADIENT .o00e .11683 .00108 - 03033 -.00003 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 408 
CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 I (BG07?2) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
BREF s 5500,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 tN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-CB ­ 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 53-4 - .000 
55-6 - .000 [ORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 305/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DeD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -12,000 7.54050 .99680 .10320 -.23510 .23070 - 03060 02970 
.500 -10.000 7.56100 1.01600 .10450 -.24210 .18210 -.02320 .02520 
500 -8.000 7.49800 1.03170 .10870 -.23520 .13840 -.01680 101990 
.500 -6 000 7.47020 2 04640 .11320 -.23130 09620 -. 01060 01430 
.500 -4 000 7.51270 1.06070 .11620 -.23680 .05530 -.00480 .00880 
.500 -3,000 7.53610 1,06750 Ms168o -.24200 .03670 -.00250 .00600 
.500 -2.000 7.53810 1.07390 .11700 -.24590 .02050 -.00100 .00330 
.500 -1.000 7.53220 1.07710 .11720 -.25090 .00640 -.00010 00040 
.900 .nO0 7.57370 1.01640 .11740 -.25220 -.00700 .00080 - 00270 
.500 11000 7.53470 1.07250 11750 -.24860 -.02100 .00190 -.00570 
.500 2.000 7.5360 1.06760 .11750 -.24190 -.03620 .00290 -.00840 
.500 3.000 7.53980 1.068250 .11710 -.23410 -.05300 .00440 -.01090 
.500 4.000 7.54050 1 05700 .11610 -.2 740 -.07120 .00640 -.01350 
.500 6.000 7.54300 1.04330 .11290 -.21970 -.11060 .01160 -.01890 
.500 0.000 7.54390 1.02540 .10900 -.21790 -.15340 .01800 -.02450 
.500 10,000 7.54590 1.00420 .10550 -.21850 -.19870 .02510 - 03000 
.500 12 000 7.55180 98390 .10430 -.21530 -.24660 .03250 - 03500 
GRADIENT .00195 -.00078 .00003 .OOZ3 -.01525 .00125 -.00282 
RUN NO. 304/ 0 RNWL - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12 000 7.54740 1.00090 .11130 -.23850 .23700 -.03180 .02760 
.600 -10.000 7.54250 1.01900 .11230 -.23210 .18940 -.02500 02360 
.600 -8.000 7.53810 1.03360 .11620 -.22410 .14360 -.01860 .01890 
.800 -5.000 7.53420 1.04940 .12080 -.22350 .09980 -.01250 01370 
.600 -4,000 7.53120 1.06 0 .12470 -.23270 .05910 -.00700 00830 
.600 -3.000 7.52930 1.07710 .12590 -.23970 .04050 -.00450 .00560 
.600 -2.000 7 52830 1.08620 .12650 -.24580 .02370 -.00250 .00300 
.600 -1000 7.52730 1.09230 .12700 -.25380 .00900 -.00120 .00030 
.600 .000 7.52780 1.09270 .12750 -,25720 -.0046 -.00030 -. 0240 
.600 2.000 7.52880 1.08700 .12740 -.25210 -.01890 .00020 - 00530 
.600 2.000 7.53030 1.07890 .ineBo -.24300 -.03510 .00220 -.00790 
.600 3.000 7.53270 1.07060 .12620 -.23440 -.605300 00430 - 01030 
.600 4.000 7.53470 1.06290 .12530 -.22750 -.07150 .00660 -.01270 
.600 6.000 7.53760 1.04660 .12240 -.22880 -. 11100 .01190 -.01780 
600 8.000 7.54100 1,02780 .11850 -.21520 -.15640 .01910 -.02340 
.00 10.000 7.54640 1.00620 .11480 -.21890 -.20520 .02700 -.02990 
.600 12.000 7,55220 .98520 .11390 -.2 860 -.25080 .03300 -.03270 
GRADIENT .00049 -.00096 .00007 .00077 -.01581 .00154 - 00265 
I-
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 409
 
CAS KI FE H1.6 V9.I MINUS ORB TCS AT38 I (BGHOlI) ( 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT XIRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8 000 STAB - 1.00D 
LREF a 327.800D IN. YNRP .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L * O0D 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OR - 3.000 
SCALE - .03C SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
65-6 000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 303/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM OCY OCLN OCSL
 
.700 -12.000 7.56450 .96230 .12390 -.22710 .24840 -.03500 .01910
 
700 -10.000 7.56100 .97860 .12670 -.21370 .20170 -.02910 .01560
 
.700 -8 000 7.55810 .99090 .13120 -.21100 .15190 -.02100 .01120
 
.700 -6.000 7.55370 1.00440 .13580 -.21580 .10640 -.01460 .00890
 
.700 -4.000 7.54830 1.02120 .13980 -.22600 .06790 -.01050 00340
 
.700 -3.000 7.54690 1,03090 .14150 -.23290 .05040 -.00840 .00170
 
.700 -2.000 7.54640 1.04060 .14310 -.240BO .03300 -.00580 .00000
 
.700 -1.000 7.54590 1.04700 .14400 -.24860 .01590 - 00330 -.00130
 
.700 .000 7,64490 1.04910 .14550 -.25180 -.00060 -.00120 -.00220
 
.700 2.000 7.54540 1.04350 .14510 -.24690 -.01750 .00100 -.00300
 
.700 2 000 7.54590 1.03540 .14430 -.23900 -.03640 00360 -.00400
 
.700 3.000 7.54740 1.02730 .14300 -.23180 -.05720 .00680 -.00540
 
.700 4.000 7.54930 1.01930 .14140 -.22500 -.07650 .01010 -.00710
 
.700 6.000 7.55370 1.00280 .13730 -.21450 -.12120 .01610 -.01090
 
.700 6.000 7.55860 .98660 .13280 -.2098O -.15560 .U2d40 -.01510
 
.700 10.00 7.56350 .96910 .12930 -.20900 -.21180 .02900 -.01910
 
.700 12.000 7.56880 .94810 .12840 -.20790 -.26030 .03630 - 02280
 
GRADIENT 00007 -.00055 .00023 .00021 -.01801 .00OP2 - 00122
 
'DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 410 
CA5 Kt F0 H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.I (80073) 1 21 JAN 75 2 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI " 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB 000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 .000 53-4 * 000 
S5-6 .000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO 309/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCO DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 5.60640 .82840 .OB80 -.19260 .22670 -.03040 02730 
.500 -10.000 5.60640 .84330 .09000 -.20S30 .17770 -.02270 .02290 
.500 -8.000 5.60500 .85830 .09410 -.19660 .13320 - 01540 .01770 
.500 -6.000 5.60400 .87000 .09840 -.19030 .09120 -.00890 01230 
.500 -4.000 6.60300 .6941o .10160 -.19540 .05100 -.00350 .00720 
.500 -3.000 5.60210 .89110 .10250 -.20170 .03410 -.00160 .00480 
.500 -2.000 5.60110 .89710 .10290 -.20840 .01840 -.00050 00250 
.500 -1.000 5.60160 .90030 .10310 -.21330 .00440 .00030 .00000 
.500 .000 5.60210 .8960 .10340 -.21460 -.00880 .00110 - 00260 
.500 I 000 5.59810 .89580 .10360 -.21170 -.02190 .00190 - 00510 
.500 2.000 5 59080 .89090 .10360 -.20410 -.03570 .00260 - 00740 
.500 3.000 5.58640 .88570 .10310 -.19490 -.05080 .00360 -.00970 
.500 4.000 5.58940 .68070 .10200 -.18950 -.06790 .00520 -.01200 
.500 6.000 5.60450 .86890 .09850 -.18780 -.10680 .01030 - 01690 
.500 9.000 5.61130 .85210 09460 -.18730 -.14980 .01720 -.02230 
500 20 000 5.60790 .83250 .09120 -.18470 -.19490 .02480 - 02780 
.500 12.000 5.61180 .9246O .0960 -.17940 -.24010 .,03120 - 03240 
GRADIENT -.00209 -.00078 .00009 .00090 -.01447 .00097 -.00242 
RUN NO. 308/ 0 RN/L - 3.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOD DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.60300 .93420 .09210 -.19620 23180 -.03180 02740 
600 -10 000 5 60060 .84600 .09350 -.19100 18260 -.02390 02310 
.600 -8.000 5.59910 .86130 .09740 -.28510 .13710 -.01700 .01850 
.600 -6.000 5.59720 .87780 .10230 -.18930 .09430 -.01080 .02340 
.600 -4.000 5 59420 .89700 .10660 -.20480 .05500 - 00540 .00780 
.600 -3.000 5759330 .90690 .10800 -.21440 .03730 -.00330Z .00510 
.600 -2.000 5 59330 .91530 .10870 -.22280 02140 -.00180 .00250 
.600 -1.000 5.59230 .92040 .10920 -.22880 .00720 -.00080 .00000 
.600 .000 5 59180 .92050 .10950 -.23120 - 00640 .00030 -.00250 
.600 1.000 5.59280 .91550 .10960 -.22720 -.02080 .00150 - 00510 
.600 2.000 5.59420 .90740 .10910 -.21690 - 03610 .00280 -.00770 
.600 3.000 5 59520 89830 10840 -.20370 - 05230 .00420 -.01010 
.600 4.000 5.59670 .88970 .10710 -.19320 -.06920 .00570 - 01250 
.600 6.000 5 60060 .87330 .10350 -,18260 - 10700 .01040 -.01760 
.600 8.000 5.60350 .85580 .09930 -.18070 -. 15230 .01800 - 02320 
.600 0.000 5.60640 .83810 .09580 -.18500 -.20230 .02680 - 02870 
600 12.000 5.60890 .82310 .09470 -.19120 - 24590 .03240 -.03250 
GRADIENT .00030 -.00126 .00007 .00153 -.01514 00131 -.00254 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 411
 
CA5 KI F20 HIS 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT36.I (90M073) C 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - .000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
2REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELVIB - 000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 53-4 - 000 
55-6 - 000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 307/ 0 RN/L - 3.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL OCD OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL
 
.700 -12.000 5.61430 .82090 .09900 -.22070 .24150 -.03480 .02560
 
.700 -10.000 5.60990 .83260 .10050 -.20430 .19320 -0720 02200
 
700 -8.000 5.60600 .84140 .10490 -.20060 .14300 -.01850 01720
 
.700 -8.000 5.60250 .85250 .10970 -.20530 .09870 -.01220 01250
 
700 -4.000 5.599860 .86730 .11370 -.21900 .06250 -.OOB90 00810
 
700 -3.000 5 59860 .87650 .11530 -.22870 .04600 - 00720 00580
 
700 -2.000 5.59770 .88600 .11670 - 24020 02940 -.00490 00320
 
.700 -1.000 5 59720 .89260 .11810 -.24980 .01270 -.00250 00040
 
.700 .000 5.59720 .89320 .11900 -.25240 -.00330 -.O006 -.00240
 
.700 1.000 5.59810 .88730 .11870 -.24500 -.01910 .00110 -.00500
 
.700 2.000 5.60010 .87910 .11780 -.23430 -.03670 .00310 -.00730
 
.700 3.000 5 60BO .87080 .11650 -.L2400 -.05510 .00570 -.00950
 
.700 4.000 5.60350 .86270 .11480 -.21420 -.07580 .00830 - Ot1O
 
700 6.000 5.60550 .84740 .11070 -.20060 -.116820 .01360 -.01650
 
.700 8.000 5.60740 .83460 .10660 -.19990 -.16030 .02020 -.02110
 
.700 10.000 5.61080 82300 10340 -.20BIo -.20'740 02810 -.02560
 
.700 12 000 5 61330 .80940 .10260 -.21400 - 25520 .03590 -.02970
 




CA5 K F20 HI5.IA V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 ATB.1 (180N74) I 21 JAN 75
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - I 000 
LREF n 327.8000 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
GREF - 2348.0000 IN ZmRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B ­ .000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
SCALE ­ 0300 6I-2 - 000 S3-4 - c0 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 313/ 0 RN/L - a.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02020 .10430 09480 -.03780 -.00380 -.00010 -.00100 
.500 -1.000 - 01570 21950 .08920 -.05100 -.00300 -.00030 - 00120 
.500 .000 - 01460 .33160 .08610 - 05880 -.00400 00000 - 00150 
.500 1.000 -.01500 .43810 .08530 -.69030 -.00550 00030 - 00180 
.500 2.000 -.01620 .54030 .08650 -. 11400 -.0050 .00050 -.00200 
.500 3 000 -.01850 .64200 .08910 -.13930 -.00670 .00050 -.0010 
.500 4.000 -.02l10 .74190 .09310 -.15540 -.00670 .00050 - 00230 
.500 5.000 -.02360 .84050 .09850 -.19150 -.00670 .00060 -.00240 
.500 6.000 -.02380 .93870 .10540 -.21600 -.00630 .00050 -.00250 
.500 7,000 -.02950 1.03600 .11350 -.23820 -.00540 .00040 -.00260 
.500 8.000 -.01450 1.12930 .12280 -.25750 -.00470 .00030 - 00900 
.500 9.000 -.01420 1.21570 .13310 -.27650 -.00470 .00030 -.00310 
.500 20 000 - 01750 1.29380 .14420 -.22600 -.00480 .00040 -.00270 
.500 11.000 -.02170 1.36510 .15620 -.31270 -.00470 00040 - 00200 
.500 12.000 -.02300 1,42050 .16870 -.31530 -.00470 00030 - 00170 
ORADIENT -.00076 .10476 .00066 - 02242 -.00057 .00013 - 00021 
RUN NO 312/ 0 RN/L - 3.e4 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAM BETA DCL oD DCL DDCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2 000 -.02320 .07520 .09740 -.03810 -.00380 -.00030 -.00120 
600 -1.000 - 02190 .20250 .09110 - 08080 -.00420 -.00040 -.00150 
.600 .000 -.01910 32380 .08780 - 08230 -.00470 .00030 -.00170 
.600 1.000 -.01850 .43650 .08730 -. 10400 -.00500 -.00010 -.00180 
.800 2.000 -.01790 .54350 .08930 -.12850 -.00520 -.00010 -.00200 
.600 3 000 -.01750 65320 .09290 -. 15760 -.00500 -.00020 -.00230 
.600 4.000 -.02100 75710 .09760 -.28620 - 00470 -.00020 - 00250 
.600 5.000 -.02660 .86880 .20350 -.21040 -,00460 -.00020 -.00250 
600 6.000 -.02930 .95890 11140 -.22980 - 00440 -.00010 -.00250 
.600 7.000 -,02680 1.05370 .1140 -.24650 -.00430 -.00020 -.00260 
.600 8.000 -.02030 1.14030 .13300 -.26160 -.00430 -.00020 -.00260 
.600 9 000 -.01610 I 21310 .14600 -.27210 - 00440 - 00010 -.00220 
.600 20.000 -.01650 1.27230 .16050 -.27520 -.00480 .00000 -.00110 
.600 ll.000 -.01840 1.31590 .1'7590 -.2130 -.00530 .00010 - 00010 
.600 12.000 -.01830 1,34700 .19410 -.24960 -.00530 .00010 .00020 
ORADIENT -.00017 .11136 .00210 -.02480 -.00011 .00003 -.00019 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 413 
CA5 KI FED H115.IA V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT3G.I (BOM074) ( 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA 000 STAB - 1,000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 S-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 tORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 311/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL m -5.00/ 5.00 
HACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOCD OCLH DCY DCLN OCSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.03280 .00630 .10450 -.02540 -.00190 -.00100 -.00100
 
.700 -2.000 -.02750 14410 .09720 -.05970 - 00230 -.00110 -.00150
 
.700 .000 - 01750 .27040 .09320 - 08900 -.00260 - 00100 - 00170
 
.700 1.000 -.01570 .38730 .09220 -.11740 -.00270 -.00090 -.00160
 
700 2.000 -.02050 .49820 .09390 -.14440 -.00270 -.00070 -.00170
 
700 3 000 -.0280 .60940 09790 -.17270 -.00870 -.00050 - 00200
 
.700 4.000 -.02090 .72030 .10400 -.20290 -.00260 -.00040 -.00240
 
.700 5 000 -.01750 .83160 .11170 -.23530 -.00200 -.00060 - 00280
 
700 6.000 -.01300 .93680 .12180 -.26010 -.00110 -.00080 - 00290
 
.700 7 000 -.01020 1.02650 .13490 - 26540 - 00040 - 00100 -.00240
 
.700 8.000 -.00920 1.09350 .15050 -.25500 -.00040 T.00t0 -.OO0
 
.700 9.000 -.00840 I 14450 .26780 -.23880 - 00050 - 00140 -.00200
 
700 10.000 -.00760 1.19190 1840 -.22980 -.00030 -.00150 - 00220
 
.700 22.000 - 00780 1 23910 .20600 -.21500 00000 -.00150 -.00220
 
.700 12.000 -.00650 1.28000 .22780 -.19600 .00010 -.00110 - 00190
 
GRADIENT .00144 .11650 .00119 -.02924 -.00003 .00010 -.00022
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TAULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAUL 414 
CAS K! REO HIS.IA V9.1 MINUS ORB TCB AT38.1 (0M075) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 55D0.0000 SOXY. XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I9 ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI- - 45.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SS-6 * 45 000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 318/ 0 RN/L - 2,BB GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLH DCY DCLN DCSL 
Soo -2 000 -.01920 -.41900 .17520 .122BO -.00320 -.00030 - 00010 
.500 -1 000 -.02270 -.32050 .16470 .10910 -.00240 -.00030 - 00010 
.500 .000 -.02340 -.22010 .15690 .08730 -.00360 .00000 - 00040 
.500 1.000 -.02010 -. 190go .15140 .05930 -.00520 .00030 -.00070 
.500 2 000 -.01790 -.01930 .14760 l026I0 -.00600 .00040 -.00100 
.500 3 000 -.c2l00 .08310 .14450 -.01050 -.0060 .00030 -.00110 
.500 4 000 -.02430 .18350 .14250 -.04520 -.00630 .00040 - 00110 
.500 5.000 -.02290 .28050 .14200 -.07530 -.00630 00060 - 00120 
.500 6.000 -.01840 .37540 .14330 -. 10260 -.00600 .00060 -.00140 
.500 7 000 -.01700 .47030 .14620 -. 92260 -.00530 .00040 -.00150 
.500 6 00 -.02010 55360 .15030 -. 15530 -.0047U .00020 - 00170 
.500 9,000 -.0226O .65080 .15520 -.18010 -.00490 .00010 -.00180 
.500 10.000 -.02120 .73060 .16050 -.19960 -.00500 .00000 -.00180 
.600 12 000 -.01570 .80660 .16670 -.21510 -.00500 - 00020 -.00180 
.500 12.000 -.01000 .88490 .17340 -.22680 -.00520 - 00030 - 00150 
GRADIENT -.00029 .10032 -.00458 -.02959 -.00059 .00013 -.O001B 
RUN NO. 315/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA OCL 0D DCL DCY DCL OC0. 
.600 -2 000 -.01700 -.46450 .17810 .14520 - 00320 - 00020 -.00010 
.600 -2.000 -.01740 -.35540 .16660 .12160 -.00330 -.00040 -.00030 
.600 .000 -.01860 -.2490 .15810 .09780 -.00360 -.00030 -.00040 
.600 1.000 -. 0I660 -.14450 .15e00 .07140 -.00390 -. 00010 -.00050 
.600 2.000 -.01490 -.04030 .14890 .03810 -.00420 00000 - 00070 
.600 3.000 -.01630 .06570 .14660 -.00180 -.00430 .00010 -.00080 
.600 4.000 -.02000 17010 .14530 -.04170 -.00430 00010 -.00070 
.600 5.000 -.02070 . 66b .1520 -.07686 -.00400 .oobeo -.00070 
.600 6.000 -.01830 .36680 .14670 -,10780 -.00360 .00010 -.00080 
.600 7.000 -.01440 46350 .14970 -.13560 -.00350 .00010 -.00100 
.600 8.000 -.01020 .55620 .15390 -.15870 - 00390 .00010 -.00120 
600 9.000 - 00980 .64300 .15900 -.17420 - 00460 .00010 -.00220 
.600 10.000 - 01270 .72890 .16490 -.18470 - 00500 00010 -.00100 
.600 21.000 -.01000 .81810 .17240 -.19380 - 00570 .00020 -.00060 
.600 12.000 -.00540 .91030 .18210 -.19B90 -.00670 .00030 -.00010 
GRADIENT - 00034 .10490 -.00446 -.03217 -.00015 .00009 - 00009 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 	 PAGE 415 
CA5 KI F20 H15,IA V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 I 	 (60M075) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 45,000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO, 314/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OD OCL DOCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -2.000 -.00780 -.51600 .18280 .16750 -.00310 -.00030 -.00020 
.700 -1.000 -.01230 -.39410 .17030 .13330 -.00320 -.00030 - 00050 
.700 .000 -,01420 -.28090 .16110 .10430 -.00290 -.00040 -.00060 
.700 2.000 -.01160 -.17560 .15530 .07570 -.00270 -.00040 -.00070 
.700 2.000 -.01180 -.07030 .15200 .04030 -.00250 -.00030 -.00090 
.700 3.000 -. 01110 .03960 .15030 -.00260 -.00210 -.00030 -.00110 
700 4 000 -.01070 .15010 .14940 -.04650 -.00180 -.00040 -.00120 
.700 5.000 -.01330 25510 .14970 - 08230 -.00150 -.00040 - 00110 
.700 6.000 -.01620 .35550 .15120 -.10710 -.00140 -.00030 -.00100 
.700 7.000 -.01710 .45700 .15420 -.12840 -.00150 - 00020 - 00090 
.700 9 000 -.01570 .56120 .1590 -.14560 -.00210 -.00010 - 00100 
.700 9 000 -.01170 66380 .16670 -.15440 -.00310 .00000 - 00120 
.700 10.000 -.00640 .76180 .17760 -.17890 -.00360 .00000 - 00170 
700 11 000 -.00560 .85480 .19100 - 18490 - 00380 00000 -.00190 
a 	 .700 IF 000 -.00790 93910 .20730 - 18090 -.00370 .00010 - 00170 
GRADIENT -.00O25 .10935 -.00443 -.03576 .00026 -.00001 -.00014 
PABE 416
 
CAB KI F20 HIS. IA V9.l M!IN.S ORB TC5 AT38.! (80M076) 1 21 JAN 75
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SRF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. Y P - 1339.9100 IN. xc ALPHA! - 6 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-18 ­ 000 ELV-08 ­ 3 a0 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - 45.000 93-4 - 46.000 
55-6 - 46 000 IORe - 9 700 
RUN NO 319/ 0 RN/L - 2.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -12 000 5.77440 .33980 .12950 -.11210 .20320 - 01730 01000 
.500 -10.900 5.17690 .34420 .13230 -.11040 .15970 - 01010 00750 
500 -8.000 5.78220 .34180 .13540 -.09240 .12000 -.00490 00550 
.500 -6 000 5.786510 .33900 .13830 -.07730 .08210 -.00100 .00350 
.500 -4.000 5.78660 3380 .14060 0.07380 .04640 .00180 .00160 
.600 ,-3 000 5.79560 .34070 .14140 -.07680 .03000 .00250 .00080 
500 -2 000 5.18470 34320 .14200 -.08170 .01560 00240 00020 
500 -1.000 5.78370 .34430 .14240 -.08600 .00380 00160 -.00040 
.500 .000 5 78370 .34320 .t4300 -.00620 -.00640 00060 -.00100 
500 1 000 5.78420 .34160 .14360 -.08760 -.01670 - 00050 - 00150 
600 2.000 5.78470 .33970 .14380 -.08280 -.02790 - 00160 - 00200 
.500 3 000 5.18420 .33770 .14340 -.07570 -.04060 -.00210 -.00240 
.500 4.000 5.78370 .33550 .14260 -.07090 -.05510 - 00180 -.00310 
.500 6.000 5.78370 .33710 .13990 -.07180 -.09020 00110 - 00500 
.500 8.000 5.78220 .33990 .13630 -.08160 -.13180 .00620 -.00720 
.500 10 o00 5 77930 .34120 .13270 -.09360 -.17550 01220 - 00950 
500 12 000 5.77490 .33420 .13050 - 09350 -.21360 .01760 -.01190 
ORADIENT -.00026 -.00047 .00031 .00018 -.01209 -.00054 - 00056 
RUN NO. 318/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12 000 5.77780 .33370 .13330 -.12050 .20470 -.01750 00990 
600 -10 000 5.78120 .33730 .13510 -.11110 .16340 -.01150 oo6o 
.600 -8.000 5.78370 .33460 .13850 -.09130 .12250 -.00580 .00480 
.600 -6.000 5.78520 .33150 14170 - 07800 .08230 - 00090 .00300 
.500 -4 000 5.78660 .33110 .14400 -.07810 .04530 .00230 00140 
.600 -3.000 5 78710 .33340 .14470- -.08230 .02960 00270 .00070 
.600 -2.000 5.78710 .33680 .14530 -.06760 .01570 .00210 .00010 
.600 -1.000 6 78560 .33900 14580 -.09340 .00580 00100 -.00040 
.600 .000 5.78470 .33840 .14630 -.09710 -.00470 .00010 - 00090 
.600 1 000 5.78520 .33540 .14680 -.09540 -.01610 - 00070 -.00130 
.600 2.000 5,78520 .33210 .14690 -.08880 -.02830 -.00150 -.00180 
.600 3.000 5.78560 .32950 14660 -.08050 - 04130 -.00220 - 00220 
.600 4.000 5 78660 .32780 .14590 -.07330 -.05590 - 00210 - 00280 
600 6.000 5.78660 .32780 .14330 -.06940 - 09120 .00070 - 00430 
.600 a o0 5.78320 .33140 .14020 -.07920 -.13380 .00660 -.00640 
.600 20.000 5.77830 ,33340 .13710 -.09480 -.17860 01350 -.00670 
.600 12.000 5 77880 .32360 ,13410 -.09670 -.21630 0170 - 01050 
GRADIENT -.00015 -.00003 .00029 .00034 -.01216 - 00069 - 00050 
PAGE 417
CATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CA5 KI F20 HI. IA V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 A73.1 (BGMO76) ( 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 0o0 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YmRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB * 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 * 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
05-6 * 45 000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO, 317/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL
 
700 -12.000 5.78660 .32690 .13360 -.12380 .21310 -.01920 01030
 
700 -10.000 5.78910 .33000 .13610 -. 11000 .17200 -.01410 00820
 
.700 -8.000 5.78910 32440 .14080 -.09140 .12600 -.00650 00490
 
700 -6.000 5.79050 31960 .14510 - 08090 08330 -.00050 00220
 
.700 -4.000 5.79150 31990 .14790 -.D8240 04830 .00180 00070
 
.700 -3.000 5 79200 .32250 .14870 -.D871G .03400 00170 .00030
 
.700 -2.000 5.79150 .32550 .14930 -.09220 .02120 .00120 -.00010
 
700 -1.000 5.79100 .32750 .14990 - 09540 00960 .00040 - 00050 
700 o00 5.79050 32680 .15050 -.09490 - 00180 -.00080 - 0000 
700 1.000 5.79050 .32390 .15100 - 09100 -.01480 -.00120 - 00120 
700 2.000 5 79100 .32030 .15120 -.08610 -.02940 - 00130 - 00150 
.700 3 000 5.79200 .3180 15080 - 09150 -.04500 - 00110 - 00190 
700 4.000 5.79 00 .31690 .14980 - 07570 -.06140 -.00070 - 00220
 
.700 6.000 5.78960 .31750 .14650 -.06770 -.09770 0O1O - 00360
 
.700 8 000 5 78520 .31980 .14240 -.07330 -.13870 00720 -.00610
 
.700 20.000 5 78080 .32180 .13840 -.09010 -.18230 .01430 -.00940
 
.700 12 000 5.77930 .32130 .13570 -.10480 - 22440 01970 -.01190
 
GRADIENT 00001 -.00066 .00031 .o0oo - 01336 -.00042 - 00036
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 429 
CA5 K! F2E V9. MINUS ORB TC5 AT38t (802077 ( et JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 RUD-U - .o0 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-L - 000 SI-a - 45 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZIRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - 45 000 S5-6 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 323/ 0 RN/L - 1.69 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL COD DCLM DCV 0CLN OCSL 
300 -2.000 .01370 -.31340 .17620 -.09400 -.00640 00010 .00030 
.300 -1 000 .00930 -.22410 .16640 -.09150 -.00560 .00010 .00030 
300 .000 .00510 -.13130 .15880 -.08950 - 00680 .00030 - 00020 
.300 1000 .00770 -.04150 .15330 -.09100 -.00860 .00050 -.00090 
.300 2 000 01180 .04560 .14950 -,09450 - 01010 .00070 - 00140 
300 3 000 .01200 .13370 .14630 -.10130 -.01100 .00090 -.00160 
.300 4.000 .01190 .22210 .14380 -.10770 -.01080 .00090 -.00160 
.300 5.000 .01400 .30750 .14290 -.10840 -.01000 .00080 -,00160 
.300 6 000 .01480 .39090 .14320 -.10460 -.00930 .00070 -.00t70 
300 7 000 .01300 .47450 14430 -.10190 -.00890 00060 -.00190 
300 8.000 .01210 .55540 .14520 -.09970 -.00870 00060 - 00200 
.300 9.000 .01250 .63170 .14900 -.09680 - 00890 .00080 - 00190 
.300 10.000 .01180 .70450 .15250 -.09330 -.00930 .00100 -,00200 
.300 11.000 .01300 .77420 .15680 -.09080 -.00950 .00110 -.00220 
.300 12 000 .01690 .84080 .16190 -.08910 -.00910 00100 - 00230 
GRADIENT .00048 .08980 -.00461 -.00263 - 00078 .00013 - 00033 
RUN NO. 322/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH- ALPHAN BETA OCL COD DCLN DCY DCLN OCSL 
.499 -2.000 00990 -.35940 .17890 -.09400 -.00390 - 00040 .00030 
.499 -1.000 .00980 -.28270 .16850 -.09250 -.00400 -.00030 00020 
499 .000 .00970 -.16760 .16080 - 09110 -.00500 - 00010 -.00010 
.499 2.000 .00960 -.07490 .15540 -.09250 -.00620 .00030 - 00050 
.499 2.000 .00960 .01720 .15160 -.09740 -.00650 .00050 - 00090 
499 3.000 00970 11140 .14860 -.10530 -.00640 .00040 - 00110 
.499 4.000 .00970 .20430 .14640 -. 210 - 00630 .00040 -.00110 
499 5.000 00980 .e9350 .14540 -.11300 -.00620 00050 - 00120 
.499 6.000 .01010 .38060 .14610 -.10900 -.00610 .00050 - 00250 
499 7.000 .00930 .46970 .14810 -.20520 -.00580 .00030 - 00160 
.499 8.000 .01080 .55410 .15090 -.10300 - 00600 .00030 - 00160 
.499 9.000 .01350 63190 .15440 - 10030 -.00670 .00060 -.00150 
.499 10.000 .01390 .70470 .15860 -.09740 -.00720 .00080 - 00140 
.499 11.000 .01350 .77710 .16400 -.09570 -.00670 .00070 -.00160 
.499 12.000 .01740 .85100 .17050 -.09760 -.006 0 .00060 -.00170 
GRADIENT - 00001 09327 -.00459 - 00332 -.00038 .00014 - 00024 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 419 
CAS KI F20 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B.I (BGM077) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC BETA - 000 RUO&U - .000 
LRER - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-L - 000 $1-2 45 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP . 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - 45 000 95-6 - 45 000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 321/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVALS -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOCD OCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -2.000 .01470 -.39470 .18170 -.08730 -.00470 -.00050 .00020 
.600 -1 000 01560 -.29190 .17130 -.09150 -.00510 -.00050 .00000 
Soo .G0e .01390 -.19120 t6320 - 09280 -.00560 - 00040 -.000 
500 1.000 .01190 -.09430 .15740 -.09300 - 00650 00000 - 00050 
.600 2.000 .01610 .00220 .15340 -.09960 -.00640 00000 - 00070 
.500 3,000 .01600 .10010 .15060 -.10850 -.00600 .00010 -.00070 
00 4 000 .01390 .19600 .14900 -.11470 -.00580 .00020 -.00080 
.600 5.000 .01700 .28740 .14680 -.11550 -.00550 .O0030 -. 0o10 
.600 6.000 .02060 .37700 .14990 -.11620 - 00500 .00020 - 00120 
600 7.000 .01810 .46790 .15240 -.11650 -.00490 .00010 - 00130 
.600 8.000 .01850 .55580 .15600 -.11710 -.00550 .00020 -.00130 
.600 9.000 .02740 .63950 .l600 -.11750 -.00860 .00040 -.00120 
.600 10.000 .03090 .72250 .16630 -.11930 - 00590 00050 -.00110 
.600 11.000 .02240 .80810 .17340 -.12280 - 00740 .00060 -.00080 
.600 12.000 .01850 .89650 18250 -.12590 -.00920 .00100 - 00020 
a t GRADIENT .00022 .09744 -.00,157 -.00++4 - 00012 .00013 - O17 
F RUN NO. 320/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL OCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
700 -2.000 .03010 -.44B00 .18580 -.07680 -.00340 -.00080 .00040 
.700 -t.000 .029,0 -.33250 .t74tG -.0s980 -.00390 -00060 -.o00st 
700 .0o .02950 -.2a55o .1510 -.o490 -.00420 -.00050 - 00030 
700 1.000 .02990 -.12770 .15910 -.09840 -.00380 -.00060 -.00050 
700 2 000 .03010 -.02800 .15550 -.10490 -.00370 - 00040 - 00060 
.700 3.000 .03050 .07450 .15340 -.11550 -.00350 -.00030 -.00110 
.700 4.000 .03070 .17550 .15230 -.12550 -.00290 -.00050 -.00130 
.700 5.000 08940 272SO .15650 -.13200 -.00230 - 00080 - 00120 
.700 6 000 .02950 36740 .15410 -.13510 -.00200 - 00080 -.00100 
.700 7 000 .03230 .46580 .15700 -. 13840 -.00260 -.00040 -.00090 
700 8.000 .03260 .56640 .16140 -.14570 -.00260 -.00060 - 00090 
700 9 000 03330 67040 .16860 - 15570 -.00150 - 00180 -.00100 
.700 10.000 .03570 .76640 .17960 -.16060 -.00150 -.00220 -.00120 
700 11.000 03660 86500 .19360 -.15690 -.00350 -.00130 -.00110 
.700 12.000 .03320 .94100 .21040 -.15110 -.00510 -.00060 -.G000 
GRADIENT .00004 .10222 -.00453 -.00754 .00018 .00002 -.00024 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 420 
CA5 KI FO HIS.IA MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.1 (80N078) ( 21 JAN 75 









- 1339.9100 IN. XC 









BREF - E348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. Z 9I-2 - 45.000 53-4 . 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 95-6 - 45.000 IOR8 9.700 
RUN NO. 3L6/ 0 RN/L - 2.60 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL 000 DCLK OCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -12.000 5.76900 .34400 .13160 -.06710 .13820 .01650 .00450 
.500 -20,000 5,77290 .34390 .13410 -.05860 .111O .01470 .00310 
.5o -8,000 5.77640 .34550 .13510 -,03390 ,OB40C .01300 .00110 
.500 -8.000 5.77930 .34550 .13740 -,049S0 .05710 .01120 .00100 
.500 -4.000 5.78080 .34400 .13820 -.04690 .03170 .00880 -.00020 
.500 -3.000 5.78030 .34460 .13850 -.04930 .01990 .00720 -.00060 
.500 -2.000 5.77880 .34710 .13890 -.05590 .00930 .00540 -.00080 
.500 -1.000 5.77730 .34910 .13930 -.06270 .00080 .00300 - 00110 
.500 .000 5.77690 .34940 .13980 -.06630 -.00660 .00040 -.00130 
.500 1.000 5.77730 .34820 .14040 -.06610 -.01430 -.00230 -.00160 
.500 2 000 5.77730 .34590 .14050 -.06030 -.02300 -.00480 -.00190 
.500 3 000 5.77640 ,34360 .14040 -.05200 -.03270 -.00700 -.00220 
.500 4.000 5.77640 .34250 .14020 -.04650 -.04380 -.00870 -.00260 
500 6 000 5 77690 .34260 .13910 -.04250 - 06920 - 01100 -.00360 
.500 8 000 5.77440 .34350 .13710 -.04050 - 0970 -.01270 -. 00450 
.500 20.000 5.77000 .34200 .13440 -.04160 -.12480 -.01470 - 00530 
.500 12.00C 5 7566 .33360 .1317D -.04990 -.14810 -.01710 - 00650 
GRADIENT -.00054 -.00020 .00030 -.00032 -.00899 -.00230 -.00028 
RUN NO. 3e5/ 0 RN/L - 3.L7 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.77390 .33120 .13560 -.07120 .13870 .01720 .00330 
.600 -10.000 5.77730 .33B50 .13740 -.08100 .12390 .01460 .00240 
.600 -8.O00 5 77980 .33550 .13910 -.04730 .00720 .01260 .00150 
.600 -6.000 5.78120 .33360 .14030 -.04090 .05930 .0090 .00070 
.600 -4.000 5.78270 .33400 .14120 -.04550 .03250 .00890 .00000 
.600 -3 000 5.78270 .33660 .14150 -.05130 .02050 00730 -.00020 
.600 -2.000 5.78170 .34020 .14280 -.05830 .01040 .00520 -.00040 
.600 -1.000 6 78030 .34270 .14230 -.08870 .00200 .00290 -.00080 
.600 .000 5.77930 .34220 .14290 -,07060 -.00590 .00040 -.00090 
.600 1.000 5.77980 .33930 .14330 -.06950 -.014BO -.00180 -.00120 
.600 .000 5.78030 .33640 .14340 -.06350 -.02430 -.00440 -.00150 
.600 3.000 5.78030 .33450 .14320 -.05470 -.03410 -.00690 -.00170 
.600 4.000 6.78030 .33310 .14310 -.04570 -.04540 -.00870 -.00190 
.600 8.000 5.77880 .33130 .14250 - 03410 -.07130 -.01080 -.00250 
.600 8.000 5.77490 .33060 .14090 -.03400 -.09840 -.01280 -.00310 
.600 20.000 5.77100 .32950 .13880 -.04380 -.12470 - 01520 -.00380 
.600 12.000 5,77100 .32530 .13670 -.05410 -.14830 -.01820 -.00480 
GRADIENT -.00033 -.00035 .00028 -.00142 -.00936 -.00228 -.50025 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 421 
CAS KI F2a HI5.IA HINUS ORB TC5 AT38.I (BO078) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN 




















XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA! ­ 6.000 STAB 1.000 
YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB - .000 £LV-09 ­ 3 000 
ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 - 45 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
s5-6 - 45.000 ORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 324/ 0 RN/L - 3 57 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
8ETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
-22.000 5.78030 32600 13720 - 07760 .14480 .01770 00440 
-10.000 5.78370 32670 .13850 -.05240 .11810 01490 .00320 
-8.000 6.7010 .31870 .1406O -.04670 .09010 01260 .00170 
-6 000 5 7810 .31380 .14280 -.04160 .08170 .01060 00040 
-4 000 5.78910 .31670 .14460 - 04940 .03490 00830 - 00050 
-3.000 5.78810 .32110 .14530 -.05720 .02350 00660 -. 00070 
-2.000 5.78710 .32610 .14600 - 06560 .01410 .00440 -.00080 
-1.000 5.78710 .32910 .14650 -.07170 .00570 00210 -.00090 
.000 5.78710 32910 ,14710 - 07250 -.00310 .00000 -.00210 
1.000 5 78710 .32580 .14770 -.06790 -.01380 -.00210 -.00140 
2 000 5.78560 .32500 .14790 -.06220 -.02550 -.00410 - 00140 
3.000 5.78470 .32410 .14750 -.05670 -.03740 -.00610 -.00130 
4.000 5.76420 .32240 .14650 -.048BO -.05020 - 00760 -.00120 
6.000 5.78320 31920 .14440 -.03330 -.07720 -.00990 - 00160 
8.000 5.77830 .32080 .14280 - 03120 - 10290 - 01270 -.00270 
10.000 5.77100 .32490 .14190 -.04500 - 12760 - 01610 -.00420 
12.000 5.76760 .32300 14020 - 06870 - 15370 -.01950 -.00500 
G,RADIENT -.00055 .00046 .00032 00024 -.01036 -.00205 -.00011 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 422 
CA5 KI F20 415.6 V9.1 MINUS OR8 TC5 A738.2 (9OM079) C 21 JAN 15 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S1-2 - 45 000 S3-4 45 000 
S5-6 - 45 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 330/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL U -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 5,76860 .37700 .13050 -118530 .e1220 -.02410 O08BO 
.500 -1O.00O 5,77050 .38060 .13280 -.17760 .17190 -.01850 0OS8O 
.500 -8.000 5.77340 .37620 .13690 -.15970 .13220 -.01360 00510 
.500 -6 000 5.77590 .37150 .14000 -,14000 .09400 -.00960 00360 
.500 -4 000 5.77780 .36980 .14140 -.12520 .05760 -.00600 00200 
.500 -3.000 5.77880 .37070 .14160 -.12260 .03960 -.00400 .00120 
.500 -2.000 5.77980 .37180 .14190 -.12380 .021g0 -.00180 00030 
.500 -! 000 5.77980 .37230 .14530 -.12600 .0054o .00020 - 00060 
.500 .000 5.77830 .37140 .14220 -.12650 -.01060 .00230 - 00150 
.500 1.000 5.77780 .37000 .14340 -.12490 -.02650 .00430 - 00240 
.500 2.000 5.77880 .36850 .14360 -.12260 -.04230 .00610 - 00310 
.500 3000 5.77980 .36780 14340 -.12190 -.05840 00750 -.00370 
.500 4.000 5.77980 .36830 .14270 -.12450 -.07510 .00890 - 00430 
.500 6000 5.77690 .37230 .14050 -.13860 -.11110 .01190 - 00570 
.500 8.000 5,77290 .37740 .13780 -.15810 -,15040 .01610 -.00730 
.500 10.000 5.77050 .37950 .13470 -.01240 -.19110 .02100 -.0910 
.500 12 000 5.77290 .37380 .13250 -116500 -.22920 .02450 -.01080 
GRADIENT .0001L -.00039 .00025 .00014 -.01642 .00190 - 00081 
RUN NO. 329/ 0 RN/IL 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
600 -12 000 5.76760 .37070 .13350 -.IB400 .21580 -.02480 .00820 
.600 -10.000 5.77200 .37190 .13480 -.17000 .17560 -.02010 .00640 
.600 -8 000 5.77340 .36970 .13850 -.15050 .13570 -.01510 .00470 
.600 -6.000 5.77490 36690 .14160 -.13250 .09640 -.01040 .00310 
.600 -4.000 5.77730 .36580 .14320 -.12180 .05850 -.08630 .001O 
.QO0 -3.000 5.77730 .36670 .14370 -.12110 .04060 -.00430 .00100 
.600 -2 000 5.77640 .36910 .14430 -.12410 .02380 -. 00230 00040 
.600 -1,000 5.77640 .37070 .14500 -.12900 .00820 -. 00050 ".00030 
.600 .000 5.77730 .36990 .14570 -.13210 -. 00750 .00140 -.00110 
,600 1.000 5.77780 .36760 .14620 -.13040 - 02390 .00320 - 00180 
.600 2.000 5.77830 .36440 .14610 -.12520 - 04110 .00490 -.00230 
,600 3.000 5.71780 .36230 .14570 -.121560 -. 05860 .00670 -. 00280 
.600 4 000 5.77730 .36250 .14540 -.12360 -.07580 .00820 - 00330 
.600 6.000 5.77540 .36710 14430 -.13870 -.11180 01170 - 00450 
.600 8.000 5.77290 .37160 .14170 -.15610 -.15310 01670 -.00630 
.600 10.000 5.77050 .37210 .1830 -.16840 -.19600 .02210 -.00840 
.600 12.000 5.77000 .36520 .13610 -.17080 -.23070 .02460 -.00980 
GRADIENT .00011 -.00064 .00033 -.00020 -.01661 .00182 -.00063 
S 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 423 
CA8 KI FEO HI.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT36.2 (80A1079) 21 JAN 75 
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- 327.8000 IN 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 424 
CA5 KI FRO 825.6 V9 I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (BOMOBO) ( 21 JAW 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RU-L - 000 
SREF - 2340.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. 2C ELV-IS ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 51-2 - 45 000 53-4 - 45.000 
$5-5 - 45 000 ]ORB 7.850 
RUN NO 335/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DC DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.03610 -.40140 .17950 .07480 -.00600 00060 - 00050 
500 -1.000 -.03010 -.30170 16920 .05800 - 00550 00060 - 00060 
.500 .000 - 030B0 -.20070 .16130 .03760 -.00680 00090 -.00090 
.500 1.000 -.03BIO -.10100 .15560 .01300 -.00830 .00130 -.00120 
.500 2.000 -.04500 -.00140 .15150 -.01770 -.00910 00160 -.00160 
.500 3.000 -.04850 .10130 .14830 -.05290 -.00960 .00190 -.00160 
.500 4.000 -.04540 .20380 .I4620 -.08750 -.01020 .00210 -.00160 
.600 5.000 -.04150 .3017D .14590 -.11680 -.01050 .00220 -.00170 
500 6.000 -.03750 .39640 .14740 -.14110 -.00990 00210 -.00180 
.500 7.000 -.03750 .49970 .15080 -.18510 -.00890 .00180 -.00200 
.500 8.000 -.03770 .58420 .15500 -. 18950 -.00860 .00180 -.00190 
600 9.000 -.03540 .Q190 .19000 -.21150 -.00910 00120 - 00120 
.500 Io 000 -.03290 .75340 .16570 -.23220 -.00940 00280 -.00170 
.500 11.000 -.03400 .83330 .t7240 -.25480 -.00940 .00170 -.00170 
.500 12.000 -.03610 .91670 .18010 -.27900 -.00940 .00140 -.00140 
GRADIENT -.00200 .10065 -.00468 -.02823 -.00076 .00026 -.00019 
RUN NO 334/ 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOD OCLM OCY OCLN OCSL 
.600 -2.000 -.02250 -.44220 .18110 .09220 -.01250 .00050 - 00100 
.600 -1.000 -.02300 -.33430 .17010 .06980 -.01000 .00040 -.00110 
.600 000 -.02340 - 22890 .16200 .04730 -.00650 .00070 -.00080 
600 1.000 -.02350 -. 12480 .15610 .02170 -.00600 .00100 -.00090 
.600 2.000 -.02450 - 01900 .15210 -.01080 -.00760 .00220 -.00120 
.600 3.000 -.02470 .08760 .14940 -.05070 -.00790 .00130 - 00140 
600 4.000 -.02230 .19360 .14,70 -.08860 -.00780 .00130 - 00140 
.600 5.000 -.021'00 293S0 .14740 -.11810 -.00740 00120 - 00130 
.600 6.000 -.01890 .39120 .14919 -.14360 - 00730 .00130 -.00130 
.600 7.000 -.01780 .49010 .15300 -.17240 -.00740 .0013a -.00130 
.600 9.000 -.01990 .58680 .15820 -.20400 -.00790 .00150 -.00230 
.600 9 000 -.02480 67850 .16430 -.23270 - 00860 00160 - 00110 
.600 20.OO -.0a480 .76900 .17160 -.25930 -.00880 .00150 -.00090 
.600 11.000 -.01980 .86270 .18070 -.28330 -.00940 .00130 -.00060 
.600 12.000 -.01560 .95870 .19220 -.29910 -.01040 .00100 -.00020 
GRADIENT 00011 .10528 -.00464 - 03084 .00040 .00014 - 00007 
PAGE 425
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA . 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-lB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SI-a - 45.000 93-4 - 45 000 
$5-6 - 45.000 IORB - 7.850 
SCALE - .0300 
-5.00/
RUN NO. 331/ 0 RN/L - 3.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -21000 -.02030 -.40970 .10410 .10900 -.00520 .00050 -.00050 
.700 -1.000 -.02240 -.36760 .17160 .08100 -.00590 .00050 -.00080 
700 000 -.02000 -.25320 .16210 .05460 -.00600 .00060 -.00090 
.700 1.000 -.02070 -.14560 .15570 .02390 -.00560 .00060 -.00100 
700 2.000 -.02220 -.03840 .15200 -.01160 -.00550 .00080 - 00110 
.700 3.000 -.02360 .07220 .15010 -.05360 - 00580 .00100 - 00150 
.700 4,000 -.02530 .18630 .14970 -.09990 -.00590 .00120 -.00170 
.700 5,000 -.02370 .89450 .15070 -.14070 -.00580 .00140 -.00160 
.700 6.000 -.02lO .39650 .25280 - 17260 - 00550 .00150 -.00120 
.700 7.000 -.02160 .49920 .15650 -.20040 -.00560 .00150 -.00090 
.700 8.000 -.02080 .60600 .16280 -.22840 - 00620 .00140 - 00090 
.700 9.000 -.01820 .71140 .17210 -.25230 - 00710 .00130 - 00130 
.700 10 000 -.01530 .81130 .18450 -,asego -.00740 .00110 - 00180 
.700 11.000 -.01490 .90580 .19940 -.27560 - 00690 .00080 - 00210 
.700 12 000 - 01490 .99080 .21700 - 26930 -.00650 .00070 - 00200 
GRADIENT -.00010 .11122 -.00455 - 03593 -.00004 .00013 -.0001
7
 
UAIL eU .UN 10 IAbULAILU hUUXCL UA1A - GAn VAU 4d* 
CAB KI FO H15,6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCB AT38,2 (80OB1) 1 21 M4 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ,FT, XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN,YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB * 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 1-2 - .000 53-4 - 45.000 
85-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 340/ 0 RN/L ­ 1,01 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.150 -2,000 -.02170 -.34660 .07810 .06170 -.02010 .00020 -.00210 
.150 -1.000 -.01570 -.22650 .06750 .0570 -101560 .00010 -.00200 
.150 000 -.01770 -.14830 .05940 .00490 -.01430 00000 -.00200 
.150 1 000 -.02660 -.08280 .05430 -t01330 -.01470 -.00010 -.00210 
.150 2.000 -.02930 -.01440 .05120 Zib3250 -.01610 -,00010 -.00220 
.150 3 000 -.02600 .06510 .04860 -.05270 -.01660 .00000 - 00220 
.150 4.000 -.02580 .14420 .04690 -.0100 -.01590 .00010 -.00220 
.150 5.000 -.02540 .21800 .04650 -.08470 -.01660 .00040 -.00220 
.260 6 000 -.02290 .29270 .04700 -.10130 -.01840 .0008O -.00230 
15O 7 000 -.02290 .36880 .04820 -.12810 -.01900 .00080 -.00220 
.150 8.000 -.02370 .44580 .06070 -.15550 -.01840 .00010 -.00210 
.150 9.000 -.02090 .52160 .05510 -.17860 -.01830 -.00030 -.00170 
ISO 10.000 -.01910 .59700 .06210 -.19430 -.01770 00020 - 00140 
150 II 000 -.02290 .67190 .07330 -.20880 -.01560 .00060 -.00130 
.160 12.000 -.02550 .74300 .08880 -.22480 -.01490 .00100 - 00120 
GRADIENT -.00124 .07765 -.00428 -.02024 00017 00002 -.00003 
RUN NO. 339/ 0 RN/L - I 92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL CD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
299 -2.000 - 02430 -.36440 .07380 .06660 -.00860 .00150 - 00090 
.299 -1.000 -.02350 -.27740 .06560 .04510 -.00920 .00180 -.00100 
299 .000 -.01960 -.18800 .06000 .02230 -.00880 .00170 -.00100 
.299 I 000 -.01740 -.10610 .05660 .00100 - 00790 00140 - 00090 
.299 2.000 -.01710 -.02800 .05470 -.01820 -.00790 .00140 -.00090 
.299 3.000 -.02080 .04920 .05340 -.03B40 - 00850 .00260 - 00080 
.299 4.000 -.02330 .12550 .05300 - 05890 - 00920 00160 - 00080 
.29 5.000 -.b2220 .050 .05370 -.07820 - 0080 .00150 - 00080 
.299 6.000 -.01950 .28220 .05590 -.02850 -.00760 .00150 - 00090 
299 7 000 -.01850 36350 .05950 -.11560 -.00670 00150 - 00100 
.299 8.000 -.02040 .44230 .06390 -.13630 -.00610 00130 - 00100 
.299 9.000 -.02340 .51890 .06980 -.15860 -.00640 00130 - 00040 
.299 10.000 -.02600 59740 .07810 -.18000 -.00810 00200 .00020 
299 11.000 -.02680 .67660 .09020 -.19670 - 01010 00300 .00040 
.299 2,000 -.02530 .75060 .10740 -.21000 -.01070 .00340 00040 
GRADIENT .00015 .08062 -.00268 -.02065 .00002 - 00002 00003 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 427 
CA5 Kt FO HIS.6 V9 I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (BOM081 ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA 000 STAB . I 000 
LREF - 327 B000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 Si-a - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-5 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO 338/ 0 RN/L - 2 98 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DC0 OCLM OcY DCLN OCSL 
500 -2 o00 -.02160 - 40250 07590 .07200 -.00950 .00170 - 00030 
.500 -1.000 -.02290 -.31010 .05670 .04630 - 00960 .00170 - 00030 
.500 .000 -.02120 - 21610 .06030 .02230 -.00790 00170 - 00030 
.500 1.000 -.01620 -.12960 .05680 .00100 -.00770 .00170 -.00030 
500 2.000 - 01370 -.04540 05480 -.02030 -.00750 00170 - 00040 
.500 3.000 -.01290 03B30 .05370 - 04180 -.00750 .00170 - 00040 
.500 4 000 -.01090 12060 .05360 -.06240 -.00780 00170 -.00040 
.500 5.000 -.00850 .20140 .05490 -.08200 -.00760 .00160 -.00040 
.500 6.000 -.01090 .28260 .05780 -.10200 -.00670 .00140 - 00050 
500 7.000 - 01700 .36530 .06200 -.12150 -.00580 .00110 - 00030 
.500 8.000 - 01700 .44840 .06730 -. 13980 -.00570 00100 .00000 
.500 9.000 -.01310 .53450 .07590 -.16100 -.00600 .00110 - 00010 
500 10.000 -.01250 .62110 .08880 - 18220 -.00650 00140 - 00020 
.500 11.000 - 01210 .70240 .10500 -.19770 -.00730 .00190 00010 
500 12.000 - 00890 .77700 .12730 -.21210 -.00810 .00240 00020 
GRADIENT .00213 08605 -.00279 -.02185 .00022 -.00001 - 00002 
RUN NO. 337/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA CCL 0c0 DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2 000 -.01110 -.42800 07730 .08130 - 00840 00180 - 00020 
.600 -1.000 -.01460 -.33500 .06740 .05640 -.00780 .00180 - 00040 
600 .000 -.01590 - 24000 .06050 .03220 -.00800 .00190 - 00030 
600 1 000 -.01260 -.15080 05630 .00970 -.00910 00210 - 00030 
.600 2.000 -,00830 -.06370 05420 -.01440 -.00790 00220 -.00030 
.600 3.000 - 01280 02330 .05330 -.03840 -.00730 .00210 -.00030 
600 4.000 -.01490 10920 .05350 -.06110 -.00650 .00180 - 00020 
600 5.000 -.01710 .19320 05520 -.08360 -.00570 .00150 -.00020 
.600 6 000 - 02070 .27800 .05850 -.10250 -.00480 .00120 -.00020 
.600 7.000 -.02100 .36540 .06310 -.12120 -.00380 .00080 .00020 
600 8.000 -.01960 .45430 06970 - 14490 -.00330 00060 00080 
.600 9 000 -.01980 .54550 08020 -. 17330 - 00390 00080 00070 
.600 10.000 -.01530 .63560 09560 -.19870 -.00550 .00120 00050 
.600 11.000 -.01010 .71830 .11570 -.21870 -.00620 .00160 00070 
.600 12 000 -.01060 .79210 .13880 -.23980 - 00600 .00160 00100 
GRADIENT -.00035 08865 - 00295 - 02358 .00033 - 00002 00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 428 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT3S8.2 (SO8OBI) 2 1 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SP.FT, XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF * 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-0B - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20 000 loR . 7 850 
RUN NO 336/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO DCLR DCY DCLN DCSL 
700 -2 000 - 00660 -.46510 .08110 .09380 - 0080 .00160 -. 00020 
.700 -1.000 -.00940 -.37050 .06950 .07060 -.00780 .00160 -.00060 
.700 .000 - 01460 -.27250 .06160 .04590 -.00740 00170 - 00030 
700 1.000 -.01640 -.17850 .05670 .02130 -.00700 .00180 - 00020 
700 2.000 -.01410 -.08590 .05410 -.60800 - 00670 .00180 .00000 
.700 3.000 -.01160 .O080O .05330 -.03890 -.00620 .00180 .00000 
700 4.000 -.01500 .09810 .05410 -.06830 -.00560 .00170 .00010 
.700 5 000 -.01410 .18470 .05640 -.09530 -.00470 .00140 00000 
.700 6.000 -.00840 .27350 .08020 -.11940 - 00400 .00130 .00010 
700 7.000 -.00630 .36770 .06840 -.14410 - 00340 .00110 .00040 
.700 8.000 -.00850 .46690 .07580 -.17200 -.00310 .00090 .00020 
700 9.000 -.00740 .56380 .08930 -.20000 - 00340 .00080 - 00020 
700 10.000 -.00590 .65410 .10670 -.22230 -.00450 .Obto0 .00060 
.700 11.000 -.00270 .73270 .12760 -.23690 -.00440 00070 .00140 
.700 12.000 .00110 80080 .15090 -.25030 -.00340 .00030 .00180 
GRADIENT -.00083 .09297 -.00330 -.02740 .00046 -.00001 00007 
LATE 20 J.UN 75 TA8ULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 429 
CAS NI FO HIS 6 V9 I MINUS ORB TC5 ATB8.2 (BON082) ( 21 JAN 15 1 






5500 0000 SO FT. 




































RUN NO. 344/ 0 RN/L 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAH DCL DCO DCLM COY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -12.000 1.92960 -.01410 .03970 -.06910 .20540 -.02080 ,01120 
300 -10.000 I 03470 -.02200 .04320 -.06340 .16980 -.01640 .00950 
.300 -8.000 1 93880 -.02990 .04690 -.04960 .13160 - 01150 .00770 
300 -6.000 I 94240 -.03580 .04950 -.03230 .09380 -.00730 .00600 
300 -4 000 1.94560 -.03900 .05120 -.01740 .05810 -.00410 .00410 
.300 -3.000 1.94680 -.03960 .05160 -.01350 .04140 -.00260 .003t0 
.300 -2.000 I 94750 - 03080 05200 -.01310 02530 -.00120 00200 
.300 -1.000 1.94780 -.03950 .05240 -.01500 .00940 .00030 .00070 
.300 0CO 1.94730 -.03900 .05270 -.01550 -.00690 .00170 -.00060 
.300 1.000 1.94540 -.03850 .05270 -.0150 -.02320 .00310 - 00190 
.300 2.000 1.94600 -.03760 .05250 -.01790 -.03960 .00440 -.00290 
300 3 000 1 94570 - 03500 05230 - 02150 - 05630 00550 - 00380 
.300 4 000 I 94510 -.03430 .05170 -.02560 -.07340 .00670 - 00490 
.300 6.000 1.94210 -.02750 .04970 -.03770 -.10940 .00980 - 00690 
.300 8.000 1.93710 -.01470 .04660 -.05700 -.14770 .01360 -.00780 
300 IQ 000 1 9300 -.00010 .04310 - 07600 - 8870 01780 - GBI0 
.300 12.000 I 92580 .00530 .04030 -.07970 -.22400 02150 -.00930 
GRADIENT -.00016 .00059 .00009 -.00113 -.01636 .00136 -.00115 
RUN NO. 343/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL OC OCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -Ia 000 2 93100 -.03630 .04140 -.06450 .21130 - 02130 .01130 
.500 -10.000 1.93400 -.04070 .04370 -.06360 .17370 -.01660 .00940 
.500 -8 000 1.93880 -.04650 .04750 -.05230 .13580 -.01180 .00770 
.500 -6.000 1 94290 - 05140 05090 -.03730 .9920 -. 00190 00590 
.500 -4 000 1.94470 -.05410 .05270 -.02390 .06130 - 00460 .00400 
600 -3 000 1 94520 -.05460 .05300 -.01960 .04330 -.00290 .00300 
500 -2 000 I 94570 -.05450 .05310 -.01770 .02560 -.00110 .00190 
.500 -1.000 1.94600 -.05410 05310 -.01780 .00880 00050 00070 
.501 000 1.94590 -. 05420 .05340 -.01910 - 00820 00200 -.00040 
.500 1.000 1.94590 -.05500 ,05360 -.02070 -.02500 00340 -.00160 
500 2 000 1.94600 -.05590 .05350 -.02140 -.04200 .00470 - 00260 
.500 3.000 1.94570 -.05560 05310 -.02350 -.05950 00610 -.00360 
.500 4.000 1.94430 -.05330 .05260 -.02940 -.07790 .00750 -.00450 
500 6.000 1.940,70 -.04550 .05060 -.046SO -.11580 .01010 - CO30 
.500 8 000 I 93800 -.03860 .04710 -. 06090 - 15370 01440 -.00790 
.500 10.000 I 93530 -.03400 .04320 -.0810 -. 19160 01880 - 00950 
.500 12.000 1,92910 -.03020 .04130 -.06930 -.23030 02220 -.01070 
GRADIENT 00001 -.00005 .00002 -.00073 -.01723 .00150 -.00108 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 430 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9,I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (SOMO82) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD~U - 000 'RUD-L .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OS - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45,000 
$5-6 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 342/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL OCO OCLH OCT DCLN zesL 
.600 -12.000 I 92300 -.05840 .04240 -.05090 .21560 -.02100 01090 
.600 -10.000 1.92810 -.06290 .04390 -.05340 .17730 -.01660 .00930 
.600 -6.000 1.92930 - 06620 .04730 -.04650 .13930 -.011BO 00730 
.600 -6.000 1.93210 -.07040 .05040 -.P3380 .10180 -.00780 .00550 
.600 -4.000 1.93440 -.07500 .05240 -.qu2lo 06490 -.00490 .00390 
600 -3.000 I 93600 -.07640 .05270 -.01520 .04660 -.00340 .00310 
.600 -2 000 1.93760 -.07620 .05280 -.01270 .02840 -.00160 00200 
600 -1.000 1.93770 -.07520 .05280 -.01210 .01070 .00020 .00090 
.Boo .000 2.93660 -.07450 .05300 -.01210 -.00680 .00180 -.00020 
600 1.000 I 93550 -.07470 .05320 -.01280 -.02450 .00330 -.00130 
.600 2.000 1.93530 - 07570 .05330 -.01450 -.04230 00460 -.00230 
.600 3 000 1.93510 - 07560 .05310 -.01850 -.06040 .00590 - 00330 
.600 4.000 1.93420 - 07260 .05250 -.02680 -.07890 .00740 -.00430 
.600 6 000 1.93100 -.06370 .05030 -.04740 -.11740 .01100 - 00620 
.600 8.000 1.22870 -.05840 .04720 -.05950 -.15690 .01520 -.00810 
.600 10.000 I 92690 -.05720 .04410 -.06020 -.19600 .01950 - 00970 
.600 12 000 1.92430 -.05410 .04240 -.05600 -.23210 .02220 -.01070 
GRADIENT -.00017 .00022 .00005 -.00068 -.01788 .00154 -.00105 
RUN NO. 341/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAH DCL 000 0CLX DCY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -12.000 1.92520 -.08590 .04440 -.04830 .21960 -.02020 .00990 
.700 -10.000 I 92430 - 08940 .04540 -.04510 .18320 -.01760 .00890 
700 -8.000 1.92580 -.09240 .04810 -.03650 .14370 -.01240 .00660 
.700 -6.000 1.92880 -.09420 .05130 -.02310 1G460 -.00170 .00470 
.700 -4.000 1.93210 -.09430 .05380 -.00900 .06760 -.00480 00340 
.700 -3.000 I 93360 - 09380 .05420 -.00420 .04930 -.00350 .00280 
.700 -2.000 1.93400 -.09350 .05410 -.00220 .03060 - 00190 00200 
700 -1.000 1.93300 -.09400 .05360 -.00270 .01200 -.00030 .00100 
.700 .000 1.93200 -.09470 .05350 - 00380 -.00620 .00130 00tO 
.700 1.000 1.93230 - 09520 05390 -.00390 -.02450 .00280 - 00080 
.700 2.000 1.93350 -.09520 .05450 -.00390 -.04280 .00410 -.00160 
.700 3,000 1,93430 -.09520 .05450 -.00750 -.06150 .00540 -.00240 
.700 4.000 1.93380 - 09410 .05380 -.0580 -.08090 .00700 - 00330 
.700 6.000 1.93040 -.08770 .05120 -.03740 -.12100 .01080 -.00540 
.700 8 000 1.92650 - 07910 .04860 -.05290 -.16160 .01520 -.00750 
.700 10.000 1.92330 -.07220 .04670 -.05570 -.20110 .01940 -.00910 
.700 12.000 1.92020 -.07090 .04610 -.04980 -.23740 .02200 -.00980 
GRADIENT .00013 -.00013 .00003 -.00069 -.01849 00148 -.00085 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 431 
CA5 K! FO HIS. V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B.2 (80HO83) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA! - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-18 - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE ­ 0300 Si-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
95-8 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
-
RUN NO. 350f 0 RN/L * 1,01 GRADIENT INTERVAL 5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DCD OCLM COY DCLN DCSL
 
.150 -12,000 5,81400 .24920 .03080 -.01600 .19880 -.01700 .01650
 
.150 -10.000 5,81640 .24470 .03300 -.06250 .16170 -.01420 .01420
 
.180 -8.000 5.82080 .23250 .03490 -.04070 .12190 -.01130 01150
 
.150 -6.000 5.82420 22330 .03580 -.01460 .08330 -.00840 00850
 
.150 -4.000 5.82570 .22130 .03570 .00820 .04960 -.00560 00520
 
.150 -3.000 5.82570 .22310 .03560 .01350 .03270 -.00390 00350
 
.150 -2.000 5,82470 .260eo .03550 ,01110 .01780 -.00210 .00190
 
.150 -1.000 5,82420 .227N0 .03540 .00250 .00420 -.00040 .00060
 
,IS0 .000 5.62370 .22830 .03580 -.0040 -.009D .00150 -.00110
 
.ISO 1.000 5.88270 .22940 .03690 -.00830 -,02660 .00370 -.00300
 
.150 2 000 5.82420 .22980 .03600 -.00740 - 0450 .00580 - 00520
 
.150 3 000 5.82370 .22920 .03560 -.00780 - 08420 .00720 - 00700
 
.150 4.000 5 82230 .23110 .03530 - 01260 -.08110 00810 - 00B1O
 
.150 6,000 5.61690 .24250 .034B0 -.02980 -.12240 .00940 -.00930
 
.150 8.000 5 81300 .25820 .03350 -.04820 -. 14590 .01170 -.01130
 
.150 10.000 5 01100 .27070 .03110 -.06380 - 18270 .0149O - 01430
 
.150 12.000 5.80910 .26740 .02750 -.07380 -.21980 .01680 - 01690 
GRADIENT -.00035 .00112 -.00000 -.00325 -.01611 .00179 -.00171 
RUN NO. 349/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM OCY OCLN OCSL
 
.300 -12.000 5.80760 .28590 04370 -.14750 .20400 -.01940 .01570
 
.300 -10.000 5.80860 .28300 .04640 -.13880 167C0 -.01590 01310
 
.300 -8.000 5.81400 .26910 .04810 -.11900 .12950 - 01250 .01170
 
.300 -6.000 5.81880 .25930 .04950 -.09870 .09170 -.00900 00970
 
.300 -4.000 5 62080 .25840 .05050 -.08400 .05460 -.00530 00650 
.300 -3.000 5.82130 .268020 .05110 -.08030 03740 -.00330 .00480 
.300 -2 000 5.82130 .26130 .05140 -.07880 .02150 - 00)80 .00320 
300 -I 000 5.82080 .28)00 .05150 - 07800 .00600 - 00010 .00150 
300 o00 5.89080 .26070 .05140 -.07810 -.01010 .0018O -.00040 
300 1.000 5.82130 .26210 .05140 - 08010 -.02700 00370 - 00220 
.300 2.000 5.82130 .26390 .05150 -.08270 - 04480 .00570 - 00400 
.300 3.000 5.82130 .28680 .05150 -.086800 - 06250 .00760 - 00560 
300 4.000 5.82030 .286800 05160 - 09220 - 07960 00910 -.00690 
.300 6000 5.81540 .27680 .05130 -.11140 - 11430 .01150 - 00890 
.300 8.000 5.81050 .28880 .04920 -113170 -.15000 .01410 -.01070 
300 10 000 5.80710 .29790 04580 -.14600 - 18650 01660 - 01270 
.300 12.000 5 80760 .29190 .04350 - 14610 -.22190 01870 - 0120
 
GRADIENT - 00002 .00102 .00009 -.00100 -.01671 .00183 - 00172
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 432 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (BG0M831 2t JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELY-IS - 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-B - 000 S3-4 45 000 
55-6 a2OO IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 348/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 5.80520 .27440 .04540 -.14490 .21250 -.02060 .01580 
.500 -10 oo 5.80520 .27570 .04730 -.13970 .17270 -.01630 01300 
.500 -8.000 5.81050 .26830 .04990 -.12660 .13620 -.01340 .01160 
.500 -6.000 5.81590 25s10 .05220 -.10980 .09920 -.00980 00960 
.500 -4.000 5.81880 .25660 .05360 -.p9540 .05960 -.00540 .00650 
.500 -3.000 5.81840 .25850 .05400 -.09220 .04190 -.00350 .00490 
500 -2 000 5.81840 26000 .05430 -.09110 .02570 - 00190 .00320 
.500 -1.000 5.81880 .26010 .05450 -.09040 .00980 - 00030 .00150 
.500 .000 5.81930 .25970 .05460 -.09020 -.00690 .00150 -.00030 
.500 1.000 5.81980 .25910 .05470 -.09090 -.02460 .00330 - 00200 
.500 2.000 5.81880 .25870 .05460 -.09290 -.04270 .00520 -.00370 
.500 3.000 5 81740 25930 .05450 -.09120 -.06080 .00700 - 00530 
500 4.000 5 81590 .26120 .05410 -.10340 -.07910 00870 - 00660 
.500 6.000 5.81250 .26770 .05260 -.12030 -.11670 .01200 -.00880 
.500 8.000 5.80860 .27600 .05030 -.13860 -.15510 .01510 - 01070 
.500 10.000 5.80620 .26100 .04740 -.14890 -.19300 .01770 - 01250 
.500 12 000 5 80470 .27500 .04450 -.13700 - 22780 01960 - 01500 
GRADIENT -.00021 .00029 .00007 -.00085 -.01723 00178 - 00167 
RUN NO. 347/ 0 RN/L ­ 3 23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN DCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -22.000 5.80080 .26630 .04610 -.13470 .21770 -.02090 01620 
.600 -10.000 5.80420 .26610 .04670 -.13260 .17800 -.01700 01360 
.600 -8.000 5 80910 .25870 .04940 -.12130 .14020 -.01340 .01180 
.600 -6.000 5 81250 .25340 .05220 -.10740 .10210 -.00980 .00950 
.600 -4.000 5 91400 .25310 .05420 -.09660 .06360 -.00590 .00650 
.600 -3,000 5.81400 .25430 .05480 -.09450 .04550 -.00390 .00490 
.600 -2.000 5.81400 .i5540 .05530 -.09500 .0e870 - 00220 .00330 
600 -1.000 5 81450 .25560 ,05540 -.09670 .01210 -.00060 .00170 
.600 000 5.81490 .25520 .05550 -.09760 -.00500 .00300 .00000 
.600 1.000 5.81450 25540 .05560 -.09670 -.02260 .00260 - 00170 
.600 2.000 5.81450 .25500 .05550 -.09430 - 04110 .00430 - 00340 
.600 3.000 5.81400 .25450 .05520 -.09410 -.06050 .00640 -.00490 
.600 4.000 5.81350 .25560 .05480 -.10000 -.08000 00830 -.00630 
.600 6.000 5.81050 .26170 .05320 -.12180 -.11850 01250 - 00870 
.600 6.000 5.80860 .26840 ,05110 -.14080 -.15690 01490 - 02060 
.600 10.000 5.80660 27150 .04870 -.14750 - 19510 .01810 -.01300 
.600 12.000 5 80420 .26540 04680 -.13790 -.23300 02090 -.01490 
GRADIENT - 00002 .00016 .00007 -.00018 - 01778 .00173 -.00162 
PAGE 433
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAS 
CAS KI FO HI.6 V9.I MINUS ORB TCS AT3B 2 (OM083) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARANErRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB . I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 19O 7500 IN ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-0B - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 S3-4 45 000 
S5- - 20 000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 346/ 0 RN/L - 3 58 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLN OCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -12.000 6 80420 .25210 .04740 -.11960 .22370 - 02050 .01480
 
.700 -to 000 5,80370 .25310 .04720 -.11800 .18510 -.01770 01340
 
.700 -8.000 5 808O 24690 .04990 -.11170 .14310 -.01290 01126
 
.700 -6.000 5.81150 .24190 .05330 -.10600 .10290 - 00870 00870
 
.700 -4.000 5.81150 .24150 .05600 -.10370 .06620 - 00560 00610
 
.100 -3.000 5.81150 .24310 .05660 -.10500 04820 -.00400 .00470
 
.700 -2.000 5.81200 .24510 .05670 -.10810 .03010 -.00220 .00310
 
.700 -1.000 b.81250 .24540 .05570 -.11110 .01240 - 00050 00150
 
.700 .000 5.81150 .24650 .05690 -.11150 
 - 00480 .00090 -.00010 
700 1.000 5.81050 .24550 .05710 -.10920 -.02230 00220 - 00160 
,700 2.000 5.81050 .24390 .05710 -.10580 - 04100 .00370 - 00310 
.700 3.000 5.81150 24250 
 .05700 -.10390 -.06080 .00570 -.00440
 
.700 4.000 5.81150 24310 05650 -.10620 - 08020 .00750 -.00560
 
.700 6.000 5.81010 .24850 .05470 -.11920 - 11850 
 01080 - 00790
 
.100 8.000 5.80570 .25450 .05230 -.13410 -,156880 .01460 -.01030
 
700 10.000 5.80130 .25750 .04990 -.14050 -.20030 .01B0 - 01270
 
700 12 000 5.80030 .25360 .04840 -.13170 
 -.23960 02120 - 01400
 
- 00149
GRADIENT -.00008 .00002 .00007 -.00000 -.01816 .00160 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 434 
CAS 10 FO HI6.6 V9.1 MI NUS ORB TC5 AT38,2 (OMO84) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5600 0000 SO.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2,000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - 0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN ZRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-O8 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S1-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 2O,000 lORE 7.8650 
RUN NO 354/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.96 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02200 -.40140 .07330 .20650 -.00530 .00130 -.00060 
.300 -1.000 -.02130 -.31590 .06450 .18360 -.00600 00170 -.00080 
.300 .000 - 02250 -.22780 .05830 .18110 -.00570 00160 -.00090 
.300 1 000 -.02410 -.14450 .05440 .13990 -.00520 .00130 -.00080 
.300 2.000 -.O510 - 06440 .05190 .11830 -.00540 .00120 -.00010 
.300 3.000 -.02310 .01410 .05010 .09580 -.00580 .00130 -.00070 
.300 4.000 -.02110 .09200 .04900 .07420 -.00630 .00130 -.00070 
.300 5 000 -.02020 .17000 .04940 .05410 -.00620 .00130 -.00080 
.300 6.000 -.01870 .24970 .05120 .03420 - 00550 .00140 -.00080 
.300 7.000 -.01630 33070 .05410 .01360 -.00440 .00140 -.00090 
.300 B.000 -.01600 .40990 .05800 -.00820 - 00360 .00120 -.00090 
.300 9.000 -.01640 .48860 .08330 -.03160 -.00390 .00120 -.00040 
.300 10.000 -.01800 .56830 .07090 -.05330 -.00610 .00190 .00010 
.300 11.000 -.02160 .64700 08250 -.07050 - 00840 .002O0 00030 
300 12.000 -.02330 .72050 .09920 -.08520 -.00880 .00320 .00020 
GRADIENT .00013 .08149 -.00324 -.02180 -.00010 -.00004 -.00000 
RUN NO 353/ 0 RN/L - 2.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY OCLN OCSL 
.500 -2 000 -.00620 -.44240 .075B0 .21190 -.00630 .00130 -.00020 
.500 -I.000 -.01430 -.35100 .06610 .18690 - 00580 .00160 -.00020 
.500 .000 -.01650 -.25790 .05930 .18350 -.00550 .00170 -.00020 
.500 3.000 -.00890 -.17090 .05500 .14260 -.00520 .00150 -.00030 
.500 2.000 -.00930 -.08800 .05260 .12070 - 00520 .00160 -.00040 
.500 3.000 -.01500 -.00230 .05110 .09650 -.00530 .0080 -.00030 
.50p 4.000 -.01750 .09040 .05050 07250 -.00530 .00150 - 00030 
.500 5.000 -.01750 .16220 .05120 .04970 -.00470 .00130 -.00030 
500 6 000 -. 01710 .24450 .05360 .02790 -.00410 .00120 -.00040 
.500 7.000 - 01520 .3e750 .05710 .00710 -.00370 .00120 -.00020 
.500 8.000 -.01320 .41130 0618O -. 01300 -.00340 00110 00010 
.500 9.000 -.01440 .49710 .06960 -.03350 -.00310 .00100 -.00010 
.500 10.000 -.01740 .58400 .08200 -.05490 -.00330 .00110 -.00040 
500 11.000 -.0960 .66740 09900 -.074bo -. 00440 .00170 -.00030 
.500 12.000 -.02040 .74410 .119BO -.09250 - 00570 00240 - 00010 
GRADIENT -.o00108 .08620 -.00330 -. 02298 .00017 -.00001 -.00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 435 
CA5 K FO HI5 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 ATS.a (80K064) 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 5500 0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN ZC ELV-IB ­ 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 53-4 - 45 000 
5-5 2o.o00 IORS - 7 850 
RUN NO 352/ 0 RN/L - 3 24 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA DCL DCO DCLM CCY DCLN DCSL 
600 -2 000 -.01420 -.46580 .07780 .21990 -.00790 00170 - 00020 
.600 -I 000 -.01670 -.37310 .06700 .19690 -.00670 .00150 - 00050 
.600 .000 -.01850 -.27030 .05940 .17170 -.00670 ,0010 -.00050 
600 I 000 -.01950 -.18940 .05490 .14810 - 00730 00200 - 00060 
600 2.000 -.02230 -. 10030 .05190 .12400 -.00730 00210 - 00060 
.600 3 000 -.01920 - 01200 .05060 .09670 - 00680 00190 - U0050 
.600 4 000 -.01170 .07330 .05060 .06870 - 00610 .00170 - 00040 
.600 5000 -.01230 .15730 .05180 .04480 - 00510 00140 - 00040 
.600 6 000 - 01650 .24340 .05430 .02430 - 00410 00110 - 00040 
.600 7.000 -.01760 .33230 .05840 00250 -.00310 00080 00010 
.600 8.000 -.01700 .42260 .06490 -.02340 -.00260 00060 00040 
.600 9.000 -.01480 .51400 .07520 -.05220 -.00330 .00070 .00030 
600 10 000 - 00950 .60370 .09000 - 07910 -.00500 00110 00020 
.600 II 000 -.00450 .68710 .10940 - 10330 -. 00580 00140 00030 
.600 12 000 -.00460 76270 12220 -.12870 - 00520 .00140 00050 
GRADIENT 00040 .08907 - 00349 -.02519 00027 - 00000 - 00001 
RUN NO 351/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MAC ALPHAN BETA CCL DCD OCLH OCY DCLN OCSL 
700 -2.000 -.01210 -.49910 .08170 .22170 -.00730 00130 -.00010 
.700 -1.000 -.00980 -.40520 .06900 .20190 -.00730 .00140 - 00050 
700 000 -.00890 -.30780 .06020 .17960 -.00690 00150 -.00030 
.700 1.000 -.01400 -.&1410 .05490 .15640 -.00640 .0010 -.00030 
.700 2.000 -.01590 -. 12130 .05210 .12410 -.00620 .00170 -.00030 
.700 3.000 -.00950 -.02870 .06100 .08840 -.00590 .00160 -.00020 
.700 4.000 -,00720 .06260 .05130 ,05380 -.00510 .00140 .00000 
.700 5.000 -.01050 .15240 .05310 .02290 -.00410 .00120 .00000 
.700 6.000 -.00850 ,24260 .06630 -.00370 -.00320 .00100 .00000 
.700 7.000 -.00470 .33870 .08200 -.03060 -.00240 .00080 .00030 
.700 9.000 - 00840 .43910 .07110 -.0060O - 00210 00050 00020 
.700 9.000 -.01440 .53670 .08430 -.09110 - 00290 00050 00000 
.700 10.000 -.01230 .62630 .10150 -.11470 - 00390 .00070 .00060 
.700 11.000 -.00680 .70450 ,12210 -.13070 -.00390 .0000 0l0 
.700 12 000 -.00360 .77330 .14500 -.14640 -.00320 00040 00110 
GRADIENT 00024 .09321 -.00380 -.02SO .00044 - 00000 .00004 
DATE 20 3UN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 436 
CAB KI FO HI5 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT36.2 (8GMO85 ( 2I JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREr - 327 6000 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2346.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-lB - I0 000 ELV-0B - 13 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 000 S3-4 . 45 000 
SS-S - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 358/ 0 RN/L - I 94 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02250 -.32480 .07430 -.00270 -.00630 .00180 - 00030 
.300 -1.000 -.022S0 -.24070 .06650 -.10240 -.00670 .00210 -.00040 
.300 .000 -.02400 -.15320 .06130 -.12310 -.00670 .00200 -.00040 
.300 2.000 -.02550 -.06970 .05640 -.14230 -.00660 .00190 -.00040 
.300 2.000 -.056O .00940 .05710 -.18040 -.00650 .00190 -.00030 
.300 3.000 -.02540 .08710 .05620 -.17830 -.00680 .00190 -.00010 
.300 4.000 -.02 00 .16260 .05600 -.19400 -.00700 .00200 -.00010 
.300 5.000 -.02790 .23850 .05700 -.20850 -.00620 .00160 -.00020 
.300 6 000 -.02460 .31700 .05960 -.22450 -.00570 .00170 -.00030 
.300 7.000 -.02370 .39660 .06340 -.24270 -.00520 .00170 -.00050 
.300 8.000 -.02460 .47500 .06840 -.26190 -.00460 .00160 -.00050 
.300 9.000 -.02200 .55230 .07500 -.28230 -.00510 .00160 -.00010 
.300 10.000 -.02030 .63180 .08320 -.30350 -.00730 .00240 00040 
.300 11.000 -.02250 .71000 .09530 -.32000 -.00940 .00340 .00080 
.300 12.000 -.02550 .8220 .11300 -.33010 -.00940 .00370 .00090 
GRADIENT -.00080 08047 -.00226 -.012 - 0000O - 00001 .00004 
RUN NO. 357/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCO DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02450 -.36720 .07700 - 07190 -.00750 .00180 .00020 
.500 -1.000 -.02040 -.27640 .06840 - 09610 -.00710 .00210 .00000 
.500 .000 -.01810 -.18370 .06260 -.11790 -.00680 .00210 .00010 
.500 1.000 -.01760 -.09740 .05930 -.13660 -.00650 .00210 .00020 
.500 2.000 -.02270 -.01420 .05780 -.15510 -.00820 .00210 .00010 
.500 3.000 -.02250 .06830 .05730 -.17320 .-.00640 .00210 .00000 
.500 4.000 -.01820 .14950 .05770 -.18990 -.00870 .00210 .00000 
.500 5.000 -.01760 .22970 .05920 -.20590 -.00630 .00190 .00000 
.500 6.000 -.01870 .31000 .06230 -.22190 -.00540 .00170 -.00010 
.500 7 000 -.01720 .39200 .06690 - 23810 -.00470 .00150 00000 
.500 8 000 -.01400 .47490 .07250 - 25510 -.00460 .00150 .00030 
.500 9 000 -.01400 .56020 OB120 -.27500 -.00480 00150 .00010 
.500 10.000 -.01360 .64630 .09430 -.29420 -.00500 .00170 -.00040 
.500 12.000 -.01020 .72770 .11160 -.30770 -.00590 .00230 -.00010 
.500 12.000 -.01070 .80260 .13300 -.31910 -.00700 .00290 .00040 
GRADIENT .00049 .08508 -.00233 -.01895 .00014 .0000 -.00002 
S 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 437 
CAB KI FO HIS. V9.I MINUS ORB TCS AT38.2 (BOMOB5I ( 2! JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XIRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB . 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YHRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-IB ­ 10 000 ELV-OS - 13 000 
SCALE - 0300 51-2 - .000 53-4 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 355/ 0 RN/L n 3,23 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.600 -2 000 -.01640 -.39170 .07870 -.05960 -.00890 00220 .00000
 
.600 -1 000 -.01690 -.29940 .08930 -.0280 -.00790 00210 -.00020
 
600 .000 -.01750 -.20580 .08280 -. 10490 -.00790 .00220 -.00010
 
.500 1.000 -.01720 -.11800 .05930 -.1240 -.00810 .00240 -.00010
 
.800 2.000 -.01110 -.03080 .05740 -.14680 -.00810 .00250 -.00020
 
.600 3.000 -.00900 .05590 .05690 -,16630 -.00750 .00240 -.00010
 
.600 4.000 -.01570 .13970 .0576 -.18460 -.00890 .00220 -.00010
 
.500 5.000 -.02110 .22200 .05950 -.20090 -.00810 .00190 - 00010
 
.600 6.000 -.02050 .30560 .08290 -.21590 -.00490 .00150 -.00010
 
.800 7.000 -.01990 39280 .06790 -.23300 -.00380 .00120 .00030
 
.600 8.000 -.01700 .48190 .07500 -.25380 -.00380 .00110 00070
 
.800 9 000 -.01500 .57180 .08610 - 27660 -.00460 .00120 .00050 
.500 t0 000 -.01470 .06030 .10170 -.29720 -.0090 .00150 .00030 
600 11.000 -.01340 .74290 .12150 -.31430 -.00880 .00190 .00060 
600 12.000 -.00960 .81680 .14450 -.33220 -.00670 .00210 00090 
GRADIENT .0006 .8768 -.00253 -.020268 .00031 - 00001 -.00000 
RUN NO. 355/ 0 RN/L - 3 54 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 0C0 OCLM DCY OCLN OCSL
 
700 -. 000 -.01910 -.42940 .08190 -.03740 - 00880 .00210 00010
 
.700 -1.000 -.02400 -.33510 .07110 -.06130 -.00840 .00200 -.00020
 
.700 000 -.02720 -.23840 06360 -.08550 -.00800 00200 00000
 
.700 1.000 -.02310 -.14580 .05920 -. 10790 -.00760 00210 00020
 
.700 2.000 -.01910 -.05430 .05710 -. 13170 -.00730 .00220 .00020
 
.700 3 000 -.01790 .03650 .05660 -. 15700 -.00690 00220 .00020
 
.700 4.000 -.01880 .12540 .05760 -. 18170 -.00640 .00210 .00020
 
.700 5.000 -.02400 .21150 .08020 -.20310 -.00560 00180 .00020
 
.700 6.000 -.02900 29970 .06410 -.22240 -.00460 00170 .00030
 
.700 7,000 -.02890 .39410 07030 -.24300 -.00380 00150 00050
 
700 2.000 -.02230 .49180 .0020 -.26680 -.00360 .00130 00030
 
700 9.000 -.02160 .58830 .09410 -.29260 -.00440 .00120 00020
 
.700 10.000 -.02340 .67740 .11180 -.31340 - 00530 .00130 00060
 
.700 11.000 -.02020 .15590 .13270 -.32560 -.00530 .00130 .00120
 
.700 12 000 -.01100 .62280 ,15620 -.33550 -.00450 00100 .00140
 
GRADIENT .00028 .09173 -.00289 -.02381 .00043 -.00001 00004
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 438 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I MINUS ORB TCS AT38 2 (8G1086) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB . I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .000 IN. YC RUO-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZHRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 * 000 S3-4 . 45.000 
85-6 - 20.000 IORB 7.8650 
RUN NO. 362/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHA DCL OCo DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.300 -12.000 5.79590 .30920 .04820 -. 15910 .23880 - 03830 01790 
.300 -10 000 5.79880 .30810 .05100 -.15060 20120 -.03510 01480 
300 -8.000 5.80420 .293I0 .05310 -.13030 .16280 -.03110 .01310 
.300 -6.000 5 80960 28150 .05460 -.10750 .12490 - 02730 01130 
.300 -4 000 5.81300 .27670 .05570 -,08980 .08840 -.02380 00860 
300 -3.000 5.81350 .27730 .05620 -.08570 .07170 -.02220 .00700 
.300 -2.000 5.81300 .27870 .05640 -.08550 .05600 - 02060 00530 
.300 -1 000 5 81250 .27970 .05660 -.08740 .04020 -.01890 00360 
.300 .000 5.81250 .28070 .05680 -.09110 .02390 -.01690 .00180 
300 1.000 5.81300 .28250 .05710 -.09620 .00750 -.01500 .00010 
.300 2.000 5 81300 .28370 .05720 -.10020 -.00960 - 01320 - 00170 
300 3.000 5.81150 28520 .05130 -.10400 -.02700 - 01160 - 00320 
.300 4.000 5 80910 .28880 .05760 - 11050 -.04400 -.01030 - 00430 
.300 6.000 5 80420 .29980 .05760 -.12900 -.07810 -.00820 -.00580 
.300 8.000 5.79980 .30940 .05540 -.14700 -.11450 - 00550 - 00790 
.300 10.000 5 79830 .31390 05150 -.15840 -.15240 -.00220 - 01070 
.300 12.000 5.79930 .30950 .04850 -.15680 -.18930 .00080 -.01320 
GRADIENT -.00035 .00141 .00022 -.00293 -.01649 .00174 - 00166 
RUN NO 361/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 0/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOD DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
500 -12 000 5.79640 .28370 .04880 -.13180 .24690 -.03970 .01780 
.500 -10.000 5.79930 .28350 .06070 -.12900 .20S0 - 03610 .01510 
.500 -8.000 5 80420 .27340 .05310 -.11510 17000 - 03220 01340 
.500 -8.000 5.80910 .26500 .05540 -.09720 .13130 -.02820 .01130 
.500 -4 000 5.81250 28300 .05710 -.08130 09350 - 02420 00840 
.500 -3.000 5.81300 .2q470 .05770 -.07840 .07620 -.02250 .00670 
.500 -2.000 5 81300 .26720 .05820 -.08020 .06040 -.02100 .00510 
500 -1.000 5 82250 .26860 .05850 - 08320 .04450 -.01960 00350 
.500 .000 5.81150 .26920 .05870 -.08670 02740 - 01770 00180 
.500 1 000 5 81050 .26990 .05900 -.09090 .00980 -.01580 00910 
.600 2.000 5 81010 27050 .05920 - 09500 -.00790 - 01410 - 00150 
.500 3.000 5.80950 .27110 05910 -.09990 -.02550 - 01250 - 00320 
.500 4 000 5.80810 .27270 .05910 -. 10680 - 04350 - 01090 -.00460 
.500 6.000 5 80470 .27960 05820 -. 12490 -.08030 -.00790 - 00650 
500 8.000 5 80030 .28780 .05590 -. 14160 -.11800 - 00520 -.00820 
500 10 000 5 79640 .29250 05250 -. 14880 -.15640 -.00240 - 01020 
.500 12.000 5.79590 .28600 04970 -. 13720 -. 19610 .00170 - 01330 
GRADIENT - 00059 .00110 .00024 -.00340 -.01707 .00168 -.00164 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - GAS PAGE 439 
CAS KI FO H15 6 V9 I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 2 (BOMOS) 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0 FT. XHRP = 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB 1 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-18 - 000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 $1-2 000 S3-4 45 000 
$5-6 - 20.000 IORB 7.850 
RUN NO. 360/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 ORACIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DCO DCLM OCY OLN DCSL 
.600 -12 000 5 79440 27470 .0490 -.11840 .25070 -.03950 01770 
.800 -10.000 1,79740 .27540 .04990 -. 11520 .21290 -.03690 .01540 
S00 -8.000 5 80220 .26770 .05240 -.10460 17300 -.03250 01350 
600 -6 000 5 80620 26120 .05930 -.09050 .13330 -.02810 .01120 
.600 -4.000 5 80810' .26000 .05740 -.07890 09540 -.02450 00830 
600 -3.000 5 80760 .26140 .05820 -.0778C .07790 -.02300 .00670 
600 -2.000 5 80560 26330 .05870 - 08120 06150 -.02140 00520 
.600 -1.000 5.80520 .28500 .05910 -.06650 .04500 -,01980 .00360 
S0 .000 5 80520 .268620 .05930 -.09090 .02770 -.01800 .00180 
600 1.000 5 80570 .25720 .05940 -.09330 OOOG -.01640 00010 
.600 2 000 5.80420 .26720 .05970 -.09410 - 00860 - 01480 - 00150 
.600 3.000 5.80370 .26740 .06990 -.09690 -.02730 -.01300 - 00300 
.600 4.000 5.80370 .26930 05970 -.10480 -.04630 -.01130 - 00430 
.600 6.000 6 80220 27660 .'05820 -.12700 -.08380 - 00840 - 00670 
.600 9.000 5.79740 .28280 .05620 -.14290 -.12090 -.00570 - 00870 
.600 tO 000 5.792650 .28470 .05380 -.14590 -.15920 -. 00250 - 01070 
600 12.000 5 79390 .27940 .0520 -.)3600 -.20210 .00270 - 01340 
GRADIENT - 00058 .00109 .00028 -.00328 -.01763 00166 - 00161 
Cit RUN NO 359/ 0 RN/L - 3 53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA CCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 5.79830 .25930 .05120 -.09640 .25210 -.03740 .01600 
.700 -10 oo 5.79880 .26100 .05000 -.0984C .22060 -.03840 01520 
.700 -8.000 5.80130 .25520 .05270 - 09120 .17750 - 03290 01300 
.700 -6,000 5.80370 .25060 .05630 -.08470 .13530 - 02750 01040 
.700 -4,000 5.80470 .25070 .05900 -.08460 .09880 -.02470 .00790 
.700 -3.000 5 80420 .25250 .05980 -.08830 .08190 -.02360 00560 
.700 -2.000 5.80370 .25490 .06010 -.09420 .06460 - 02200 .00510 
700 -1 000 5 80270 .25630 .06050 -.09990 .04670 - 02030 00350 
700 000 690180 .25690 06100 -.10290 .028 0 - 02870 00190 
.700 1.000 5.80180 .25700 .05130 -.102BO .01110 -.01750 .00030 
.700 2000 5,80220 .25630 .06150 -.10090 -.00710 -.01620 - 00120 
.700 3.000 5.80220 .25580 .06160 -.10050 - 02540 -.01440 - 00840 
.700 4.000 5 B0220 .25760 .0t40 -.10490 - 04550 -.01270 - 00350 
.700 6 000 5 79930 .26450 .05990 -.12050 - 08350 - 00960 - 00580 
.700 8.000 5.79390 26970 .05750 -.13230 -.12300 - 00620 - 00820 
.700 10.000 5.78860 .27060 .05490 -.13520 -.16440 - 00220 -.01060 
.700 le 000 5 78850 .28740 05320 -.12050 -.20720 00260 - 01260 
GRADIENT -.00033 OOO68 .00031 -.00224 - 01802 00160 - 00147 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 440 
CA5 KI FO HI5 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (8G087) (21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 5500 0000 SO FT XtRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 ELV-I- - .000 
BREF = 2348.0000 IN ZMRP u 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-OB - 3 000 Sl-2 000 
SCALE - .0300 53-4 - 45 000 S5-6 - 20.000 
IORG - 7 850 ORSELV ­ 5.000 
RUN NO. 364/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCO DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -2 000 - 02210 -.42490 .07200 16390 -.00540 00150 - 00030 
500 - 00 -.02060 - 33350 .06290 .13850 -.00490 00170 -.00040 
500 .000 -.01970 -.24030 .05690 .11420 -.00450 0000 - 00050 
.500 2.000 -.02L50 -.15340 .05320 .09220 -.00420 .00180 -.00050 
.500 2 000 -.02110 -.05870 .05100 .06830 -.00360 00170 -.00060 
B00 3 000 -.01950 01570 .04990 .04220 -.00340 00170 - 00050 
500 4 000 -.01600 .09940 .04980 01560 -.00370 00160 -.00040 
.500 5.000 -.01520 .18110 .05090 -.01050 -.00360 00150 - 00040 
.500 6.000 -.02260 .26250 .05330 -.03550 -.00260 .00130 -.00050 
.600 1.000 -.03000 .34690 05710 -.05970 -.00170 00110 -.00030 
.500 8 000 -.02410 43240 .05230 -.0B020 -.00130 00090 00000 
.500 9 000 -.01360 51840 .07070 -.10170 -.00190 00100 - 00030 
500 10.000 -.01500 .80370 .08330 -.12190 - 00230 .00120 - 00060 
.500 20.000 -.02230 .68530 .10000 -.13770 -.00270 .00150 - 00030 
.500 02.000 -.02520 .76120 .12090 -.15320 -.00360 .00210 .000 0 
GRADIENT .00092 .09642 -.00291 -.02470 .00027 -.00001 -.00001 
RUN NO 363/ 0 RN/L ­ 3 33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.600 -2 000 -.03680 -.45010 .07350 .17130 -.00640 00170 -.00040 
.600 -1 000 -.02470 -.35810 .06360 .14700 - 00550 .00160 - 00070 
.600 .000 -.01710 -.26370 .0580 .12220 -.00570 .00180 -.00070 
.600 1.000 -.08640 -. 17460 .06270 ,09950 -.00610 .00200 -.00070 
.600 2.000 -.02680 -.08700 05050 .07420 -.00560 00200 - 00070 
.B0 3.000 -.02430 .00120 .04960 .04550 - 00470 .00190 -.00060 
.600 4.000 -.02600 .08740 .04990 01720 -,00400 .00170 -.00050 
.600 5.000 - 02630 .17140 .05140 -.00830 -.00300 .00130 -.00040 
.600 6 000 -.02340 .25690 05410 -.03170 -.00170 .00090 -.00040 
.500 7.000 -.02050 .34700 .05840 -.05710 -.00070 00050 00000 
.600 8.000 -.02040 .43830 .06510 -.08490 ,.00040 .00050 00040 
.600 9.000 -.02130 .52910 .07560 -.11240 -.00100 .00060 .00010 
,Bo 10.000 -,01930 .61850 .09040 -.13840 -.00200 .00080 -.00010 
600 it 000 -.01690 .70180 .i0960 -. 16160 -.00280 00100 00020 
.600 12 000 -.01400 .77640 .13230 -.18420 -.00260 .00110 00070 
GRADIENT .00054 .08881 -.00294 -.02573 00041 -.00002 .00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 441 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (BOOB8) C 21 JAN 75 1 













XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC 
YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 
ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
ALPHAI - 6,000 STAB 
RUD-U - .000 ELV-IB 
ELV-OB - 3 000 Si-a 
63-4 - 45.000 55-6 











RUN NO. 356/ 0 RN/L - 2.69 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD OCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 5.79390 .27530 04500 -.10350 .21910 -.02230 .01620 
.500 -10.000 5.79440 .27460 .04650 -.OB940 .17920 -.01820 01310 
.500 -8.000 5.80130 .20380 .04900 -.07100 .14090 -.01430 .01110 
500 -6.000 5.80710 .25440 .05110 -.05150 .10220 -.01030 .00910 
.500 -4.000 5.80860 .25170 05230 -.03520 .06330 -.00590 .00630 
.500 -3.000 5.8010 .25270 .05260 -.03050 .04530 -.00390 00470 
.500 -2.000 5,80710 .25410 .05290 -.02940 .028O -.00230 .00300 
.500 - 000 5.680760 .25480 .05300 -.03080 .01260 -.00080 ,00140 
.500 000 5.80910 .25490 .05300 -.03290 - 00430 .00100 - 00030 
.500 1.000 5.91010 .25490 .05320 -.03530 -.02170 .00280 - 00190 
.500 2,000 5.80980 .25450 .05340 -.03710 -.03930 .00440 -.00360 
.500 3.000 5.80860 .25400 .05350 -.03940 -.05740 .00610 -.00520 
.500 4.000 5,80860 .25550 .05330 -.04490 -.07610 .00790 -.00670 
.500 6.000 5.80270 .26420 .05190 -.06490 -.11510 .01170 -.00900 
.500 8 000 5.79880 .27450 .04960 -.08900 -.15480 .01550 - 01100 
500 t0 000 5.79590 .26090 04690 - 10700 - 19390 01910 - 01330 
.500 12.000 5.79590 .27620 .04470 -.10340 -.23040 02140 -.01630 
GRADIENT .00002 .00033 .00013 -.00142 -.01727 .00170 -.00164 
RUN NO. 385/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY OCLN OCSL 
.600 -12,000 5.79100 .26720 .04620 -.09510 .22320 - 02270 .01630 
.600 -10,000 5.79390 .26600 .04620 -.07720 .18420 -.0180 01350 
.600 -6.000 5,79180 .25620 .04630 -.05810 .14410 -.01430 ,01140 
.600 -6 000 5.80320 .24800 .05090 -.04000 .10410 -.02000 .00910 
.600 -4.000 5 80520 .24580 .05280 -.02690 .06540 -.00600 00630 
.600 -3.000 5 80520 .24680 .05320 -.02470 .04730 - 00420 .00470. 
.600 -2.000 5 80420 24850 .05330 -.02650 .03040 -.00250 .00310 
.600 -1 000 5.80420 24990 .05330 -.03030 01400 - 00110 .00160 
.600 .000 5.80470 .25050 .05340 -.03310 -.00280 .00040 -.00010 
.600 1.000 5.80620 .25040 .05370 -.03310 -.02040 .00180 -.00170 
.600 2.000 5.80710 .24910 .05400 -.03110 -.03900 .00350 -.00340 
.600 3.000 5.80570 .24830 ,05410 -.03110 -.05830 .00540 -.00500 
.600 4.000 5.80370 .25010 .05380 -.03690 -.07760 .00720 -.00830 
.600 6.000 5 79980 25920 .05250 -.06060 -.11620 01070 -.00860 
.600 8.000 5 79740 .26800 .05070 -.08690 -.15620 .01490 -.01110 
.600 10.000 5 79640 .27220 .04870 -. 10400 -.19680 .01930 -.01370 
600 22.000 5.79390 .26770 .04570 -.09900 - 23500 .02250 -.01600 
GRADIENT .00006 .00039 .00014 -.00119 -.01770 .0016 -.00160 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 442 
CA5 Ki FO H156, V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (BGMOS9) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN, YC RUO-U - .000 ELV-1B - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-O - 3.000 si-a .000 
SCALE - .0300 S3-4 - .000 55-6 - .000 
lORB - 7.850 OR6ELV - .000 
RUN NO 370/ 0 IN/L - 1.91 ORADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN 0CSL 
.300 -12.000 5.77100 .40400 .03440 -.16740 .20850 -.02110 .02230 
.300 -I0 000 5.77150 .40580 .03860 -.16920 .16830 -.01740 .01870 
.300 -8.000 5.77340 .40090 .03940 -.15790 .13000 -.01370 .01540 
.300 -6.000 5.77540 .39770 .04130 -.14230 .09250 -.01010 .01190 
.300 -4.000 5.77780 .39920 .04210 -.12900 .05650 - 00670 00810 
.300 -3 000 5.77830 .40140 .04240 -.12610 .03940 - 00480 .00620 
300 -2.000 5.77830 .40370 .04290 -.12600 .02300 -.00280 00410 
300 -1 000 5.77730 .40480 .04320 -.12640 .00700 -.00080 00200 
.300 .000 5.77690 .40510 .04320 -.12740 -.00920 00140 - 00020 
.300 1.000 5.77540 .40550 .04300 -.13060 -.02610 .00380 - 00240 
.300 2.000 5 77590 .40570 .04280 -.13420 - 04340 .00600 - 00440 
.300 3 000 5.77690 .40580 .04280 -.13800 -.06090 00790 - 00640 
.300 4.000 6.77640 .40590 .04270 -.14350 -.07810 .00940 -.00820 
.300 6 o0 5.77390 .40810 .04160 - 15750 -.11270 01180 -.01170 
.300 8 000 5.77200 .41250 .03930 -.17050 - 14870 .01440 - 01510 
.300 I0.000 5.77100 .41510 .03620 -.17850 -.18570 .01730 - 01850 
.300 12.D00 5.77150 .40660 .03300 -.17600 -.22230 .01960 - 02170 
GRADIENT -.00026 .00074 .00005 -.00191 - 01675 .00208 - 00207 
RUN NO 369/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL OcD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.500 -12 000 5.766R0 .39230 03480 -.15340 21520 -.02220 02270 
.500 -10.000 5.76510 .39950 .03640 -.15170 .17800 -.01770 01900 
.500 -8000 5.76880 .39950 .03940 -.14900 .13890 -.01430 01580 
.500 -80oo 5.77200 .39890 04200 -.14030 .10120 - 02090 01240 
.500 -4.000 5.77250 .40010 .04340 -.12750 06250 -.00700 00850 
500 -3 000 5.77250 .40220 .04380 -.12370 .04430 - 00490 00650 
500 -2 000 5.77250 .40490 .04430 -.12370 .02770 -.00280 00440 
.500 -1.000 5.77200 .40640 04460 -.12510 .01170 -.00100 00240 
.500 000 5 77100 .40650 .04480 -.12870 -.00530 .00110 00030 
.500 1.000 5.77050 .40610 .04480 -.12940 -.02380 00340 - 00190 
.500 2.000 5.77050 .40530 04480 -.13260 -.04220 .00550 - 00400 
500 3 000 5.77050 .40460 .04460 -.13690 - 06000 .00740 - 00600 
.500 4.000 5.77050 40500 04430 -.14330 - 07800 00910 - 00790 
.00 6.000 5.76880 .40680 04270 - 15730 -.11540 01200 - 01140 
500 8 000 5.76760 .40590 03980 - 16570 -. 15390 01510 - 01490 
.500 10.000 5.76760 .40120 .03630 -.16510 -. 19270 01850 - 01850 
.500 12.000 5.76560 .39370 .03430 -.15570 -.22940 02100 - 02190 












JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
RUD-U - 000 ELV-I8 - 000 
5500 0000 SQ.FT XHRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC 
327.8000 IN. YMRP - .GOOD IN. YC 
ELV-09 - 3 000 SI-2 - .0002348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC 
3-4 , - 000 65-6 - 0000300 

IORB - 7 850 ORBELV - o00 
RUN NO. 368/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5OO/ 5 00 
DCD OCY DCLN 0CSL
 
600 -12.000 5.76170 .39160 .03500 -.14040 





600 -10.000 5 76070 .40040 03600 -. 14960 19170 - 01940 01970 
.600 -8.000 5 76320 .40160 .03880 - 14600 .14250 - 01440 01620 
.600 -6.000 5.76510 .40140 .04170 -.13610 .10370 -.01090 .0!260
 
.04370 -.1260 .06540 -.00730 .00870

.600 -4.000 5.76610 .40310 

600 -3.000 5.76560 .40540 .04440 -.12590 .04710 -.00530 .00670
 
.600 -2.000 5.76510 .40840 .04490 -.12860 .02970 -.00320 .00460
 
.600 -1.000 5.76460 .41040 .04520 -.13240 .01300 -.00130 .00260
 
.600 .000 5.76510 .41100 .04520 -.13540 -.00430 .00070 .00040
 
600 1.000 5.76460 41070 04530 -.13670 
 - 02230 .00270 -.00170 
.600 2.000 5.76370 .40930 .04540 -.13610 - 04120 00480 - 00390 
.600 3.000 5.76370 .40780 .04630 -.13700 -.06060 .00700 -.00590 
.600 4 000 5.76320 .40780 .04480 -.14230 -.07960 .00870 -.00780 
.600 6.000 5.76320 40910 04280 -.15730 - 11700 01140 - 01140 
.600 9.000 5.76320 .40660 .04010 -.16490 - 15610 .01480 - 01520 
.600 10.000 5.76320 .39990 .03740 -.16190 -.19550 .01900 -.01910 
.600 12.000 5.76420 .39090 .03600 -.15290 - 23520 .02260 - 02250 
GRADIENT -.00033 .00047 .00014 -.00191 -.01900 .00201 - 00208 
RUN NO. 367/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 O/ 5.00
 
DCL DCD DCLM BCY DCLN DOCSL
MACH BETA ALPHAW 

700 -12.000 5 76120 .38870 .03670 -.13380 .22890 - 02220 02300
 
700 -10.000 5 76030 .39580 .03510 -.13370 110900 -.01660 
 01920
 
.700 -8.000 576980 .39660 .03670 -.13640 .14660 - 01390 01620
 
.700 -6 000 5.75980 .39720 .04220 -.13690 .10580 -.00990 .01240
 
.700 -4.000 5.75980 .40000 04480 -.13560 .06820 -.00700 00840
 
.700 -3.000 5 75930 .40280 .04550 - 13730 .05030 Z.00540 .00650
 
.700 -2.000 5.75930 .40610 .04580 -.14180 .03250 -.00340 .00460
 
.700 -1.000 5 75830 .40820 .04600 -.14620 .01500 - 00150 .00270
 
700 .000 5 75780 40850 04620 -. 14780 - 00290 .00040 00060
 
.700 I 0oo 5.75830 .40740 .04630 -.14760 -.02130 00220 - 00160
 
.700 2.000 5.75880 .40500 .04640 
 - 14620 - 04100 00430 -.00370
 
.700 3.000 5 76030 .40250 .04640 -.14540 - 06130 .00650 -.00560
 
700 4.000 5 76120 .40160 04590 -.1'760 -.08050 .00820 -.00750
 
.700 6.000 5 76120 40210 .04400 -.15630 -.11810 01080 - 01110
 
700 8.000 5.75930 .40120 04110 -.16150 -.16910 .01470 
 -.01520
 
.700 10 000 5 75630 .39690 .03940 -.15S90 -.20230 01950 - 01940
 
.700 12.000 5.75630 .38850 03770 -.15280 -,14E40 .02270 - 02840
 
GRADIENT .00013 .00004 .00014 -.00138 -.01855 .00193 - 00201
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB r&UL 4-1 
CAS Ki FO HIS.8 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 2 (BOM090) ( 2iJAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 ELV-IB - coo 
BREF = 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 390.7500 IN. ZC ELV-O8 - 3.00 SI-2 000 
SCALE - .0300 S3-4 000 S5-6 - 000 
IORB - 7 650 ORBELV - 000 
RUN NO. 374/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO DCLN OCY DCLN DCSL 
300 -2.000 -.03340 -.25670 .D5310 .05210 - 00230 .00110 00030 
.300 -1.000 - 02900 -.16800 .04620 .02920 -.00270 .00140 00020 
.300 .000 -.02530 -.07850 .04170 .00700 - 00250 .00130 00010 
.300 3.000 -.02460 .00430 .03930 -.01300 -.00210 .00110 00020 
.300 2.000 - 02010 .08650 .03830 -.03420 -.00200 00100 .00020 
.300 3 000 - 02420 .16730 .D3800 -.05510 -.00240 .00100 00020 
.300 4.000 -.03670 .24520 .03850 -.07640 -.00280 .00120 .00020 
.300 5.000 - 03770 .32310 .04000 -.09650 -.00280 .00120 .00020 
300 6.000 - 02580 40350 .04290 -.11660 -.00280 00120 - 00010 
300 1.000 - 01710 .48480 .04800 -.13750 -.00460 .00120 - 00060 
.300 8 000 - 01560 .55990 .05510 -.15910 -.00780 00110 - 00100 
.300 9 000 - 01810 .62630 .06180 -. 18030 -.00760 .00150 - 00050 
.300 10.000 - 02160 .68910 .07080 -.19930 -.00500 00210 00050 
.300 it 000 - 02440 .75170 .08600 - 21550 -.00480 .00230 00080 
.300 12.000 -.02110 .80980 .10520 - 22900 -.00500 00240 00040 
GRADIENT - 00072 .08267 -.00169 -.02116 - 00004 -.00002 - 00000 
RUN NO 373/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLM DCY OCLN OCSL 
Soo -a OO - 02160 - 28000 .05410 .04800 - 00530 .00110 00060 
.500 -1.000 - 01810 - IS11O .04680 .02190 -.00510 .00140 00050 
.500 .000 -.01510 -.09280 .04220 -.00030 - 00480 .00140 .00030 
.500 1.000 -.01530 -.00580 .03990 - 02000 -.00440 .00140 00030 
.500 2.000 -.02030 .07970 03900 - 04110 -.00440 00140 .00030 
.500 3.000 -.02210 .16460 .03880 - 06370 -.00480 00150 .00030 
.500 4.000 -.01950 .24850 03980 -.08540 -.00480 .00140 00040 
.500 5 000 -.01480 .33160 .04170 -.10680 -.00420 .00130 00030 
500 6 000 - 01170 .41420 .04540 -.12810 -.00340 .00100 00020 
500 7000 -.01540 .49440 .5050 -.14750 -.00300 .00090 00010 
.500 8.000 -.02570 .56900 .35830 -.16470 -.00310 .00100 .00000 
.500 9.000 -.03160 .63820 .06960 -.18120 -.00390 .00130 .00000 
500 10.000 -.02700 .70470 .08460 -.19890 - 00430 .00150 00000 
.500 11.000 -.02140 .76740 .10300 - 21540 -.00430 .00180 .00010 
.500 12 000 -.01830 .82680 .12480 -.23000 -.00490 .00220 .00000 
GRADIENT .00017 .08704 -.00159 -.021BO .00011 .00002 -.00003 
PAGE 445
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CA5 KI FO HI5.6 V9 I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2 (BUM0S0) 2 1I JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 6500 0000 S0 FT XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN YNRP - .0000 IN,YC RUD-U .000 ELV-1B - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190 '500 IN.ZC ELV-0B ­ 3.000 51-2 - .000 










RUN NO. 372/ 0 RN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA OCL ODCD OCLM COY CCLN DCSL
 
600 -2.000 -.02770 -.29500 .05470 .04980 -.00660 .00I0 00050
 
.600 -1.000 - 02470 - 19950 04870 .02390 -.00580 00140 00030
 
600 .000 -.02080 -.10550 .04180 .00020 -.00510 .00160 00020
 
.600 I 000 - 02140 -.01610 .03910 -.02100 -.00630 .00170 00010
 
.600 2000 -.02470 .07290 .03800 -.04310 -.00580 .00170 .00020
 
.600 3 000 - 03000 .16110 .03810 - 06680 -.00520 00160 00030
 
.600 4 000 -.03160 .84850 .0390 - 09040 -.00490 00150 00040
 
.600 5.000 -.02950 33460 04190 -.11310 -.00460 00130 00030
 
.600 6.000 -.02670 .41980 .04610 -.13370 -.00340 00100 .00010
 
.600 7 000 -.02520 50250 .05230 -.15180 -.00190 00060 .00010
 
600 8.000 -.02370 57890 .06220 - 16970 -.00170 .00060 00010
 
.600 9.000 - 02100 .64910 .07610 - 19020 -.00320 .00080 .00050
 
600 I0 000 -.01850 .71670 .09330 - 21330 -.00460 .00110 .00090
 
.600 11.000 -.01690 78080 .11320 
 -.23550 -.00440 00100 .00110
 
.600 12 000 -.01810 83920 .13S20 -.25600 -.00350 00100 .00100
 
GRADIENT - 00093 .06971 -.00166 - 02303 .00028 -.00001 -.00001
 
RUN NO. 371/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.0 
DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -2 000 - 01950 -.31740 .05640 04950 -.00700 .00120 .00060
 
.700 -2.000 - 02240 -.21970 .04730 .02590 -.00570 00120 00020
 
.100 000 -.02440 - 12210 .04130 00240 .00640 00120 .00020
 
.700 1.000 -.02310 -.02850 .03800 

MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 

-.02120 -.00630 .00140 .00030 
.700 2 000 -.02320 .06350 .03670 -.04640 -.00520 .00160 .00040 
700 3 000 -.02410 .15680 .03690 -.07440 - 00590 .00160 00050 
- .700 4 000 - 02270 .24930 .03850 -. 20290 -,00510 .00150 00050 
.700 5 000 -.02330 .33840 .04190 -.12870 - 00390 .00110 .00050 
.700 6.000 - 02730 .42520 .04760 -.15180 -.00260 .00070 .00040
 
.700 7,000 -.023 0 .51160 .05560 -.17550 -.00200 .00060 .00030
 
.700 8.000 -.01530 .59200 .06940 -.19950 -.00240 .00060 .00030
 
.700 9.000 -.0140 .65380 .08580 -,2250 -.00320 .00050 .00060
 
.700 10.000 - 01600 .72960 .10470 -.24310 - 00320 00030 00220 
.700 12,000 - Ogo0 .79080 22530 -.25820 -.00 60 00000 00110 
,700 22,O00 -.01940 .84410 .14810 -.26790 -.00210 .00010 .00130 
GRADIENT -.00033 .09362 - 00190 -.02556 .00037 .00003 .00002 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 446 
CA5 XI FO HI5.8 V9.I MINUS ORB NOZ AT38.9 (BOMO1 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP * 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 61-2 - .000 53-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORS - 7 850 
RUN NO. 378/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL COD DCLM CY DCLN DCEL 
.300 -2,000 -.0270 -.40520 .07400 lasso -.00520 .00100 -.00080 
.300 -2,000 -.02800 -132080 .06480 .17790 -.00510 .00140 -.00090 
.300 .000 -.03040 -.23400 .05840 .15490 -.00490 .00140 -.00090 
.300 1.000 -.03380 -.15030 .05440 .13250 -.00450 .00110 -.00080 
.300 2.000 - 03640 -.07210 .0220 .1119D -.00400 00090 -.00060 
.300 3.000 -.03600 .00390 .05080 .09150 -.00410 ,00090 -.00050 
.300 4 000 -.03370 .08070 .05000 .07000 -.00420 .00090 - 00050 
300 5.000 -.03090 .16040 .05040 .04810 -.00420 .00090 -. 00070 
.300 6 000 -.02840 .24320 .05190 .028660 - 00390 .00090 - 00090 
300 7 000 -.02590 .32550 .05450 .00600 -.00350 00100 -.00110 
.300 8.000 -.02270 .40480 .05800 -.01440 -.00280 .00080 -.00220 
.300 9.000 -.02280 .48270 .06300 -.03460 -.00270 .00060 -.00080 
.300 10 000 -.02730 .56130 .07040 -.05250 -.00450 00120 - 0000 
.300 II 000 -.02930 .63840 .08140 -.06380 -.00690 .00220 -.00010 
.300 12.000 -.02560 .71140 .09720 -.07220 -.00760 .00280 -.00010 
GRADIENT -.00100 .08046 -.00315 -.02156 .00017 -.00006 .0000 
RUN NO. 377/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL 0C DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02620 -.44750 .07620 .20130 -.00710 .0000 -.00050 
.500 -1.000 -.02750 -.35720 .06630 .17610 -.00640 .00130 -.00060 
B00 .000 -.02570 -.26420 .05950 .15240 -.00600 .00140 -.00060 
.500 1.000 -.02690 -.17500 .05520 .13000 -.00590 .00150 -.00050 
.500 2 000 - 02880 -.09110 .05280 .10840 -.00580 .00150 - 00050 
.500 3 000 - 02670 -.00840 .05140 .08610 -.00550 .00140 - 00060 
.500 4 000 -.02480 .07360 .05080 .06450 -.00520 .00120 -.00050 
.500 5.000 -.02620 .15470 .05170 .04400 -.00450 .00100 -.00050 
500 6.000 -.02840 .23610 .05400 .02430 -.00370 .00090 -.00060 
.500 7.000 -.02860 .31790 .05730 .00640 -.00330 .00090 - 00050 
500 8 000 -.02790 .40150 .06160 -.01060 -.00320 00090 - 00030 
.500 9.000 -.02720 .48700 .06890 -.02780 -.00340 .00090 -.00050 
.500 10.000 -.02430 .57320 .08050 -.04470 -.00390 .00120 -.00060 
500 1l 000 -.02050 65550 .09690 -105820 -.00490 00170 -.00060 
.500 12.000 - 01800 .73110 .11730 - 07280 -.00640 00230 - 00050 
GRADIENT 00010 .08596 -.00328 -.02238 .00031 -.00001 00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 447 
CA5 KI FO H15.0 V9,l HINUS ORB NOZ ATJS.2 (80HO91O C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC'DATA 
SREF . 5500 0000 S FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327 2000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF a 2348 0000 IN. ZIRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI- .000 S3-4 45 000 
25-6 - 20.000 IORB . 7 850 
RUN NO. 376/ 0 RN/L * 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2,000 -.02300 -.47050 .07740 .20720 -.00680 .00140 -.00020 
.so -1.000 -.02740 -.37970 .06680 .18320 -.00390 .00130 -.00060 
600 .000 -.OeBOO -.28580 .05950 .15950 -.00610 .00140 - 00060 
.600 1 000 - 02490 -.19520 .05490 .13640 - 00670 .00170 -.00060 
.600 2.000 -.02200 -.10820 .05230 .11310 -.00680 .00170 - 00060 
.600 3000 - 02260 -.02120 .05090 .06910 - 00610 .00150 - 00060 
.600 4.000 -.02500 .05420 .05050 .06660 -.00520 .00130 - 00060 
.600 5 000 -.02440 .14720 .05160 04720 - 00430 .00110 - 00060 
.600 6 000 -.02010 .23200 .05410 .02930 -.00330 .00080 -.00070 
.600 7 000 -.01810 .32040 .05750 .009 -.00250 .00060 -.00030 
.600 8 000 - 02070 .41010 .06330 -.00850 - 00240 .00050 - 00010 
.600 9 000 - 02280 50000 07300 -.03000 -.00360 00080 - 00040 
600 tO c0 -.02140 .58950 08730 -.05340 -.00530 .00130 - 00050 
.600 II 000 -.01970 .67440 .10630 -.07700 - 00520 .00160 -.00020 
.600 12.000 - 02010 .75110 12870 -.LO270 - 00600 00160 00040 
GRADIENT .00025 .08838 -.00346 -.02307 .00025 -.00002 -. 00003 
RUN NO. 375/ 0 RN/L - 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
Mp-ACH ALPHAW BETA DCL ODCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -2.000 -. 01000 -.50710 .08160 .21840 -. 00560 .00080 -. 00010 
.700 -1.000 -.01290 -.41420 .06910 .19990 -. 00550 .00090 -. 00060 
700 000 -.01130 -.31690 06000 .[7750 -. 00500 00110 - 00050 
.700 1.000 -.01180 -.22150 .05420 .15140 - 00480 00130 - 00030 
.700 2.000 -.01320 -.12900 .05130 .12160 -.00490 .00150 -. 00020 
.700 3 000 - 01070 -.03720 .05010 09070 -.00490 .00160 - 00020 
700 4 000 - 00920 .05300 .04990 .06360 -.00440 .00150 - 00030 
.700 5 000 -. 01310 .14030 05090 .04180 - 00330 .00120 -.00020 
.700 6 000 -.01640 .22910 .05380 .02030 -.00230 .00090 -.00010 
.700 7 000 -. 01400 .32460 .05920 -.00550 -. 00170 .00070 - 00010 
.700 8,000 -.00590 .42440 .06770 -.03420 -.00190 .00070 - 00040 
.700 9.000 .00000 .52220 .08040 -.06280 -.00310 .00090 -.00070 
.700 10.000 -.00250 .61240 09730 -.08850 -.00400 .00100 - 00030 
.700 11.000 - 00600 .69170 .11760 -. 10780 - 00400 .00090 .00040 
.700 12.000 - 00930 .76070 .14020 -. 12390 - 00340 .00070 .00090 
GRADIENT - 00003 .09285 -100409 -.02628 .00028 .00009 00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 448 
CA5 KI FO HI5 6 V9 I MINUS ORB NOZ AT38.2 (BON092) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB 2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. Z1RP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB ­ 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 45 000 
55-6 - 20 000 IOR8 7 850 
RUN NO. 382/ 0 RN/L 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLN DCY DCLN DCSL 
300 -2.000 -.04010 -.36880 .07340 .06400 -.00660 .00110 - 00120 
.300 -1,000 -.04480 -.28510 .0510 104200 -100650 .00140 -.00130 
.300 .000 -.04910 -.19780 .05940 .01820 -.00620 .00130 -.00140 
.300 I 000 -.05060 -.11420 .05580 -.130340 -.00560 00100 - 00130 
.300 2.000 - 04800 -.03530 .05390 -.02310 -.00480 00080 -.00100 
.300 3 000 - 04270 .04160 .05300 - 04190 -.00480 00090 - 00080 
.300 4.000 - 03910 .11740 .05270 -.06160 -.00490 00090 - 00080 
.300 5.000 -.03790 .19460 .05350 -.06230 -.00440 00080 -.00090 
.300 6.000 - 03640 .27480 .05560 -.10280 -.00360 .00080 -.00110 
.300 7.000 -.03630 .35600 .05880 -.12150 -.00270 .00070 -.00130 
300 8 000 - 03780 .43500 .06310 -.14010 - 00240 00050 - 00140 
300 9 000 -.03770 51210 .06860 -.15900 -.00290 .00040 -.00110 
.300 10.000 -.03720 .59220 .07660 -.17570 -.00440 . .00100 -.00070 
300 II 000 -.03720 .66890 .08820 -.18700 -.00590 .00190 -.00030 
.300 12.000 -.03700 .74180 .10450 -.19510 -.00680 .00250 -.00030 
GRADIENT .00078 .08040 -.00265 -.02076 .00034 -.00007 00008 
RUN NO. 381/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA DCL DO DCLN DCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -2 000 - 03580 - 41170 .07580 .06390 - 00680 .00110 - 00060 
500 -1.000 -.03840 -.32190 .06570 .03950 -.00610 .00130 -.00070 
500 000 - 03990 -.228960 .06040 .01720 -.00560 .00140 -.00060 
.500 1.000 -.03960 -.14100 .05660 - 00400 -.00530 00130 -.00050 
.S00 2 000 -.03790 -.05740 .05450 -.02450 - 00520 .00130 -.00060 
.500 3.000 -.03550 02530 .05360 -.04480 -.00520 .00130 - 00060 
.500 4.000 -.03410 .10780 .05360 -.06480 -.00520 .00120 -.00060 
.500 5.000 -.03490 ,18980 .05500 -.08460 -.00480 .00110 - 00070 
.500 6.000 -.03730 .27140 .05780 -.10330 -.004a0 .00090 -.00090 
.500 7.000 -.04080 .35340 .06140 -. 11920 -.00380 .00090 - 00070 
.600 8.000 -.04140 .43680 .06610 -.13410 -.00370 .00090 -.00060 
500 9.000 -.03860 .52150 .07380 -. 14990 -.00370 .00090 -.00080 
.500 Io 000 - 03790 60610 .08600 -.16590 -.00400 .00110 -.00110 
.500 12.000 -.03480 .68720 .10290 -. 17820 -.00500 .00160 -.00100 
500 12.000 -.02750 76260 .12380 -. 18970 -.00640 .00220 -.00060 
GRADIENT .00051 .08580 -.00278 -.02104 .00034 -.00001 -.00000 
PAOE 449
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




BETA. - 000 STAB I 000 
LREF - 327 BO0 IN. YIRP = 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN.YC 	 RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC 	 ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
5I2 - .000 53-4 r 45 000SCALE - .0300 
SS-5 - 20.000 IORB 7 850 
RUN NO 380/ 0 RN/L - 3 19 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5 00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL 0CO OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.600, -2 000 - 02030 -.43400 .07680 67400 -.00620 .00140 - 00030 
.600 -1 000 -.01870 -.34300 .06690 .04810 -.00560 .00140 - 00060 
6oo .000 -.02480 -.84900 .05010 02890 -.00600 .00160 - 00060 
Soo I 000 -.03120 -.15820 .05680 .00000 - 00640 .O01BO - 00050 
.600 2.000 - 03520 -.07150 05360 - 02080 -.00500 .00170 - 00050 
.600 3.000 -.03460 .01430 .05270 -.04160 -.00500 .00160 -.00040 
600 4.000 -.03290 09850 .05290 -.0D200 -.00130 .00130 -.00040 
600 5 000 -.03320 .18100 .05460 - 08010 -.00400 00120 - 00050 
600 6 000 -.03550 .26480 05760 -.09620 -.00340 00100 - 00060 
600 7.000 -.03890 .35180 .06170 -.11280 -.00250 .00080 - 00020 
.600 8 000 -.03900 .44060 .06790 -.13060 - 00200 .00060 - 00010 
.600 9.000 -.03540 .52980 07800 -.14970 - 00280 .00070 -.00040 
.600 10.000 -.,03430 ,61800 .09260 -.16980 -.00440 .00120 - 00040 
.600 11.000 -.03430 .70090 .11190 -.18950 -.00530 00160 .00000 
6oo 12.000 -.03200 .77620 13470 -.21200 -.00510 .00170 00050 
GRADIENT -.00234 09797 -.00297 -.02195 00030 - 00003 00000 
RUN NO 379/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO OCLM DC? DCLN OCSL
 
.700 -2.000 -.02550 -.47110 .08050 .08780 -.00610 .00110 -.000630 
710 -1.000 -.02510 -.37810 .06880 .06600 - 00580 .00110 - 00070 
.700 .000 -.02410 -.28200 .06070 .04200 -.00550 .00130 - 00060 
.700 2.000 -.02530 -.18740 .05560 .01710 -.00530 .00150 -.00040 
.700 2 000 -.02780 -.09520 .05310 -.00820 - 00510 00160 -.00020 
700 3 000 -.02850 -.00410 .05220 -.03420 -.00480 .00150 - 00020 
.700 4 000 -.02830 .08490 .06260 -.06910 -.00420 .00150 -.00020 
.700 5.000 -.02440 .17130 .05420 -.08080 - 00330 00130 -.00020 
.700 6 000 -.02460 .25980 .05760 -.10150 -.00220 .00100 -.00010 
700 7.000 -.02300 .35420 .06350 -.1250 -.00150 .00080 -.00010 
700 8.000 -.0180 .45340 .07240 -.15140 -.00180 .00080 -.00030 
.700 9.000 -.01690 55100 .08520 -.17760 -.00300 .00100 -.00050 
.700 10.000 -.02090 .64130 .10240 -.20030 -.00370 00110 00000 
.700 11.000 -.02370 .72010 .12330 -.21720 -.00350 .00090 00040 
.700 12.000 -.01960 .78760 .14640 -.23180 -.00270 .00060 .00070 
GRADIENT -.00017 .09212 - 00349 -.02452 .00036 00005 .00005
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA8 PAGE 450 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9,1 MINUS ORB NOZ AT38.2 (BGM093) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - .OO0 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZNRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-18 - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 000 33-4 45.000 
S5-6 20.000 IORB 7.850 
RUN NO. 386/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 - 2.000 5.81640 .2930 .04870 -.14510 .1980 -.01250 .G1350 
.300 -20.000 5.81930 .28900 .05120 -.14320 .16120 -.00900 .01050 
.300 -8.000 5.82320 .27660 .05280 -.13150 .12350 -.00610 .00890 
.300 -B.000 5.82620 .26640 .05380 -.12720 .08710 -.00370 .00730 
300 -4.000 5.82810 26410 .05430 -.10610 .05350 -.00170 .00520 
.300 -3.000 5 82810 28600 .05460 -.10440 .03800 -.00080 .00390 
.300 -2.000 5.98m60 .6130 .05500 -.10600 .02350 .00OO0 .0050 
.300 -1.000 5.82860 .26910 .05530 -.10880 .00950 .00060 .00110 
.300 .000 5.82SIO .26900 .05530 -.11020 -.00450 .00100 - 00030 
.300 1.000 5.82760 .28930 .05540 -.10980 -.01960 .00150 - 00180 
.300 2.000 5.82760 .26970 .05540 -.10840 -.03550 .00240 -.00340 
.300 3 000 5 82670 .27090 .05540 -.10900 - 05150 .00330 -.00470 
.300 4 000 5 82520 .27390 .05570 -.1t390 - 06710 00390 -.00550 
.300 6.000 5.82130 .28350 .05590 - 13000 - 09920 00480 -.00680 
.300 8 000 5.81880 .29300 .05440 -.14450 -.13460 .00570 - 00850 
.300 10.000 5.81840 .29870 .05140 -.15210 -.17310 00980 -.01110 
.300 12 000 5 81590 .29620 .04930 -.15010 -.21330 .01340 -.01360 
GRADIENT - 00031 .00095 .00015 -.00085 - 01497 00067 -.00139 
RUN NO 385/ 0 RN/L - 2 85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DC0 DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
500 -12.000 5.81300 .27620 04970 -.13470 .20450 - 01270 01300 
500 -10.000 5.81490 .27690 .05120 -.13090 .16440 -.00880 .01060 
.500 -8.000 5.81980 .26910 .05300 -.12290 .12860 -.00670 .00940 
.500 -6.000 5.82470 .262-20 .05470 -.11190 .09240 -.00450 .00790 
.500 -4.000 5.82710 .26070 .05600 -.10150 .05560 -.00160 .00540 
.500 -3.000 5.92710 .26280 .05630 -.09370 .03870 -.00040 .00390 
.500 -2.000 5.82670 26530 .05660 -.10120 .02380 00040 00250 
.500 -1.000 5.92620 .26680 .05670 -.10340 .01020 .00060 00110 
.500 .000 5 82620 .266520 .05680 -.10360 -.00360 .00070 -.00040 
.500 1.000 5.82570 .26510 .05700 -.10280 -.01900 .00120 - 00190 
.500 2.000 5.82570 .26460 .05710 -.10300 -.03590 .00210 - 00340 
.500 3.000 5 82570 28460 .05700 -.10590 -.05310 00310 - 00490 
.500 4.000 5.82570 .26600 .05680 -.11120 -.07010 .00410 -.00620 
.500 6.000 5.82230 .27220 .05610 -.12490 -.10440 00550 -.00790 
.500 8 000 5 81690 .27990 .05440 -.13800 -.14050 .00690 -.0092O 
.500 10.000 5.81250 .28430 .05200 -.14380 -.119DO .009 0 - 01060 
.500 12.000 5.81450 .27940 ,04940 -.13540 -.21960 .01350 -.01320 
GRADIENT -.00021 .00040 .00011 - 00100 - 01545 .000682 -.00146 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 451 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB NOZ AT38 2 (BM093) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT XMRP * 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA[ - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF = 2348 0000 IN ZHRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - QOD ELV-08 ­ 3.000 












RUN NO. 384/ 0 RN/L - 3,22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.81150 .26830 .05050 -. 1i250 .20890 -.01280 .01330 
.600 -20.000 5.81250 .27100 .05110 -. 12390 .16850 -.00910 .01120 
600 -8 000 5.81740 .26380 .05260 -. 11490 .13200 - 00870 00980 
.600 -6.000 5.02130 25710 .05460 -. 10380 .09520 -.00440 .00810 
.800 -4.000 6.82230 .25550 .05850 -.09530 .05800 -.OOBO .00550 
.600 -3.000 5.82180 .25870 .05700 -.09400 .04070 -.00060 .00400 
600 -2.000 5.82230 .25830 .05720 -.09560 02550 .00020 .00260 
.800 -1.000 5.82280 .25920 .05710 -.09850 .01130 .00050 .00130 
.600 .000 5.82320 .25930 .05710 -.10020 -.00290 00050 - 00030 
.600 1.000 5.82280 25930 .05720 -.09970 -.01810 .00080 - 00190 
.600 2.000 5,82230 .25880 .05740 -.09010 -.03510 .OO8O -.00340 
.600 3.000 5.82180 .25840 .05750 -.09820 -.05310 .00280 -.004BO 
.600 4.000 5 82080 .25960 .05720 -. 10290 - 07110 00390 -.00610 
600 6.000 5 81790 .28500 .05600 -.12000 -.10550 00540 - 00820 
.600 8.000 5.81450 .27210 .05460 -.13510 -. 14270 .00670 -.00970 
.600 10.000 581250 .27470 .05300 -.14050 -.18120 .00900 -.01120 
.600 12.000 5.81400 a27010 .05110 -. 13190 -.22500 .01400 -.01300 
GRADIENT -.00010 .00038 .00008 -.00082 -.01581 .00060 -.00147 
RUN NO. 383/ 0 RN/L - 3.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -500/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA DCL DGc OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
i .700 -12.000 5.81300 .25430 .05130 -.10900 .21530 -.01250 ,01280 
.700 -10.000 5.82350 .25BOO .05140 -.11430 .17580 -.00980 ,01080 
.700 -8,000 5081640 .25120 .05340 -.10920 .3080 -.00670 .00930 
.700 -8,000 5.81980 .24470 .05690 -.10190 .09730 -.00410 .00750 
.700 -4.000 5 82080 .24340 .05780 -.09750 .06120 -.00210 .00530 
.700 -3.000 5.92130 .24460 .05810 -.09810 .04430 -.00110 .00400 
.700 -2,000 5 82130 .24610 .05790 -.10040 .02800 -.00030 .00260 
.700 -1 000 5.82180 24730 05760 -.10140 .01250 .00030 00120 
700 .000 5.82180 .24760 .05750 - 10090 - 00290 .00060 - 00040 
.700 1.000 5.82180 .247U0 .05780 -. IO70 -.01910 .00110 -.00210 
.700 2.000 5.82180 .24800 05810 -.10000 -.03650 .00180 -.00350 
.700 3.000 5.82260 24500 .05830 -.10030 -.05460 .00290 -.00480 
.700 4.000 5 82230 .24610 .05910 - 10490 -.07280 00400 - 00580 
.700 8.0OO 5 81930 .25310 .05680 -.12080 -. 10920 .00570 -.00760 
700 8.000 5 81490 25980 .05500 -.13220 -. 14710 00720 -.00920 
.700 10.000 5 811O0 .28250 .05330 -.13400 -. 18710 00930 -.01070 
.700 12.000 5.81300 .25900 .05200 -.12610 -.22970 .01330 -.01210 
GRADIENT .00019 .00019 .0004 -.00059 -.01655 .00069 -.00144 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 452 
CA5 NI FO HIS 6 V9.l MINUS ORB NOZ AT38.2 (0M0941 ( 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500,0000 SQ,FT. XNRP * 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 10.000 RUO-L - 20 000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP - 290.7500 IN,ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-O8 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-6 ,.000 S3-4 - 45.000 
55-5 - 80.000 IORB - .850 
RUN NO. 390/ 0 RN/L * 1.69 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -a,00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL D0D DCLM DOcY OCLN DCSL 
.300 -12.000 5.7880 .3110 .05720 -.2680 .&2040 -,03040 .01510 
.300 -10.000 5.80860 .30200 .05150 -.14400 .18620 - 02480 .01250 
.300 -8.000 5.81540 .28910 .05230 -.13350 .14660 -.02070 01070 
.300 -6.000 5,81350 .2020 ,05430 -.12240 .10650 -.01770 .00900 
.300 -4.000 5 81690 .27810 .05490 -.11190 .07480 -.01560 .00690 
.300 -3.000 5.81740 .27950 .05510 -.10950 .05950 -.01470 00560 
300 -2 000 5.81740 .28150 .05540 -.11030 .04530 -.01400 00430 
.300 -1.000 5.81690 .28240 .05580 -.11210 .03140 -.01340 .00280 
.300 .000 5.81690 .28250 .05550 -.11280 .01740 -.02290 .00130 
.300 1.000 5.81640 .28270 .05570 -.11180 .00290 -.01230 - 00020 
.300 2.000 5,81640 .28300 .D5590 -.11090 -.01260 -.01160 - 00160 
.300 3.000 5 81590 .28410 .05620 -.11210 -.02870 -.01080 -.00290 
.300 4.000 5,81400 .28780 .05660 -.11690 -.04470 -.01020 - 00380 
.300 6.000 5.80980 .29880 .05700 -.13220 -.07690 -.00950 -.00500 
.300 8.000 5 60760 .30700 .05550 -.14670 -.11080 -.00830 -.00670 
.300 10.000 5.80810 .30950 .05260 -.15370 -.14670 -.00610 -.00920 
.300 12.000 5.80570 .30560 .05020 -.14740 -.18530 -.00330 - 01170 
GRADIENT -.00024 .00091 .00019 -.00048 -.01479 .00065 -.00138 
RUN NO 389/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL ODD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
500 -12.000 5 80960 .27950 .05000 -.13290 .23270 -.02970 01510 
500 -10 000 5 80760 .27890 05170 - 12640 .19110 - 02480 01260 
.500 -8 000 5 81250 .27070 .05350 -.11990 .15330 - 02180 01120 
.500 -6.000 5,81740 .26400 .05540 -.11070 .11590 -.01890 .00950 
500 -4.000 5 8Z980 .26280 .05699 -.10060 .07910 -.01580 00700 
.500 -3 000 5.81980 .26440 .05740 -.09850 06230 -.01450 00560 
.500 -2.000 5.81930 .28670 .05770 -.10000 .04750 -.01380 .00410 
.500 -2,000 5,81930 .26810 05770 -.10200 .03310 -.01340 .00270 
.500 .000 5.81980 .26820 .05D770 -.10220 .01830 -.01300 .00120 
.500 1.000 5.81840 .26790 .05790 -.10140 .00330 -.01250 - 00030 
500 2.000 5.81880 26750 .05810 -.10190 -.01250 -.01190 - 00180 
.500 3.000 5.81930 .26720 .05920 -.10500 -.02890 -.01110 -.00320 
.500 4.000 5.81640 .26860 .05820 -.11040 -.04550 -.01030 -.00440 
.500 6.000 5.81450 .27530 .0578O -.12390 -.07980 - 00910 -.00620 
.500 8.000 5.80910 .28280 .05650 -.13650 -.11540 -.00800 -.00730 
.500 10.000 5.80470 .28710 .05420 -.14250 -.15270 -.00650 -.00870 
500 12.000 5.80520 .28320 .05180 -.13650 -.19190 -.00320 - 01130 
GRADIENT - 00015 .00055 .00014 -.00103 -.01536 00062 - 00145 
PAGE 453
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - O000 IN. YC RUO'U - 10 000 RUD-L - I0.000 
BREF 2348 0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 93-4 - 45 000 
S5-8 - 20,000 IOR - 7.850 
RUN NO 388/ 0 RN/L * 3.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
OCSL
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCO DCLM DCY DCLN 

600 -12.000 5 80470 .26860 .05040 -. 12330 .23770 - 02960 01530
 
600 -10.000 5 80620 .26860 .05110 -.11910 .19460 -.02510 .01290
 
600 -8000 6.81010 .25180 .05290 -. 11020 .1SriO -.02170 .01150
 
.600 -6.000 5.81350 .25650 .05520 -.09980 11870 - 01880 
 00980
 
.25590 .05710 -.09190 .08180 -.01600 .00720

.600 -4.000 5.81490 

.25730 .05770 -.09150 .05450 -.01480 .00570
 
800 -2 000 5 81490 .25920 .05790 -.09410 .04870 -.01390 00420
 
.600 -1 000 5.81490 .2$070 .05780 -.09720 03370 - 01330 00270
 
600 oo 5.81490 

.600 -3.000 5.81490 

.28120 .05790 - 09870 .01880 -.01300 .00120
 
.600 I 000 5 81490 .26080 .05830 -.09900 .00370 - 01280 
 - 00030
 
600 2 000 5 81490 .25010 .05870 -.09820 -.01270 -.01220 - 00180
 
.600 3.000 5.81400 .28030 .05890 -.09870 -.03040 -.01110 -.00320
 
.600 4.000 5 91300 23230 05970 -. 10390 -.04820 -.01020 -.00440
 
600 6 000 5 81050 .25950 05790 -. 12150 - 08300 -.00910 - 00630
 
600 8 000 5.80810 .27550 .05700 - 13670 -.11790 -.00830 - 00770
 
.600 10.000 5.80710 .27720 .05590 -. 14260 -.15480 -.00690 -.00900
 
600 12 000 5.80570 .27290 .05380 -.13600 -.19700 - 00300 -.01100
 
.00020 -.00132 -.01596 .00064 -.00147
GRADIENT -.00017 .00061 

RUN NO 387/ 0 RN/L - 3 50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 001 5 00 
DCY OCLN DC51
 
700 -12 000 5.8810 .25430 .05130 

MACH BETA ALPHA OCL DCo DCLM 

-. 10340 .E4330 -.02910 .01390
 
.700 -10.000 5.80660 .25660 .05150 -.10640 .20360 -.02630 .01280
 
.700 -8.000 5.81010 .25010 .05320 -.10100 .18100 - 02210 .01120
 
.700 -6.000 .2460
2481 10 .05580 -.09530 .12070 -.0Io50 00920
 
.700 -4.000 5.81490 .24410 .05810 -.09330 .08460 - 01610 .00700
 
.700 -3.000 5.81450 .24560 .05860 -.09450 .06750 -.01510 00580
 
.70C -2.000 5.81350 .24740 .05830 -.09660 .05090 - 01400 .00430
 
.700 -1.000 5.81350 .24810 05810 -.09830 .03480 - 01320 00270
 
.700 000 5.81490 24810 06840 -.O9BO .01950 - 01280 00110
 
700 1.000 5 81490 .24760 .05890 -.09840 .00420 -.01260 -.00040
 
.700 2.000 5 81490 .24670 .05940 -.09760 01260 - 01200
- - 00170
 
.700 3.000 5 81400 .24640 .05960 -.09890 -.03060 -.01110 - 00290
 
.700 4 000 5.81250 .24800 05960 -.10420 - 048650 - 01010 - 00400
 
.700 ( 000 5.81010 .25420 .05990 -,11920 -.08410 -.00870 -.00590
 
.700 8 000 5 80760 .25960 .05740 -.12840 -. 12030 -.00790 - 00720
 
700 10 000 5 80520 .26190 05570 -.12990 -. 15820 -.00680 -.00850
 
700 I1.000 5 20470 .26O90 .05470 -.12970 -.20000 -.00340 - 00990
 
GRADIENT -.00011 .00027 00020 -.00098 - 01642 00068 - 00142
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 454 
CAB KI FO H15,6 V9.I MINUS ORB NOZ AT38.2 (8011095) 1 22 JAN 75 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YNRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B ­ 10 000 ELV-O8 - 13 000 
SCALE - .0300 St-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 394/ 0 RN/L 1I 90 ORADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD DCLN DCY OCLN DCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.06040 -.32200 .07440 -.11870 -.00310 .00080 -.00030 
.300 -1.000 -.05530 -.23630 .06830 -.13810 -.00390 .00140 - 00050 
.300 .000 -.05360 -.14880 .06090 -.15820 -.00370 .00140 - 00060 
.300 1.000 -.05810 -.085670 .05810 -.17800 -.00260 .00110 -.00050 
.300 2,000 -.05510 .01270 .05670 -.19580 -.00280 .00110 -.00040 
.300 3,000 -.05140 .09130 .05610 -.21330 -.00290 .00110 -.00020 
.300 4.000 -.04970 .16720 .05650 -.23160 -.00300 .00110 - 00020 
.300 5.000 -.05030 .24270 .05780 -.24900 -.00390 .00120 -.00050 
300 6.000 - 05240 32230 .06040 - 26540 - 00380 .00130 - 00070 
.300 7,000 -.05450 .40370 .06430 -.28400 -.00240 00110 -.00080 
.300 8.000 -.05460 .48090 .06910 -.29970 -.00160 00090 -.00080 
.300 9,000 -.05200 .55640 .07520 -.31430 -.00260 .00100 -.00050 
.300 10.000 -.05210 .63390 .08360 -.32750 -.00470 .00170 .00000 
.300 11.000 - 05760 .71010 .09550 -.33610 -.00600 .00260 .00030 
.300 12,000 -.05480 .78000 .11230 -.33960 - 00580 00290 .00030 
GRADIENT .00129 .08060 -.00215 -.01860 .00001 00000 00002 
RUN NO. 393/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA DCL DC DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
500 -2.000 - 05700 -.36130 .07690 -.11540 -.00630 00110 OOlO 
.500 -1.000 - 05010 -.27120 06840 -.13840 -.00560 .00130 - 00010 
.500 000 -.04800 -.17980 .06280 -.15B90 -.00620 00140 00000 
.500 I 000 -.05530 -.09350 .05960 -.17720 -.00530 .00150 00000 
.500 2.000 -.05670 -.00940 .05810 -.29520 -.00540 .00160 -.00010 
.500 3.000 - 05220 .07320 .05750 -.21240 -.00520 .0050 -.00010 
.500 4 000 -.05210 t5380 .05800 -.22910 -.00500 .00140 - 00010 
500 5,000 - 05570 .23340 05980 -.24560 -.00460 00120 - 00020 
.500 8.000 -.05280 .31370 .06310 -.,6120 -.00410 .00110 -.00040 
.500 7.000 - 04520 .39560 .06750 - 27510 -.00370 .00t10 -.00040 
.500 8.000 - 04590 .47710 .07280 - 28770 -.00340 .00100 - 00020 
.500 9.000 -.04950 .56020 .08110 -.30120 -.00330 00100 - 00040 
.500 10.000 -.04810 .64390 .09360 -.31230 -.00360 .00130 - 00070 
.500 1.000 -.04570 .72330 .11040 - 31690 - 00470 .00180 - 00030 
.500 22.000 -.04700 .79620 .13140 -.32120 -.00620 .00240 .00000 
GRADIENT -.00018 .08489 -.00225 -.01837 .00018 .00002 -.00003 
PAGE 455
 
CA5 KI FO H156 V9.1 MINUS ORB NOZ AT36.2 (BGOM95) I 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
DATE 20 JUN '5 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

SREF - 5500 0000 50 FT XMRP - 1339.92100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB" - 1 000 
LREF 327 8000 IN. YMRP - 0000 IN. YC RU-U - 000 RUO-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZIRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - 10 000 ELV-OB - 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 * 000 -3-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20 000 IORB - 7 50 
RUN NO 392/ 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 0D0 OCLM OCY DCLN DCSL
 
600 -2.oo0 -.04860 -.38810 .07890 - 10430 -.00660 .00130 00000
 
600 -I 800 - 04500 -.29600 .06950 - 12830 -.00590 00140 - 00020
 
600 000 -.04540 -.20230 .06320 -.15130 -.00620 .00160 - 00030
 
600 1.000 - 04680 -.11460 .05980 -.17090 -.00670 00180 -.00030
 
600 2.000 - 05170 -.02050 .05010 - 1030 -.00670 .00190 - 00030
 
.600 3.000 -.05180 .05680 .05760 -.20550 -.00580 .00170 - 00020
 
500 4 000 -.04610 .14020 .05820 - 22270 - 00500 .00140 - 00010
 
.600 5.000 -.04020 .22240 .06010 -.23780 -.00440 .00120 -.00010
 
.600 6 000 -.04000 30540 .06340 -.24940 -.00360 .00110 -.00030
 
.600 7.000 - 04250 39100 .06790 -.26040 -.00250 .00080 -.00010
 
.600 8 000 -.04130 .47830 .07460 -.27580 -.00210 00050 .00040
 
.600 9.000 -.03980 .56620 .OS500 -.29320 -.00290 .00060 .00010
 
.600 10.000 -.03850 .65260 .09960 - 30860 -.00470 .00130 -.00030
 
.600 11.000 -.04010 73390 .1188O - 32130 -.00570 .00180 00000
 
.600 12 000 - 04550 80870 .14180 -.33580 -.00530 .00180 00060
 
GRADIENT 00041 .08712 -.00246 -.01889 00025 - 00000 .00000
 
RUN NO. 391/ 0 RN/L * 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.001 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL DOCD DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL
 
.700 -2 000 -.04460 -.42760 .08240 -.08610 - 00670 00100 .00010 
.700 -1.000 -.04580 -.33190 .07110 -.10940 -.00100 00110 -.00030
 
700 .000 -.04590 -.23460 06360 - 13270 -.00700 .00140 -.00020 
700 1.000 -.04610 -. 1442O .05960 -.15270 - 00630 .00150 .00000 
.700 2.000 -.04860 -.05420 .05720 -.17110 - 00540 .00150 .00010 
.700 3.000 -.04990 .03580 .05660 -.19190 -.00540 .00160 .00000 
700 4 000 -.05040 .12340 .05760 -.2'1230 -.00520 00150 00000 
.700 5 000 -.05130 .20880 .05980 -.22930 -.00420 00130 - 00010 
.700 6.000 -.05130 .29610 .06340 -.24490 -.00290 .00110 .00000 
700 7.000 - 04890 .38910 .06930 -.26390 - 00220 00090 .00020 
.700 9 000 - 04670 48610 07870 -.20700 -.00250 00080 -000O 
.700 9 000 - 04660 .58360 09180 -.30930 - 00320 .00090 - 00010 
700 0.000 -.04400 .67290 .10890 -.32700 -.00360 .00110 .00060
 
.700 II 000 -.04290 75110 .13000 -.33940 -.00390 .00100 00110
 
.700 12 000 - 04610 .91770 15380 - 34960 - 00350 00080 .00100
 
GRADIENT - 00100 .090686 - 00297 -.02039 .00038 .00006 00001
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 458 
CAS Kt FO HI5.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 2 (BM096I)(I JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
DREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 10 7500 IN.ZC ELV-I8 ­ .000 ELV-OB ­ .000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
S5-8 - 20.000 IORB - 9.700 
RUN NO. 398/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.05700 -.39850 .07040 .16410 -.00390 .O01IO -.00070 
.300 -1.000 -.05910 -.31210 .06160 .14330 -.00440 .00140 -.00090 
.300 000 -.05890 -.22460 .05570 .12230 -.00400 00130 -.00090 
.300 1.000 -.05540 -.14270 .05210 .10130 -.00350 .00110 -.00080 
.300 2.000 - 05410 - 06140 .04960 .07680 - 00330 .00100 - 00060 
.300 3.000 -.05500 .01940 .04800 .04970 -.00380 .00100 -.00050 
.300 4.bO -.05510 .09710 .04720 .02350 -.00420 .00100 -.00050 
.300 5.000 -.05590 .17400 .04770 .00020 -.00370 .00090 -.00080 
.300 6 000 -.05880 .25380 .04960 -.02180 -.00280 .00070 - 00070 
300 7 000 -.06030 .33610 .05310 -.04490 -.00170 00060 -.00090 
.300 8.000 -.06180 .41700 .05780 -.06950 -.00090 00040 -.00080 
.300 9.000 -.06400 .49820 .06370 -.09460 -.00150 .00050 -.00020 
.300 10.000 - 06540 .57450 .07100 -.11680 -.00370 .00120 .00030 
300 11.000 - 06470 .65070 .08170 - 13340 -.00540 .00220 .00050 
.300 12.000 -.06400 .72330 09780 -.14560 -.00530 .00240 .00040 
GRADIENT 00050 08175 -.00305 -.02367 00004 -.00005 .00005 
RUN NO. 397/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL DCO DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -2.000 - 05070 -.43820 .07270 17170 -.00590 00110 -.00030 
.500 -1.000 -.04810 -.34780 .06360 .14840 -.00510 .00130 -.00040 
.500 .000 -.04780 -.25580 .05740 .12520 -.00440 00130 -.00030 
500 1.000 -.04760 -.16860 .05350 .10090 - 00410 00120 -.00030 
.600 2.000 - 04440 - 08300 .05120 .07400 -.00410 .00120 -.0O040 
.500 3.000 -.04190 .00060 .04990 .04710 - 00380 .00110 - 00030 
.500 4 000 - 04070 .08290 .dL950 .02140 -.00330 06600 -.0002D 
.500 5.000 -.04130 .16420 .05050 -.00280 - 00290 .00080 - 00020 
.500 6.000 - 04860 .24640 .05310 -.02610 -.00260 00090 -.00040 
.500 7.000 -.05730 .33020 .05700 -.04860 - 00210 .00090 -.00040 
500 8.000 - 05800 .41460 .06230 -.07100 -.00180 00070 .00000 
.500 9.000 -.05480 .49980 .07030 -.09420 - 00180 .00070 -.00030 
S00 20.000 - 05030 .58380 .0870 -. 11510 -.00140 .00070 - 00080 
500 11.000 - 04700 .68380 .09720 -.13000 -. 00130 .00080 - 00080 
.500 12.000 -.04740 .73840 .11710 -.14300 -.00240 .00130 - 00030 
GRADIENT .00147 .08601 -.00298 - 02521 .00038 -.00006 .00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TAEULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 457 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.2 MINUS ORO TC5 AT38.2 (ROM096) 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP * 1339,9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - 2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC Rue-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
ELV-Ie - .000 ELV-O- .000 
SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - 46.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 

SCALE = .0300 
95-8 - BO.000 IORE - 9.700 
- RUN NO. 30B/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -9.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO OCLM OCT DCLN DCSL
 
.600 -2,000 -.06000 -.46530 .07450 .16430 -.00670 .00120 -.00020
 
.600 -1.000 -.06160 -.37340 .06440 .15850 -.00500 100110 -.00040
 
.600 .000 -.05670 -.267860 .05750 .13060 -.00530 .00130 -.00040 
.600 1.000 -.05140 -.16810 .05360 .10350 -.00540 .00140 -,00040 
-. -. oI -.00030.60 2.000 05250 0o .051b0 .07570 -.00480 .00130 

.600 3.000 -.05460 -.01500 .05050 .04830 -.00400 .00100 -.00010
 
600 4.000 -.05470 .06980 .05050 .02170 -.00310 ,00070 .00000
 
.600 5.000 -.05250 .16270 .05200 -.00430 -.00230 .00070 .00000
 
.600 6.000 -.05010 .23740 .05490 -.03140 -.00170 .0000 -.00020
 
.600 7.000 -.04840 .32540 .05910 -.05850 -.00100 .00060 00000
 
.600 b.000 -.04660 .41400 .06510 -.09320 -.00030 .00020 00030
 
.600 9.000 -.04640 .50100 .07410 -. 10460 -.00060 .00020 00020
 
.600 0.000 -.04990 .58690 .08690 -.1l140 -. 00200 .00060 - 00010
 
.600 11.000 -.05300 .66980 ,10430 -. 13250 -.00230 .00070 .00010
 
600 12.000 -.05390 .74370 .12570 -. 14400 -.00180 .00070 00050
 
GRADIENT .00110 .08833 -.00298 -.02714 .00045 - 00008 .00005
 
RUN NO. 395/ 0 RN/L - 3.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA OCL DOCD DCLM OCT DCLN OCSL 
.700 -2 000 -.04380 - 50020 .07800 18900 -.00590 00090 .00000 
.700 -2.000 -.04530 -.40680 .06660 .16240 -.00530 .00070 - 00030 
.700 .000 -.04780 -.31080 .05900 .13160 -.00460 00060 -.00020 
.700 I 000 -.04880 -.21710 .05460 10160 -.00420 00080 .00000 
700 2.000 -.04720 -.22670 .05250 .07360 -.00430 .00100 00010
 
.700 3 000 -.04440 -.03710 .05170 .04420 -.00450 .00130 100000
 
.700 4.000 -.04360 .05120 .05190 .01460 -.00410 .00120 .00000
 
.700 5.000 -.04350 .13670 .053L0 -,00940 -.00270 .00090 00010
 
700 6.000 -.04230 .22280 .05620 -.02860 -,00o00 .00040 .00020
 
.700 7.000 -.04160 .31390 .06120 -.04730 -.00010 .00000 100020
 
700 8.000 -.04340 .40800 .06860 -.06610 -.00010 -.00020 00000
 
.700 9.000 -.04480 .50170 .07940 -.08490 -.00070 - 00010 - 00020
 
.700 0.000 -.04290 .52250 .09430 -.20320 -.00140 .00010 .00030
 
.700 I1 000 -.04020 67540 .11370 -.11940 -.00160 00000 00090
 
700 [2.000 -.03940 .74760 13690 -.13780 - 00120 00000 .00130 
GRADIENT .00027 .09118 - 00323 - 02877 .00034 .00006 00003 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 458 
CA5 KI FO HI5. V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT39.2 (BO097) I 21 JAN 75 









- 1339.9100 IN.XC 













eREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB s .000 ELV-0O - .000 
SCALE - .0300 Si-2 - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 402/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO OCLM OC OCLN OCSL 
.300 -12.000 5.79640 .26920 .04160 -.07590 .20530 - 02190 01750 
300 -10.o00 5.79930 .27010 .04410 -.06900 .16580 - 01700 01330 
.300 -8,000 5.80520 .25920 .04680 -.05440 .12790 -.01340 .01070 
.300 -6 000 5.81050 .24910 .04850 -.03820 .09030 -.00970 .00830 
.300 -4.000 5.81350 .24580 .04920 -.02580 .05350 -.00560 .00570 
.300 -3.000 5.81400 .24750 .04940 -.02410 .03650 -.00360 .00420 
.300 -2.000 5.81400 .25000 .04970 -.02580 .02100 -.00190 00270 
.300 -1.000 5.81300 .25060 .05010 -.02770 .00840 -.00060 00110 
.300 .000 8.81200 .25000 .05040 -.02780 -.00860 .00060 -.00040 
300 1.000 5.81050 .25030 .05020 -.02610 -.02450 .00200 - 00200 
.300 2 000 5 81010 .25050 .05000 -.02350 -.04180 00380 -.00370 
300 3 000 5.81050 .25140 04990 -.02390 -.05950 .00590 -.00520 
.300 4,000 5.80960 .25470 .05010 -.03050 -.07720 .00780 -.00640 
300 6.000 5.80420 .25490 .04970 -.05140 -.11270 01100 -.00830 
300 8 000 5 79980 .27290 .04710 -.08620 -.14950 .01430 - 01110 
.300 to 000 6.79740 .27570 04290 -.017080 -.18720 .01810 -.01480 
.300 12.000 5.79540 .2'070 .03940 -.07160 -.22460 .02190 -.01870 
GRADIENT -.00061 .00080 .00010 -.00020 - 01612 .00160 - 00164 
RUN NO. 401/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 0o/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 5 79880 .24570 .04240 -.05070 .21460 -.02220 01720 
.500 -IO.00 5 80030 .24870 .04510 -.04580 .17320 -.01710 01350 
.500 -8 000 5.80620 .24160 .04750 -.03620 .13620 -.01380 01120 
.500 -6.000 5 61010 .23480 .04960 -.02550 09800 -.00990 00880 
.500 -4.000 5.81010 .23320 .06120 -.01780 .05840 -.00520 .00600 
500 -3.000 5.80960 .23500 .05200 -.01830 .04020 -.00310 .00440 
.500 -2.000 5.80860 .23780 .05270 - 02200 .02470 -.00180 .00280 
.500 -1.000 5.80910 .23900 .05320 - 02430 .01030 -. 00090 00130 
500 .000 5.80960 .23840 .05330 -.02380 -.00460 00010 - 00020 
.500 1.000 5.80960 .23720 .05330 -.02220 -.02080 .00130 -.00170 
.500 2 000 5.81010 .23560 .05310 - 03940 -.03810 .00270 -.00330 
.500 3.000 5.81100 .23440 ,05260 -.01750 -.05590 .00450 -.00470 
.500 4.000 681050 .23520 .05210 -.01960 -.07430 .00640 -.00610 
.500 6.000 5.80620 .24140 .05050 -.03230 -.11250 01020 - 00850 
500 8.000 5.80130 .24810 .04790 -.04530 -.15190 01400 -. 01100 
.500 10.000 5.79830 .25050 .04450 -.05080 -.19150 .01780 -.01400 
500 12.000 5.79930 .24360 .04150 -.04210 -.23020 .02220 -.01780 
GRADIENT .00015 .00001 .00010 .00004 -.01626 .00134 -.00151 
1 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





SREF . 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB 1000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YNRP - 0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 AUD-L 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB = 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - .000 93-4 - 45.000 
S5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 9 700 
RUN NO. 400/ 0 RN/L - 3.25 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00
 
DCSL
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM DCY OCLN 

.600 -12.000 5.79740 23730 .04460 -.05140 .21810 -.02180 01700
 
600 -to 000 5.80080 23670 .04610 -.04010 17660 -.01680 01350
 
.600 -8.000 5.80570 22900 .04790 -.02940 .13740 - 01280 01110
 
600 -6 000 5.80910 .22350 .05010 -.02070 .09940 -.00890 00870
 
.600 -4.000 5 80910 22340 .05260 -.01660 05980 -.00500 00590
 
.600 -3.000 5.80860 .22540 .05360 -.01890 .04210 -.00320 .00450
 
.600 -2 000 5 80760 .22790 .05430 -.02460 02630 -.00180 00310
 
.600 -1.000 5.80760 22990 .05450 -.03030 01170 - 00090 00160
 
600 .000 5.80810 22990 05460 -.03190 -.00300 - 00010 00010
 
600 i 000 6 B0 .22820 .05460/ -.02800 -.01870 .00090 - 00150
 
600 2.000 5 B0810 .22690 .0650" -.02170 - 03610 00210 - 00300
 
.600 3 000 5 80810 22430 .05420 -.01700 - 05460 .00380 - 00430
 
.600 4.000 5 80660 .22500 .05370 -.01660 - 07310 00530 - 00550
 
.600 8 000 5 80270 .23130 .05170 - 02630 - 11060 .00840 - 00790
 
600 8 000 5 80030 23750 04930 -.04040 -.15060 01250 - 01080
 
.600 to 000 5.79930 23900 .04690 -.04900 -. 19220 01750 - 01400
 
.500 12 000 5 79590 .23180 .04490 - 04040 - 23270 .02190 - 01680
 
GRADIENT -.00015 - 00004 .00011 .00023 - 01628 .00119 - 00145 
RUN NO 399/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5 00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM OCY OCLN OCSL
 
.700 -12 000 5.79640 21660 04560 .22430 - 02100
-.02230 .01560
 
700 -20 000 5.80520 .21720 .04550 -.01840 .18530 -01610 .01420 
.700 -6.0OO 5 80960 .21040 .04840 -.01150 14070 -.01190 .01140 
.700 -6.000 5.81150 20560 .05200 -.00960 .09810 -.00650 00840 
700 -4 000 5 81150 20630 .05500 -.01540 .06080 -.00350 00580 
700 -3.000 5.81050 20820 .05580 -.02020 04410 - 00260 00450 
700 -2.000 5 60960 20990 05500 -.02490 .02820 - 00160 .00320 
700 -1 000 5 810tO .21080 .05600 -.02770 .01240 -.00070 .00160 
700 000 5.81100 21050 05520 - 02680 -.00320 00000 - 00010 
.700 2.000 5.81050 .20920 .05530 -.02250 -.01960 .00080 - 00160
 
.700 2.000 5 80910 .20790 .05530 -.01950 -.03710 .00190 - 00340 
.700 3 000 5.80760 .20720 .05600 - 01790 -.05510 00320 - 00470 
.700 4 000 5.80710 20730 .05520 -.01610 -.07300 00430 - 00580 
700 6.000 5.80760 .21010 05280 -.01550 - 11080 00720 - 00920 
.700 8.000 5 80470 .21540 04990 -.02310 -. 15280 01200 - 01100 
.700 10.000 5 79880 .21950 .04730 -.03200 -.19860 01770 -.01410 
.700 12.000 5.79640 .21700 .04600 -.02670 -.23590 02040 - 01570 
GRADIENT -.00045 -.00008 .00004 .00034 -.01659 .00095 -.00151 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 460 
CA5 KI FO V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2A (80N09B) 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5560.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC BETA - 000 RUD-U - 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 SI-2 000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZPRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 93-4 - 45.000 55-6 - 20 000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 407/ 0 RN/L - 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL 0C0 OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.150 -2.000 -.05020 -.30810 .07040 -.05420 -.01320 .00020 -.00090 
.150 -I 000 -.05170 -.23480 .06020 -.04130 - 00790 -.00060 - 00090 
.150 .000 -.05370 -.15280 .05340 -.04150 -.00B20 -.00060 - 00100 
150 1.000 - 05270 -.07420 .04900 -.042980 -.00990 -.00040 - 00110 
150 2.000 -.05280 -.00160 .04560 -.04120 -.01040 -.00030 -.00100 
.150 3.000 - 05310 .06590 .04250 -.03630 -.00950 -.00050 -.00100 
.150 4.000 -.05300 .13240 .04020 -.03060 -.00940 -.00060 -.00120 
.150 5.000 -.05220 .20130 .03920 -.02600 -.00970 -.00040 -.00120 
.150 6 000 -.05300 .27170 .03870 -.02280 -.00990 -.00010 - 00100 
.150 7.000 -.05630 .34420 .03870 -.02120 -.01060 -.00010 - 00100 
.150 8.000 -.05510 .41980 .04100 -,02030 -.01230 -.00050 - 00090 
.150 9.000 -.05080 .49690 .04570 -.01900 -.01420 -.00070 - 00090 
.150 10 000 -.0480 .57070 .05250 - 01700 -.01400 - 00060 -.00080 
.150 11.000 -.05070 .63920 .06190 -.01570 -.01200 - 00040 - 00050 
ISO 12 000 -.05410 .70460 07480 - 01480 -.01020 .00000 - 00030 
GRADIENT -.00022 .07282 -.00422 .00319 00015 -.00005 -.00004 
RUN NO 406/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAH BETA DCL OCD DCLM DCY DCLN 0CSL 
,300 -2.000 -.04320 -.33830 .07130 -.04490 -.OOB3O .00200 00000 
.300 -1.000 -.04970 -.25580 .06280 -.03820 - 00610 00050 .00010 
.300 .000 -.05130 -.17280 .05690 -.03340 -.00460 .00000 .00010 
.300 1.000 - 05000 -.09620 .05360 -.02930 - 00510 .00000 00010 
.300 2.000 -.05330 -.02450 .05190 -.02450 -.00530 .00020 00010 
.300 3.000 -.05450 .04600 .05050 -.02020 -.00560 .00010 .00020 
.300 4.000 -.05370 .11720 .04950 -.01630 -.00640 .00010 00020 
.300 5.000 - 05350 .18830 .04950 -.01270 -.00610 .00010 .00010 
.300 6.000 -.05300 .26110 .05090 -.00880 -.00520 .00010 -.00010 
.300 7.000 -.04980 .33550 .05330 -.00430 -.00460 00000 -.00030 
.300 8.000 -.05130 .40880 .05640 .00020 -.00430 -.00040 - 00050 
.300 9.000 - 05450 .47630 .06060 .00330 -.00440 - 00030 -.00010 
.300 10.000 -.05370 .54890 .06730 .00610 -.00560 00030 00050 
.300 11.000 -.05080 .62350 .07220 .01120 -.00730 .00080 .00070 
.300 12.000 -.05010 .69350 .09480 .01810 -.00800 .00100 .00090 
GRADIENT -.00125 .07475 -.00286 00452 00013 -.00009 00002 
PAGE 461
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

CAB KI FO Vs I MINUS ORB TC5 ATZG,2A (BGOMOgG ( 21 JAN 75
 













- 1339 9100 IN. XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 


















SCALE - .0300 lOR - 7.850 
RUN NO. 405/ 0 RN/L - 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -2 000 -.04510 -.36590 .07400 -.05160 -.00740 O00BO .00040 
500 -1.000 -.05060 - 22O .06500 - 04870 -.00670 .00080 .00010 
500 .000 - 04560 - 19640 .05910 - 04830 - 00830 .00090 00030 
.500 1.000 -.04340 - 11670 .05570 -.04150 -.00640 00100 00030 
.500 2.000 -.04550 -.04090 .05370 -.03580 -.00630 .00100 .00020 
500 3 000 -.04670 .03460 .05230 -.03000 -.00590 .O008 .00020 
500 4 000 -.04470 .10830 .05190 -.0232O - 00570 00060 .00020 
500 5.000 -.04290 .18250 .05250 -.01740 -.00530 .00040 00020 
500 6 000 -.04140 .25850 .05430 -.01250 -.00440 00010 00000 
500 7 000 -.04090 .33540 .05720 - 00790 - 00350 - 00010 .00010 
.500 8.000 -.03880 .41270 .06140 -.00400 -.00290 -.00040 .00030 
.500 9.000 -.03440 .49130 .06820 -.00190 -.00310 -.00060 .00000 
500 10 000 -.03100 .57080 .07950 .00060 -.00430 - 00020 -.00040 
500 11.000 - 02960 .64690 .09560 .00590 -.00510 00040 - 00020 
.500 12.000 -.02710 .71710 .11580 .01270 -,00540 .00080 .00020 
GRADIENT .00047 .07810 -.00284 .00502 .00025 -,00005 -.00002 
RUN NO, 404/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
M-dACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCO DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.04500 -.38970 .07670 -.05350 -.00720 00070 .00050 
.600 -1.000 - 04260 - 30360 .06690 -.05330 -.00680 .00080 00010 
.600 .000 -.04500 -,21730 .06040 -.04890 -.00710 .00100 .00020 
.500 1.000 -.04390 -.13610 .05650 -.04340 -.00710 .00100 .00020 
.500 2 000 -.04080 -.05700 .05410 - 03800 -.00700 .00100 .00020 
.600 3.000 - 03930 .0270 .05270 - 03300 -.00650 .00090 00020 
.800 4.000 -.04000 .10130 .05250 -.02830 -.00580 .00060 .00010 
oo 5.000 -.0410 .17930 .05350 - 02310 -.00510 .00040 .00010 
.600 6 000 -.04410 .25760 .05570 - 01640 - 00410 00000 00000 
6oo 7 000 -.04420 33730 .05900 - 01170 -.00250 - 00070 .00050 
oo 8.000 -.04330 .41890 .06460 -.01020 -.00130 - 00120 .00080 
.600 9.000 -.04390 .50290 .07400 -.00910 -.00220 -.00100 .00O0 
.800 10.000 -.04270 5670 BBIO -.00650 -.00400 -.00030 .00020 
.600 11.000 -.04140 .66360 .10820 -.00330 - 00410 00000 .00050 
.600 12.000 - 04030 .73260 .l2860 -.00150 -.00250 - 00040 .00090 
GRADIENT .00066 .08103 -.00309 .00465 00026 - 00004 - 00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 462
 
CA5 KI FO V9.1 MINUS ORB T05 AT38.2A (BOMO98) ( SI JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 RU-U - 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 1-2 - .000 
BREF - 2348,0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - 45.000 55-6 - 20.000 
SCALE - .0300 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 403/ 0 RN/L - 3.5a ORADIENT INTERVAL * -6.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 0DD OCLM OCY COLN OCSL 
.700 -2.000 -.03140 -.42270 .OO7O -.05710 -.00730 .00090 .00020 
.700 -1.000 -.03390 -,33220 .06890 -.05670 -.00720 .00100 .00030 
.700 .000 -.03690 -.24340 .06140 -.05300 -.00700 .00120 .O000o 
.700 1.000 -.03030 -.15020 .05670 -. 0840 -.00040 .00120 .00020 
.700 2.000 -.03950 -.07690 .05400 -.04430 -.00640 .00140 .00020 
.700 3,000 -.03650 .00580 .05310 -.03960 -.00650 .00150 .00020 
.700 4.000 -.03110 .08750 .05350 -.03350 -.00560 .00130 .00020 
.700 5.000 -.C2980 .16750 .05490 -.02650 -.00380 .00070 .00010 
.700 6.000 -.03590 .24880 .05760 -.02160 -.00230 .00010 00030 
700 7.000 -.03900 .33750 .06250 -.02070 -.00140 -.00060 .00050 
.700 8.000 -.03310 .43100 .07070 -.02250 -.00130 -00100 .00010 
.700 9,000 -.02630 .52420 .08290 -.02540 -.00140 - 00110 -.00020 
.700 10.000 -.02390 .60930 .09950 -.02620 -.00140 -.00110 00030 
.700 11.000 -.02130 .68250 .11960 -.02270 - 00150 -.00090 .00100 
70O 12 000 -.02440 .74500 .14190 -.01750 - 00150 - 00080 00100 
GRADIENT .00030 .08405 -.00340 .00446 .00040 .00001 -.00001 
PAGE 463
 








SREF - 5500.0000 SOfT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA .000 RUO-U - .000 
LREF - 327.9000 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. YC RUD-L .000 SI-2 - 000 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 45 000 S5-6 20 000 
SCALE - 0300 IORB 7.850 
-5.00/
RUN NO. 411/ 0 RN/L - 1.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL 5 00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCo DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL
 
300 -2.000 -.05300 -.34420 .07100 -.04520 - 00570 -.00010 .00040
 
.300 -1.000 -.05080 -.26190 .06230 -.03930 -.00450 - 00020 .00050
 
.300 000 -.04940 -. 17950 .05630 -.03590 -.00360 -.00040 .00040
 
.300 1.000 -.05070 -.10430 .05290 -.03140 -.00310 -.00060 00030
 
.300 2,000 -.05720 -.03210 .05090 -.02870 -.00310 T.00060 .00040
 
.300 3.000 -.05250 .03980 .04930 -.02830 -.00380 -.00050 .00040
 
.300 4.000 -,05720 .11080 .04830 -.01750 -.00480 -.00040 00040
 
.300 5.000 -.05480 .18070 .04830 -.01310 -.00470 -.00040 00020
 
.300 8 000 -.05350 .25240 .04980 -.OOSO - 00440 - 00040 .00000
 
.300 7.000 -.05550 .32520 .05240 -.00350 -.00430 -.00030 - 00020
 
.300 8 000 -.05770 .39830 .05530 .00100 -.00360 -.00050 -.00030
 
.300 9.000 -.05600 .46890 .05950 .001+20 -.00310 -.00060 .00020
 
.300 10.000 -.05720 .54110 .06020 .00740 -.00400 -.00040 .00050
 
.300 11.000 -.05760 .61380 07690 .01330 - 00520 00000 00070
 
.300 12.000 -.05790 8300 .09270 .02070 - 00510 00030 00100
 
GRADIENT - 00097 .07451 -.00300 .00451 .00005 - 00004 - 00002 
RUN NO 410/ 0 RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
OCD OCLM OCY OCLN OCSL
 
.500 -2.000 - 055S0 -.37280 .07330 -.05700 -.00650 .00030 .00050 
.500 -1.000 r.05410 -.28830 08410 -.05290 -.00500 00010 00030 
.500 .000 -.05150 - 20320 .05810 - 04820 -.00470 .00020 00040 
.500 1.000 -.04950 -.12500 .05470 -.04290 -.005i0 .00040 .00040 
.500 2.000 -.04710 -.04770 .05260 -.03740 -.00500 00030 .00030 
.500 3 000 -.04950 02840 .05120 -.03090 - 00450 00010 .00030 
.500 4.000 -.05150 .10220 .05050 - 02440 -.00420 .00000 .00030 
.500 5.000 -.05010 .17530 .05120 - 01840 -.00410 .00000 .00020 
.500 6.000 -.04730 .25090 .05320 - 01260 -.00350 - 00010 00010 
.500 7.000 -.04380 .32820 .05610 -.00720 - 00280 -.00040 00010 
.500 8.000 -.03960 .40490 .06000 - 00310 -.00240 - 00050 .00030 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL 

9 000 -.04260 48340 05670 - 00110 -.00280 - 00040 -.00010
.500 

.500 10.000 -.04610 .56330 .07770 .00150 - 00420 .00000 - 00050
 
500 I1 000 - 04240 .63S50 .09340 00600 - 00520 00050 - 00030
 
.500 12.000 -.03660 .70870 .11330 .01620 -.00540 .00080 .00020
 
-GRADIENT .00071 .07811 - 00292 00560 00026 - 00004 -.00003
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 464 
CA5 KI FO V9.1 MINUS ORB NOZ AT38.2A (BOMO99) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC BETA - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-L - .000 SI-2 - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - 45 000 65-6 - 20 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 409/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD OCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2,000 -.03890 -.39450 .07540 -.05830 - 00590 .00020 .00060 
.800 -2.000 -.04060 -.30950 .08580 -.05700 -.00520 .00030 .00040 
600 000 -.03810 -.22270 .05930 -.05390 - 00530 00040 .00040 
.600 1.000 -.03330 -.14130 05520 - 04900 -.00540 .00040 00040 
.600 2.000 -.03660 -.06130 .05290 -.04290 -.00580 .00060 00030 
.600 3.000 -.03570 .01690 .05170 - 03700 -.00540 .00050 00020 
.600 4.000 - 03240 .09410 .05160 - 03140 - 00440 .00020 .00020 
600 5.000 -.03450 .17140 .05240 -.02500 - 00380 .00000 .00020 
.600 6.000 -.04160 .24930 .05430 -.01830 -.00350 .00000 00000 
.600 7.000 -.04620 .32900 .05760 -.01350 -.00260 -.00040 00030 
.600 8.000 - 04580 .41130 .06290 -.01100 - 00190 -.00080 00080 
.600 9.000 - 04300 .49530 .07180 -.00900 -.00250 -.00070 00040 
.600 10 000 -.04070 .57820 .08530 - 00580 -.00440 .00000 00010 
.600 11.000 -.03940 .55580 .10360 -.00190 -.00490 .00040 .00040 
.600 12.000 -.03580 .72550 .12550 .00080 -.00350 .00020 .00090 
GRADIENT 00090 .08069 -.00306 00497 .00021 - 00002 - 00005 
RUN NO. 408/ 0 RN/L - 3.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.700 -2.000 -.03190 -.42790 .07910 -.06260 - 00700 .00050 .00030 
700 -I 000 -.03520 -.34030 06770 -.05880 -.00680 .00060 .00020 
.700 .000 -.03870 -.25070 .05980 -.05540 - 00640 .00070 .00020 
.700 I 000 -.03820 -.16720 05510 - 05160 -.00600 .00070 .00020 
.700 2.000 -.03810 -.08410 .05250 -.04760 - 00570 .00080 .00020 
.100 3 000 -.03BOO -.00130 .05130 - 04220 -.00530 .00090 .00020 
.700 4 000 -.03750 .07930 .05150 -.03470 - 00480 .00080 .00030 
.700 5 000 -.03690 .15920 .05290 -.02740 -.00390 .00060 .00010 
.700 6.000 -.03610 .23960 .05540 -.02200 -.00280 .00020 .00020 
.700 7.000 -.03500 .32860 .06000 -.02060 -.00190 -.00030 00030 
.700 8.000 -.03390 .42260 .06790 -.02210 -.00170 -.00060 .00000 
.700 9.000 - 03370 .51400 .07990 -.02330 -.00180 -.00070 - 00060 
.700 10.000 -.03140 .59880 .09590 -.02240 -.00260 -.00040 -.00020 
.700 11.000 -.02760 .67380 .11570 -.01900 -.00340 .00010 .00070 
.700 12.000 - 02540 .73750 .13820 -.01420 -.00370 .00040 .00110 
GRADIENT -.00053 .08371 -.00348 .00489 .00042 .00003 -.00001 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 

MINUS ORB NOZ 

































































































































































ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -1.000 
ELV-IB - 000 ELV-OB - 000 
SI-R - .000 S3-4 - 45 000 





















-.01000 - 00020 - 00010
 




-.04120 -.00660 - 00320
 
-.05290 -.00860 - 00370
 
-.07750 -.01240 - 00420
 
-.10320 -.01570 - 00530
 
-.12960 -.OI90 - 00720
 
-.15610 -.02210 , 00920 





















-.00640 - 00010 -.00040
 
-.01740 - 00220 - 00150
 
- 02900 - 00440 - 00250
 
-.04100 -.00650 - 00350
 
-.05280 -.00840 - 00420
 




-.13040 -.01900 - 00680
 
-.15770 - 02210 - 00860
 








5500 0000 SO FT. 







CA5 KI FO HIS.IA 

XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YhRP - 0000 IN YC 
























































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 466 
CAS KI FO HI.IA MINUS ORB NOZ (BOGMIO0) C 2I JAN 75 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -1 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OS - 000 
EREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 51-2 - .000 83-4 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 S5-6 - 20.000 IORB * 7 850 
RUN NO 413/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
601 -12.000 5 82370 .23210 .05440 .03190 14160 .02190 00870 
601 -10.000 5.82470 .23410 .05520 .03770 .11500 .01900 .00730 
.601 -8.000 5.83010 .22810 .05840 .03900 .08840 .01610 .00640 
.601 -6,000 5.83400 .22290 .05750 .03930 .06170 .01270 .00540 
.50t -4 000 5.83350 .22230 .05930 .04010 .03600 00970 .00390 
.601 -3.OOC 5.83300 .22400 .05860 .04000 .02500 .00640 .002G 
.601 -2.000 6.83250 .22600 .05870 .03890 01550 .00400 00200 
.601 -1,000 5.83200 .22580 .05880 .03790 .00550 .00180 ,00100 
.601 .000 5.83250 .228630 .05890 .03810 -.00580 -.00010 -.00030 
.601 1 000 5.83250 .22530 .05900 .03900 -.01740 -.00200 -.00160 
.601 2.000 S.83150 .22450 .05920 .03980 -.02940 -.00400 - 00260 
601 3.000 5.83010 .22430 .05950 .04000 - 04170 -.00610 -.00340 
.601 4.000 5.82910 .22560 .05950 .03860 -.05400 -.00820 -.00410 
.601 6 000 5.82BIO .23020 .05880 .03440 -.07950 -.01210 -.00530 
.601 8.000 5.82620 .23460 .05790 .03220 -.10600 -.01570 -.00610 
.60 10.000 5,82320 a83710 .05880 .02980 -.13350 -.01890 -.00700 
.601 12 000 5.81930 .23790 .05490 .019 0 -.16250 -.0 200 -.00850 
GRADIENT -.00045 .00016 .00015 -.00005 - 01121 -.00208 -.00104 
RUN NO. 412/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL 000 OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 5,88280 .22180 .05400 .04370 .15010 .02240 .00740 
.100 -10.000 5.82620 .22310 .05490 .04290 .12270 .02890 .00670 
.700 -8 000 5.82910 .21830 .05600 .04000 .09430 01590 00590 
.700 -6 000 5.83110 .21410 .05700 .03610 .06680 .01230 .00500 
.700 -4.000 5.83150 L21330 .05780 .03180 04120 .00800 .00380 
.700 -3,000 5.83200 .21480 .05790 .08890 .02960 .00570 .00300 
.700 -2.000 5.83300 '.21760 .05790 .02570 .01840 .00350 00210 
.700 -1.000 5.83300 .21840 .05180 .02310 00680 .00160 .00100 
.700 .000 5.83250 21780 .05BOO .02360 -.00540 -.00010 -.00030 
700 1.000 5.83200 .21590 .05830 .02500 - 01780 - 00180 - 00160 
.700 2.000 5.83200 21350 05860 02740 -.03060 -.00370 -.00260 
.700 3.000 5,83200 .21270 .05880 .02910 -.04350 -.00570 -.00340 
.700 4.000 5.83060 .21430 .05900 .02850 -.05620 -.00770 -.00390 
.700 6.000 5.62570 21910 .05860 02820 - 08190 -.01200 - 00470 
.700 8.000 5 82420 .22110 .05740 .03510 - 10940 -.01590 -.00550 
.700 10.000 5,82320 .22170 .05590 .04080 -.13850 -.01940 -.00640 
.700 12 000 5.81790 .22810 .05540 .02380 -.16780 -.02260 -.00710 
GRADIENT - 00011 -.00020 .000 6 - 00013 -.01219 -.00191 - 00103 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 467 
CA5 KI FO HIS.IA MINUS ORB TC5 (COMIOII ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1339,9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 2 000 STAB - -1 000 
LREF 327.6000 IN YNRP - .0000 IN.YC ELV-I - 000 ELV-O - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN ZMRP - 190.1500 IN.ZC SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - 45 000 
SCALE - 0300 S5-6 - 20.000 IOR - 7 850 
RUN NO. 419/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOCD DCLN DCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -12.000 1.94860 -.031B0 .05110 08930 .12740 .02050 .00110 
.300 -10 000 1.95860 -.04110 .05240 .09420 .10440 .01730 00180 
300 -8.000 1.95620 -.04620 .0510 .10100 08000 01410 .00190 
300 -5.000 1.96000 - 05110 .05570 11200 .05750 01070 .00190 
.300 -4.000 1.95350 -.059B0 05700 .12500 .03500 .00710 00150 
.300 -3.000 1.95440 -.05910 05750 .12930 .02430 .00530 00120 
.300 -2,000 1,96400 -.06010 .05780 .13030 .01400 .00340 .00080 
.300 -1 000 1.96330 -.05920 .05770 .12980 .00410 00170 .00030 
.300 .000 1.96300 -.05090 .05740 .12890 -.00560 .00000 - 00030 
.300 2.000 1.96330 -.05170 .05730 12650 - 01580 - 00170 -.00090 
0 300 2.000 1.96310 -.05650 .05750 .12330 -.02650 -.00360 - 00130 
.300 3.000 I 96240 -.05550 .05740 .12000 -.03770 -.00550 - 00160 
.300 4.000 1.96120 -.05440 .05700 .11670 -.04910 -.00730 -.00190 
.300 6.000 1.95750 -.04900 .05530 .10850 -.07270 -.01040 -.00230 
.300 8.000 1.95290 -.038SO .05350 .09760 -.09710 -.01370 -.00170 
.300 10.000 1.94180 -.02580 .05170 .08630 -.12240 -.01690 - 00070 
p .300 12,000 1.94170 -.01770 .04970 .07940 -.14930 -,01970 -.00070 
GRADIENT - 00028 .00050 -.00002 -.00131 -.01039 -.00179 -.00046 
RUN NO. 418/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL 0C0 DCLM DCY OCLN OGSL 
.800 -12,000 3,89320 -,05910 .04600 ,0900 .13370 .02030 .00180 
.So -10.000 1.B90BO -.06410 .0472O .09870 .11100 .01700 .00170 
.800 -9,000 t,90040 -.0880 .04940 .10910 ,0000 .oig0 ,0010 
.600 -. 000 1.95460 -.01380 .05120 .10980 08M0 .O00O .00160 
.500 -4.000 1.96680 -.0710 .05220 .18060 .03830 .OO0e .00140 
.500 -3.000 1.96790 -.07940 .05250 .12570 .02680 .00500 .00110 
.500 -2.000 1.96870 -.08050 .05280 .12890 .01550 .00340 .00080 
.500 -I.0O0 1.96790 -.08090 .05300 .12990 .00440 00180 .00030 
.500 .000 I 96580 -.08080 .05310 .12890 -.00680 .00030 -.00040 
..S00 1.000 1.95400 -.08050 .05320 .12640 -.01030 -.00140 -.00100 
.500 2.000 1.96340 -.07950 .05320 .12270 -.03000 -.00320 -.00140 
.500 3.000 1.96260 -.07770 .05310 .11870 -.04190 -.00500 - 00170 
.500 4.000 1 96220 -.07510 .05270 .11490 -.05390 -.006O0 -.00280 
.500 6.000 1.96000 -. 06820 .05150 .10660 -.07860 -.01000 -.00170 
.500 8.O0 1.95640 -.06110 .04950 .09680 -.10360 -.01330 -.00183 
.500 10 000 1.95280 .05540 .04720 .08720 -.12820 -.01690 -.00190 
.500 18.000 1.94630 -.04770 .04580 .07860 -. 15290 -.02010 -.00140 
GRADIENT -.00081 .00029 .00008 -.00099 -.01148 -.00158 -.00045 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 468 
CA5 KI FO HIS.IA MINUS ORB TC5 (BOMIOI) { 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -1 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YmRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB ­ .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC SI- - .000 S3-4 45 000 
SCALE - .0300 95-6 - 20 000 lORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 417/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA DCL DCO DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
600 -12.000 1.95290 -.08130 .04590 .09910 .13780 .02060 00130 
.600 -10.000 1.95640 -.08690 .04700 .10930 .11450 01720 00150 
.600 -8.000 1.96080 -.09110 .04920 .11170 .09020 .01430 .00130 
600 -6.000 1.96410 -.09410 .05080 11500 .06540 01080 00120 
.600 -4.000 I 96580 -.09680 .05150 .aaBeo .04080 .00670 00120 
600 -3.000 1.95680 - 09810 .05150 .12830 .02900 .00470 00110 
.600 -2.000 1.96800 -.09970 .05140 .13330 .01740 00310 00080 
.600 -1.000 1.96800 -.10090 .05130 .13640 .00510 .00180 .00030 
.600 .000 1,96720 -.10130 .05130 .13720 -.00750 .00050 -.00030 
.600 1,000 1.96630 -.10030 .05160 .13470 -.01980 -.00090 -.00070 
.600 2.000 1.96530 -.09910 .05190 .12990 -.03170 -.00280 -,00100 
.600 3.000 1.96420 -.09790 .05210 .12430 -.04340 -.00480 -.00120 
.600 4,000 1.96290 -.09570 .05200 .1180 -.05560 -.00660 - 00120 
.600 6.000 1,95940 -.08910 .05100 .10950 -.08100 -.00990 -.0040 
.600 8.000 1.95610 -.08350 .04920 .10410 -.10620 -.01340 - 00350 
.600 10.000 1.95300 -.07930 .04730 .09930 -.13110 -.01710 -.00170 
.600 12.000 1.94750 -.07520 .04660 .08690 -.15600 -.02070 -.00160 
GRADIENT -.00044 .00030 .8OOO -.00062 -.01210 -.00160 -.00035 
RGN NO. 416/ 0 RN/L - 3.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL 00 DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.700 -12.000 1.9-920 -.10370 .04700 I3OE40 .14470 .02120 .00040 
.700 -10.000 1.95630 -.10950 .04720 .11360 .3I1SO .01740 .00060 
.700 -8.000 1.95840 -.11210 .048B0 .11700 .09490 01390 00040 
.700 -6.000 1.95170 -.11640 .05040 .11970 .07050 .01030 .00040 
.700 -4.000 1.96440 -.12280 .05120 .12590 .04480 .00640 .00050 
.700 -3.000 1.96520 -.t2eP0 .661ob .13140 .03160 00460 00060 
.700 -2.000 1.96590 -.12570 .05050 .13740 .0e50 .00300 00050 
.700 -1.000 1.95580 -.12480 .04990 .14160 .00550 .00170 .00030 
.700 .000 1.96530 -.12440 .04980 .14250 -.00730 .00040 -.00010 
.700 1.000 1.96500 -.12500 .05040 13850 -.02030 -.00100 - 00030 
.700 2.000 1.96400 - 12570 .0120 .13290 -.03350 -.00260 -.00050 
.700 3.000 1.96250 -.12460 .05160 .12830 -.04570 -.00440 -.00050 
.700 4.000 1.96130 -.12160 .05170 .12360 -.05980 -.00620 - 00060 
.700 6.000 1.95800 -.11370 .05080 .11330 -108500 -.00970 -.00070 
.700 9.000 1.95350 -.IOBO .04940 .10410 -.11170 -.01320 - 00080 
.700 30.000 1.94830 -.10410 .04810 .09580 -.13690 -.01700 - 00090 
.700 12 000 1.94310 - 09540 .04790 .08650 -.16180 -.02100 - 00090 
GRADIENT - 00043 .00011 .00009 -.00051 - 01305 - 00152 - 00017 












5500 0000 SQ.FT. 

327 8000 IN 





CA5 KI FO HI5.IA 

XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALPHA] - 6 000 STAB * -I 000 
ELV-IB - 000 ELV-0 - 000
 
51-2 000 S3-4 - 45 000 









.07520 .01690 .00810 
.05080 01300 .00620 
.03000 .00870 .00390 
.02170 .00640 00290 
.01370 00410 00200 
.00420 .00210 00100 
-.00620 .00020 - 00030 
-.01680 -.00170 - 00180 
-.02730 - 00400 - 00320 
-.03770 - 00640 - 00410 
-.04870 - 00880 - 00440 
-.07290 -.01300 - 00470 
-.09$80 -.01650 - 00630 
-. 12420 -.01960 -.00890 
-. 14740 -.02270 -.01110 
-.00993 - 00214 - 00112 
























-.02660 - 00400 -.00240 
-.03730 - 00610 - 00350 
-.04850 -.00810 - 00400 
-.07200 -.02180 -.00450 
-.09680 -.01530 - 00570 
-.12250 -.01870 - 00770 
-.14860 -.02180 - 00970 
-.00958 -.00208 -.00108 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 470 
CA5 KI FO HIS.IA MINUS ORB TC5 (S01202) 22 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC ALPHAI * 6.000 STAB - -I 000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC ELV-IB 000 ELV-O - coo 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 * 000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 SS-6 20.000 IORB - 7.850 
RUN NO. 422/ 0 RN/L - 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN DCL DCD OCL DCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -12 000 5.81690 .24690 .05620 02980 .13510 .02170 .00910 
500 -20 000 5.81980 .24790 .05780 .03410 .11090 01850 .00750 
.500 -8.000 5 82570 .24120 .05900 03470 .08390 01540 .006890 
.500 -6.000 5.83010 .23470 .06000 .03850 .05780 .01200 .00590 
.500 -4.000 5.83150 .23210 .06060 .'04710 .03460 .00810 .00410 
.500 -3 000 5.93200 .23230 .06080 .'05230 .02450 00600 .00310 
.500 -2.000 5.83300 .23320 .06080 .05670 .01510 .00380 .00210 
500 -1.000 5.83300 .23410 .06080 .05930 .00540 .00160 00100 
.500 .000 5.83200 .23490 .06090 .05890 -.00520 .00000 -.00030 
.500 1.000 5.83060 .23630 .06120 .05480 -.01640 -.00180 -.00160 
600 2.000 5 82960 23700 .06150 .05080 - 02800 -.00390 -.00280 
.500 3.000 5 82860 .23710 .06160 .04770 -.03970 - 00590 - 00370 
.500 4.000 5.82760 .23830 .06170 .04370 -.05130 -.00790 -.00440 
.500 6.000 5.82470 .24400 .06150 .03400 -.07480 -.OIBO -.00550 
.500 8 000 5.82230 .25020 .06060 .02680 -.09970 -.01550 - 00530 
.500 IO 000 5 81840 25330 .05870 02390 - 12530 -.01900 - 00750 
.500 12.000 5.81300 .24830 .05570 .02860 -.15370 -.02220 -.00930 
GRADIENT -.00058 00082 .00014 -.00073 -.01074 -.00198 - 00111 
RUN NO. 421/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLN DCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.81490 .23730 .05360 .03240 .13940 .02200 .00950 
600 -10.000 5.81880 23770 .05470 04260 11290 .01880 00790 
.600 -8.000 5.82280 .23240 .05580 .04020 08690 .01580 00690 
.600 -6.000 5.82520 .22810 .05690 .03850 .06120 .01240 .00570 
600 -4 000 5.82620 .22720 .05790 .04350 .03650 .00820 .00400 
600 -3.000 5.82670 .22800 .05810 .04700 .02550 .0060, 00300 
.600 -2.000 5.82710 .22880 .05820 .04950 .01560 .00370 .00210 
.600 -1.000 5 82710 .22890 .05820 .05120 .00530 .00180 .00100 
600 .000 5.82710 .22820 .05820 05140 -.00570 .00010 - 00030 
.600 1.000 5 82670 .22830 .05850 .04810 -.01730 -.00170 -.00160 
.600 2.000 5.82570 .22850 .05890 .04520 -.02950 -.00370 -.00270 
.600 3 000 5 82420 .22890 .05920 .04330 -.04170 -.00580 -.00350 
.600 4.000 5.822B0 .23080 05920 .04030 -.05370 -.00800 -.00420 
.600 6 000 5 82080 .23680 05860 .03350 -.07770 -.01210 -.00540 
600 8.000 5.81840 .24120 .05770 .03130 -.10310 -.01590 - 00640 
.600 20.000 5.81450 .24270 .05640 .03060 -.122990 -.01930 -.00760 
.600 12.000 5.80910 .24130 .05410 .02280 -.15690 -.02240 -.00900 
GRADIENT -.00041 .00026 .00017 -.00059 -.01125 -.00197 -.00107 
-a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 471 
CAB KI FO HIS.IA MINUS ORB T5 180MI2) ( 21 JAN 75 1 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 472 
CAB KI FO HI5.IA MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.2A (B6I103) 21 J%N 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB .000 ELV-OB ­ .000 
BREF - 2348.000 IN ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 - 000 S3-4 45 000 
SCALE - .0300 S5-6 - 20.000 IOR - 7.850 
RUN NO. 429/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD OCLM 0CY OCLN OCSL 
.150 -12.000 5.80620 .37270 .14480 -.02530 .10130 .02520 .01010 
.150 -10 000 5.80660 .37250 .14510 - 00870 .07690 .02220 .00770 
.150 -8.000 5.80860 .36280 .14640 00550 .04910 .01870 .00590 
.150 -6.000 5.81200 .35020 .14660 .02410 .02440 .01470 00400 
.150 -4.000 5,61540 .33960 .14510 .04070 .00500 .01050 .00180 
.150 -3.000 5 81640 .33680 .14420 .04370 -.00400 00820 00060 
.150 -2 000 5,81690 33630 .14370 .04180 -.01360 .00800 -.00060 
.150 -1.000 5.81640 .33720 .14350 .03850 -.02300 .00380 -.00160 
.150 oo 5.81490 33820 .14340 .03460 -.03160 .00180 -.00280 
.150 1.000 5.81400 33970 .14350 .02930 -.04050 -.00030 -.00410 
.150 2.000 5.81400 .33970 .14360 .02370 -.04970 -.00270 -.00540 
.150 3 000 5.81400 33880 .14330 .01820 -.05960 -.00520 -.00630 
.150 4 000 5.81300 .33990 .14290 .01420 -.07050 -.00750 -.00680 
.150 6 000 5.80860 34630 .14190 .01140 -.09410 - 01150 - 00720 
150 8.000 5 80470 .35180 .14030 .01160 -.11820 - 01500 - 00850 
.150 10 000 5.80220 35390 .13840 .00930 -.14230 -.01830 -.01080 
.150 12 000 5.80270 34950 .13680 -.00320 -.16740 -.02200 -.01350 
GRADIENT -.00042 00027 -.00020 -.00380 - 00931 -.00223 -.0012 
RUN NO 428/ 0 RN/IL 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.300 -12.000 5.80710 .30740 .07400 -.05650 .12660 .02250 .00970 
.300 -10.000 5 81010 .30490 07630 - 05240 09940 .01940 .00730 
300 -8.000 5.81490 .29500 .07720 -.04640 .07290 .01620 00640 
.300 -6.000 5 82680 .28780 .07740 -.03670 .04780 .01270 .00560 
.300 -4.000 5.82130 283GO .07720 -.02490 .02530 ,00890 .00400 
.300 -3.000 5.81680 .28430 .07720 -.02040 .01540 .00880 .00300 
.300 -2.000 5.82180 .28560 .07710 -.01790 .00660 .00460 .00190 
.300 -1,000 5.82230 .28520 .07700 -.01680 -.00190 .00240 .00070 
.300 .000 5.82230 .28390 .07680 -.01750 -.01050 .00030 -.000 
.300 1.000 5.82180 .28410 .07680 -.02080 -.01980 -.00180 -.00180 
.300 2.000 5.82180 .28530 .07690 -.02500 -.03000 -.00380 -.00310 
.300 3.000 5.82080 .28800 .07730 -.03010 -.04110 -.00590 -.00410 
.300 4.000 5.81880 .29300 .07780 -.03620 -.05270 -.00790 -. 00470 
.300 6.000 5.61350 .30450 .07820 -.04760 -.07650 -.01180 -.00540 
.300 8.000 5.80860 .3150 .07690 -.05340 -.10120 -.01530 -.00660 
.300 10.000 5.80710 .31240 .07450 -.05540 -.12630 -.01850 -.00850 
.300 12.000 5,80860 .31030 .07270 -.05950 -.15250 -.02180 -.01050 
ORADIENT -.00023 .00077 .00003 -.00154 -.00954 -.00210 -.00114 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 473
 
CAS Kt FO HI5.IA MINUS ORB TC5 AT38,2A (B0M103) ( 21 JAN 75 )
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.VT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN, XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-I - .000 ELV-0B ­ .000 
BREF - 234e.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-2 - .000 S3-4 . 45.000 
SCALE - .0300 S5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 427/ 0 RN/L - 2.0 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHA OCL ODC DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL
 
.500 -12.000 5,0620 .e7490 .05810 -.05580 .13320 .02iO .00940
 
.500 -10.000 5,61100 .27550 .05980 -.05200 .10890 .01960 .00780
 
.500 -8.000 5.81540 .28870 .08090 -.05020 .06240 ,0I60 .00710
 
.500 -6.000 6,81880 .26270 .06190 -.04570 .05660 .01220 .00610
 
.500 -4.000 5 82080 .26070 .06250 -.03700 .03310 .00830 .00420
 
.500 -3 000 5.12130 .26090 .05270 -.03190 .02290 .00620 .00310
 
.500 -2 000 5.82230 .26150 .06280 -.02770 .01320 .00400 00210
 
.500 -1.000 5,82280 .26190 .06270 -.02490 .00330 .00200 .00090
 
500 .000 5,82230 .26270 .06260 -.02490 -.00730 .00030 - 00050
 
.500 2.000 5.82080 .26430 .06280 -.02900 -.01820 -.00160 -.00180
 
.500 2 000 5.81980 .26500 .06320 -.03350 -.02940 -.00350 -.00300
 
.500 3.000 5.81930 .26460 .06350 -.03580 -.04080 -.00570 -.00410
 
.500 4.000 5 81840 .26560 .06360 -.04110 -.05240 -.00770 -.00490
 
500 5.001 5.81540 .27170 .06340 -.05200 - 07640 -.01160 - 00600
 
.500 8 oo 5.1100 .27820 .06220 -.06100 -.10150 -.01530 - 00680
 
.500 10.000 5.80650 .28160 .06020 -.06510 -.12760 -.01880 - 00800
 
500 	 12.000 5.80370 .27810 .05750 -.06150 - 15460 - 02220 -.00990
 
GRADIENT -.00038 .00057 .00013 -.00078 -.01066 -.00197 - 00116
 
RUN NO. 4B/ 0 RN/. 3,25 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 5,00
5.00/ 

MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL 0CD OCLM ocY OCLN OCSL 
.600 -12.000 5,80660 .28190 .0550 -.05320 .13G0 .02190 .01000 
.00 -10.000 6.80860 .26350 .05R30 -.04220 .11270 .01850 .00830 
.600 -8 000 5.81250 .25700 .05770 - 04280 .08610 .01570 00720 
.uo -6.000 5.81590 .25150 .05910 -.04290 .06010 .01230 .00500 
.600 -4 000 5.81740 .25040 .06010 -.03720 .03570 .00820 .00420 
.60O -3.000 5.81790 .a5140 .06040 -.03300 .02500 .OO60O .00320 
.600 -2.000 5.81840 .25230 .06050 -.02960 .01530 .00380 .00220 
.600 -1.000 5,81880 .25230 .06050 -.02740 .00500 .00160 .00100 
.600 .000 5.81880 .25200 .06040 -.02780 -.00620 .00020 -. 00040 
.600 1.000 5.81790 .25250 06050 -.03170 -.01790 -. 00150 -. 00180 
.800 2.000 5.81640 .25240 .06090 -.03430 -. 02990 -.00340 - 00290 
.600 3 000 5.81540 u5a30 .06110 -.03640 -.04190 -.00550 - 00380 
.600 4.000 5.81450 .25460 .06120 -.04oo -.05400 -.00770 -.00460 
.600 6 000 5.81200 .2090 .06080 -.05010 -.07870 -.01190 -. 00600 
.600 8.000 5.80710 .26580 .05970 -.05430 -.10410 -.01560 -. 00710 
.600 10.000 5.00270 .26730 .0500 -. 05560 -. 13070 -.01860 -.0oo2o 
.600 12.000 6.80080 .2590 .05600 -.06310 -. 1650 -. 02210 -. 00970 
GRADIENT -. 00040 00033 .00012 -.00065 -.01121 -.00193 -.011S 
PAOE 474
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 




























BREF - 2348.0000 IN. Z -RP 190.1500 IN.ZC SI-a - .000 S3-4 - 45.000 
SCALE ­ 0300 $5-6 - 20.000 IORB - 7 850 
RUN NO. 425/ 0 RN/L - 3.61 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOCD DCL DOY OCLN DCSL 
.700 -2.000 5.80320 .25160 .05590 -.04380 14620 .02230 00840 
.700 -10.000 5.80810 .25110 .05620 -.03560 .11900 01870 00750 
.700 -B.000 5.81350 .24580 .05730 -.03440 09190 01560 00650 
.700 -6.000 5.61590 .24130 .05870 -.,93720 .06530 .01210 00520 
700 -4.000 5.81590 .24010 .05980 -.04150 .03970 .00790 00380 
.700 -3.000 5.81540 .24120 .06010 -.04410 .02780 .005680 .00290 
700 -2.000 5.81450 .24360 .06000 -.04710 01680 .00370 00200 
700 -1.000 5.81450 .24540 .05990 - 04850 .00570 .00180 .00080 
.700 .000 5.81450 .24520 .06000 -.05010 -.00590 .00000 -.00040 
.700 1.000 5.81350 .24300 .06030 -.04280 -.01820 -.00200 -.00170 
700 2 000 5 81300 .24040 .06070 -.04620 -.03100 - 00390 -.Uu70 
.700 3.000 5.81250 .23960 .06080 -.04400 -.04370 - 00580 - 00350 
.700 4.000 5.81200 24120 .06080 -.04440 -.05600 -.00780 - 00410 
.700 6.000 5.80810 .24720 .06030 -.0400 -.08050 -.01220 - 00530 
.700 8.000 6.80270 .25070 .05930 -.04990 -.10590 -.01610 -.00630 
700 10.000 5.79740 25200 .05800 -.05220 -.13510 -.01960 - 00730 
.700 12.000 5.79440 25690 .06680 -.06340 -.16370 - 02260 - 00810 
GRADIENT -.00047 -.00015 .00013 - 00015 -.01195 - 00194 - 00104 
PAGE 475
DATE 2O JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 






ALPHAI 	- 2 000 STAB - -2 000SREF - 5500 0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC ELV-IB - 000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
.000 S3-4 - .000BREF - 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC 	 51-2 
S5-S - .000 IORB - 4.000SCALE - .0300 

RUN NO. 435/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW CCL DCD DCLM 8CY DCLN CCSL
 
.300 -12 000 1.91240 -.17110 01o30 -.01320 .12440 .02320 00510
 
300 -10 000 1.91300 -.16440 .01720 -.01570 .10050 01970 .00460
 
.300 -8 000 1.9100 -.I7590 .013g -.01670 .0775n .01620 00370
 
300 -6.000 1.91770 -.18550 .01970 -.01570 .05500 01260 .00280
 
.300 -4.000 1.92000 -,18620 .02140 
 -.01720 03300 00850 .00210
 
300 -3.000 1 92050 -.18540 .02200 -.OIL 1 Q .02210 .00640 00180
 
.300 -2.000 1.92040 -.18560 .02230 -.01960 .01160 00440 .00140
 
.300 -1.000 1.92000 -.18520 .02230 -.02130 .00220 00220 .00090
 
300 .000 1.919BO -.18230 .02230 -.02280 -.00650 -.00020 .00030 
300 1.000 1.91930 -. 17630 .02280 - 02280 -.01580 - 00260 - 00020 
.300 2 000 1 91270 -. 17140 02320 - 02270 -.02690 - 00480 -.00070 
300 3.000 1.91780 - 17120 02360 - 02320 -.03910 -.00690 - 00120 
.300 4.000 1.91690 -.17110 .02240 -.02290 -.05120 - 00860 -.00150 
300 6 000 1.91530 -.16910 .02050 -.02100 -.07550 -.01180 - 00220 
.300 8.000 1.91310 -. 16950 01820 -.01980 -.20100 -.01500 - 00320 
300 O.o00 1.9090 -. 17190 .0150 -.01810 - 12730 - 01860 - 00400 
.300 	 12.000 1.90440 -.17350 .01320 -.01250 - 15290 - 02210 -.00410
 
GRADIENT -.00041 .00234 .00015 -.00075 -.01028 -.00219 
 -.00048
 
RUN NO. 434/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL OC DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.500 -12 000 1 91360 .00060 .02500 -.01440 .13300 02290 00530
 
.600 -10 000 1.91630 - 00320 .02640 
 -.01600 10770 .01920 .00470
 
500 -8.00 1.91800 -.00460 .02850 -.01890 .08430 .01580 00380
 
.600 -6.000 1.91940 -.00450 .03050 -.02130 .08090 .02220 .00300
 
500 -4.000 1.92070 -.00430 03170 -.02260 .03740 .00830 .00230
 
.600 -3.000 1.981 o -.00450 .03200 - 02240 .02540 .00620 .00200
 
500 -2.000 1.92130 -.00420 .03210 -.02170 .013 0 .00430 .00160
 
.600 -1.000 1.92100 -.00310 03240 - 02190 .00350 .00220 .00100
 
.500 000 I 92090 -.00310 .03260 -.02390 - 00590 .00010 00020
 
.500 1.000 1.92090 -.00240 .03290 -.02660 - 01650 -.00220 - 00040
 
500 2.000 1,92030 .00160 .03320 -.02930 -.02840 -.00440 -.00090
 
500 3.000 1.91910 .00730 .03330 -.03090 -.04100 -.00640 
 -.00220
 
500 4.000 1.91760 .01180 .03300 -.03020 -.05390 -.00810 - 00140
 
500 6.000 1,91460 .01620 .03130 -.02720 - 07940 -.0150 -.00200
 
.500 8 000 1 91210 .01680 .02900 - 02740 - 10520 - 01510 - 00270
 
.500 20,000 1.91020 .01510 .02E60 -.02930 -.13080 -.01910 -.00340
 
.500 12,000 1.90640 .01400 .02490 -.02540 -.15530 -.02300 -.00390
 
GRADIENT - 00034 .00187 00o20 -.00126 - 1lit4 -.00209 -.00051
 
PAGE 476
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB -2 000
 
.0000 IN.YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO FT XMRP - 1339 9100 IN.XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP * 
S3-4 - .000BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC 	 51-2 - .000 
SS-6 - 000 IORB - 4 000SCALE - 0300 

RUN NO. 433/ 0 RN/L - 3.27 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL
 
.600 -12 000 1.90970 .02330 .02700 -.01080 .13730 02310 .00550
 
.600 -10.000 I 91060 .02570 .02820 -.01240 .11190 .01930 .00490
 
Boo -8.000 1 91280 .02370 .03050 -.01580 .08750 .01600 .00400
 
.600 -5 000 1,91440 02390 .03260 -.01860 .06320 .01230 .00320
 
.600 -4.000 1.91480 .02800 .03390 -.01950 .03910 .00820 .00250
 
.600 -3.000 1.91400 .03060 .03400 -.01950 .02690 .00810 .00220
 
.600 -2.000 1.91490 .03240 .03390 -.01940 .01510 00410 .00180
 
.600 -1.000 1.91540 .03310 .03390 -.01960 .00400 .00210 .00120
 
.600 000 1.91530 .03270 .03410 -.01990 -.00630 .00010 .00040
 
.600 I 000 1.91390 .03170 .03450 -.02150 -.01730 -.00200 -.00030
 
.600 2 000 1.91280 .03210 .03470 -.02480 -.02950 -.00410 - 00070
 
.600 3.000 I 91210 .03370 .03470 -.02760 -.04260 -.00620 -.00100
 
.600 4 000 1.91130 .03560 .03440 - 02900 -.05590 -.00780 -.00140
 
.600 6.000 I 90910 .03900 03300 -.02990 -.08220 - 01120 - 00220
 
.600 8.000 1.90570 .04150 .03080 -.03050 -.10740 - 01510 -.00290
 
.600 Io 000 I 90410 .04210 .02860 -.02970 -.13250 -.01930 -.00350
 
600 12.000 I 90100 .04070 .02700 -.02410 -.16000 - 02280 - 00440
 
GRADIENT -.00046 .00063 .00010 -.00125 -.01165 -.00202 - 00053
 
RUN NO. 432/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -12.000 1.90170 .04210 .02700 -.00460 .14310 .02320 .00600
 
.700 -10.000 1.90200 .03880 .02740 -.01240 .11710 01930 00540
 
700 -9.000 1.90230 .02860 .02860 -.01580 .09330 01550 00440
 
.700 -6.000 1.90380 .04480 .03180 -.01770 .06860 .01170 .00350
 
.700 -4.000 1.90610 088so .03610 -.01840 .04280 ,00780 .00280
 
.700 -3.000 1,90710 .t03a0 
 .03730 -.01770 .02940 .00590 .00250
 
.700 -2.000 1.90750 .10330 .03720 -.01580 .01630 .00400 .00200
 
.700 -1.000 I 90710 .09980 .03550 -.01300 .00480 .00210 .00140
 
.700 .000 1,90660 .10200 .03660 -.01140 -.005860 .00000 .00060
 
.700 1.000 1.90610 .10300 .03710 -.01470 -.01740 -.00190 -.00020
 
.700 2.000 1,90530 .10250 .03760 -.01990 -.03100 -.00370 -.00070
 
.700 3.000 1.90380 .10310 .03780 -.02370 -.04550 -.00540 -.00100
 
700 4 000 1.90170 10510 .03740 - 02690 -.05970 -.00710 - 00140
 
.700 6.000 1.89770 .11060 .03560 -.03310 -.08640 -.01060 -.00230
 
.700 8.000 1.89800 .11350 .03370 -.03660 -.11180 -.01460 -.00330
 
.700 10.000 1.89510 .11350 .03230 - 03540 -.13740 -.01890 -.00410
 
.700 12.000 1,88980 .11450 .03140 -.02700 -.16580 -.02280 -.00450
 
GRADIENT -.00055 00116 .00013 -.00103 -.01252 - 00188 -.00057
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 477 
CAB KI FO HI5. A MINUS ORB TC5 AT3Z.3 18011105) ( 21 JAN 75 
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- 327.8000 IN. 
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DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
 PAGE 478
 
CA5 KI FO HI5.IA MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B.3 COGNIO5 2 1I JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. Y!RP - .0000 IN. YC CLV-t8 ­ 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 $5-6 - .000 IORB 4 000 
RUN NO. 438/ 0 RN/L - B.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH 1ETA ALPHAI DCL oc OCLN OCY OCLN DCSL
 
.500 -Ip.OOc 5,79390 .4350 .04190 ,08880 .13550 ,OeSo ,01000
 
.500 -10.000 5.79490 .43860 .04290 -.08760 .,0te0 .OEOIO .Ole0
 
.500 -8.000 5.79740 .43770 .04380 -.08440 .0e230 .01680 0I060
 
500 -6.000 5.T9880 .43810 .04480 -.06630 .05660 .01340 00620
 
.500 -4.000 5.79880 .44170 .04590 -.09420 .03170 .00980 .00560
 
.500 -3.000 5.79790 .44510 .04640 -.09830 .02050 .00750 .00440
 
.500 -2.000 5.79640 .44900 .04660 -.10030 .01080 .00510 .00320
 
.500 -1.000 5.79540 .45210 .04660 -.10070 .00220 .00240 .00170
 
.S00 .000 5.79490 .45340 .04680 -.10090 -.00630 -.00020 .00010
 
.500 1 0o 5.79490 .45300 .04700 -.10120 -.01610 -.00280 -.00140
 
.500 2.000 5.79440 .45150 .04730 -.10110 -.02730 -.00520 -.00270
 
.500 3 000 5.79350 .45000 .04740 -.09960 -.03940 -.00730 - 00390
 
.500 4.000 5.79250 .44870 .04710 -.09710 -.05200 -.00920 -.00500
 
.500 6.000 5.78960 .44750 .04600 -.09450 -.07800 -.01280 -.00750
 
.500 8.000 5.78910 .44790 .04470 -.09840 -.10480 -.01640 -.00980
 
.600 10.000 5.78950 .44690 .04330 -.10280 -.13200 -.02010 -.01200
 
.500 12.000 5.78760 .43950 .04110 ".09190 - 15990 -.02410 -.01400
 
GRADIENT -.00071 .00002 .00015 -.00029 -.01015 -.00244 -.00137
 
RUN NO. 437/ 0 RN/L - 3.e5 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
S 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL
 
.600 -12 000 5.78520 .43530 .04290 -.08170 .13990 .02390 .03590
 
.600 -10.000 6.78470 44100 .04240 -.08030 .11220 .02010 .01370
 
.600 -8 000 5.78860 .43960 .04360 -.07760 .08590 .01680 01140
 
.600 -6.000 5.79000 .43960 .04500 -.08040 .05970 .01340 .00880
 
.600 -4.000 5.78910 .44420 .04620 -.08910 .03430 00970 .00610 
.600 -3 000 5.78760 .44790 .04660 -.09300 02260 .00750 .00470 
.sbo -2,000 5.78660 451tO .04680 -.09480 .01220 00500 00340 
.600 -1.000 5,78660 .45350 .04690 -.09580 .00330 .00240 .00180 
.600 .000 5.78760 45350 .04710 -.09730 -.00530 -.00020 00010 
.600 1.000 5.78760 .45220 .04730 -.09860 -.01560 -.00270 - 00160 
.600 2.000 5.78510 .45100 .04750 -.09900 -.02780 -.00500 -.00310 
.600 3 000 5,78420 .45000 .04760 -.09780 -.04100 -.00710 -.00420 
.600 4 000 5.78d320 .44930 .04750 -.09520 -.05430 -.00920 e -.00540 
.500 6.000 5.78220 .44930 .04660 -.09180 - 08040 -.01310 - 00780
 
.SO0 8.000 5.78170 .45060 .04510 -.09450 -.30720 -.01680 - 01030
 
.600 10.000 5.78080 .44940 .04340 -.09900 -.13520 -.02040 -.01280
 
.600 12.000 5.77780 .43910 .04190 -.09170 -.16490 -.02410 - 01480
 





DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAS 





SREF . 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA[ - 6.000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
51-2 - .000 $3-4 .000
BREF w 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
S5-6 000 IORB - 4.000SCALE * 0300 
RUN NO. 436/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.001 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN DCL OCt DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -12.000 5 77830 .44470 .04300 -.07340 .14900 .02380 01740 
.700 -10.0O0 5.77730 .45770 .04380 -.07730 .12100 .01990 01500 
700 -8.000 5.77730 .44360 .04280 -.07400 .09350 .01650 01240 
.700 -6 000 5 77730 .44670 .04480 -.07270 .0610 .01290 00960 
.700 -4.000 5.77690 .46100 04810 -.07680 .03950 .00800 00660 
.700 -3.000 5.77730 .45310 .04710 -.07940 .02670 .00670 00520 
.700 -2.000 5 77780 .42690 .04320 -.08110 .01490 .00440 00370 
700 -1.000 5.77830 .40070 .03940 -.08260 .00440 .00220 00200 
.700 .000 5.77880 .38t6O .03730 -.08560 -.00560 -.00010 00000 
.700 1 000 5.77830 .38180 .03810 -.09040 -.01700 -.00230 - 00180 
.700 2.000 5.77730 .38470 .03910 -.09340 -.03020 -.00450 - 00340 
.700 3.000 5.77640 .37580 03810 - 09330 -.04440 - 00670 -.00470 
.700 4 000 5.77590 .37210 .03730 -.09250 -.05810 -.00870 - 00600
 
.700 5.000 5.77490 .38840 .03810 -.09280 - 08460 - 01270 - 00880
 
700 a doo 5 77340 .40530 03900 -.09570 -.1I240 -.01660 - 01150
 
.700 10.000 5 77100 .41050 .03880 -.09790 -.14200 -.02040 - 01400
 
.700 12.000 5.75900 .39320 .0610 -.09090 -.17250 - 02420 -.01590
 
GRADIENT - 00013 -.01157 -.00133 - 00228 -.011 e - 00222 - 00163
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 480
 
CA5 KI FO HIS.IA MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BOI061 1 21 JAN 75 2
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC ALPHA] - 8,000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC SI-B - .000 S3-4 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 65-6 - .000 IORE - 4 000 
RUN NO. 444/ 0 RN/L - I 90 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL
 
.300 -12.000 7.74950 .57270 .05210 -.12380 .13180 02410 .02000
 
.300 -10.000 7.74850 .57280 .05240 -. 11990 .10270 02050 01720
 
.300 -8.000 7.75000 .57230 .05230 -.11770 .07820 .01690 .01430
 
300 -6.000 7.75100 .57220 .05250 - 11710 .05440 01330 .0IlaO
 
300 -4 000 7.75050 .57350 .05330 -.11880 .03080 .00960 .0d730
 
.300 -3.000 7.74850 .57660 .05360 - f2O50 .01960 .00750 .00540
 
300 -2.00 7 74550 .58110 .05380 -.12300 .01000 00620 00380
 
.300 -1.000 7.74460 .58450 .05370 - 12600 00220 .00240 00170
 
.300 .000 7 74410 .58460 .05370 -.12840 -.00500 - 00040 -.00040
 
.300 I 000 7.74510 .58220 .05370 -.12830 -.01390 -.00300 - 00240
 
.300 2.000 7 74610 .57980 .05380 -.12740 -.02500 -.00540 - 00430
 
.300 3.000 7 74710 .57890 .05400 -.12660 -.03740 -.00750 -.00600
 
300 4 000 7.74650 .57900 .05420 - 12480 -.04970 -.00940 -.00760
 
300 6 000 7.74460 .58000 .05400 -.12170 -.07420 - 01310 -.01090
 
300 8.000 7.74320 .58030 .05320 -.12280 -.10070 - 01640 -.01420
 
.300 10.000 7.74320 .57760 .05170 -.12450 -.12850 -.02000 -.01720
 
.300 12 000 7.74560 .57010 .05010 - 11600 -.15590 - 02410 -.01930
 
GRADIENT -.00034 .00040 .00008 -.000B9 -.00965 -.00246 -.00189
 
RUN NO. 443/ 0 RN/L - 2 87 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5 0/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.500 -12.000 7.74320 .58580 .05650 -.11740 .13720 .02410 02060
 
.500 -10.000 7.74220 .58900 .05600 -.11510 .20840 02050 .01790
 
.500 -8 000 7 74320 .58950 .05640 - 11520 .08330 0IS8O 01500
 
.500 -6 000 7.74410 .59040 .05700 -.11650 .05830 .01320 .01160
 
.500 -4 000 7.74370 .59340 .05740 -.11910 .03300 .00950 .00780
 
500 -3 000 7 74220 .59630 .05740 -.12100 .02120 .00750 .00590
 
.500 -2.000 7.74020 .60000 .05740 -.12360 .01100 00620 00400
 
.500 -1.000 7.73930 60290 .05750 -.12680 .00250 .00250 .00190
 
.500 .000 7.73930 .60420 .05770 -.12900 -.00560 -.00010 -.00030
 
.500 2.000 7.73970 .60350 .05790 -.12830 -.01510 - 00270 -.00240
 
.500 2.000 7.73930 60160 .05830 -.12680 -.02620 -.00520 - 00440
 
.500 3.000 7.73830 .59990 .05860 -.12590 -.03810 - 00750 - 00620
 
.500 4.000 7.73730 .59870 .05860 -.12480 -.05050 -.00960 -.00790
 
500 6.000 7 73580 .59820 .05810 - 12320 -.07630 - 01350 -.01120
 
.500 8.000 7 73390 .59810 .05750 -.12490 -.10370 -.01700 - 01430
 
.500 20.000 7.73240 .59580 .05690 -.12770 -.13210 -.02060 - 01730
 
.500 12.000 7.73240 .58730 .06610 -.12610 -.26080 -.02450 -.02020
 
GRADIENT - 00064 .00060 .00018 - 00076 -.01006 - 00245 -.00200
 
a 




SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XHRP 
LREF - 327,8000 IN YMR 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZHRP 





CAB Kl FO HItIA 

- 1339.9100 IN. XC 
- 0000 IN YC 
- 190.7500 IN, ZC 











ALPHA - 8 000 STAB - -2 000 
ELV-IS - 000 ELV-O - 3-000 
SI-a .- S3,4000 . 000 





14160 .02430 02130 
11410 .02060 01970 
.08790 .01680 .01530 
.06170 .01320 .01160 
.03620 00940 .00770 
.24qo 00720 .00570 
.01400 00470 00380 
.00470 00220 00170 
-.00430 -.00020 -.00040 
-.01460 -.00270 - 00240 
-.02630 -.00520 - 00420 
-,038B0 -.0060 -.00600 
- 05170 -.00970 - 00780 
- 07830 -.01360 - 01130 
- 10620 -.01720 - 01480
 
-.13510 -.02080 - 01810
 




























-.02760 - 00480 -.00330
 
-.04090 -.0070 - 00490
 
-.05400 - 00940 - 00660
 
-.08030 -.01370 - 01020
 
-.10910 -.01730 - 01330
 
-.14020 -.02050 - 01610
 
-. 17180 - 02400 -.01890
 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE '#92 
CA5 KI FO V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (80107) 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 51-2 - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZIRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC S3-4 - .000 $5-6 ,.000 
SCALE - 0300 1ORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 449/ 0 RN/L ­ .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DC DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.150 -2.000 -.05350 -.17370 .05280 -.05400 -.01420 .00030 00000 
.150 -1.000 -.05330 -.09980 .04480 -.04420 -.01020 -.00010 - 0000 
.150 .000 -.05540 -.01730 .03950 -.04630 -.01090 .00000 -COOO 
150 I 000 -.05680 .06120 .03710 -.04670 -.01190 .00000 -.00040 
.150 2,000 -.06050 .13580 .03560 -.04640 -.01230 -.00020 -.00070 
.150 3.000 -.05570 .20700 .03440 -.04530 -.01200 -.00030 -.00090 
.150 4 000 - 04950 .27660 .03370 -.04330 -.01270 -.00010 -.00110 
.150 5.000 -.05010 .34590 .03390 -.03990 -.01280 .00030 -.00110 
.150 8,000 -.05340 .41550 .03460 -.03560 -.0180 .00050 -.00110 
.150 7,000 -.05320 .48590 .03600 -.03190 -.01600 .00070 -.00120 
.150 8 000 -.05220 .55550 .03880 -.02920 -.01610 .00080 - 00100 
.150 9.000 -.05390 62100 .04330 -.02510 -.01610 00080 - 00090 
.150 10 000 -.05710 .68150 .06190 - 01850 -.01570 00100 -.00070 
.150 11.000 -.06010 .73950 .06660 -.01340 -.01570 .00120 -.00060 
.150 12.000 -.06090 .79580 .08530 -.01250 -.01540 .00160 - 00050 
GRADIENT .00045 .07460 -.00244 .00127 - 00008 -.00001 - 00018 
RUN NO. 448/ 0 RNIL ­ 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -2 000 -.05270 -.19960 .05190 -.06080 -.00920 .00070 .00010 
300 -1 000 - 05110 -. 10270 .04480 -.06670 -.00780 .00050 00070 
.300 .000 -.05230 - 01910 .04070 -.05340 -.00680 .00030 .00070 
.300 1,000 -.06290 .05640 .03900 -.05030 -.00630 .00020 .00060 
.300 2.000 -.04940 .13080 .03840 -.04710 -.00700 .00030 .00050 
.300 3.000 -.04720 .20500 .03820 -.04400 -.00810 .00050 .00040 
.300 4.000 -.04750 .27830 .03860 -.04180 - 00880 .00060 .00040 
.300 5 000 -.05120 3s140 .04030 -.04010 - 00910 .00050 .00020 
.300 6 000 -.05380 .42490 .04260 -.03730 -.00780 .00060 G00010 
.300 7 000 -.05100 .49690 .04560 -.03200 -.00670 .00080 .00010 
.300 8.000 -.05280 .56560 .05180 -.O590 -.00980 .00120 -.00070 
.300 9.000 -.05910 .62870 .05920 -.02060 -.01390 .00150 -.00110 
300 10.000 - 06000 .68650 .06800 -.01380 -.01340 .00170 -.00040 
.300 11.000 -.05190 .74130 .08130 -.00460 -.00920 .00160 .00090 
.300 12 oo -.05000 .79570 .0170 .00340 -.00920 .00190 00120 
GRADIENT .00056 .07665 -.00143 .00299 -.00011 -.00000 -.00007 
PAGE 483DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 




BETA - 000 RUD-U * .000SREF - 5500.0000 S0 FT XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - 000 SI-2 000 
S3-4 - .OO S5-6 - 000 
IOR8 - 4.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
2.66 -
RUN NO, 447/ 0 RN/L - GRADIENT INTERVAL -5,001 5.00 
OCY OCLN DCSL
 
500 -2.000 -.05090 -.20360 .05350 -.07420 -.00780 .00110 .00090 
.500 -1.000 -.04800 -.11410 .04610 -.07490 -.00710 .00090 .00070 
.00 .000 -.04800 -.02870 .04190 -,07290 -.00700 .00100 .00070 
.500 t.000 -.05080 .05380 .04020 -.06860 -.00730 .00120 .00070 
.500 2.000 -.04590 .13220 .03970 -.08310 -.00710 .00120 00070 
.500 3,000 -.04230 .21060 .03980 -.05850 -.00700 .00110 .00080 
.500 4 000 - 04320 .28780 .04080 -.05400 -.00690 .00090 00070 
.500 5 000 -.04540 36460 .04290 - -.04970 -.00650 .00080 .00060 
.500 6 000 - 04510 .44230 .04610 -.04630 -.00610 .00080 00040 
500 7.000 -.04300 .5150 .05060 -.04130 -.00600 .00090 00020 
.500 8 000 -.04340 .58670 .05750 -.03330 -.00600 .00110 .00010 
500 90oo -.04600 .65080 .06730 -.02380 -.00530 .00120 .00000 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL OW DCLM 

10 000 - 04810 .71120 .08130 -.01580 -.00680 00140 00000
 
.500 11.000 -.04980 .76740 .10030 -.00960 -.00700 .00170 .00000
 
.600 12 000 -.05290 .82010 .12320 -.00330 -.00750 .00230 .00010
 




RUN NO. 448/ 0 RN/L - 3,24 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ S.00
 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL DC OCLM OCY DCLN CCSL
 
.600 -2.000 -.04960 -.21790 .05430 -.09340 -.00730 .00110 .00130
 
.600 -1.000 -.04890 -.12740 .04670 -.08390 -.00690 .00110 00100
 
.600 .000 -.06140 -.03760 .04L20 -.05070 -.00690 ,00110 .00090
 
.600 1.000 -.05320 .04590 .04020 -.07570 -.00690 .00110 .00090
 
.600 2,000 -.05180 .12800 .03960 -.07040 -.00750 .00130 .00080
 
.600 3.000 - 04920 .21030 .03990 -.06590 -.00750 .00130 00060
 
.600 4.000 -.04780 .29240 .04110 -.06240 -.00700 .00120 .00060
 
.600 5 000 - 04950 .37380 .04360 -.05270 -.00660 .00110 .00050
 
6oo 6 000 -.05130 45380 04740 -.05360 -.00600 .00100 00020
 
600 7 000 -.05370 .53050 .05330 -.04640 -.00540 .00080 00010
 
600 8 000 -.05080 .GOItO .030 -.03770 -.00540 .00090 00000
 
600 9.000 -.04670 .56710 .07680 -.03100 - 00650 .00140 00030
 
.600 10 000 -.04520 73020 .09400 -.02700 -.00750 .00200 .00090
 
600 It o00 -.04460 78720 .11470 -.02320 -.00690 00200 .00110
 
600 12 000 -.04430 .83720 .13860 -.01900 -.00520 .00170 00080
 
GRADIENT 00025 .08413 -.00131 .00393 .00002 00002 -.00020
 
DATE 20 JUN *75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 484 
CA5 14 FO V9.I MINUS ORG TC AT38.3 (COHIO?) C 21 JA 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.000D SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF * 327.8000 IN. YMRP * .0000 IN. YC RUD:L - .000 1-2 - .000 
-REFE34e.0000 IN, ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC 83-4 .000 S"B-5 .000 
SCALE - .0300 lORB - 4,000 
RUN NO. 445/ 0 RN/L - 3.53 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL ODCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -8.000 -.04750 -.R3900 .05880 -09280 -ooeeo .o,00 100140 
.700 -1.000 -.04720 -.14450 .04780 -.09230 -.00860 .00120 .00110 
.700 .000 -.04750 -.05050 .04220 -.08990 -.00800 .00110 00090 
.700 1.000 -.04740 .03880 .03950 -.08550 -.00720 .00110 .00090 
.700 2.000 -.0440C .12350 .03850 -.08230 -.00750 .00)40 100090 
.700 3.000 -.04410 .21160 .03890 -.07790 -.00720 .00130 00080 
.700 4 000 -.04470 .29880 .04070 -.07250 -.00850 .00110 .00060 
.700 5.000 -.04740 .38240 .04390 -.06580 -.00590 .00110 .00050 
.700 6.000 -.04550 .46480 .04940 -.05760 -.00500 00090 .00050 
.700 7.000 -.04170 .54530 .05890 -.05090 -.00430 .00080 .00060 



















700 11.000 -.03290 .79550 .13190 -.04200 -.00390 .00090 .00040 
.700 12.000 -.03480 .84370 .15420 -.03790 -.00390 00110 00080 
GRADIENT 00032 08855 -.00161 .00391 .00037 - 00000 -.00011 
C-
DATE 20 JUN4 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 485
 




SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN XC BETA - .000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327 8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-B - .000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
BREF - 2346.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC Si-a - 000 53-4 - .000 
SCALE - 0300 55-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 453/ 0 RN/L - 1.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHA BETA OCL CCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.300 -2 000 -.05200 -.23400 05530 .1090 -.00370 .00030 .00050
 
300 -1.000 -.05640 - 14690 .04800 08900 - 00420 .00060 00030
 
.300 .000 -.05930 -.05860 .04330 .07000 -.00410 .00040 .00020
 
300 1.000 -.05860 .02480 .04120 .05120 -.00350 .00010 00020
 
.300 2.000 -.05960 .10590 .04050 .03030 -.00310 - 00010 .00020
 
.300 3.000 -.06180 .18680 .04030 .00810 -.00380 .00000 .00020
 
.300 4.000 -.05100 .26730 .04080 -.01560 -.00430 .00020 .00010
 
300 5 000 -.05760 34790 .04250 -.03950 -.00420 .00010 - 0001
 
.300 6 000 -.05550 .42910 .04570 -.06100 -.00380 00010 - 00040
 
300 7.000 -.05670 .50850 .04980 -.07940 -.00320 .00020 - 00070
 
.300 8 000 -.05830 .58140 .05470 -.09550 -.00270 .00000 -.00090
 
.300 9.00 -.05660 64860 .08060 -.10950 -.00330 00020 - 00070
 
.300 10.000 -.05840 .71240 .07080 -.12180 -.00480 .00090 00000
 
.300 11.000 -.05810 .77350 .08760 -.13270 -.00550 .00150 .00040
 
.300 12.000 -.05770 .83120 .10910 -.14270 -.00540 .00180 .00000
 
GRADIENT -.00084 .08288 - 00161 -.02089 -.00003 -.00006 -.00006
 
RUN NO. 452/ 0 RN/L - 2 86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW 8ETA DCL 0c0 DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.02830 -.25550 .05550 .09950 -.00530 .00020 00110
 
.500 -1 000 -.03900 -.16070 .04870 .07880 - 00510 .00050 00090
 
.500 .000 -.04420 -.08570 .04360 .06050 -.00500 .00050 .00060
 
.500 1.000 -.03890 .02260 .04140 .04210 -.00470 00050 .00050
 
.500 2.000 -.03940 .10800 .04060 .02250 -.00400 .00030 00050
 
.500 3.000 -.04250 .19350 .04070 .00040 -.00390 .00020 .00040
 
500 4 000 -.04190 27810 .04180 -.02300 -.00430 .00020 .00040
 
.500 5.000 -.04380 .36240 .04410 -.04630 -.00430 00020 00020
 
.500 6 000 -.04720 .44640 .04770 -.06770 -.00390 .00020 .00000
 
.500 7.000 -.04700 .52750 05280 - 08410 -.00340 00020 -.00030
 
.500 6 003 -.04610 .60140 .06030 -.09470 -.00340 .00030 -.00040
 
.500 9 000 -.04670 .65880 .07120 - 10310 - 00330 00030 - 00060
 
500 10.000 -.04790 .73350 .08610 -.11350 -.00290 .00030 -.00080
 
.500 It 000 -.04860 .79520 .10550 -.12390 -.00310 .00070 - 00090
 
.500 12.000 -.05200 .85320 .1Z930 -.13350 -.00460 .00180 -.00070
 
GRADIENT -.00139 .08788 -.00186 -.02059 .00018 -.00003 -.00011
 
PAGE 486
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BGHIOB) f 21 JAN 75 





































SCALE ­ .0300 S5-6 . 000 IORS 4.000 
RUN NO. 451/ 0 RN/L * 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA DCL DCD DCLK DCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2.000 -.04880 -.26970 .05720 .10170 -.00560 .00060 .00130 
.600 -1.000 -.04800 -.17340 .04870 .08180 -.00540 .00060 .00090 
.600 .000 -.05080 -.07750 .04350 06220 - 00560 .00060 00060 
.600 1.000 - 05250 .01290 .04100 .04280 -.00530 00060 00050 
.600 2.000 -.05080 .10340 .03990 .02320 -.00510 00060 .00050 
.600 3.000 -.05240 .19340 .04010 .00030 -.00460 .00050 .00050 
.600 4.000 -.05320 .28100 .04160 -.02320 -.00390 .00030 .00050 
.600 5.000 -.04980 .36740 .04440 -.04480 -.00350 00010 .00040 
.600 6.000 -.04750 .45420 04860 -.06340 -.00280 .00000 00000 
.600 7.000 -.04810 .53770 .05500 -.07720 -.00190 - 00010 -.00030 
.600 8.000 -.04470 .61330 .06500 -.08590 -.00170 -.00010 - 00020 
.600 9 000 -.04160 .69300 .07880 -.09600 -.00250 00030 .00000 
600 10.000 -.04530 .74950 .09650 -.11040 - 00330 .00060 00020 
.600 11.000 - 05010 .80980 .11810 -.12450 -.00360 .00100 .00010 
SOo 12 000 -.04780 .86380 14290 - 13710 - 00390 .00160 00020 
GRADIENT -.00043 .09089 -.00162 -.02090 .00030 - 00006 -.00010 
RUN NO. 450/ 0 RN/L - 3 54 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.100 -2.000 -.02490 - 29390 .05940 .10460 -.00590 .00020 .00150 
.700 -1.000 -.02010 -.19440 .04960 .08560 -.00590 .00030 .00090 
.700 .000 -.01990 -.09370 .04330 .06620 -.00570 00040 00070 
700 .000 -.02550 .00220 .04020 .04570 -.00510 00040 00080 
.700 2 000 -.02610 .09800 .03880 .02410 -.00480 .00050 .00090 
.700 3.000 -.02570 .19300 .03880 .00220 -.00470 .00060 .00070 
.700 4,000 -.02580 .28560 .04040 -.01910 -.00400 .00040 .00060 
.700 5.000 -.02470 .37540 .04390 -.03750 -.00280 .00010 .00050 
.700 6.000 -.0480 .46370 .04970 -.05150 -.00170 -.00010 .00030 
.700 7.000 -.02910 .54830 .05960 -.06260 -.00160 .00000 00020 
.700 8.000 -.03500 .62400 07420 -.07460 - 00230 .00030 .00050 
.700 9.000 -.03710 .69110 .09240 - 09100 -.00300 .00060 .00090 
.700 10.000 -.03480 .75500 .1i27O -.11210 -.00290 .00060 .00080 
.700 11.000 - 03290 .81530 .13440 -.13310 -.00230 .00040 .00040 
.700 12.000 -.03220 .86810 .15790 -.15320 -.00180 00030 00060 
GRADIENT -.00054 .09573 -.00202 -.02062 .00041 .00001 -.00010 
PAGE 487DATE 20 .JtN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
21 JAN 75





ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -3.200SREF . 5500.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000LREF - 327.5000 IN. VNRP - .0000 IN. YC 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
512 - .000 53-4 - .000SCALE - .0300 
55-5 - .000 IOnS 4.000 
RUN NO. 457/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5,00/ 5.00 
DCLN OCSL
 
.300 -12.000 1.92050 .11900 .02790 .01410 .18110 





300 -10 000 I 92570 11410 03160 .01690 14580 - 00020 00890
 
.300 -8 000 1.92850 
 .11040 .03490 .01900 113650 .00140 .00700
 
.300 -6 000 1.93080 10900 .03770 .02230 
 .00070 .00270 ,00610
 
.300 -4 000 I 93290 .11010 
 .03970 .02590 .04780 00370 .00330
 
.300 -3.000 1.93310 .11170 .04010 .02670 .00360
.03280 .00260
 
300 -2 000 1.93270 11330 .04010 .02660 .02020 
 00260 .00200
 
300 -1.000 1.93270 .11450 .04010 .02530 00910 .00160 00130
 
.300 .000 I 93240 .11490 .04020 .02360 -.00230 .00060 00030
 
300 1.000 I 93020 .11470 .04050 .02280 - 01490 - 00070 - 00050
 
.300 2.000 1.92800 .11520 .04060 .02190 -.02900 -.00150 -.00120
 
.300 3.000 I 92640 .116I0 .04030 .02000 -.04410 - 00190 -.00190
 
300 4.000 I 92520 .11830 .03950 
 .01800 - 05970 - 00180 - 00270
 
.300 6.000 1.92360 
 .12200 .03710 .01450 -.09,00 -.00140 - 00440
 
.300 a 0oo 1.92EOO .12670 .03440 .OIJ40 -.12340 
 -.00120 -.00620
 
.300 t0 000 1.91930 13160 .03130 00890 -.15810 - 00060 - 00730
 
300 12.000 I 91520 .13600 02740 .00620 - 19760 .00280 - 00940
 
-.00062 -.00076
GRADIENT -.00105 .00086 .00002 -.00105 -.01305 

vd RUN NO. 456/ 0 RN/L - 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.500 -12 000 1.92320 .11400 .02960 .00800 19460 -.00220 OlOgo
 
.500 -10.000 1,92550 
 .10680 .03920 .01380 .14710 .00090 .00880
 
.500 -8.000 1.92790 10400 .03550 .01570 .11610 
 00160 .00720
 
.500 -6.000 1.93030 .10330 .03840 .01650 .08460 .00220 
 .00550
 
.500 -4 000 I 93260 
 10350 .04050 .01810 05110 .00330 00360
 
.500 -3.000 1.93290 .10380 .04090 .02020 03480 
 00350 .00280
 
.500 -2.000 1.93200 10440 .04080 .02250 .00290
.02060 .00210
 
.500 -1.000 1.93090 10530 .04050 02260 .00840 00180 .00140
 
500 000 I 93040 10560 .04050 02050 -.00310 00060 00050
 
.500 1.000 1.93050 .10410 .04080 .0172O -.01590 ,.00040 
 -.00030
 
.500 2.000 1.93120 .10390 .04110 .01420 -.03030 -.00120 
 -.00100
 
.500 3.000 I 93160 .10450 .0 100 
 02160 -.01620 - 00140 - 00160
 
.600 4.000 1.93090 
 .10650 .04040 .00920 -.06280 -.00110 -.00230
 
.500 6 000 1.92720 .11210 .03800 .00510 -.09590 - 00060 
 -.00390
 
.500 8.000 1,92370 .11580 03500 
 .00240 - 12790 -.00080 -.00550
 
.500 10000 1.92140 .11690 
 03190 .00010 -.16080 -.00070 -.00720
 
500 12 000 1.92070 .11750 .02900 -.00320 - 19980 
 00240 - 00930
 
GRADIENT -.0002 .00021 .00002 -.00139 
 -.01374 -.00071 -.00074
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 48B
 
CA5 KI FO HIB.IA V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (BOMIOS) 1 61 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
8REF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3 o00 
SCALE - .0300 81-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO, 455/ 0 RN/L - 3.23 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.OO/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL ODo OCLM OCY OCLN OCSL 
.600 -12 000 1.91720 .10130 .03010 .01130 .18610 -.00110 .01090 
.600 -10.000 1.92050 .09880 .03200 .01110 .14910 00120 .00900 
.600 -8.000 1.92050 .09760 .03520 .01110 .11770 .00190 .00730 
.600 -6 000 1.92140 .09640 .03820 .01300 .08610 .00240 00560 
.600 -4.000 1.92400 .09510 .04010 .01660 .05290 .00290 .00380 
600 -3.000 1.924BO .09490 .04040 .01880 .03570 .00290 .00300 
.600 -2.000 1.92460 09550 .04030 .02050 .02180 00230 00230 
.600 -1 000 1.92430 .09650 .04020 .02130 .00870 .00140 .00150 
.600 .000 1.92440 .09740 .04030 .02050 -.00360 .00050 .00060 
.600 1.000 1.92410 .09780 .04050 .01760 -.01650 -.00050 -.00030 
.600 2.000 1.92320 .09770 .04070 .01370 -.03130 -.00130 -.00110 
600 3.000 1 92200 09830 .04060 .01040 -.04780 - 00150 -.00180 
.600 4.000 1.92070 .10010 .04000 .00690 -.05510 -.00120 - 00280 
.600 6 000 1.91860 .10530 .03770 -.00110 -.09910 -.00040 -.00440 
.600 9 000 1.91690 .10900 .03470 -.00890 - 13190 -. 00030 - 00600 
.600 10.000 I 91540 .10950 .03160 -.00780 -.16510 -.00040 -.00770 
.600 12.000 1.91410 .10630 .02940 -.OOOBO -.20370 .00200 - 009BO 
GRADIENT -.00041 .00060 .00002 -.00135 -.01428 -.00064 - 00081 
RUN NO. 454/ 0 RN/L - 3.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM 5CY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -12.000 1.91260 .08850 .O2960 .01130 .19140 -.00170 01180 
.700 -10.000 1.91160 .09090 .03080 .00550 .15660 -.00040 .01030 
.700 -8 000 1.91280 .09210 .03370 00770 .12380 00090 .00900 
.7 0 -6.000 1.914BO . o .03680 .Olmo .£9090 .6nio 00590 
.700 -4.000 1 91650 08810 .03900 .01670 .05750 00200 .00430 
.700 -3.000 1.91700 .08730 .03920 .01940 04070 .00180 00360 
.700 -2.000 1.91710 .08750 .03890 .02250 .02450 .00140 00290 
.700 -1.000 1.91710 .0830 .03840 .02490 .00970 .00110 .00190 
.700 .000 1.91700 08890 .03850 .02470 -.00410 .00060 00090 
.700 1.000 1.91660 .08860 .03890 .01970 -.01780 - 00020 .00000 
.700 2.000 1.91630 .08800 .03940 .01370 -.03280 -.00110 -.00070 
.700 3.000 1.91600 .OB850 .03950 .00940 -.04960 -.00150 -.00140 
.700 4.000 1.91500 .09070 .03890 .00430 -.06740 -.00120 - 00230 
.700 6.000 1.91240 .09660 .03640 -.00740 -.10290 -.00010 - 00450 
.700 8.000 I 91040 .10000 03310 -.01450 -.13730 .00050 -.00660 
.700 10 000 I 90890 .10000 .03020 -.01310 - 17180 .00090 - 00870 
.700 12 000 I 90610 09960 .02900 -.00060 - 21090 .00280 - 01050 
GRADIENT -.00018 00025 .00003 -.00171 -.01521 -.00048 - 00084 
mc 
PAGE 489
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 






ALPHAI - 6,000 	 STAB -3.200 
RUD-L * .000 
SREF U500.0000 BOXT. XMRP - 1338,9100 IN.XC 
LREF * 327,8000 IN, YMAP - .0000 IN,YO NU0-U - .000 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7600 IN, ZC ZLV-8 - 000 ELV-0G * 3.000 
Sl.. - .000 	 S3-4 .000
SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 - .000 IORB 4,000 
RUN NO. 461/ 0 RN/L 1,69 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL D0D OCLM DOY DCLN DCSL
 
.300 -12.000 5,80270 .42360 .03730 -.07560 .18390 ,.00220 .01850
 
.300 -10 000 5.80220 .41960 .03920 -.06890 .14630 -.00010 01600
 
.300 -8.000 5.80320 .41150 .04130 -.05930 .11180 .00140 .01310
 
.300 -6 000 5.80470 .40850 .04330 -.05480 07820 .00860 00990
 
300 -4.000 5.80520 .41260 .04510 -.05760 .04810 .00330 100660
 
.300 -3.000 5.80570 .41630 .04560 -.06000 .03140 .00310 .00510
 
.300 -2.000 5.80620 .41940 .04590 -.06150 .01860 .00230 .00370
 
.300 -1.000 5.80520 .42020 .04620 -.06290 00760 .00110 00210
 
.300 .000 5.80570 .41960 .04630 -.06400 - 00320 .00000 .00030
 
.300 1.000 5 80520 .41960 .04640 -.06320 -.01570 -.00090 -.00130
 
.300 2.000 5.80470 .41980 .04640 -.06210 -.02990 -.00150 -.00280
 
.300 3.000 5.80470 .41940 .04630 -.06140 -.04500 -.00170 -.00410
 
.300 4.000 5.80470 .41850 .04600 -.06110 -.06050 -.00160 -.00580
 
.300 6.000 5 80370 .41750 .04460 -.06360 -.09200 -.00130 -.00870
 
.300 8.000 5 80130 .41950 .04270 -.07010 - 12440 -.00OO - 01160
 
.300 10.000 5.79880 .42220 .040CO -.07620 -.15850 -.00100 -.01430
 
.300 12.000 5.79880 .41860 .03730 -.07270 -.19640 .00060 -,01690
 
GRADIENT -.00015 .00055 .00012 -.00033 -.01293 -.00073 -.00155
 
RUN NO. 460/ 0 RN/L - 2,85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL O0 DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL
 
.500 -12,OOO 5.79590 .42250 .03940 -.07120 .8930 -.00200 .01850
 
.500 -10.000 5.79740 .42200 .04010 -.06350 .t100 .00020 .01580
 
.600 -8,000 5.79790 .42020 .04270 -.05810 .11690 .00080 .0132C
 
.500 -6.000 5.79740 ,42070 .04490 -.05690 .09340 .00180 .0102
 
.500 -4.000 5.79740 .42430 .04680 -.05940 04860 .00320 00890
 
.600 -3.000 5.79740 .42800 .04740 -.068120 .03260 .00340 .00530
 
,500 -2.000 5.79740 .43220 .04770 -.06260 .01950 .00250 00380
 
.500 -1,000 5.79790 .43410 .04760 -.06380 .00830 .00120 .00220
 
.500 .000 5.79790 .43370 .04790 -.06490 -.00290 .00020 .00040
 
.500 1.000 5.9690 .43250 .04790 -.06610 -.01550 -.00060 -.00120
 
.500 2 000 5.79590 .43120 .04790 -.06680 -.02990 - 00150 -.00270
 
.600 3.000 5.79540 .43020 .04770 -.06620 -.04590 -.00190 -.00420
 
.500 4.000 5 79490 .42930 04720 -.06520 -.06250 - 00150 -.00570
 
.500 6.000 5.79390 .42850 .04540 -.06530 -.09590 - 00090 -.00870
 
.500 8 000 5.79350 .42880 .04330 -.07280 -.12960 -.00t1O -.01150
 
.500 10.000 5.79300 .42840 .04110 -.07960 -,16440 -.00150 -.01420
 
.500 12.000 5.79350 .42380 .03880 -.07460 -.20310 00050 -.01730
 
GRADIENT - 00033 .00038 .00005 -.00081 -.01337 -.00074 -.00159
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 490 
CAB KI FO HIS.IA V9.i MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BONIIO) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN. XC ALPHAI a 6.000 STAB -3,800 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUO-L * .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OS * 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 .000 
SS-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 459/ 0 RN/L - 3.19 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.18910 .42680 .03970 -.06730 .19230 -.00170 .01940 
.600 -10.000 5.78810 .43050 .04050 -.06340 .15410 .00000 .01650 
.600 -9.000 5.78760 .42890 .04270 -.05620 .11970 .00080 .01380 
600 -6.000 5.78760 .42930 .04520 -.05340 .08520 .00180 .01070 
.600 -4,000 5.78010 .43360 .04730 -. dbsso .05070 .00290 .00720 
.600 -3.000 5.78860 .43670 .04790 -.05950 .03460 .00290 00550 
.600 -2.000 5.78910 .43940 .04800 -.06150 .02060 .00220 .00390 
600 -1.000 5.79860 .44120 .04790 -.06330 .00870 .00110 .00220 
.500 .000 5.78810 .44180 .04800 -.06540 -.00270 .00010 .00040 
.600 1.000 5.78760 .44120 .04840 -.06110 -.01570 -.00100 - 00140 
.600 2.000 5.78760 .44010 .04870 -.06670 -.03080 -.00100 -.00300 
.500 3.000 5.78760 .43910 .04850 -.06450 -.04770 - 00180 -.00450 
.600 4.000 5.78660 .43960 .04820 -.06340 -.06490 - 00160 -.00600 
.600 6.000 5.78420 .43890 .04620 -.06730 -. 09860 -. 00120 -.00920 
.600 8.000 5.78370 .43970 .04390 -.07550 -.13270 -.00120 -.01230 
.600 10 000 5 78420 .43830 .04160 -.08160 -.16850 -.00110 - 01540 
.600 12.000 5.78320 .42880 .03970 -.0420 -.20g0 .00130 -,01910 
GRADIENT -.00022 .00048 .00012 -.00093 -.01394 -.00070 -.00167 
RUN NO, 458/ 0 RN/IL 3.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -12.000 5.78170 .43540 .04020 -.05930 .20000 -.00220 .02090 
700 -10 000 5.77730 .44230 .040RO -.0500 .16450 -.00170 .01860 
.700 -8 000 5.77930 .44230 .04300 -.05570 .12630 .00030 01510 
.700 -6.000 5.71120 .44150 .04620 -.05420 .08920 .0O0 01140 
.700 -O4.000 5.78080 .44300 .04830 -.05240 .05520 .00240 .00780 

















,700 .000 5.77930 .44730 .04840 -.05510 -.00310 .00020 .00030 
.700 1.000 5.77890 .44750 .04900 -.05750 -. 01720 -.00060 -.00170 
.700 2.000 5.71880 .44710 .04940 -.05880 -.03310 -.00120 -.00340 
.700 3.000 5,71830 .44640 .04940 -.06030 -.05040 -.00150 -.00500 
.700 4.000 5.77780 .44600 .04900 -.06290 -.06800 -.00140 -.00670 
.700 6.000 5.77690 .44680 .04680 -.07120 -.10320 -.00070 -.01020 
.700 9,000 5,77540 .44740 .04410 -.07910 -.13930 -.00010 -.01380 
.700 10.000 5,77440 .44570 .04170 -.081O0 -.17700 .00040 -.01720 
.700 12.000 5.77590 .43890 .04080 -.07510 -.21670 .00280 -.01980 
GRADIENT -.00027 .00041 .00022 -.00137 -.01509 -.00054 -.00185 
PAGE 491 
CAS KI FO HIS.IA VO,I MINUS ORB TCO AT3B.3 (BONIII) C 21 JAN 75 3 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - B.000 STAB - -3.800 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L .000 
GREF -2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-I * 000 ELV-O - 3 DoD 
SCALE - .0300 Sl-2 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
$5-6 - .000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO 465/ 0 RN/L * 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -12.000 7 74950 .56600 .04800 -.11270 .18760 -.00300 .02280 
.300 -10.000 7 *74710 .55010 .04890 -.10490 .15080 - 00160 01980 
.300 -8.000 7 74950 .5560 .04980 -.09660 .11590 -.00040 01640 
.300 -6.000 7 75150 .55510 .05100 -.09100 .08080 .00100 01250 
.300 -4.000 7.75100 .55840 .05270 -.09040 .04680 .00250 .00820 
.300 -3,000 7.75000 .55130 .05330 -,09270 .03180 .00260 .00620 
300 -2.000 7.74900 .56520 .05360 -.09650 .01890 .00190 .00420 
.300 -1.000 7 74800 .56810 .05370 -.10030 .00BO80 010O 00200 
300 .000 7 74800 .56880 .05380 -.10200 -.00260 .00020 -.00020 
.300 1.000 7.74900 58730 05390 -.10010 -.0140 - 00080 -.00230 
300 2.000 7 74900 56540 .05410 -.09750 - 02920 -.0o1o - 00420 
.300 3 000 7.74800 58420 .05400 - 09660 -.04530 - 00140 - 00610 
.300 4.000 7.74760 56380 05370 -.09850 - 06280 -.00120 - 00800 
300 6 g0 7.74610 55480 .05280 -.09970 -.09420 -.00070 - 01200 
.300 8.000 7 74460 .56620 .05170 -.10820 - 12650 -.00080 - 01550 
.300 10.000 7.74370 .55510 .05020 -.11530 -.160o0 -.00100 - 01850 
.300 12,000 7.74320 .55720 .04720 -.10750 -,19760 .00020 -.02140 
GRADIENT - 00031 .00050 .00012 -.00063 -.01307 -.00058 - 00205 
RUN NO. 464/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
500 -12 000 7.75050 .57350 .05330 - 10420 19050 -.00240 .02320 
.500 -10.000 7,75100 .57720 .05350 -.09870 .15290 -.00050 .02020 
.500 -8.000 7,75200 .57840 .05480 -.09350 .11900 -.00020 .01890 
500 -6.000 7.75290 .57640 .05540 -.09000 08480 .00060 01310 
.500 -4 000 7.75290 57930 .05770 -.08960 .05010 .00210 .00880 
.500 -3 000 7.75240 .58270 .05900 -.09140 .03400 .00240 00670 
.500 -2.000 7.75200 58650 .05920 -.09430 .02020 .00200 00470 
.500 -2,000 7,75050 .58920 .05920 -.09660 .00830 .00110 .00240 
.500 000 7.75000 58950 05930 -.09720 -.00310 .00040 .00000 
500 1.000 7.74950 .58790 .05040 -.09570 -.01570 -.00040 - 00230 
.500 2 000 7.75000 58600 .05850 -.09480 -.03030 -.00110 -.00440 
.500 3.000 7.75000 58490 05860 -.09510 -.04670 -.00130 -.00830 
.500 4 000 7.74900 .58450 .05B30 -.09530 - 06390 -.00090 - 00820 
.500 6.000 7.74610 .55490 .05710 -.09760 -.09840 -.00020 -.01200 
.500 8 000 7.74810 58610 05550 -.10590 - 13190 -.00050 - 01580 
.500 10.000 7.74850 .58470 .05400 -.11450 -.16560 -.00120 -.01930 
.500 12.000 7.74560 .57640 .05270 -.11300 -.20490 .00080 -.02250 
GRADIENT -.00046 .00042 .00009 -.00057 -.01372 -.00051 -.00216 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 492
 
CAB KI FO HIB.IA V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (SoiII) { 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SPEF - 5500.0000 SO FT. XHRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -3200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-OS ­ 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 B1-2 .000 S3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 ]ORB . 4.000 
RUN NO. 463/ 0 RN/L - 3.21 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLN DCY DCLN OCSL 
.600 -12.000 7.74560 .58470 .05690 -.10280 .19320 -.00180 .02400 
.600 -20 000 7 74220 .59220 .05740 -.09650 15660 -.00080 .02080 
.600 -8.000 7.74510 .58980 .05870 -.08740 .12270 -.00070 .01710 
.600 -6 000 7.74710 .58800 .06030 -. BI50 .08770 .00020 .01310 
.600 -4.000 7.74610 .59090 .06180 -.08130 .05190 .00200 .00860 
.600 -3.000 7.74510 .59390 06240 -.08280 .03690 .00220 .00640 
.600 -2 000 7.74510 .59700 .06270 .08460 .02250 .00130 .00440 
.600 -1.000 7.74460 59860 08290 -.08650 .01040 .00040 00230 
.600 .000 7.74370 .59900 .06290 -.08870 - 00260 .00000 -.00010 
1600 1.000 7.74270 .59820 .06280 -.09070 -.01650 -.00050 -.00230 
.600 2.000 7.74220 .59720 .06280 -.09140 - 03140 -.00120 -.00430 
.600 3.000 7.74220 .59640 06270 -.09030 -.04760 -.00150 - 00630 
800 4 000 7 74170 .59590 .06230 -.08860 -.06450 -.00140 - 00830 
.600 6.000 7.74020 .59660 .06060 -.09050 -.09950 -.00070 -.01250 
.600 8 000 7.74070 .59180 .05890 -.10240 -.13500 -.00050 -.01660 
.600 t0 000 7.74220 .59650 .05750 -.11550 -.17130 - 00050 - 02030 
.600 12 000 7.74170 .58720 05640 -.10760 - 21060 .00090 - 02350 
GRADIENT -.00057 .00045 .00005 -.00116 - 01418 -.00051 - 00213 
RUN NO 462/ 0 RN/L - 3.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL- -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 7.72900 .59180 .06400 -.09570 .20160 -.00310 .02400 
.700 -10.000 7.72410 .59B00 .06390 -.09300 .16710 -.00380 .02080 
.700 -8.000 7.72510 .60180 .06550 -.08220 .12860 -.00100 .01690 
.700 -6.000 7.72660 .60350 .06790 -.07310 .09040 .0oiso 01280 
.700 -4.000 7 72610 .60970 .07020 -.07070 .05620 .00200 .00850 
.700 -3.000 7.72550 .60560 .07080 -.07150 .03960 .00130 .00670 
.700 -2.000 7.72560 .60710 .07110 -.07280 .02520 .00030 .00480 
.700 -1.000 7.72560 .60910 .07130 -.07570 .01090 .00010 .00270 
.700 .000 7.72510 .61070 .07170 -.08030 -.00380 .00040 .00050 
.700 1.000 7.72610 .61070 .07190 -.08390 - 01830 .00010 - 00150 
.700 2.000 7.72710 .60990 .07170 -.,08470 -.03350 -.00060 -.00330 
.700 3.000 7 72750 .60660 .07130 -.08330 -.04990 -.00130 -.00520 
.700 4.000 7.72710 .60740 .07070 -.08370 -.06670 -.00160 -.00710 
.700 6.000 7.72560 .60580 .06900 -.09210 -.10210 -.00090 -.01130 
.100 8.000 7.72460 .60540 .06640 -.10340 -.14010 .00050 -.01540 
.700 10.000 7.72460 .60270 .06380 -.11170 -.17910 .00160 -.01910 
.700 12,000 7.72710 .59120 .06340 -.20820 -.21640 .00100 -.02210 
GRADIENT .00022 .00045 .00009 -.00199 -.01505 -.00040 -.00198 
-a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
PAGE 493 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9 I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BGMI12) 1 21 JAN 75 1 









5500.0000 SQ FT 
327.8000 IN, 





- 1339.9100 IN.XC 
- .0000 IN. YC 






























RUN NO. 470/ 0 RN/L - 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPMAW BETA DCL OcO DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.150 -2.000 - 01160 -.20860 .05670 .10940 -.00910 .00040 - 00010 
150 -1.000 -.00970 - 08400 .04750 .07170 -.00570 .00030 -.00020 
.150 .000 -,01E60 -.00390 .04050 .05010 -.00440 -.00010 -.00020 
.150 I 000 - 01740 .05850 .03670 .03260 -.00410 -.00040 -.00030 
150 2.000 -.01500 .12610 .03460 .01650 -.00410 -.00050 - 00050 
.150 3.000 -.01290 .20700 .03330 -.00630 -.00420 -.00050 -.00050 
.150 4.000 -.00920 .28960 .03280 -.03350 -.00430 -.00020 -.00050 
.150 5.000 -.00470 .36480 .03330 -.05620 -.00320 .00020 - 00070 
I50 5.000 -.00660 .43930 .03440 -.07690 -.00710 .00060 - 00090 
.150 7.000 -.01040 .51390 .03500 -.09990 -.008650 .00060 - 00110 
.150 6.000 -.00880 .58720 .03910 -.12090 -.00640 .00040 - 00100 
.150 9 000 -.00540 .65360 .04340 -.13510 -.00730 .00050 - 00080 
.150 10.000 -.00540 .1110 .05170 -.14360 -.00870 .00090 - 00050 
.150 11.000 -.00670 .1656 06670 -.15280 -.00530 .00110 - 00030 
.150 12.000 -.00790 82170 .08620 -.16760 -.00500 .00120 - 00030 
GRADIENT 0005 07828 -.00311 -.02227 .00042 - 00006 - 00008 
RUN NO, 469/ 0 RN/L 12.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5 00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.00770 -.22880 .05580 .12250 -.00420 .00140 00020 
.300 -1.000 -.00710 -.14050 .04850 .10140 -.00420 .00160 .00010 
.300 .000 -.00570 -.05150 .0440O .08100 -.00430 0015O -GO0 
.300 1.000 - 01140 .03080 .04210 0B20 -.00430 .00150 -.00010 
.300 2 000 -.00600 11330 .04100 .03980 -.00370 .00120 00000 




























.300 7.000 - 00710 .51950 .05010 -.08130 - 00460 00190 - 00080 
.300 8 000 - 00600 59350 .05500 -.09930 -.00440 .001 0 - 00100 
.300 9.000 -.00590 .86100 .05980 -.11550 -.00210 .00190 -.00030 
.300 10.000 -.00580 .72380 .07000 -.12970 - 00390 .00220 .00010 
300 12.000 - 00480 .78310 .08870 -t14070 - 01140 00240 - 00050 
300 12.000 - 00790 .84000 .11040 -.15010 - 01430 00270 - OO0 
GRADIENT .00016 08340 -.00166 -.02253 -.00014 -.00000 - 00004 
PAGE 494
 
CAS KI FO H15.6 V9,I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BGMIIR) I 21 JAN 75
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP . 1339,9100 IN,XC BETA - .000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN,YC RUG-U - .000 RUD'L - .DOD 
BREF - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP . 190,7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 93-" - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IOR9 * 4.000 
RUN NO, 458/ 0 -RN/L * B.90 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD DCLM OCY OCLN OCSL 
.500 -2.000 -.00970 -.25740 .05830 .11440 -.005BO .00130 .00050 
500 -1.000 -.00700 -.16330 .05030 .09670 -.00530 .00150 .00050 
.500 .000 -.00460 -.07000 .04530 .08010 -.00480 .00150 .00040 
.500 1.00 -.0058 .01750 .04290 '01050 -.0045D ,00140 .00030 
.500 2.000 -.00O8 .20480 .04210 .03740 -.00430 .00150 .00030 
.500 3.000 -.00620 .19140 .04210 .01330 -.00470 .00160 00030 
.500 4.000 -.00530 27660 .04310 -.OIBO -.00480 .00160 .00030 
.500 5.000 -.00540 .36120 .04560 -.03570 -.00440 .00160 .00010 
.500 6.000 -.00380 .44600 .04930 -.05960 -.00400 .0060 .00000 
.500 7.000 -.00180 .52760 .05430 -.07870 -.00400 .00170 -.00020 
.500 6.000 -.00290 .60190 .08150 -.09200 -.00390 .00180 -.00030 
.500 9.000 -.00470 .66970 .07210 -.10160 -.00370 .0080 -.00040 
.500 10.000 -.00220 .73480 .08690 -.11220 -.00320 .001 0 -.00070 
.500 11.000 .00070 .79720 .10620 -.12350 -.00330 .00190 -.00090 
.500 12.000 -.00180 .85530 .12950 -.13580 -.00490 00290 -.00080 
GRADIENT .00039 .08811 -.00161 -.02157 00014 .00004 -.00005 
RUN NO. 467/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.0 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD OCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.600 -2.000 -.00090 -.27250 .05960 .11270 -.00650 .00160 00080 
.600 -1.000 -.00050 -.17680 .05080 .09380 -.00600 .00160 00050 
.600 .O00 .00110 -.08150 .04530 .07730 -.00590 .00160 .00040 
.600 1.000 .00250 .00860 .04270 .06000 -.00590 .00170 .00030 
.600 2.000 -.00070 .097B0 .04170 .03800 - 00550 .00160 .00030 
.600 3.000 -.00080 .18750 .04190 .01480 - 00510 .00160 00030 
.600 4.000 -.00020 .29S0 .0420 .00850 -.00o80 .010 .0030 
.600 5.000 -.00330 .36330 .04590 -.03220 - 00440 .00150 .00010 
.600 6.000 -.00640 .45130 .05010 -.05400 -.00370 .00130 -.00010 
.600 7.000 -.00570 .53580 .05670 -.06960 - 00300 X00120 -.00020 
.600 8 000 -. 00350 .61270 .06660 -. 07960 -. 00290 .00130 -.00030 
.600 9.000 -.00380 .68100 .08030 -. 09020 -.00370 .00170 -.00020 
.600 10.000 -.00440 .74710 .09790 -. 10510 -.00450 .00200 D00000 
.600 11,000 -.00400 .80770 .11920 -. 12110 - 00460 .00220 .00010 
.600 12.000 -.00320 .86290 .14330 -. 13670 -.00450 .00250 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00029 .09060 -.00173 -.02066 .00028 -.00001 -.00007 
PAGE 405
DATE E0 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 






SREF . 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB * -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YhRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZmRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-0B * 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 Si-a 000 S3-4 . 000 
S5-6 - .000 lORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 468/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OC DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -2.000 .00260 -.29500 .06150 .1080 -.00630 .00110 .00140
 
.700 -1.000 .00070 -.19810 .05180 .09210 -.00620 .00110 00070
 
.700 .000 .00110 -.09630 .04550 .07540 - 00590 .00120 o00O
 
700 1.000 .00100 -.00160 04200 .05820 -.00550 .00130 00080
 
700 2.000 - 00070 .09380 .04050 .03830 -.00560 .00160 00080
 
.700 3,000 .00210 .18830 .04050 .0O650 -.00590 .00180 .00060
 
.700 4.000 .00560 .28090 .04230 -.00600 -.00520 .00160 .00050
 
.700 5.000 00210 .37140 .04540 -.02600 - 00400 .00140 .00040
 
.700 6.000 - 00150 .4S070 .05100 -.04020 - 00280 .00110 00030
 
.700 7.000 .003340 .54600 .06080 -.05170 - 00220 .00110 00030
 
.700 9000 .03020 .62240 .07520 -06580 -.00270 .00130 .00050
 
.700 9 000 01020 .68950 09320 -.08410 - 00360 00160 00080
 
.700 10.000 .00700 75280 .11340 -.10630 - 00360 .00150 00070
 
700 11.000 .00730 .81350 .13510 -.12790 -.00240 .00100 .00030
 
700 12.000 .00950 .85720 .15850 -.14960 - 00150 .00070 .00040
 
GRADIENT 00027 .09523 -.00210 -.01941 .00025 .00008 - 00010 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 495 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCS AT38 3 (86H113) C 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 327 9000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB 4.000 
RUN NO. 474/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
300 -12 000 1.92070 .12600 .02900 .01620 .20170 -.01620 01260 
300 -10.000 1.92380 12000 .03230 .02170 .16370 - 01180 01020 
.300 -8.000 1.92660 11590 .03590 .02900 12780 - 00790 00810 
.300 -6 000 1.92940 .11410 .03920 03490 .09110 -.00410 00590 
.300 -4.000 1 93190 .11410 .04140 .03790 .05410 -.00050 00360 
.300 -3 000 1.93260 .11480 04190 .03880 .03690 .00070 00260 
.300 -2.000 1.93250 .11590 .04190 .03960 .02170 00120 00180 
.300 -1.000 1.93210 .11690 .04180 .03960 00810 00240 00080 
.300 000 I 93200 .11740 .04210 .03830 -.00530 .00170 - 00030 
.300 3.000 1,93150 .11750 .04230 .03600 - 02000 00190 - 00120 
.300 2.000 1.93090 .11780 .044o .03350 -.03510 00240 - 00190 
.300 3.000 1.93020 .11860 .04210 .03100 -.05320 00340 - 00280 
.300 4.000 1.92920 .12020 .04130 .02840 -.07070 00470 -.00370 
300 6.000 1.92660 12480 .03870 .02270 -.10630 .00750 -.00580 
.300 8.000 2.92430 .12970 .03540 .01710 -.14290 .01000 - 00760 
.300 10.000 1.92180 .13450 .03180 .01160 -.18070 01270 - 00920 
.300 12 000 1,91740 .13950 .02800 .00640 -.22070 .01710 - 01160 
GRADIENT -.00036 .00067 .00003 -.00129 -.01522 .00053 - 00091 
RUN NO 473/ 0 RN/L - 2 92 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCo DCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.500 -12.000 1.91550 .11570 .03040 .00500 .20630 -.01580 01320 
.500 -20.000 3 91820 .10890 .03330 .01210 .i62m0 - 0110 01080 
.500 -8.000 I 92100 .10470 .03670 .02130 .13080 - 00790 00850 
500 -6.000 1.92360 .10260 .03980 .02860 .09500 -.00470 .00630 
.500 -4 000 1.92580 10230 04190 .03290 .05780 -.00110 .00400 
.500 -3.000 1.92610 10260 .04230 .03490 .03980 00020 00310 
500 -2.000 '1.92600 .10320 .04230 .03720 .02340 .00100 00220 
.500 -1.000 1.92630 .10400 .04220 .03780 .00870 .00130 .00130 
.500 .000 1.92650 .10450 .04230 .03550 -.00540 00280 .00010 
.500 1.000 1.92590 .10440 .04250 .03130 -.02050 .00220 - 00090 
.500 2.000 1.92530 .10420 .04260 .02760 -.03680 00270 -.00180 
.500 3.000 1.92470 .10470 .04230 .02500 -.05440 .00370 -.00280 
.500 4.000 I 92370 .;0630 .04160 .02270 - 07290 ,00510 - 00340 
.500 6.000 1.92180 .11150 .03910 .01620 -. 11000 .00790 - 00530 
.500 8.000 1.91970 .13700 .03600 .00760 -. 14620 02030 -.00720 
.500 10.000 1.91760 .12110 .03270 -.00170 -. 18290 .01250 -.00930 
.500 12.000 1.91590 12310 .02950 -.00800 -.22430 01750 -.0200 
GRADIENT -.00024 .00041 -.00001 -.00160 -.01592 00066 -.00095 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 497 
CA5 KI FO HI.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCS ATZ8.3 180MI13) 1 21 JAN 75 1 





- 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
- 327 8000 IN 








1339.9100 IN. XC 
0000 IN YC 


























RUN NO. 472/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
BCY OCL 
600 -12.000 1.91310 .10470 .03080 .00360 .20870 -.01510 01370 
600 -10.000 1.91770 .10040 .03320 .00570 .16640 - 01080 01120 
.600 -9.000 1,91930 .09800 .03670 .01210 .13290 -.00760 







600 -4.000 1.92270 09360 .04150 .02850 .06050 - 00170 00440
 
600 -3.000 1.92400 09300 .04180 .03260 .04220 -.00050 00340
 
.600 -2.000 1.92400 093 0 .04180 .03620 .02600 .00030 00250
 
.600 -1.000 1.92460 .09410 .04170 .03780 .00970 .00090 .00150
 
.600 .000 1.92380 .09480 0418D .03700 -.00470 00040
 










600 3.000 I 92290 09610 .04220 .021 0 00380 





.600 4.000 I 92210 .09840 .04150 .0160 -.07520 .00510 -.00370
 
600 6.000 1.91910 .10460 .03900 .00610 -. 11260 .009 0 - 00580
 
600 8.000 1.91720 .10930 03580 -.00570 -. 14930 01070 - 00800
 
600 10.000 I 91660 11080 .03260 -.01360 - 18650 01300 -.01020
 
600 12.000 1.91520 .10870 .03020 -.00900 - 22730 01690 -.01250
 
-.00020 .00055 .00004 -.00169 -.01552 00075 -.00102
GRADIENT 

RUN NO 471/ 0 RN/L - 3.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN DCL OCD OCLM OCY DOCLN OCEL
 
.700 -12.000 1.9080 .09320 .03040 .00110 .21390 -.01590 01470
 
.700 -10 000 1.90770 .09410 .03200 .00010 .17600 - 01270 01250 
.700 -8.000 I 90980 .09300 .03530 .00500 .13900 - 00890 .00950
 
700 -6.000 1,91250 09030 .03960 .01350 .10160 - 00540 .00690 
.700 -4 000 I 91460 08720 04070 02380 .06410 00250 00490 
.700 -3.000 1.91530 08640 .04090 .02990 04550 - 00140 00400 
700 -2.000 I 91560 .08640 .04060 .03300 .02750 - 00060 00310 
.700 -1.000 1.91550 .08660 .04030 .03640 .01030 00040 .00190
 
.0SS6O .04040 .03750 -.00580 .00150 .00060
 
.700 1,000 1.91550 .08590 .04080 .03340 - 02150 .00220 - 00050
 
.700 2.000 1.91520 .0690 .04130 02740 -.03850 00270 -.00150
 
.700 3.000 1,91470 .09670 

.700 .000 1.91560 

.04150 .02180 -.05730 .00370 -.00250
 
.700 4.000 1.91350 .08900 .04090 .01460 -.07700 .00510 - 00360
 
.700 6.000 1.90960 .09580 .03810 -.00340 -. 11660 00850 -.00610
 
.700 B.000 1.90B8O .10080 .03450 -.01790 -. 15530 01170 -.00880
 
.700 I0.000 1.90820 .10280 103140 -.02240 -. 19360 .01450 -.01130
 
700 12.000 1 90690 .10300 03010 -.01120 -.23500 01820 -.01350
 
GRADIENT - 0001 00011 .00007 -.00120 - 01728B 00090 -.00108
 
PAGE 498
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





SREF - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP " 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U 	- .000 RUD-L - .000 
- ELV-08 - 3 000BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP * 190.7500 IN. ZC 	 ELV-I .000 
SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000SCALE - .0300 

S5-6 	 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 484/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 500 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DC0 DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
,150 -12,00o 591450 .41750 .02920 -. 01790 .20330 -. Oo0 .01990 
1S0 -10,000 5.01400 .41590 .03210 -.06720 .16290 -.01140 .01750
 
.150 -8 000 5.81590 41000 .03360 - 06000 .12300 -.00830 01380
 
.150 -6.000 5.81790 .40700 .03480 -.05300 .08400 - 00500 .00960
 
.150 -4.000 5.81790 .41010 .03590 -.04780 .04760 -.00160 .00550
 
,.20 -3.000 5.81690 .41410 .03620 -.04800 03150 -.00030 .003BO
 
.150 -2.000 561640 .41880 .03600 -.05220 .01760 .000b0 .00240
 
.150 -1.000 5.81590 .42130 .03580 -.06000 .00500 .00090 .00090
 
.150 .000 5.81540 .42140 .03540 -.06580 -.00920 .00190 -.00100
 
.150 1.000 5.81590 .42040 .03570 -.06600 -.02640 .00330 -.00340
 
.150 2.000 5.91540 .41880 .03650 -.06390 -.04290 .00440 -.00510
 
.150 3.000 5.81490 .41740 .03650 -.06250 -.05930 .00520 -.00660
 
.150 4.000 5 81450 .41620 .03530 -.06260 -.07800 .00600 -.00810
 
,150 6.000 5.81350 .4t630 .03180 -.065o -.11020 .00790 -.01100
 
.150 8 000 5,81250 .42050 .02930 -.07080 -.14610 ,01040 -.01390
 
.160 10 000 5.81200 .4s260 .02840 -.07650 - 19390 0120 -.0IBSO
 
.150 12 000 5.81010 .42840 .02730 - 08180 - 22260 01570 -.01930
 
GRADIENT -.00036 
 .00056 -.00001 -.00220 -.01532 .00095 -.00175
 
RUN NO 479/ 0 RNIL - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAJ DCL DD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL
 
.300 -12.000 5.0910 .43120 .03560 -.07780 .20550 -.01100 .01910
 
.300 -1o 000 5.80910 .42820 .03930 -.07160 .16540 -.01300 .01650
 
.300 -8.000 5.81100 .42260 .04150 -.06230 .12760 -.00930 01340
 
.300 -6.000 6.81300 .42076 .04360 -.05650 .08960 - 00560 OlO
 
.300 -4.000 5.81300, '424 0 .04540 -.u96 .05190 -.66d26 .00670
 
.300 -3.000 5 81200 42750 .04610 - 05880 .03460 - 00090 .0010
 
.300 -2 oo 5.81100 .43070 04640 - 06090 .01930 -.00010 00360
 
.300 -1.000 5.81020 .43280 .04650 -.06360 .00540 .00070 00170
 
.300 .000 5.81050 .43350 .04650 -.06570 -.00890 .00180 -.00030
 
.300 1.000 5 81oo .43290 .04650 -. 06510 - 02460 .00300 -.00210
 
.300 2.000 5.81100 .43230 .04630 -.06360 -.04150 .00420 -.00370
 
.300 3.000 5.81050 .43210 .04620 -.06300 -.05980 .00540 -.00520
 
.300 4 000 5.91010 .43180 OL4590 -. 0835O -.07620 .00560 - 00680
 
.300 6.000 5.80860 .43230 .04380 -.06940 -. t1t60 .00900 -.01000
 
.300 8.000 5.80660 .43520 .04150 -.08060 -.14740 .01120 -.01290
 
.300 10 000 5 80570 .43770 .03890 -.08930 -.18430 .01330 -.01550
 
.300 12.000 5.80520 .43360 .03580 -.08120 -.22360 .01600 -.01820
 
GRADIENT -.00025 .00079 .00001 - 00077 -.01574 -..00108 00172
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 499 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BO114) ( 2I JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5000.0000 SO FT XIRP - 1339.9100 IN XC ALPHAI - .6.000 STAB - -3.200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 Si-2 - .000 93-4 





RUN NO. 478/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
500 -12.000 5.80270 .42760 .03900 -.06850 21240 -.01660 .01910 
.500 -10.000 5.60370 .4289O .04090 -.05180 .170, 0 -.01290 .01640 
.500 -8.000 5.80520 .42430 .04330 -.05400 .13310 -.01010 .01360 
.500 -6.000 5.80660 .42440 .04570 -.05010 .09530 -.00680 .01050 
.500 -4.000 5 9860 .42810 .04780 -.05140 .05690 -.00270 .00710 
.500 -3.000 5.80660 .43150 .04880 -.05370 .03890 -.00110 .00540 
.500 -2.000 5.90820 .43530 .04900 -.05520 .02300 -.00010 .00370 
.600 -1.000 5.80570 .43740 .04920 -.05810 .00890 .00080 .00200 
.500 .000 5.80570 .43720 .04920 -.05910 -.00550 .00160 00010 
.500 1,000 5.80520 .43580 .04920 -.05970 -.02180 .00270 - 00170 
.500 2.000 5.80420 .43450 .04910 -.06040 -.03930 .00390 -.00330 
.500 3.000 5.80370 .43350 .04870 -.06070 -.05780 .00520 -.00490 
.500 4.000 5.80370 .43290 .04800 -.06110 -.07610 .00670 -.00650 
.500 6.000 5.80320 .43300 .04600 -.06530 -.11310 .00940 -.00980 
.500 8 oo 5.80220 .43420 04350 -.07440 -. 15020 .01130 -.01250 
.500 10.000 5.80080 .43400 .04090 -.08120 -.18790 .01300 - 01530 
.500 12.000 5.80220 .42840 .03820 -.07130 -.22790 .01650 -.0110 
GRADIENT -.00041 .00037 .00002 -.O01 B -.01628 .00111 -.00172 
RUN NO. 477/ 0 RN/I w 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 0,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DO OCLM Day OCLN DOCL 
.600 -ja.0o e.790s0 .43l50 .04010 -,07640 .Ml480 -.o150 .0e040 
.600 -10,000 5.79740 .435S0 .04120 -.06560 .17450 -.01330 .01740 
.600 -8,000 5.79930' .43170 .04340 -.05040 .13670 -.01050 .01430 
.600 8.000 5.800801 .43080 .04610 -.04350 .09840 -.00710 .01100 
.600 -4.000 5.80030 .43530 .04850 -.04590 .05980 -.00330 .00740 
.600 -3.000 5.80030 .43840 .04920 -.04970 .04150 -.00170 .00580 
,600 -2.000 5.79980 .44070 .04960 -.05150 .02510 -.00060 .00400 
.600 -1,000 5,79980 .44240 .04970 -.05320 .01020 .Ooo O .00220 
.600 .000 5.79930 .44300 .04990 -.05560 -.00450 .00130 .00020 
.800 1.000 5.79880 .44260 .05000 -.05830 -.02030 .00220 -.00180 
.600 2,000 5.79800 .44180 .05000 -.05900 -.03830 .00330 -.00350 
.600 3.000 5.79930 .44090 .04970 -.05770 -.05700 .00490 -.00510 
.600 4.000 5.79930 .44040 .04910 -.05740 -.07740 .00660 -.00680 
.600 6.000 6.79790 .44060 .04720 -.06200 -.11660 .00940 - 01000 
.600 8.000 5.79790 .44130 .04470 -.07030 -.15320 .01140 -.01310 
.600 10,000 5.79790 .43990 .04220 -.07760 -.19140 .01330 -.01610 
.800 12.000 5.79740 .43200 .04030 -.07500 -.233B0 .01B90 -.01910 
GRADIENT -.00017 .00050 .00008 -.00143 -.01673 .00115 -.00180 
DATE 20 JUN ?5 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 500
 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (SOMI14) ( 21 JAN 15 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -3 200 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN, ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000' 
SCALE - .0300 52-2 .000 S3-4 - .000 
5-6 .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 476/ 0 RN/L = 3,62 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 5.78420 .43940 .04100 -.06610 .2300 -.01670 .02200 
.700 -10.000 5.19420 .44570 .04120 -.06300 .18470 -.01470 .01920 
.700 -8.000 5.78710 .44350 .04360 -.05360 .14430 -.01130 .01580 
.700 -6.000 5.78910 .44100 .04570 -.04530 .10380 -.00780 .01200 
.700 -4.000 5.78910 .44170 .04930 -.04110 .05480 -.00410 .OOBIO 
.700 -3.000 5.78860 .44330 .04990 -.04140 .04630 -.00270 .00620 
.700 -2.000 S.78810 .44520 .04990 -.04270 .02890 -.00150 .00440 
.700 -1.000 5.78860 .44670 .04980 -.04290 .01240 -.00030 .00240 
.700 .000 5.78910 .44750 .05010 -.04350 -.00390 .00110 .00020 
.700 1.000 5.18910 .44740 .05060 -.04710 -.02100 .00230 -.00190 
.700 2.000 5.78860 .44670 .05090 -.05020 -.03970 .00360 -.00380 
.700 3.000 5.78860 .44600 .05070 -.05090 -.05960 .00500 -.00550 
.700 4.000 5.78860 .44560 .05000 -.05180 -.07960 .00660 -.00720 
.700 6.000 5.78810 .44640 .04760 -.05970 -. 11920 .00980 -.01070 
.700 8 000 5 78660 .44860 .04470 -.07390 -.15930 .01250 -.01440 
.700 10.000 5.78520 .44880 .04220 -.09560 -.19960 .01480 -.OI0 
.700 12 000 5.78660 .44060 .04100 -.07640 -.23950 .01700 - 02080 
GRADIENT -.00001 .00046 .00013 -.00151 -.01776 .00131 -.00195 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 601 
CAB KI FO HIB.6 V9.l MINUS ORB T08 AT39.3 (BONIISI 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB a -3.200 
LREF - 327 000 IN YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF' ­ 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB = 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 .000 53-4 - .000 
55-6 - 000 IORS - 4 000 
RUN NO. 483/ 0 RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCO DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -12.000 7.74660 57000 .04760 -.11390 .20900 - 01780 02280 
300 -10.000 7.74850 .55650 .04900 -.11040 .17080 -.01520 .02000 
.300 -8.000 7.75000 .56340 .05060 -.10010 .13320 - 01210 .01670 
.300 -6.000 7 75100 .56230 .05210 -.09170 .09420 - 00830 .01280 
.300 -4.000 7.75150 .5S370 .05340 - 08960 .05490 - 00400 .00830 
.300 -3.000 7.75150 .56640 .05410 -.09130 .03680 -.00210 00610 
.300 -2 000 7.75150 .57010 .05480 -.09470 .02080 -.00070 .00400 
.300 -1.000 7.76050 .57270 .05500 -.09900 .00650 .00050 .00170 
300 000 7.74900 .57340 .05500 -.10180 -.00760 00190 -.00060 
.300 1.000 7.74760 .57240 .05480 - 10070 -.02330 00320 -.00280 
.300 2.000 7,74800 .57090 .05440 - 09780 - 04090 .00480 -.00490 
.300 3 000 7.74850 .57010 .05400 - 09510 -.05960 00650 - 00690 
.300 4.000 7,74900 .57010 .05360 -.09640 -.07840 .00810 -.00890 
300 6.000 7,74760 .57190 .05250 -.10300 -.11480 .01070 - 01280 
300 8.000 7 74660 .57400 .05120 -.11420 - 15020 .01240 -.01620 
300 10.000 7.74560 .57330 04930 -.12170 - 18610 02380 -.01920 
300 12.000 7.74660 .56520 .04S30 -.11200 - 22610 .01620 - 02210 
GRADIENT -.00048 .00063 -.00001 - 00082 -.01626 00146 -.00217 
RUN NO. 482/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA ALPHAN OCL OCO DCLM DCY 8CLN OCSL 
500 -12.000 7,73580 .57690 .05290 -.10510 .21420 -.01780 02330 
.00 -10.000 7,73340 .58070 .05320 - 0020 .17420 - 01450 .02050 
.500 -8 000 7,73730 .57930 .05490 -.09100 13780 -.01250 .01720 
.600 -6.000 7.74070 .57890 .05680 -.08510 .09990 -.00940 .01330 
.500 -4.000 7.74070 .58200 .05840 -.08380 .00010 -.00460 .00900 
.500 -3 000 7.73970 .58500 .05900 - 08610 .04100 - 00240 00690 
.600 -2.000 773970 .58850 .05950 -.08980 .02420 -.00090 .00470 
.500 -I g0 7 74020 .59120 .05960 - 09230 .00920 00030 00240 
.500 .000 7.74120 59200 05960 -.09260 -.00570 .00170 -.00020 
.500 1.000 7 74070 59090 .05960 -.09140 -.02180 00300 -.00270 
.500 2.000 7,74070 .5880 .05950 -.09090 -.03950 .00450 -.00480 
.500 3.000 7,74070 58710 .05930 -.09130 -.06860 .00620 -.00880 
.500 4.000 7.74120 .58620 090 -.09160 -.07820 .00810 -.00870 
.500 6.000 7.74170 .58760 .05700 -.09540 -.11680 .01120 - 01250 
.500 8.000 7.74020 59060 .05510 -.10690 - 15400 .01300 -.01630 
.500 10.000 7.73880 .58950 .05350 -.11640 - 19080 .01410 - 01e80 
500 12.000 7.74070 67660 .05250 - 10290 -.23110 01690 -.02260 
GRADIENT .00013 .00039 .00004 -.00080 -.01684 .00150 -.00227 
PAGE 502
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

CA5 K! FO H15.6 VS.1 MINUS ORB TC5 ATX8.3 (BGIIS) 4 21 JAN 75 









- 1339.9100 IN. XC 













BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 61-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 481/ 0 RN/L - 3.28 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.600 -12.000 7.73340 .58760 05680 -.10220 .21710 -.01710 .02430 
.600 -10.000 7,73190 .59350 .05740 -.09810 .17900 -.01520 02110 
.600 -9.000 1.73440 .58970 .05990 -.08250 14230 -.01330 017S0 
.600 -6.000 7.73580 .58740 .06090 -.07270 .10350 -.00980 01330 
.600 -4.000 7.73490 .59080 .06290 -.07420 06290 -.00500 .00880 
.600 -3.000 7.73390 .59390 .06360 -.07760 .04410 -.00300 00660 
.600 -2.000 7.73340 .5960 .06410 -.07990 .02760 -.00180 .00450 
600 -1.000 7.73390 .69810 .06420 -.O98BO .01230 -.00060 00230 
.600 .000 7.73340 .59830 .06420 - 08170 -.00380 .00110 -.00010 
600 I 000 7.73290 59720 .06400 - 08230 -.02120 00270 - 00240 
.600 2.000 7 73190 .59600 .06360 -.08250 -.03960 00430 - 00460 
.600 3.000 7.73190 .59530 .06330 
 -.08250 -.05860 .00600 -.00670
 
.600 4 000 7.73190 .59550 .06270 - 08280 -.07810 00780 - 00870
 
.600 6 000 7.73240 .59700 .06120 -.08700 -.11770 01110 - 01280
 
600 8 000 7.73190 59760 .05910 -.09830 -.15680 .01330 - 01680
 
.600 10.000 7.73100 .59500 .05740 -.10780 -.1900 01470 - 02050
 
.600 12.000 7,73140 .58530 .05650 -.09420 -.23660 .01700 -.02330
 
GRADIENT - 00037 .00035 -.00005 -.00094 -.01733 00156 - 00221
 
RUN NO. 480/ 0 RN/L - 3 80 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -12.000 1.72750 .58990 .06370 -.08450 .22390 -.01780 .02420 
.700 -30.000 7.72120 .59840 .06360 -.09160 .18820 -.01740 .02120 
.700 -8 000 7.72360 .59960 .06530 -.07290 .14840 -.01370 .01710 
.700 -6.000 7.72610 5g980 .06800 -.D5880 .10700 - 00920 01280 
.70b -4 000 7.7i560 .80220 .07060 -.06040 .06650 - 00520 00880 
.700 -3.000 7.72510 .60380 .07140 -.06330 .04770 -.00390 00690
 
.700 -2.000 7.72810 60510 .07180 -.06430 .03040 -.00280 00490
 
,700 -I.O00 7.7Z750 .60680 .07220 -.06550 .01350 -.00130 .00280
 
700 .000 7.72850 .60840 .07270 -.06940 -.00370 .00100 .00050
 
700 3.000 7.72850 .60880 .07280 -.07430 -.02150 .00290 - 00150
 
.700 2.000 7 72750 .6080 .07240 -.07660 - 04010 .00430 - 00340
 
.700 3 000 7 72750 .60680 .07190 -.07510 -.05930 00560 -.00530
 
.700 4.000 7.72750 60560 .07100 -.01430 -.07900 00710 -.00720
 
.700 8.000 7.72710 .60470 .06870 -.08290 -.13980 .01090 -.01140
 
.700 8.000 7.72610 .60560 .06590 -.10090 -.16160 .01450 -.01570
 
.700 10 000 7 72560 60430 .06370 -.11670 -.20250 .01670 - 01980
 
.700 12.000 7.72750 .59310 .06380 -.10660 - 23990 .01630 - 02270
 
GRADIENT 00031 .00051 .O000B -.00207 -.0179B .00160 -.00202
 
PAGE 503 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 





BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC 
RUD-U - .000 RUD-L ­ 000
 LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC 

ELV-I - .000 ELV-OS = 3 000 BREF - 234B.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC 

- 000SI-2 - 000 S3-4SCALE = .0300 
S5-6 - 000 IORB * 4.000 
RUN NO. 488/ 0 RN/L - 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 00/ 5.00
 
HACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD DOCLM OCY UCLN OCSL
 
-.17570 ,05430 -.0780 -.00520 00130 00000
.300 -2.000 - 03220 

.300 -1 000 -.03210 -.08660 .04780 - 09450 - 00590 
 00170 - 00010
 
.300 000 -.02890 .00210 .04400 -.11790 -.00570 
 .OO2O -.00020
 
.300 1 000 - 02920 .08710 04240 -.13940 - 00480 00130 - 00030
 
.300 2.000 -.02970 
 16980 .04220 - 16130 -.00480 .00120 - 00030
 
300 3 000 -.02900 .25100 .04280 -.18550 - 00580 00150 - 00040
 




.300 5.000 -.03090 .41000 .04690 -.23440 

300 6 000 -.03000 .49170 .05060 -.25590 - 00550 .00160 - 00070
 
300 7 000 - 02720 .57340 .05590 -.27790 
 - 00520 .00160 -.00100
 
8.000 - 02540 64790 .06170 -.29610 -.00510 .00160 - 00100
 






300 20.000 -.03010 .77670 .07940 -.32400 -.00610 ­
300 11.000 -.03130 .83650 .09650 -.33460 - 00630 00240 - 00010
 
- 00030
300 12.000 -.02750 .89380 .11880 - 34380 - 00660 .00280 

- 00087 - 02302 -.00011 .00001 - 00005GRADIENT .00025 .08347 

RUN NO. 487/ 0 RN/t. - 2.9e GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL
 
.500 -2 000 

MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL Oc0 

- 02190 - 20390 .05600 	 -.07570 -.00600 .00110 00050
 
-.10090 -.00580 .00130 .00050
500 -1.000 -.02510 -.10960 .04940 

500 .000 -.02950 -.01550 .04550 -.12300 -.00510 .00130 .00030
 
.500 1.000 
 -.03040 .07440 .04380 -.14410 -.00490 .00130 .00020
 
oo 2 000 - 02990 126020 .04370 -.16630 -.00490 00150 00020
 
3.000 -.02860 .24570 .04460 -.19080 -.00510 00150 .O00O2
.500 

.500 4.000 -.02450 .33t50 .04650 -.21580 -.00540 .00160 .002O
 
-.23960 -.00550 .00160 .00000
5.000 -.01960 .41620 .04970 

.500 	 6.000 -.01750 .49990 .05420 -.26060 -.00520 .00160 -.00020
 




7 000 - 02010 58100 .06010
.500 

8.000 - 02320 65530 .06820 -.29050 -.00460 .00170 -.00040
.500 

.500 9 000 -.02290 .72260 
 .07950 -.29900 - 00470 .00170 -.00040
 




.500 11.000 -.02160 .84800 .11550 -.31490 -.00380 .00180 

500 
 12 000 -.02220 .90550 .13960 -.32520 -.00510 .00260 -.00080
 
-.00073 -.02318 .00005 .00007 -.00006
GRADIENT .00027 .00028 

I 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 604 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TOS AT3S.3 (B6O1IS) RI JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500,0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC BETA - 000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-J - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190.7500 IN,ZC ELV-I8 ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 81-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 488/ 0 RN/L - 3.2g GRADIENT INTERVAL -"5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 0C0 DCLM COY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -2.000 - 02260 -.22240 .05740 -.07030 -.00700 .00150 .00070 
.600 -1.000 - 02170 -.12530 .05000 -.09640 -.00640 .00140 .00030 
.500 o00 -.02390 -.02650 .04550 -. 142060 -.00630 00140 .00020 
.600 1.000 -.02490 .06290 .04370 -.14210 -.00630 .00150 .00010 
600 2 000 -.02360 .15250 .04350 -.16470 -.00630 .00160 .00020 
.500 3.000 -.02250 .24230 .04450 -. 18640 -100590 .00160 .00020 
.600 4.000 -.02550 .33070 .04670 -.21280 -.00560 .00160 .00020 
.600 5,000 -.03090 .41780 .05020 -.23560 -.00520 .00150 00000 
.600 6.000 -.03110 .50460 .05520 -.25370 -.00420 .00130 -.00020 
.600 7.000 - 02630 .58850 .06220 -.26650 -.00320 00110 - 00030 
.600 8 000 -.02390 .66360 .07290 -.27650 -.00320 .00120 -.00050 
.600 9 000 -.02510 .73210 .08750 -.28630 -.00400 .00140 -.00040 
.600 10.000 - 02620 .79750 .10590 -.29690 -.00450 .00110 -.00010 
600 11.000 - 02420 85780 .12770 - 30830 -.00440 .00180 00020 
600 12.000 -.02250 .91140 .15220 - 31430 -.00440 .00220 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00086 .09123 -.00084 -.02339 .00021 0002 -.00006 
RUN NO. 485/ 0 RN/L - 3,60 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OOD OCLM OCY OCLN OCSL 
.700 -2.000 - 00520 -124900 .05970 -.06220 -.00560 .00110 .00110 
.700 -1.000 -.00510 -.14800 .05090 -.08630 -.00650 00100 00050 
.700 000 -.00640 -.04570 .04540 -.11060 -.00630 .00110 .00040 
.700 ,000 -.00750 .05010 m04a50 -.13200 -.00600 .00130 .00050 
.700 2.000 -.00640 .14480 .04210 -.15360 -.00610 .00,150 .00060 
.700 3.000 -.00550 .24010 .04300 -.17740 -.00590 .00160 .00050 
.700 4.000 -.00570 ,33350 .04550 -. 0140 -.00500 .00140 .00040 
.700 5.000 -.01120 .42370 .04960 -.22080 -.00400 .00120 .00040 
.700 6,000 -.02290 .51200 .05500 -.23920 -.00290 .00100 .00020 
.700 7 000 -.03200 .59570 .06670 -.24430 -.00230 .00090 00020 
.700 8.000 -.03150 .67230 .08180 -.25370 -.00280 .00110 .00060 
.700 9.000 -.02550 .73770 .10030 -.26590 -.00350 .00140 .00080 
.700 30,000 -.02140 .79930 .12060 -.28050 -.00340 .00130 .00070 
.700 22.000 -.01980 .85890 .14260 -.29490 -.00260 .00100 .00030 
.700 12,000 -.01870 .91140 ,16660 -.31030 -.00200 .00080 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00041 .09005 -.0015 -.02271 .00032 .00005 -.00006 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 505 
CAB KI FO H15.3 VS.I MINUS ORB TC5 ATZG.3 (BSMl17) C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.00O ,SQXT. XMRP - I339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN, YmRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
9REF 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 1907500 IN. ZC ELV-1B .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 S1-2 .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-e - .000 IORB - 4,000 
RUN NO. 493/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 ORADIENT INTERVAL c -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL CCo 0CLM OCY CLN ODCSL 
.150 -2.000 -.02600 -.21710 .06590 .06200 -.00470 .00030 00050
 
.150 -1.000 -.03140 -.09150 .04700 .02210 -.00240 .00010 .00020
 
.150 .000 -.03950 -.01050 .04070 .00000 -.00240 -.00020 -.00010
 
.150 1.000 -.03980 .05230 .03710 -.01440 - 00200 - 00030 - 00020
 
.150 2.000 -.04080 .12010 .03520 -.03390 -.00200 .00050 - 00010
 
.150 3.000 -.03920 .20200 .03420 - 05940 -.00300 -.00050 -.00020
 
.150 4,000 -.03150 .26550 .03400 -.08340 -.00450 -.O000 -.00050
 
.150 5.000 -.02570 .36200 .03460 -.10400 -.00570 .00020 -.00070
 
.150 6 000 -.02500 .43570 .03610 -.12490 - 00850 .00050 - 00080
 
.150 1.000 - 02600 .51060 .03800 -.14770 -.00610 00070 - 00090
 
.150 8000 -.02470 .58200 04090 - 16880 -.00600 .00040 - 00070
 
.150 9 000 -.02B20 .64700 .04560 -.18440 - 00720 00040 - 00070
 
.150 to 000 -.03080 .70790 .05480 -.19540 - 00790 00090 - 00060
 
ISO II 000 -.03360 .76750 .07010 -.20640 -.00670 .00110 - 00030
 
.150 12.000 -.03230 .81330 .08940 -.21970 -.00480 00110 -.00030
 
GRADIENT .00002 .07910 -.00280 -.02247 -100013 -.00004 -.00014
 
PUN NO. 'Opt 0 AN/L - 1,9 OPAOIENT INTERVAL -9,00/ B,00 
HACH ALPHAW BETA DCL COO OCLM OCY DCLN DCSL
 
.300 -2.000 -.02340 -.22020 .05540 .06710 -.00460 .00150 .00020
 
.300 -1 000 -.02700 -.13140 .04850 .04610 -.00440 .00170 .00010
 
.300 .000 - 02970 -.04130 .04420 .02530 -.00370 .00156 .00000
 
.300 1.000 -.02540 .04P50 .04220 .00330 -.00360 .00140 .00000
 
.300 2.000 -.02700 .12390 .04140 -.01920 -.00360 .00120 .00000
 
.300 3.000 -.03160 .20600 .04120 -.04250 -.00410 00130 -.00010
 
.300, 4.000 -.03160 .28700 .04210 -.06770 -.00480 .00150 - 000(0
 
.300 5.000 -.03140 .36740 .04410 -.09370 -.00500 .00160 -.00020
 
.300 6.000 -.03130 .44870 .04710 -.11740 -.00430 .00160 - 00050
 
.300 7.000 -.02900 .52910 .05140 -.13740 -.00360 .00170 -.00070
 
.300 6.000 -.03020 - .50350 .05670 -.15520 -.00320 .00170 -o00cO
 
.300 9 000 -.03650 .67170 .06300 -,17210 -.00390 .00190 -.00040
 
.300 10.000 -.04100 .73530 .07330 -.18660 -.00530 00250 00020
 
.300 11.000 -.03730 .79490 .09010 -.19740 -.00590 .00300 .00040
 
.300 12.000 - 02800 85170 .11150 -.20640 - 00550 .00320 00000
 




CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9. MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BSMl17) 22 JAN 75
 





SREF - 5500 0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN,XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327 8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZIRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-a - .000 53-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 491/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.93 GRAOIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00t 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
500 -2 000 -.03600 -.24570 .05750 .06250 - 00570 .00120 00060 
.500 -1.000 -.03700 -.15060 .04980 .04080 - 00530 .00140 .00050 
.500 .000 -.03520 -.05570 .04530 .020LO -.00480 .00140 .00040 
.500 1.000 -.03020 .03230 .04330 -.00090 -.00440 .00140 .00020 
.500 2.000 -.02940 .11900 .04250 -.02320 -.00440 .00150 00020 
500 3.000 -.02980 .20830 .04290 -.04810 -.00490 .00160 00020 
500 4.000 -.02930 .29170 .04400 -.07300 -.00530 .00170 .00020 
.500 5.000 -.03000 .37570 .04660 -.09720 -.00510 .00160 .00010 
.500 6.000 -.02910 .46020 05050 -.11990 -.00480 .00160 -.00010 
.500 7.000 -.02650 .54210 .05580 -.13810 -.00420 .00170 - 00030 
.500 8.000 -.02630 .61640 .06330 -.15020 -.00430 00180 - 00030 
.500 9.000 -.02700 .SB440 .07400 -.15930 -. 00430 .00190 -.00040 
.500 10.000 - 02890 .74940 .08900 -.16950 -.00380 .00180 -.00060 
.500 11.000 -.02950 .81070 .10860 -. 18030 -.00370 .00200 - 00060 
.500 12.000 -.02670 .86810 .13190 - 19170 -.00500 00280 - 00050 
GRADIENT .00116 .08850 -.00135 -.02279 .00005 .00006 -.00007 
RUN NO. 490/ 0 RN/L - 3.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 0O/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 5CD OCLM OCY OCLN DCSL 
.600 -2 000 -.03720 - 26010 .05890 .06070 -.00650 00150 00080 
.600 -! 000 -.03320 -.16490 .05060 .04260 -.00580 .00130 .00050 
.600 .000 -.03150 -.06870 .04530 .02300 -.00600 .00150 00020 
.800 1.000 - 03220 .02270 .04290 .00060 -.00630 .00170 00010 
.600 2.000 -.03520 .11410 .04200 -.02330 -.00600 .00170 .00010 
.600 3.000 -.03570 .20400 .04240 -.04650 -.00540 .00160 .00020 
.600 4 000 -.03500 .29160 .04420 -.06980 -.00490 .00160 00020 
.600 5.000 -.63570 .3 o 0473'0 -.6630 -.00450 .00150 .00010 
.600 6.000 -.03430 .48580 .05160 -.11370 -.00380 .00130 -.00020 
.600 7.000 -.03150 .55030 .05810 -.12860 -.00320 .00130 -.00040 
.600 8.000 -.03200 .62650 06860 -.13930 - 00350 .00150 -.00030 
.600 9000 -.03200 69600 .08310 -.14960 -.00450 .00190 .00010 
.600 10.000 -.02830 .76260 .10060 -. 16320 -.00470 .00200 00030 
.500 21.000 -.0235o .82350 .12140 -. 17710 -.00420 .00200 .00020 
.600 12.000 - 02320 .87760 .14560 - 19020 - 00410 .00230 .00030 
GRADIENT -.00017 .09121 -.00146 -.02227 .00025 .00002 -.00008 
PAGE 507
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.80o IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U ­ 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZNRP - 190.7500 IN ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O8 - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 61-2 - .000 53-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 489/ 0 RN/L - 3.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL
 
700 -2.000 -.03300 -.28270 .06070 .05870 - 00660 .00120 00110
 
700 -1.000 - 03250 -. 18340 .05130 .03920 -.00660 00120 .00060
 
.700 .000 -.03140 -.08320 04520 .02030 -.00530 .0ulau 00050
 
.700 1.000 -.03450 .01200 .04200 .00290 -.00680 .00130 .00050
 
700 2.000 - 03230 .10680 .04090 - 01790 -.00560 .00150 00050
 
.700 3 000 -.03090 .20230 .04130 -.04180 -.00570 .00170 .00040
 
700 4.000 - 03030 .29530 .04300 -.06560 -.00520 .00160 00040
 
.700 5 000 -.02980 38640 .04650 - 08500 -.00420 .00130 .00030
 
.700 6 000 - 02840 .47460 .05240 -.09810 -.00290 .00100 00O
 
.700 7.000 -.02640 5S90 .06220 -. 10840 -.00220 .00100 00020
 
.700 8 000 -.02470 .63490 07670 -.12140 - 00260 .00120 00050
 
.100 9 000 -.02440 .70230 .09600 -.13860 - 00350 00150 00070
 
.700 to 000 -.02380 .76590 .11510 -.15810 - 00370 00150 00080
 
.700 11 000 -.08370 82640 .13660 -.17660 -.00270 .00110 00050
 
.700 12 oo -.02330 .88040 .16020 -.19590 - 00180 00080 00050
 
GRADIENT .00044 .09563 -.00183 -.02068 .00031 .00005 -.00008
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 508 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 VS I MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B8.3 (BGMII9) 1 21 JAN 75 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000' RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 ­ 000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-8 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
$5-6 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 498/ 0 RN/L - 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
150 -12.000 5.79880 .43990 .02980 -.13700 .19730 -.01430 .01990 
.150 -10.000 5.79830 .43820 .03180 -.13490 .159BO -.01100 01750 
.150 -8.000 5.80180 .43290 .03380 -.12680 .11830 -.00800 .01370 
.150 -6.000 5.80420 .42990 .03540 -.11750 .07920 -.00480 00950 
.150 -4.000 5 80420 .43180 .03640 -.11240 .04480 -.00140 00550 
.150 -3.000 5.80370 .43540 .0360 -.11260 .02930 -.00010 .00400 
.150 -2.000 5 80320 .44000 .03650 -.11620 .01440 00090 .00250 
.150 -2.000 5.80180 .44340 03640 -.12520 -.00050 .00160 .00070 
150 .000 5.80080 .44330 .03630 -.13290 -.01560 .00260 - 00150 
.150 1.000 5.80130 .44080 .03640 -.13250 -.03100 00360 -.00350 
.150 2.000 5.80220 .43800 .03640 -.12850 -.04680 00450 -.00540 
150 3 000 5.80270 .43600 .03610 -.12630 -.06290 00560 -.00700 
.150 4.000 5.80220 .43570 .03520 -.12730 -.07940 .00660 - 00850 
.150 6.000 5.79980 .44020 .03250 -.13430 -.11360 .00870 -.01120 
ISO 8.000 5.79790 .44750 .02990 -.13830 - 15050 01100 - 01420 
ISO 10.000 5.79640 .45410 .02790 -.13860 -.18980 01360 - 01710 
.150 12.000 5.79350 .45520 .02640 -.14520 -.22770 .01650 -.01950 
GRADIENT -.00023 .00018 -.00011 -.00221 -.01544 .00097 -.00182 
RUN NO. 497/ 0 RN/L - I 93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -12.000 5.79490 .44120 .03820 -.13300 .20520 -.02690 01960 
.300 -20.000 5.79640 .44040 .04040 -.13150 .16560 -.01310 .01680 
.300 -8.000 5.79830 .43350 .04270 -.12080 .12740 -.00960 .01380 
.300 -6.000 5.80030 .43080 .04490 -.11340 08950 -.00600 .01040 
.300 -4.000 5.80180 43530 .04670 -.11430 .05240 - 00250 .00680 
.300 -3.000 5.0l8O .439a0 .04730 -.11730 03500 -.00100 00500 
.300 -2.000 6.60330 .44250 .04770 -.12050 .01890 .00000 .00340 
.300 -1.000 5.80030 .44410 .04790 -.12300 .00460 .00090 .00170 
.300 .000 5.79980 .44400 .04800 -.12430 -.00920 .00190 -.00020 
.300 2.000 5.79930 .44290 .04790 -.12330 -.02450 00300 -.00200 
.300 2.000 5.79980 .44250 .04770 -.12170 -.04150 .00420 -.00360 
.300 3.000 5.79930 .44270 .04740 -.1i1o -.05910 .00540 -.00510 
.300 4.000 5.79830 44280 04690 -.12180 - 07650 .00670 -.00670 
300 6.000 5.79740 .44350 .04520 -.22590 -.11100 .00900 - 01000 
.300 8.000 5,79740 .44480 .04270 -.13230 -.14670 .01110 -.01300 
.300 10.000 5.79790 .44500 .03970 -.13680 -.18410 - .01330 -.01570 
.300 12.000 5,79640 .44090 .03700 -.13240 -.22300 .01580 -.01810 
GRADIENT -.00042 .00065 .00002 -.00074 -.01580 .00111 -.00170 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 509 
CAS KI FO H15.8 V9.I MINUS OR6 TC5 AT39,3 (BOMIIS) (21 JAN 76 ) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - - 000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZHRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELY-IS - .000 ELV-OB ­ 3 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-a - 000 $3-4 - 000 
S5-6 - .000 lORD - 4.000 
RUN NO. 496/ 0 RN/L - 2.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCO DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.600 -12.000 6 78710 .43940 .04000 -.12560 .21240 -.01680 .01950
 
.500 -10.000 5.78860 .44000 .04190 -.12040 17070 -.01310 01680
 
.500 -8.000 5.79050 .43750 .04440 -.11240 .13390 -.01040 .01400
 
.500 -8.000 5.79150 .43760 .04700 -.10890 .09640 -.00710 .01090
 
.500 -4 000 5.79100 44190 .04910 -.11160 05740 - 00300 00720
 
.600 -3.000 5.79050 .44540 .04980 -.11410 .03900 -.00130 00540
 
.500 -2.000 5.79000 .44890 .05030 -.11590 .02280 -.00030 .O0380
 
500 -1.000 5 79000 .45090 .05040 -.11700 .00850 .00050 .00200
 
.500 000 5.79000 .45090 .05040 -.11800 -.00600 .00160 00020
 
.500 1.000 5 78960 .44990 .05030 -.11920 -.02180 00270 -.00160
 
.500 2.000 5.78960 .44850 .08010 -. 12020 -.03920 .00380 -.00340
 
.500 3.000 5.79960 .44710 .04980 -.12030 -.05760 .00520 -.00500
 
.500 4.000 5.78910 44600 .04910 -.11960 -.07620 .00670 - 00650
 
.500 6.000 5.78810 .44560 ,04700 -.12160 -.11320 .00940 -.00980
 
.500 8.000 5.78710 .44710 .04450 -.13030 -.15030 .01140 -.01270
 
.500 10.000 5.78660 .44720 04200 -.13650 -.18820 .01310 -.01540
 
.500 12.000 5 79710 .44000 .03960 -.11900 -.22850 .01630 -.01790
 
GRADIENT -.00019 .00033 -.00001 -.00102 -.01631 .00114 -.00174
 
RUN NO. 495/ 0 RN/L - 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.600 -12.000 6.78420 .44320 .04090 -.12200 .21550 -.01660 02040
 
.600 -10.000 5 78370 .44670 .04190 -.11620 .17410 -.01330 01750
 
.600 -8.000 5.78560 .44420 .04440 -.10780 .13660 -.01080 .01470
 
.600 -6 000 5.79660 .44360 .04730 -.10350 .09840 -.00740 .01140
 
600 -4.000 5 78630 .44810 .04970 -.10590 .05910 - 00330 .00760
 
.600 -3.000 5.70610 .45160 .05040 -.10830 04060 -.00160 00570
 
.600 -2.000 5.79560 .45480 .05070 -.t1020 02420 -.00040 .00400
 
.600 -1.000 5.7B560 .45680 .05070 -.11240 .00960 .00040 00230
 
.600 .000 5.78560 .45760 .05090 -.11560 -.00500 .00130 .00020
 
.600 1.000 5,78560 .45700 .05120 -.11770 -.02090 .00220 -.00180
 
600 2.000 5 78520 .45570 .05120 -.11760 -.03880 .00340 -.00360
 
.600 3.000 5 78620 .45460 .05090 -.11620 -.05830 .00500 -.00520
 
.600 4.000 5.18320 .45370 .05020 -.11550 -.07790 .00670 -.00690
 
600 6.000 5.78470 .45350 .04820 -.11890 -.11630 .00960 -.01020
 
.600 8.000 5.78470 .45380 .04580 -.12620 -.15370 .01140 -.01340
 
.600 10.000 5.78470 .45120 .04350 -.12950 -.19150 .01310 -.01630
 
.500 12.000 6.78380 44050 .04090 -.11360 -.23360 .01690 -.0i70
 
GRADIENT -.00015 .00056 .00008 -.00137 -.01669 .00115 -.00183
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE GIU 
CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCB AT38.3 (SON IS) ( 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF n 5500.0000 SOFT, XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-1 - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 S9-i * .000 63-4 - .000 
685-6 .000 lORB - 4,000 
RUN NO. 4g4/ 0 RN/L ­ 3,64 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00 6.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL Dc0 OCLM BCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 5.77730 .44720 .0420 -.0980 .22200 -. 02620 .02140 
.700 -10.000 5.77150 .45470 .04170 -.09900 .1400 -.01460 .01890 
.700 -8.000 5.77250 .45340 .04400 -.09650 .14400 -.01150 .01570 
.700 -8.000 5.77390 .45220 .04750 -.09470 .10380 -.00780 .01200 
.700 -4.000 5.77290 .45480 .05050 -.09530 .06480 -.00420 .00810 
.700 -3.000 5.77250 .45660 .05110 -.09630 .04630 -.00280 .00620 
.700 -2.000 5.77290 .45810 .05100 - 09750 .02890 -.00170 .00440 
.700 -1.000 5.77390 .45940 .05090 -.09900 .01230 -.00040 .00240 
.700 .000 5.77490 .46060 .05120 -.101O2 -.00410 .00110 .00010 
.700 1.000 5 77440 .46110 .05170 -.10460 -.02100 .00240 -.00200 
.700 2.000 5,77340 .46070 .05200 -.10670 -.03940 .00350 -.00380 
.700 3.000 5.77340 .45980 .05190 -.10670 -.05940 .00490 -.00550 
.700 4.000 5.77390 .45920 .05120 -.10720 -.07970 .00660 - 00730 
.700 6.000 5.77440 .45970 .04860 -.11430 -.11990 .01000 - 01100 
.700 8.000 5.77290 .48140 .04560 -.12670 -.16000 .01280 -.01470 
.700 10,000 5.77150 .46130 .04320 -.13660 -,20000 .01490 -.01810 
.700 12.000 5.77250 .45310 ,04230 -.12790 -.24090 .01720 -.02070 
GRADIENT 00014 00057 .00013 - 00171 -.01775 .00132 -.00196 
a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 511 
CA5 KI FO HI.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B 3 (BGMI19) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 234B.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-18 ­ -10 000 ELV-OB - -7 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 502/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.300 -2.000 -.03010 -.30150 .06200 .36370 -.00670 00200 .00020
 
.300 -1.000 -.02730 -.21370 .05340 .34930 -.00680 .00230 .00020
 
.300 .000 -.02380 -.12540 .04760 .33600 - 00610 .00210 00020
 
300 1 000 -.02430 -.04350 .04440 .32080 -.00580 .00190 00020 
.300 2 000 -.02490 .03850 .04220 30190 -.00580 .00180 00030 
.300 3 000 -.02420 .11930 .04090 .28070 -.00610 .00190 .00020 
300 4.000 -.02600 .19920 .04070 .25600 -.00650 00200 .00020 
.300 5.000 -.02960 .28000 .04150 .22920 -.00670 .00200 .00010 
6 000 -.03220 .36280 .04360 .20370 - 00660 .00220 -. 00020.300 

300 7 000 -.03130 .44440 .04670 .18220 -.00620 .00240 - 00060
 
300 8 000 - 02770 .51920 .05050 .16320 -.00580 .00230 -.00060
 
300 9 000 -.02440 5640 .05490 .14570 -. 00620 00230 - 00030 
300 to 000 -.02570 65010 .06340 .13050 -.00710 00280 .00020 
.30D 11 000 -.02700 .71260 .07910 .11730 -.00770 .00320 .00060 
.300 I1.000 -.02220 .77110 .09960 .10360 -.00810 .00360 .00040 
GRADIENT .00010 .08275 -.00273 -.01896 .00002 -.00003 -.00001 
RUN NO. 501/ 0 RN/L - 2.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.500 -2.000 - 01090 -.32150 .06340 - 00710 .00190
35000 OOOBO
 
.500 -1 000 -.01920 - 22740 .05450 .33120 -.00660 00210 .00080
 
.500 .000 -.02600 -.13430 .04840 .31660 -.00610 00210 .00070 
.500 1.000 -.02750 -.04910 .04520 .30470 -.00570 .00210 .00050 
.500 2.000 -.02280 03770 .04330 28900 -.00590 00210 00050 
.500 3 000 -.02210 12340 .04220 .26770 -.00640 .00220 .00050 
.500 4 000 -.02280 .20690 .04220 .24340 -. 00670 00220 00050 
600 5.000 - 02340 .29290 04350 ,P2020 -.00630 00210 00050 
.500 6 000 -.02560 37700 .04660 .19730 - 00550 00200 00020 
.500 7.000 -.02270 .45930 .05060 .17600 -.005620 .00210 .00010 
.500 8.000 - 01760 53490 .05670 .15990 -.00570 .00230 .00010 
.500 9 000 -.01500 60370 .06840 .14830 - 00580 00250 .00000 
.5'o 10.000 -.01450 .66960 .08040 .13460 -.00540 .00240 -.00030 
500 11.000 -.01830 73210 .09900 .11970 -.00550 .00260 -.00030 
.500 12.000 -.02280 .79190 .12120 .10250 -.00680 .00350 -.00010 
GRADIENT -.00106 .08740 - 00263 -.01798 .00005 .00003 - 00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 512 
CAS KI FO HI5 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 3 (8GMl19) 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT XRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB . -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREP - 2348,0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ -10.000 ELV-OB ­ -7.000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-8 - .000 S3-4 - 000 
85-9 - 000 lOR8 . 4 000 
RUN NO. 500/ 0 RN/L * 3.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAN BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
600 -2.000 -.01760 -.33230 .06400 .34080 -.00750 .00220 OOIO0 
.600 -1.000 -.02930 -.23790 .05450 .32370 -.00700 .00210 00080 
.600 .000 -.02300 -.14310 .04640 .30910 -.00720 .00220 00060 
.600 1.000 -.02130 - 05240 .04480 . SISO -.00720 00220 .00050 
.600 2 000 -.02880 .03650 .04280 .27370 -.00680 .00220 00060 
.600 3 000 -.02430 .12470 .04200 .25770 -.00660 .00220 .00060 
.600 4.000 -.01840 .21190 .04240 .23670 -.00640 .00220 .00060 
.600 5.000 -.01770 .29940 .04420 .21400 -.00580 .00200 .00050 
.600 6 000 -.01250 .38690 .04750 .19350 - 00490 00190 00030 
.600 7.000 -.01180 .47100 .05290 .17710 .00420 .00180 .00010 
.600 8.000 -.01820 .54830 .06170 .16340 -.00410 .00190 - 00010 
.600 9 000 - 01980 .61930 .07480 .14760 -.00480 .00220 -.00010 
.600 10.000 -.01510 .68710 .09190 .12810 -.00570 .00250 .00040 
.600 11.000 -.01470 .74920 .11230 .10680 -.00600 .00270 .00070 
600 12 000 -.02030 .80650 .13540 .08400 - 00600 00300 .00070 
GRADIENT 00050 .09004 -.00262 -.01780 .00020 -.00001 - 00005 
RUN NO. 499/ 0 RN/L - 3.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPAW BETA DCL ODC DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -2.000 -.02640 - 35100 .06580 .32200 -.00760 .00180 .00140 
.700 -1.000 -.02790 -.25280 .05520 .30820 -.00760 .00160 .00090 
.700 .000 -.03020 -.15350 .04810 .29160 -.00730 .00180 00080 
.700 1.000 -.03800 - 05760 .04370 .27490 -.00690 .00200 00090 
.700 2.000 -.03980 .03590 .04150 .25730 -.00700 .00220 .00100 
.700 3.000 -.03160 .13040 .04070 .23630 -.00700 .00220 .00090 
.700 4.000 -.02590 .22410 .041'40 .21470 -. 00610 .o0ei .00080 
.700 5.000 -.02970 .31460 .04370 .19770 -.00500 .00190 .00070 
.700 6.000 -.03150 .40200 .04850 .18590 -.00390 .00170 .00050 
.700 7.000 -.02880 .48770 .05740 .17310 -.00340 .00170 .00050 
.700 8.000 -.02630 .56540 .07070 .15420 - 00380 .00190 .00090 
.700 9.000 -.02400 .63430 .0B780 .12930 - 00480 .00210 .00150 
.700 10 000 -.01870 .70000 .10710 10040 - 00510 00210 .00150 
.700 21.000 -.00930 .76340 .12810 .06960 -.00410 .00170 .00100 
.700 12.000 -.00430 .82010 .15110 .03740 -.00270 .00120 00070 
GRADIENT -.00023 .09511 -.00295 -.01811 00032 .00004 -.00006 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TA8ULATEO SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 523 
CA5 KI FO H16.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC AT38.3 BOM120) 1 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XNRP - 1339.9100 IN XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN YMRP - .0000 IN. YC BUG-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190 7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB - 10 000 ELV-OB ­ 13 000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-2 - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 000 lORE 4.000 
RUN NO. 506/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOD OCLM DCY OCLN OCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02820 -.17080 .05490 -.10050 -.00410 .00200 00030 
.300 -1.000 -.02420 -.09120 .04870 -.12300 -.00450 .00140 .00010 
.300 000 -.02230 00910 .04500 -.24520 -.00390 .00120 00000 
.300 1.000 -.02470 .09280 .04350 -.16770 -.00330 00200 00000 
.300 2.000 -.02130 .17510 .04340 -.18970 -.00330 .00090 .00000 
.3o 3 000 -.02050 .25760 .04390 -.21220 -,00390 00100 00000 
.300 4 000 -.02340 .33730 .04530 -.23630 -.00480 .00120 00000 
.300 5.000 -.02550 .41670 .04770 -.26010 -,00500 .00140 .00000 
.300 6.000 -.02490 .49840 .05160 - 28200 -.00440 .00150 - 00030 
.300 7 000 - 02200 .57920 05670 -.30220 -.00350 00150 - 00050 
.300 9.000 -.01780 .65280 .06230 -.32030 -.00300 .00130 -,00060 
.300 9.000 -.01710 :71990 .06870 -.33590 -.00350 .00150 -.00030 
.300 10.000 -.01980 .78360 07960 - 34840 -.00470 .00210 00020 
.300 12.000 - 02090 84380 .09760 -.3520 -.00560 00260 00060 
.300 12.000 -.02150 .90010 11970 -.3650 -.00550 .00200 .00030 
GRADIENT .00038 .08372 - 00084 -.02270 -.00009 .00001 -.00003 
RUN NO. 505/ 0 RN/IL 296 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOCD OCLM OCY OCLN OCSL 
.499 -2.000 -.01600 -.20040 05670 - 09840 -.00480 00080 00070 
.499 -1.000 -.02200 -.10530 .04980 -.12280 -.00480 .00110 .00060 
.499 .000 -.02920 -.01090 .04590 - 14490 - 00450 .00120 00050 
.499 1 000 -.03590 .07760 .04450 -.16690 - 00420 .00120 00040 
.499 L.000 -.03010 ,I6440 .04440 -.19010 -.00430 .00130 .00030 
499 3 000 -.02500 .25080 .04520 - 21340 -.00460 .00140 .00040 
.499 4.000 - 02220 .33620 .0471C -.23650 -.00480 .00140 00040 
.499 5.000 -.01640 .42000 .05030 -.25940 -.00470 .00240 .00030 
.499 6.000 -.01490 .50340 .05480 -.28050 -.00430 .00140 .00000 
.4g9 7.000 -.01573 .58600 .06060 -.29750 -.00410 .00140 -.00010 
.499 8.000 -.01480 .66000 .06870 -.30990 -.00400 .00150 - 00030 
499 9.000 -.00790 .72810 .08000 - 31910 -.00390 .00150 -.00040 
.499 20.000 -.00290 .79190 .0954C - 32710 -.00350 .00250 -.00040 
.499 11.000 -.00580 .85160 11520 - 33440 -.00360 00170 -.00050 
499 22.000 -.02780 .90850 .23900 -.34210 -.00460 .00260 - 00040 
GRADIENT .00023 .08836 -.00072 -.02291 .00000 .00008 -.00005 
CAS KI FO HI5.6 v9.i MINUS ORB TCS AT38.3 (BOIEO) 1 21 JAN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500 0000 SQ'FT XHRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF = 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - 000 RLrD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - 10.000 ELV-OB - 13.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - 000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 504/ 0 RN/L - 3.34 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM DCY OCLN OCSL 
.600 -2 000 -,01360 -.21890 .05820 -.09060 - 00560 .00110 00100 
.600 -1.000 -.01300 -.12230 .05060 -.11430 -.00510 .00100 .00070 
.600 .000 -.01160 -.02540 .04620 -.13730 -.00520 .00110 00040 
.600 1.000 -.01400 .05650 04430 -.16100 -.00530 .00120 00030 
.600 2.000 -.01470 .15660 .04430 -.18430 -.00490 .00120 .00040 
.600 3.000 -.01020 .24b90 .04530 -. 0740 -.00470 .00120 .00050 
.600 4.000 -.00890 .33350 .04750 -.22990 -.00470 .00130 .00050 
.600 5 000 -.01330 .42060 05100 -.25170 -.00440 .00120 .00030 
.600 6.000 -.01690 .50790 .05590 -.27130 -.00350 .00110 00010 
.600 7.000 -.01430 .59180 .06300 -.28580 - 00240 00100 -.00010 
.600 8,000 -.01330 .66730 .07370 -.29530 -.00240 .00110 -.00030 
.600 9.000 -.01550 .73580 .06840 -.30400 -.00330 .00130 -.00010 
SoD 10.000 -.01770 .80100 .10650 -.31450 -.00410 00160 00040 
.600 11.000 -.01910 .86120 12800 -.32350 -.00420 00180 .o00oo 
.600 12.000 -.01880 .91580 .15260 -.33140 -.00410 .00210 00060 
GRADIENT .00031 .09118 -.00082 -.02309 .00015 00003 -.00007 
RUN NO 503/ 0 RN/L - 3.68 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 0/ 5.00' 
ACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -2.000 -.01520 -.24600 .06020 -.08150 -.00610 .00090 .00130 
.700 -1.000 -.00910 -.14540 .05130 -.10290 -.00500 .00080 .00010 
.700 .000 - 00810 - 04380 .04590 -.1260 -.00570 00090 .00060 
.700 I 000 -.01260 .05200 .04340 -.14950 -.00550 .00110 00070 
.700 2 oo -.00840 .14650 .04270 -.16970 -.00510 .00120 .00090 
.700 3.000 -.00630 .24100 .04370 -.19280 -.00490 .00120 .00090 
.700 4 000 -.00850 .33420 .04620 -.21660 -.00450 .00120 .00070 
.700 5.000 -.01220 .42440- .05020 -.23460 -.00340 00090 .00060 
.76o 6.000 -.01770 .5120 .656sd '- 24660 -.doe20 .0600 00040 
.700 7.000 -.02140 .59650 .06690 -.25740 -.00190 .00060 .00030 
.700 8.O00 -.01700 .67210 .08170 - 26880 - 00170 o0070 .00060 
.700 9.000 -.01190 .73840 .10000 -.28050 -.00240 .00090 .00110 
.700 10 000 -.02220 .80000 .12040 -.29240 -.00270 .00100 .00100 
.700 11.000 -.01290 .85820 .14230 -.30380 -.00210 .00090 .00070 
.700 12.000 -.01100 .90940 .t8580 -.3f510 -.00130 .00060 .00070 
GRADIENT .00040 .09571 -.00122 -.02212 .00035 .00004 .00005 
PAGE 515
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

21 JAN 75







LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, Y 

SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA] - 6.000 
RUD-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 10.00a 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN, ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZO ELV-I - .000 ELVO - 3.000 
SI-L - .000 S3-4 - .000SCALE - .0300 
S5-8 .000 [ORB * 4.000 
RUN NO. 509/ 0 RN/L - 1.96 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA DCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL
 
300 -12.000 5.79590 .44210 
 .03900 -.1280 .23680 -.03310 .02220
 
.300 -10.000 5.79740 .44160 .04150 -112490 .19530 -.02890 .01940
 
.300 -6.000 5,79980 .43490 .04360 -.11370 .15580 -.02530 .01630
 
.300 -6.000 5.80180 .43200 .04910 -.10560 .11930 -.02190 .01300
 
.300 -4.000 5,80220 .43550 .04800 -.10520 .08280 - 01870 .00950
 
.300 -3 000 5,80220 .43890 .04690 -.10650 .06590 - 01740 .00790
 
.300 -2 000 5.80180 .44170 .04950 -.10750 .05040 - 01650 00630
 
.300 -1.000 5.80180 .44290 .04990 -. OB70 .03550 -.01550 00450
 
.300 000 5.90220 .44260 .05010 -. 20920 .02070 -.01430 .00260
 
.300 1.000 5,80180 .44180 .05020 -.10710 00540 -.01330 .00080
 
.300 2 000 5.80180 .44120 .05010 ".10440 -.01090 -.01240 -.00080
 
.300 3 000 5.80220 .44070 .04990 -. o2o -.02790 -.01140 -.00220
 
.300 4.000 5,80270 .43990 .04950 -.10170 -.04510 -.01030 ".00380
 
.300 6.000 5.80220 .43940 .04800 -.10360 -.08010 -.00790 -.00700
 
.300 8.000 5.79980 .44090 .04570 -.10940 -.11670 -.00520 -.01000
 
.300 10.000 579740 .44200 .04290 -.11390 -.15470 -.00230 -.01290
 
.300 12.000 580080 .43650 .03980 -,10750 -.19360 00000 -.0560
 
GRADIENT .00003 .00035 .00017 .0056 -.01576 .00103 -.00169
 
RUN NO. 510/ 0 RN/L - 3.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL ODCO DCL DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.499 -12,000 5.79100 43650 .04080 -.11850 .24030 -.03310 .02200
 
.499 -10.000 5,79200 .43870 .04260 -.11160 .19790 -.02880 .01910
 
.499 -8.000 5,79300 .43680 .04500 -.10430 .16080 -.02630 .01630
 
.499 -6.000 5 79390 .43700 .04760 -.10080 .12340 -.02320 .01320
 
.499 -4.000 5,79440 .44050 .05010 -. 10170 .08510 -.01920 00970
 
.499 -3.000 5.79390 .44380 .05100 -. 10270 .08730 -. 01760 "00800
 
.499 -2.000 5.79390 t44740 .05150 -. 10340 .05170 -.01660 00640
 
.499 -2.000 5.79350 .44940 05180 -. 10410 .03760 -.01590 00460
 
.499 .000 5.79350 .44890 .05200 -. 10500 .02270 -.01480 .00270
 
.499 2.000 5.79350 .44720 .05220 -. 10550 .00650 -. 013980 00090
 
.499 2.000 5,79300 .44590 .05210 -. 10570 -.01080 -.01280 -.00070
 
.499 3.000 579200 .44480 .05190 -2I0500 -.02880 -.01160 -.00230
 
.499 4.000 5,79200 .44370 .05130 -.1020 -.04700 -. 01040 -.00390
 
499 6.000 5.79200 44270 .04950 -. 20260 -.08360 -.00790 -.00700
 
.499 8,000 5.79050 .44400 .04720 
 -. 10990 -.12140 -.00530 -.00990
 
.499 20.000 5,78910 .44410 .04450 -. 11600 -.16050 -t00270 - 01270
 
.499 12.000 5,78910 .43550 04200 -.09870 -.20060 .00060 -. 01540
 
GRADIENT -OO029 .00018 00025 -.00031 -.01621 .00105 -.00172
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 516
 
CA5 XI FO H15.8 V9.l MINUS ORB TO5 AT38.3 (801I2) 1 21 JAN 75 1
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF * 500,O000 6Q,FT. XMRP - 1339,9100 IN, XC ALPHAI * 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327,8000 IN. YMRP s ,000 IN. YC RUO-U * 10,000 RUD-L - 20,000 
BREF - 2346.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I8 - .000 ELV-08 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 91-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 508/ 0 RN/L * 3.37 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL DOCD OCLM DCY OCLN DCSL
 
.600 -12.000 5.78560 .44190 .04150 -.11430 .24320 -.03270 .02280
 
600 -10.000 5.78370 .44350 .04270 -.10650 .20250 -.02930 .02000
 
.600 -8.000 5.78610 .44090 .04520 -.09820 .16420 -.02660 01700
 
.600 -6.000 5 78810 .44080 .04820 -.09370 .12610 -.02350 .01380
 
.600 -4 000 5 78810 .44530 .05090 -.09450 .08830 -.01980 01010
 
.600 -3.000 5.78710 .44860 .05170 -.09590 .07030 -.01820 .00830
 
600 -2.000 5.7868b .45150 .05210 -.09750 .05360 -.01710 00660
 
.600 -1.000 5.78660 .45310 .05220 -.09990 .03820 -.01610 .00470
 
600 .000 5.78610 .45350 .05250 -.10290 .02310 -.01510 .00260
 
600 1.000 5.78560 .45290 .05290 -.10410 00750 -.01420 00080
 
.600 2.000 5.78550 .45190 .05310 -.10300 -.01010 -.01320 - 00090
 
.600 3.000 5.78560 .45100 .05300 -.10130 -.02920 -.01190 -.00250
 
.600 4.000 5.78560 .45050 .05250 -.10130 -.04810 - 01050 - 00410
 
.600 6.000 5.78520 .45050 .05060 -.10600 -.08540 -.00800 -.00730
 
600 8.000 5.78560 .45080 .04830 -.10990 -.12350 - 00560 -.01050
 
600 10.000 5.78610 .44820 .04590 -.10870 -.16300 -.00300 -.01340
 
600 12.000 5.78470 .43670 04320 -.09890 -.20510 .00110 -.01620
 
GRADIENT -.00029 .00048 .00022 -.00098 -.01670 .00110 -.00180
 
RUN NO 507/ 0 RN/IL - 3.72 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
 
.700 -12.000 5.77730 .44260 .04200 -.08900 .24710 -.03120 02350
 
.700 -10.000 5.77440 .45150 .04240 - 09650 .21310 -.03150 .02160
 
700 -8.000 5.77490 .44920 .04490 -.08670 .17130 -.02760 .01800
 
.700 -6.000 5.77590 .44670 .04830 -.07910 .12990 -.02340 01410
 
700 -4.000 5.77590 .44920 .05150 . -.08090 .09230 -.02040 .01050
 
.700 -3.000 5.77590 .45160 .05220 -.08270 .07480 -.01930 .0087
 
.700 -2.000 5.77690 .45350 .05220 -.08300 .05770 -.01930 .00690
 
.700 -1.000 5.77780 .45490 .05210 -.08400 .04090 -.01690 00480
 
.700 .000 5.77830 .45610 .05260 -.08720 .02440 -.01540 00260
 
.700 1.000 5.77930 .45570 .05330 - 09080 .00780 -.01430 .00060
 
.700 2.000 5.77980 .45450 .05380 -.09270 -.01010 -.01340 -.00110
 
.700 3.000 5 77930 .45380 .05370 -.09240 -.02960 - 01210 -.00270
 
.700 4 000 5.77830 .45350 .05300 -.09290 -.04920 -.01070 -.00430
 
.700 6.000 5.77690 .45430 .05070 -.10000 -.08820 -.00780 -.00790
 
.700 8.000 5.77640 .45560 .04780 -.11040 -.12820 -.00500 -.01140
 
.700 to 000 5.77640 .45480 .04530 -.11710 -.16900 - 00220 -.01470
 
.700 12 000 5.77640 44800 .04400 -. 08O10 -.21060 00110 -.01760
 
GRADIENT .00045 .00045 .00025 -.00172 -.01746 00121 -.00189
 
PAGE 517
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CAS KI FO HIS 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B9.3 (80IM22) ( 21 JAN 75 

























BRET - 2349.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3.000 












RUN NO. 514/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHA OCL DCO CCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.300 -12.000 1.91210 .13590 .02950 -.03350 .22970 - 03150 01650 
.300 -10.000 1.91540 .12950 .03330 -.02680 .19070 -.02710 01440 
300 -8 000 1.91780 12650 .03690 - 02170 .15480 -.02350 01220 
300 -6.000 1.92040 .12560 .04010 -.01750 .11910 -.02000 00990 
.300 -4.000 I 92290 .12600 .04250 -.01390 .08310 -.01670 00770 
.300 -3.000 1.92350 .12660 .04320 -.01200 .06570 - 01550 00680 
.300 -2.000 1.92360 .12720 .04340 -.01000 .05000 - 01480 00600 
.300 -1.000 I 92400 .12760 .04350 -.00970 .03610 -.01440 00500 
.300 .000 1.92420 .12760 .04370 - 01070 .02280 -.01400 .00380 
.300 1,000 1,92330 .12710 .04410 -.01120 .00930 -.01410 .00300 
300 2.000 1.92250 .12720 .04420 - 01200 -.00580 -.01420 .00230 
.300 3,000 1.92220 .12840 .04400 -.01370 -.02300 -.01350 .00150 
.300 4,000 1.92220 .12990 .04340 -.01460 -.04090 -.01230 .00050 
300 6.000 1.92140 .13290 .04120 -.01530 -.07720 -.00930 - 00170 
300 8.000 1.91850 .13680 .03900 -.01790 - 11470 -.00610 - 00370 
.300 10.000 1.91410 .14140 .03440 -.02220 - 15330 -.00260 -.00570 
.300 12 000 1.90980 .14620 .03100 -.02580 - 19360 .00190 - OOB0 
GRADIENT -.00016 .00034 .00014 -.00022 - 01501 .00042 - 00090 
RUN NO. 513/ 0 RN/L - 2.97 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCO DCLH DCY OCLN OCSL 
.600 -12 000 1.90920 .12460 .03130 -.03890 .23380 -.03180 .01680 
.500 -10.000 1.91100 .11710 .03400 -.03140 .19310 -.02680 .01430 
.500 -8 000 1.91240 .11520 .03760 - 02820 .15770 -.02360 .01230 
.500 -6.000 1,91490 .11470 .04090 -.02200 .12270 -.02080 .01030 
.500 -4.000 1 91810 .11410 .04310 -.01790 08630 -.01760 .00800 
.500 -3.000 1.91660 .11420 .04350 - 01520 .06810 -.01620 00700 
.500 -2.000 1.91770 .11480 04350 -.01230 .05120 -.01530 00610 
.500 -1.000 1.91700 .11550 .04360 -.01110 .03620 -.01470 .002O 
.500 .000 1.91670 11560 .04390 - 01250 .02200 - 01410 00400 
.500 1.000 1.91630 .11480 .04420 -.01560 .00780 - 01400 00310 
.500 2.000 1 91560 .11440 .04440 -.01660 -.00770 -.01400 .00230 
.500 3.000 1.91490 .11530 .04430 -.02070 - 02490 -.01330 00160 
.500 4.000 1.91460 .11710 .04380 -.02220 -.04290 -.01210 .00070 
.500 6 000 1.91380 .12160 .04150 -.02540 -.08000 -.00920 -.00120 
.500 8.000 1 91150 .12560 .03840 -.02970 -.11830 -.00600 - 00340 
.500 tO 000 1.90750 .12850 .03490 -.03550 -.15680 - 00270 - 00580 
.500 12.000 1.90450 13110 .03140 -.04240 -.19510 00130 -.00800 
GRADIENT -.00050 00023 .00012 - 00085 -.01570 .00057 -.00092 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 518 
CA5 KI FO HI5 6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (GM122) C 21 JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OR - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-2 - .000 83-4 . .000 
S5-8 - .000 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 512/ 0 RN/L - 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL -500/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 1,90780 .11490 .03180 -.04110 .23490 -.03070 .01730 
.600 -10.000 1.90870 .11110 .03380 -.03510 .19440 -.02640 .01470 
600 -8.000 I 91080 .10900 .03750 -.029BO .15840 -.02320 .01230 
.600 -6.000 1 91260 .10690 .04080 -.02280 .12350 -.02060 .01020 
.600 -4.000 1.91390 .10460 .04290 -.01460 .08810 -.01820 .00820 
.600 -3.000 1.91520 .10430 .04320 -.01110 .07010 -.01710 .00730 
.600 -2.000 1.91660 .10490 .04330 -.00910 .05250 -.01620 .00640 
.600 -1.000 1 91690 .20800 .04340 - 00920 .03660 -.01530 00520 
.600 .000 1.91560 .10680 .04380 -.01100 .02190 - 01450 00400 
.600 1 000 1.91390 .10720 .04410 - 01430 .00720 -.01430 .00310 
.600 2.000 1.91280 .10760 .04430 -.02880 -.00890 -.01410 .00230 
.600 3.000 1.91240 10850 .04430 -.02340 -.02590 -.01340 .00130 
.600 4.000 1 91190 .11040 .04380 -.02730 -.04560 -.01220 .00030 
.600 6.000 1.90990 .11510 04160 -.03430 -.08330 -.00900 -.00180 
.600 8.000 1.90720 .11930 .03840 -.04200 -.12110 - 00590 -.00410 
.600 10.000 1.90420 .12160 .03490 -.04830 -.15970 - 00290 - 00640 
.600 12.000 1.90160 .12110 .03240 -.04790 -.20060 .00130 -.00890 
GRADIENT - 00045 .00071 .00016 -.00187 -.01630 .00067 -.00100 
RUN NO 5Ill 0 RN/L - 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL ODCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 2.90030 .20260 .03110 -.0420 .23790 -.03060 .01810 
.700 -to oo 1.289840 .10340 .03280 -.04100 .20200 -.02840 .01610 
.700 -8.000 1 90170 .10330 .03640 -.03420 .16430 - 02450 .01320 
.700 -6.000 I 90540 .10070 .03980 -.024eO .2690 -.02110 .01060 
.700 -4.000 1.90710 .09670 .04190 -.01360 .09070 -.OSO 00860 
.700 -3.000 1.90660 09580 04210 -.00860 .07300 -.0189b .00780 
.700 -2.000 1.90580 .09620 .04190 -.00480 .05540 -.01730 .00690 
.700 -1.000 1.90540 .09710 .04190 - 00370 .03810 - 01610 00560 
.700 000 1.90530 .09790 .04230 - 00580 .02110 - 01480 .00420 
.700 1 000 1.90390 09820 .04290 -.01120 .00500 -.01410 .00310 
.700 2.000 1,90270 .09840 .04340 -.01760 -.01150 -.01390 .00230 
.700 3.000 I 90230 .09910 .04340 -.02170 -.02910 - 01340 .00160 
.700 4.000 1 90150 .20130 .04290 -.02570 -.04780 -.01240 00060 
.700 6.000 1.89640 .10780 04030 -.03840 -.08660 -.00930 -.00190 
.700 8.000 1.89600 .11270 03690 -.05430 -.12610 -.00560 -.00470 
.700 20.000 1.89530 11470 .03370 -.06390 -.16590 -.00190 -.00740 
.700 12.000 1.89750 .11520 .03220 -.04970 -.20680 .00190 -.00980 
GRADIENT -.00072 .00056 00020 -.00201 -.01712 .00081 - 00104 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 519 
CAB KI FO H15.6 VS.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (80MI23) ( 21 JAN 75 
REVERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN.XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - 10 000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN.ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 lORe * 4.000 
RUN NO. S15/ 0 RN/L - 1.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALP1AAW DCL OCO OCL1 OCY OCLN OCSL
 
300 -12 000 7.74410 .59230 .04990 -.17580 .23640 -.03420 02520
 
300 -10.000 7 74370 .58540 .05100 
 -.16570 19620 - 03070 02210 
.300 -8 000 7.74510 .58240 .05270 -.15480 .15880 - 02810 .01880 
.300 -6.000 7.74710 ,58170 .05450 -.14570 .12090 -.02470 .01490 
.300 -4.000 7.74900 .68290 .05620 -.14120 .08270 -.02040 .01040 
.300 -3 000 7 74850 .58480 .05690 -.14210 .06480 - 01650 .00830 
.300 -2.000 7.74860 .58760 .05740 -.14500 04880 -.01710 00620 
.300 -1.000 7.74610 .59020 .05780 -.14790 .03430 -.01580 00390 
.300 .000 7,74660 .59140 .05800 -.14850 .02000 -.01450 .00150 
.300 I 000 7.74760 .59050 .05800 - 14560 .00420 - 01310 -.00070 
.300 2 000 7.74850 .58810 .05770 -.14200 -.01330 -.01170 - 00270 
.300 3.000 7.74950 .58650 .05740 -.14040 -.03170 -.01020 -.00470 
.300 4 000 7.74900 .58640 .05710 -.14060 -.05000 -.00880 -.0OS70 
.300 6.000 7.74610 .58770 .05600 -.14360 -.08570 -.00640 - 01060 
.300 8.000 7.74660 58650 .05450 - 14630 -.12170 -.00420 - 01400 
.300 10.000 7.74850 58200 .05250 -.14470 - 15930 -.00210 - 01710 
.300 12.000 7.74660 .57540 .04970 -.13500 -.20010 .00060 -.02000 
GRADIENT .00014 .00034 .00010 .00026 -.01624 00141 - 00216 
RUN NO. 517/ 0 RN/L - 2.95 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OC OCLM OCY OCLN OCSL
 
.500 -1 000 7.73930 .58780 .05480 -.14560 24100 -.03380 .02540 
.500 -10.000 7.73540 .59320 .05510 -.14750 .20180 -.03080 .02270 
.500 -8.000 7.73830 59190 .05570 -.14140 .15570 -.02910 .01940 
.500 -6.000 7 74020 .59120 05880 -.13530 .12780 - 02600 .01550 
.500 -4 000 7.73880 .59420 .06080 -.13370 .08780 -.02110 .01100 
.500 -3.000 7.73780 .69740 .06150 -.13910 .06890 -.01890 .00880 
.500 -2.000 7 73730 60090 06200 -.13720 05210 -.01740 '00560 
.500 -1.000 7.73730 .60310 .06230 -.13820 .03690 - 01610 00420 
.500 .000 7.73630 .60310 .06240 -.13770 .02160 - 01460 00150 
.500 I 000 7.73540 .60190 .06250 -.13600 .00550 -.01330 -.00090 
.500 2.000 7.73540 .59980 .06250 -.13470 -.01180 - 01200 - 00290 
.500 3.000 7.73540 .59780 .0S40 -.13470 -.03040 -.01040 -.00480 
.500 4,000 7,73540 .59700 .06210 -.13470 -.04940 -00890 - 00670 
.500 6.000 7.73440 .59750 .06080 -.13460 -.08740 -.00610 -.01060 
.500 8.000 7.73440 .59760 .05910 - 13650 -.126530 -.00410 -.01420 
.500 10.000 7.73540 .59430 .05730 -.13810 -.16330 -.00220 - 01750 
.500 12.000 7.73780 .58510 .05580 -.13410 -.206240 .00090 -.08050
 
GRADIENT - 00044 .00015 .00015 .00007 -.01676 .00147 -.00226
 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 520 
CAB KI FO H15.6 V9.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT38 3 (0M123 1 21 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF -6500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U * 10.000 RUD-L - 10.000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - 000 93-4 - .000 
S5-6 - .000 ]ORB . 4.000 
RUN NO. 516/ 0 RN/L * 3,32 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DOD DCLM DOY DCLN DCSL 
.600 -12.000 7.73140 .59530 .05820 -.13370 .24290 -.03260 .02590 
.00 -10.000 7,73050 .60350 .05890 -.13620 .20650 -.03150 .02300 
.600 -8.000 7.73190 .60110 .06070 -.12980 .16930 -.02970 .01960 
.600 -6.000 7,73490 .69920 .06280 - 12210 .13040 -.02630 .01540 
.600 -4.000 7.73630 .60220 .06480 -.12130 .09090 -.02160 01080 
.600 -3.000 7.73580 .60550 .06560 -.12310 .07240 - 01960 00850 
.600 -2.000 7.73440 .60890 .06630 -.12500 .05BO -.01850 .00630 
.600 -1.000 7.73490 .61050 .06650 -.12680 .04010 -.02720 .00400 
.600 .000 7.73630 .61010 .06660 -.12880 02360 -.01530 .00150 
.600 1.000 7.73680 .60860 .06680 -.12960 .00660 -.01390 -.00080 
.600 2.000 7.73580 .60740 .06690 -.12970 -.01160 -.01260 -.00260 
.600 3.000 7.73440 .60690 .06670 -.12910 -.03070 -.01100 -.00480 
.600 4.000 7.73340 .60700 .06620 -.12790 -.04990 -.00940 -.00690 
.600 6.000 7.73290 .60740 .06440 -.16720 -.08810 -.00660 -.01110 
.600 8.000 7.73340 .60780 .05270 -.13260 -.12700 -.00420 -.01490 
.600 1o000 7.73390 .60490 .06120 -.13800 -.16700 - 00210 - 01830 
.600 12.000 7.73440 .59420 .05990 -.12860 -.20900 .00100 -.02150 
GRADIENT -.00018 .00030 .00017 -.00094 -.01735 .00149 -.00223 
RUN NO. 515/ 0 RN/L - 3.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -12.000 7 70800 .59990 .06470 - 12240 24990 - 03330 02600 
.700 -10.000 7.70560 .60700 .06470 -.12310 .21670 -.03440 .02320 
.700 -9.000 7.70650 .60890 .06570 -.11170 .17620 -.03010 01910 
.700 -6.000 7.70850 .60950 .06940 -.10270 .23290 -.02520 .01480 
.700 -4.000 7.70950 .61140 .07190 -.10220 .09360 -.02160 .01060 
.700 -3.000 7.70950 .6l Io .07280 -.10330 07560 - 02050 .00870 
.700 -2.000 7.71000 .61520 .07330 -.10390 .05840 -.01960 .00670 
.700 -1.000 7.71000 .61730 .07410 -.10620 .04130 -.01790 .00440 
.700 .000 7.70950 .61910 .07500 -.11180 .02360 -.01550 .00210 
.700 1.000 7.70650 .6190 .07530 -.11730 .00580 -.01370 .00000 
.700 2.000 7.70750 .61850 .07500 -.11920 -.01280 -.01250 -.0080 
700 3.000 7.70700 .61690 .07440 -.11810 -.03220 -.01120 -.00370 
700 4.000 7.70700 .61600 .07380 -.11840 -.05180 -.00980 -.00580 
700 6.000 7.70550 .61590 .07220 -.12620 -.09150 -.00670 -.01010 
.700 8.000 7.70510 .61630 .06970 -.13670 -.13220 -.00350 -.01410 
.700 20.000 7.70460 .61330 .06730 -.14290 -.17350 -.00080 -.01770 
.7Q0 ia.000 7.70850 .60000 .06660 -.13320 -,:2139 .00070 -.02080 
GRADIENT -.00040 .00065 .00028 -.00251 -.01805 .00156 -.00207 
-a 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PACE 521 
CA5 KI FO HI5.8 V9.I MINUS ORB TC AT3S,3 (60M1241 ( 2J JAN 75 1 











1339,9100 IN, XC 













BREF - 2349,0000 IN. ZMRP - I9O,500 IN. Z0 ELV-1B - 000 ELV-OB - 3,000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-8 - .000 IORS - 4.000 
RUN NO. 525/ 0 RN/L - 1.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00 
DCD DCLM OCY CCLN OCSL
 
.300 -12.000 5 60030 .44050 

MACH BETA ALPHAW CCL 

.03990 -.12890 .21750 -.02570 .02110
 
.300 -10.000 5 80220 .43950 .04220 -.12490 .17760 -.02210 01840
 
.300 -8.000 5.80620 .43250 .04450 -.11330 .14020 -.01870 .01560
 
.300 -6.000 5 80860 .42980 .04680 -.10500 .10290 - 01540 .01240
 
.300 -4.000 5.80910 .43420 .04880 -.10410 .06550 - 01250 00880
 
.300 -3.000 5.00910 .43800 .04950 -.10550 .04950 -.01130 
 .00710
 
.300 -2.000 5 80860 .44110 .05000 -.10700 .03420 - 01040 .00540
 
.300 -1.000 5.80710 .44210 .05030 -.10810 .02050 -.00950 
 .00370
 
.300 .000 5.80470 .44130 .05050 -.10820 .00670 -.00850 .00180 
.300 I 000 5 80370 .44030 .05050 -.10590 -.00890 - 00750 .00000 
.300 2.000 5.80320 .43950 .05040 -.10280 -.02580 -.00640 -.00160 
.300 3.000 5.80370 .43930 .05030 -.10030 -.04310 -.00520 -.00310 
.300 4 000 5.80320 .43880 .04990 - 09950 -.06060 -.00400 - 00470 
.300 6.000 5 80180 .43850 .04830 -.10260 - 09610 - 00140 - 00800 
.300 8.000 5.80030 .440D0 .04590 -.10990 -.13320 .00170 -.01110 
300 10.000 5.79930 .44310 .04270 -.11570 -.17190 .00490 -.01380
 
.300 12.000 5,79640 .43750 .03890 -.11070 -.21170 .00730 - 01660
 
GRADIENT -.00090 
 .00029 .00013 .00074 -.01559 .00104 -.00170
 
RUN NO. 524/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
Oco DCLM OCY DCLN 'OCSL 
.500 -12.000 5.79440 .43920 04060 -.12170 .22470 - 02590 02130 
.500 -10.000 5,79490 .43990 .04240 -.11700 .18370 -.02230 .01870 
.500 -8.000 6 79740 .43650 .04490 -.10760 .14770 - 01980 01600 
.500 -6 000 5.79880 .43560 .04750 -.10150 .11090 - 01680 .01290 
.500 -4.000 5.79880 .43980 .04990 -.10130 .07240 - 01300 00940 
.500 -3.000 5.79830 .44380 ,05060 -. 10260 .05440 -. 01150 .00760 
.500 -2.000 5.79830 .44740 .05110 -.10350 .03890 -.01070 .00590 
.600 -1.000 5.79880 .44920 .05120 -.10390 .02470 -.00990 00410 
.500 .000 5.79930 .44880 .05140 -.10410 .0130 -.00880 .00220 
500 1.000 5.79280 .44670 .05150 -. 10370 -.00540 -. 00780 .00050 
.500 2.000 5,79830 .44480 .05150 - 10310 -.02270 -.00680 - 00110 
.500 3.000 5,79740 .44350 .05120 -.10230 -.04100 - 00550 -;00280 
.500 4.000 5 79740 .44240 .05050 -.10060 - 05940 - 00400 -.00440 
.600 6.000 5,79790 .44150 .04840 -. 10050 -.09640 - 00110 - 00750 
.500 8.000 5.79690 .44290 .04600 -. 10880 -.13460 .00150 - 01050 
500 10 000 5479440 .44290 .04360 -. 11630 -.17430 :00410 -.01350 
MACH BETA ALPHAW OCL 
-.01610

.500 12.000 5 79390 .43500 .04100 -.10060 - 21540 00790 
.00107
GRADIENT -.00014 .00004 .00009 .00008 -.01611 -.00173
 
DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 rauL V. 
CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TC5 AT38.3 (BG8M124 ( 21 JAN 76 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5600.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB * -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - 10.000 RUD-L - 0.000 
8REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-O8 ­ 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 82-2 - .000 S3-4 - .000 
55-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 523/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD OCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.600 -12.000 5.78960 .44310 .04110 -.11530 .22790 -.02570 .02230 
.600 -10 000 5.78960 .44840 .04240 -.11160 .18790 -.02270 .01940 
600 -8 000 5.79150 .44310 .04490 -.10170 .15010 - 02010 .01650 
600 -6.000 5.79250 .44230 .04770 -.09520 .11250 -.01720 01320 
600 -4.000 5.79250 .44650 .05030 -.09560 .07520 -.01380 00960 
.600 -3.000 5.79200 .44980 .05110 -.09730 .05750 -.01240 .00780 
800 -2.000 5.79150 .45240 .05150 -.09900 .04110 -.01120 00610 
600 -1.000 5.79200 .45350 .05170 -.10100 .02590 -.01020 00420 
.600 .000 5.79200 .45350 .05190 -.10290 .01110 -.00900 .00210 
.600 1.000 5.79100 .45290 .05220 -.20320 -.00450 -.00820 .00020 
.600 000 5.79000 .45200 .05220 -.10160 -.02230 -.00720 -.00140 
.600 3000 5.79000 .45100 .05200 - 09900 -.04160 -.00570 -.00300 
.600 4.000 5.79000 .45010 .05140 -.09730 -.06100 -.00410 -.00460 
600 6 000 5.79100 .44940 .04950 -.09960 -.09910 -.00130 -.00800 
.600 8.000 5.79150 .44970 .04700 -.10690 -.13740 00130 - 01120 
.600 10.000 5.79050 .44740 .04450 -.11090 -.17700 .00400 -.01420 
.600 12.000 5.79000 .43560 04230 -.09600 -.22060 00840 -.01690 
GRADIENT -.00033 .00027 .00015 -.00033 -.016S5 .001I5 -.00180 
RUN NO 522/ 0 RN/L - 3.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD DCLM DCY DCLN DCSL 
.700 -12.000 5.78030 .44560 .04190 -.09380 .23480 -.02550 .02330 
.700 -10 000 5.77980 .45470 04190 -.09720 .19830 -.02440 .02100 
.700 -8.000 5.78080 .45250 04460 -.09050 .15840 -.02120 01770 
.700 -6.000 5.78170 .45010 .04810 -.08520 .12860 -.01770 .01400 
.700 -4.000 5.78220 .45200 .05200 -.08560 .08070 -.01470 .01020 
70D -3.000 5.78220- .45420 .05170 -.08690 .06280 -.01340 00840 
.700 -2.000 5.78120 .45590 .05180 -.08770 .04530 -.01220 .00650 
.700 -1 000 5.78080 .45710 .05180 -.08820 .02B30 -.01070 .00440 
.700 .000 5.77980 .45790 .05220 -.08940 .01140 -.00900 .00210 
.700 1.000 5.77930 .45750 .05270 -.09100 -.00550 -.00790 .00000 
.700 2.000 5.77830 .45610 05300 -.09180 -.02380 -.00690 -.00170 
.700 3.000 5.77880 .45480 .05300 -.09080 -.04350 -.00550 -.00340 
.700 4.000 5.77930 .45440 05240 -.09060 - 06330 -.00400 -.00510 
.700 6.000 5.77980 .45560 04990 - 09680 -.10250 -.00080 - 00870 
.700 8.000 5.77980 .45720 .04690 -.10860 -.14320 .00240 -.01240 
.700 20 000 5.77930 .45610 .04450 -.11770 -.18520 .00560 -.01600 
.700 12.000 5.77980 .44830 04340 -.10890 -.22810 .00900 -.01880 
GRADIENT -.00048 .00020 .00021 -.00071 -.01778 .00133 -.00196 
PAGE 523
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
CAB KI FO HIS.IA VS.I MINUS ORB TC5 AT3B8.3 (BM1251 1 21 JAN 75 1 









- 1339.9100 IN XC 











9REF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. ZC ELV-I = .000 ELV-08 - 3 000 
SCALE = .0300 SI-B - 000 53-4 . .000 
S5-6 - .000 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 529/ 0 RN/L - 2.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL OCo DCLM DCY OCLN DCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.03050 -.21320 .05410 .05470 -.00500 00080 .00090 
.300 -I 000 -.03150 -.12600 .04710 .03600 -.00520 00110 .00070 
.300 .000 -.03120 -.03760 .04270 .01650 -.00490 .00100 .00050 
.300 2,000 -.02850 .04680 .04050 -.00300 -.00450 .00070 .00050 
300 2,000 -.02500 .121BO .03980 -.02190 -.00430 .00050 .00050 
300 3 000 -.02340 .0850 .03980 - 04260 -.00470 .00050 .00050 
.300 4,000 -.02390 .28920 .04030 -.06600 -.00530 .00060 .00050 
.300 5 000 - 02390 .36830 .04230 -.08890 - 00530 00060 00030 
300 6,000 -.02470 .44980 04560 -.108'70 -.00470 00070 00010 
.300 7 000 -.02350 .52890 .04990 -. 12670 -.00400 .00070 -.O00O20 
.300 8 000 - 01910 .60300 05490 - 14400 -.00340 00060 - 00040 
300 9 000 -.01900 87000 08090 -. 15810 -.00430 00090 - 00020 
.300 10.000 -.02520 .73280 .07080 -. 16910 -.00520 .00130 .00040 
.300 11.000 -.02950 .79290 08100 -.17810 -.00550 .00180 .00070 
300 12.000 -.02790 84950 .10840 - 18670 -.00590 .00240 00040 
GRADIENT .00132 08293 -.00151 -.02038 -.00002 -.00007 -.00006 
RUN NO. 528/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL 0C DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
:500-2. 00 -.02350 -.23930 .05570 .05120 -.00880 .00090 .00130 
S.BO0 -1.000 -.02040 -.14630 .04840 .03060 -.00640 00110 0011O 
p .500 .000 -.02390 -.05240 .04380 .01150 -.00580 .00110 .00100 
.500 1.000 -.02840 .03720 .04140 -.00760 -.00530 00090 .00090 
.500 2 000 -.02990 .12240 04070 -.02730 -.00520 .00080 00080 
'A5 .500 3 000 -.02750 .20170 04090 -.04880 -.005SO .00090 .00070 
.500 4.000 -.02530 .29330 .04210 -.07100 -.00560 .00080 .00070 
.500 5.000 -.02830 .37690 .04480 -.09170 - 00480 .00060 .00060 
.500 6 000 -.03370 .46000 04880 -.11430 -.00470 00060 00030 
500 7.000 - 03600 .54170 .05390 -.13470 - 00550 00090 00000 
600 8.000 -.03490 .61660 .06120 -.14540 -.00570 .00100 - O00to 
.500 9.000 -.03490 .6820 .07230 -.14650 -.00460 .00080 -.00020 
.500 10 000 -.03390 .74660 08710 -.15500 -.00360 .00070 - 00040 
.500 11.000 - 02910 .80890 .20590 -.16710 -.00430 00120 - 00050 
.500 12.000 -.02330 .86700 .12940 -.17050 -.00600 .00L40 -.00040 
GRADIENT - 00084 .08782 -.00140 -.02034 00022 -.00005 - 00009 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
 PAGE 524 
















.0000 IN. YC 













S5-6 - .000 IORS 4.000 
RUN NO. 527/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DOCD DCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
600 -2.000 -.00780 -.25650 .05690 .05590 -.00830 .00140 00150 





































.600 4.000 -.01470 .29330 .04260 -,07030 -.00540 00080 00080 



















600 8.000 -.08300 .82590 .05560 -.13090 -.00340 .00060 -.00010 
.600 9.000 
-.01940 .69510 .08090 -.13980 -.00440 .00110 00010 
.600 20.000 -.02200 .76060 .09860 -.15210 -.00540 .00140 .00050 
.600 21.000 -.02700 .81990 .11950 -.16420 -.00570 .00170 00080 
.600 12.000 -.0280 .07300 .14340 -.17560 -. 00560 00210 00070 
GRADIENT 
-.00139 .09080 -.00144 -.02090 .00045 - 00010 -.00009 
RUN NO. 52G/ 0 RN/L - 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DC8 DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 



















.700 2.000 -.00670 .01530 .04020 -.00230 -.00690 .00100 .00110 
.700 2.000 -.00480 .10980 03900 -.02400 -.0090 .00120 00110 
.700 3 000 -.00960 .20420 .03950 
- 04560 



















.700 6.000 .00220 .47650 .05050 -.09570 -.00360 .00060 00060 
.700 7.000 -.00730 .56100 .06070 -.10570 -.00310 .00060 00050 
.700 8,000 -.01760 .63700 .07520 
-.117tO -.00360 .00080 .00080 
.700 9,000 -.02040 .70390 .09350 -.13250 -.00460 .00220 00130 
.700 30.000 
-.02080 .76520 .11310 -.14950 -.00510 .00140 .00100 
.700 I1.000 -.01710 .82590 .13550 -.36740 
-.00430 .00120 .00080 
.700 12.000 .00730 .88670 .16230 -. 18820 -.00310 .00080 .00190 
GRADIENT .00011 .09543 -.00182 
-.02017 .00042 
-.00002 -.00008 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAOE 525 
CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ORB NOZ AT3G.3 (BOH26) ( 81 JAN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U s .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN ZMRP - 190 7500 IN ZC - ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-2 .000 53-4 - 000 
S5-6 O0 IORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 533/ 0 RN/L ­ 1.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL DCD DCLM OCY DCLN DCSL 
.300 -2.000 -.02050 - 21760 .05480 .05470 -.00470 .00120 00090 
.300 -1,000 -.02250 -.12640 .04770 .03170 -.00420 00140 .00090 
.300 000 -.02700 -.03690 .'04340 .00970 -.00400 00140 .00090 
300 1.000 -.02930 .04440 .04150 -.01030 -.00440 .00130 .00060 
.300 2.000 -.02060 .12690 .04060 -.03230 -.00430 co0i 00080 
.300 3.000 -.01990 .20G90 .04050 -.05640 -.00450 o0110 00080 
.300 4.000 -.02700 .2870 .04140 -.08130 - 00510 .00120 .00080 
.300 5 000 -.03080 .35220 .04330 -.10570 -.00520 00120 .00080 
.300 6,000 -.02870 .44960 .04640 -.12880 -.00470 .00130 .00040 
.300 7.000 -.02410 .53050 .05060 -.15000 -,00380 00140 .00020 
300 8.000 - 02440 .60390 .05570 - 1688O -.00310 colic 00010 
.300 9.000 -.02880 .67080 06160 -.18470 -.00360 .00120 .00020 
.300 10,000 -.03120 .73440 .07130 -.19720 -.00450 .00160 .00070 
.300 11.000 -.02790 .79530 .08750 -.20670 -.00470 .00190 .00110 
390 l2 000 - 02790 85290 .10870 -.21420 -.00500 .00230 00090 
GRADIENT -.00077 .08348 - 00145 - 0227E -.00011 -.00002 - 00003 
RUN NO. 532/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACR ALPHAW BETA DCL OCD DCLH DCY DCLN DCSL 
500 -2.000 -.02440 -.24220 .05870 .04390 -.00600 .00110 00140 
.500 -1.000 -.02230 -.14800 04930 02030 -.00550 .00120 00120 
.500 .000 -.01830 -.05350 .04470 -00150 -.00520 00130 co01li 
.500 I 000 -.02090 03530 .04240 -.02210 -.00510 .00130 00090 
.500 2.000 -.02330 '2160 .04180 -.04470 -.00480 .00120 .00100 
.500 3.000 -.02140 .20750 04220 -.06880 -.00480 .00120 00100 
500 4.000 -.01820 .29270 .04340 -.09280 -.00540 00130 .00090 
500 5.000 -.01320 .37650 .04600 -.11620 -.00540 .00140 .00060 
.500 5.000 -.00920 .45970 .04990 -.13830 - 00500 .00130 .00050 
.500 7 000 - 01000 .54160 .05500 -.15530 -.00460 .00130 .00040 
.500 0.000 -.01440 .61E9O .05240 -.16880 -.00440 .00130 .00030 
.500 9.000 -.01250 .68540 .07280 -.17750 -.00420 .00130 00020 
.500 10.000 -.00740 .74930 .02730 -.18610 -.00370 .00120 00010 
.500 11.000 - 01070 .80980 .10620 -.19510 -.00350 00140 .00010 
500 12 000 -.02060 .86760 .12950 - 20540 -.00470 .00230 .00010 
GRADIENT 00104 .08814 -.00134 -.02275 .00008 .00003 -.00007 
CA5 PAGE 526
 
CA KI FO HIS.8 V9.1 MINUS ORB NOZ AT39,3 (EOMIB6) I El JAN 75 

DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC BETA .000. STAB -8.000 
LREF - 327.6000 IN. YRP - .0000 IN. YC RUO-U - .000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP - 190.7500 IN. Z9 ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OS- 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-2 - .000 S3-4 . .000 
S5-6 - .000 ORB 4.000 
RUN NO, 531/ 0 RN/L - 3.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ ,00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA OCL OCC DCLM OCY DCLN OCSL 
.600 -2.000 -.02200 -.25690 .05650 .03740 -.00710 .00140 .00150 
.600 -1.000 -.01970 -.18180 .05010 .01710 -.00640 .00130 .00110 
.600 .000 -.0t050 -.06550 .04490 -.00480 -.00640 .00140 .00090 
.600 1.000 -.02370 .02650 .04250 -.q9so -.00660 .00150 .00070 
.600 2.000 -.02020 .11610 .04180 -.05100 -.00610 .00150 00080 
.500 3.000 -.01410 .20570 .04210 -.07450 -.00570 .00140 .00090 
.600 4.000 -.01320 .29360 .04370 -.09720 -.00540 .00130 .00090 
.600 5.000 -.01460 .38020 .04680 -.11930 -.00490 .00120 .00070 
.600 6.000 -.01330 .46760 .05120 -.13990 -.00420 .00110 .00030 
.600 7.000 -.01100 - .55240 .05770 -.15560 -.00350 .00110 .00010 
.600 B.000 -.01050 .62870 .06750 -.16580 -.00330 .00110 .00020 
.600 9.000 -.01680 .69790 .08110 -.17510 -.00390 .00130 .00050 
.600 10.000 -.02530 .76360 .09850 -.18680 -.00460 .00150 .00070 
.600 11.000 -.02720 .82360 .11940 -.19800 -.00430 .00160 .00070 
.600 12.000 -.02390 .1780 .14320 -.207O -.00410 .00180 .00050 
GRADIENT .00127 .09095 -.00146 -.02263 .00027 -.00002 -.00008 
RUN NO. 530/ 0 RN/L - 3.62 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW BETA DCL ODO CCLM BCY OCLN BCSL 
.700 -2 000 - 01850 -.27840 .06040 .02790 -.00710 .00120 00170 
.700 -I 000 -.01900 -.17900 .05110 .00820 -.00700 .00120 .00110 
700 .000 -.01910 -.07840 .04510 -.01200 -.00680 .00130 .00090 
.700 1.000 - 01880 .01650 .04200 -.03170 -.00620 .00140 00090 
.700 2.000 -.01990 .11200 .04060 -.05450 -.00590 .00140 00100 
.700 3.000 -.01720 .20720 .041200 -.07850 -.00570 .00150 .00100 
.700 4 000 -.01540 .30030 .04300, -.201,70. -.00510 .002130, 00090 
.700 5.000 -.01870 .39070 .04640 -. 12140 - 00430 .00120 .00080 
.700 6.000 -.02180 .47930 .05210 -.13580 -.00330 .00110 .00060 
.700 7.000 -.01920 .56450 .06180 -.14720 -.00280 .00100 00060 
.700 8.000 -.01640 .64150 .07620 -.15980 -.00310 .00110 00090 
.700 9.000 -.01680 .70870 .09440 -.17510 -.00400 .00130 .00110 
.700 10.000 -.01930 .77090 .11460 -.18840 -.00380 .00130 .00100 
.700 11.000 -.02040 .82970 .13610 -.19800 -.00270 .00100 .00080 
.700 12.000 -.01550 .88010 .15850 -.21130 -.00280 .00100 00100 
GRADIENT .00025 .09662 -.00181 -.02163 .00039 .00001 -.00008 
i=a 
PAGE 527 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 





ALPHA! - 6 000 	 STAB - -2 000 SREF . 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9100 IN. XC 
RUO-U - .000 	 RUD-L - 000 LREF - 327.8000 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. Ye 
ELV-IB - .000 	 ELV-OB - 3.000190.7500 IN. ZC 

si-a 000 S3-4 oo
 
BREF - 2348.0000 IN. ZMRP  

SCALE - .0300 
S5-6 * 000 	 IORB - 4 000 
RUN NO. 538/ 0, RN/L - 1.92 GRADIENT INTERVAL C -5.00/ 5.00 
DCD 	 OCY DCLN DCSL
MACH BETA 	 ALPHAW OCL OCLM 

.01790
300 -12.000 5.79790 .44040 .03900 -.12910 .19530 -.01050 

43950 -.13180 .1550 -.00720 .01530
300 -10.000 	 5.79980 04140 






.300 -6.000 5.80270 .43410 .04520 -.12100 -.00070 

.300 -4.000 5.80320 .43750 .04640 -.12240 
 .04540 .00110 .00640
 
300 -3.000 5.90320 
 44150 .04S90 -.12620 .02930 .00160 00490
 
300 -2 000 5.80270 .44590 .04730 
 -.13090 .01450 00180 00350
 
.300 -1.000 5.80220 .44790 .04780 -.13390 
 .00190 .00160 00210
 
.300 .000 5.80220 .44140 .04760 -,13330 -101000 .00150 .00060
 




.300 2 000 5.80370 44430 04730 -.12560 -.03930 

.300 3 000 5 80420 .44370 .04710 -.12400 00260
-.05590 -.00370
 
300 4.000 5 80320 .44330 .04690 -.12300 -.07230 00310 - 00510
 
.300 6.000 5.79980 
 .44330 04580 -.12220 -.10570 .00440 -.00790
 
300 8.000 5 79690 .44440 .04380 -.12510 -.14230 .00670 -.01080
 
.300 10 coo 
 s 79590 .44510 .04090 -.12770 - 19190 .00980 -.01360
 
.300 12.000 5.79390 .44190 
 .03770 -.12190 	 -.22210 .01270 -.01610
 
-.01433 .00019 -.00144
GRADIENT .00010 .00041 .00005 .00032 

RUN NO. 537/ 0 RN/L - 2.91 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
DCD OCLM DCY DCLN DCSL
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL 

60 -12 000 5 79200 .43680 .04070 -.12620 .20260 - 01060 .01790
 
.500 -10.000 
 5 79540 .43870 .04270 -.12640 .16070 - 00740 .01530
 
500 -8.000 5.79690 .43800 .04500 -.12420 12320 -.00440 01250
 
.500 -5.000 5.79790 .,43820 .04710 -.12330 
 .09650 -.00150 00960
 





.500 -3.000 5.79740 .44470 .04940 -.12950 .00170 

.600 -2.000 5 79690 .44950 .04970 -.13400 .01890 00180 .00370
 
00230
500 -1 000 5.79640 .45260 .04990 -.13730 00620 .00150 

.500 000 5.79640 .45220 .05000 
 - 13740 -.00640 .00120 .00080
 










.500 3.000 5.79690 .44560 .04960 -.12900 

.500 4 000 5.79540 
 .44480 .04910 -.12730 -.07090 .00290 -.00490
 
.500 6.000 5.79640 .44400 




.500 8.000 5.79590 .44330 .04530 -.12530 -.14410 

.500 10 000 5.79590 .44150 .04290 -.12500 -.18440 .00890 -.01300
 
.04020 -,11840 	 -.22600 .01240 -.01680

.500 12.000 5 79540 .43820 

GRADIENT -.00012 .00016 .00004 .00010 -.01472 .00013 - 00144
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 628 
CA5 Kl FO H15.8 V9.I MINUS ORB NOZ AT3.3 (BOM27) I 8I JAN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP - 1339.9100 IN. XC ALPHA - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.8000 IN. YIRP * .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0000 IN. ZMRP - 190,7500 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-a - .000 S3-4 - .000 
S5-6 . .000 lORB - 4.000 
RUN NO. 536/ 0 'RN/L - 3.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
HACH BETA ALPHAW DCL OCD OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
600 -12.000 5.79100 .43750 .04160 -.11090 .e0600 -.01010 .01820 
.600 -10.000 5.79000 .44490 .04300 -.12270 .16650 -.00760 .01590 
600 -8.000 5 79150 .44380 .04520 - 12110 .12720 - 00440 .01320 
600 -6.000 5.79250 .44370 .04770 -.12010 08880 - 00140 01020 
600 -4.000 5.79300 .44820 .04970 -.12600 .05250 .00090 00700 
.600 -3.000 5.79250 .45180 .05040 -.13160 .03590 .00160 .00540 
.800 -2.000 5.79200 .45520 .05060 -.13750 .02090 .OOIBO 00390 
.600 -2.000 5.79150 .45730 .05070 -.14150 .00750 .00150 00240 
.600 .000 5.79150 .45740 .05080 -.14160 - 00520 .0000 .00080 
.600 1 000 6 79200 .45600 .05090 -.13810 -.01920 .OOBO -.00080 
.600 2 000 5.79200 .45410 .05100 -.13310 -.03570 .00110 - 00230 
.600 3.000 5.79150 .45260 .05080 -. 12860 -.05370 .00190 -.00370 
.600 4.000 5.79200 45270 .05030 -.12540 -.07180 00260 -.00510 
.600 6 000 5.79200 .45090 .04880 -.12340 -.1090 00400 -.00800 
600 8.000 5.79200 .44960 .04640 -.12600 -.14620 .00590 -.01090 
.600 10.000 5.79200 .44640 .04390 -.12640 -.2810 00860 -.01370 
600 12.000 5 79300 .43630 .04160 -.10960 - 23020 .01240 -.01600 
GRADIENT -.00011 .00022 .00008 .00039 -.01510 00009 - 00152 
RUN NO. 535/ 0 RN/L - 3.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA ALPHAW DCL DCD OCLM DCY DCLN OCSL 
.700 -12.000 6 77930 .44210 .04250 - 09700 .21400 - 01050 .01970 
.700 -10.000 5.77980 .45130 .04300 -.10370 17410 - 00760 .01710 
.700 -8 000 5.78030 .45160 .04530 -.10800 .13270 -.00400 .01410 
700 -6.000 5.78120 .45180 .04830 -.11460 .09280 - 00100 01080 
.700 -4.000 6.78220 .45550 .05080 -.12420 .05630 .00090 .00750 
.700 -3.000 5,78170 .4560 .05130 -.12990 .03930 .00130 .00590 
.700 -2.000 5.78080 46170 .05120 -.13470 02360 .00130 .00430 
.700 -1.000 5.78030 .46360 .06200 -.13630 .00920 .00120 .00250 
.700 .000 5 78080 .46340 .05110 -.13490 -.00460 .00100 .00060 
.700 1.000 5.78170 .46130 .05150 -.13180 -.01920 .00080 -.00110 
700 2.000 5.78220 .45880 .05180 -.12860 -.03610 00100 -.00260 
.700 3.000 5.78220 .45700 .05170 -.12590 -.05470 .00160 -.00410 
.700 4.000 5.78170 .45610 .05120 -.12390 -.07350 .00240 -.00570 
.700 6.000 5.78220 .45600 .04930 -.12200 -.11120 .00400 -.00880 
700 8.000 5.78170 .45580 .04680 -.12210 -.15110 .00610 -.01200 
.700 10.000 5,78170 .45340 .04440 -.12140 -.19320 .00880 -.01510 
.700 12.000 5.78220 .446a0 .04310 -.12440 -.23790 .01950 -.01790 
GRADrENT 00006 - 00018 .00008 .00050 -.01582 00010 -.00167 
PAGE 	529
DATE 20 JUN '75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 





BETA * .000 STAB - -2 cooSREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1339.9000 IN, XC 
LREF - 327 7800 IN. YNRP - 0000 IN YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
ELV-19 - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000BREF 	 - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC 

SI-12 - .000SCALE 	- .0300 

RUN NO. 31/ 0 RN/L - .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.150 -2.000 .10320 04160 .10280 -.00740 .00160 -.00040
 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CO-T CLM-T 

.04170 .11160 - C0990 .00170 -.00040
 
.150 .000 .06280 .04140 .11340 -.01230 00170 - 00010
 
.150 1.000 08610 .04070 .10170 -.01170 .00160 .00010
 
.150 2.000 .08860 .03990 .09610 - 01040 .00180 -.00020
 
.150 3 000 .07130 .03910 .10010 -.01150 .00200 -.00020
 
.150 4.000 .07770 .03850 .10130 - 01120 .00170 -.00010
 
150 5.000 .07470 03740 .10050 -.00870 00130 - 00010
 
.150 6.000 .07350 .0320 .09740 -.00720 00110 -.00020
 
.150 7.000 07310 .03560 09760 - 00710 .00110 -.00030
 
150 8 000 .07020 .03540 .10150 -.00680 .00140 -.00030
 
150 9.000 .06480 03500 .10440 - 00760 .00190 -.00030
 
.150 10 000 .06240 03580 .10310 - 00660 .00210 - 00050
 
.150 11.000 .06350 .03810 .10050 - 00850 00150 - 00050
 
.150 12.000 .06020 .03920 .10110 - 00920 .00120 - 00030
 
.150 13.000 .0580 .03980 .10390 - 01050 .00170 -.00020
 
150 14.000 .05630 04190 .11040 -.01000 00240 - 00040 
GRADIENT -.00112 -.00063 - 00135 -.00014 - 00001 .00004 
.150 -1.000 .06540 

RUN NO. 17/ 0 RN/L - 1.84 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -2.000 .09050 .04220 .12060 - 00450 -.00010 00040 
.300 -1 00 .0900 .04240 11690 -.00450 -.00040 .00060 
.300 .000 .08560 .04210 .11360 -.00460 -.00050 .00060
 
.300 1.000 .08010 .04130 .11210 -.00500 -.00030 .00040
 
.300 2.000 .07320 .04060 .11150 -.00520 -.00030 .00040
 
.300 3 000 .07020 .04000 .11220 -.00470 - 00040 .00020
 
.300 4.000 .06940 .03930 .11400 -.00410 -.00050 .00010
 
300 5.000 .06760 03830 .11450 -.00370 -.00050 O001o
 
300 6.000 .06450 .03700 11370 -.00410 -.00050 .00020
 
300 7.000 .06060 .03580 11220 -.00500 -.00050 .0020
 
.300 8.000 .05710 03460 .11200 -.00510 -.00040 .00020 
.300 9.000 .05370 .03390 .11490 -. 00490 -.00020 .00030 
.300 10.000 .04800 .03490 11870 -.00510 .00000 -.00010 
.300 If 000 .04240 .03640 .12100 -.00390 -.00080 -.00040 
.300 12 000 .03910 .04220 .12100 -.00270 -.00150 -.00020 
.300 13 000 .03680 .04430 12240 -.00370 - 00110 .00000
 
300 	 . 14.000 .03490 .04470 .12520 - 00580 -.00010 .00010 
GRADIENT -.00371 -.00059 - 00074 .00008 -.00004 - 00007 
PAGE 530 
BTNT-I4SICA5 STRUT T+! CORR KI+FO HIS. IA V9.1 C (ROMCOI) ( 20 JUN 75 1 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT, XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB -2 000 
LREF - 327,7900 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC ELV-19 - .000 ELV-0B - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 St-12 - .000 
RUN NO. IS/ 0 RN/L * S.78 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.499 -2.000 11720 .04360 .14510 -.00140 - 00010 .00030 
.499 -1.000 .11380 .04440 .143e0 -.00170 -.00040 .00040 
.499 .000 .10790 .04470 .14020 -.00200 -.00050 .00050 
.499 1.000 .10100 .04430 .13670 -.00230 -.00050 00040 
.499 2.000 .09490 .04370 .13590 -.00220 -.00060 .00030 
.499 3.000 .08920 .04310 .13720 -.00180 -.00080 .00020 
.499 4.000 .08410 .04250 .13820 -.00150 -.00070 .00010 
.499 5.000 .08000 .04140 .13950 -.00150 -.00070 .00000 
.499 6.000 .07680 .04010 .13970 -.00170 -.00060 .00010 
499 7.000 .07330 .03880 .13890 -.00210 -.00060 00010 
.499 8.000 .06750 .03790 .13990 -.00190 -.00060 .00000 
.499 9.000 .05950 .03850 .14430 -.00200 -.00040 -.00010 
.499 10.000 .05060 .04050 .15110 -.00270 -.00030 .00020 
.499 11.000 .04220 .04340 .15660 -.00270 -.00040 00040 
.499 12.000 .03700 .04700 .15680 -.00160 -.00090 00020 
.499 13.000 .03470 .04990 .15510 -.00130 -.00100 .00010 
.499 14.000 .03330 .05060 .15920 -.00310 - 00040 .00060 
GRADIENT -.00561 -.00036 -.00096 .00001 -.00009 -.00005 
RUN NO. 15/ 0 AN/L - 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -2.000 .13780 .04560 .16070 - 00020 -.00040 00020 
.600 -I 000 .13440 .04710 .15810 -.00100 - 00040 .00070 
.600 .000 .12940 .04770 .15530 -.00080 -.00050 .00060 
.600 1.000 .12250 .04770 .15290 -.00060 -.00070 .00050 
.600 2.000 .11440 .04720 .15180 -.00080 -.00070- .00050 
.600 3.000 -.20700 .04650 .15200 -.00090 -.00080 .00030 
.600 4.000 .10170 .04560 .1iaio -.00100 -.00080 00ao 
.600 5.000 .09720 .04440 .15220 -.00130 -.00060 .00010 
.600 6.000 .09200 .04300 .15240 - 00170 -.00050 .00010 
.600 7.000 .08380 .04180 .15470 -.00190 -.00050 .00000 
.600 8.000 .07490 .04170 .15920 -.00180 -.00050 -.00020 
.600 9.000 .06590 .04290 .16580 -.00170 -.00040 -.00020 
.600 10.000 .05650 .04570 .17400 - 00120 -.00060 -.00010 
.600 11.000 .04400 .04960 .18160 -.00030 - 00090 -.00020 
.600 12.000 .03700 .05330 .18400 .00010 -.00120 -.00030 
.600 13.000 .03750 .05500 .18170 -.00090 -.00080 .00000 
.600 14.000 .03360 .05560 .18310 -.00140 -.00030 .00030 
GRADIENT -.00623 -.00024 -.00120 - 00010 -.00005 -.00005 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 531 
BTWT-1431CA6 STRUT T+I CORR KI FO HIS.IA Vg.t C (RONCOII 1 20 JUN 75
 
REFERENCE OATA PARAHETRIC DATA
 
BETA - .000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC ELV-IB ,.000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-12 - .000 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC 

RUN NO. 13/ 0 RN/L = 3.44 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.700 -2 000 .16930 04830 .18410 .00030 - 00010 00000
 
.700 -1.000 16660 .05080 .17880 .00030 - 00030 .00070
 
.700 .000 .159L0 .05220 .17520 -.00050 - 00030 .00040
 
.700 1.000 .15090 .05210 .17230 -.00070 -.00050 O010
 
.700 2 000 .14200 .05250 .16970 - 00010 - 00090 .00010
 
.700 3 000 .13180 .05200 .17040 -.00020 -.00090 .00010
 
.700 4.000 .12330 .05120 .17170 -.00050 - 00080 00000
 
.700 5.000 .11690 .05000 .17270 -.00090 - 00070 - 00020
 
.700 6.000 .10970 .04880 .17360 -.00150 -.00050 -.00030
 
.700 7.000 .10040 .04820 .17620 -.00170 - 00040 -.00030
 
.700 8.000 .08970 .04920 .18320 -.00160 - 00040 - 00030
 
.700 9.000 .07700 .05190 .19350 -.00130 -.00030 - 00040
 
.700 10.000 .06290 .05520 .20270 -.00080 -.00030 - 00040
 
.100 11.000 .05160 .05800 .20800 -.00030 -.00050 -.00050
 
.700 12.000 .04470 .06080 .20730 .00000 -.00050 - 00070
 
.700 13.000 .03670 .05200 .20590 .00020 -.00050 -.00070
 
.700 14.000 .02770 .05820 .21490 .00070 -.00050 -.00050
 
GRADIENT -.0080a .00017 -.00156 -.00013 -.00010 -.00007
 
PAGE 532DATE 20 JUN 76 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 




SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339 9000 IN.XC ALPHAI - 2.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327,7800 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN.YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - 000 
8REF " 2348,0400 IN. ZMRP - 19O.8000 IN. ZC ELV-IS - .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 SI-la - .000 
RUN NO. 1/ 0 RN/L - 1.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T Ca-T CLI-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -12.000 .OB310 .03800 .08060 .03810 -.00760 .00640 
.300 -10.000 .07950 03910 .09400 .03220 -.00690 .00540 
.300 -B.000 .07500 .03980 .10450 .02890 -.00640 .00440 

















.300 -2.000 .06430 .04040 .11770 .00570 -.00280 .00150 
-.300 -1.000 .06280 .04040 .11880 .00100 -.00160 .00100 
.300 .000 .06220 .04020 .11970 -.00340 -.00040 .00040 
.300 1.000 .06250 .04000 .11770 -.00730 .00080 -.00020 
.300 2.000 .06280 .03990 .11610 -.01140 .00200 -.00090 
.300 3.000 .06280 .03980 .11490 -.01580 .00300 -.00160 
.300 4.000 .06340 .03980 .11350 -.02010 .00390 -.00220 
.300 6.000 .06610 .03960 .10940 -.02770 .00550 -.00310 
.300 8.000 .06960 .03950 .10390 - 03410 .00680 -.00410 
.300 10 000 .07400 .03910 .09590 -.03980 .00770 - 00510 
.300 12.000 .07960 03790 .08710 -.04640 .00840 - 00590 
GRADIENT -.00045 -.00007 -.00026 -.00434 .00111 -.00059 
RUN NO. 19/ 0 RN/L - 2.84 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
500 -12.000 .10190 .04090 .10230 03830 -.00750 .00680 
.500 -20.000 .20060 .04210 .11390 .03220 -.00710 .00580 
500 -8.000 .09710 .04300 .12300 .02610 -.00630 00460 
.500 -6.000 .09370 04340 .13010 .02030 -.00550 .00360 
.500 -4.000 .091O0 .04360 .13530 .01450 - 00470 00270 
.500 -3.900 .09030 .04370 .13690 .01120 -.00420 .00230 
.500 -2.000 .A646 .64i90 .13790 .00740 -.00330 .00190 
.500 -1 000 .08840 .04400 .13910 .00320 -.00210 .00110 
.500 .000 .08790 .04390 .14030 -.00110 -.00070 .00040 
.500 1.000 .0860 .04370 .14020 -.00530 .00060 -.00030 
.500 2.000 .08940 .04340 .13860 -.00940 .00170 -.00090 
.500 3.000 .08980 .04340 .13660 -.01330 .00270 -.00160 
.500 4.000 .08980 .04340 .13530 -.01710 .00360 -.00220 
.500 6.000 .09050 .04330 .13190 -.02440 .00530 -.00350 
.500 8.000 .09340 .04300 .12430 -.03130 .00670 -.00460 
.500 10,000 .09800 .04240 ,11390 -.03760 .00760 -.00560 
.500 12,000 .10190 .04110 .20580 -.04320 .00190 -.00660 
GRADIENT -.00011 -.00005 .00003 -.00403 00111 - 00063 
PAGE 633 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 
KI+FO HIS.IA V9,l C (R01C02) 20 JUN 75 1BTWT-1431CA6 STRUT T+I CORR 
















1339.9000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 


















RUN NO. 201 0 RN/L - 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .12020 .04380 .11620 .03680 -.00810 .00770 
.600 -10.000 .11810 .04540 .12890 .03270 - 00730 00650 
.600 -B.000 .11530 04630 .13870 .02630 - 00660 00520 
600 -6.000 .11320 .04680 .14580 .02010 -.00590 .00400 
.600 -4.000 .11200 .04700 .15030 .01420 -.00490 .00300 
.600 -3 000 .11170 .04710 15190 .01110 -.00420 00250 
.600 -2 000 .11180 .04720 .15340 .0076O -.00320 .00290 
.600 -1.000 .11050 .04730 .16430 .00360 -.00200 .00130 
.600 .000 .10970 .04720 .15410 -.00070 -.00060 .00050 
.600 1 000 .20960 .04700 .15340 - 00510 .00080 -.00030 
.600 2.000 .11000 .04680 .16260 -.00900 .00200 -.00100 
600 3.000 .10990 .04680 .15230 -.01230 .00290 -.00160 
.600 4.000 .10940 .04690 15210 -.0160 .00370 - 00220 
.600 6.000 .10880 .04700 .14970 -.02240 .00510 -.00340 
600 8.000 .11130 .04670 .14240 - 02950 .00650 - 00470 
.600 10.000 .11600 .04590 .13130 - 03650 .00750 -.00610 
.600 12.000 .11850 .04490 12030 -.0480 .00790 - 00720 
GRADIENT -.00032 -.00004 .00010 -.00385 .00115 - 00067 
RUN NO 21/ 0 RN/L - 3.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .14710 .04870 .13990 .03960 -.00780 .00860 
.700 -10.000 .14290 .05030 15040 .03220 -.00730 00720 
.0700 -8.000 .140001 .05140 15720 .02540 -.00650 00590 
.700 -6.000 .13870 .05190 .1630 .01940 -.00590 .00470 
.700 -4.000 .13880! .05220 .16840 .01390 - 00520 00340 
.700 -3.000 .13900 .05230 .17010 .01080 -.00450 .00270 
.700 -2.000 .13930 .05250 .17080 .00740 - 00340 .00200 
.700 -2,000 .13950 .05270 .17100 .00390 -.00220 .00220 
.700 .000 .13930 .05270 .17100 .00020 -.00090 .00030 
.700 1.000 .13900 .05260 .17140 -.00380 00050 -.00060 
.700 2.000 .13880 .05250 .17150 -.00780 .00180 - 00150 
.700 3.000 .13830 .05220 .17130 -.01130 .00290 -.00230 
.700 4.000 .13740 .05220 .17160 -.01440 .00370 -.00300 
.700 6.000 .13570 .05230 .17150 -.02040 .00500 - 00420 
.700 8.000 .13630 .05220 .16620 -.02720 00630 -.00550 
.700 10.000 .13910 .05150 .15440 -.03440 .00730 -.00710 
.700 12.000 .14180 .05010 .13720 -.04060 .00740 -.00830 
GRADIENT -.00015 - 00001 .00030 -.00363 .00119 - 00062 
DATE 0 JUNt 7 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 534 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR XI.FO HI1.IA V9.1 C (RGMC03 ( ED dUN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC ALPHA] - 6.000 STAB - -2 000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN YtRP - .0000 IN.YC RUO-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN.ZC ELV-1B ­ 000 ELV-09 - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-12 - .000 
RUN NO. 30/ 0 RN/L - .97 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00, 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.150 -12.000 .06190 .03260 .07930 .03320 -.00650 .00490 
.150 -10.000 .06090 03380 .08580 .029Bo - 00540 .00400 
.150 -8.000 .05910 .03420 .09680 .02640 -.00460 .00320 
.150 -6.000 .05730 .03430 .10440 .02160 -.00400 .00240 
.150 -4.000 .05560 .03460 .1067q .01490 - 00340 .00150 
.150 -3.000 .05360 .03490 .10640 .01070 - 00290 .00110 
.150 -2.000 .05080 .03520 .10710 .00610 -.00220 .O00BO 
.150 -1.000 .04940 .03540 .11070 .00140 -.06130 .00050 
150 .000 .04930 .03540 .11370 -.00310 -.00020 .00010 
.150 1.000 .04870 .03500 .11220 -.00720 00080 -.00050 
.150 2.000 .04910 .03460 .10900 -.01140 .00190 -.00100 
.150 3.000 .05080 .03450 .10780 -.01590 00290 -.00160 
.150 4.000 .05280 .03490 .10720 -.02010 .00380 -.00220 
.150 6.000 .05620 .03590 .10440 -.02700 00510 -.00310 
.150 8.000 .05670 .03580 09750 -.03290 .00600 -.00390 
.150 20.000 .05430 .03460 .08920 -.03870 .00660 -.00460 
.150 12.000 .05410 .03320 .08590 -.04650 00800 -.00570 
GRADIENT -.00040 -.00003 .00019 -.00439 00094 -.00046 
RUN NO. 25/ 0 RN/L - 1.84 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -12.000 .06680 .03430 .09210 .03600 - 00680 .00560 
.300 -10.000 .06340 .03500 .10320 .03090 -.00580 .00480 
.300 -8.000 .06240 .03540 .11060 .02660 - 00550 .00370 
.300 -6.000 .05990. .03570 .11680 .02180 -.00500 .00280 
.300 -4.000 .05510 .03590 .12210 .01560 - 00400 .00190 
.300 -3.000 .05290 .03590 .1a390 .01200 -.00330 .00140 
.300 -2.000 .0570 .03590 .12490 .00820 -.00250 .00090 
.300 -1.000 .05150 .03580 .12570 .00410 -.00160 .00050 
.300 .000 .05180 .03580 .12570 -.00020 -.00040 .00000 
300 1.000 .05170 .03570 .12430 -.00450 .00080 -.00060 
.300 2.000 .05080 .03560 12240 -.00880 00190 -.00130 
.300 3.000 .05040 .03550 .2100 -.01290 .00280 -.00190 
.300 4.000 .05170 .03540 .11960 -.01700 .00360 -.00250 
.300 6.000 .05650 .03530 .11620 -. 02490 .00500 -.00320 
.300 8.000 .06050 .03540 .11ISO -.03130 .00590 -.00400 
.300 10.000 .06370 .03550 10460 -.03670 .00650 - 00490 
.300 I2.000 .06760 .03510 .09410 -.04290 00760 -.00580 
GRADIENT -.00039 -.00007 -.00042 -.00413 00100 -.00055 
- CA5 PAGE 535
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 




*SREF - 6500.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1339,9000 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB -2.000 
- .000
LREF a 327.7800 IN. YNRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L 
.000 ELV-OB = 3.000BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZRP - 190 8000 IN ZC ELV-18 -

st-Ia - 000SCALE - 0300 

RUN NO. 24/ 0 RNIL - 2.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.500 -12.000 .09370 .03810 .10860 .03670 - 00640 00680
 
500 -10.000 .08050 .03910 .11960 03110 -.00570 .00570
 
.500 -8.000 07770 .03940 .12890 .02510 -.00490 00440
 
.500 -6 000 .07510 .03950 .13480 .01970 -.00450 .00330
 
500 -4.000 .07240 .03950 .13770 01470 -.00420 .00230
 
.500 -3.000 .07060 .03960 .13940 .01170 - 00380 00180
 
.500 -2.000 .06880 .03950 14150 .00790 -.00300 00130
 
.500 -1 000 .06790 .03950 .14250 .00360 -. 00180 00070 
500 .000 .08780 .03950 .14230 -.00070 -.00050 -.00010 
500 1.000 .06810 03950 .14160 - 00480 .00070 -.00090 
500 2 000 .06850 .03940 .14080 - 00890 00190 -.00160 
500 3 000 .06910 .0390 .1390 -.01310 00300 - 00210 
500 4.000 .07030 .03960 .13940 -.01690 .00380 -.OO270 
500 6.000 .07380 .03980 .13390 -.02370 .00490 -.00380 
.500 8.000 .07770 .03970 .12800 -.02950 00570 - 00480 
.500 10.000 .08160 .03950 .12000 -.03510 .00650 - 00590 
.500 12.000 .08540 .03920 .10940 -.04160 00730 -.00690 
GRADIENT -.00022 - 00001 .00003 -.00405 .00108 -.00065
 
RUN NO. 23/ 0 RN/L - 3.13 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.600 -12.000 .09590 .04170 .12260 .03620 - 00640 .00750
 
.600 -10.000 .09140 04260 13410 .03010 -.00550 .00620 
600 -9.000 .09960 .04310 .14250 .02470 - 00490 .00480 
600 -6 000 .08760 .04310 .14770 .01970 - 00460 00360 
.600 -4.000 .08470 .04280 .15110 .01450 - 00430 00260 
.600 -3.000 .06360 .04270 .15300 .01150 -.00390 .00210 
.600 -2.000 08320 .04280 .15550 .00810 - 00310 .00150 
.600 -1.000 08260 .04280 .15820 .00400 - 00190 00070 
.600 .000 .08200 .04280 .15990 - 00070 -.00040 -.000I0 
.600 1.000 08180 .04270 .15900 -.00540 .00110 -.00090 
.SOO 2.000 .08160 .04260 .15580 -.00930 .00230 -.00170 
.600 3.000 .08200 .04260 .15230 - 01250 .00310 -.00240 
.600 4.000 .08270 .04290 .15000 -.01570 .00370 -.00300 
.500 6,000 .08410 .04330 .14740 -.02230 .00800 -.0041O 
.600 8,000 .08780 .04330 .14320 -.02870 00590 -.00520 
.600 10.000 09250 .04280 .13550 - 03460 .00640 - 00640 
.600 12 000 .09740 .04270 .12400 -.03960 .00660 -.00780 
GRADIENT -.00028 -.00001 -. 00008 -.00395 .00111 -.00073 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAG PAGE 536
 
OTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+PO HIS.IA V9.t C (ROIC03) 1 20 JUN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREP - 5500.0000 SQFT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZNRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-t * .000 
RUN NO. 22/ 0 RN/L - 3.43 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .11670 .04820 .13490 .03410 - 00550 .00910 
.700 -10.000 .11040 .04930 .14590 02700 -.00490 .00720 
.700 -8.000 .10860 .04930 .15720 .02310 - 00500 .00550 
.700 -6.000 .10750 .04880 .16490 .01910 -.00500 .00420 
.700 -4.000 .10550 .04830 .16910 .01360 - 00460 00290 
.700 -3.000 .10500 .04830 .17260 .01040 - 00400 .00230 
.700 -2.000 .10520 .04840 .17470 .00720 -.00310 .00150 
.700 -1.000 .IOS2O .04850 .17670 .00360 -.00200 .00070 
.700 .000 .10460 .04850 .17750 - 00050 -.00070 -.00010 
.700 1.000 .10380 .04840 .17630 -.00470 .00070 -.00090 
.700 2.000 .10330 .04830 .17370 -.00840 .00190 - 00180 
700 3.000 .10370 .04840 .17150 -.01160 00280 -.00270 
.700 4.000 .10450 .04860 .17000 -.01460 00360 -.00340 
700 6.000 .10570 .04920 .16700 -.02040 00460 - 00480 
.700 8.000 .20720 .04970 .16150 - 02560 .00510 -.00620 
.700 10.000 .11000 .05000 .25260 -.03090 .00550 -.00760 
.700 12 000 .11690 .04980 .13970 -.03740 .00590 - 00930 
GRADIENT -.00022 .00002 .00001 -.00364 .00110 -.00081 
PAGE 537
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
C (ROMC04) ( 20 JUN 75BTIT-1431CA5 STRUT T+! CORR KI+FO HIS.IA V9.I 









































RUN NO. 29/ 0 RN/L 1.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA CL-t CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -12.000 06010 .03230 .09230 .03480 -.00590 .00520 
.300 -10.000 .06130 .03340 .10290 .02960 -.00490 .00430 
.300 -8.000 .05B20 .03350 .11280 .02530 - 00430 .00350 
.300 -6.000 .05520 .03350 .11660 .02080 - 00400 .00260 
.300 -4.000 .05390 .03360 .12060 .01530 -.00340 .00190 
.300 -3.000 .05360 .03360 .12130 .01200 -.00290 .00160 
.300 -2.000 .05290 .03360 .12280 .00800 -.00230 .00110 
.300 -1.000 .05180 .03350 .12460 .00370 -.00140 .00070 
.300 .000 05080 .03350 .12520 -.00080 -.00040 .00020 
.300 I 000 .05040 .03340 .12400 -.00530 00070 -.00050 
.300 2.UUO .05050 .03340 .1a230 -.00910 .00170 - 00120 

















.300 8.000 .05980 .03390 .11160 -.02950 .00530 -.00370 
































.500 -10.000 .01250 .03780 .11990 .03040 -.00510 .0010 
.500 -B.000 .00950 .03770 .13190 .02470 -.00410 .00410 

















.500 -2.000 .06130 .03750 .14410 .00750 -.00260 .00120 
500 -1 000 .06070 .03750 .14600 .00370 -.00170 00070 
.500 .000 .06040 .03740 .14480 -.00050 -.00060 .00010 
.500 1.000 .06020 03750 .14240 -.00460 .00060 - 00070 
.500 2.000 .06120 .03760 .14080 ,.00850 .00160 -.00150 
.500 3.000 .06270 .03760 .14000 -.01240 00240 -.00ao 
.500 4.000 .06420 .03770 .13870 -.01580 .00300 -.00290 

















.500 12.000 .07880 .03770 .11230 -.04040 .00830 -.0060 
GRADIENT .0000t .00002 - 00029 -.00381 .00087 -.00065 
PAGE 539DATE 20 JUNT 7 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
BTNT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+FO HI5.IA V9.1 C 1RMC04) I 20 JUN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN.XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREP - 327.1800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC ELV-I - 000 ELV-O - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-I - .000 
RUN NO. 27/ 0 RN/L - 3.13 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLH-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .08510 .04090 .12690 .03630 -.00540 .00660 
.600 -10.000 .07950 .04110 .13930 .029S9 -.00490 .00550 
.600 -a.000 .07890 .04120 .14730 .0 380 -.00390 .00440 
.600 -6.000 .07780 .04120 .15210 .01870 -.00360 00330 
.600 -4.000 .07470 .04120 .15530' .01370 -.00360 00240 
.600 -3.000 .07320 .04110 .15780 .01060 -.00330 00190 
.600 -2.000 .07230 .04080 .16110 .00680 -.00240 .00130 
.600 -1.000 .07190 .04080 .16370 .00300 -.00140 .000j0 
.600 .000 .07180 .04090 .16400 -.00070 -.00040 -.00020 
.600 1.000 .07220 .04110 .16210 -.00430 .00070 -.00100 
.600 2.000 .07280 .04120 .15950 -.00810 .00160 -.00180 
.600 3.000 .07360 .04130 .15620 -.01180 00250 -.00240 
.600 4.000 .07470 .04150 .15230 -.01530 .00320 -.00310 
600 6.000 .07730 .04190 .14630 -.02160 .00430 -.00420 
.600 8000 .08010 .04210 .14320 -.02710 .00490 -.00500 
.600 10.000 .08280 .04200 .13900 -.03230 .00540 -.00590 
.600 l2.000 .08620 .04210 .12490 -.03840 .00610 -.00720 
GRADIENT .00004 .00005 -.00036 -.00367 .00091 -.00071 
RUN NO. 26/ 0 RN/L ­ 3,42 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .10600 .04780 .14230 .03520 -.00480 .00890 
.700 -10.000 .10290 .04870 .15300 .02830 -.00420 .00780 
.700 -8 000 09880 .04900 .15920 .02320 -.00420 .00540 
.700 -6.000 .09470 .04880 .16510 .01880 -.00440 .00490 
.700 -4.000 .09130 .04820 .17230 .01400 -.00410- .00330 
.700 -3.000 .09030 .04790 .17660 .01100 -.00360 .00250 
.700 -2.000 .08970 .04770 .16100 .00760 -.00270 .00160 
.700 -1.000 .0B900 .04760 .18510 .00390 -.00170 .00070 
.700 .000 .08780 .04760 .18720 -.00020 - 00060 -.00020 
.700 1.000 .08690 .04760 .18620 -.00420 .00050 -.00120 
.700 2.000 .08940 .04790 .1230 -.00800 .00160 -.00220 
.700 3.000 .08920 .04820 .17730 -.0180 .00260 -.00310 
.700 4.000 .09140 .04850 .17310 -.01510 .00340 -.00400 
.700 6.000 .09480 .04890 .16710 -.02040 .00420 -.00550 
.700 8.000 .09750 .04960 .16130 -.02520 .00450 -.00700 
.700 20.000 .10080 .05040 15410 -.03030 .00480 -.00820 
.700 12,000 .10800 .05060 .14240 -.03680 .00550 -.00950 
GRADIENT -.00016 .00004 .00015 -.00373 00099 -.00092 
PAGE 539
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 

V9.i C IROMO5) I 20 JUN 75
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+l CORR KI+FO 











- 1339.9000 IN. XC 













BR5F - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190,8000 IN. ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 34/ 0 RN/L - .989 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLH-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.6O -2,000 .08990 .04210 .06190 -.0048O .00030 -.00030 
.10 -1.000 .09670 .04250 .05960 -.01090 .00100 -.00030 
.150 .000 .08900 .04130 .06200 -.00990 00U0 -.00020 
.150 1.000 .07880 .04050 .06170 -.00780 .00030 -.00030 
.150 2.000 .07460 .04010 .0580 -.00840 .00050 -.00010 
.150 3 000 .07780 .03920 .05050 -.00940 .00050 - 00010 
.150 4.000 .07580 .03910 .04620 -.00740 .00030 -.00020 
.00 5.000 .07320 .03830 .04030 -.00680 .00000 -.00020 
.160 6.000 .07200 .03730 .03490 -.00610 -. 00010 -. 00020 
.150 7.000 07250 .03680 .03180 -.00380 -.00020 -.00050 
.150 8.000 .06950 .03580 .03160 - 00290 -.00020 - 00060 
.150 9.000 .05390 .03490 .03230 -.00260 .00010 -.00050 
.150 10.000 .04B70 .03580 .02760 - 00320 .00050 - 00050 
.150 I1 000 04610 .03760 .02620 - 00400 .00030 -. 00080 
.150 12.000 .04320 .03930 .03170 -.00610 .00000 -.00080 
.160 13.000 .03910 .04060 .03450 -.00460 .00020 -.00040 
.150 14.000 .03810 .04190 .02730 -.00430 .00080 - 00020 
GRADIENT -. 00309 -.00060 - 00475 .00005 -.00007 00002 
RUN NO. 38/ 0 RN/L - 1.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CL1-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -2.000 10640 .04150 .08470 -.00180 00000 .00010 
.300 -1 000 .10340 .04200 .07730 -.00290 00000 .00010 
.300 .000 .09900 .04200 .07010 -.00410 00020 .00000 
.300 1.000 09400 .04140 06440 -.00450 .00020 00000 
.300 2.000 .09130 .04070 06140 -.00420 .00020 .00000 
300 3.000 .08890 .04050 .05690 - 00320 -. O00lO .00000 
.300 4.000 .08750 .04010 .05300 -.00230 -.00020 -.0001b 
300 5.000 08720 .03920 .04950 -100190 -.00030 -.00030 
.300 6 000 .08560 .03800 .04530 -.00180 -.00050 -.00020 
.300 7 000 .08360 .03700 .04020 -.00190 -.00050 -.00010 
.300 8 000 08070 .03600 .03610 -.00160 - 00050 -.00010 
300 9.000 .07850 .03600 .03420 - 00250 -.00030 .00000 
.300 20 000 .07480 .03770 .03350 -.00300 .00000 -.00030 
300 11.000 .06650 04030 .03080 -.00230 -.00020 - 00080 
300 t2.000 .06370 .04300 .02690 - 00180 -.00040 -.00080 
.300 13.000 .06040 .04610 .02780 .00030 - 00140 -.00120 
.300 14.000 .05820 .04450 .03210 .00240 -.00240 - 00190 
GRADIENT -.00294 -.00037 - 00489 .00006 - 00005 -.00005 
DATE 20 UMN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 540 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT TtI CORR KI+FO V9.1 C (ROMCO) 1 20 JUN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC BETA- - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - .000 SI-lB - .000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 37/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.80 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW EL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.500 -2.000 .t2690 .04350 .10710 -.00030 -.00020 .00020 
.500 -1.000 .12370 .04460 .10150 -.00100 -.00020 .00050 
.500 .000 .11990 .04510 .09580 -.00110 -.00030 00040 
.500 1.000 .11440 .04460 .08890 -.00130 -.00040 .00020 
.500 2.000 .11020 .04390 .08230 -.00090 -.00060 .00010 
.500 9.000 .10660 .04370 .07600 -.00040 - 00080 00020 
.500 4.000 .10410 .04330 .07020 -.00030 -.00070 00000 
.500 5.000 .10180 .04240 .06490 -.00030 -.00070 -.00010 
.500 6 000 .09940 .04150 .06030 -.00020 -.00070 -.00010 
.500 7 000 .09810 .04060 .05610 -.00030 -.00070 00000 
500 8.000 .09170 .04010 .05300 -.00060 -.000O -.00020 
.500 9.000 .08510 .04070 .05160 -.00090 -.00050 -.00020 
.500 10.000 .07760 .04340 .05190 -.00060 -.00060 .00000 
500 11.000 .07080 .04690 .05000 .00010 -.00070 -.00010 
.500 12.000 .06740 .05050 .04370 -.00010 -.00080 -.00020 
.500 13 000 .06790 .05410 .03510 -.00090 -.00070 .00010 
.500 14 000 .06730 .05630 .02830 -.00170 -.00030 .00010 
GRADIENT -.00378 -.00023 -.00616 .00007 -.00009 -.00007 
RUN NO. 36/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -2 000 .14850 .04530 .120L0 .00030 -.00020 00010 
.600 -1.000 .14590 .04700 .11470 -.00050 -.00030 .00060 
.600 .000 .14220 .04760 .10860 -.00040 -.00040 .00040 
.600 1.000 .13590 .04760 .20110 -.00020 - 00050 .00020 
.600 2.000 .13100 .04740 .09320 .00020 -.00070 .00030 
.600 3.000 .12580 .04690 .08730 .00030 -.00080 .00030 
.60o 4 000 .12080 .04630 .08230 .00030 - 00080 00010 
.600 5.000 .11680 .04550 .07670 .00030 -.00080 00000 
.600 6.000 .11290 .04440 .07080 .00010 -.00070 .00000 
.600 7.000 .10770 .04370 .06690 .00010 -.00060 -.00010 
.600 8.000 .10210 .04400 .06520 .00000 -.00050 -.00040 
.600 9.000 .09520 .04540 .06360 .00030 -.00060 - 00040 
.600 10 000 .08500 .04880 .06160 .00110 -.00100 -.00040 
600 11.000 .07420 .05300 .05930 .00160 -.00120 -.00070 
.600 12.000 .07060 .05860 .05340 -.00020 -.00070 - 00O 
600 13 000 .07170 .05910 .04330 -.00140 -.00030 -.00010 
.600 14.000 .07000 .06110 .03340 -.00070 -.00030 .00020 
GRADIENT -.00484 -.00005 -.00641 .00008 -. 00010 -.00004 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 	 PAGE 541
 





SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1339.900C IN. XC 	 BETA 000 RU-U - .000
 
LREF - 327 7600 IN YMRP - .0000 IN YC 	 RUO-L - .000 S1-12 - 000 




RUN NO. 35/ 0 RN/L - 3.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
700 -2.000 .18230 04820 .13740 .00150 -.00040 .00020
 
.700 -1.000 .17990 .05080 .12980 .00130 -00040 .00040
 
700 .000 .17530 .05250 .12330 .00060 -.00050 00040
 
.700 1.000 16820 .05320 .11650 00040 - 00070 .00030
 
.700 2,000 16110 05320 .11000 .00050 -.00080 00020
 
.700 3,000 .15450 .05270 .10310 .00060 -.00090 00020
 
.700 4.000 .14790 .05200 .09530 .00080 -.00110 .00010
 
.700 5.000 .14190 .05120 .08790 00040 -.00090 -.00010
 
.7D0 6.000 .13000 .05030 .08260 -.00010 -.00070 - 00020
 
.700 7.000 .12820 .05030 .08030 -.00030 -.00060 -.00030
 
.700 8.000 .11790 .05210 .07920 -.00010 -.00040 - 00030
 
.700 9.000 .10670 .05540 .07660 -.00010 -.00030 00010
 
.100 10.000 .09640 .05940 .07280 -.00010 -.00030 .00010
 
700 II 000 .08780 .06260 .06740 .00030 -.00050 - 00040
 
.700 12 000 .08270 .06590 .05650 .00110 -.00070 - 00070
 
.700 13.000 .07780 .06900 .04230 .00190 -.00090 - 00040
 
.700 	 14.000 .06980 .06740 .03750 00270 -.00100 -.00020 
GRADIENT - 00609 .00033 -.00698 -.00012 - 00010 - 00005 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339,9000 IN.XC ALPHA! -
LREF - 327,7800 IN. Y *f:P .0000 IN.YC ELV-IS ­
9REF - B348,0400 IN, ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. Z 61-12 -
SCALE - .0300
 
RUN NO. 42/ 0 RNIL - 1.82 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH EETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T 
.300 -12.000 .08670 .03780 .08410 .03030 -.00320 
.300 -10,000 .08190 .03950 .09870 .02530 -.00300 
.300 -8.000 .07680 .04030 .10950 .02120 - 00270 
.300 -6.000 .07300 .04040 .1168q .01670 -.00240 
.300 -4.000 .07090 ,04010 .12090 .01100 -.00OO 
.300 -3.000 .07070 .03990 .12230 .00760 -.00170 
.300 -2.000 .07050 .03970 .12380 .00400 -.00220 
.300 -1.000 .06890 .03980 .12480 .00010 -.00080 
.300 .000 .06730 .04000 .12410 -.00240 -.00040 
.300 1.000 .06730 .03990 .12240 -.00540 .00010 
.300 2.000 .06870 .03970 t2080 -.00820 .00060 
.300 3.000 .07010 .03950 .11950 -.01120 .00100 
.300 4,000 ,.07150 .03970 .11780 -.01430 .00130 
.300 8.000 .07460 .04030 .2L250 -.02010 .00180 
.300 8.000 .07930 .04040 .10580 -.02480 .00200 
.300 10.000 .08530 .03980 .09700 -.02880 .00230 
.300 12.000 .09110 .03870 .08430 -.03350 .00250 
GRADIENT -.00008 -.00005 -.00049 -.00313 .00043 
RUN NO. 41/ 0 RN/L - 2.75 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5,00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLH-T CY-T CLN-T 
.500 -12.000 .10170 .04140 .10060 .03010 -.00290 

.500 -10.000 .09750 .04270 .11670 .02530 - 00260 

.500 -8 000 .09310 .04330 .12770 .02040 -.00240 

.500 -6.000 .08990 .04360 .13590 .01540 - 00220 

.500 -4.000 .08820 .04360 .14230 .01030 -.00180 

.500 -3.000 .odo .043so .0420 .&dvbo - boido 

.500 -2.000 .O868O .04330 .14530 .00540 -.00130 

.500 -2.000 .06620 .04320 .14650 .00270 -.00100 

.500 .000 .08590 .04320 .14730 00000 -.00070 

.500 1.000 .08630 .04310 .14690 -.00260 -.00030 

.500 2.000 .08630 .04320 .14620 -.00510 .00010 

.500 3.000 .06600 .04320 .14460 -.00760 .00050 

.500 4.000 .08610 .04340 .14170 -.01020 .OOB0 

.500 6.000 .08790 .04380 .13440 -.01550 .00120 

.500 8 000 .09120 .04380 .12730 -.02050 .00160 

.500 10.000 .09660 .04320 .11890 -.02540 .00200 

.500 12.000 .10040 .04200 .10510 -.03040 .00220 

GRADIENT -.00023 -.00003 .00002 -.00257 .00034 

PAGE 542 
(ROMCOB) 1 20 JUN 76 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
2.000 STAB - -2.000 














































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 

C (RONCOG) 1 20 JUN75BTNT-0431CA5 STRUT Tl CORR KI+FO HIS.IA 

































SCALE - .0300 









































































































































































































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 544 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+FO HIS.IA C (RGHCO) 1 20 JUN 75 3 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6 000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327.7B00 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3.000 
BREF - 2348 0400 IN. ZIRP n 190.8000 IN. ZC SI-i2 - .000 
SCALE - 0300 
RUN NO. 47/ 0 iN/L - .96 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 500/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.150 -2.000 -.00220 .02830 .09070 .036890 -.00430 .00360 
.150 -10.000 -.005 0 .02880 .1O2i0 .03380 -.00420 .00260 
.150 -9.000 -.00660 .02870 .10890 .03140 -.00400 .00180 
.150 -6.000 -.00610 .02890 .11t4O .02760 -.00370 .00130 
.150 -4.000 -.00360 .02960 .11670 .02110 -.00320 .0OO 
.ISO -3.000 -.00300 .03000 .11890 .01730 - 00300 .00090 
.150 -2.000 -.00320 .03030 .12180 .01340 -.00250 .00070 
.150 -1.000 -.00380 .03050 .12320 .00960 -.00190 .00030 
.50 -.000 -.00390 .03070 .12200 .00560 -.00110 - 00020 
.150 1.000 -.00360 .03070 .12060 .00230 - 00030 -.00070 
.150 2 000 -.00200 .03090 .12030 - 00120 .00030 -.00120 
.150 3.000 00050 .03100 .12140 -.00480 00090 -.00160 
.150 4.000 .00330 .03130 .12100 -.00760 .00130 -.00200 
.250 6.000 .00980 .03200 .11390 -.01140 .00170 -.00290 
.150 8.000 .01660 .03320 .10360 -.01540 .00190 -.00360 
.150 10.000 .02240 .03380 .09300 -.02030 .00200. -.00400 
.150 12.000 02750 .03240 .08410 -.02650 .00260 -.00460 
GRADIENT .00069 .00019 .00032 - 00363 00061 - 00040 
RUN NO. 46/ 0 RN/L - 1.82 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
299 -12.000 .05530 .03420 .08270 .02890 -.00360 .00490 
.299 -20.000 .05200 .03440 .09670 .02610 - 00350 00410 
.299 -8 000 04810 .03480 .10900 .02350 -.00330- 00320 
.299 -6.000 .0390 .03500 .11770 .02000 . -.00320 00230 
.E99 -4.boo .040O 035d0 .12240 .01520 - 00300 .00140 
.299 -3.000 .03810 .03500 12400 .01220 -.00280" .00100 
.299 -2.000 .03630 03500 12560 .00880 - 00230 .00060 

















.299 2.000 03770 .03510 .12490 -.00570 .00070 -.00130 
.299 3.000 03720 .03510 .12380 -.00930 .00120 -.00170 
.299 4.000 .03740 03510 .12230 -.01210 .00150 -.00210 
.299 8.000 03990 .03530 .11800 -.01690 0OI8O - 00280 
.299 8.O00 .04510 .03530 .11080 -.02180 .00210 -.00350 
.299 10.000 .05110 .03520 .10080 -.02660 .00240 .004 30 
.299 12 000 05310 .03490 OBIO -.03000 .00240 -.00520 
GRADIENT -.00015 O02 -.00005 - 00350 00063 - 00045 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 545 
BTWT-I431CAS STRUT T+I CORR KI+FO HIB.IA C (RGMC07) 20 JUN 75 1 




- 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
327.7800 IN. 




- 1339.9000 IN.XC 
- .0000 N. YC 














SCALE - .0300 
























































































































































RUN NO 44/ 0 RN/L - 3.09 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA 






.600 -2 000 




.600 3 000 
600 4.000 
.600 6.000 
600 8 000 





















































































































DATE 20 JON 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 546 
BThT-1431CA5 STRUT T+d CORR KjtFO HI5.IA C (ROMCOI) 1 20 JUN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN.XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 321.7800 IN. YIRP - .0000 IN.YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-O - 3 000 
BREF - 2349.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.9000 IN. ZC SII2 - .000 
SCALE - .0300
 
RUN NO. 43/ 0 RN/L - 3.37 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.700 -12.000 .11980 .04780 .11680 .03130 -.00340 .00870
 
700 -10.000 .11250 .04850 .13640 .02480 - 00300 00700
 
.700 -8.000 .10990 .04900 .14840 .01980 -.00270 .00540
 
.700 -8.000 .10820 .04910 .15980 .01540 -.00250 .00400
 
.700 -4.000 .10630 .04890 .16890 .01110 - 00230 00260
 
.700 -3.000 .10570 .04880 .17280 .00860 -.00210 .00190
 
.700 -2.000 .10560 .04870 .17570 .00590 -.00160 .00120
 
.700 -1.000 .10490 .04870 .17770 .00310 -.00120 .00060
 
.700 .000 10430 .04860 .17880 .00040 - 00070 -.00010
 
.700 .000 .10450 .04850 .17930 -.00200 -.00030 -.00080
 
.700 2.000 .10500 .04860 .17840 -.00460 .00020 -.00140
 
.700 3.000 .10540 .04880 .17490 -.00730 .00080 -.00220
 
.700 4.000 10570 .04910 .17070 -.00990 .00120 -.00300
 
.100 6.000 .10730 .04940 16220 -.01480 00280 - 00440
 
.700 8 000 .11060 .04960 .15130 -.01970 .00220 -.00580
 
.700 10.00 .11520 .04970 .13730 -.02490 .00240 -.00730
 
.700 12.000 .11890 .04920 .12010 -.03030 .00260 -.00910
 
GRADIENT -.00008 .00001 .00034 - 00263 .00045 -.00069
 
air 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 547 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T ! CORR KI+FO HIB5IA C (ROMCOS) C20 JUN 75 











1339,9000 IN. XC 













BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190,8000 IN. ZC 81-12 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 51/ 0 RN/L - 1,81 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 65.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T C0-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -12.000 .06230 .03270 .07900 .02920 -.00370 .00470 
.300 -10.000 .05830 .03360 .09360 .02580 -.00340 .00410 
.300 -8.000 .05360 .03350 .10650 .02240 -.00310 .00320 
.300 -6.000 .05050 .03340 .11430 .01820 -.00290 .00230 
.300 -4 000 .04940 .03350 .11630 .01270 -.00200 .00160 
.300 -3.000 .04880 .03350 .11570 .00970 -.00240 .00120 
.300 -2.000 .04730 .03340 .11530 .00650 -.00200 100090 
.300 -1.000 .04830 .03330 .11560 .00260 -.00140 .00050 
.300 .000 .04640 .03350 .11700 -.00110 -.00070 00010 
.300 1.000 .04710 .03360 .11870 -.00470 .00010 -.00040 
.300 2,000 .04810 .03370 .11900 -.00790 .00080 -.00090 
.300 3.000 .04900 .03370 .11750 -.01080 .00130 -.00150 
.300 4,000 .04990 .03370 .11530 -.01370 .00160 -,00200 
.300 6.000 .05220 ,03390 .11000 -.01950 .00210 -.00280 
.300 8.000 .056820 .03420 .10350 -.02440 00930 -.00340 
.300 10.000 .06150 .03440 .09490 -.02880 .00240 -.00410 
.300 12.000 .0650 .03390 .08040 -.03370 .00270 -.00500 
GRADIENT O000B .00004 .00019 -.00339 .00058 -.00045 
RUN NO. 50/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.73 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.500 -12.000 .07590 .03680 .09470 .03220 - 00360 .00570 
.500 -20.000 .07120 .03790 .11020 .02810 -.00330 .00490 
.500 -8.000 .06760 .03770 .12570 02340 -.00300 00390 
.500 -6.000 .06430 .03730 .13520 .01830 -.00270 .00290 
.500 -4.000 .06100 .03720 .13840 .01300 -.00230 .00210 
.500 -3.000 .05980 .03730 .13960 01030 -.00240 .00160 
.500 -2 000 .05880 03740 .14190 .00740 -.00200 .00120 
.500 -2.000 .05800 .03730 .14440 .00410 -.00150 .00070 
.500 .000 .05700 03730 .14550 00050 -.00080 00000 
.500 1.000 .05650 .03730 14450 -.00310 .00000 -.00060 
.500 2.000 .05720 .03750 .14230 -.00650 .00070 -.00130 
.500 3.000 .05910 .03760 .14020 - 00990 .00130 -.00190 
.500 4.000 .06120 .03770 .13790 -.01300 .00170 - 00240 
.500 6.000 .06460 03790 13180 - 01840 .00210 -.00330 
.500 8.000 .06810 .03810 .12360 - 02340 .00230 - 00430 
.500 to 000 .07180 03810 .11320 - 02800 .00240 - 00520 
.500 12.000 .07760 03760 .10060 -.03220 00250 - 00600 
GRADIENT -.00010 .00005 .00001 -.00333 .00059 -.00058 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 648 
BTWT-I431CA5 STRUT T I CORR KI+FO HIB.IA C (RONCO8) 120 JUN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
sREF - 5500.0000 SB.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC ALPHA] . 8.000 STAB - -2.000 
LREF - 327 7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-18 ­ 000 ELV-OB ­ 3 000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC 81-12 - 000 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 49/ 0 RN/L - 3.09 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.600 -12.000 .08910 .04080 .10830 .03330 -.00380 .00650
 
.600 -10.000 .08370 .04120 .12690 .02760 - 00340 .00530
 
.600 -8.000 .07870 ,04140 .14040 .02230 -.00300 00430
 
.600 -6.000 .07530 .04140 .149860 .01720 -.00280 .00320
 
.600 -4.000 .07370 04130 .1556d .01210 -.00260 .00220
 
.600 -3.000 .07320 .04180 .15640 .00920 - 00230 .00170
 
.600 -2.000 .07260 .04110 .16110 .00810 - 00190 .00120
 
.600 -1.000 .07190 .04100 .16260 .00290 - 00140 .00060
 
.600 .000 .07130 .04090 .16280 -.00010 - 00070 -.00010
 
.600 I 000 .07130 .04090 .161 0 - 00310 00000 -.00080
 
.600 2,000 .07170 .04110 .15920 -.00630 .00070 -.00150
 
.600 3.000 .07270 .04140 .15620 -.00950 .00130 -.00210
 
.600 4.000 .07320 .04150 .15210 -.01230 .0060 -.OOR7O
 
.600 6.000 .07480 .04170 .24320 -.01720 .00200 -.00390
 
.600 8 000 .07920 04210 .13580 -.02210 00220 - 00480
 
.600 to 000 08480 .04230 .12760 -.02710 00240 -.00570
 
.600 12.000 .08780 .04180 .11250 -.03200 .00260 - 00670
 
GRADIENT -.00010 .00002 -.00043 -.00307 .00057 -.00063
 
RUN NO. 48/ 0 RN/L - 3.37 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .10960 .04800 .12370 .03390 -.00410 .00920 
.700 -tO 000 10520 .04850 .13760 .02800 -.00370 .00790 
.700 -8.000 .10030 .04870 .14970 .02230 -.00340 .00640 
.700 -6.000 .09590 04870 .16110 .01700 -.00320 .00480 
.700 -4 009 .09250 .04840 .17170 .02200 -.,00280 00330 
700 -.000 .000b .04820 3770 .0646 -.00240 .6o40 
.700 -2.000 .08970 .04800 .18280 00640 -.00190 .00150 
.700 -2.000 .08880 .04790 .18480 .00330 -.00130 .00070 
.700 .000 .08840 .04800 .18390 .00010 -.00080 -.00020 
.700 1.000 .08830 .04810 .18290 -.00300 -.00020 -.00110 
.700 2.000 .08890 .04820 .18110 -.00600 .00050 -.00210 
.700 3.000 .09040 .04840 .17790 -.00910 .00110 -.00290 
.700 4 000 .09200 .04860 .17330 -.01200 .00160 -.00370 
.700 6.000 .09500 .04910 .16140 -.01690 .00220 -.00530 
.700 8.000 .09830 .04930 .14790 -.02160 .00250 -.00680 
.700 10.000 .10220 .04930 .13450 -.02650 .00280 -.00830 
.700 12.000 .10890 .04970 .12170 -.03220 .00290 -.00980 
GRADIENT -.000O .00003 .00004 -.00304 .00057 - 00088 
PAGE 549
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - CAB 

C (ROMCIO) ( 20 JUN 75
BTNT-1431CA5 STRUT T+1 CORR KI+F20 HI5.IA 








5500 0000 SQ.FT. 
327.7800 IN. 




- 1339 9000 IN XC 
- .0000 IN YC 











SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 61/ 0 RN/L - 1.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 O0/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
300 -23 000 09640 .03290 .05320 03210 -.00360 00840 
.300 -10.000 09150 .03340 .06140 .02650 - 00320 00700 
.300 -8.000 08750 .03380 .06590 .02230 - 00300 .00590 
300 -6.000 .08450 .03440 06910 01790 -.00260 .00470 
.300 -4 000 .08000 .03490 .07250 01260 -.00200 00330 
.300 -3.000 .07780 03490 .07490 .00990 -.00160 00260 
.300 -2.000 .07650 .03480 .07730 .00700 - 00120 00190 
.300 -2.000 .07550 .03470 .07820 .00400 -.00080 00110 
.300 .000 .07530 .03490 .07710 .0000 -.00040 00050 
.300 1.000 .07480 .03500 .07810 -.00230 .00000 -.00020 
.300 2.000 .07470 03480 .07510 -.00610 .00050 -.00080 
.300 3.000 .07590 .03440 .07370 -.01010 .00110 -.00160 
.300 4.000 .07810 .03420 .07200 - 01360 .00160 -.00240 
.300 6 000 .08290 .03380 .08040 -.01980 00220 -.00380 
.300 8.000 .08710 .03320 .08460 -.02460 00270 -.00510 
.300 10 oo .09080 03250 06000 - 02970 .00310 - 00630 
.300 12 000 .09560 .03240 .05300 -.03750 00350 - 00740 
GRADIENT -.00030 -.00007 -.00020 -.00330 00044 -.00070 
RUN NO. 60/ 0 RN/L - 2.81 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
500 -12.000 .10610 .03620 07270 03580 -.00340 01040 
.500 -10.000 .10070 .03680 .08190 .0820 -.00340 .00860 
500 -8.000 09760 .03750 .08420 02340 -.00290 00710 
.5O -6.000 .09390 .03800 .08570 01880 -.00230 00560 
.500 -4.000 .08920 .03810 .08820 .01360 -.00170 .00390 
500 -3 000 08690 .03810 .08970 01060 -.00140 00300 
.500 -2.000 .08540 .03830 .09100 00760 -.00110 00220 
.500 -1.000 .08470 .03840 .09190 .00470 -.00070 .00t30 
.500 .000 08430 .03850 .09200 .00190 - 00040 .00030 
.SO0 1.000 .08410 .03920 .09190 -.00110 .00000 -.00060 
.500 2 000 .08520 .03790 .09120 -.00440 00040 -.00150 
.500 3 000 .08720 .03780 .08970 -.00760 00070 -. 00240 
.500 4.000 .08930 .03770 .08760 -.01050 .00100 -.00320 
.500 6 000 09310 .03740 .08340 - 01570 0010 - 00500 
.500 8,000 .09770 .03700 .07940 -.02160 .00240 -.00660 
.500 10.000 .10270 .03650 .07510 -.02790 .00310 -.00820 
.500 12 000 .10810 .03630 .06810 -.03440 00350 -.00940 
GRADIENT 00000 -.00006 -.00003 - 00301 .00035 -.00090 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABLATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 550 
6TWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KItF2O HI5.IA C (ROMCIO) 20 JUN 75
 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP * 1339.9000 IN. XC ALPHAI - 4.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-I - 000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
BREF - 234B.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN.ZC SI-12 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 59/ 0 ,RN/L - 3.t5 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .11630 .03900 .08160 .03700 -.00350 .01170 
.600 -10.000 .10950 .03980 .08710 03050 -.00300 00990 
.600 -8.000 .10490 .04030 .08990 .02440 - 00260 .00810 
.600 -6.000 .10080 .04080 .09290 .01860 -.00210 .00620 
.600 -4.000 .09640 .04130 .09680 .01290 -.00140 .00410 
.600 -3.000 .09430 .04150 .09850 .01010 -.00110 00310 
.600 -2.000 .09230 .04180 .09960 .007O0 -.00080 .00220 
.600 -1.000 .09100 .04190 .09960 .00490 -.00060 .00120 
.600 .000 .09090 .04170 .09890 .00210 -.00040 .00030 
.600 1.000 .09250 04150 .09800 -.00110 -.00010 -.00060 
.600 2.000 09450 .04130 .09640 -.00430 00030 -.00160 
.600 3 000 .09S40 .04090 .09420 -.00740 .00060 - 00250 
.600 4.000 .09810 .04060 .09220 -.01000 .00080 -.00360 
.600 6.000 .10200 .04010 .08900 -.01460 00140 -.00560 
.600 8.000 .10690 .03980 .06520 -.02030 .00210 -.00760 
.600 10.000 .11220 .03960 .08080 -.02700 00300 -.00950 
.600 12.000 .11620 .03920 .07600 -.03310 .00340 -.01110 
GRADIENT .00032 -.00010 -.00065 -.00289 .00028 - 00095 
RUN NO. 58/ 0 RN/L - 3.48 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .12620 .04540 .104eO .03600 -.00270 .01440 
.700 -10.000 .11990 .04650 .10820 .02850 -.00220 .01230 
700 -8.000 .11610 .04730 10460 .02320 -.00190 .01020 
.700 -6.000 .11290 .04790 .10250 .01740 -.00140 .00800 
.700 -4 000 .t09.50 .044O .,i0530 .000 -.00070 .,0550 
.700 -3.000 .20850 .04850 .10o60 00790 -.00040 .00420 
.700 -2.000 .20800 .04860 .10890 .00560 -.00020 .00300 
.700 -1.000 .0710 .04850 .10860 .00300 -.00010 .00190 
.700 .000 .20580 .04830 .20790 00090 .00000 00070 
.700 1 000 .10570 .04810 .10800 -.00030 -.00010 -.00040 
.700 2.000 .10660 .04790 .10850 - 00130 -.00020 -.00160 
.700 3.000 .10820 .04760 .20800 -.00300 -.00020 - 00280 
.700 4.000 .11000 .04730 .10700 -.00550 -.00020 -.00400 
700 6.000 .11350 .04690 .10440 -.01280 .00060 -.00640 
.700 8 000 .11730 .04660 .10120 -.01850 .00160 - 00900 
.700 20.000 .12130 .04630 .09850 - 02490 .00250 -.01150 
.700 12.000 .12580 .04560 .09900 -.03100 ,00280 -.01370 
GRADIENT -.00005 -.00014 .00011 -.00192 .00005 - 00117 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 55! 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+FEO HIS.IA C (RGCI ( 20 JUN 751 





- 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
- 327.7800 IN. 








1339.9000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC ­







































































































































































(? RUN NO. 54/ 0 RN/L - 2.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6 00 

















































































































































DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 




SREF - 5500,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339,9000 IN. XC ALPHAI - 6.000 STAB - J.000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC SI-Ia * .000 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 63/ 0 RN/L - 3.12 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.600 -12.000 .09860 .03770 .0B780 .03630 -.00300 .01070
 
.600 -10.000 .09030 .03870 .09280 .02980 -.00290 .00910
 
.600 -8.000 .08590 .03910 .09980 .02460 -.00270 .00740
 
.600 -6.000 .08480 
 .03950 OBB90 .01950 -.00240 .00570
 
.600 -4.000 .08310 .04000 .09200 .01390 -.00180 .00390
 
.800 -3.000 .08190 .04020 .09380 .OOBO - 00140 00300
 
.600 -2.000 .08060 .04040 .09500 .00780 -.00100 00210
 
.600 -1.000 .07930 .04040 .09700 .00500 -.00070 .00130
 
.600 .000 .07880 .04030 .09830 .00250 -.00050 .00040
 
.600 1.000 .07970 .04030 .09800 .00040 -.00030 -.00040
 
.600 2.000 .08090 .04030 .09700 -.00200 .00000 -.00130
 
.600 3.000 .08230 .04020 .09550 -.00490 .00040 -.00220
 
.600 4.000 .08370 .03960 .09340 -.00820 .00090 -.00310
 
.600 6.000 .08650 .03850 .08980 -.01480 00170 -.00500
 
.600 8.000 .09060 .03820 .08890 -.02080 .00230 -.00690
 
.600 10.000 .09540 .03850 .08880 -.02640 .00260 -.00860
 
.600 12.000 .09890 .03750 .08380 -.03310 .00300 -.01010
 
GRADIENT .00006 -.00003 .00026 -.00266 .00031 - 00087
 
RUN NO. 62/ 0 RN/L - 3.41 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.700 -12.000 .09560 .04550 .12090 .03590 -.00300 01040
 
.700 -10 000 .09500 .04640 .11510 .02920 -.00300 00930
 
.700 -8.000 .09750 .04660 .112O .02370 -.00260 .00820
 
.700 -8.000 .09830 '04670 .11070 .01820 -.00190 .00700
 
.700 -4.000 .09580 .04690 .10950 .01220 -.00110 .00530
 
.700 -3.000 .09340 .04700 .10970 .00900 -.00080 .00420
 
.700 -2.000 .09080 .04700 .1110 .00570 -.00050 .00310
 
.700 -1.000 .08860 .04690 .11290 .00290 -.00030 .00190
 
.700 .000 .08760 .04670 .11400 .00110 -.00020 .OOOBO
 
.700 I 000 .08760 .04630 .11410 .00030 -.00010 -.00020
 
.700 2.000 .08800 .04620 .11030 -.00090 -.00010 - 00140
 
.700 3.000 .08B60 .04630 .11010 -.00260 -.00020 -.00280
 
.700 4.000 09030 .04640 .10920 -.00490 -.00010 - 00410
 
.700 6.000 .09440 .04630 .10910 -.01040 .00060 -.00610
 
.700 8.000 .09520 .04590 .10850 -.01750 .00170 -.00770
 
.700 10.000 .09440 .04540 .10810 - 02490 .00280 -.00890
 
700 12.000 .09940 .04510 .10960 -.03160 .00310 - 01040
 
GRADIENT -.00072 -.00010 .00006 -.00198 .00011 - 00116
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 553 
BTwT-1431CA5 STRUT 7+1 CORR Kl+Feo HIB.IA C ROMCI) 1 20 JUN 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
GREr 6500.0000 S0.FT, XMRP 1330.9000 IN. XC ALPHA[ - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. YC ELV-IS .000 ELV-O - 3.000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZNRP 190.9000 IN. ZC Si-i2 .000 
SCALE ­ .0300 
RUN NO, 69/ 0 RN/L - 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -2.000 .06220 .02880 .06490 .03240 -.00320 .00650 
.300 -10.000 .06100 .02970 .06960 .02920 - 00320 .00550 
.300 -8.000 .06100 .03100 .07100 .02490 -.00310 .00460 
.300 -6.000 .05980 .03J70 .01230 .02040 - 00290 .00360 
.300 -4.000 .05460 .03160 .07470 .01580 -.00230 .00260 
.300 -3.000 .05320 .03160 .01590 .01320 -.00190 .00210 
.300 -2.000 .05320 .03170 .076890 .01030 -. 01O50 .00160 
.300 -1.000 .05350 .03190 .07800 .00680 -.00100 .00110 
.300 .000 .05260 .03190 .07990 .00320 - 00050 .00040 
.300 1.000 .05070 .03160 .08100 -.00040 00010 -.00040 
.300 2.000 .04870 .03120 .07990 -.00380 00060 -.00110 
.300 3.000 .04850 .03110 .07780 -.00720 00220 - 00160 
.300 4.000 .05050 .03090 .07480 -.01090 .00170 - 00200 
.300 6 000 .05540 .03090 .06980 -.01720 .00220 -.00310 
.300 6 000 .05870 .03070 .06670 - 02190 .00250 -.00430 
.300 10.000 .05800 .02960 .06360 -.02680 .00290 - 00540 
.300 12.000 .06130 .02840 .06070 -.03270 00340 -.00630 
GRADIENT -.0071 -00009 .00026 -.00339 00051 -.00062 
RUN NO. 68/ 0 RN/L - 2.78 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.500 -12.000 .07500 .03260 .08900 .03510 -.00290 .00830 
.500 -to 000 .07070 .03330 .08400 .03020 - 00320 00730 
.500 -8.000 .06270 .03400 .08830 .02490 -.00300 .00830 
.500 -6.000 .06840 .03470 .09100 .02030 -.00270 .00490 
.500 -4.000 .06840 .03520 .08950 .01620 -.00230 .00330 
.500 -3.000 06710 .03530 .08970 01370 -.00200 00260 
500 -2.000 .06480 .03530 .09210 .01060 -.00160 .00190 
.500 -1.000 .06260 .03530 .09440 00710 -.00110 .00230 
.500 .000 .06180 .03520 .09540 00390 - 00070 .00070 
.500 1.000 .06270 .03500 .09490 .00090 -.00030 - 00010 
.500 2.000 .06470 .03490 .09260 - 00270 .00020 -.000,90 
.500 3.000 .06640 .03480 .09000 -.00690 .OOOBO -.00170 
.500 4.000 .00570 .03470 .00020 -.01020 .00130 -.00250 
.500 6 000 .06620 03450 .08560 -.01480 .00190 - 00410 
.500 8.000 06880 .03410 .086280 -.01980 .00240 -.00360 
500 t0 000 .0m370 .03340 .O800O -.02590 .00290 - 00690 
.600 12.000 .01450 .03270 .07820 -.03260 .00290 - 00750 
GRADIENT - 00015 -. 0006 -.00005 -.00334 00045 -.00072 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 554 
8TWT-1431CAB STRUT T+I CORR KI+F20 HIS. IA C IROMCI2) 1 20 JUN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S FT. XRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - I 000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
BREF - 2348 0400 IN. ZMRP - 190 8000 IN. ZC SI-l2 - .000 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 67/ 0 RN/L ­ 3.11 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .07530 .03580 .09340 .03750 -.00300 .00920 
.600 -10.000 .07150 03670 .09720 .03140 - 00310 00610 
.600 -8 000 .06850 .03730 .09620 02570 - 00290 00670 
.600 -6.000 .06700 .03770 .09640 .02070 -.00260 .00500 
.600 -4.000 .06710 .03800 .0996 .01620 -.00220 .00320 
.600 -3.000 .06730 .03830 .10180 .01370 -.00190 .00230 
.600 -2.000 .06680 .03850 .10340 .01060 -.00150 .00t60 
.600 -1.000 .06620 .03870 .10340 .00700 -.00100 .00300 
600 .000 .06520 .03870 .10210 .00390 -.00050 .00040 
.600 1.000 .06520 .03860 .10120 .00170 -.00020 -,00020 
.600 2.000 .06600 .03830 .10050 -.00080 .00010 -.00080 
.600 3.000 .06740 .03810 .098650 -.00420 .00050 - 00150 
.600 4.000 .06880 .03790 .09540 -.00790 00090 - 00230 
.600 6.000 .06970 .03750 .09330 -.01480 .00180 -.00420 
.600 8.000 .07010 .03710 .09240 -.02030 .00240 -.00610 
600 10.000 .07310 .03670 .09190 -.02510 .00270 - 00780 
.600 12.000 08010 .03620 .08570 -.03260 .00320 -.00870 
GRADIENT .00008 -.00003 -.00051 -.00297 .00039 -.00066 
RUN NO. 66/ 0 RN/L - 3.40 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -22 000 .06760 .04370 .12420 .03470 -.00260 .00820 
.700 -10.000 .06670 .04440 12020 .02980 -.00280 .00740 
.700 -8.000 .06960 .04530 .11590 .02500 - 00280 .00630 
.700 -6.000 .07170 .04610 .11360 .01930 -.00250 .00480 
.100 -4.000 .07150 .94670 .11440 .01310 -.00180 .00300 
.700 -3.000 .Oidib .04670 .Ai620 .01020 -.00140 .00220 
.700 -2 000 06980 .04650 .11820 .00760 - 00100 .00150 
.700 -1.000 .06860 .04610 .11860 .00500 -.00070 .00100 
.700 .000 .06820 .04570 .11770 .00280 -.00040 .00040 
.700 2.000 06810 .04550 11650 .00130 -.00020 -.00020 
.700 2.000 .06690 .04570 .12650 .00010 .00000 -.00060 
.700 3.000 .06510 .04610 .11820 -.00160 .00030 -.00070 
.700 4.000 .06370 .04630 .11990 -.00380 00060 -.00110 
.700 6.000 .0S410 .04610 .11890 -.00970 .00130 -.00280 
.100 8.000 .06880 .04540 .11290 -.01670 .00210 - 00510 
.700 0.0000 .07250 .04440 .10820 -.02370 00280 -.00720 
.100 12.000 .07120 .04400 .11790 -.02930 .00270 - 00780 
GRADIENT - 00091 -.00009 .00037 -.00203 0002b - 00051 
DATE R0 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 555 
BTWT-2431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+F20 V9.1 C IRGMCI3) 20 JUN 75 

























BREF - 2348 0400 IN. ZIRP - 190 8000 IN.ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 73/ 0 RN/L - 1,67 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5 00 

















.300 .000 .10750 .03810 .04440 -.00070 -.00010 .00030 
.300 1.000 .09920 .03740 .04100 .00090 -.00050 .00040 
.300 2.000 .09540 03650 .03820 .00250 - 00070 .00060 
.300 3.000 09170 .03610 .03840 .00340 -.00070 .00030 
.300 4.000 .08910 .03550 .03740 .00340 -.00080 .00030 
.300 5.000 .08770 .03460 03240 .00350 -.00110 .00040 
.30 6.000 .08460 .03410 .02800 00370 -.00110 .00030 
.300 7.000 .08010 .03400 .02580 .00350 -.00080 .00030 
.300 8.000 .07540 .03350 .02370 .00340 -.00070 .00030 
.300 9.000 07210 .03280 02010 .00350 -.00090 00020 
.300 10.000 .07030 .03270 .01600 .00350 -.00110 .00000 
.300 11.000 .07130 .03320 01170 00340 - 00090 00000 
.300 12.000 07510 .03360 00710 00330 -.00070 00000 
.300 13.000 .07910 .03400 .00340 00330 -.00050 .00000 
300 14 000 07970 03450 .00210 .00360 - 00060 -.00010 
GRADIENT -.00487 -.00062 -.00235 .00076 -.00018 .00000 
RUN NO. 72/ 0 RN/L - 2.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.50 -2.000 15570 .04140 05810 .00000 .00040 .00010 
.500 -1.000 .14140 .04170 05560 .00080 .00000 .00070 

















.500 3.000 .10710 .03980 .04750 .00350 -.00090 .00040 
.500 4.000 .10140 .03930 .04690 .00360 -.00100 .00050 
.500 5.000 .0930 .03880 .04300 .00350 -.00090 .00060 
.600 6.000 .094 0 .0380 .03800 .00320 - 00080 .00060 

















.500 10.000 .07850 .03700 .01990 .00420 - 00090 00000 
.500 11.000 .07860 .03810 .01690 .00400 -.00080 - 00030 
.500 12.000 .07680 03940 .01690 00440 - 00080 -.00050 
500 13.000 .06900 .04060 .01840 .00490 -.00090 -.00020 
.500 14.000 .06130 .04270 .01790 .00500 -.00090 -.00020 
GRADIENT - 00808 -.00045 - 00202 00055 -.00019 -.00002 
PAGE 556
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 
BTIT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KItFO V9 1 C (ROMC13) 1 20 JUN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 S0.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC BETA - .000 RUD-U - .000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC RUD-L - 000 51-12 * 000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC 
SCALE - .0300 
RUN NO. 71/ 0 RN/L - 3.11 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAN CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -2.000 .18810 .04400 .05550 .00040 .00050 .00070 
.600 -1.000 .16630 .04480 .05910 .00160 .00010 .00080 
.600 .000 .15340 .04440 .05520 00220 .00000 00070 
.600 1.000 .14000 04400 .05210, .00260 -.00030 .00060 
.600 2.000 .12770 .04360 .05150 .00340 -.00060 .00060 
.600 3.000 .11710 .04310 .05220 .00390 -.00080 0000 
.600 4.000 . .10890 .04230 .05070 .00350 -.00070 .00050 
.600 5.000 .10280 .04170 .04690 .00300 -.00070 .00060 
.600 5.000 .09710 .04130 .04320 .00310 -.00070 .00060 
.600 7.000 .09130 .04100 .04130 .00380 -.00080 .00050 
.600 8.000 .08390 .04070 .03910 .00480 -.00090 00040 
.600 9.000 .07690 .04080 03610 .00470 -.00080 .00030 
.600 10.000 07030 .04170 .03410 .00450 - 00070 00000 
.600 12.000 .06350 .04350 .03420 .00530 -.00090 -.00050 
.600 12.000 .05750 .04670 .0340q .00710 -.00110 -.00080 
.600 13.00 .05270 .05040 .02990 .00860 -.00130 - 00080 
.600 14.000 .05070 .05340 .02120 .00820 -.00110 - 00040 
GRADIENT -.01197 -.00039 -.00133 .00040 -.00018 -.00003 
RUN NO. 70/ 0 RN/L - 3.44 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -2.000 .24040 .04940 .04620 -.00040 .00060 00050 
.700 -2.000 .20760 .05080 .05800 -.00020 .00050 .00090 
.700 .000 .18410 .05210 .06080 .00040 .00040 .00070 
.700 1.000 .17040 .05160 .05680 .00110 .00020- .00070 
.700 2.000 .15450 .05130 .05610 .90070 .00000 00050 
.700 3.000 .13780 .06050 .05920 .0il02 -.00020 .00080 
.700 4.000 .1230 .04950 .05950 .00250 -.00020 .00080 
.700 5.000 .11440 .04900 .05680 .00160 -.00010 .00070 
.700 6.000 .IOBO0 .04860 .05420 00170 -.00010 .00070 
.700 7.000 .09850 .04840 .05360 .00220 -.00020 .00050 
.700 8.00 .01400 .04940 .05540 .00350 -.00050 00030 
.700 9.000 .06360 .04990 .05860 00400 -.00040 .00070 
.700 20.000 .04980 .05020 .05770 .00450 -.00030 .00060 
.700 21.000 .04570 .05080 .05240 .00490 -.00020 .00010 
.700 12.000 .04440 .05240 .04500 .00510 -.00010 - 00030 
.700 13.000 .04480 .05460 .03490 00600 - 00040 -.00080 
.700 14.000 .05460 .05650 .02410 .0070 -.00090 -.O050 
GRADIENT -.01733 -.00017 .00091 .00029 -.00012 .00002 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 557 
BTWT-1431CAS STRUT T+I CORR KI F20 HIS.IAV9.I C (ROMCI4] ( 20 JUN 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT NRP - 1339,9000 IN. XC BETA 000 STAB - 1 000 
LREF - 327 7800 IN, YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUO-U 000 RUD-L - .000 
8REF - 2348 0400 IN. 2MRP - 190.8000 IN ZC ELV-IB8 000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE ­ .0300 61-12 .000 
RUN NO. l' 0 RN/L - .95 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.150 -2.000 .10870 .03640 .09590 -.00050 .00060 -.00040 
.16G -1.000 .04750 .03700 .09250 .00120 00030 - 00070 
.150 .000 .0810 .03680 .08230 .00230 - 00020 - 00050 
.150 1.000 09380 .03500 .07660 .00200 -.00050 - 00030 
.150 2.000 .06590 .03510 .09000 .00180 - 00050 -.00030 
.150 3.000 .06660 .03400 .09560 .00380 -.00070 - 00050 
.150 4.000 .OG3O .03310 .09340 .00530 -.00100 -.0007 
.150 5.000 .06270 .03200 .08900 .00560 -.00110 -.00060 
.150 6.000 .0930 .03090 .08700 .00360 -.00100 -.00040 
.150 7.000 .05720 .03040 09080 .00290 - 00090 -.00030 
.180 a 000 .05250 .02980 .09670 /.00240 -. O0100 -.00040 
.150 9.000 .04590 .02880 .09650 .00320 - 00090 -.00060 
.150 10.000 .03960 .02790 .09410 .00280 -.00050 -.00060 
.150 11.000 .03770 .02730 .09590 .00190 - 00020 -.00050 
.150 12.000 .032o0 02650 .09980 .00100 -.00020 -,00030 
.150 13.000 .04000 .02550 .09690 -.00060 -.00020 .00000 
.150 14.000 .04300 .02550 .08860 -.00100 .00020 .00000 
GRADIENT -.00291 -.0007d -.00024 .00080 - 00024 - 00002 
RUN NO. 77/ 0 RN/L - 1.89 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CO-T CLN-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -2.000 .12410 .03810 .08500 -.00100 00060 00010 
.300 -1.000 .05670 .03820 .09310 00020 .00010 .00020 
.300 .000 .07650 .03780 08420 00E1 -.00030 00020 
.300 1.000 .08750 .03690 .07720 .00220 - 00040 .00030 
.300 2 000 .08050 .03610 .07850 .00300 - 00060 00030 
.300 3.000 .07480 .03550 .082SO .00420 -.00090 .00030 
.300 4,000 .07080 .03490 .08500 .00460 -.00090 .00040 
.300 5.000 .06870 .03420 .08420 00430 - 00080 .00040 
300 5.000 .05450 .03350 .08580 .00460 - 00070 00020 
.300 7.000 05940 .03310 .08820 .00410 - 00060 00000 
.300 8,000 .05400 03230 .09140 .00260 - 00050 00000 
.300 9.000 .04650 .03080 .09150 .00300 - 00060 .00010 
.300 20.000 .04690 .03060 .02930 .00350 - 00060 00000 
.300 11.000 .04790 .03090 .08950 00370 -.00050 -.00020 
.300 12.000 .04740 .03050 .09050 .00350 -.00040 -.00030 
.300 13.000 .04SSO .03010 .09290 .00330 -.00030 - 00030 
.300 14.000 .04680 .03000 .09310 .00320 - 00020 - 00020 
GRADIENT -.00393 -.00061 -.00058 .00082 - 00020 .00004 
CA5 PAGE 558
 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+FO HIB.IAVS,I C (ROMCI4) 20 JUN 75
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA -

REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN. XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN, YC RUD-U - .000 RUD-L .,000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC ELV-IB ­ .000 ELV-O - 3,000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-12 - .000 
RUN NO. 76/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.6 GRADIENT INTERVAL - T5.00/ SO0 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.500 -2 000 .14470 .04190 .09360 -.00070 .00050 00060 
.500 -1.000 .13190 .04200 .08760 -.00130 .00050 .00060 
.500 .000 .12260 .04150 .08320 -.00010 .00020 00050 
.500 1.000 .11390 .04050 .08270 .00130 -.00020 .00050 
.500 2.000 .10380 .04020 .08420 .00240 -.00050 .00060 
.500 3.000 .09410 .03970 .08800 .00300 -.00070 .00050 
.500 4.000 .08700 .03920 .09200 .00280 -.00070 .00040 
.500 5.000 .08260 .03640 .09130 .00320 -.00070 .00050 
.500 6.000 .07750 .03770 .09350 .00300 -.00070 .00050 
.500 7.000 .07260 .03680 .09620 .00270 -.00060 .00040 
.500 8.000 .06590 .03570 .09790 .00260 -.00060 .00040 
.500 9.000 .05730 .03450 .09980 .00290 -.00060 .00040 
.500 10.000 .05330 .03440 .10170 .00310 -.00060 .00020 
.500 11.000 .05350 .03530 . .10260 .00340 -.00040 -.00030 
.500 12.000 .04920 .03630 .10390 .00370 -.00030 -.00080 
.500 13.000 .03630 .03850 .11010 .00500 - 00030 -.00090 
.500 14.000 .02280 .04070 .11670 .00630 -.00030 -.00110 
GRADIENT -.00899 -.00053 .00026 .00069 -.00021 - 00002 
RUN NO 75/ 0 RN/L - 3.22 GRADIENT INTERVAL r -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH ALPHA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -2.000 .18310 .04450 .08770 -.00130 .00070 .00060 
.600 -1.000 .16120 04520 .08940 -.00090 .00060 00070 
.600 .000 .14630 .04510 .08650 .00000 .00050 .00070 
.600 1.000 .13310 .04440 .08310 .00030 .00020 00050 
.600 2.000 .12050 .04370 .08§70 .0009, -.00010 00050 
.600 3 000 .1090 .04290 .09280 .00130 -.00020 00040 
.600 4.000 .09680 .04210 .09610 .00120 -.00020 ,00040 
.600 5.000 .09060 .04140 .09700 .00130 -.00020 .00030 
.600 6.000 .08540 .04090 .09710 .00160 -.00040 00040 
.600 7.000 .07850 .04010 .09990 .00230 -.00050 .00030 
.600 8.000 .06910 .03920 .10640 .00340 -.00070 .00020 
600 9.000 .05990 03880 .11310 .00410 - 00070 .00010 
.600 10.000 .05140 .03920 .11940 00400 -.00060 -.00020 
.600 11.000 .04150 04030 .12620 .00450 - 00050 - 00070 
.600 12 000 .03030 .04260 .13100 .00590 -.00070 - 00100 
.600 13.000 .02380 .04530 .12580 .00530 -.00050 -.00060 
.600 24.000 .02780 .04570 .11060 .00260 .00010 .00000 
GRADIENT -.01310 -,00053 .00144 .00040 -.00015 - 00005 
S 
PAGE 559DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB 




XC BETA - .000 STAB - 1.000SREF - 5500.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN 
LREF - 327.7800 IN YHRP - 0000 IN. YC RUO-U * 000 RUO-L - .000 
BREF - 2348 0400 IN ZMRP - 190.8000 IN ZC ELV-1B - .000 ELV-OD - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-12 - .000 
RUN NO. 741 0 RN/L - 3 5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
 
MACH ALPHAW CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.700 -a 000 .22870 04960 .07910 -.00180 00090 00060
 
.700 -1.000 1900 .05110 OsO -.00170 00090 .00080
 
.700 .000 .17250 .05150 .09210 -.00090 00070 .00070 
.700 1.000 .15860 .05120 .08960 -.00050 00050 00090 
.700 2.000 14290 .05090 0927O -.00100 00040 .O00O 
700 3.000 .12830 04980 .09870 -.00020 .00010 00070
 
.700 4.000 .11130 .04850 .10540 .00040 -.00010 .00080
 
700 5.000 .09900 .04740 .11030 .00040 - 00010 .00070
 
.700 6 000 09010 .04680 .11290 .00080 - 00010 .00060
 
.100 7.000 .08050 04680 .11600 .00120 -.00030 00020
 
.700 8 000 .06500 .04720 .12350 .00210 -.00040 .00040
 
700 9.000 04810 .04730 .13360 .00290 - 00030 .00090
 
.700 10.000 .03190 .04710 .14240 .00300 -.00020 .00110
 
.700 11.000 .02250 .04760 .14860 .00270 - 00010 .00100
 
.700 12 000 .02080 .04890 .14070 .00300 - 00020 .00050
 
.700 13,000 .03600 .05120 .11340 .00460 - 00080 .00050
 
.700 14.000 .05080 .04770 .08630 .00680 -.00150 .00040
 
GRADIENT 01770 -.00040 00381 .00033 - 00017 .00001
 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA5 PAGE 560
 




SREF - 5500 0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN XC ALPHAI - 4.250 STAB - 1.000
 
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN. YC 
 RUD-U .000 RUD-L - .000 
BREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZMRP - 190.8000 IN. ZO ELY-IS - .000 ELV-Oe - 3.000 
SCALE - .0300 51-12 - .000 
RUN NO. 83/ 0 RN/L - 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLN-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.300 -12.000 .14850 .03800 .04660 .04590 -.00760 01030
 
.300 -10.000 .14620 .03850 .05320 .04110 - 00800 .00920
 
.300 -8.000 .14100 .03880 .05740 .03400 -.00720 .00760
 
.300 -6 000 .13710 .03910 .06070 .02660 - 00590 .00580
 
.300 -4.000 .13500 .03960 .06380 .01930 -.00440 .00400
 
.300 -3.000 .13280 .03990 .06540 .01520 - 00360 .00310
 
.300 -2.000 12930 .04000 .06700 .01090 - 00260 .00210
 
.300 -1.000 .12680 .04010 .06780 .00690 -.00170 OlO
 
.300 .000 12630 .04000 .06840 00320 - 00080 .00010
 
.300 1.000 .12710 .03990 06870 - 00070 00010 -.00090
 
.300 2.000 .12920 .03970 05720 - 00590 0811 -.00190
 
.300 3.000 .13200 .03980 .06410 -.01160 .00220 -.00290
 
.300 4.000 .13460 .03940 .06120 -.01700 .00330 -.00390
 
.300 6 000 13820 03870 .05780 -.02590 00520 - 00570
 
.300 8.000 .14010 .03800 05610 - 03350 .00680 -.00750
 
.300 10.000 .14230 .03730 .05310 -.04020 .00790 - 00920
 
.300 12.000 .14860 .03670 .04110 -.04770 00820 -.01030
 
GRADIENT -.00006 -.00004 -.00022 - 00444 00096 
 -.00099
 
RIN NO. 82/ 0 RN/L - 2.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
tACH BETA CLT CO-T CLH-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.500 -12.000 .16020 .04130 .06390 .04790 -.00790 .01270
 
.500 -10 000 .15420 .04060 .07460 .03970 -.00750 .01070
 
.500 -8 oo .15090 .04120 .07430 .03280 -.00670 .00880
 
.500 -6.000 .14780 . .04180 .07310 .02630 -.00570 .00680
 
.500 -4.090 .14396 .04200 .07500 .01920 -.00450 00480
 
.07700 01530 - .00370.b
:500 -3.000 .14140 .042i0 

.500 -2.000 .13890 .04220 .07890 .01130 - 00280 .00260
 
.500 -t.000 .13690 .04250 .07960 .00720 -.00180 .00140
 
.500 .000 .13660 .04270 .07900 .00330 -.00090 .00020
 
.500 1.000 .13830 .04270 .07790 -.00040 00010 -.001tO
 
.500 2.000 .14030 .04250 .07680 -.00490 .00120 -.00240
 
.500 3.000 .14180 .04210 .07530 -.01000 .00240 -.00360
 
.500 4,000 .14350 .04180 .07340 -.01470 .00330 -.00470
 
.500 6.000 .14760 .04120 .07130 -.02220 .00470 -.00670
 
.500 8.000 .15100 .04070 .07220 -.02790 .00580 -.00830
 
.500 10.000 .15410 .04040 .07170 -.034680 .00580 -.01010
 
.500 12.000 .15750 .04060 .06060 -.04800 00660 -.01290
 
GRADIENT .00006 .00000 -.00029 - 00419 .00099 - 00121
 
S 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS PAGE 
561 
GTWT-I431CAS STRUT T+I CORR KI+FB0 HIB.IAV9.t C (ROMCI6) C 80 JUN 76 1 







5500 0000 SQ.FT. 
327.7800 IN. 







1339 9000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YC 



















SCALE - 0300 SI-I -
.000 
RUN NO, BI/ 0 RN/L - 3.16 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T C0-T CLH-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .17060 .04390 .09020 .04470 - 00690 .01380 
.600 -10.000 .16310 .04470 .08260 03720 - 00530 01180 
.600 -8,000 .16010 .04490 .08000 .03070 -.00570 .00970 
.600 -6.000 .15830 .04510 .07670 .02460 - 00500 00750 
.600 - -4.000 .15460 .04560 .07660 .01780 -.00410 .00510 
.600 -3 000 .15160 .04570 .07830 .01370 -.00330 .00380 
.600 -2.000 .14910 .04600 .08090 .00950 -.00240 00260 
600 -1.000 .14780 .04620 .08350 .00560 -.00140 00130 
600 .000 .14010 .04620 09420 00190 - 00050 00O0 
.600 1.000 .14950 .04610 .08190 -.00190 .00050 -.00120 
.600 2.000 .15120 .04580 .07940 -.00590 .00140 -.00260 
.600 3.000 .15340 04550 .07820 -.00970 .00210 -.00390 
.600 4.000 .25620 .04510 .07700 -.01380 00280 -.00510 
.600 6 000 .16210 .04440 .07480 -.02160 00440 -.00750 
.600 8.000 .16450 .04410 .07600 -.02770 .00530 -.00960 
.600 10.000 .16540 .04420 .07780 -.03340 .00590 -.01150 
.600 I 000 .17200 .04380 07310 -.04280 .00700 -.01340 
GRADIENT .00030 -.00005 -.00006 -.00391 .00089 -.00128 
RUN NO 0/ 0 RN/L - 3.41 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .17970 .05180 .09510 .03900 -.00330 .01530 
.700 -10.000 .27580 .05210 .09490 .03230 -.00400 .01370 


















.700 -3.000 1.16390 .05290 .08680 .01070 -. 00200 .00490 
.700 -2.000 .16320 .05310 .08970 .00680 -.00120 .00350 
.700 -1.000 .16240 .05310 .09010 .00330 -.00050 .00210 
700 - .000 .16160 .05L70 .03940 .00090 .00000 00070 
.700 1.000 .18170 .05240 08990 - 00100 .00030 -.00070 
.700 2.000 .16330 .05210 .09080 -.00320 .00070 - 00220 
.700 3.000 .16530 .05190 .09020 -.00630 00130 - 00360 
.700 4 000 .16660 .05170 .09910 -.00930 00180 -. 00510 
.700 6.000 .16830 05140 .OB410 - 01510 .00260 -. 00810 
.700 8.000 .17140 .05150 .08470 -.02210 00370 - 01090 
.700 20.000 .17640 .05170 .08920 -.02930 .00430 -.01330 
.700 22.000 .18130 .05140 .09170 -.03370 .00310 -.01480 
GRADIENT .00015 -.00015 .00012 -.00287 .00055 -.00143 
PAGE 562DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 

BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KIF20 HIS.IAV9 I C 













- 1339.9000 IN. XC 













EREF - 2348.0400 IN. ZIRP - 190.8000 IN. ZC ELV-I - .000 ELV-OB - 3000 
SCALE - .0300 SI-12 - 000 
RUN NO. 89/ 0 fN/L - 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.300 -12.000 .09300 .03250 .06780 .03990 -.00670 .00840 
.300 -10.000 .09270 .03330 .06540 .03690 -.00730 .00?10 
.300 -8.000 .08800 .03370 .06680 .03130 - 00690 .00590 
.300 -6.000 .08390 .03400 .06910 .02490 -.00600 00450 
.300 -4.000 .06280 .03430 .07100 .01830 -.00480 .00310 
..300 -3.000 .08250 .03460 .07260 .01450 - 00410 .00240 
.300 -2.000 .08180 03490 .07520 .01010 -.00320 .00170 
.300 -1.000 .08140 .03510 .07710 .00560 -.00210 .00110 
.300 .000 .08180 .03520 .07710 .00080 -.00080 .00030 
.300 1.000 .08140 .03510 .07610 -.00420 .00050 -.00060 
.300 L.000 .08060 .03490 07430 -.00910 .00170 -.00150 
.300 3.000 .08120 .03460 .07200 -.01400 .00270 -.00220 
.300 4.000 .08300 .03430 .06990 - 01890 .00370 -.00290 
.300 6.000 .08690 .03360 .06720 - 02730 00550 -.00420 
.300 8.000 .08940 .03310 .06580 - 03350 00670 - 00560 
.300 10.000 .09120 .03260 .06370 - 03850 00730 - 00700 
.300 12.000 .09530 .03190 .05570 -.04530 .00740 -.00800 
GRADIENT -.00009 -.00000 -.00015 -.00471 .00111 -.00076 
RUN NO. 88/ 0 RN/L ­ 2.78 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.500 -12.000 .09660 .03550 .08850 .04250 -.00720 .01010 
.500 -10.000 .09450 .03620 .09210 .03740 -.00700 .00850 
.500 -8.000 .09280 .03660 .08880 .03150 -.00650 .00700 

















.500 -2.000 .08260 .03760 .08940 .01090 -.00310 .00210 
.500 -1.000 .08210 .03780 09050 .00650 -.00200 .00120 
.500 .000 .09290 .03790 .09040 .00220 -.00070 .00040 
.500 1.000 .08430 .03780 .08920 -.00180 .00050 -.00050 
.500 2.000 .08500 .03750 .08690 -.00620 .00160 - 00150 
.500 3.000 .08590 .03710 .08430 -.01100 .00270 - 00240 
.500 4.000 .08740 .03580 .08220 -.01570 00370 -.00330 
.500 6.000 .09120 .03660 .08100 -.02400 .00500 -.00500 
.500 9.000 .09360 .03820 .08340 -.03040 .00590 -.00680 
.500 10.000 .09580 .03550 .08530 -.03550 .00650 -.00840 
.500 22.000 .10030 .03460 .07680 -.04150 .00680 - 00970 
GRADIENT .00025 -.00003 -.00042 -.00428 .00110 -.00089 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA- CAB PAGE 563
 
GTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+F20 HIB.IAV9.1 C (ROMC17) 1 20 JUN 75 1 
















1339,9000 IN, XC 
.0000 IN, YC 


















SCALE - .0300 SI-Ie - .000 
RUN NO. 87/ 0 RN/L - 3.2 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-r CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .10060 .03860 .10340 04260 -.00640 01130 
.600 -10 000 .09840 .03960 .10370 .03610 -.00580 00940 
.600 -9.000 .09590 .03980 .09660 .03010 - 00550 00760 
.600 -6.000 .09410 .03990 .09130 .02460 -.00510 .00590 
.600 -4.000 .09280 .04040 .09160 .01850 - 00450 .00420 
.800 -3.000 .09140 .04060 .09310 .01470 - 00370 .00330 
.800 -2.000 .08940 .04080 .09470 .01010 - 00270 00240 
.600 -1 000 .08830 .04090 09630 .00560 - 00150 .00140 
.600 .000 .08870 .04100 .09720 .00170 -.00050 .00040 
.500 1.000 .08950 .04060 .09580 -.00200 .00050 -.00060 
.600 2.000 .09110 .04060 .09490 -.00570 .00160 - 00170 
.600 3.000 .09310 .04030 .09210 -.00960 .00260 -.00270 
.600 4 000 .09480 .04000 .09030 -.01390 .00330 -.00370 
.600 6.000 .09590 .03930 .0902a -.02190 .00450 -.00560 
.600 .000 .09840 .03910 ,09310 -.08700 .00490 -.00740 
.00 10.000 .20080 .03900 .09630 -.03I2C .00500 -.00900 
.000 21.000 ,105 0 .03830 ,09!00 -. 03990 00e30 -.01000 
ORAD1EN7 .00030 -.000O5 -,0001a -,00401 .00101 -.00100 
RUN NO. 8B/ 0 RN/IL 3.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL ­ -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.700 -12.000 .0000 .04750 .13540 .03750 -.00350 .010S0 
.700 -10.000 .09820 .04790 .12480 .03150 -.00400 .00940 
.700 -8.000 .09970 ,04710 .11420 .02750 -.00460 .00860 
.700 -6.000 .10080 .04680 .10740 .02270 -.00440 .00740 
,700 -4.000 .09950 .04720 .10540 .01550 -.00340 .00540 
.700 -3.000 .09840 .04760 .10630 .01130 -.00260 .00430 
.700 -2.000 .09890 .04790 .10770 .00710 -. 00170 00310 
.700 -1.000 .09540 .04180 .10870 .00380 -.00090 .00190 
.700 .000 .09460 .04740 .10900 .00080 -.00010 .00060 
.700 1.000 .09550 .04700 .10870 -.00180 .00060 -.00070 
.100 2.000 .09740 .04100 .10710 -.00410 .00120 -.00210 
.700 3.000 .09950 .04700 .10430 -.00630 .00160 - 00330 
.700 4.000 .10130 .04700 .10170 -,OOB70 .00200 - 00460 
.700 6.000 .10300 .04670 .10110 -.01510 .00300 - 00570 
.700 8.000 .10320 .04710 .10780 -.02230 .00390 -.00820 
.700 10.000 .10350 .04790 .11790 -.02880 .00430 - 00930 
.700 12.000 .10550 .04830 .11820 -.03320 .00310 -.01000 
GRADIENT .00019 -.00009 -. 00037 -.00296 00069 - 00126 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAS 
 PAGE 564
 




6REF - 5500.0000 SQGFT. XMRP - 1339.9000 IN,XC 
 ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB 1.000
LREF - 327.7800 IN. YMRP - .DO0O IN.YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - .000
BREF - 2348.0400 IN ZMRP 190.8000 IN ZC ELV-IB - .000 ELV-OB - 3 000 
SCALE - 0300 SI-12 - .000 
RUN NO. 95/ 0 f*/L - 1.83 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,P0/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.300 -Ie.000 .07090 .03040 .07750 .03720 
 -.00500 ,00660
 
.300 -10.000 .07170 .03350 .07900 .02780 -.00630 .00630
 
.300 -B.000 .06840 .03270 .0150 .02800 -.00620 00510
 
300 -6.000 .06500 
 .03180 .08280 .02620 -.00550 .00380
 
.300 -4.000 .06320 .03240 
 .09260 .01850 -.00440 .00260
 
.300 
 -3.000 .06290 .03300 .08370 .01400 -.00370 .00200
 
300 -2.000 .06240 .03330 .08610 .01040 
 - 00290 00130
 
.300 -1.000 .08150 .03350 .08720 .00830 -.00180 00060
 
.300 .000 .06130 .03350 ,08010 .00160 -.00060 -,00030

.300 1.000 .06130 
 .03340 .08190 -.0023C .00040 -.00110
 
.300 2 000 
 .0150 .03330 .08070 -.00620 .00130 
-. 018 
.300 3.000 .061g .03330 .00130 -. 01030 .00ao -.00250 
.300 
 4 000 .06210 .03310 .08090 -.01460 00300 -.00320
 
.300 6.000 .06270 
 .03250 .07770 - 02280 .00450 -.00440
 
.300 8.000 .06360 .03150 .07580 .00570
-.02980 -.00570
 
.300 10.000 .06520 .03030 .07440 -.03550 .00550 -.00680
 
.300 12.000 .06770 .02930 .07070 -.04050 00650 - 00760
 




RUN NO, 94/ 0 RN/L - 2.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T
 
.500 -12.000 .08610 .03390 
 .09430 .03920 -.00580 .00270
 
.500 -to 000 .DBGO .03470 .09530 .03550 - 00640 00770
 
.500 -8.000 .07990 
 .03540 .09400 .02900 -.00570 .00650
 
.500 -6.000 .07930 .03580 109060 .02260 
 -.00490 .00500 
.600 -4 000 .07810 .03590 .00710 .017eO 
-.00420 00340 
.500 -3.000 .07850 
 .03910 08800 .014BO -.00370 .002B0
 
.500 -2.000 .07760 .03630 .09130 .01050 -.00290 .00180
 
500 -1.000 07640 .03880 .09360 .00650 -.00190 .00090 
.500 00 .07520 .03670 .09350 .00280 -.00080 00000 
.500 1.000 .07450 .03640 .09210 -.00080 .00010 -.00100
 
.500 2.000 
 .07450 .03610 .09050 -.00530 .00110 -.00190
 
.500 3.000 .07560 .03590 .08830 -.01040 .00220 -.00280
 
500 4.000 .07630 .03580 .08620 -.01460 .00300 -.00370
 
.500 6.000 .07650 .03570 .08490 -.02040 ,00380 -.00530
 
.500 8.000 .07710 .03500 .08730 -.02560 .00440 -.00660
 
.500 10.000 
 .07890 .03400 .02920 -. 03140 .00500 -.00760 
.500 12 000 .08170 .03340 .08620 -.03960 .00620 - 00870 
GRADIENT -.00044 -.00003 -.00010 -.00400 .00094 -.00090 
DATE 20 JUN 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAB PAGE 565 
BTWT-1431CA5 STRUT T+I CORR KI+F20 HIS. IAVS I C (RGCIB) 1 20 JUN 75 1, 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF - 5500.0000 SQ FT. XMRP - 1339 9000 IN.XC ALPHAI - 8.000 STAB - 1.000 
LREF - 327 7800 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN YC RUD-U - 000 RUD-L - 000 
BREF - 234e.0400 IN. ZMRP * 190.8000 IN, ZC ELV-lB ­ .000 ELV-0B - 3.000 
SCALE - 0300 Si-lE - .000 
RUN NO. 93/ 0 RN/L - 3.13 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00 
MACH BETA CL-T CO-T CLM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
.600 -12.000 .08450 .03770 .10530 .04000 -.00480 .00930 
.600 -10.000 08030 .03800 .10660 .03410 -.00510 .00810 
.600 -8.000 .07980 .03B40 .10080 .02840 - 00490 00670 
.600 -6.000 .08000 .03880 09540 .02320 -.00460 .00510 
.600 -4,000 .07910 .03930 .09450 .01800 -.00410 .00330 
.600 -3 000 .07850 03960 .09680 .01480 -.00360 .00240 
.600 -2.000 .07780 .03980 .10030 .01090 -.00280 .00170 
.600 -1.000 .07690 03990 .10170 .00700 -.00180 .00090 
.600 .000 .07650 03990 .10140 .00360 -.00090 .00000 
.600 3.000 .07710 .03990 .10070 .00050 .00000 -.00090 
600 2.000 .07800 .03970 .09920 -.00330 00100 -.00170 
.600 3 000 .07900 .03950 .09670 -.00810 00190 -.00240 
600 4.000 .07960 03910 .09390 -.01270 .00280 -.00330 
.800 6.000 .07960 .03850 .09100 -.01990 .00380 -.00520 
.600 8.000 .07920 .03810 .09410 -.02460 .00410 -.00700 
.600 10.000 .07990 .03800 .10040 -.02880 .00410 -.00830 
.600 12.000 .08340 .03790 .10030 -.03780 .00500 -.00930 
GRADIENT .00007 -.00002 -.00010 -.00377 .00089 -.00082 
RUN NO. 92/ 0 RN/L - 3 41 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5 00 
MACH BETA CL-T CD-T CEM-T CY-T CLN-T CSL-T 
700 -12.000 .07680 .04620 .14300 .03480 -.00240 .00670 
.700 -10.000 .07240 .04660 .13060 02940 -.00290 .00610 
.700 -8.000 .07460 .04680 .12170 02660 -.00420 00510 
.700 -6.1000 .07570 .04730 .11760 .02170 -.00440 .00370 
.700 -4.000 .07510 .04800 .11740 .01420 - 00320 .00200 
.700 -3.000 .07620 .04800 .11710 .01020 -.00250 .00150 
700 -2.000 .07680 .04780 .11670 .00700 -.00180 00110 
.700 -1.000 .07680 .04740 .11890 .00440 -.00120 00070 
.700 .000 .07780 .04690 .11970 .00190 -.00050 .00010 
700 1.000 .07900 .04670 11790 - 00070 00020 -.00050 
.700 2.000 .07860 .04700 11720 - 00260 .00080 - 00090 
700 3,000 07670 .04730 .11790 -.00440 .00120 -.00120 
700 4.000 .07530 .04740 .11830 -.00680 .00170 - 00190 
.700 6.000 07430 .04720 .11740 -.01340 .00290 -.00360 
.700 8.000 07570 .0460 .11750 -.021i0 .00390 -.00550 
700 10.000 .07900 .04650 3.12040 -.02790 .00400 -.00690 
.700 1 000 08090 .04680 .23000 - 03050 .00250 - 00720 
nAnIrmNT nnni -.nnnit nnnin - nnp .nnnsp -nnn4R 
